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Affidavit of Karen Simpson 

I, Karen Simpson, of the Town of Carleton Place, in the County of Lanark, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. I am a witness to the Public Inquiry into the Safety and Security of Residents in the Long-

Term Care Homes System (the "Inquiry"). I have firsthand knowledge of the matters to 

which I hereinafter depose. When I do not have firsthand knowledge, I have identified the 

source of my information and belief and believe it to be true. 

2. I was the Director of the Long-Term Care Inspections Branch of the Ministry of Health and 

Long-Term Care (MHL TC) from October, 2015 until April 17, 2018 when Stacey Colameco 

became the Acting Director of the Branch, to allow me to focus on assisting with the 

Ministry's work for the Inquiry. At the beginning of July, 2018, I left the MHL TC to pursue 

a different career opportunity. 
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3. Prior to joining the MHL TC, I was the Executive Director of a non-profit community 

organization that addressed, among other things, seniors' support, developmental services 

and community social housing. I was with this organization for about 18 years and 

managed a staff of approximately 100 people. 

4. In 2001, I joined the MHL TC as a Long-Term Care (L TC) Program Consultant at the 

Eastern Regional Office in Ottawa. My geographic responsibilities included the eastern 

counties and upper Ottawa Valley. It was one of seven Regional Offices in the province at 

the time. 

5. In 2003, I became Acting Program Manager in the Eastern Regional Office and was 

responsible for health related programs in the Eastern Region. I was the L TC Manager 

Lead for the Regional Office and also had responsibility for hospitals, mental health, and 

the Community Care Access Centres ("CCACs") in the upper Ottawa Valley and Eastern 

Counties for the Eastern Regional Office. I was not responsible for the nursing homes 

compliance and enforcement system at that time. 

6. I left the MHL TC in 2006, around the time that the Local Health Integration Networks 

(LHINs) were introduced in Ontario. The LHINs are Crown agencies which were 

established to help plan, coordinate, integrate and fund local health services across the 

province. At the time, the LHINs took over most of the MHL TC Regional Office's 

responsibilities, with the exception of the compliance and inspection function. The 

compliance and inspection functions were maintained by the Ministry, with central 

coordination. Local compliance and inspection functions were delivered out of local 
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Service Area Offices (SAOs). At that time five SAOs were created for the province 

(Ottawa, Toronto, London, Hamilton and Sudbury) . 

7. In 2007, I returned to the MHL TC as one of two senior managers (along with Sandy 

Knipfel), responsible for managing the compliance program. We reported to Tim Burns, 

the Director of the Performance, Improvement and Compliance Branch (PICB) which was 

part of the Health System Accountability and Performance Division. As a senior manager 

in PICB, I played an integral role in preparing for the transition to the Long-Term Care 

Homes Act, 2007 (L TCHA) , which came into force on July 1, 2010. Part of my 

responsibility was to oversee the development of new inspection processes, procedures 

and supports that would allow the MHL TC to fulfill its role of ensuring compliance with the 

new legislation. 

8. I was the Acting Director of PICB in 2012 for about eight months. In 2015, the Long-Term 

Care Homes Division was created with two branches: the L TC Inspections Branch and the 

L TC Licensing and Policy Branch. At this time, I became Director of the L TC Inspections 

Branch. Attached as Exhibit "A" to my affidavit is a copy of my curriculum vitae 

[L TCI00072874]. 

9. Attached as Exhibit "B'' to my affidavit is a copy of the slide deck that will be used during 

my testimony at the public hearings of the Inquiry to assist in explaining the MHL TC's 

compliance and enforcement role with respect to the L TC sector in Ontario 

[L TCI00072869]. 
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GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE LTC HOMES SECTOR IN ONTARIO 

10. There are 627 L TC homes operating with 78,936 residents in L TC homes in Ontario. The 

majority of the L TC homes are for-profit homes: 42 ,496 beds of the province's LTC beds 

are in the 363 for-profit homes. There are 149 not-for profit L TC homes (with 19,586 beds); 

101 Municipal homes (with 16,280 beds), and 16 EldCap homes (with 304 beds). Attached 

as Exhibit "C" to my affidavit is a copy of the Long-Term Care Home System Report from 

March 2018 [L TCI00071969]. 

11. The MHL TC is responsible for the funding , setting of standards and requirements through 

legislation and policies, and oversight of all L TC homes. There are 14 LHINs across the 

province, each of which has responsibility for administering the majority of the funding that 

L TC homes receive. This funding, provided by the ministry to the LHINs, is administered 

through the LHINs under the Long Term Care Home Service Accountability Agreement 

(LSAA) . The LHINs are also now responsible for determining who is eligible for placement 

in L TC, in accordance with the requirements of the L TCHA. This was a function that was 

previously fulfilled by the Community Care Access Centres (CCAC), until they were 

transferred to the LHINs. 

12. As Director of the LTC Inspections Branch, I was responsible for overseeing the Inspection 

process for all L TC homes in the province. I was also appointed as the Director under the 

L TCHA and had the statutory responsibilities for compliance and enforcement as set out 

in the L TCHA. In that capacity, I worked closely with Senior Managers, the inspection staff 

working in the SAOs, including both Managers and Inspectors, and the corporate support 

staff, including education , policy and data support. I also worked with other branches of 
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the L TC Homes. Division and the ministry on any projects that impacted compliance and 

enforcement. 

13. My work also involved regular contact with L TC home licensees where necessary to 

ensure compliance with the L TCHA. I also frequently liaised with other stakeholders from 

the L TC sector, including both those within or related to government such as the LHINs, 

the CCACs (until they were transferred to the LHINs in June 2017), Health Quality Ontario 

(HQO), as well as those external to government. For example, I chaired the meetings of 

the Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program (LQIP) Advisory Committee, 

which was a committee organized by the MHL TC to ensure the L TC sector stakeholders 

have input into the MHL TC's inspection program. The LQIP Advisory Committee meets 

approximately three times each year and includes members from the Ontario Long-Term 

Care Association (OL TCA), AdvantAge Ontario, Ontario Association of Resident Councils 

(OARC) , the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly (ACE) , Concerned Friends, and the Ontario 

Long Term Care Clinicians (OL TCC), among others. I also participated in a Stakeholder 

Liaison Committee which is chaired by the Assistant Deputy Minister and includes 

members from OARC, Family Councils Ontario, the LHINs, OL TCA and AdvantAge 

Ontario. I also met with representatives from the Ontario Nurses Association (ONA) 

approximately once a year and have met with the College of Nurses of Ontario (CNO), the 

Office of the Chief Coroner, the Office of the Fire Marshall, the Electrical Safety 

Association , the Retirement Homes Authority and other regulatory bodies about issues of 

mutual concern . 
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MHLTC's ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE WITH RESPONSIBILITIES FOR OVERSIGHT OF LTC HOMES 

14. When I returned to the MHL TC in 2007, I was working in the Performance, Improvement 

and Compliance Branch (PICB) . PICB was responsible for performance, compliance and 

licensing of all L TC homes (which at the time included Nursing homes, Charitable 

Institutions and Municipal Homes). PICB fell under the Health System Accountability and 

Performance Division . 

15. In 2015, the L TC Homes Division was created at the MHLTC. This Division includes both 

the L TC Inspections Branch and the Licensing and Policy Branch . The L TC Inspections 

Branch oversees the LQIP to ensure compliance with the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10. The 

responsibilities of the two Branches used to be fulfilled by PICB. The LTC Inspections 

Branch is responsible for conducting Inspections in all L TC homes in the province, both 

Critical Incident, Complaint and Follow Up (CCF) Inspections and the comprehensive 

annual inspections, known as Resident Quality Inspections (RQls). The Branch is also 

responsible for the development and implementation of all operational policy for 

inspections and inspectors. Operational policy includes the materials developed to support 

inspectors in their work and includes the Inspectors' Handbook. The Branch also provides 

ongoing training and education to Inspectors, and now includes regional education 

coordinators, who are responsible for training L TC Homes Inspectors. 

16. Since 2015, the Licensing and Policy Branch of the L TC Homes Division has done the 

broader policy work for the L TC home sector, including the legislative or regulatory policy 

work both generally in relation to strategic policy to support the Division, and specifically 

for the development and implementation of funding and financial policies for the L TC 
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sector. This Branch is also responsible for managing the licensing of L TC homes in the 

province in accordance with the L TCHA. 

17. As Director of the L TC Inspections Branch , I was not involved in the licensing process for 

homes. The Inspections Branch has, where requested , provided information to the 

Minister about a home's compliance history to help determine whether proposed licensing 

changes were in the public interest in accordance with the LTCHA. 

(A)SAOs AND CIATT 

18. In 2007, five SAOs were established in Ottawa, Sudbury, Toronto, London and Hamilton. 

The SAOs took over the compliance and inspection role that had previously been 

performed by the Regional Offices. Each SAO had between 127 and 140 L TC homes 

within its jurisdiction. Prior to the coming into force of the L TCHA on July 1, 2010, there 

was a manager in each SAO, as well as Compliance Advisors. 

19. Compliance Advisors, who worked out of the SAOs, were assigned to particular L TC 

homes. They would review information received about those homes, would determine 

when a review or inspection was required, and would conduct those reviews where they 

felt they were necessary to determine if a L TC home had complied with the standards and 

criteria in the L TC Homes Program Manual. L TC homes were required to comply with the 

standards and criteria in the Program Manual as a condition of receiving funding pursuant 

to the Service Accountability Agreement that they had signed. Compliance Advisors would 

also provide homes with advice about how to comply with standards and criteria in the L TC 

Homes Program Manual. 
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20. When Elizabeth Wettlaufer (EW) began to work at Caressant Care - Woodstock (CCW) in 

June 2007, CCW was operating under a licence issued by the Director under the Nursing 

Homes Act and was generally subject to the requirements of that legislation and its 

Regulation (R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 832) . CCW was one of the nursing homes that fell within 

the London SAO. 

21. As of July 1, 2010, when the L TCHA came into effect, the SAO structure remained the 

same but the Compliance Advisors became Inspectors appointed under the L TCHA. 

Inspectors, like Compliance Advisors , are registered nurses (some of whom have been 

Directors of Care), registered dieticians, registered physiotherapists, and environmental 

Inspectors who are certified public health Inspectors. 

22 . As of July 1, 2010, Inspectors, unlike Compliance Advisors, were no longer assigned to 

specific homes within the SAO but were now expected to inspect at any and all L TC homes. 

Inspectors no longer provided advice to homes about how to comply with the L TCHA and 

0 . Reg. 79/10 because Inspectors may lose objectivity if later required to inspect a home 

where they had provided advice. Inspectors could however refer homes to other bodies 

for help, e.g., the OL TCA, AdvantAge, CNO, RNAO, or homes could seek advice from 

other homes that may have implemented approaches that would be helpful to them. 

23 . As of July 1, 2010, CCW (and all other L TC homes in the province) became subject to the 

requirements of the LTCHA and its Regulation (0. Reg . 79/10). CCW continued to fall 

within the London SAO. Meadow Park London (MP) , where EW began working in late 

spring 2014, was also one of the homes within the London SAO's jurisdiction. Peggy 

Skipper has been the manager of the London SAO since December 2015. 
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24. Telfer Place (TP) , the final L TC home where EW worked as an agency nurse when she 

committed an offence, fell within the Hamilton SAO's region . Karin Fairchild has been the 

manager of the Hamilton SAO since 2007. 

25. Beginning in late 2013, each SAO had Inspection Team Leads (ITLs) who would provide 

guidance to the Inspectors. Inspectors could go to Team Leads with concerns that arose 

during inspections. ITLs were also responsible for reviewing Inspection and Order Reports. 

ITLs were not managers, however and as a result.the SAO managers were responsible 

for managerial supervision or performance management of all Inspectors. The ITL 

positions have recently been eliminated and replaced with Inspection Managers (I Ms), who 

are now taking on the coaching and performance management function for those 

inspectors reporting to them. 

26. As of July 1, 2010, Duty Inspector roles were established in all the SAOs (the number and 

set up varied a bit depending on the SAO). The role of the Duty Inspector was to review 

the incoming information to support the inspection program in meeting its obligations under 

the Act. The Duty Inspectors would triage information received about homes in their SAOs, 

which could include Critical Incident reports, complaints, and information received from 

other sources, such as residents, family members, the general public or a another body, 

e.g., ESA, MOL, etc .. They would then determine whether an inspection or inquiry was 

warranted based on the information received . 

27. In 2011 , I sought approval to establish the Centralized Intake, Assessment and Triage 

Team (CIATT), which would be a centralized group responsible for triaging all incoming 

information received by the MHL TC. It was my belief that the creation of a centralized 
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intake and triaging group would improve the consistency in the approach to triaging 

incoming information including Cl reports and complaints. This was ultimately approved 

and set up in the Hamilton SAO, although it receives information from across the province 

and provides support to all SAOs in the province. CIATT began its operations in late 2012 

with six Triage Inspectors and a manager. CIATT has grown since that time and currently 

operates with nine Triage Inspectors, a Team Lead and a Manager. 

28. On March 1st, 2018, two new SAOs were added, one in Waterloo and one in Oshawa, and 

Inspector positions were realigned to staff these SAOs. The L TC Inspections Branch was 

also approved in 2017 to have three senior managers and additional central support 

positions, e.g., Regional Education staff, Project Managers and recruitment support. The 

three Senior Manager positions were filled in 2017 by Stacey Colameco (responsible for 

the Centralized Intake and Assessment Triage Team (CIATT) and the central support team 

of educational coordinators and clinical consultants); Wendy Lewis (responsible for 

Sudbury, Oshawa, Toronto and Ottawa); and Lynne Haves (responsible for London, 

Waterloo and Hamilton) . Stacey Colameco is now the Acting Director of the L TC 

Inspections Branch. Her position as senior manager is being filled by Pam Chou, formerly 

the Education and Recruitment Manager. These senior managers meet regularly with 

SAO managers and as Director, I met weekly with them as part of the L TC Inspections 

Branch senior management team. 

29. In my capacity as Director, I was in regular contact with both Inspectors and Service Area 

Office (SAO) managers. From time to time, I would attend the different SAO offices to 

update them on upcoming policy or process changes, and to be able to get feedback and 
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input from the Inspectors. I also attended monthly management meetings with all SAO 

Managers, senior managers and , recently, Inspection Managers. 

(B) LHINs/CCACs RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE L TC HOMES SECTOR 

30. The LHINs, which were also established in 2006, have funding responsibility for LTC 

homes; they do not have any direct role in the compliance or inspection function . 

31. Each L TC home has a Long-Term Care Home Service Accountability Agreement (LSAAs) 

with their LHIN. The LHINs can use the LSAA to assist with encouraging L TC home 

licensees to ensure they are complying with the L TCHA. They can ask for performance 

reports and meet with the licensee or the licensee's Board of Governors (where 

applicable). They have audit powers and can look at issues from a financial audit 

perspective to encourage compliance. 

32. Until last year, when the CCACs were transferred to the LHINs, the CCACs were 

responsible for assessing applicants for L TC placement to determine their eligibility for 

placement in L TC homes. The CCACs also managed the L TC home placement process, 

including the wait list and prioritizations as set out in the L TCHA and 0 . Reg . 79/10. The 

LHINs have now taken on the CCAC's placement functions. 

33. The LHINs did not report to me. They liaise with the MHL TC through the LHIN Liaison 

Branch, whose Director is Jane Sager. While there are no formal reporting requirements 

between the CCACs/LHINs and the Director of the L TC Inspections Branch, I had a very 

good working relationship with the CCACs/LHINs across the province. The SAO 

managers also have good working relationships and contacts with the CCACs/LHINs. 
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34. I would communicate with the CCAC/LHINs about inspection issues relating to L TC homes 

fairly regularly as well as addressing any placement concerns that may have been brought 

to my attention . LHINs were invited to certain compliance/enforcement meetings held by 

the Director with the licensee, such as Director Referral meetings, cease of admission 

meetings and meetings related to the issuance of a Mandatory Management Order (MMO). 

Starting in 2015/2016, I began to invite the LHINs to all Director Referral meetings as I was 

aware that they play an important role in encouraging the home's compliance. At those 

meetings, the LHINs can support the need for the home to come into compliance and may 

identify strategies to support this. By way of example, a LTC home in the Hamilton area 

had repeatedly failed to comply with the requirement in the L TCHA that all homes have a 

registered nurse in the home 24 hours a day 7 days a week who is a member of the regular 

nursing staff. This matter was referred to me as the Director pursuant to subsection 152(1 ), 

para 4 of the L TCHA. I held a meeting with the licensee that the LHIN also attended. After 

this meeting, the LHIN told the licensee that they would not fund another program for the 

organization until the licensee complied with the 24/7 Registered Nurse requirement; the 

home then complied quickly. 

35. The SAOs communicate directly with the CCACs/LHINs more frequently than I did. They 

have strong relationships with the LHINs and CCACs (now the LHIN Placement 

Coordinators). Sometimes the placement coordinators raise compliance concerns with the 

MHL TC that is treated by MHL TC as an intake. For example, the CCACs/LHINs would 

sometimes advise the L TC Inspections Branch when homes were refusing applicants for 

reasons not provided for in the L TCHA. Similarly, Inspectors might call the CCAC/LHINs 
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to gather information if the Inspector is conducting an inspector or inquiry related to a 

complaint about admissions. 

36. As Director I would also send the CCACs/LHINs a letter notifying them of a cease 

admissions direction so that the CCACs/LHINs could ensure that people are no longer 

admitted to that L TC home during a cease of admissions. Although the CCACs/LHINs may 

note the pressures to placement where a cease of admissions is in place, they were 

generally supportive as they understood that a cease of admissions was only issued by 

the Director where there was risk of harm to residents or people who may be admitted to 

the home. The CCACs/LHINs have expressed to me that they hoped that the licensee 

would correct the issues quickly given the impact of a cease of admissions on the system. 

37. I also had responsibility for ensuring that the CCACs/LHINs were acting in accordance with 

legislative requirements for placement. While Inspectors and the Director do not have the 

ability under the L TCHA to take any enforcement action against CCACs/LHINs if they do 

not comply, the Director still has a legislative responsibility for ensuring their compliance 

with the placement requirements in the L TCHA and regulation. Where the Branch receives 

information that a CCAC/LHIN may not have complied with the L TCHA, an Inspector may 

gather information and if evidence of non-compliance is found, the Director has typically 

written a letter to the CCAC Directors setting out the Inspector's findings and requiring 

them to change their policies or approach and provide evidence of the change. 
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(C) ACCREDITATION OF l TC HOMES 

38. I am aware that L TC homes may seek and receive accreditation from either the 

Commission on Accreditation and Rehabilitations Facilities (CARF) or Accreditation 

Canada. The MHL TC does not handle accreditation of L TC homes. 

39. Accreditation systems are voluntary in nature and tend to look at a home's governance, 

leadership, systems, and other similar areas. L TC homes may make the changes that are 

identified through the accreditation process, but since it is voluntary, accreditation does 

not require mandatory compliance as compared to the L TCHA. I view accreditation and 

inspections as complementary; inspection looks at the clinical aspects of resident care and 

the home's policies and procedures, and training, to support resident care, and 

accreditation looks more broadly at the governance and leadership systems within the 

home. 

40. Homes that are accredited by either CARF or Accreditation Canada receive an extra $0.33 

per diem per bed in funding . This Accreditation premium has been replaced with the 

Quality Attainment Premium that is provided to accredited homes via the Other 

Accommodation funding envelope. Effective July 1, 2018, the Quality Attainment Premium 

of $0.36 will support accreditation and be provided to homes that are both are accredited 

and have been assigned a LQIP Performance Assessment (LPA) performance level of 1 

("in good standing") or 2 ("improvement required"). 
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OVERVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REGIME GOVERNING NURSING HOMES: (AS OF) 

2007-JUNE 30, 2010 

41 . As of 2007, when EW began working at CCW, nursing homes, including CCW, were 

regulated by the Nursing Homes Act and its Regulation (R.R.O. 1990, Reg . 832) . 

Compliance Advisors would conduct reviews and inspections using the L TC Homes 

Program Manual. Nursing homes were required to comply with the Program Manual, 

under their service accountability and funding agreement. 

42. Compliance Advisors would make observations to determine whether a standard in the 

Program Manual was met. Compliance Advisors rarely used the Nursing Homes Act (or 

the Charitable Institutions Act or the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act) during 

reviews or inspections. 

43. The Nursing Homes Act (NHA) required anyone (other than a resident) who had 

reasonable grounds to suspect that a resident has suffered or may suffer harm as the 

result of unlawful conduct, improper or incompetent treatment or care or neglect to report 

that suspicion immediately to the Director (s. 25 NHA). There was no such obligation in 

the Charitable Institutions Act or the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act. Where 

Compliance Advisors received information about suspected harm to a resident, they could 

initiate a review in a home. 

44. Regulations pertaining to medication management and administration were contained in 

ss. 63-69 R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 832. 

45. The LTC Homes Program Manual also contained standards with respect to pharmacy 

services, drug dispensing, drug storage and destruction , and recording of medication 

errors or adverse drug reactions. The Program Manual also imposed a number of 
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reporting obligations on homes. Under the Program Manual, homes were required to 

report certain "Unusual Occurrences" immediately, such as abuse and/or assault involving 

a resident "including wilful direct infliction of physical pain or injury"; unusual or accidental 

deaths; and missing or misappropriated drugs. Other Unusual Occurrences had to be 

reported in writing within ten business days, including an injury or medication error that 

resulted in a transfer of a resident to hospital. Attached as Exhibit "D" to my affidavit is an 

excerpt of the L TC Homes Program Manual [L TCI00045578]. 

46. Compliance Advisors could make two types of findings after conducting reviews in a home: 

findings of unmet standards or criteria, where the licensee could be required to prepare a 

plan to explain what it would do to achieve compliance; or "observations and 

recommendations" , where the Compliance Advisor would provide guidance to the licensee 

on how to improve its compliance status. Compliance Advisors often provided advice 

informally and verbally without completing an "observations and recommendations" 

document. 

47. Where a home was found to be in repeated non-compliance prior to July 1, 2010, it could 

be subject to "Enhanced monitoring", meaning it could be reviewed more often to address 

systemic problems. 

48 . In the spring of 2004, Monique Smith, the Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister of Health 

and Long-Term Care, released a report, Commitment to Care: A Plan for Long-Term Care 

in Ontario, which was based on her review of more than 20 L TC facilities in the province. 

Her recommendations targeted many aspects of the L TC system, including the compliance 

and enforcement regime in place at that time. In particular, she recommended changes to 
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five main areas of the L TC sector, including improving the quality of life of residents; 

ensuring public accountability; developing clear enforceable standards with tougher 

inspection and enforcement; improving staffing and administration ; enacting new 

legislation to ensure uniform standards of care, enforcement and penalties; and reviewing 

the funding formula. Attached as Exhibit "E" to my affidavit is a copy of Commitment to 

Care [L TCI00046531 ]. This Report helped to pave the way for the development and 

passage of the L TCHA. 

DEVELOPING THE NEW L EGISLATIVE, REGULATORY AND INSPECTION REGIME 

49. A different division in the MHL TC, the Health System Strategy Division, was responsible 

for drafting the new provincial legislation for L TC homes that was recommended by 

Monique Smith . PICB had input into the drafting of Part IX of the L TCHA, dealing with 

compliance and enforcement, and related aspects of the Regulation. Some PICB staff, 

particularly those with experience working in L TC homes, also provided subject matter 

expertise in the development of the resident care and services aspects of the L TCHA and 

the Regualtion . As of 2006, PICB knew that new legislation was coming . In June 2007, 

the L TCHA received Royal Assent. 

50. PICB was responsible for developing a new methodology for inspections that would align 

with the L TCHA. Tim Burns, the Director of PICB, had a vision for improving inspections. 

At that time, reviews were paper-based , focused on documentation, and lacked both a 

clear methodology and consistency across the province. I was part of a small team that 

was responsible for compliance transformation and acted as the project Champion . 
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51. As part of the compliance transformation process, we conducted an inter-jurisdictional 

analysis of inspection regimes across Canada, Australia, the United States and other 

countries. We determined that the U.S. inspection and legislative regime was similar to 

that of Ontario, which was more comprehensive than anywhere else in Canada. During 

that review, we met with Dr. Andrew Kramer, the lead researcher at Nursing Home Quality 

(NHQ) , which is now known as Providigm. Dr. Kramer had led a team of clinicians and 

researchers out of the University of Colarado, and funded by the Centers for Medicare 

and Medicaid. This team developed a methodology for the U.S. called a Quality Indicator 

Survey ("QIS"), which was rolled out in 2006-2007. In the U.S. , inspections are called 

"surveys". Dr. Kramer established NHQ to handle QIS training after the Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid adopted QIS and wanted their Surveyors (the U.S. equivalent of 

Inspectors) trained . NHQ was successful in winning the Request for Proposals (RFP) for 

the work in the U.S. QIS met the criteria that we were looking for in Ontario: we wanted 

an inspection system that truly began with the resident and started with collecting 

evidence from the residents, staff, and families , and worked outward from there. The 

care areas within QIS also aligned with many of the new L TCHA and Regulatory 

requirements. 

52. In March 2010, we issued an RFP to acquire the expertise to align the QIS methodology 

to the L TCHA and Regulations, to train "master trainers" (who would then train 

Inspectors) for RQls, and to develop an IT system for Stage 1 of the RQI process. The 

only bidder was Nursing Home Quality (NHQ) and they were retained by the MHL TC. 

NHQ had developed an IT tool to help nursing homes in the US do their own QIS to 

identify care concerns and NHQ adapted this tool for Stage 1 of Ontario's RQI process. 
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53. We piloted NHQ's process in about 120 L TC homes across the province between May 

and November of 2010, conducting mock RQls in those homes. The homes were 

informed of the results of the mock RQI which helped them prepare for the 

implementation of the RQI. 

54. I championed the adoption of the RQI, along with others such as Karin Fairchild and 

Peggy Skipper, who were part of an Inspection Support team. Ms. Skipper and Ms. 

Fairchild's team also worked to develop the Inspection Protocols (IPs) to be used in both 

CCF Inspections and RQls. The IPs were tested in L TC homes in April, May and June of 

2010 in order to ensure that they were meeting the MHL TC's objective. We had to wait 

for a final draft of the Regulation to finalize the IPs, since the IPs align directly to the 

L TCHA and the Regulation. The Regulation was ultimately filed as 0 . Reg. 79/10 in 

March 2010. Both the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10 came into force on July 1, 2010. 

OVERVIEW OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY REGIME GOVERNING l TC HOME INSPECTIONS 

AS OF JULY 1, 2010 

55. On July 1, 2010, the legislative and regulatory oversight of L TC homes in Ontario changed 

fundamentally when the LTCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10_came into force. The LTCHA marked 

a significant shift of focus to resident-centred care and services. There were enhanced 

obligations on the licensees of L TC homes, as well as changes to the MHL TC's legislative 

responsibilities with respect to both compliance and enforcement and licensing. 

56. The L TCHA governs the licensing, funding, administration and operations of long-term 

care homes. The L TCHA consolidated three previous pieces of legislation dealing with 
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long term care homes (Charitable Institutions Act, Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes 

Act and Nursing Homes Act) and brings a unified approach and a focus on resident care. 

57. The L TCHA establishes the fundamental principle that a L TC home is to be operated so 

that residents may live with dignity, security, safety and comfort and have their physical, 

psychological, social, spiritual and cultural needs adequately met. 

58 . The L TCHA and Regulation establishes set requirements that licensees of L TC homes are 

required to meet in order to ensure residents receive the care that they need and live in a 

safe and secure home. These requirements include residents' rights , care and services; 

required resident programs for falls prevention, skin and wound care, continence care and 

bowel management, and pain management; managing residents with responsive 

behaviours; admission of residents; establishment of a Residents' Council and Family 

Council; licensing; staff qualifications; and quality improvement. 

59. The L TCHA requires mandatory reporting of suspicions of improper or incompetent 

treatment or care, abuse, neglect, and unlawful conduct, among other things, as well as 

whistleblower protection for anyone making these reports or any other disclosure to an 

Inspector or the Director. Licensees are required to protect residents from abuse and 

ensure they are not neglected, as well as investigate all allegations, suspicions and 

witnessed incidents of abuse and develop, and develop and implement a written policy to 

promote zero tolerance of abuse and neglect of residents. The L TCHA also limits the use 

of restraints for residents and requires the licensee to have, and comply with, a policy to 

minimize restraining and ensure that restraining is only done in compliance with the Act 

and its regulations. 
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60. The MHL TC introduced a new approach to inspections to align with the compliance and 

enforcement regime set out in the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10. Pursuant to the L TCHA, if 

the Director receives information from any source about conduct that has resulted in harm 

or risk of harm to a resident of a L TC home or a failure to comply with a requirement under 

the Act (among other things), the Director must ensure that an Inspection or Inquiry is done 

for the purpose of ensuring compliance with the requirements of the Act (s. 25 L TCHA). 

The L TCHA has heightened obligations on Inspectors to ensure, rather than just 

determine, compliance with the Act or its Regulation (s. 142 LTCHA versus for example, 

NHA, s. 24) . This was a fundamental change and is achieved through applying the 

enforcement actions identified through the Act. During Inspections, which are 

unannounced (s. 144 LTCHA), Inspectors will make observations, review records, and 

conduct interviews with residents, staff and families in order to determine whether the 

home is in compliance. Inspectors require evidence to support their findings and must 

document any findings of non-compliance in an Inspection Report (s. 149(3) L TCHA). 

61 . The L TCHA imposes a duty on "any person" to immediately report to the Director where 

they have reasonable grounds to suspect that any of the following has occurred: improper 

or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that results in harm or risk of harm; abuse 

of a resident by anyone or neglect of a-resident by the licensee or staff that results in harm 

or risk of harm to the resident; unlawful conduct that results in harm or risk of harm to the 

resident; the misuse of misappropriation of a resident's money or funding provided to the 

licensee (s. 24 L TCHA). Section 107 of the 0 . Reg . 79/10 also imposes additional 

reporting duties on the licensee, including in relation to a sudden or unexpected death; 
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missing or unaccounted for controlled substances; and medication incidents or adverse 

drug reactions that require a resident to be taken to hospital. 

62. Detailed regulations in relation to medication management, administration, storage, 

disposal, and medication incidents and adverse reactions are contained in ss. 114-137 0. 

Reg . 79/10. 

63. Under the L TCHA, when Inspectors determine there is evidence to support a finding of 

non-compliance, they must take one of the following actions: issue a Written Notification 

(WN); issue a WN accompanied by a Voluntary Plan of Correction (VPC), a Compliance 

Order (CO), or a Work and Activity Order; or issue a Written Notification to the licensee 

and refer the matter to the Director for further action (s. 152 L TCHA). There are two types 

of Compliance Orders. An Inspector or Director may order the licensee to: (1) do anything 

or refrain from doing anything to achieve compliance; or (2) prepare, submit and implement 

a plan for achieving compliance (s. 153(1) L TCHA). 

64. In determining what action to take where there has been non-compliance, an Inspector 

must assess the severity of non-compliance (or where there has been harm or risk of harm, 

the severity of the harm or risk of harm), the scope of the non-compliance, as well as the 

licensee's compliance history (s. 299 0. Reg. 79/10). These are the only factors that the 

Inspector can consider. Neither due diligence nor mistake on the part of the licensee is 

considered when an Inspector (or Director) issues an order under the Act (s. 159 L TCHA). 
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65. Inspectors use a Judgement Matrix to assist them in assessing scope, severity and 

compliance history and in determining which action or enforcement mechanism should 

accompany the finding of non-compliance. 

66. An Inspector may refer a matter of non-compliance to the Director for action; this is known 

as a Director Referral (DR). DRs go through ITLs (now IMs) and SAO managers before 

coming to the Director. Before I was Director, DRs were rare. In order to address recurring 

non-compliance by certain homes, in late 2015, I required Inspectors to make a Director 

Referral on the third issuance of an order or when there were serious risk issues at a home. 

Inspectors now issue a DR for two reasons: (1) it is the third time an order has been issued, 

or (2) there are multiple issues in a home and the Inspector feels it is necessary to initiate 

a DR. 

67. After a DR had been issued by an Inspector, I would meet with the licensee. Before the 

meetings with the licensee, I had a pre-meeting with the Inspectors, ITLs (now IMs) and 

SAO manager so I could get an understanding of what was happening on the ground. 

Inspectors see the home, and know what is going on with leadership, staffing and 

compliance. I used this information to formulate a plan for the discussion with the licensee. 

Since starting to use DRs more regularly, we have found that 74% of recurring orders were 

complied with on the next follow-up inspection following the Director's meeting with the 

licensee. This is a significant improvement. 

68. The total number of Director Referrals made each year under the L TCHA are: 

• 2011 - 2 DRs 

• 2012-5DRs 
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• 2013- none 

• 2014 - 1 DRs 

• 2015-29 DRs 

• 2016- 96 DRs 

• 2017- 71 DRs 

• January 1 - March 31, 2018 - 23 DRs 

69. The L TCHA authorizes the Director to issue a CO (known as a Director's Order) or a Work 

and Activity Order (s. 153, 154 L TCHA) . The Director can also order that funding be 

withheld (or returned if already provided to the licensee) (s. 155 L TCHA), impose a 

mandatory management order (s. 156 L TCHA) , or make an order revoking a licence (s. 

157 L TCHA) where the statutory grounds for each of those orders are present. The 

Director may also direct the placement coordinator to cease admissions to a L TC home (s. 

50(1) L TCHA) . 

70. In my experience, mandatory management orders (MMOs) have been very effective in 

turning things around in L TC homes. Where I issued a MMO and have management 

companies manage a home pursuant to a MMO, I had regular meetings with the 

management company to understand the progress being made to improve the 

management and compliance of the home. 

71 . . Licence revocations have been very rare. Under the L TCHA, a licence revocation 

ultimately leads to a home's closure and this has a significant impact on residents. I have 

issued a licence revocation order twice . In 2012, I revoked the licence of Picton Manor 

Nursing Home when I was Acting Director of PICB and in 2017, I revoked the license of 
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Lady Isabelle Nursing Home. When a licence is revoked, s. 157(4) gives the Director the 

authority to put in place an interim manager to occupy and operate the home until the 

revocation of the licence becomes effective and the residents of the home are relocated 

and the home is closed. In such a scenario, residents, or their SOM if the resident isn't 

capable, are allowed to choose where they want to go and receive support and counselling 

from the CCAC/LHIN to help them in making this decision. They receive a crisis priority 

which is the highest level of priority on the waiting list for admission to another home, but 

it nevertheless has a very real impact on residents as they have to leave their cu.rrent 

home. The home will close once all the residents are moved to the home of their choice. 

This usually takes up to six months to move everyone. 

72 . Inspectors must prepare Inspection Reports for every Inspection completed. Copies of 

Inspection Reports must be given to the licensee, the Residents' Council, and the Family 

Council, if any (s. 149 L TCHA) . The Residents' Council and Family Council receive a 

public version of the Inspection Reports and Orders. The licensee is also obliged to post 

the public version of the Inspection Reports and any Orders issued in the home from the 

past two years (s. 79 L TCHA). The Director is also required to publish the public versions 

of the Inspection Reports and Orders (s. 173 L TCHA). These reports are posted on the 

website: http://publicreporting.ltchomes.net. The public reports are reports that have been 

edited to remove personal information and personal health information of residents and 

other individuals to protect their privacy (s. 301 0. Reg. 79/10). 

73. Inspectors do not always require managerial approval before issuing their Inspection 

Reports. Inspection reports generally get reviewed when Compliance Orders are being 
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issued. If an Inspector is new to their role, the Inspector Team Lead (ITL) or Inspector 

Manager (IM) may have made edits to their inspection reports. If the Inspector is more 

experienced at writing Inspection Reports and Orders, ITLs will usually just review COs. 

Contentious issues and related Inspection Reports will usually get reviewed by SAO 

managers and also possibly by the senior manager or the Director. When Inspection 

Reports and Orders are reviewed, the ITL (now IM) or SAO manager reviewing the Report 

and Order makes sure that the evidence to support the non-compliance identified is clear. 

This is important to consider as Reports and Orders must be able to stand up if there is a 

request from the licensee for a Director's Review (s. 163 L TCHA) , or an appeal to the 

Health Service Appeal and Review Board or the Court (ss. 164-171 L TCHA). 

THE TRANSITION TO THE NEW REGIME 

74. The new Inspection regime that was developed to align with the L TCHA was fundamentally 

different from that which came before it. Inspectors were no longer assigned to specific 

L TC homes in their SAO. They were also no longer permitted by policy to give advice to 

homes about how they could comply with their legislative obligations. The shift away from 

giving advice was a shift for Inspectors and a change for homes. 

75 . Under the new regime, we recognized that an Inspector should not be both giving advice 

to a home and then inspecting that home. Inspectors can (and do) refer homes to other 

organizations or other homes to obtain support, but Inspectors should not give advice to a 

home about what specific actions they need to take to achieve compliance . This is 

important in order to avoid a situation in which a home has taken an Inspector's advice but 

is still not in compliance when an Inspector comes to inspect. 
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76. In the new inspection system there was an increased focus on the use of technology. 

There was a shift away from the old paper-based system, and a single software system 

was adopted for all inspection work called the Inspector Quality Solution (IQS). Inspectors 

had to shift to using computers when conducting inspections and writing reports. All 

inspectors received training when IQS was adopted. 

77. The licensees' reaction to the change associated with the LTCHA was not all positive. They 

missed having a relationship with a Compliance Advisor, a person they could go to and 

ask for help on how to fix their compliance issues. 

78. Although Inspectors no longer give homes advice, they are able to provide homes with 

broad information about the requirements of the L TCHA or the Regulation , e.g., duty to 

protect from abuse. PICB developed decision trees in June 2012 to provide homes with 

additional support in understanding the legislative requirements around zero tolerance of 

abuse and neglect of residents (with explanations of the definitions of abuse, when to 

report, investigate, etc.), as people were having trouble understanding the different types 

of abuse, and definitions which are all slightly different. Attached as Exhibit "F" to my 

affidavit are decision trees for reporting of verbal abuse, emotional abuse, financial abuse, 

neglect, physical abuse, and sexual abuse [LTCI00044964, L TCI00044965, 

LTCI00044966, LTCI00044967, LTCI00044968, and LTCI00044969]. 

79 . In addition, the three Centres for Learning, Research and Innovation (CLRls) were 

established in 2011 to provide education , research and to identify innovative practices to 

L TC homes. The L TC Licensing and Policy Branch has recently been working on an 

educational framework for the sector. I believe that expanding educational opportunities 
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for staff and leadership teams in the sector is beneficial. I also believe that L TC home 

licensees and leadership teams require more training on the legislative requirements. 

80. Various Directors, including myself, have issued memos to the L TC homes about 

mandatory reporting and critical incident reporting (Tim Burns issued one in 2010, I issued 

one in 2012, and Nancy Lytle issued another in 2015). I cannot recall if homes were 

explicitly encouraged to share this information with their staff, although that would have 

been expected . Attached as Exhibit "G" to my affidavit are a number of memos and a slide 

deck prepared for L TC homes concerning Abuse and Decision Trees for Reporting 

[L TCI00044970, L TCI00044963, LTCI00044972, LTCI00055675; L TCI00055639, 

L TCI00031552]. 

INSPECTOR TRAINING 

81. Between April and July 2010, all Compliance Advisors went through CCF training in 

preparation for the coming into force of the L TCHA and the new Inspector role in the new 

Inspection system. Sandy Knipfel and I were responsible for coordinating the training of 

Inspectors that took place in June 2010 (and into July) . Sheila Driscoll took the lead on the 

training and reported to Sandy Knipfel and myself. Attached as Exhibit "H" to my affidavit 

are examples of training materials from this period [L TCI00065315, L TCI00047780]. 

82. RQI training happened later in 2010, starting in December and running through 2011. RQI 

training is done in groups. It takes about five weeks: one to two weeks in the classroom, 

two weeks conducting an RQI , and one week for adherence testing . RQls are done in 

teams; this was also a big change for Inspectors (who previously did reviews and 

inspections on their own). Attached as Exhibit "I" to my affidavit is an example of the 

Introductory RQI training slide decks [L TCI00031793]. 
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83. Inspectors undergoing training for RQls are now involved in a real RQI (as opposed to a 

mock RQI, as was fo rmerly the case) which can often involve five Inspectors, given there 

are a number of inspectors conducting the RQI plus inspectors being trained. When they 

are in training, Inspectors who are shadowing an RQI open a training form of the Inspector 

Quality Solution (IQS) software to assist them in the process. 

84. Adherence testing is part of RQI training and ensures that Inspectors understand and are 

implementing the ROI methodology properly. Adherence is a condition of employment. 

Inspectors have two chances to pass and, if they do not pass, they are terminated. 

85. The ROI process includes some training on interviewing, but the interview training is 

covered in more depth through the CCF training. This training is expected to ensure the 

inspectors have the necessary skills to conduct interviews in any type of inspection. All 

Inspectors receive CCF training. In 2015, a former Police Detective was brought in to 

provide education to all Inspectors on interviewing and note-taking. 

86. Part of the ROI training includes instruction for Inspectors on how to determine if a resident 

is able to understand the questions being asked when interviewed. In addition, as part of 

their original education and clinical training as registered health professionals, Inspectors 

are taught how to conduct assessments in clinical settings. When Inspectors receive 

information directly from a resident during an Inspection, they also look for evidence to 

support the information provided by the resident. An Inspector would look at all the facts 

of the case if they were required to assess the reliability of the information provided by the 

resident. 
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87. After the Auditor General issued her report on LQIP in 2015, the Inspections Branch did 

training throughout 2016 on changes made to policies and procedures as a result of the 

Auditor General 's recommendations. Inspectors are required to attend training about 

policy changes. The policy changes included setting clear and consistent compliance due 

dates when issuing COs, issuing high risk orders, and new risk levels and risk assessment 

processes for CIATT. There was also significant training around risk-focused vs. intensive 

risk-focused RQls. This new approach to conducting RQls was introduced to respond to 

the Auditor General's recommendations . Attached as Exhibit "J" to my affidavit are the 

June 2016 LQIP Education Day slide deck and CIATT Upcoming Policy Changes and 

Reminders, December 2016 [L TCI00046476, L TCI00046464]. 

88. Training of inspectors is now underway addressing recent legislative changes and digitally 

recording interviews (a step that is being taken because it is inspection best practice to 

record interviews in complex inspections). 

CIATT AND THE TRIAGING OF INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE MHL TC REL TC HOMES 

89. When the L TCHA first came into force, the SAOs retained responsibility for triaging all 

information received about L TC homes, including all Cl Reports and all complaints. In 

2011, CIATT was created in order to ensure that information was being triaged in a 

consistent manner and to ensure that Inspectors in SAOs were able to conduct 

inspections. 

90. Nursing and dietary consultants were responsible for policy development as part of the 

establishment of CIATT. Karin Fairchild was initially asked to provide management 

oversight and policy guidance. She was responsible for ensuring the policies were 
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developed. The initial policies and processes were developed in 2012. I was involved in 

supporting the development of policy frameworks, definitions, and risk levels. 

91. When CIATT was created in 2012, a decision was made that Triage Inspectors should at 

a minimum be registered practical nurses (RPNs) . The idea was that it was important for 

Triage Inspectors to have the skills to be able to assess risk from a clinical perspective to 

determine how quickly an Inspector might be needed at the home. 

92. CIATT began its operations in late 2012 and has expanded since then. 

93. MHL TC clinical consultants helped to develop risk levels for the triage process, by looking 

at issues that were really serious (e.g., resident-on-resident abuse with serious harm). If 

the information identifies that there is serious harm or a significant risk of serious harm 

then in accordance with the L TCHA the Inspector will need to visit the home immediately 

(s. 25(2) L TCHA). This risk level is identified as a level 4. The risk levels are then assessed 

from the highest to the least serious issues. We considered the examples of high risk 

issues that were part of the Judgement Matrix when developing the risk levels for CIATT. 

The Judgement Matrix had been adapted from a US Judgement Matrix document which 

had similar risk levels and provided examples of what would fit into those categories. 

94. Once a· risk level is assigned to an intake, this will determine the appropriate timeframe for 

the inspection. The timeframe is automatically assigned according to the risk level. The 

current risk levels that may be assigned include: 

• Level 4: immediate inspection, or where travel is a consideration, e.g ., in the north, within 

one to two days. 

• Level 3+: 30 days. 
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• Level 3: 60 days. 

• Levels 1 and 2 are sent for an Inquiry which might be within 120 days, after which there 

might be an Inspection. 

95. Level 3+ was introduced with a revised policy in November 2016 to allow Triage Inspectors 

to separate out the really critical Level 3s from the less critical Level 3s . Training on the 

new policy took place in December 2016. 

96. With a Level 3+ or 4, CIATT's role is to triage and to make sure that the SAO gets the 

information as quickly as possible. CIATT does not know what happens with the intake 

after that. The SAO may have additional information unknown to CIATT and the final 

decision of which action to take rests with the SAO. 

97. Intakes can also be closed without assigning a risk level. This may occur where the Triage 

Inspector determines that the complaint or Cl raises an issue that is not addressed in the 

L TCHA or in 0 . Reg. 79/10, or in other words, does not raise any possible area of non

compliance. An example of this is a complaint about the availability of parking at a L TC 

home which is not something that is regulated in the L TCHA or in 0. Reg. 79/10. 

98. In 2017, in response to some concerns raised in the Auditor General's 2015 report on 

LQIP, we introduced an audit function at CIATT to assess issues including whether the 

Triage Inspector identified the right critical incident (Cl) in the intake; whether the Cl was 

categorized in the right subtype; whether the intake was properly prioritized based on risk 

to residents or operations of the home as per the risk assessment policy; whether the 

Triage Inspector looked for trends; and whether the complainant was contacted within two 

business days as per the Ontario Public Service (OPS) standard. Five percent of CIATT 
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intakes that are closed , assigned for inquiry or inspection are now audited. Attached as 

Exhibit "K" to my affidavit are CIATT's September 2017 Operation Manual: Critical Incident 

System - Assessment and Triage and Complaint - Assessment and Triage Policy. 

[L TCI00071720 and L TCI00071721]. 

99. The auditing process may identify areas where additional training is needed, and, if 

something was closed that should have been inspected, it can be reopened. Of the 266 

intakes audited between January 2017 and September 2017, it was determined that five, 

or 2% of those audited, were closed incorrectly either because trends were not identified 

or the risk level was not properly assigned. These intakes were reassigned to the SAO. 

100. Approximately 75% of complaints received by the MHL TC are triaged for inspection or 

inquiry. Prior to sending the complaint forward, sometimes the issue is resolved in another 

way, e.g., the complainant calls back and says that the matter has been addressed. More 

complaints result in inspections than do Cls. Complaints receive a high priority in the 

program as they come from residents and families. When complaints are received, the 

information provided by the complainant both to the Triage Inspector, and then to the 

Inspector conducting the inspection, often leads to an identification of broader issues than 

in the initial complaint. 

101. CIATT started tracking trends in mid-2017 with the idea that, if there are a certain number 

of Cls or complaints of the same type of incident or issue that have not previously been 

triaged for inspection, there may need to be an inspection. An example of this would be 

a repeated incident of a narcotic patch that is missing from a resident. 
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INSPECTIONS UNDER THE l TCHA 

102. CCF Inspections are just one of the two types of Inspections that are routinely conducted 

in L TC homes. Inspectors also conduct a comprehensive annual inspection in every L TC 

home; these are known as RQls. 

103. RQls are intended to be an objective review of the whole operation of the L TC home, 

without a predisposed attitude that there is going to be any specific problems. The L TC 

Inspections Branch wanted the RQI to be a comprehensive and proactive inspection that 

could look at issues more generally because only focusing on complaints or Cls could lead 

to missing systemic issues. 

104. There are two stages to an RQI. During Stage 1 of the RQI , Inspectors gather information 

through interviews with a set number of randomly selected residents as well as families 

and others (including staff) , draw on RAl-MDS data, make observations of the home and 

care being provided, and review documents, including clinical records. The results of the 

first stage determine which issues the Inspectors need to inspect further in Stage 2. More 

specifically, the data from Stage 1 is entered into an IT tool and, based on different 

thresholds built into that system, areas of potential non-compliance are identified; this then 

determines whether a more in-depth inspection in that area is required in Stage 2 to 

determine whether there is actual non-compliance. 

105. The thresholds built into Stage 1 exist in part because Inspectors cannot inspect on 

everything under the L TCHA or they would never complete the Inspection; the key driver 

for the inspection should always be to focus on the areas of higher risk. There are, 

however, some mandatory aspects required of Inspectors in RQls regardless of whether 
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the threshold is triggered. These include, among others, a tour of the home, completion 

of the Medication IP, Residents' and Family Council interviews. 

106. The first RQls were conducted in February to March of 2011. The RQls did not start 

happening in every home in the province until the latter part of 2013. In June of 2013, there 

was a lot of media attention regarding the fact that RQls had not been completed each 

year in every home in the province. Given how intensive RQls were, there was insufficient 

staff to do so. At that time, the Minister announced a commitment that there would be an 

RQI in every home each year and, as such, more Inspectors were hired to implement this 

commitment. Mary Nestor and I estimated that we needed about 100 new Inspectors plus 

Team Leads and additional administrative staff to do this. As a result of the Minister's 

commitment to conduct RQls in all homes by the end of 2014, there was a mass 

recruitment of Inspectors in late 2013 and into 2014. 

107. As part of the roll out of RQls in all homes in the province, PICB conducted a streamlining 

exercise to look at areas where, without negatively impacting the methodology, we could 

make the RQI process more efficient. This included having administrative staff prepare 

documents for Inspectors prior to the inspection, and establishing new thresholds for 

smaller homes. NHQ reviewed the recommendations for streamlining that were suggested 

and made recommendations on which should be implemented and which ones should not. 

Attached as Exhibit "L" to my affidavit is a NHQ report entitled "The Adaption of The QIS 

Methodology for Ontario," dated October 23, 2013 [L TCI00070385]. 
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108. As a result of this work, the RQI process was streamlined to ensure the process was as 

efficient and effective as possible. With these changes, the RQI took three Inspectors 

approximately ten inspection days each. 

109. Even with the streamlining , completing RQls in all homes in the province by the end of 

2014 was incredibly resource intensive. During this timeframe, the MHL TC was also 

receiving an ever increasing number of complaints and Cl Reports. As Inspectors focused 

on completing RQls, the number of pending complaint and Cl intakes grew. 

110. One of the issues raised in the Auditor General's 2015 LQIP Report was her concern with 

the time it was taking to complete Inspections for complaint and Cl intakes. The Auditor 

General specifically recommended that the LQIP consider the value of the current 

approach of conducting a full RQI in every home, including those performing well, every 

year. 

111. As a result, as part of the Branch's work to address the AG's recommendations, and in an 

effort to address the number of pending complaints and Cls by freeing up more time for 

Inspectors to focus on issues related to Cls and complaints, we re-assessed our approach 

to the RQI. We knew that in conducting an RQI the Inspectors were currently spending a 

lot of time inspecting homes that had low levels of non-compliance. 

112. As part of this process, we again consulted NHQ in 2016 - this time about the prospect of 

conducting a more risk-focused RQI in homes that had demonstrated they were performing 

well. This included a review of the resident sample size for resident interviews in Stage 1 

of an RQI and the thresholds for triggering care areas needing inspection in Stage 2. 
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113. Under the initial methodology, 40 residents were interviewed in each ROI. NHO provided 

recommendations on interviewing only 20 residents as part of a risk-focused ROI for 

homes that were performing well . As part of this analysis, the L TC Inspections Branch 

produced a lot of data from two full years of RO ls that had been conducted in the province. 

NHO found that the data showed that homes that were performing well , and where 

Inspectors ultimately did not find non-compliance in the RO ls, were "over-triggering" at the 

end of Stage 1 for care areas to inspect in Stage 2. Attached as Exhibit "M" to my affidavit 

is the NHO Analysis entitled "The Adaption of the OIS Methodology for Ontario," dated 

June 3, 2016 [LTCI00070373]. 

114. Based on these consultations, in the fall of 2016, the Inspections Branch rolled out the risk

focused approach to ROls. The risk-focused ROI is shorter and focuses on higher-risk 

issues. For risk-focused ROls, the resident sample is 20, as supported by NHO's analysis. 

The risk-focused ROls were reserved for homes that had been identified as being low risk 

homes through the internally developed LOIP Risk and Performance Assessment (LRPA) 

framework. In particular, risk-focused ROls were to be used in all homes that were known 

as Level 1 or "substantially compliant" homes. 

115. The previous form of the ROI , with the sample of 40 residents and more care areas 

inspected, were still required for all homes classified in the LRPA framework as a Level 2 

"non-compliant - risk level moderate" and Level 3 "non-compliant - risk level high '. These 

RO ls became known as "Intensive risk-focused" ROls. All L TC homes will continue to 

have an intensive risk-focused RQI every three years. 
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116. A risk-focused RQI takes 10 Inspector days (five days with two Inspectors). However, with 

Cls and complaints being inspected at the same time, which is often the case, the 

Inspection usually takes longer than 10 Inspector days. 

117. An Intensive Risk-Focused RQI takes 30 Inspector days (i.e., 10 days with three 

Inspectors). Complaints and critical incidents may be inspected as part of an Intensive 

Risk-Focused RQI as well. 

118. The L TC Inspections Branch also adopted other strategies to increase efficiency in the 

Inspection process, more generally. This includes encouraging Inspectors to bundle Cls 

(except for Cls involving abuse which cannot be bundled as each one must be inspected). 

An Inspector does not need to look at 10 Cls on the same issue to know that the home is 

not in compliance. Complaints, however, are not bundled; each must be dealt with 

individually and in its entirety. 

119. Inspectors are also now bringing outstanding complaints and Cls with them to RQls. In 

2016, Inspectors brought, on average throughout the province, eight intakes to complete 

along with an RQI. In 2017, the average number was six. 

120. Finally, in an attempt to help ease the backlog of intakes in the province, CIATT has started 

to assign intakes with a risk level of Level 1 and 2 for "Inquiries" (as opposed to 

Inspections). Inquiries are done by an Inspector and may be closed without an Inspection 

once the Inspector has gathered additional information, and determined that the issue is 

being addressed by the home in accordance with the LTCHA or 0 . Reg. 79/10 (i.e. once 

the Inspector has determined the home is in compliance) . Conversely, the Inquiry may 

be completed and then the intake status be changed to "Inspection required", based on 
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the information gathered. In 2016, 1,622 Inquiries were closed and 6,376 intakes were 

inspected. In 2017, 4,197 Inquiries were closed and 6,245 intakes were inspected . 

SPECIFIC ISSUES THAT MAY ARISE IN INSPECTIONS 

121. Given the broad scope of obligations imposed on L TC homes under the L TCHA and 0. 

Reg. 79/10, Inspections target a range of compliance concerns. In some cases, 

Inspections may overlap with police investigations. This is something that I would typically 

be informed of as a Director. Overlapping police investigations are part of the "issues 

forecast" which is updated by SAO managers. When Inspectors start an inspection where 

the police are also investigating, an Inspector will attempt to contact the Detective. 

Typically, the Inspector will step back until the police are finished their on site investigation , 

and then complete their Inspection. This is done to ensure the MHL TC Inspectors do not 

hinder the police investigation. 

122. Where there are overlapping Inspections and police investigations, the L TC Inspections 

Branch will have a different focus than police. For example, in a case alleging resident 

abuse of another resident, the police will investigate to determine whether to lay a criminal 

charge. MHL TC Inspectors will inspect to determine whether the home met its obligations 

under the LTCHA or 0. Reg . 79/10, e.g., whether the home met its obligation to protect 

the resident from abuse (s. 19 L TCHA) , or whether the residents have appropriate 

behavioural supports as required by the L TCHA and the Regulation (s. 53 to 55 0. Reg . 

79/10). 

123. Similarly, in a case involving missing narcotics, a police investigation would be looking at 

the case from a criminal perspective. If the MHL TC Inspectors inspect on reports of 

missing narcotics, it will be to determine whether the licensee had complied with the 
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requirements in relation to the safe storage of drugs, and/or the security of the drug supply 

(ss. 129 and 130 0 . Reg. 79/10). Inspectors might also look at whether there was a harm 

or risk of harm to residents that had resulted from the missing narcotics. 

124. Commission Counsel asked me whether Inspectors would be concerned with any potential 

staff addiction issues that may relate to missing narcotics. I do not believe this is something 

that MHL TC Inspectors would be looking at in an Inspection unless there was evidence of 

harm to residents. The licensee is responsible for the hiring and performance 

management of its staff, not the MHL TC. There is nothing in the LTCHA or 0. Reg . 79/10 

that addresses staff discipline, so there is a limit to what Inspectors can do in relation to 

an allegation that a staff member took a narcotic. Inspectors may ask whether there are 

measures in place to protect residents by ensuring a specific staff person is effectively 

supervised if they are still providing direct care to residents or are able to interact with 

residents. If a staff member is clearly acting inappropriately and putting residents at risk, 

the home's Administrator has to deal with that issue right away. For issues posing serious 

risk to residents, Inspectors can issue an immediate order in situations of immediate 

jeopardy and require something must be corrected before they leave the home. 

125. Drug disposal issues may be inspected if there is a complaint or a Cl or another triggering 

incident. When RQls were first rolled out and we began inspecting drug storage and 

disposal, a lot of non-compliances were issued. Another Senior Manager and I met with 

the Ontario Pharmacy Association (OPA) to provide them with information about the areas 

of non-compliance we were finding and ask for their help to better educate and support 

L TC homes across the province .. Following this meeting, the OPA, through their members, 

provided training and education to L TC homes with respect to how to deal with drug 
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disposal, drug storage and other requirements. Checking that medication carts are locked 

is still part of the ROI , and we continue to focus on high-risk issues relating to residents. 

126. In January 2017, as a result of the findings in the EW Inspections, we began to require 

Inspectors to inspect upon all homes' medication management systems (in relation to 

medication errors/incidents and adverse drug reactions) as part of the Medication IP during 

all RQls. The Inspectors' focus is on whether the licensee has implemented the 

appropriate systems in relation to medication errors and adverse drug reactions as 

required bys. 135 of 0 . Reg . 79/10. Once the Inspectors know that there is a system in 

place to address medication errors/adverse drug reactions and that the home's 

interdisciplinary medication management team does a quarterly review of all medication 

errors/adverse drug reactions as required by s. 135 of 0 . Reg . 79/10, they do not look 

further to review how the home is addressing specific medication errors or incidents unless 

there is a complaint or critical incident that may trigger them to do so. 

LQIP RISK/PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT 

127. In 2012, Phil Moorman, who reported to me, worked with others in the Branch to develop 

the LQIP Risk and Priority Assessment Framework (LRPA). Phil Moorman worked with the 

Health Analytics Branch to understand which data points were good predictors of risk and 

which were valid statistically. This framework was developed for internal use only to use 

available data to support the efficient allocation of Inspector resources, the scheduling of 

inspections, and to flag homes where there was increased risk, based on the data. 

128. The LRPA draws on many data points such as the number of complaint and Cl inspections, 

Orders issued, inspections with findings of non-compliance, number of non-compliances·, 

the RAl-MDS data, etc. The RAl-MDS data is received by MHL TC after it has been 
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reviewed by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI). As a result this data is 

usually 4 to 5 months old when it is incorporated into the LRPA. 

129. The LRPA ranked LTC homes according to the data, and managers within the L TC 

Inspections Branch (then PICB) reviewed the rankings against homes where there were 

known issues. The Branch had a good sense of the homes with serious issues, but the 

middle group of Level 2 homes was a new group. 

130. The SAO Managers review the LRPA assessment and provide input into whether there is 

anything more subjective known about the home (e.g., leadership turnover, financial 

issues, other regulatory action - such as by the Ministry of Labour or the Electrical Safety 

Association)which might impact the risk of the home. A home might be moved up or down 

a level based on these qualitative factors. 

131 . The LRPA has been refined over the years. Doing RQls in every home provided an 

opportunity to refine it further; the findings of non-compliance and actions taken in the RQI 

have been added to the assessment. It is now called the Long-Term Care Homes 

Performance Assessment (LPA). Since the second half of 2016, the LPA performance 

rating is used to determine whether a home receives an intensive risk-focused RQI or a 

risk-focused RQI. 

132. The risk levels associated with CCW, MP and TP have varied over time. CCW was 

consistently a level 1 or "substantially compliant" home until 2016, while both MP and TP 

experienced more movement between risk levels. 

133. CCW was a Level 1 home before the MHLTC learned of EW's confessions on October 5, 

2016. In October, 2016, I put CCW at a Level 3 risk rating given the information that had 
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come to my attention and the seriousness of the issue. The LRPA report for June 2016, 

where there was a Level 3 rating for CCW, was produced at the end of September, 2016. 

The trends in risk levels for CCW, MP and TP are all set out in the slides contained in the 

deck attached as Exhibit "A" to my affidavit. 

134. The LPA information is now public information. The first time this information was publicly 

posted was mid-April 2018. We had not made it public prior to this as it was developed for 

internal use and homes had not been informed of their risk level or of the methodology 

behind it. 

135. A home's status can now be found online on the Ministry's webpage. The homes are 

ranked as Level 1 (in good standing) ; Level 2 (improvement required); or Level 3 

(significant improvement required). The most recent LPA shows that about 81 % of homes 

are in level 1; about 15% of the homes are in level 2 and about 3% of homes are in level 

3. There was one Level 4 home (where the licence was revoked) . That home has now 

closed. 

136. I believe that it is good to make information public, and I do not think that there is a more 

transparent system with respect to inspections than that of the Ministry's L TC Inspections 

Program. However, I have had some concerns with making a home's performance level 

public because a home's sta_tus can change quickly, negatively or positively, and that 

change is not reflected until much later since ratings are done quarterly and the RAl-MDS 

data used in the report is 4 to 5 months old when the MHL TC receives it. 
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THE EW INSPECTIONS 

137. I remember exactly where I was when I learned about EW's confessions. It was October 

5, 2016 and I was with Stacey Colameco, a senior manager, when I received the email 

from Candace Chartier from the OL TCA saying that a nurse killed residents in a L TC home. 

I cannot remember whether I called CIATT immediately but believe that Mary Nestor who 

was also with me reached out to CIATT. I contacted Jim Lavelle (President of Caressant 

Care) asking him to call me. Attached as Exhibit "N" to my affidavit is the email from 

Candace Chartier dated October 5, 2016 [LTCI00062126]. 

138. I spoke with Jim Lavelle that same day and he told me that the police had told him about 

the issue two days before, but that he did not report it because he did not know what to 

do. He told me it was the most upsetting thing in his entire life. 

139. After I learned of the confessions , I called the London SAO. At first, we only knew about 

CCW but we found out about MP and TP later that day from the· police. I instructed Peggy 

Skipper to get an Inspector out that day to CCW and then to MP. All inspections were 

initiated immediately upon receipt of the information. Karin Fairchild was contacted to 

ensure an inspection was initiated at TP. In the meantime, the Cls were filed by the homes 

with CIATT. 

140. I was very focused on the EW issue from the outset. I was involved with this issue daily as 

I wanted to be certain that we did not miss anything. I had regular meetings with the SAO 

manager, and regular meetings with Inspectors. Inspectors who had concerns were able 

to email me directly. We had never dealt with anything like this before. Unlike many 

inspections, I reviewed the EW Inspection Reports and Orders. 
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141. Not long after we initiated the Inspections at CCW, MP and TP, other homes from the 

Hamilton SAO contacted the MHL TC and provided information that EW worked for them. 

Inspections were initiated in all these homes. 

142. I called the police to let them know that inspections had been initiated and that we would 

do whatever was needed to ensure we did not interfere with the police investigation. We 

provided information to the police that we had collected when the Inspections were first 

initiated on October 5, 2016. We did not want to do anything that might jeopardize the 

police investigation so reached out to the police to ensure we acted appropriately. 

143. I reached an agreement with the police that the MHL TC would identify all the people we 

wanted to interview to lnsp. Rob Hagerman of the OPP, and he would let us know when 

the police had completed their interviews so that the Inspectors could then do their 

interviews. 

144. On October 25 , 2016 the police advised that, as the charges had been publicly announced , 

the MHL TC could move ahead with interviews. We would still however coord inate with the 

police around the interviews so that we would only interview once the police were finished. 

145. To ensure the inspections would not jeopardize the prosecution. I participated in a 

teleconference call with the Crown Attorney assigned to the criminal prosecution on 

October 27, 2016. I explained to the Crown that the MHTLC had a legal mandate and 

requirement to inspect. 

146. During the inspections, where Inspectors were concerned about information they had 

found at MP and CCW, that information was provided to lnsp. Hagerman as we were not 

sure if it was relevant to the police investigation. 
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147. I reviewed and gave suggestions, but did not prepare, the Inspection plans. I directed the 

Inspectors to look at the whole medication system in the affected homes and do the whole 

Medication IP from beginning to end, which had never happened before. Attached as 

Exhibit "O" to my affidavit are the inspection plans for CCW, MP, and TP [L TCI00043510, 

L TCI00041127, L TCI00041559]. 

148. I had regular meetings with the Inspectors going into the homes. I wanted to ensure that 

the Inspections were coordinated as much as possible and that the Inspectors had the 

support that they needed to complete these difficult Inspections. 

149. The Inspectors went back and reviewed the various Cl reports received from these homes 

while EW was working there . We wanted to determine whether the MHL TC had ever 

received any information that was related to the offences, especially from CCW since it 

had been identified as a level 1 risk home, but we now knew that someone had worked 

there who had been accused of multiple murders. 

150. In terms of the Compliance Orders that were issued as a result of the CCW and MP EW 

Inspections, different approaches were taken with respect to the non-compliance relating 

to medication management because of what was found in each of the Inspections. For 

example, we determined that, given the wide breadth of the issues identified at MP, it made 

the most sense to issue one order in relation to s.114 of 0. Reg. 79/10, even though the 

findings referenced non-compliance with other medication-related provisions of 0. Reg. 

79/10. We determined that s.114 was the most applicable section. The goal was 

compliance and by putting all of the areas of non-compliance together in one Order, the 

Order was easier for the licence to understand. The Inspection had uncovered multiple 
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areas of non-compliance, but all were linked to the medication administration system in 

the home. Rather than confuse the issue with multiple orders in multiple areas, I wanted 

to make clear that the home had significant issues with their medication management 

system and the entire system had to be looked at by the licensee to come into compliance . 

Attached as Exhibit "P" to my affidavit is Order(s) of Inspectors Natalie Moroney and Neil 

Kikuta for MP, dated February 6, 2017 [L TCI00040984]. 

151 . In contrast, CCW was issued multiple Orders because the non-compliance in that home 

was not related to the medication management system as a whole , as with MP. Inspectors 

found 40 medication errors in six weeks at CCW; it was not appropriate in the 

circumstances to issue one broad order in relation to s. 114 of 0 . Reg. 79/10. Instead, an 

Order was issued specific to s. 131 of 0. Reg. 79/10 related to administering medication 

as per the prescriber's directions. Attached as Exhibit "Q" to my affidavit are Inspection 

Report of the Inspectors Rhonda Kukoly and Marian MacDonald for CCW, dated January 

24, August 15, 2017 and Order(s) of Rhonda Kukoly and Marian MacDonald for CCW, 

dated January 24, 2017 (two documents) [L TCI00043372, L TCI00043511 , 

L TCI00043512]. 

152. In January 2017, I directed that a cease of admissions be issued at CCW as the EW 

Inspection and other concurrent Inspections being conducted at the same time had found 

evidence of non-compliance reflecting current and serious issues related to the care of 

residents. Attached as Exhibit "R" to my affidavit is a copy of letter sent to the licensee 

advising that a cease admissions was in effect [L TCI00039106]. The situation at CCW was 

different from MP. The compliance issues that had been discovered at that time at CCW 
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were much broader and included issues beyond medication administration, such as also 

failure to ensure proper care and basic hygiene and grooming of residents. 

153. In the months following the cease of admissions being put in place at CCW, I was not 

reassured by the information coming fr.om inspections conducted that the leadership 

responsible for CCW understood the magnitude of the compliance issues that they needed 

to correct. The licensee had not put a plan in place that was working because, even after 

the cease of admissions was imposed, CCW continued not to comply with the Compliance 

Orders that had been issued by the compliance due dates. COs were being re-issued on 

Follow Up inspections, including one for a third time with respect to medication errors. On 

September 1, 2017, I issued a mandatory management order. Within a few months of the 

new management company taking over, those issues were fixed and the cease of 

admissions was lifted on December 1, 2017. Attached as Exhibit "S" to my affidavit is a 

copy of the MMO issued to CCW [LTCI00039100] and the letter notifying that the cease of 

admissions had been lifted [LTCI00069136]. 

154. I did not consider ceasing admissions at MP as the home did not have the breadth of care 

concerns that were found at CCW. 

IMPACT OF EW's OFFENCES 

155. The EW murders and the aftermath was traumatic for everyone involved. My heart goes 

out to all the families and friends who lost their loved ones and the individuals who were a 

victim of EW's attempted murders. Our inspectors were also impacted by the tragic events 

and interviewed the families and friends, where possible, to ensure they didn't miss 

anything that needed to be inspected. This was difficult but we all recognized how 
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important it was to hear from these individuals who were the most impacted. I feel that I 

have been addressing and living with this almost every day since October 5, 2016 when I 

found out about EW's confessions. It has had a profound impact on so many people 

including the residents both at the impacted homes but also residents all across the 

province, the families, the public, and others involved in the case. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, 
this 25th day of July, 2018 

Karen Simpson 

'\ 
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This is Exhibit "A" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
DayofJul, 8 



Karen Simpson 

CAPABILITIES: 

Over 24 years of experience as Director/Senior Manager/Executive Director in the provincial 
government, long term care, health and social services sectors: 

• Known for delivering results including developing and sustaining strong staff 
teams, collaborative partnerships, managing change and significant 
organizational growth while ensuring a strong financial position; 

• Extensive experience managing in unionized and non-unionized settings; 
• Extensive experience managing a diverse workforce located in offices across the 

province; 
• Presented Provincial ACE Award for Innovation and nominated for two ACE 

Awards in the Outstanding Achievement Category; 

• Presented Outstanding Leadership Award, Ontario Non Profit Housing 
Association. 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

DIRECTOR, LTC Inspections Branch, MOHLTC November, 2015 - Present 
A/DIRECTOR, Performance Improvement & Compliance Branch, MOHLTC 

March/12 - Oct/12 & Oct/13 - Jan/14 
Responsibilities: 
Director under the Act: 

• Long-Term Care Homes Act; 

• Healing Arts Radiation Protection Act 

o Strategic leadership and oversight of operations, budget for approximately two 
hundred and twenty unionized and non-unionized staff across the province 
including managers, inspectors and policy staff with overall accountability for the 
oversight, interpretation and enforcement of the Long-Term Care Homes Act 
(LTCHA); 

o Development and implementation of strategic initiatives in the long-term care 
homes sector, including the long-term care homes strategy, monitoring and decisive 
action to address risks, communication and issues management and collaboration 
with key stakeholders across the long-term care homes sector. 

SENIOR MANAGER, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHL TC) 2007-2015 

PROGRAM MANAGER, MCSS/MCYS 2006. 2007 

Responsible for a team of program supervisors and administrative staff with overall 
accountability for the effective management of the Eastern Region's Developmental Services 
Transfer payment system including the administration of the Special Services at Home Program, 
services to complex, special needs children and the movement of over two hundred clients as a 
result of the closure of the provincial developmental services facilities. 
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PROGRAM MANAGER, MOHLTC 2003-2007 

Responsible for the day to day management of Ministry Programs and transfer payment 
agencies across the East Region including hospital operations, long term care homes, 
community care access centres, and mental health and addictions agencieS'. Developed creative 
responses to service challenges, management of issues and implementation of new initiatives to 
achieve Ministry goals. 

LTC PROGRAM CONSULTANT, MOHLTC 2001-2003 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, Mills Community Support Corporation 1989-2001 

Managed a budget of over $4.SM. Funding received from the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and 
Housing, CMHC, MOHLTC, MCSS, and other funders. Provided social housing, seniors' home 
support programs, homelessness services, group homes and other programs for the 
developmentally disabled and specialized children's services. 

Volunteer Experience: 

Vice-Chair, Valley Heartland Community Development Corporation 
Vice-Chair, Rideau Valley District Health Council 

EDUCATION: 

Bachelor of Arts Degree, Queen's University, Kingston 
Ontario Scholar, Carleton Place High School 

CONTINUOUS EDUCATION includes: 

1996 - 2001 
1993 -1998 

• Advanced Health Leadership, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto 
• Management in the Human Services, Queen's University, Kingston 
• Project Management, Project Management Institute 

• Quality Improvement, Health Quality Ontario 

• Centre for Leadership Training 
o Coaching for Leadership, Manager as Coach for Performance and Development, 

Managing Performance Issues 

• Social Policy Forum, Queen's University 

• Management, Leadership and Decision Making, carleton University 
• Institute of Housing Management, Algonquin College 
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1 - L TC HOMES OVERVIEW 
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LTC Homes Sector in Ontario 

• Number of Homes 

Number of Beds 

Number of Long-Stay 
Residents 

CURRENT 2007 
(as of Mar/Apr 2018) 

: 627 L TC homes : 622 L TC homes 
. 

~ 0363 homes are for-profit ~ 0353 homes are for-profit 

~ 0149 homes are not-for-profit ~ o 154 homes are not-for-profit 

~ 0101 homes are municipal homes ~ 0103 homes are municipal homes 

~ 78,936 beds ~ 75,984 beds . 
~ 077,574 long-stay beds ~ o 75,209 long-stay beds 

~ 76, 188 long-stay residents ~ 7 4,205 long-stay residents 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

L TC Home Sector Governance 

Ministry 
L TC Homes Division 

Director of L TC Inspections • 
Branch has the obligation to 
ensure L TC home licensees 
comply with the Long-Term 
Care Homes Act, 2007 and • 
0. Reg. 79/10 

Funding for L TC homes 
primarily through the LHINs, 
and also through Direct 
Funding Agreements 

Licenses L TC homes 

Capital redevelopment 
• 

Policy and legislative 
development to ensure 
requirements are relevant 
and up to date 

Sets program policies 

Local Health Integration 
Networks (LHINs) 

Funds L TC homes based 
on uniform program funding 
and operational policies 
outlined by the ministry 

Long-Term Care Home 
Service Accountability 
Agreement (L-SAA) sets 
performance expectations 
and accountability 
requirements (i.e. reporting 
obligations) between LH IN 
and L TC homes 

Manages placement and 
admissions process 
(formerly handled by 
CCACs) 
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L TC Home Sector Data Collection 

Health Quality Ontario (HQO) 

• Analyzes data from L TC homes and publicly reports on Quality of 
Care and Quality of Life Indicators 

Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI) 

• Provides.data and information on Canada's health systems and the 
health of Canadians 

• Receives and maintains health data from all health care sectors 
across Canada 

• Receives and processes the RAl-MDS data received from L TC 
homes 
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Ministry Inspections· Organizational Structure prior to 2015 

Manager - Intake, 
Assessment, Triage 

Manager - Compliance 
Inspection London 

Manager - Compliance 
Inspection Sudbury 

Manager - Compliance 
Inspection Ottawa 

Deputy Minister 

Associate Deputy Minister 

Assistant Deputy Minister 

Director, Performance 
Improvement & Compliance 

/ 

L TC Inspector= 1 

LTC Assess and Triage 
Officer= 10 

Inspection Team 
Lead= 3 

L TC Inspectors = 43 

Compliance Advisors 
(2010/201 1) = 14 

Inspection Team 
Lead= 2 

LTC Inspectors = 25 

Inspection Team 
Lead= 3 

L TC Inspectors = 44 

Inspection Team 
Manager - Compliance Lead= 3 

Inspection Toronto 
L TC Inspectors = 42 

Manager - Compliance 
Inspection Team 

Inspection Hamilton 
Lead= 3 

L TC Inspectors = 40 

Compliance Advisors 
(2010/2011) = 18 

Dietary Consultant= 1 

Education & Inspection 
Training Manager= 1 

Nursing Consultant= 1 
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Ministry Inspections - Organizational Structure Today 

Senior Manager 

LTC Assess & 
Manager - Intake, Triage Officer = 

T . --- 10 Assessment, riage 

Manager - Strategic 
Planning and 

Program 
Development 

Manager - Training, 
Development & 

Recruitment 

Manager - Toronto 
SAO 

CIATI Lead= 1 

Inspection 
___ Manager (IM) = 2 

L TC Inspectors= 
25 

Deputy Minister 

---ProgramAna/yst ~ 
Senior Manager (X2) 

Manager -
Central East 

SAO 

Manager
Sudbury SAO 

Manager
Ottawa SAO 

IM =2 

___ L TC Inspectors = 
24 

IM =2 
---LTC Inspectors= 

26 

IM =2 
L TC Inspectors= 

27 

IM =2 Manager - _ 
L d SAO L TC Inspectors -on on 

25 
~eadow Park London; Caressant Care Woodstock 

Manager -
Hamilton SAO 

IM =2 
---L TC Inspectors = 

~Telfer Place 
Manager -

Central West 
SAO 

26 

IM =2 
L TC Inspectors = 

23 

Licensing and 
L TC Programs 

Unit 

Aging and L TC 
Unit 

Financial Policies 
and Procedures 

Unit 
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L TC Homes Division 

L TC Homes Division 

L TC Inspections Branch 

• Oversees the Long-Term 
Care Homes Quality 
Inspection Program 
(LQIP) to ensure 
compliance with the 
LTCHA and 0. Reg. 
79/10 

Licensing and Policy Branch 

• L TC Licensing -
manages licensing of 
L TC homes in the 
province in accordance 
with the L TCHA 

• Financial Policies and 
Procedures - develops 
and implements program 
funding and financial 
policies for the L TC 
sector 

• Aging and Long-Term 
Care Unit - conducts 
strategic policy 
development to support 
the Division 
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Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Service Area Office 

(SAO) x 7 

Conducts operat ional services 
related to L TC Homes inspection 
across the province 

SAO Manager 

• Inspection Managers (2)** 
• LTCH Inspectors* (-25 per SAO) 
• Admin Assistants (2) 

* -175 L TCH Inspectors 

(Registered nurses, registered 
dietitians, physiotherapists, 
environmental health) 
**Prior to 2018, known as Inspection 
Team Leads (ITLs) 

Central Intake Assessment 
Triage Team (CIATT) 

Receives, assesses and triages 
all complaints, critical incidents or 
mandatory reports 

CIA TT Manager 

• Triage lnspectors***(10) 
• Team Lead 
• Admin Assistants (2) 

*** Triage Inspectors and Clinical 

Consultants are Registered Practical 
Nurses 

Prior to the addition of two new SA Os in 2018, 
each SAO was responsible for 127-144 LTC 

Homes. 
After 2018, each SAO is responsible for 87-94 

number of L TC Homes. 

Centralized Support Teams 

• Training & Education 
• Recruitment and Onboarding 
• Operational Policy 
• Project Management 
• Data Management 
• Quality Management 

2 Managers 

• Regional Training Managers**** (9) 
• Learning and Development Specialists 
• Recruitment and Onboarding Lead 
• Clinical Consultants*** (2) 
• Project Managers (2) 
• Program Consultant 
• Quality Assurance Lead 
• Admin Coordinators and Admin 

Assistant (3) 

**** Regional Training Managers and 

Clinical Consultants are RNs, RDs, or PTs 
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Measuring Resident Acuity 
RAl-MDS and Case Mix Index (CMI) 

What is RAl-MDS? 

• The RAl-MDS (Resident Assessment Instrument
Minimum Data Set) is an interdisciplinary 
assessment and care planning tool used in all L TC 
homes across the province 

• RAl-MDS is an automated tool 
• Implementation of the RAl-MDS for better 

assessment, care planning and quality 
improvement was completed for all L TC 
homes in Ontario in 2009. 

Benefits of RAl-MDS? 

• A consistent and automated assessment tool for all 
homes in the province; 

• Informs the Plan of Care for each resident 
• Enables the tracking of acuity and resident care need 

trends across the province; 
• Supports the allocation of funding based on acuity of 

residents in each home. 

What is CM/? 

• Case mix index (CMI) is a relative value assigned to a 
diagnosis-related group of patients in a medical care 
environment. The CMI value is used in determining the 
allocation of resources to care for and/or treat the 
patients in the group. 

CMl-LTC 

• Intended to represent relative resource use at a L TC 
home based on RAl-MDS assessments submitted for 
each resident, over a fiscal year period. Informs NPC 
funding which is adjusted for the CMI of a home and 
provided on a per resident basis. 
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Definitions I Notes 

Resident Acuity - CCW, MP, TP 

Resident Acuity as evident through CCWs Case Mix Index (CMI) 
(2013 - 2018) 

Funded CMI (CCW) 
(Informs the NPC CMI Funding) 

0.9862 0.9699 0.9978 1.0111 1.0039 0.9998 

Provincial Funded CMI 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 

Resident Acuity as evident through MP's Case Mix Index (CMI) 
(2013 + 2018) 

1.02 

~~ -~~ ! _ - - __ _: _.,___ fl•lfll'f1•'11'1H•»f J'dfl•l@lflf1•1flt:lfJ·ll:l0 
Funded CMI (MP) 
(Informs the NPC CMI Funding) 0.9871 0.9690 0.9610 0.9621 0.9885 1.0070 

Provincial Funded CMI 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 

Resident Acuity as evident through TP's Case Mix Index (CMI) 
(2013 - 2018) 

~.!> - • ··~------· .. _--~.~:tl 
Funded CMI (TP) 
(Informs the NPC CMI Funding) 

0.9841 0.9981 1.0037 1.0197 1.0608 1.0423 

Provincial Funded CMI 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 

•Base year is 2013 because this is when data quality improvement efforts were implemented by the ministry to enhance data reliability and validity. 

·Funded CMI: Represents relative resource use at a LTC home based on RAl-MDS assessments submitted by the home for each resident, over a fiscal 
year period. This informs the Nursing and Personal Care (NPC) level-of-care funding for L TC homes, which is adjusted for the case mix of a home to 
reflect resident care needs (i.e. resident acuity) and provided on a per diem basis. 
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Funding of LTC Homes 
Funding Envelopes 

L TC homes are funded through the four 
Level-of-Care (LDC) funding envelopes 
(on average -83% of total LTC funding) 

Resident Care Needs 

Nursing and Personal Care (NPC) 

Amounts as of 
July 1, 2018 

~ Funds direct care staff, nursing and medical equipment $100.91 
~ and supplies. This envelope is adjusted for a L TC per resident per day 

home's Case Mix Index to reflect resident acuity. 

Program and Support Services (PSS) B Funds program staff, therapy, recreation equipment 
and supplies. 

Accommodation Services 

Raw Food (RF) 

$9.79 
per resident per day 

i::::-::1 Funds purchase of raw food and nutritional $9.54 
~ supplements. Excludes costs related to other programs per resident per day 

and cost of food preparation. 

Other Accommodation (OA) 
~ Funds wages, equipment and supplies for dietary, 
~ laundry and housekeeping, furnishings, 

maintenance, and operating and administration 
cost. 
•Quality Attainment Premium (effective July 1, 2018) to 
support homes attain better accreditation, compliance 
and quality standards. 

TOTAL 
(per resident per day as of July 1, 2018) 

$56.52 
per resident per day 

$176.76 

- Two Sources 
Resident co-payment: 

• All residents of L TC homes are required to 
contribute to the cost of their meals and 
accommodation through a co-payment 

• L TC homes collect the co-payment; the 
ministry tops up revenue not collected 
(including subsidies for residents eligible for 
a reduction in their co-payment rate) 

• Co-payment revenue contributes to the Raw 
Food (RF) and Other Accommodation (OA) 
funding envelopes 

• Co-payment may not be used to fund other 
envelopes 

• The LTHCA and 0. Reg. 79/10 set out 
some non-allowable charges that residents 
cannot be charged for. Anything else that a 
resident is charged for must be part of an 
agreement between the L TC home and the 
resident. 
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Funding of LTC Homes 
Level-of Care Funding Increases over the years ($ per resident per day} 

01.Jul · 01-Aug 01.Jul 01-Apr 01-Apr 01-Aug 01-Apr 01.Jul 01-Apr 01.Jul 01.Jul 01-Apr 01.Jul 01-Apr 01.Jul 
2009 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2014 2015 2015 2016 2017 2017 2018 2018 

Wursing and 
!Persona/ Care (at s 79.60 $ 79.60 $ 82.43 $ 86.05 $ 86.91 $ 88.93 $ 90.71 $ 90.71 s 92.52 s 92.52 $ 94.37 $ 96.90 s 96.90 $100.91 $100.91 1 
CM1of1.00! 
Programming and 

$ 7.57 , $ 7.57 s 8.11 s 8.35 $ 8.43 $ 8.87 s 9.05 $ 9.05 $ 9.23 $ 9.231 s 9.41 $ 9.60 $ 9.60 s 9.79 $ '9.79 1 Sunnort Services 
Raw Food $ 7.31 . $ 7.31 s 7 .33 s 7.33 $ 7.46 $ 7.80 s 7.80 $ 7.87 $ 7.87 $ 8.031 s 8.33 s 8.45 $ 9 .. 00 $ 9.00 $ 9.541 
Other ' 

$ 53.93[ $ 54.52 $ 56.521 Accommodation 
s 47.59 I s 49.14 $ 49.32 $ 50.39 $ 51.08 s 52.76 $ 52.76 $ 53.12 s 53.12 $ 54.52 $ 55.28 $ 55.28 

~otal $142.07 I $143.62 $147.19 $152.12 $153.88 $158.36 $160.32 $160.75 $162.74 $163.71 ' $166.63 $169.47 $170.78 $174.98 $176.761 

• Effective January 1, 2013, L TC homes can use surplus/unused funds in their NPC or 
PSS envelopes in either the NPC, PSS, or RF envelopes. 

o Surplus funds in the RF envelope may not be used in other envelopes (e.g., NPC 
or PSS) 

o L TC homes retain any surplus funds from the OA envelopes 

• Effective from July 1, 2018, LTCHs can receive a Quality Attainment 
Premium of $0.36 per diem per bed, if they are LPA risk level 1 or 2 and are 
accredited. Accreditation is a private, voluntary program that homes can 
participate in, and involves an assessment of the home's performance 
against standards set by the accrediting body. 
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Supplementary Funding Streams for L TC Homes 

• In addition to the LOC funding envelopes, L TC homes 
receive supplementary funding from the ministry to 
support specific policy objectives such as the High 
Intensity Needs Fund Program, Behavioural Supports 
Ontario, property tax rebates under the Municipal Tax 
Allowance Fund, funding for Physiotherapy, etc. 

o Funding is subject to the conditions set out in each policy. L TC 
homes may be eligible to receive supplementary funding 
directly from the ministry!LHIN or on a claims based basis 
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Supplementary Funding Increases over the Years 
I 2009110 2010:11 2011 112 

Level-of-Care (LOC) Fundin g 

Cof'!va1esoentCare Additionst 
SUbSldy F1.1-ndirtg 

S.tl•'-"°uml Supports ~•no 
St.affing ~eff.: 20~11'12) 

L 'TC home Physiof'l .. py Fundir'tlil 
(eff.. 2C 131'1~ 

S27B $2.lUB 

S9.16 M S3.8M 

~istered Prilc6celWu:JSeSin L1'C ssS.6SM S58.85M 
& mes 

Attendr.g NutSePmcitlDnersm 
LTC Homas(e'ff 201Shl5) 

Nwse P -mctmonerln LTC Homes 

High lntAftS4y~ F"und (HrNF) 
- Pti'DiR.m reff. 2 012 n3} 

S45.11M S39.93M 

High lotenAityN .. ds Fund (HJNF) S37.49M $33.91 M 
- caaimsBased 

Ac::ci:ecfil;ati:in Fundin9 S7.51 M S7.62M 

othe r 

$3.048 

S11.13M 

S3.63M 

S59.97M 

S1.91M 

S36.66M 

S7.61M 

w1.1t111 

S8.46M 

S31 .34M 

S59.81M 

S2.11 M 

S40.93M 

$30.32M 

S7.7M 

2013.14 2014 115 2015 .""!G 2016:17 

$3.12B $3.198 $3.268 $3.328 

S14.85M S15.8M S16.04M S16.42M 

S32-71M S32.88M S33.43M S40.72M 

$40.25M S61 .618M S62.96M ~.39M 

S59.82M S60.15M S60.46M S60.28M 

S1.54M S4.45M 

S2...24M S2_06M S2'.09M S2.13M 

S40..31 M S40A6M 540.0S-M S40.42M 

S20.96M S21,,04M S21.18M S21.15M 

S23.53M S2.0.08M S22.47M S37.83M 

S7.26M S7.84M S7.93M S8.12 M 

~.03M S4S4.07M S409.41M S433.S9M S431.31 M S421.59M S418.0 8M S411..97M 

TOT.AL S UPP.l.EMENl"ARY 
RIHDIHG S563M 

'.or;;/ r.Tim.;; rry Fund•"q -..x • I $J _2 6 B 
!;~·1w..·,,: 

Note: 

I 
I 

$60JM S571M 

S3.44B 5 3.61 B 

S619M $ii73M S683M $686M S701M 

. - $3.788 ! $3.8 7 8 I S3.95B I S4.0 2 B 

2017/18 

$3.48· 

S16.65M 

.$47.83M 

S6'5..82M 

S6Q_39M 

S6.77M 

S2.09Mr 

S40:48M 

S1&.93M 

S50.69M 

S8.23M 

S414-79M 

S73:ZM 

$4.1 2 8 

I 

Other includes: Municipal Tax & A llowance Fund, Laboratory Services, Construction Funding Subsidies, Structural Compliance Premium, 
Capital Grants, Pay Equity, Centres for Learning Research & Innovation, Personal Support Workers & Palliative Care Trainin~ Family 
Council Ontario, Ontario Association of Residents' Counci ls, Water Testing, High Wage, Debt Services, Prior Year Ex~JR~~ITre~~tc. 
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Total Funding for CCW, MP and TP 

Total Funding 
(Includes LOG and 
Supplementary 
Funding) 

Total Funding 
(Includes LOG and 
Supplementary 
Funding) 

Total Funding 
(Includes LOG and 
Supplementary 
Funding) 

$5.92M 

2007-2008 

$4.72M 

2007-2008 

$1 .73M 

Source: L TCI00047835 (funding) 

Total Funding for CCW 
(2007 - 2018) 

$6.28M $6.85M $7.20M $7.53M $7.76M $7.92M $7.90M $8.16M $8.42M $8.50M 

Total Funding for MP 
(2007 - 2018) 

$5.03M $5.40M $5.59M $5.77M $5.88M $5.48M $5.79M $5.93M $6.1 3M $6.25M 

Total Funding for TP 
(2007 - 2018) 

Number of licerf~~d b"i.~s:(asTof July 17; ,2018);,45 

$1 .81M $1 .94M $1.98M $2.09M $2.12M $2.09M $2.13M $2.17M $2.26M $2.39M 
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2 - L TCH LEGISLATION AND 
INSPECTIONS PRIOR TO 
JULY 1, 2010 
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Overview Prior to July 1, 2010 

• Three statutes and regulations: 
- Nursing Homes Act (mostly for-profit homes) 
- Charitable Institutions Act (non-profit facilities) 
- Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act (municipal homes) 

• Inspections regime legislative authority for 
"determining whether there is compliance with this Act, 
the regulations, a licence or a service agreement" 
(NHA, s. 24, CIA, s. 10.1, HFARHA, s. 21) 

• L TC Program Manual Ministry stated the 
standards of care that applied to all three types of facilities 
under the three statutes. Facilities/Homes were required under 
the service accountability and funding agreement to comply 
with the Program Manual. 
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Medication Management and Administration 
Prior to July 1, 2010 

• Nursing Homes Act, Regulation 832, s. 63-69: 

o Administrator responsible for the administration and enforcement in the nursing home 
of the provisions of this Regulation relating to drugs 

o Drugs can only be kept at the home and taken by or administered to a resident with an 
individual prescription 

o Home must keep a drug record book 

o Medication room must be kept locked and keys must be under the control of a RN or 
RPN on duty 

o Narcotics must be stored in a locked narcotic cabinet and cannot have anything else in 
it 

o Destruction requirements when a prescription is discontinued or when the resident is 
discharged from the home or deceased 

• No similar obligation under the Charitable Institutions Act and Homes for the 
Aged and Rest Homes Act 
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Medication Management and Administration 
Prior to July 1, 2010 

• L TC Program Manual: 
o Standard 1016-01 set out standards for pharmacy services, 

interdisciplinary review process, written policies and procedures, 
prescription ordering and delivery, drug dispensing, recording 
receipt and disposition of drugs, drug storage, drug destruction, 
medication administration, responsibilities of the Pharmacy and 
Therapeutics Committee, staff education 

o Medication errors I Adverse reactions -

RB. ~ - All medication errors and adverse drug reactions shall be 
reported promptly to the director of nursing, prescriber and pharmacist 
according to established policy and procedure and specific follow-up 
action shall be taken. 

RB. ~ - The description of a medication error or adverse drug reaction 
shall be recorded in the resident's clinical record immediately after the 
report is made. 

RB.:;-Any adverse drug reaction shall be recorded in the resident's 
medication profile and reported to the pharmacist who will report to the 
Canadian Adverse Reaction Monitoring Program. 
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Reporting Obligations in Legislation 
Prior to July 1, 2010 

Mandatory Reporting: 

•Nursing Homes Act - obligation on any person other th.an a 
resident who has reasonable grounds to suspect that a 
resident has suffered or may suffer harm as a result of 
unlawful conduct, improper or incompetent treatment or care 
or neglect to immediately report the suspicion and the 
information upon which it is based to the Director 

•No similar obligation under the Charitable Institutions Act 
and Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act 

•Examples of what constitutes abuse and neglect in L TC 
Homes Program Manual 
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Reporting Obligations 
Prior to July 1, 2010 

Reporting unusual occurrences - L TC Homes Program Manual 

Occurrences of: 
, 

•Abuse and/or assault involving a resident including willful direct infliction of physical pain or 
injury, as well as sexual assault 
•Alleged fraud, theft 
•Bomb threats, evacuations 
•Missing person, according to the facility's own disaster/search plan definition of when a 

To Be Reported person is "missing" 
Immediately •Unusual/accidental death including suicide 

•Missing/misappropriated drugs 
•Fire emergency within the facility requiring partial evacuation of an area or disruption of 
service 
•Infectious disease at the outbreak level or communicable disease as per Health Protection 
and Promotion Act 

1 
•Problems with drinking water supply (i.e. contamination) 

To Be Reported by Next • Events requiring the intervention of one or more outside agencies such as police, fire 
Business Day department, or medical officer of health but do not pose an immediate risk to residents. 

• The implementation of any part of the facility's emergency plan including the evacuation of 
residents for any reason (with the exception of false alarms or fire drills). 

• Major equipment or system breakdown, which places residents at risk . 
1 
To Be Reported in • Injury, medication error or treatment error resulting in transfer of a resident to hospital for 
Writing Within 1 O treatment and/or admission, including but not limited to: 
Business Days - obvious or suspected head injuries 

I - medication errors having serious effects 
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Ministry Inspections 
Types of Reviews Prior to July 1, 2010 

• Annual Reviews - conducted when a L TC home was 
required to renew its licence 

• Complaints - responded to complaints from public (i.e. 
residents and families) 

• Unusual occurrences - responded to critical incident 
reports submitted by L TC homes to the ministry 

• Other types of reviews: 

• Dietary review, environmental review, conducted on a 
referral by a compliance advisor 

• Pre and post-sale review 

• Follow-up to unmet standards and criteria 
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Ministry Inspections 
Compliance Advisors Prior to July 1, 2010 

• Three main types of Compliance Advisors: 

• Environmental health 
• Nursing 
• Dietary 

• Each Compliance Advisor was assigned to a set group of homes and was 
responsible for performing all roles and responsibilities for those homes 

• Number of Compliance Advisors (2007-2010): 

Number of Compliance 
Advisor.s 

2006/07 

70 

2007/08 

74 

2008/09 2009/10 

74 74 

2010/11 

77 
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Ministry Inspections 
Compliance Advisors Prior to July 1, 2010 

• Conducted reviews of homes and could issue unmet standards and criteria if a home 
had not complied with the standards in the L TC Program Manual 

• Could make two types of findings after conducting a review: 
1. Non-compliance - Compliance Advisor could require the licensee to send a compliance 

plan setting out what the licensee would do to achieve compliance 
2. Observations and recommendations - provide suggestions or guidance to licensee on 

how to improve their compliance status 

• Prepared a report following the review - the report was brief and did not contain 
written sanctions 

• Point of contact for assigned homes 

• Provided advice and guidance to homes on how to meet their obligations which 
included giving suggestions and helping homes make connections with other high 
performing homes. Most advice and guidance was provided in informal verbal 
conversations using a consu ltative and collaborative approach 

• Received and triaged complaints and unusual occurrences about homes 

• Made recommendations for interim beds or short stay beds 
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Ministry Inspections 
Enforcement Mechanisms prior to July 1, 201 O 

• Issue unmet standards and criteria and prepare report that was 
required to be posted in the home 
• In determining whether to issue a Report of Unmet Standards or Criteria, 

Compliance Advisors were required to consider scope, severity, 
compliance history, and any due diligence of the licensee 

• "Enhanced Monitoring" - homes with multiple and repeat non
compliances would be reviewed more often to address systemic 
problems 

• Offence under each of three statutes for failure to comply with 
any provision of the Act or the regulations (except the mandatory 
reporting obligation) 
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3 - TRANSFORMATION OF L TCH 
LEGISLATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF NEW INSPECTIONS MODEL 
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Commitment to Care 

• Spring 2004 - Monique Smith, Parliamentary Assistant to 
Minister of Health and Long-Term Care released a report, 
Commitment to Care: A Plan for Long-Term Care in Ontario 

• Recommendations for changes to the L TC sector in five main 
areas: 
1. Improving quality of life 
2. Ensuring public accountability 
3. Developing clear enforceable standards with tougher 

inspection and enforcement 
4. Improving staffing and system administration 
5. Amending legislation and reviewing the funding formula 

• New Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 

• Compliance transformation project 
L TCI00072869 
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Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 and Regulation 
Development 

• Engagement - L TC home sector was engaged at multiple levels 
(residents, families, front line staff, clinical and sector experts, 
advocacy groups, L TC home associations, municipalities and labour 
organizations) 

• Research - Jurisdictional scans and reports with recommendations 
(i.e. Commitment to Care, Sharkey Review on Staffing and Care 
Standards, Joint Task Force on Medication Management in Long
Term Care, Ombudsman investigation) 

Fall 2004 
Ministry begins work 
on new legislation 

June 2007 
Long-Term 
Care Homes 
Act, 2007 
received Royal 
Assent 

Timeline 

January 2009 
Ministry begins 
work on 
regulations 

March 2010 
0. Reg. 79/10 
is filed 

July 1, 2010 
LTCHA and 0. Reg . 
79/10 come into force 
(Nursing Homes Act, 
Charitable Institutions 
Act and Homes for the 
Aged and Rest Homes 
Act are repealed) 
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L TCHA Fundamental Principles 

FOCUS on resident-centred care and services 

• Belief in resident-centred care 

• Commitment to health and well-being of Ontarians living in L TC homes 

• Support collaboration and mutual respect amongst residents, families, L TC home 
providers, community, government 

• Access to L TC homes based on need 

• Public accountability and transparency 

• Clear and consistent standards of care and services 

• Responsibility to take action where standards or requirements under the L TCHA are 
not met, or where the care, safety, security and rights of residents might be 
compromised 

• Commitment to preserving and promoting quality accommodation that provides a 
safe, comfortable home-like environment for all residents 

• Delivery of care and services to residents in an environment that supports 
continuous quality improvement 
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Ministry Compliance Transformation Project 

Goals: 

•Align with the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10 

•Ensure that residents in L TC homes continue to be protected and cared for, 
and their dignity and rights respected 

•Assure the public that first priority is the care and safety of residents 

•Build a new evidence-based and resident-centred inspection process 

•Focus on residents' quality of care and quality of life 

•Improve objectivity and consistency through a structured information 
gathering process 

•Increase use of technology for better organization of inspection findings and 
enhanced documentation and data collection 

•Target inspection resources on homes with the largest number of quality 
concerns for improved risk management and resource deployment 
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Ministry Compliance Transformation Project 

Selected the model 
•Assessed models from different jurisdictions 

•USA requirements were closely aligned to those in the new L TCHA 

·USA nursing homes were and continue to be inspected based on the Quality Indicator Survey (QIS) 

•QIS was developed after 15 years of research for the US Centres for Medicare and Medicaid and the areas 
reviewed aligned very closely to L TCHA and the methodology had a resident-centred focus 

Developed Resident Quality Inspections (RQI) 
•Retained Nursing Home Quality (NHQ) to adapt a comprehensive inspection methodology for Ontario based 
on the QIS that was resident-centred, aligned with the L TCHA and key risk areas, and was transparent, 
consistent and fair 

·The Resident Quality Inspections (RQI) was the resulting inspection methodology 

•NHQ also developed: 

• training and certification program for inspectors and master trainers 

• an automated IT software solution for ministry inspectors to use in Stage 1 of an RQI 

•The Ministry also developed the Inspector's Quality Solution (IQS), an automated IT software solution to 
support Stage 2 of an RQI and all other types of inspections 

Inspection protocols 
•Created inspection protocols for use in all inspections 

•Contain inspection instructions, guidance, probes and questions for inspectors to determine if a home is in 
compliance with the requirements in the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10 
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Inspection Protocols 
Home-Related Mandatory Home-Related Triggered Resident-Related Triggered 

1. Dining Observation 1. Accommodation Services: 1. Continence Care and 

2. Family Council Interview Housekeeping Bowel Management 

3. Infection Prevention and 2. Accommodation Services: 2. Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

Control 
Laundry 3. Falls Prevention 

4. Medication 3. Accommodation Services: 4. Hospitalization and Change 
Maintenance 

5. Residents' Council in Condition 

Interview 4. Critical Incident Response 5. Minimizing of Restraining 
5. Food Quality 6. Nutrition and Hydration 
6. Reporting and Complaints 7. Pain 

Ins pecto r-1 n i tiated 
7. Safe and Secure Home 8. Personal Support Services 

I 8. Snack Observation 9. Prevention of Abuse, 1. Admission and Discharge 
9. Sufficient Staffing Neglect, and Retaliation 

2. Quality Improvement 10. Trust Accounts 10. Recreation and Social 
3. Resident Charges Activities 

4. Training and Orientation 11. Responsive Behaviours 

I 12. Skin and Wound Care 

Inspection protocols are used by MOHL TC inspectors, but are also made available to L TC homes to: 
•Use in education of staff to enhance understanding of legislative requirements and inspection process; and, 
•Contribute to home's quality management activities 
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Training and Education for L TC Homes 

• Roadshows - 2010 I 2011 - ministry staff conducted 7 
training sessions across the province for L TC homes and staff 
on L TCHA and Regulation. Video recordings made available 

• L TCHomes.net - online portal for L TC homes to be able to 
receive and submit information to the ministry 

• Sector Associations - ministry works with OL TCA and 
AdvantAge to develop communication and education 
materials 

• Resources - L TCHA Guide (plain language), webinars and 
educational modules, FAQs, presentations, memos with 
guidance, abuse and neglect decision trees 
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4- LTCHA DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS 
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L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10 

• Enhanced requirements on Licensee related to : 
• Residents Rights, Care and Services 
.- Admissions, Absences and Discharges 

• Residents' Council and Family Council 

• Operation of Home 

• Funding 
• Licensing (including Municipal and First Nation Homes) 

• Enhanced requirements on ministry related to: 
• Compliance and Enforcement 

• Licensing 
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LTCHA and Residents' Rights 

• Residents' Rights, Care and Services - Part II of the LTCHA 

- Residents' Bill of Rights 

- Safe and Secure Home 

- Nursing Care and Personal Support Services, Restorative Care, Recreational 
and Social Activities, Dietary Services and Hydration, Medical Services, Religious 
and Spiritual Practices, Accommodation Services, Drugs and Medication 
Management 

- Required Programs (Falls Prevention and Management, Skin and Wound Care, 
Continence Care and Bowel Management, Pain Management) 

- Prevention of Abuse and Neglect 

- Responsive Behaviours 

- Reporting and Complaints 

- Minimizing Restraining 
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L TCHA and Medication Management 
• Licensee required to have a pharmacy service provider whose duties 

include (O. Reg. 79/10 ss. 119-121): 

• Risk management and quality improvement activities, including review of 
medication incidents, adverse drug reactions and drug utilization. 

• Developing audit protocols for the pharmacy service provider to evaluate the 
medication management system. 

• Licensee subject to requirements regarding obtaining, storing, 
administering and disposing of drugs (O. Reg. 79/10 ss. 122-137) 

• Ensure no drugs are in the home unless they are prescribed for a resident (max. 3-
month supply) or obtained for the emergency supply (s. 122); 

• Ensure there is a monitored dosage system (s. 125) 

• Ensure drugs are kept in original packaging (s. 126) 

• Ensure drugs are stored in a medication cart /area that is secure and used 
exclusively for drugs and related supplies (ss. 129, 130); 

• No drug may be administered unless prescribed, and must be administered by 
registered staff with limited exceptions (s. 132) 

• Must maintain a drug record book (s. 133) 

• Must have and follow written policy for disposing of drugs which incorporates 
regulated requirements (s. 136) 
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L TCHA and Medication Management 

• Licensee must ensure every medication incident and adverse 
drug reaction is (0. Reg. 79/1 O s. 135(1 )): 

• Documented, together with a record of the immediate actions taken to assess 
and maintain the resident's health; and 

• Reported to the resident, the resident's substitute decision-maker, if any, the 
Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the Medical Director, the prescriber of the 
drug, the resident's attending physician or the registered nurse in the extended 
class attending the resident and the pharmacy service provider. 

• Licensee must review and assess medication incidents and 
adverse drug reactions (0. Reg. 79/10 s. 135(2) and (3)): 

• Medication incidents and adverse drug reactions must be reviewed quarterly to 
reduce and prevent medication incidents and adverse drug reactions; and 

• Changes and improvements identified in the review must be implemented. 

• Licensee must have a medication management system and 
assess it (0. Reg. 79/1 O ss. 114-118): 

• Every licensee is required to have an interdisciplinary medication management 
system with written policies and protocols; and 

• the system must be evaluated both quarterly and annually. 
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Duty to Report under the L TCHA 
(including abuse and neglect) 

L TCHA s. 24 - any person has a duty to immediately report 
suspicion of: 

1. Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted in harm or 
a risk of harm to the resident. 

2. Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 
that resulted in harm or a risk of harm to the resident. 

3. Unlawful conduct that resulted in harm or a risk of harm to a resident. 

4. Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money. 

5. Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under this Act or 
the Local Health System Integration Act, 2006. 
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Licensee Duty to Investigate 
(including abuse and neglect) 

Licensee must investigate, respond and act 

L TCHA s. 23 (1) - Every licensee of a long-term care home shall 
ensure that, 

(a) every alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of the following that 
the licensee knows of, or that is reported to the licensee, is 
immediately investigated: 

(i) abuse of a resident by anyone, 
(ii) neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff, or 
(iii) anything else provided for in the regulations; 

(b) appropriate action is taken in response to every such incident; and 
(c) any requirements that are provided for in the regulations for 
investigating and responding as required under clauses (a) and (b) are 
complied with . 

Reports of investigation 
(2) A licensee shall report to the Director the results of every investigation 

undertaken under clause (1) (a), and every action taken under clause 
(1)(b). 
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Additional Licensee duties to report under the LTCHA: 

Critical Incidents (Cls): s. 107 of 0. Reg. 79/10: 
Immediate duty to report (s. 107(1)) 
1.An emergency, including fire, unplanned evacuation or 
intake of evacuees. 
2.An unexpected or sudden death, including a death 
resulting from an accident or suicide. 
3.A resident who is missing for three hours or more. 
4.Any missing resident who returns to the home with an 
injury or any adverse change in condition regardless of 
the length of time the resident was missing. 
5.An outbreak of a disease of public health significance 
or communicable disease as defined in the Health 
Protection and Promotion Act. 
6.Contamination of the drinking water supply. 

Complaints: LTCHA s. 22(1) 

Within one business day (s. 107(3)) 
1.A resident who is missing for less than three hours and who 
returns to the home with no injury or adverse change in condition. 
2.An environmental hazard that affects the provision of care or 
the safety, security or well-being of one or more residents for a 
period greater than six hours, including, 

i. a breakdown or failure of the security system, 
ii. a breakdown of major equipment or a system in the 
home, 
iii. a loss of essential services, or 
iv. flooding. 

3.A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 
4.Subject to subsection (3.1 ), an incident that causes an injury to 
a resident for which the resident is taken to a hospital and that 
results in a significant change in the residenf s health condition. 
5.A medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of 
which a resident is taken to hospital. 

Every licensee of a long-term care home who receives a written 
complaint concerning the care of a resident or the operation of the long
term care home shall immediately forward it to the Director. 
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Licensee Duty to Investigate Cls and Complaints 

Licensee must investigate and act: C/s 

A licensee who has to report to the Director is also required to, 
within 10 business days, provide a report describing the incident 
in full, the actions the licensee has taken in response, including 
any long-term actions to prevent future re-occurrence. (0. Reg. 
79/10 s. 107(4)) 

Licensee must investigate and act: Complaints 

0. Reg. 79/10 s. 100-103 requires every licensee to: 
•To investigate and resolve every complaint; 
•Have and follow a written complaints policy; and 
•Keep a written record of every complaint and the response 
taken; 
•Review complaints for trends at least quarterly. 
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5 - MINISTRY INSPECTIONS 
AFTER JULY 1, 2010 
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Ministry Inspectors 

• Inspectors have a duty to ensure compliance (a heightened accountability compared to 
Compliance Advisor role) 

• Inspectors exercise the powers and duties set out in the L TCHA, e.g.: 
• L TCHA s. 25 - must conduct an inspection or make inquiries if the Director receives 

information that certain incidents may have occurred (e.g. abuse that resulted in 
harm) 

• L TCHA s. 152(1) - must take action if inspector finds non-compliance 

• During an inspection under the L TCHA, inspectors look for evidence of compliance with 
the L TCHA or 0. Reg. 79/10 

• Inspectors write detailed reports after an inspection including evidence for findings made 

• Inspectors do not give advice on how to operate a L TC home. 
• Licensee responsible for determining how to operate a home 
• Education supports provided by the licensee and the sector 
• Inspectors can refer homes to other organizations, e.g., CNO, RNAO, who have 

evidence-based practices that would be helpful 

• Inspectors are not assigned to specific homes but could inspect any home in the SAO 
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Training for Inspectors 
• January 2010 - Provincial Forums introduced Inspection Protocols and proposed new 

Complaint, Critical Incident System and Follow-up (CCF) training 

• April 2010 - Piloted new CCF training 

• May I June 2010 - Provincial Forums describing LTCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10, new intake 
system, Inspection Protocols, inspection skills, powers of inspectors, appeals and licensing 

• August 2010 - CCF training for all inspectors 

• October I November 2010 - sessions for inspectors on report writing, inspector etiquette
1 

order writing 

• November 2010 - launch of RQI training and adherence 

• November 2011 - launched Inspectors' Handbook with policies and procedures that relate 
to performance of inspectors duties 

• 2012 - current - ongoing training of new inspectors 1 training for all inspectors on new and 
updated policies and procedures, new workshops and web-based training modules on 
topics such as report writing 1 interviewing 1 challenging situations 
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Enforcement Mechanisms under the L TCHA 
L TC Home Inspectors 

• Written Notification (WN)* 
• Voluntary Plan of Correction 

(VPC)* 
• Compliance order (CO)* 
• Work and Activity Order (WAO)* 
• Referral to the Director (DR)* 

Director Under the Act 

• Compliance Order (CO)* 
• Work and Activity Order (WAO)* 
• Cease of Admissions 
• Mandatory Management Order 

(MMO) 
• Withholding or Returning 

Funding (FS) 
• Licence Revocation (RL/IM) 

Judgment Matrix 
Level4 
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c 
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WN. VPC. WN. VPC. CO. WN. VPC. 
c WAO. WAO.QB. FS. CO. WAO. 

DR . MMO DR. FS. MMO 
RUJM 

G H I 
WN_ VPC. ~- VPC. co WN. VPC. 
co. WAO. WAO.OR. CO~ WAO. 

DR .QR. FS. MMO 

D E F 

WN. VPC. WN. VPC. CO. WN. VPC. 
CO~ DR. WAO.DR. CO. WAO. 

DR. 
A B c 

Wit. VPC . WN. VPC. CO. - -- WN. VPC. 
DR DR. ! CO. WAC. 

DR 
Level 1 Level2 Level3 
lsorated Pattern Widespread 

Scope of Non-Compliance 

*Under section 299 of 0 . Reg. 79/10, only the following factors may be considered when deciding what enforcement 
mechanism to use: (1) Severity of the non-compliance; (2) Scope of the non-compliance; (3) Licensees compliance history 

Other requirements: Licensee's due diligence cannot be considered; Order must be in writing and set out the grounds and 
evidence that support it, and must be served on the licensee 
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Types of Inspections after July 1, 2010 

• Resident Quality Inspection {RQls) - two-stage comprehensive 
inspection process performed annually in each home 

BENEFITS OF THE RQI 
•Resident-centred process: 

• Talk to residents first, 
• Observations, family and staff interviews, record review 

•Resident responses and care outcomes guide the inspection 
process 
•Extensive research by clinical experts to identify Quality of Life, 
Quality of Care indicators leading to potential non-compliance 
•Greater automation to improve organization of inspection findings 
and enhanced documentation 

• CCF Inspections include: 

• Complaint inspection 

• Critical Incident inspection 

• Follow-up inspection (on compliance orders) 
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Resident Quality Inspection (RQI) 
Stage 1: Preliminary inspection conducted using 
interviews, record review, and observations to identify 
areas of concern for Stage 2 in-depth inspection 

Stage 1 includes: 
•Resident, family and staff interviews 
•Residents' Council and Family Council interviews 
•Team inspections 
•Standard sample of residents randomly selected 
from RAl-M DS data feed 
•Mandatory audits of core requirements 

Data collected during Stage 1 is categorized and 
compared against pre-set thresholds 
•Thresholds are set for care areas aligned to the 
L TCHA to identify potential non-compliance for further 
inspection. The areas were validated through field 
tests 
•If thresholds are exceeded, compliance with the 
requirements of the L TCHA and 0. Reg. 79/10 and 
requirements for resident care may be at risk, 
triggering further inspection in Stage 2 
•System includes extensive training and reliability 
checks for inspectors 

Stage 2: In-depth inspection in care areas 
triggered during Stage 1 to determine 
compliance with the L TCHA and the 
Regulation 

Stage 2 includes: 

•Inspector uses appropriate IPs that triggered 
from Stage 1 or the Inspector self-initiated 

•Inspector uses Inspectors' Quality Solution 
(IQS) to complete detailed inspection 
protocols and summarize evidence data 

•Inspector determines if there is non
compliance, finalizes report and any actions 
to be taken 
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RQI - Expanding and Streamlining 

• The first RQls were conducted in February-March of 2011 

• The RQls did not start in every home in the province until the latter part of 2013 

• 100 new inspectors were hired in 2013 to ensure RQls were completed in all homes 

• The ministry committed to completing one RQI for every L TC home by end of 2014. 
One RQI per L TC home has been completed annually ever since. 

• As part of the roll out of RQls in all homes in the province, the L TC Inspections 
Branch conducted a streamlining exercise to look at areas where, without negatively 
impacting the methodology, they could make the ROI process more efficient. As a 
result, the process was streamlined and the RQI required three inspectors 
approximately ten inspection days each. 

• In an effort to address pending complaints and Cls, inspectors now inspect Cls and 
complaints as part of Stage 2 of ROI. This also frees up more time for inspectors to 
focus on issues related to Cls and complaints. 
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RQI - Risk Focused 

• In response to a recommendation from the Auditor General in December 2015, the 
ministry rolled out the Risk Focused RQls in late 2016. The Risk Focused approach 
was developed as a result of a detailed analysis conducted in 2016. This approach 
ensured that RQls were conducted based on the risk profile of homes. 

• The Risk-Focused RQI, completed for all Level 1 (In good standing) homes, focuses 
on higher-risk issues which generally results in a shorter inspection. 

• All Level 2 (Improvement Required) and Level 3 (Significant improvement required) 
homes have Intensive Risk-Focused RQls. All homes will have intensive risk
focused RQls every three years. 

• A Risk-Focused RQI takes approximately 10 Inspector days (five days with two 
Inspectors). However, as Cls and complaints are often being inspected at the same 
time, the inspections can take longer. 

• An Intensive Risk-Focused RQI takes approximately 30 Inspector days (i.e., 1 O days 
with three Inspectors). Complaints and critical incidents may be inspected as part of 
an Intensive Risk Focused RQI as well. 
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LQIP Performance Assessment (LPA) 

• The LQIP Performance Assessment (LPA), is a ranking of each's L TCH performance 
relative to other homes in the province based on set criteria. 

• The LPA (formerly the Long Term Care Homes Quality Improvement Program Risk 
and Priority Assessment Report (LRPA)), was first initiated in 2012 in consultation with 
the ministry's Health Analytics Branch to help inform how the LQIP allocated 
inspection resources. 

• Risk analysis allows the ministry to identify L TC homes that are performing poorly 
relative to their peers (all other L TC homes in Ontario) in key areas of resident care. 

• Risk management utilizes this intelligence to support better decision making, priority 
setting, resource allocation and the implementation of effective strategies to minimize 
risk to residents. 

Starting April 2018, a new Performance Tool on Long-Term Care Homes was launched. 
The LPA performance information is now published on the ministry's public website 
to help families easily find the performance levels for Ontario's 627 long-term care 

homes online. 
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LQIP Performance Assessment (LPA) (cont'd) 
Performance Levels 

• Using raw scores on selected data elements, percentile scores are calculated for each L TC home in the province. 
Qualitative data is then added and homes are ranked into one of four levels: 

Performance Level Brief Description 

Level 1: In good standing Acts to address areas of concern with provincial standards for resident care and home 
operations; reports incidents and corrects issues identified in high risk areas; generally manages 
complaints. 

Level 2: Improvement required Several areas of concern identified by province; increasing number of complaints and incidents 
where residents are harmed or at risk of harm; home needs to take action to improve. Homes in 
this level may have recently improved their performance. The province continues to monitor. 

Level 3: Significant improvement required Continual high-risk concerns identified by province; continued increases in complaints and 
incidents where residents are harmed or at risk of harm; home has not demonstrated their ability 
to improve. Further actions taken by province. 

Level 4: Licence revoked Ongoing high-risk concerns identified by the province with serious risk to residents. Owner 
unable to rectify the issues. The province is closing the home. 

Report Production cycle 

• The LRPA/LPA report is produced every quarter using selected data including: inspection and compliance data, RAI 
MOS data, the results of the LSAA Compliance report, and qualitative data from L TCIB inspectors and managers 

• Production Cycle: 0 1 June, 02 Sept., 03 Dec., 04 March 

• Release dates: 6 to 8 weeks after the quarter 
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Caressant Care Woodstock LPA Levels 

CCW LPA Risk Levels 

Quarter/Year 

Q4 20 B Ql 2014 <12 2014 Q3 2 014 Q4 2 014 Ql 2015 <12 2.01> Qi!. 201 5 Q4 2·015 Q1 201 6 <12 2.01 6 Q3 201 6 <H 2016 <11 2017 

4 

• CCW performance remained relatively consistent until 2015, fitting CCW in with the majority of the 
province. 

• However, starting in 2016, CCW started rising in risk level and remained in level 3; in line with only a small 
percentage of the province (2% to 6%) during these years. 
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Meadow Park London LPA Levels 

MP LPA Risk Levels 

QuarterNear 
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• MP fluctuated in risk levels between 2013 and 2017. 
• MP's performance began to decl ine from 2014 moving up to a level 2 and then level 3, where they 

maintained relatively consistent at a level 3s from 2016 to 2017, aligning them with the 2% to 6% of 
homes in the level 3 category across the province. 

• MP did improve in performance to a level 1 on two occasions from 2014; however, it never remained in 
that performance level longer than one quarter. 
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Telfer Place LPA Levels 

TP LPA Risk Levels 

Quarter/Year 
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2 

• TP was relatively in the better performance (level 1 s) through majority of 2014, in line with the majority 
of the province. 

• TP's performance declined in 04 of 2014 moving them to a level 3, where only 3% of the province 
were performing at this level. 

• Their performance improved in the following four quarters at a level 1; in line with the majority of the 
province. 

• However, the levels for TP began fluctuating after 2016. Their performance went up to a level 3 in 
early 2016, aligning them with only 2% of the province. It continued to fluctuate between a level 1 and 
2 in subsequent quarters, where only 4°/o to 6% of homes in the province were in level 2s. 
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CCF Inspections 
• Complaint Inspections - Initiated when a complaint is received by the ministry, 

triaged and identified for inspection. Inspections can be conducted on site or off 
site. Inspection protocols used relate to the subject of the complaint. 

• Critical Incident Inspections - Initiated as a result of a critical incident reported 
to the ministry by a LTC home. Inspection examines whether the home has 
complied with the Act and regulations around the incident that is the subject of the 
Cl. Inspection protocols used relate to the subject of the Cl. 

• Follow-up Inspections - Conducted whenever there has been a 
Compliance Order issued to ensure compliance with the Order. 

Process is similar to RQI inspections - Inspector assigned : 
• gathers information via interviews, observations, and record review 
• determines if non-compliance has been found based on information gathered 
• ensures sufficient evidence to support any findings of non-compliance 
• uses the Judgement Matrix to determine action to take if non-compliance found 
• prepares detailed report and order, if any 

• Inspector Quality Solution (IQS) used to document all evidence gathered 
• Inspection Protocols (IPs) are built into IQS to assist inspectors in conducting consistent 

and thorough inspections 
• For complaint inspections, inspector will contact complainant with result of inspection. 

The amount of detail provided will depend on the status of the complainant. 
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Triaging of Complaints and Critical Incident Reports 
Duty inspectors (pre-2012) 
•Each SAO had a Duty lnspector(s) who were responsible for triaging incoming information 
about the homes in their SAOs, including Critical Incident/Unusual Occurrence reports and 
complaints. 
•Duty Inspectors determined whether an inspection was warranted based on the information 
received. 

In 2011, Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch noted that a centralized intake 
system was necessary to address the increasing amount of incoming information and to 
improve consistency in triaging across the Province. 

Centralized Intake Assessment Triage Team (CIATT) 
•CIA TT now receives, assesses and triage all complaints, critical incidents and mandatory 
reports from across the Province. 
• Timeline of development 

• 2011 - policy development began 
• Fall 2012 - CIATT began its operations with five Triage Inspectors and one manager. 
• Cls and complaints were first processed in early 2013. 

•Structure of CIATT: 
• Prior to the fall of 2017, CIATT staff was comprised of a manager, administrative staff, 

and Triage Inspectors. Since then, a Team Lead has been added to assist the 
manager. 

• There are currently nine Triage Inspectors, all of whom are RPNs. 
• The manager of CIATT reports to a senior manager in the L TC Inspections Branch. 
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CIATT · Triaging of Complaints and Critical Incident Reports 

• Triage inspectors review incoming information to determine if there is potential non
compliance with the L TCHA or the regulation. 

• May request additional information from L TCH or complainant. 

• A level risk is assigned based on available information: 
• Level 1 - minimum risk 
• Level 2 - minimal harm or potential for actual harm 
• Level 3 - actual harm or risk 
• Level 3+ - significant actual harm or risk 
• Level 4- immediate jeopardy or risk 

• Level 1 and 2 intakes are triaged and assigned for inquiry within 90 business days. 
An inspection may be required after the inquiry is completed 

• Level 3 intakes have a target date of inspection within 60 business days 
• Level 3+ intakes have a target date of inspection within 30 business days 
• Level 4 intakes are assigned for immediate inspection. 

• Level 1 and 2 intakes are monitored for trends and if a trend is noted then they are 
assigned for inspection. 
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6 - COMMISSION OVERVIEW 
REPORT DATA AND GRAPHS 
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Understanding the limitations of the graphs 
Data issue 1 - Cannot compare provincial data and individual home data: 

•For CCW, MP and TP, ministry staff manually traced every intake from July 1, 2010 to July 31, 2017 
to determine how it was triaged and what the result was. Individual manual tracing of all intakes across 
the province was not possible. 

Data issue 2 - The data are incomplete: 

•Prior to 2011, inspections were tracked in the ministry's old computer system, but not all information 
about every complaint and Cl intake was inputted. 

•Between 2011 and 2014, CIATT triage or SAO duty inspectors used tracking spreadsheets but they 
did not consistently note in the system when an intake was triaged and a determination not to inspect 
made, even though this process would have taken place. 

·The data is only complete starting in 2015, under the new computer tracking system. 

Graph issue 1 - The graphs measure different things: 

•Graphs for CCW, MP and TP are based on intakes received. Province-wide data is based on 
inspections conducted. Each inspection may include several complaints or Cls. 

Graph issue 2 -graphs only show inspected vs not-inspected and do not include those where 
an inquiry was conducted: 

•Graphs created of Cl reports (#6-10) show whether a Cl report or complaint was inspected or not. 
However, Cl reports or complaints that were not inspected would have been triaged, further inquiry 
done if required and this information is not shown. 
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Graph# 1: Types of Inspections Completed: Provincial Totals 
July 1, 2010 ·July 31, 2017 
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Graph# 6: Critical Incident Reports & Inspections: Provincial Totals 
July 1, 2010 ·July 31, 2017 
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Graph# 14: Complaints & Complaint Inspections: Provincial Totals 
July 1, 2010 ·July 31, 2017 
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Graph # 9: Critical Incident Reports & Inspections: CCW 
July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2017 
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Graph# 10: Critical Incident Reports & Inspections: MP 
July 1, 2010 ·December 31, 2017 
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Graph # 11: Critical Incident Reports & Inspections: TP 
July 1, 2010 • December 31, 2017 
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Graph# 17: Complaints & Complaint Inspections: CCW 
July 1, 2010 ·December 31, 2017 
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Graph # 18: Complaints & Complaint Inspections: MP 
July 1, 2010 - December 31, 2017 
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Graph# 19: Complaints & Complaint Inspections: TP 
July 1, 2010 · December 31, 2017 
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Graph # 22: Critical Incident Reports - Staff on Resident Abuse or Neglect: 
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Graph # 24: Critical Incident Reports • Medication Errors Resulting in 
Transfers to Hospital: Provincial Totals 
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Graph # 28: Enforcement Remedies Issued for Findings of Non
compliance: Provincial Totals 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
Health Data Branch, Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) f?ontario 

A. Summary Analysis Report - March 2018 

Homes and Beds By Sector 

Sector For Profit Non-Profit Municipal Eldcap Total 
Homes 363 149* 101 16* 627 

Beds 42,496 19,856 16,280 304 78,936 

2* homes have both eldcap and non-eldcap beds 

Provincial Highlights 

•Adjusted Utilization as of Mar 31, 2018 was 98.2%. unchanged from February and down 0.5% from one year ago. 

• The number of Homes below 97% was 121, down 8.3% from February and up 55.1 % from one year ago. 

• The number of Homes below 90% was 8, up 100.0% from February and up 300.0% from one year ago. 

• Eligible Waitlist Demand decreased by 307 (to 32,773 ), down 0.9% from February and up 6. 7% from one year ago. 

• The number of Acute Patients waitlisted decreased by 162 (to 1,071 ), a decrease of 13.1% from February and up 1.4% 
from one year ago. 

•Total Demand decreased by 304 (to 108,961), unchanged 0.3% from February and up 0.2% from one year ago. 

• Long-Stay Supply increased by 24 (to 77,574). up 0.031% from February and down 1.8% from one year ago. Supply is 
expected to grow by-50 (-0.1%) in the next 6 months and grow by 52 (0.1%) in the next 24 months. 

• Please note that 343 Short Stay beds, 418 Interim Beds and 601 Convalescent Care beds are not included in long-stay 
supply totals. 

• Fill Rate Adjusted Vacancies increased by 21 (to 1,386). up 1.5% from February and up 28.4% from one year ago. 

•The Number of Placements (not including transfers) in Mar 31, 2018 was 2,315, up by 60 (2.6%) from one year ago. 
Placement for the fiscal year-to-date were 22,374 up by 276 (1 .2%) from the previous fiscal year. 

·The indicated preference for Preferred Accommodation was 44% as of Mar 31, 2018, up 0.8% from one year ago. 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 
Health Data Branch. Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) 

B. Summary overview Report - March 2018 

avem-

LoalHNltJJ 
Population Lon, stay Interim Lo"' Total Lo"' ~stay Tobi l.q stay Lon, Male 

Ullliution Bed stay 514>Ply say Vaancies Waidist stay 
lnf4ntlon Nttwotb Ulllization Supply Residents Demmel 

All Aces >AJ,e 75 wlo WI wlo 
TrinsftB T1'3nsfers Trmsfm 

OntN/o 14.297,192 1.077.976 98.2" 955" 77,574 78.936 76.188 1.386 32.773 51.182 108,961 12.120 

Bendimri 97.0" 

EtitSt Cblr 642,781 55.811 99.0" 100.°" 4585 4.606 4539 46 687 1.450 5,226 274 

South West 992,312 85,719 973% 88.0" 7,289 7,388 7,091 198 1547 2,808 8,638 600 

Wattrloo Wtllln6ton 799,687 53.875 973% 4,110 4.142 3,999 111 1.632 2.753 5,631 612 

Ha11117ton Niapn 1,484,183 131.271 97.9% 90.9" 10.472 10,672 10,248 224 2,841 5542 13.089 1.063 
HJfdimand Brant 

Centn/West 971.166 50.454 98.0% 3.429 3,481 3.362 67 921 1.713 4.283 371 

Missisraup Hilltrm 1.304.177 79.156 98.6" 905" 4.094 4.163 4,035 59 2.224 3,576 6,259 795 

TOn111ID Ctntnl 1328.274 97.361 98.4" 5.818 5.878 5.727 91 2.414 3,818 8.141 852 

Centnl 1,958,745 132.179 98.9" 98.4" 7.on 7.2C 6.996 76 4.661 6.993 11.657 1.646 

Centn/East 1,650,205 126,939 98.5" 100.0% 9.529 9,686 9.387 142 6.649 9.371 16.036 2.405 

Southbst 503.023 50.214 98.6" 100.°" 4.006 4.062 3.950 56 1.284 1.967 5.234 488 

ChampUin 1.366.192 99.882 97.8" 100.°" 7.452 7.607 7.289 163 3.390 4.821 10.679 1.242 

NO/th Simcoe 498,217 44,230 98.5% 100.0% 2,979 3,054 2,935 44 1,803 2,503 4.738 730 
Muskokll 

NOlth&st 561,831 52.408 98.6" 95.6" 4.898 5.085 4.828 70 1.958 2.813 6.786 751 

NOlthWest 236.399 18.477 97.9% 71.4" 1.841 1.865 1.802 39 762 1,054 2.564 291 
Souru: Popu/JitOn projectJom f1om tmelbHeiJ/l/1 G1b!e: Popu/4tto11 By LHJN Pro;ections ftom 2009 zo 20)1 lot di'J~ Jfler 2010 ar.d Pop1.1/JtJon by LHIN from 2001 ro2016 for d3liJ be tori! 2010. 

The interim b«i w:iil!isl c!iJt:J !snot Oemgcolf~U:d sep:lf-:Jte(y :md is ir.dvdd in the Ions st.:Jy w:iillist ~3Q 
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wJ 
Tnnsfers 

18.621 

548 

1.067 

1.033 

1.962 

689 

1.234 

1.358 

2,427 

3.345 

734 

1.807 

961 

1.058 

398 

~Ontario 

WMttiJt #of Clients Pfaad 

Female Acute Current Month Year to Date 

w/o wJ wlo wt wlo wt 
Tnnsfm Transfers Trmsfm Tnnsfers Tnnsf!rs Tnnsfers 

20.651 32,559 1,071 2.315 2.805 22.374 26.453 

413 902 15 128 160 1.394 1.709 

947 1,741 35 198 287 2,098 2,848 

1.020 1.no 37 164 179 1,420 1,589 

1.778 3.580 92 299 395 2.754 3.502 

550 1.024 39 88 125 992 1.156 

1.429 2.342 98 135 159 1.117 1,265 

1.560 2.458 65 199 202 1.476 1.600 

3,015 4.566 146 183 214 1,847 2,093 

4.244 6.026 151 278 323 2,737 3,141 

796 1,233 56 126 150 1.359 1.546 

2.148 3.014 128 201 243 2.139 2,560 

1,073 1,542 72 116 126 980 1.081 

1.207 1,755 112 147 182 1.462 1.670 

471 656 25 53 60 599 693 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term care 
Health Data Branch. Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) EJ.>ontario 

C. UtiUzation Report - March 2018 

TotJI Utilization Compan"son lJtilkation Comparison - By ~ 
Local Hu/th Integration 

March March Previous Change March2018 March 2018 Semi- March 2018 March Previous Year Marth Previous Year Semi-Networks March Previous Year 
2018 Ya Basic Privm Private Basic Private Private 

Ontario 98.2% 98.7% -0.5% 98.7% 97.0% 98.2% 99.1% 97.7% 98.9% 

Benchmark I • . 
Erie St Clair 99.0% 99.1% -0.1% 99.3% 97.8% 99.1% 99.2% 98.2% 99.3% 

South West 97.3% 98.1% -0.8% 98.2% 94.4% 97.7% 99.0% 96.3% 97.9% 

Waterloo Wellington 97.3% 98.7% -1.4% 97.7% 94.0% 97.8% 98.8% 96.6% 99.2% 

Hamilton NQg;ua 97.9% 98.6% -0.8% 98.1% 973% 97.8% 98.9% 98.2% 98.6% 
Haldimand Brant 

Central West 98.0% 99.3% -1.2% 98.3% 97.6% 97.9% 99.6% 97.4% 995% 

MissiSSiluga Halton 98.6% 98.6% 0.0% 99.3% 97.6% 98.1% 99.0% 97.3% 98.6% 

Toronto Central 98.4% 98.6% -0.1% 99.0% 97.0% 98.2% 99.0% 97.5% 98.5% 

central 98.9% 99.3% -0.4% 99.2% 98.3% 98.9% 99.5% 98.8% 99.3% 

Central East 98.5% 98.7% -0.2% 99.1% 97.0% 98.7% 99.0% 97.9% 98.9% 

South East 98.6% 99.1% -0.5% 99.0% 97.9% 98.5% 98.6% 99.5% 99.5% 

Champlain 97.8% 98.6% -0.8% 98.4% 96.0% 97.8% 99.1% 95.3% 99.0% 

North Simcoe Muskoka 98.5% 99.3% -0.8% 99.3% 97.9% 97.9% 99.5% 98.4% 99.4% 

North East 98.6% 98.8% -0.2% 99.1% 985% 97.6% 99.2% 97.8% 98.7% 

North West 97.9% 98.0% -0.2% 98.5% 95.4% 98.3% 97.8% 98.3% 98.2% 

Due to legislation chan~s introduced in July 20 I 0. data cannot be compared to previous years. Year over year comparison vtHf be reported effective July 2011. 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 
Health Data Branch, Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) £;.>Ontario 

D. Bed Supply Report - March 2018 

Tofil{ By Sector By Type ShortSfily 
Local Health Integration Networks 

Total Supply For Profit Non-Profit Municipal Eldcap Basic Semi-Private Private Convalescent Care Respite Interim 

Onfilrio 78,936 42.496 19,856 16,280 304 36,0S2 13,56S 27,9S7 601 343 418 

Benchmark 

Erie St Clair 4,606 3,279 238 1,089 2,038 677 1,870 0 16 5 

South West 7,388 4.437 1,065 1,886 3.458 1,389 2.442 20 54 25 

Waterloo Wellington 4,142 2,7S7 946 439 1,847 469 1,794 2S 7 

Hamilton Niagara Haldimand Brant 10,672 5,553 3,127 1,992 4,770 1,6S6 4,046 101 44 SS 

Central West 3,481 2,164 304 1,013 1,6S6 418 1,355 40 12 

Mississauga Halton 4,163 2,691 710 762 1,830 670 1,594 43 5 21 

Toronto Central S,878 1,889 2.946 1,043 3,031 1,040 1,747 32 28 

Central 7,247 3,418 2,9S3 876 3,lSO 1,253 2,669 80 31 64 

Central East 9,686 6,052 1,601 2,033 4,382 2,168 2,979 90 S1 16 

South East 4,062 2,267 435 1,360 1,846 946 1,214 22 14 20 

Champlain 7,607 3,S85 2,683 1,339 3.421 1,100 2,931 76 27 52 

North Simcoe Musko/GJ 3,054 1,726 7S3 S7S 1,326 381 1,272 39 18 18 

North East S,085 2,166 1,259 1,478 182 2,500 1,074 1,324 20 32 13S 

North West 1,865 512 836 395 122 797 324 720 13 4 7 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 
Health Data Branch, Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) £;.>Ontario 

E. Waitlist Report - March 2018 

Toti/ ByS«tar 8yPriotif¥ 

Loai Health Total LongStly ForPra11t NorH'ro11t Munlclpat 1 2 3>. 38 4A 48 Other 
~tfrllfion Waltllst 

~tworks W/O w!Trans w/o w/TRns W/o W/Trans W/o wt Tram w/o W/ w/O wl W/o wl W/o WI w/o wlTRns w/o w/ W/o wt 
TRns TRns Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans Trans TRns Trans TRf\S 

Ontltfo 32,773 Sl,182 10,622 17,161 13,286 19,826 8,86S 14.19S 1,094 1,207 203 262 2,90S 4.532 1,33S 1,380 20.347 36,267 6,848 7,449 41 85 

Bendimark 

Elie St. Gair 687 1.4SO 408 900 78 139 201 411 18 26 4 7 1 1 S68 1.283 9S 131 1 2 

South West 1,547 2,808 565 1,062 276 494 706 1,252 21 22 6 9 1,13S 2,327 382 441 3 9 

!Mrarloo 1.632 2.7S3 687 1,171 S66 9Sl 379 631 49 Sl 12 1S 9S7 2.049 609 632 s 6 
Wellinpn 

Hamilton 2,841 5,542 1,042 2,002 979 1,783 820 1.7S7 303 317 S3 64 84 141 29 30 1.813 4,36S sso 60S 9 20 
Niapra 
Haldimand 
Brant 

Centn/West 921 1.713 3S3 692 124 209 444 812 S1 56 13 19 1S 23 s s 640 1,383 197 226 0 1 

Mississauga 2,224 3,S76 871 1,550 S83 804 770 1,222 115 118 7 12 98 1SO 47 47 1.437 2,663 S18 S76 2 10 
Hillton 

Torrmto Centnl 2.414 3,818 109 206 2,142 3,31S 163 297 3S 42 9 12 828 1.305 309 326 987 1,794 24S 337 1 2 

Central 4,661 6,993 1.203 1,871 2,906 4.2S5 SS2 867 137 142 15 23 S69 863 238 242 2,778 4,710 922 1,007 2 6 

Central fart 6,649 9,371 2,618 3,673 2,379 3,33S 1.6S2 2,363 89 107 20 29 1.160 1,834 668 690 3.294 S,219 1.410 1,481 8 11 

South fart 1,284 1,967 561 860 98 128 625 979 29 31 6 10 26 29 3 3 1,037 1,689 178 197 5 8 

Otamplaln 3,390 4,821 7S7 1,126 1,632 2.294 1,001 1,401 39 41 18 19 88 127 2S 26 2,663 4,013 SS4 S91 3 4 

North Simcoe 1,803 2,S03 711 1,001 394 SS9 698 943 101 113 18 19 19 32 10 10 1,099 l,7S5 SS5 573 1 1 
Muskob 

North fart 1,9S8 2,813 5S9 788 818 l.1S3 S81 872 SS 82 17 18 17 27 1 1 1.296 2.097 S72 588 

North West 762 1,054 178 259 311 407 273 388 52 59 5 6 643 920 61 64 1 s 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
Health Data Branch, Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) ff.> Ontario 

F. Client Report - March 2018 

cu.ms #ofCli.ntsl'lacfd Tf'allSfln Tumov.r 
Loclll Hellfth 
lntz,atlon New NewCUents Placements Ye.r Placements Year " Placed to Long I Placed to Long I Placed to Long # I Total Avr,system system Home 
Nnworks CUents Year to from to w/ to Sbly 1st Choice Sbly 2nd Choice stay 3rd Choice Waiting Waitlist Length of Stay On Turnover Tum over 

Waitlisted Date Comm1S1ity Date Transfers Date Years) 

Ontario 3,985 44,244 2.315 22.374 2,805 26.453 41 .3% 20.7% 14.81 18,409 36.0% 2.8 35.5% 36.0% 

Bmchmark 0 0 

EiieSt Oair 222 2,.286 128 1,394 160 1,709 35.2$ 21.9% 14.1% 763 52.6% 2.7 36.8% 37.2$ 

South West 371 4,067 198 2.098 287 2.848 41.4% 19.7% 18.2% 1.261 44.9% 2.5 39.6% 40.1% 

WatM'oo 21 7 2.61 6 164 1.420 179 1.589 39.6% 20.1% 15.2% 1.121 40.7% 2.5 39.3% 40.0% 
We/On8fon 

HamiltDn Mq;ra 482 5..292 299 2,754 395 3.502 41.1 % 19.4% 13.4% 2.701 48.7% 3.0 33.1% 33.4% 
Ha/dimand Brant 

Central West 153 1.722 88 992 125 1.156 23.9% 25.0% 19.3% 792 46.2% 3.3 30.3% 31 .3% 

MissiSSillJtpl 233 2,487 135 1.117 159 1.265 34.8% 19.3% 17.8% 1.352 37.8% 3.2 31.3% 31 .8% 
Halton 

TorontD Cmtnl 239 2.345 199 1.476 202 1,600 43.7% 20.6% 13.1% 1.404 36.8% 3.8 26.1 % 26.9% 

Cmtnl 386 4.423 183 1,847 214 2.093 32.2$ 24.0% 13.1% 2.332 33.3% 3.5 28.7% 29.3% 

Centrafast 543 6.231 278 2,737 323 3,141 39.6% 14-4% 17.3% 2,722 29.0% 3.1 32.4% 33.0% 

South&st 227 2,342 126 1.359 150 1.546 46.0% 22.2% 18.3% 683 34.7% 2.6 38.6% 38.9% 

OtlfTIP[ain 366 4,464 201 2.139 243 2.560 41.3% 24.4% 13.9% 1.431 29.7% 1.9 52.9% 53.2% 

Notth Simcoe 217 2,080 116 980 126 1,081 43.1% 24.1% 15.5% 700 28.0% 2.8 36.3% 36.8% 
Muskoka 

Notth&st 251 2.783 147 1.462 182 1.670 62.6% 23.1% 6.8% 855 30.4% 3.0 33.7% 34.0% 

Notth West 78 1,1 06 53 599 60 693 62.3% 18.9% 11.3% 292 27.7% 2.9 34.8% 34.8% 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 
Health Data Branch, Health System Information Management Division (HSIM) £>ontario 

G. CUent Flow Report - March 2018 

Al/Clients ByChoice BySed»r ByPrlority 
LDalHulth 
~tlon T1ne to T1111eto Tmeto T1111eto Tune to Tmeto Tnneto Tune to Tnneto Tune to Timeto T1111e to T111eto 
Networks l'laCl!ment Pbcement- Placement- Placement- Placement- Pluement- PlaCl!ment- Placement-1 l'bCl!ment-2 Placement-3A Placement- 38 Pbcement- 4A Pbcement- 4B 

(di1Y5) 3rd Choice 2nd Choke 1st Choke Forl'rotlt NFP Ml.lliclpal 

ontlrlo 160 144 152 187 132 236 189 130 135 406 250 175 107 

Benchmark 

EM St. Clair 87 49 94 133 68 123 147 35 168 62 113 6 

South West 90 92 n 99 78 57 124 141 44 112 90 92 

K'Oltmoo 149 185 163 137 119 244 138 114 72 215 384 
Welfinston 

Ham/ltrJn 129 97 153 139 92 175 145 94 140 506 337 171 126 
Niapn 
Haltfumnd 
Bnnt 

CMtralWest 136 101 119 173 127 75 175 101 171 37 158 84 

Mississaup 151 232 136 156 119 306 235 129 146 309 n6 233 90 
Haltr>n 

TOfDlltD 233 182 224 367 131 445 155 231 207 624 689 194 213 
CMtral 

CMtral 199 196 204 189 198 206 179 151 157 273 245 104 

CMtralEast 284 275 283 320 258 456 329 247 221 481 221 294 68 

South East 141 109 130 178 94 237 289 90 132 319 163 90 

CharrfJl.ain 223 135 224 290 141 301 450 135 165 543 241 86 

North~ 190 230 144 231 179 262 176 138 97 160 372 
Alusko!Gi 

North East 133 76 131 137 93 149 179 140 80 358 109 132 117 

North IM!st 198 101 146 235 121 261 220 154 271 272 

crtated: May 18. 2018 12:09:53 PM Version 3.0.0 by He.tth Om Branch, Ministry of H" lth and Long-term C.rt • DDMSupport@ontario.ca 
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Notes 
CPRO CCllent Profile Database) 
Differences between the OACCAC Data Feed (hereafter "Modernized CPRO") versus the "CPRO Legacy" Data Feed (hereafter "Legacy CPRO") 
The Modernized CPRO replaces the Legacy CPRO as the authoritative data source for Long Term Care Home bed demand information, client placement 
and waitlist data. 

•Modernized CPRO includes datasets. from April 2012 and onward. submitted by OACCAC to the minisby on a monthly basis 
•legacy CPRO includes datasets. from May 2003 to December 2015. submitted monthly by each CCAC to the minisby . 

Caveat Given the changes in definition, please exercise caution when comparing data between the Legacy CPRO and the Modernized CPRO. 
The Notes below explain these differences. 

1. Waitlist 
Modernized CPRO - Eligible Waitlist Clients processing and selection criteria is as fo{(ows: 

•If the client "Choice Received Date" is after the reporting month, OACCAC will not include the "Facility Choice" record in their data feed to the 
minisby. 
•Applications of clients without OHIP coverage or valid OHIP number are not included in the OACCAC waitlist data feed to the minisby. 

legacy CPRO- Eligible Waitlist Clients processing and selection criteria is as fo{(ows: 
•If a record has a "Choice Received Date" which is outside the reporting month. the legacy CPRO will count that record as part of the waitlist for 
the current reporting period. 
•Applications of clients without OHIP coverage or valid OHIP number are counted in the CPRO legacy. 

Invalid Health Numbers Excluded 
Facili Choices o ened after the re ortin month Included Excluded 

Reporting Impact Users will observe a variance in waitlist counts due to the differences in the processing and selection criteria of Eligible Waitlist 
Clients between legacy and Modernized CPRO. 

2. Ach!lsslon - Health Card Number 
CPRO legacy includes Clients without OHIP cover.rge or valid OHIP number; Modernized CPRO excludes clients without OHIP coverage. 

Invalid Health Numbers Excluded 
Reporting Impact Users will observe a variance in the admissions/placement data due to the differences in the processing and selection criteria of 
admission/placement between legacy and Modernized CPRO. 
The following lICH system Reports waitllsUach!lss!on counts mq be lffectect 

•A Summary Analysis Report (Provincial Highlights) 
• B. System Overview Report (long Stay Demand. Waltlist. #of Clients Placed) 
•E. Waitlist Report (Total long Stay Waitlist Total long Stay Waitlist with Transfen) 
•F. Client Report 
•G. Client Flow Report (All Clients - Time to Placement (days), By Choice ·Time to Placement, By Sector- Time to Placement, By Priority - Time to 
Placement) 

lien! has multiple admission dates - one Date is not selected - OA data starts with 
rior to 2012 admission date fiscal 2012no13 

When a client has multlple admission dates for the same institution, CPRO selects the record with the earliest admission date and records that date as 
the clients' date of admission. This is true in both systems (Modernized CPRO and legacy CPRO). 
However, the Modernized CPRO does not have historical reference prior to fiscal 201 2113; therefore, client admission dates prior to fiscal 2012/13 will 
not be considered 

Note: "Admission" formerly known as "Placement". 
Example: 
Client "A" has an admission date in fiscal 2007 /08 and another in fiscal 2012113. The Modernized CPRO system will not have a record of the 2007 /08 
fiscal admission date; therefore, the Modernized CPRO selects the fiscal 2012113 admit date and records that date as the client's admission date, while 
the legacy CPRO system will include both clients' admission dates of fiscal 2007 / 08 and fiscal 2012113. 
In the above example, legacy CPRO records the admission date of fiscal 2007 /08, while the modernized CPRO will record the admission date of fiscal 
2012113. As a result, reporting of placements will be Impacted, since the client's placement will be recorded and counted ln fiscal 2007 /08.ln the 
Legacy CPRO but recorded and counted in fiscal 2012/13 in the modernized CPRO. 
Reporting Impact This difference in how the legacy CPRO and Modernized CPRO select and process admissions may result in users observing variances 
in the admission counts. 
The followin1 LICH system Reports mi\)' be affected: 

•A Summary Analysis Report (Provincial Highlights) 
•B. System Overview Report (#ofC/ient:sP/aced) 
•F. Client Report 
•G. Client Flow Report (A/I Clients- Time to Placement (days), By Choice -Time to Placement, By Sector- Time to Placement. By Priority - Time to 
Placement) 

Created: May 18, 2018 12:09:53 PM Version 3.0.0 by Health Data Branch. Minisby of Health and Long-tenn Care - DDMSupport@ontario.ca 8 
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LONG-TERM CARE HOMES PROGRAM MANUAL 

DATE OF SECTION SUBJECT 
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Replaces previous version dated July 2007 
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- Replaces previous version dated Fehruarv 2001 

January 2007 1014-0 1. Dietary Services: Standards and Criteria 

January 2007 9901-01 Glossary 

April 2006 0903-01 B. Resident Care and Services: Standards and Criteria 
Replaces previous versions of 
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• 1008-01, Standard and Criteria .I 1, Dental Services 
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• 0903-02, Standard Sand Criteria, dated September 2005 
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0806-01 

POLICIES 

REPORTING OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 

UNUSUAi, 
OCCURRENCES: 
INTRODUCTION 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 0.F REPORT.ING 
UNUSUAL 
OCCURRENCES 

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN 

20 December 1993 

Most resident-related occurrences or incidents of accident or 
injury within a facility are not considered "unusual occurrences", 
and are documented and managed through the facility's internal 
program to monitor, evaluate and improve quality . This program 
includes the development of protocols, which demonstrate that 
the facility is taking corrective action to support the safety and 
security of the residents, staff and visitors. 

ln addition to being examined by the facility as part of the 
internal program, unusual occurrences shall be reported to the 
Residential Services Branch Regional Office. The Regional 
Office will in turn communicate the information to the LTC Area 
Office. 

This policy defines the process for facilities with regard to the 
repmting and management of unusual occurrences. 

An occurrence which poses a potential or actual risk to the safety, 
security, welfare and/or health of a resident or staff member, or to 
the safety and security of the facility, which requires action by 
staff 

To advise the LTC Division of issues that have a major impact on 
resident safety. 

When unusual occurrences occur, the administrator (or designate) 
shall take necessaiy action to provide the required care and 
comfort to residents and/or others. 

Page 1 
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0806-01 

POLICIES 

REPORTING OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 

TYPES Oli' UNUSUAL 
OCCURRENCES AND 
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN 

A. 

Page2 

UNUSUAL 
OCCURRENCES TO 
BE REPORTED 
IMMEDIATELY BY 
TELEPHONE AND 
FOLLOWED BY A 
WRITTEN REPORT 

When unusual occurrences occur, the administrator (or designate) 
shall ensure that the occurrence is reported to the Residential 
Services Branch Regional Office, according to rep01ting 
requirements set out below. In addition, the administrator is 
encouraged to telephone the Residential Services Branch 
Regional Office staff to discuss any concerns he/she may have 
about any unusual occurrence. 

For all unusual occurrences, the administrator shall ensure that a 
copy of the written Unusual Occurrence Report Form is sent to 
the Residential Services Branch Regional Office within 10 
working days of the occurrence or sooner in response to requests 
by the RSB Regional Office. 

The following is a list of occurrences, which are considered by 
the Minist1y to be unusual occurrences. 

They are grouped according to Ministry reporting requirements: 

1. Occurrences which pose an immediate lisk to resident(s) 
and which involve intervention by an outside agency or 
agencies such as police, fire department, or medical 
officer of health . 

Agency Contacted: 

a) Police for occurrences of: 

• abuse and/or assault involving a resident, 
including willful direct infliction of 
physical pain or inju1y, as well as sexual 
assault 

20 December 1993 
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0806-01 

POLICIES 

REPORTING OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 

20 December 1993 

a) Police (cont.) 

• alleged fraud, theft 

• bomb threats, evacuations 

• mi ssing person, according to the faci lity's 
own disaster/search plan definition of 
when a person is "missing" 

• unusual/accidental death including suicide 

• missing/misappropriated drugs 

b) Fire Department for occurrences of: 

• fire emergency within the facility requiring 
partial evacuation of an area or disruption 
of service. 

c) Medical Officer of Health for occurrences of: 

• 

• 

• 

infectious disease at the outbreak level 

communicable diseases as per Health 
Protection and Promotion Act 

problems with drinking water supply (i .e . 
contamination) 

Page3 
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0806-01 

POLICIES 

REPORTING OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES 

B. 

c. 

UNUSUAL 
OCCURRENCES TO 
BE REPORTED THE 
NEXT WORKlNG 
DAY BY 
TELEPHONE AND 
FOLLOWED BY A 
WRITTEN REPORT 

UNUSUAL 
OCCURRENCES TO 
BE REPORTED IN 
WRITING WITHIN 
10 WORKING DAYS 

WHERE TO CALL 

CROSS REFERENCE 

Page 4 

1. 

2. 

Events requiring the intervention of one or more outside 
agencies, such as those listed in Section A, but which do 
not pose an immediate risk to residents. 

The implementation of any pa1i of the facility's 
emergency plan including the evacuation of residents for 
any reason (with the exception of false alarms or fire 
drills). 

3. Major equipment or system breakdown, which places 
residents at risk. 

1. Injury, medication error or treatment error resulting in 
transfer of a resident to hospital for treatment and/or 
admission, including but not limited to : 

• obvious or suspected head injuries 

• medication errors having serious effects. 

DURING OFFICE HOURS CALL THE RESIDENTIAL 
SERVICES BRANCH, REGIONAL OFFICE. 

AFTER HOURS CALL QUEEN'S PARK AT 

1-416-325-1090. 

The management of all other occurrences is discussed in the 
"Monitoring, Evaluating and Improving Quality" section, located 
in the Facility Organization and Administration Standards. 

20December1993 
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® 
Ontario 

Ministry Ministere Ministry of · Ministere des 
of de Community an·d Services sociaux 
Health la Sante Social Services et communautaires 

Residential Direction 
Services des services 15 Onrl- Blvd., 5th Floor 

Branch en etablissement Torooto, l!:Dtin 

MB 1A9 

January 13, 1994 

MEMORANDUM· TO: Nursing Home Licensees 
.Nursing Home Administrators 
Nursing Home Directors of Care 

FROM: Sandy Knipfel 
Acting Director 

RE: REPORTING OF UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE~ 

,..1: (41fi) 327-'7357 

ru: ( 4lfi l 327-'13fi4 

For the past several years, nursing homes have been required by 
legislation to submit incident report forms to the Residential 
Services Branch describing every occurrence of ·fire, assault, 
injury, communicable disease or death resulting from accident or 
undetermined cause. This requirement remains in effect within the 
revised Nursing Home Regulation 832 proclaimed July 1, 1993 under 
Dill 101. 

The Residential Services Branch recognizes that this process has 
at times, proven to be somewhat cumbersome in administration from 
both the facility and Branch perspectives~ In order to reduce 
administrative time and simplify the process, a new unusual 
occurr.ence reporting form was developed in the conte~t of the nev 
"Long-Term Care Facility Program Manual 11 • A copy of this form is 
attached, and as well, is contained in the draft manual which was 
distributed to all long-term care facilities in June and July of 
this year. 

Please be advised that although nursing homes continue to be 
required to document all unusual occurrences as defined by 
regulation, our expectation is that the new form within the Manual 
be implemented. This will hopefully be of assistance to homes in 
reducing current facility staff hours which must be committed ·to 
completing existing forms . 

. The new unusual occurrence forms are to be submitted to the 
Residential Services Branch Regional Offices. The Regional Office 
will in turn communicate pertinent information , as appropriate; to 
the Long-Term Care Area Office. 
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2 ·-

Incidents which do not meet the definition for reporting as set out 
under the attached new form but are included in regulation, are to 
be documented and maintained on record· at the nursing' homes. These 
records will be reviewed by Compliance Advisors, and where 
appropriate, staff from the Enforcement Unit, on visiti to the 

_nursing homes. 

Supplies of the new forms ~re available in the Residential Services 
Branch Regional Offices. You may ·either make copies of the attached 
form when needed or contact your respective Regional Office for 
whatever additional numbers that you conside~ are required for your 
facility. • 

Should you have any questiqns or need further information with 
respec t to the above, please contact the Compliance Advisor assigned 
to your nursing home or the Managers of the Regional Offices. 

J '/_ Sandy~ 
·Enclosure 

cc: Geoffrey Quirt 
RSB Managers 

I -

LTC Area Office Managers 

AP/jl/5688 
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®Ontario Ministry of Health 
-and Long·Term Care 

Long:Term Care Division 

Unusual Occurrence Report 
Confidential when com leted I Confldentlel une fois rem Ii 

Mlnlstero de la sante 
ol des Solns de longue duree 

Division des soins de longue duree 

Rapport d'evenement inusite 

Regional office/Bureau regional Name of facility/Norn de l'ti!ablissomenl 

Address offaclllly/Adresse de l'elabllssement 

The unusual occurrence/Descrl tlon de l'evenement lnuslte 
llme/Heure Dale -=.;..;:;=r,Lo""c'-'a"'uo.:'-no-;/;.;;Uo;.:eu='------------------ ---------

Type of unusual occurrence: (checkoffapproprfafoftems}!Typo d'ovenement lnusite (cochcr/os mentions appropri6es} 

0 ~k':.~~;:~~\~i~~~'i"~~\%~~r~~~/~~pital 0 missing person 
personne disparoe D missing/misappropriated drugs 

medicaments disparus - dltloumes 

0 lnfury resulting In hospilal admission 
b!essure enlralnanl l'edmission a l'hOpllal D allegedlaelual abuse/assault 

abuslagression presume - reel D ~~s~g~: ~~l~:~kdles 

0 ~~",f~;~~£1ru~~~Ja~:~~~1e11e D ::i:,r;i~ ~r:t~mb• 0 lmptemenla!lon of evacuallon plan 
miee en oeuvro d'un pion d'ovacuallon 

D :~~~~~~1~,:~~~~~1~r:i:~n11 
hopllal 

D~~ndie 

D :~:-~~:::~ 

D major equipment/system breakdown 
panne du mall!riel/systl!me principal 

0 alleged/aclual rraud/lhefl 
fraude/vol presume - reel 0 other {describe) 

aulres (docrire) 

Description of Iha occurrence, Including events leading up to lh• occurrence./Descripllon de l'evenement, y comprls qui ii preeM6. 

Identifying lnformatlonlRenselgnements ldentlficatolres 
Name of resident Name or olher person(s) involved In occurrence 
Norn du (do la) per.;lonnalre I Norn de l'outre ou des aulres personnes visees par l'l!vcnemanl 

Categmy of person(s) Involved In occurrence/Categorle(s) de personnes visces parl'evenemenl 
resldenVpensionnelre 0 vlsilor/visileur 0 stall/personnel 0 olher/aulres 

Dale of birth of reslden Date of admission 
Dale de nalssance du (de la) penslonnalre Dale d'admlsslon 

Name and cate9ory of person who discovered occurrence 
Norn el categone de la personne ·qui a decouvert l't\venement 

Name and calepory of person who observed occurrence I Norn et calegone de le personne qui a observe l'evenement 

Ill Actions taken/Mesures prises 
What cam was given or action taken as a result oflhe occurrence? By whom? 
Quels ooins ont Ille pmdigues ou quelles mesures ont ete prises a la suite de l'!ivenement? Par qui? 

Was physician called?IA-t-oh appele le mo!decln? dale 

0 no/non 0 yes/oul I 
time/heure 

I 
Name or physician/Norn du madecln 

I 
Physician acUonlMesures prises par le mMecin 

For resident-related occurrencos:/Pour !es evenements.,_.,.l_le-:s_a.,.u_x.,.-;-p.,.e..,n_s_io_n...,n,...a_lr_e,_s-0---,-,-------~-,,. 
Were relallves/lrlends of resident noUfiad?/A·l-on averli Jes parents/amis du (de la) pensionnaire? dale Ume/hevro 

... --·· 0 no/non 0 yes/oul 
Name of relalive(s) frtend(s) nollOedlNom des parents/amls avertis 

If no!, why nol?/Si non, pourquoi? 

IV Analysis and follow-up/Analyse et suivi 
What Is the oulcomelcurrenl status of lhe lndividual(s) who was Involved In this or.currence? 
Quel est l'etat aciuel ou la situation actuelle des personnes qui ont particlpe a eel evenement? 

Whal Immediate actions have been taken lo prevent recurrence? 
Quelles mesures lmmediates ont Ille prises pour en prevenfr la reptltilion? 

What long tenn actions arn planned ta corTecl lhis situallon and prevenl recurrence? 
Ouelles mesures o Jong tcnne prevolt-on pour coniger ceUe slluellon el en prevenlr la repelilion? 

Name and category of person fnlllallng report/Norn el celegorte de la personne qui a redig6 le rapport Dale of repor1/Date du rapport 

By whom/Par qui? Dale Signature of Administrator or designate Regional office notified/Bureau rog!onal 
avtse S91alJre de radmlnislrnt&t.N" oo da rOOnWUstrabice ou de son represent.int 

· 2~0(01/011' 

Canary- Fadllly 
Jaune- Etabllssemenl 

75~1>-SW3 
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1016-01 

STANDARDS: PROGRAM-SAND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVlCE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

STANDARD 1: 
ADMINISTRATION 

CONTRACT 

July 1998 

Note: 111e Ontario Drug Benefit Prowam (ODB) covers!fimds· 
all drugs listed in the Dmg Benefit Form11lc11y! 
Comparative Drug Index that are prescribed.for residents 
of /011g-lerm care facilities, as well as ODB approved 
non-prescription drugs available through the Ontario 
Govemme11t Pharmaceutical a11d _Medical Supply Service. 

Rl. THERE SHALL BE AN ORGANIZED PROGRAM 
FOR THE PROVISION OF PHARMACY SERVICE 
TO MEET THE RESID"li:NTS' TDENTIFIBD NEEDS. 

Criteria 

Rl. 1 There shall be a pharmacist registered with the Ontario 
College of Pharmacists to provide clinical phannacy 
services to the facility. 

Rl .2 A pharmacy accredited by the Ontario College of 
Pha1macists shall be retained to provide the dmgs and 
dmg products to the facility. Drugs may also be provided 
by a non-accredited pharmacy service owned and 
operated by a municipality or hospital. 

Nole: The pharmacist providing the drugs may or may 
not be the same pharmacist providing clinical pharmacy 
services. 

RJ .3 There shall be a written contract(s) between the facility 
and those responsible for providing pharmacy seivice. 
(Exception: a pharmacy seivice that is owned and 
operated by a municipality or hospital having financial 
and legal responsibility for the facility .) 

Page 1 
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STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

1016-01 

CONTRACT (CONT'D) R 1.4 The contract shall specify the pharmaceutical service 
expectations that may include but not be limited to: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Page2 

The administrative and clinical relationships of the 
pharmacist with the facility and in the case of two 
separate services, then the relationships between 
both; 

The method of communication established 
between the facility and the pharmacist; 

Quality management expectations for 
pharmaceutical service, including but not limited 
to drug storage, prescribing and distribution 
systems, and corresponding documentation 
required by the facility; 

Participation in the interdisciplinary review 
process for the direction of the facility's pharmacy 
program and service; 

Providing accurate and safe acquisition and 
dispensing of medications for each resident within 
a mutually agreed upon time, in accordance with 
resident needs, legislation and Ministty policies 
and procedures; 

Reviewing the residents' profile prior to 
dispensing prescriptions, communicating and 
resolving any concerns with the attending 
physician , and a process for notifying the facility 
of any change in physician orders. 

July 1998 
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1016-01 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

CONTRACT (CONTD.) Criteria 

July 1998 

• Providing clinical consultation within a mutually 
agreed upon time on residents' pharmacotherapy 
and other drug-related matters, including 
participating when requested in the development, 
implementation, and review ofresidents' 
individual care plans (either in person or through a 
written report to the interdisciplinary care team) 
and in response to identified resident needs. 

• Documenting all clinical consultations concerning 
a specific resident's therapy on the resident's 
health record; 

• Reporting any irregularities or concerns about 
dmg ordering or administration to the 
administrator, physician, or the director of 
nursing; 

• 

• 

• 

Preparing and reviewing a record of the drug 
regimen for the residents' qumterly review; 

Maintaining a complete medication profile for 
each resident 

Providing a complete medication administration 
record (l\11AR) for each resident 

Page3 
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1016-01 
STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

CONTRACT(CONT'D) • Implementing programs designed to improve 
residents' phannacotherapy, such as a drug 
utilization review, drug compression; 

• Providing educational seminars related to 
pharmacy and therapeutics for medical and 
nursing staff; 

• Providing necessmy information and education 
about the specific medications that are 
administered, to the professional staff who 
administer medications and to residents, as 
required; 

• Drng destruction within the facility according to 
applicable legislation and facility policy. 

Note: The list ~(pharmacy servicesjor which a L7C 
facility may c:ontract is not limited to the above 
criteria. 

Rl.5 Access to phannacy se1vice shall be available on a 
24 hour basis seven days a week. 

RI .6 Drug reference materials, the pharmacy's 
telephone number, the pharmacy policy and 
procedure manual, antidote information, and the 
telephone number of the regional poison control 
centre shall be available at each nursing unit. 
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STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

STANDARD2: 
ORGANIZED REVIEW 
PROCESS 

STANDARD3: 
PRESCRIPTION 
ORDERING, 
TRANSMISSION 

R2. THERE SHALL BE AN ORGANIZED 
INTERDISCIPLINARY REVIEW PROCESS FOR 
DIRECTING THE FACILITY'S PHARMACY 
PROGRAM AND SERVICE. 

Criteria 

R2.1 The pharmacist shall pa1ticipate in the interdisciplina1y 
review process for the direction of the facil ity's pharmacy 
program and se1vice. 

R2.2 The review process shall include but not be limited to: 

• Documenting findings of the review and actions 
on a quarterly basis; 

• Reviewing the Quality and Risk Management 
program as it relates to pharmacy services with a 
focus on improving residents' pharmacotherapy. 

R2.3 Current written policies and procedures shall be in place 
for all aspects of pharmacy service. 

R3. THE PRESCRIPTION ORDERING AND 
TRANSMISSION OF ORDERS SHALL SUPJ>ORT 
THE SAI~'E PROVISION OF DRUGS TO 
RESIDENTS. 

Criteria 

R3 . 1 All prescriptions shall be written and shall be signed by 
the physician. 

R3 .2 Prescriptions shall specify at least the resident's name, 
date, medication name, strength, form, quantity, 
frequency and route of administration (application area if 
topical), and be signed by the physician. 

July 1998 Page 5 
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1016-01 
STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRlTERIA 

STANDARD3: 
PRESCRIPTION 
ORDERING, 
TRANSMISS:ION 
(CONT'D) 

R3.3 There shall be a system in place for safe, accurate and 
timely transmission of all prescription orders. 

R3.4 All telephone prescription orders shall be given by the 
prescriber and shall be received and documented in the 
facility by registered nursing staff or the pharmacist. 

R3 .5 The prescriber or the attending physician shall sign the 
documented telephone order in accordance with 
established facility policy. 

RJ .6 A written copy of all prescriptions or duplicate 
prescription order sheets signed by the prescriber shall be 
sent to the pharmacist. 

R3 .7 All medication orders telephoned to the pharmacy shall 
be given only to the pharmacist. 

R3 .8 There shall be a quarterly, or more frequent as needed, 
documented review of each resident's medications, signed 
by the physician. 

R3.9 Following the quarterly medication review, the quarterly 
medication review record shall be included in the 
resident's health record and a copy shall be returned to the 
pharmacy. 
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1016-01 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

STANDARD4: 
DRUG J>lSPENSJNG 

STANDARDS: 
RECORDING RECEIPT 
AND DISPOSITION OF 
DRUGS 

July 1998 

R4. THE PHARMACY SERVICE SHALL PROVJD.E 
FOR THE ACCURATE, SAFE DISPENSING OF 
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS AND BIOLOGICALS TO 
MEET RESIDENTS' IDENTIFIED .MEDICA TlON 
REQUIREJ\'U;NTS. 

Criteria 

R4. l Dispensing shall be carried out by a pharmacist, physician 
or dentist in all but exceptional circumstances, where the 
registered nurse may dispense, according to established 
policies and procedures. (Refer to Resident Leaves of 
Absence policy) 

R4 .2 All drµgs and biologicals for individual residents shall be 
labelled with a prescription number, the resident's name, 
date, medication's name, strength, form, manufacturer, 
quantity, directions for use, a valid expiration date (if for 
PRN use), the prescriber's name, the name, owner, 
address, and telephone number of the dispensing 
pharmacy and with appropriate accessory and cautionary 
instructions. 

R5. A SYSTEM OF RECOR])S FOR RECEIPT AND 
DISPOSITION OF ALL DRUGS RECEIVED BY 
THE FACILITY SHALL BE 
MAINTAINED IN SUF.FiCIENT DETAIL TO 
ENABLE ACCURATE TRACKING, 
RECONCILIATION, AND AUDITING, JN 
ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE 
LEGISLATION. 
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1016-01 
STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARl\!IACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERJA 

STANDARD6: 
DRUG STORAGE 

STANDARD7: 
DRUG D"ISPOSAL, 
DESTRUCTION 

R6. ALL DRUGS AND BIOLOGICALS SHALL BE 
STORED UNDER PROPER CONDJTIONS OF 
SANITATION, TE"MPERATURE, LIGHT, 
HUMIDITY AND SECURlTY. 

Criteria 

R6. l All drugs and biologicals shall be stored in conveniently 
located, locked drug cabinets or storerooms. 

R6.2 Narcotic and controlled drugs shall be stored in a 
separately locked, permanently affixed compartment 
within the general drug cabinet or storeroom. 

R6.3 Eve1y drug cabinet or storeroom shall be kept locked at 
all times and only the registered nursing staff and the 
pharmacist may have access to the keys. 

R6.4 A medication administration system facilitating 
monitoring (Monitored Dosage System), such as unit 
dose/bli ster pack shall be in use for all medications except 
liquids or other forms of medication which requi re 
dispensing in an alternative suitable system. 

R7. DISPOSAL OF DRUGS SHALL BE 11~ 
ACCORDANCE WITH ESTABLISHED MINISTRY 
POLICY. 

Criteria 

R7.1 Discontinued, unused, expired, recalled, deteriorated, 
unlabelled drugs and containers with worn, ilJegible, 
damaged, incomplete or mi ssing labels shall be removed 
from current medication supplies. . 
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1016-01 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICE 

STANDARDS AND CRITERIA 

STANDARD7: 
DRUG J>ISPOSAJ~, 
DESTRUCTION (CONT'D) 

MEDICATION 
ADMINISTRATION 

STANDARDS: 
J\lfEDICATION 
ERRORS/ ADVERSE 
REACTIONS 

R7.2 Drugs shall be destroyed and removed from the facility 
according to applicable legislation and established 
Ministry policies and guidelines. 

Note: Residents (i11c/11di11g short-stay residents) may take with 
them, on discharge, wwsed medications which they have 
paid.for. 

Note: For standards and criteria addressinK administration of 
medications, refer to !he Nursing Services section. 

RS. THERE SHAJ,L BE A SYSTEM FOR 11\tIMEDIA T.IG 
REPORTING OF EACH MEDICATION ERROR 
AND ADVERSE DRUG REACTION, WITH 
SPECIFIC FOLLOW-UP ACTION TO BE TAKEN. 

Criterin 

R8. l All medication errors and adverse drug reactions shal l be 
repo1ted promptly to the director of nursing, prescriber, 
and pharmacist according to established policy and 
procedure and specific follow-up action shall be taken . 

R8.2 The description of a medication error or adverse drug 
reaction shall be recorded in the resident's clinical record 
immediately after the report is made. 

R8.3 Any adverse drug reaction shall be recorded in the 
resident's medication profile and repmted to the 
pharmacist who will report to the Canadian Adverse Dmg 
Reaction Monitoring Program. 
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1016-02 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICES 

GUIDELINES 

ADDITIONAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
THE PHARA1ACY AND 
lliERAPEUTICS 
COJHMJTTEE 

20 December 1993 

Additional responsibilities of the Pharmacy and Therapeutics 
Committee should include but are not limited to: 

• E'itablishing, reviewing, revising, and commu11icati11g the 
goals and oNectives of the.facility's pharmacy program 
and evaluating achievement,· 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Developing, promoting and reviewing the facili~y's 
ivrilfen policies and procedures to addr~ss a/1 aspects of 
pharmacy services, in order to provide consistent 
direction for staff; 

Making rec.:omme11dationsjbr improvement of pharmac.:y 
programs and monitoring thdr adequacy in achieving 
safe and effective and cost-effective pharmacotherapy, 
dmg distribution, control and use; 

Reviewing all 111edicatio11 error reports and error rates 
for pu17Joses f?f'ide11tifying causes and developing policies 
or procedures to pre vent simi far occurrences in the 
future; 

Reviewing the audit n!cords of the drug storage and 
distribution system, copies of which are retained by the 
pharmadst; 

Reviewing the drug destmction record\· to ;de11tify a11d 
make recommendations about any unnecessatJJ waste; 

Approving!reco111111e11di11g reference materials a11d other 
i11formatio11 sources about drugs. 
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1016-02 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICES 

GUJDKLINES 

REGULAR, EMER(iENCY 
AND AFTER-HOUR 
PHARMACY SERVICE 

POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES 

Page 2 

The pharmacy service should be provided 2-1 hours a day, 7 days 
a week.for thefollmving: 

• Pharmacy se111ice (which may include provision for 
co11ti11ge11cy dmgs kept in the facibty) 

• Clinical cons11ltation on residents' phannacotherapy a11d 
other drug-related matters 

Written policies and procedures.for the pharmacy service and 
program should include but are not limited to: 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

pwpose 
policy and procedure authorization 
phwwalylpharmacist service agreement 
problem-solvi11g mechanisms re resident 
pharn1acotherapy 
form11/a1y, drug substitution and special dmg 
authorization 
drug ordering, delive1y schedule, and receipt of drugs 
emergency medicatio11 service and contingency drugs 
procedure for dmg inventory control which must include 
narcotic and controlled drugs 
procedures.for drug utilization review (DUR) or 
evaluation (DUE) 
automatic stop orders 
standard times/or medication administration and 
duration of therapy 
standard quantities for dispensing (routine, large 
quantities & trial) 
medicatio11 labelli11g!re-!abelli11g 
disc011ti1111ationichange/111odiftcatio11 of medication 
system to alert staff when a drug order is modified 
disposal, reallocation and recycli11g ~f dr11KS and supplies 
leave of absence medication 

20 December 1993 
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1016-02 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICES 

GUTI>ELJNES 

POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES (cont.) 

MEDICATION PROFILE 

20 December 1993 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

categories <?f personnel authorized to prescribe, 
administer and dispense medications 
resident se!f-administration of medication 
assessment o.f drug treatment 
assessment of drugs brought to the.facility on admission 
medication errors 
resident medication pro.file record, and medication 
administration record (lv!A R) 
adverse drug reactions and allergies 
reference sources and texts 
medication co1111se/li11g 
issues such as anticoagulant therapy, use o,f 111edicatio11 
for behavioml control (c:hemical restraint), 
investigational, a11ticarci11ogenic dmgs, standing orders 
economic accountability, e.g. realloccttion, development 
of a11 adapted Ontario Drug Benefit Formula!J' specific to 
facility needs 

The complete medication pro.file should include but are not 
limited to: 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

the current medication regimen, including those drugs 
and approved 11011-prescription medications obtained 
from Onta1fo Government Pharmacy and Medical Supply 
Se111ices (OGPMSS); 
pertinent laborat01y and clinical i1iformatio11; 
drug and food allergies; 
significant medication hislot)1,· 
a11y additional data deemed releva11I to appropriate 
phannacotherapy. 
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1016-02 

STANDARDS: PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

R. PHARMACY SERVICES 

GUIDELlN.ES 

DOCU!v/ENTATION WHEN 
PRESCRIPTIONS ARE 
WRIITEN 

SPACE, EQUIPMENT, 
SUPPLIES 

STAFF EDUCATION 

Page4 

When prescriptions are written, documentation by the physician 
should but not be limited to: the need.for pharmacotherapy, dru~ 
selection, dosage reRime11, route and form qf administration, 
duration of therapy, potential unwanted interactions between 
dmgs, food, or lahoratmy tests, possible adverse effects. 

Adequate space should be provided on each resident care unit to 
meet the need\· <ifprofessio11al.fimctio11s of the pharmacy service. 

The space, equipment and supplies available to store and 
administer medications should support safe nursing practice. 

The pharmacist should provide educational seminars related to 
pharmacy and thempeutics for medical and nursing staff at least 
3 times a year. 

20 Dec em bc1· 1993 
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Monique Smith, M.P.P. 
Nipissing 

Honorable George Smithem1an 
Minister of Health and Long Tenn Care 
80 Grosvenor Street, 10th Floor 
Toronto, ON M7 A 2C4 

Dear George. 

I am pleased to present my report on recommended changes to long term care facilities in 
the province. While this review was telescoped into a brief few weeks, there is no 
doubting the pressing need for reform in the delivery of long term care in government 
fLmded homes. 

We were guided in our review by several fundamental principles: a basic premise that a 
long tenn care facility is a "home" to resident seniors; a 11eed to ensure respect and 
dignity for our senior population in care; and finally a belief in an entitlement to a life of 
quality in government funded homes. 

The formal review took place between January 15 and March 23, 2004. We visited more 
than twenty homes over the two month period (Appendix A). These included a broad 
cross section of funded facilities incJuding muni.cipal, not for profit, for profit and 
c;haritable homes for the aged. These homes were located in small rural municipalities as 
well as large metro/urban centres, all across Ontario. We toured large facilities of 350+ 
beds and small homes with just 22 beds. We observed a wide range of facility structure 
(both old and brand new) and were able to visit culturally specific (Chinese, Jewish, 
Slovenian, Ukranian), and .Francophone homes. I also gained some "hands-on" 
experience during my eight-hour shift shadowing a registered practical nurse at a 
municipal home. 

While the focus of this review was specifically 011 Jong term care homes, we included 
visits to several agencies providing alternative models of care. These included a 
community health centre de1ivering outreach service to rural seniors in the East and a 
smaJ l residential group home in Toronto (Ewart Angus Home) serving· dementia residents 
and their families. 

. . .12 
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There was an extensive stakeholder consultation process to support the review (Appendix 
C). We met with close to one hundred individuals during the course of our review. Many 
of the report's recommendations to improve the system come diiectly from residents, 
families, LTC staff and other health professionals, operators and administrators, seniors 
groups, union representatives, academics, gerontologists, nurse practitioners and others 
active in the long tenn care community. 

In concluding I will say that we observed a wide range of quality of care in the Ontario 
homes we visited. Some homes were excellent and obviously provided a safe, 
professional, compassionate quality of care that one could recommend to a loved one. ln 
other homes we felt greatly disheartened, knowing we had witnessed poor quality of care 
- not the standard one expects in the province of Ontario. 

This report has been developed as a blueprint for action. Recognizing that we are at the 
beginning of a four-year mandate, I hope you will accept these recommendations as a 
starting point. I want to thank you for providing me with the opportunity to participate in 
the "revolution" in long te1m care and 1 look forward to working with you as we move 
quickly but responsibly to ensure that the people in long term care facilities (in future to 
be referred to as "homes") Jive in dignity and have the highest possible quality of life. 

Yours sincerely, 

~~~-
Monique Smith M.P.P. 
Parliamentary Assistant 
Ministry of Health and Long Term Care 
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Executive Summary 
In December 2003, the Minister of Health and Long-Term Care George Smitherman 
asked Parliamentary Assistant Monique Smith, MPP, Nipissing, to undertake a review 
of long-te1n1 care facilities across the province. 

The formal review took place between January 15 and March 23, 2004. Unam10unced 
visits were made to over twenty homes, varying in size, ownership structm·e, location 
(urban and iural) and serving specific cultural groups. In addition, extensive stakeholder 
consultations took place with close to one hundred groups and individuals active in 
the long-term care community. 

The govermnent is committed to providing homes where our seniors can live in dignity 
with the highest possible quality of care. To ensure we achieve this goal, this report 
focuses on five main areas for gove1nment action in the long-tem1 care sector: improving 
quality of life; ensuring public accountability; developing clear enforceable standards 
with tougher inspection and enforcement; improving staffing and system administration; 
amending legislation and reviewing the funding formula. 

Improving quality of life 

We need to reintroduce the concepts of "home" and "care" into daily life for the over 
70,000 residents who live in long-term care (LTC) homes in Ontario. We are challenged 
in achieving this goal by changing demographics and the increasing acuity of resident 
care that is now placing a greater burden on long-term care facilities. 

Ensuring home administrators have the necessaiy management training, and that they 
adopt and integrate a care philosophy in the everyday practice of the home, is an 
important step in achieving daily quality of life for residents. Implementing nursing best 
practices is also important. It was our observation that those homes that were providing 
exemplruy care with few or no compliance issues, had organized their staff into multi
disciplinary, resident-focused teams, who met frequently to discuss and resolve issues. 

Enhancing institutional life by engaging families, volunteers and by better integrating 
LTC homes into the vibrancy of the sunounding community is a recommended strategy. 

More educated and aware consumers, more volunteer coordination, mandated Family 
Councils, working in partnership with Residents' Councils, an emphasis on creating 
more of a home environment, the sharing of best practices, and more attention to new 
dementia therapies is required. Further, we recommend a reinstatement of the previous 
reunification policy to keep couples together in the same facility. 
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Ensuring public accountability 

To implement systems that deliver confidence to the public, openness and transparency 
in our complaints process is needed. In addition to the previously announced toll free 
ACTION line and unannounced annual inspections, we recommend immediate action 
on serious non-compliance cases in a very short time frame. Mandatory yearly resident 
and family satisfaction surveys should be implemented and a public website created. 

Creating a positive duty for all LTC home staff and the general public to report abuse 
or suspected abuse under new legislation is needed. This legislation should include 
penalties for non-reporting and whistleblower protection. The creation of a third 
party advocate or ombudsman to act as a watchdog and advocate on behalf of seniors 
would be welcomed by the public. Better Ministry collection, analysis and use of data 
is also vital to ensure public accountability. 

New standards, inspection and compliance 

The public expects tougher enforcement and swift compliance. Because the current 
compliance system is not meeting public expectations for ensuring the safety and 
wellbeing of our seniors, and because LTC operators have also complained that the 
system is not clear and consistent, the Ministry should create a separate inspection 
function with clearly articulated enforcement meastrres. A new risk framework should 
be designed that identifies graduated offences with contingent triggers and with 
resulting sanctions including fines. It should focus on public notification and reporting. 

Quality of life depends on ensuring our seniors receive high standards of care and be 
treated with dignity. There must be clear, measurable, enforceable, resident-focused 
standards with enforceability of standards being key. 

The Ministry should make increased use of service contracts and accountability 
agreements with LTC service providers to spell out reporting requirements and strict 
compliance to existing standards. The Ministry should target homes with a poor track 
record or chronic non-compliance. A home's track record must be considered in any 
future funding decisions, including bed allocations and bed transfers. Finally, homes 
with a record of good performance should be given a gold standard designation and 
consideration given to allowing those homes to go to biennial inspections. 

To ensure appropriate levels of care, particularly for seniors living with dementia, 
smaller community-based homes that provide 24-hom· staffing and support (non-profit 
residential alternatives) should be considered. 
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In1proving staffing and continuity of care 

Demands for funding are high, although some groups indicated more of a need for a 
reallocation of existing funding. Increased staff funding and a move towards ensuring 
more full time staff to provide consistent, resident-knowledgeable care is reconunended, 
even as we recognize the Province's cun·ent :financial constraints. More nurse practitioners 
in LTC homes, more attention to activities I activation staff and increased dietitian 
time would improve the quality of life and care. These resources must be tied to specific 
outcomes and an annual audit must be undertaken to ensui+e that the funding designated 
for specific roles or resources is in fact spent on the intended priorities. 

Reinstating the one bath per week standard and doubling it to two baths per week 
is recommended, consistent with individual preferences, as is returning to the 
requirement that homes have a 24-hour registered nurse on duty. In the sho1t term, 
dollars must be concentrated in resident care and therefore any future spending for care 
should be tied directly to the nursing and personal care envelope to ensure the money 
goes directly to frontline care. 

The Ministry should consider making minimal training a requirement for personal 
support workers, as well as ensuring higher standards of management expertise for 
administrators. In addition, all staff should be required to have training in understanding 
the needs of the elderly, specifically training regarding abuse, communication skills, 
dementia and palliative care. The Ministry should encourage the use of existing programs 
offered by the Registered Nurses Association of Ontario, the College of Nurses, the 
Registered Practical Nurses Association, the Alzheimer Society and others. Finally, 
strategic efforts need to be developed to promote the long-term care sector as a 
desirable career option as staff shortages and pay inequities are constant challenges. 

New legislation and a review of funding models 

Any increase in the accommodation cost for residents in LTC homes should be limited 
to no more than the cost of living annually. Further, in order to respond to the needs 
of all seniors, further discussions arom1d the 60 I 40 preferred I basic bed split should 
be held to respond to the clear need of seniors on waiting lists. The Ministiy should also 
review the proposed new beds that have yet to be developed and dete1n1ine the actual 
need, weighing potential penalty costs, potential savings and possible reinvestment in 
other areas. 

A review of redevelopment projects should be undertaken to ensure whether 
redevelopment is necessary to meet resident needs and if so, whether the proposed 
design will assist the home to better achieve its care priorities. 
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Consolidation of the three facility Acts (Nursing Homes Act, Homes for the Aged and 
Rest Homes Act, and Charitabf,e Institutions Act) is needed to ensure uniform standards 
of care, uniform enforc~ment, and unif01n1 penalties, as well as to address the issue 
of elder abuse. Legislation to enable residents in LTC homes and those with Power of 
Attorney to access their medical files and records should be developed. 

Complaints about the current funding process are prevalent throughout the system. 
In the short term the Ministry should carefully articulate and firmly enforce the 
boundaries around the funding envelopes. The cunent ad hoc 'pots of money' approach 
that has developed over the years needs to be addressed. As well, the current Case 
Mix Index (CMI) system is problematic. We recommend a review of the entire funding 
system in the next fiscal year to establish a model that provides homes with a base 
level of funding for consistency, while still allowing some flexibility for fluctuating 
levels of care. Stable, consistent funding should ensure more full time, resident
knowledgeable staff and a consistency of care. 

The Minimum Data Set (MDS) would assist with evidence-based decision making, 
increased accountability, patient-focused care planning and a better integration of 
systems. This new approach would allow for continually assessing the needs of a home 
above a basic funding level. 

This report is a result of visits to over 20 homes and meetings with close to one hundred 
stakeholders and people active in the long-term care community. It forms a starting 
point for our "revolution.,, It is hoped that this report and these recommendations will 
suppo1i those homes that are doing a wonde1ful job of caring for seniors and begin to 
address the concerns raised around those homes that m·e falling behind. 
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Introduction 
Over 70,000 residents live in long-tenn care (LTC) homes in Ontario. A basic, but sometimes 
overlooked p1·emise of our system, is tJmt a long-term care facility is a "home" to resident seniors. 
There is, 1herefore, a need to provide and protect a quality of life and a level of respect in 
government-funded homes. 

Changing demographics are placing a greater burden on long-te1m care facilities. The percentage 
of the population aged 65 years and over and aged 85 and over both almost doubled between 
1961 and 2001. 1 Seniors now enter long te1m care homes at a more advanced age and with 
greater health concems. The munber of seniors requhing tube feeding, dialysis and catheters, 
once rare in these homes, is rising. LTC homes are also receiving residents back sooner from 
smgery. The average age of a resident in long te1m care today is 83 years. Changes in the family 
and labour force participation have also affected how families can care for seniors. For example, 
the number of women aged 15 or older in the labour force doubled between 1961 and 2001.2 
The resulting reality is that we all must play a role in ca.ling for our senior population. While it 
was beyond the scope of this rep01t to examine the broad continuum of elder care, we recognize 
that LTC is just one component within a broader seniors' strategy. We also acknowledge that 
seniors have voiced a preference for "aging in place" with the appropriate community supports. 

This rep01t focuses on five main areas for goverrunent action in the long-term care sector: 
(1) improving quality of life, (2) ensuring public accountability, (3) developing clear 
enforceable standards with tougher inspection and enforcement, ( 4) improving staffing and 
system administration and (5) amending legislation and reviewing the funding fo1mula. 

I. Improved Quality of Life 
The govemment is committed to providh1g homes where our seniors can live in dignity with 
the highest possible quality of care. To ensure we achieve this goal, we need to reintroduce 
the concepts of "home" and "care" into daily life. 

Philosophy of Care 
We have observed that the philosophy of care in a home is an important indicator of daily 
quality of life for residents. The role of the facility Administrator and their approach to this 
culture of care is paiticulal'ly critical. Top management in each facility needs to establish 
expectations around a philosophy of care and ensure its adoption and integration into 
everyday practice. 

We visited many homes where the Administrator set an exemplary standard of care. Many homes 
are delivering these high standards. For example, we visited one home that had never been 
cited for non-compliance in its entire ten years of existence. Many of the original staff still work 
at the home despite higher wages being offered in other health care settings. 
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Other homes we visited seemed to be missing this "care ethic" direction from the Adrninisb·ator 
and management. These we1·e homes that lacked a dignified, nurtming home envirnnment. 
One suspected inadequate personal care with unmotivated or insufficient staff to give 
residents more than one bath per week or give them daily exercise to maintain mobility. 
Residents were warehoused in wheelchairs in front of televisions for most of the day or seen 
to be lying in bed .for long pe1iods of time - too often a sad scene of inactivity and boredom. 

"It doesn't take a,ny ·m.ore effort to treat res·idents with respect." 

Ann Aikens, Director 
North Renfrew Long-Tenn Care Centre, 
Deep River 

The Role of the Adn1inistrator 

We recommend an intemal Minist1y of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) review of 
Administrators to ascertain qualifications and level of management expertise and to identify 
further required skills training. We also recommend a Ministry 01·ganized educational forum 
for individual home Administrators (not corporate officials) to develop indicators of a well-mn 
home and reinforce best management practices including a philosophy of care and service. 

Long-Term Care Homes by Facility Type 
--

No. Beds 

Nmuber of total LTC homes in Ontario: 577 70,100 

For profit homes: 343 38,057 

Municipal homes: 102 16,654 

Non-profit homes: 68 6,588 

Charitable homes: 64 8,801 

(Source: MOHL'l'C March JS, 200,l) 

The Ministry should also consider assisting the Registered Nurses Association of Ontario 
(RNAO) with a broader distribution of their Best Practices Guidelines and impressing on all 
Administrators and Directors of Care the importance of using these best practices and of 
continuous staff education both in-service and off-site. Multi-disciplinruy staff team approaches 
to care should also be emphasized. 

A Role for the Con1n1unity 

Families I Volunteers I Community 
A major challenge for all homes is to enhance institutional life by engaging families and volunteers, 
and by better integrating LTC homes into the vibrancy of the conununity around them. In this 
regard, we all share a responsibility in ensuring our c01mnunities provide a satisfying and rich 
life for our seniors. In those areas of the province where strnng cultm·al comnumities exist, 
we encourage cultmal communities to actively participate in supporting long-te1m care homes. 
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Many of the activities that suppo1t quality of life for our seniors are made possible by the help 
of family and comrmmity vohmteers. At St. Joseph's home in Guelph, for example, their 300+ 
volunteers are assisting residents with a biography wiiting project. Other homes have also 
been successful in inviting the conmmnity into the home: at People Care Centre in Tavistock, 
they have pet visitation by therapy dogs. At the LTC home in Pembroke, junior step dancers 
hold their concerts in the LTC home's auditoritm1; the local Grade 3 elementary class also 
has a reading progran1 with residents. Many innovative initiatives are already underway. 

Sadly, however, we saw homes with few visitors, essentially no volunteer structure and little 
outside activity brought into the home. We were not surprised to later leam that more than 
one-third of LTC residents (24,651or41.3%) suffer from some fo1m of sadness or depression 
to va1ying degrees.3 One smaller Metro home we visited had only eight visitors for the entire 
month of February. However, others like St. Patrick's in Ottawa have 250 volunteers and a paid 
volunteer coordinator. Yee Hong in Scarborough told us they have a waiting list for vollmteers. 

Where it doesn't currently exist, the Ministry should support c01mnunity and volunteer 
involvement and outreach by mandating (at a minimum) one dedicated half-time volunteer 
coordinator in every home. These coordinators would then develop links with high school 
students needing to fulfill their volunteer hours, Ontruio Early Years Centres who could provide 
intergenerational programs inside the homes, service clubs and conm1unity groups who could 
organize events for residents. The Ministry should also facilitate the sharing of best practices 
province-wide thmugh a manual produced by LTC activation I activities professionals. 

Family Councils, Residents' Councils 
Autonomous Residents' Councils and Family Cotmcils act as advocates for seniors in homes. 
Fmther, they play a watchdog role for quality of care. No resident or family member should 
ever feel reluctant to report a complaint or concern in a home 01· fear reprisals for their loved 
one as a result of their complaint. 

Ntm1ber of LTC homes in Ontrufo: 577 

Number of Residents' Councils: 178 

Number of Family Cotmcils: 154 
-

According to the Onta1io Association of Residents' Councils, there are over 250 Residents' 
Councils currently across the province, 178 in LTC homes. We support the good work of these 
councils and recommend the Ministiy continue to supp01t their effo1ts. In addition to Residents 
Councils, a $145,000 Trillium Fund pilot project grant allowed the creation of 154 Family Councils 
to be established across the province. This project ended in April 2004. 

Families should be seen as integral to the life and programming at LTC facilities and therefore 
we recommend provincial funding for peer facilitators to help establish more Family Councils 
as a continuation of the Trillitm1 Flmd project. Fmther, we recommend a funding contribution 
for a Family Councils Best Practices conference taking place in Ottawa in May 2004. It is 
important to share what works and what has been f mmd to be effective: ' The Minist1y should 
assist with province-wide notification and promotion of the conference with distribution of 
results to LTC homes, existing Family Councils and other stakeholders. 
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We also recommend a directive to all homes to establish a Family Council. These would 
work separately but in partnership with existing Residents' Councils. Tenns of Reference 
could include that minutes of both Residents' Council meetings and Family Council meetings 
be posted in a public place, easily accessible to family and residents. Home Administrators 
and Directors of Care should be encouraged to participate where invited but Councils should 
remain independent of the homes' administration. 

"The main p'l/.rpose of most Family Councils i,s to fan prove the quality of life of 
residents and to give families a ·voice in decisions that affect them and the'ir loved 
ones in the f a.ciz.ity. " 

-Family Com1cils Project 

Creating a Home Environment 
We saw many homes where there were latmdry carts, wheelchairs and equipment cluttering 
up the halls, tenible odors, seniors left in hallways, many kinds of restraints (trays, straps, 
lap belts, etc.), residents not always dressed or well-groomed, crowded homes where activity 
rooms have been converted for other uses, excessive TV watching (in one instance even when 
there was no TV - just four or five wheelchair bound residents parked in a cramped activity 
room in front of a vacant wall where a TV used to be.) ht one home, the only cheerful space 
with wh1dows (the dining room) was closed to residents and locked except during meal homs. 

We encourage homes to consider new holistic philosophies of care that address quality of life 
such as the Eden Alternative," gentle care or a social model of care.6 We reconm1end that 
homes be directed to invite and encourage residents to bring their personal effects to their 
new homes. Pets and plants and visiting children should be encouraged. Homes should be 
proactive in encouraging visitors by providh1g high chairs for children, for example, or 
organizing activities (e.g. gardening) that are conducive to interactive family I friend visits, 
pa1ticularly with dementia residents. 

Residents, where appropriate, should have access to cable and telephones in their own moms. 
Some seniors told us that the telephone was theil' "lifeline" to the outside world. The Ministry 
should also move to address the rec01mect I disconnect fees levied on seniors moving between 
rooms within the same home. 

Where approp1iate, h1dependent daily routines should be respected. Waking and dressing residents 
at 5:00 a.m. so eve1yone can "fit into" the breakfast time schedule does not respect the resident's 
autonomy. We visited homes where independent residents had access to small kitchenette 
facilities so they could fix tl1emselves breakfast at a reasonable hour. This convenience reflected 
theil' no1nml living routine. 

New Dementia Therapies 
We visited a number of homes that had inlplemented Snoezelen Rooms (or carts), a sensory 
environment concept developed by two Dutch therapists in the late 1970s. This therapy is 
currently being used with some success in children with learning disabilities and autism 
spectrum disorders. Initial research is showing some promising signs with the elder]y sufferh1g 
from dementia such as Alzheimer Disease, people with mental illness, those in chronic pain 
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and those exhibiting challenging behaviours. We encournge the Ministry and home Administrators 
to be aware of new thempies to assic:;t those with dementfa. We also encourage the Ministry 
to continue its base support to the Alzheimer Strategy. 

Average age at admission to Long-Tenn Care: 82 years 

Percentage LTC residents 80 years and above: 70% 

Percentage assessed at mid to heavy care: 80% 

Percentage of residents having some degree of incontinence: 86% 

Percentage requiring constant, complete, or total help with eating: 39% 

Percentage requiring assistance with transferring: 72% 

Percentage having Alzheimer Disease, dementia or mental disorder: 64% 

Percentage of residents requiring staff to assist with toileting: 60% 

(Source: MOHLTG .January 2001!) 

Keeping Couples Together: Reunification policy 
We feel strongly that couples who have lived together for most of their lives should not be 
separated if one requires a different level of care. We should reinstate the previous policy that 
gave p1iority to keeping couples together in the same facility. 

Palliative Care Room 
The privacy and dignity of a dying resident needs to be protected. We visited homes that did 
provide a palliative care room for a critically ill resident and their family. 1 However, not all 
homes have this an'angement. This results ill a difficult situation for elderly residents in a shared 
room with one, two or sometimes Urree other roommates. We reconunend the Minisby consider 
requirh1g each home that does not alrnady provide this se1vice, to have at least one palliative 
care room available in the home. In those homes that are not at maximum capacity, one such 
room should be designated inunediately. 

Architectural and Community Considerations 
It is ow· view that "bigger is not always better" when addressing models of care. Therefore, we 
need to evaluate the 1998 design standards prior to any new developments. Large institutional 
homes of 250 and 350 or more beds need to work to create smaller homelike settings as size 
is sometimes a banier to home-like life. In addition, where possible, LTC homes should strive 
for a model of community and health service integration, either physically locating next to 
these services Owspitals, health centres, seniors' housing) or having services offered on site 
(foot care, dental services, etc.) 
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We toured many nursing homes that wel'e fully integrated into the life and social services of 
the community. In Sturgeon Falls, for exan1ple, the municipal home is physically connected 
to the health centre (hospital); seniors' independent living apartments are also physically joined 
to the home and many of these seniors work as volunteers in the LTC home itself. They are 
also able to make use of the facilities there ( caf ete1ia, chapel, pool table, wood workshop, 
etc.) Many c01mnunity based services (foot care clinics) are offered to both the public and 
residents of the home on site. Where possible, we feel nursing homes who do not cunently 
offer this apprnach, should shive for thi<> kind of model of integration. 

Public Education and Awareness 
The public requires more education on the normal aging process and the continuum of care 
for om· seniors. They also need to know how to navigate the system and where to find resow·ce 
info1mation for seniors. The Ministry has a large role to play here with its community partners. 
In particular, a better strategy needs to be developed with the Cormnunity Care Access Centres. 
For example, one dedicated component I section of every Cormnunity Care Access Centre 
(CCAC) should prehaps, be devoted to info1mation on all seniors services, advocacy groups 
and organizations. 

Organizations who already provide public education (e.g. Advocacy Centre for the Elderly's 
Long-Te1m Care Facilities in Ontario: The Advocate's Manual) and Conce1ned Friends of 
Onta1io Citizens in Care Facilities should be encouraged and assisted in circulating their 
existing mate1ial broadly. Further, we should revise the Ministry's literature ('l\uning on the 
Lights) and distribute it widely to every community. 

The public also needs to be more knowledgeable about the Ministry's inspection and enforcement 
system for LTC homes. This includes making the public aware of sanctions at the Ministry's 
disposal including: suspending admissions to the home; withholding or reducing government 
operating subsidies; fines; suspending or revoking a nursing home operator's license; Ministry 
takeover of a facility. 

Keeping Our Homes Safe 
Ontarians need to have confidence that our most vulnerable seniors are protected from hann. 
We need to ensure that govemment-funded homes have appropriate safety and security measures 
so that dementia residents are never placed in harm's way outside of the home. The Ministry 
should also tmdertake an irmnediate review of safety and security measures in homes. 

While all homes axe mandated to have a power contingency plan, a small but significant number 
of homes do not have back-up generation capacity and do not have any contingency plans in 
place. This means that dming a power outage they do not have the capacity to nm even one 
elevator, provide uninten-upted safe pmvision of medication, oxygen and ventilation, water 
and sewage services, or safe food se1vices. The Ministry needs to mandate homes to have power 
contingency plans including back-up generation capacity. An inunediat.e review of homes' power 
contingency plan capacity is required. 
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II. Public Accountability 
The public is demanding accormtability and we need to implement systems tl1at deliver this 
confidence to the public. We need openness and transparency in om· Iong-te1m care system 
to protect residents. 

ACTION Line 

The Minister of Health and Long-Term Care earlier announced a toll-free Action Line for 
complaints, concerns and questions (1-866-434-0144). We recommend a public update that 
outlines the number of calls and referrals with an analysis on the type of complaints to 
better infom1 the public and assist with further planning arormd inspection and compliance. 

Surprise Inspection of LTC Homes 

The Minister has instituted surp1ise annual inspections. Targeted surp1ise inspections should 
also occur between annual inspections. 

Resident and Family Satisfaction Surveys 
Many homes have introduced regular satisfaction surveys to continually improve their service 
and care (see Appendix C). We recommend a mandatory yearly satisfaction smvey to be 
administered by the Family Cormcil or other third party (not staff administered). We encourage 
homes to seek creative partnerships with organizations that have ah·eady developed this 
expertise.8 In addition, the Ministry website could provide a downloadable generic satisfaction 
survey. This (anonymous) survey could be mailed I faxed I emailed to the MOHLTC who would 
then share the smveys with the facility administrator. 

These satisfaction smveys (and a review of previous years' smveys commencing in 2005) would 
be reviewed as part of the annual Ministry inspection process. 

Reducing Immediate Risk 
The Ministry must move inlmediately to address all current serious non-compliance cases 
in a very short time frame (e.g. six weeks). As of March 10, 2004 the Ministiy had identified 
48 facilities potentially requiring an enhanced risk review. The l\llinistry should also maintain 
a detailed l'ecord of those homes in non-compliance and the length of time it takes a home 
to address the issue and come into compliance. 
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Public Website I Public Reporting 

The public needs to have access to more inf onnation in order to make info1med decisions about 
choice of LTC homes. We recommend the creation of a publicly accessible website. Sinlilar hard 
copies of this inf onnation should be inade available at each local CCAC and MPP office. Careful 
attention needs to be paid to the context of info1mation provided as well as the simplicity of 
its presentation. For example, if wounds (pressure ulcers) are to be measured and reported, 
then there should be clarity around non-originating wmmds (wounds developed outside the LTC 
home, such as dming a hospital stay). 

We also recommend that helpful checklists for families' use in evaluating homes produced by 
groups such as Concerned Friends (Appendix D) be made available on the Ministry website 
and be broadly distributed to CCACs and family physicians etc. 

This website could provide the following types of information: 

• Profile of each home (location, number of beds, class of facility, type of ownership, 
name of owner and contact information - not a nmnbered company) 

• Number of single tmits, double units, quad units; number of basic w1its 
• Accreditation (yes I no) 
• Record of individual compliance reports and compliance record history 

(beginning in June 2004) 
• Number of violations in the last rumual review in context (major, minor, etc.) 
• Staff profile (number of Registered Nurses, Registered Practical Nurses, Personal 

Support Workers, social workers, physiotherapists, physicians, nurse practitioners, etc.) 
• Staffing levels (staff to resident ratio updated twice yearly) 
• Number of hours of staff training per year (also training in specific areas, 

such as dementia) 
• Number of PIECES and U-FIRST trained staff per resident 
• Employee retention rate (including tenure of Administrator and Director of Care) 
• Complaints mechanism process 
• Number, type and rates of complaints (per bed size of facility) 
• Community partners profile for each home (e.g. Adult Day Program, Meals On Wheels, 

Alzheimer Society, etc.) 
• Copy of activities calendar for a typical month 
• Number of registered volunteers 
• Number of volm1teer homs for the previous year 
• Palliative Care Room (yes I no) 
• Number of resident and I or family satisfaction swveys 

(a) distributed and 
(b) collected and analyzed 

• Residents' Council (yes I no) 
• Family C01mcil (yes I no). 
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Dealing With Elder Abuse 

The government has zero tolerance for abuse and neglect in the long-te1m care system. 
To reinforce this policy we i·ecommend greater education for all LTC staff including 
administrators, physicians, nurses, health care workers, activation staff, volunteers and 
family members on elder abuse. We recommend that each home have a reporting system 
in place with visual reporting mecharrisms posted (who to call if you suspect abuse). 

We recommend creating a positive duty for all LTC home staff and the general public to repo1t 
abuse or suspected abuse under new legislation. We also suggest implementing fines for not 
repo1ting abuse (as with children tmder Child and Family Services Act) in addition to tough 
sanctions for elder abuse in new legislation (see Legislation and Funding below). All current 
and potential employees in LTC homes should be carefully screened (e.g., c1iminal i·ecord 
checks). Also needed is a review of the police role and definitions on what constitutes elder 
abuse in that sector. We reconunend a meeting with the Ontaiio Chiefs of Police. 

Complaints Process 
The mandate requiring all funded homes to provide and post infonnation on the complaints 
process of that home needs to be better enforced. This infom1ation should include who to 
contact within the home, organizational bodies to contact outside the home (e.g., Concerned 
Friends of Ontmio Citizens in Care, Advocacy Centre for the Elderly, Family Councils Project, 
Ombudsman, the professional colleges of health care professionals, MOHLTC Inspectors) as 
well as prominent posting of the new government ACTION Line.9 MOHLTC should mandate 
that all of this information should be included in the welcome packages provided to new 
residents by the home. 

Ombudsman I Seniors' Advocate Role 
We see a need for a third pa1ty to advocate on behalf of seniors in long-term care homes. 
It has been beyond the scope of this report in its brief timefran1e to provide an in depth 
analysis of all of the options. However, we see merit in the advocacy work being conducted 
by the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly and suggest they could play a more province-wide 
watchdog role on LTC homes and compliance processes. The Advocacy Centre is currently 
established as a legal aid clinic mandated to work for the elderly. 

There was also interest expressed by some in having a separate Long-Tenn Care Ombudsman or 
a new Supe1intendent of Long-Te1m Care. This would ideally be an independent and spirited 
Ontarian who would advocate for LTC residents and their families. This position could have 
the power to investigate when all other avenues have been exhausted. They could also 
advise the Minister directly of trends and issues in provincial inspection and compliance.10 

The appointment of a Supe1intendent for a two-year te1m to restore the public's confidence 
in the safety of all of our homes would be welcomed by many. 

Other options we can consider: 
(a) Dedicated position within cmrent Ombudsman's office 
(b) Rights Advisors 
( c) Minister's Advisory Panel 
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Provincial Coroner 
Currently, the Office of the Chief Coroner (OCC) only investigates every one in ten deaths in 
long-te1m care homes or where negligence is repo1ted (which many believe is under-repo1ted). 
We feel the Ministry should review this policy to ascertain if this current process is sufficient 
to ensw·e public confidence and accmmtability. 

Data Collection and Analysis 
The Auditor's Repo1t c1iticized the Ministry for not adequately tracking data. The Ministry 
needs to know more about the homes it funds and it needs to analyze complaint, injmy, 
serious incident reports and inspection records to better evaluate homes and resolve systemic 
problems to improve care. 

In addition, we recommend that the MOHLTC maintain an internal database with compliance 
records, complaints and other relevant data specific to each LTC facility that can be monitored 
daily. This facility profile will help provide a composite pictw·e of where problems are occurring 
or homes with recurring breaches of standards or regulations, and allow for quick action 
where necessary. 

Fwther, the Ministry needs to better review staffing levels and staffing mixes at all their 
homes. Only by maintaining statistics can we detennine what is the appropriate staffing level 
for a particular home. 

Mandate and Expectations of Long-Term Care Facilities 
The Ministry must revise its Long-Term Care Facilities Program Manual to establish clear 
outcome-based expectations and best practice for all home administrators. All homes, mandated 
to have a Continual Quality Improvement plan, should be required to provide the Ministry 
with a cm·rent copy yearly. If this is protected information under the Nursing Horne Act, 
legislation will be required to address it. 

The Ministry has moved to strengthen compliance reporting when it issued its 2004 Service 
Agreements. "Reasonable efforts" by operators to comply with the program manual have 
now been replaced with language saying they will comply. 

Finally, in order to ensurn public confidence and accow1tability, we recommend the Ministry 
move to implement a one-year hiatus before Ministry of Health and Long-Te1m Care officials 
can be employed by any LTC facility or corporation. 
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III. Standards and Compliance 

Broader Consultation 

The Ministry is cmTently reviewing its standards and compliance procedures. It is critical 
that all patties who will be pru.tners in in1plernenting the new standards participate in their 
development. We recommend, therefore, a broader consultation process involving more 
affected stakeholders. For example, we will invite the College of Nurses and other front line 
staff representatives to be consulted when we draft our new standards. 

Clear, Enforceable Standards 

Quality of life depends on ensm'ing our seniors receive high standards of care and be treated 
with dignity. There must be clear, measurable, enforceable, resident-focused standards. 

LTC homes have said they want greater accountability and transpal'ency. They welcome tougher 
inspection but with this must come clear and enforceable standards. For example, there is 
currently a wide interpretation of the term "restraints." Some Compliance Advisors consider 
trays and i·ecliners as restraints while others do not. There is also, for example, a need for 
clarity of definition and expectations for "restorative care." Therefore, we support greater 
clarity and consic;;tency. Stru.1dards must be clearly understood by Inspectors and Compliance 
Advisors and not be open to regional or individual interpretation. 

Achieving clearer, better defined standards will require a new code of practice, education, and 
tools for Compliance Advisors and Inspectors. Further, improved standards will require new 
reporting and acco1mtability f eatlU'es for Inspection Officers. It should be stated, however, that 
in clearly defining standards we are not necessarily creating new standards and therefore the 
redrafting of standards does not necessarily come with an increase in nmding. 

Standards must also be measurable and encompass some weighting so that serious violations 
are not mixed in with other complaints or violations. Triggers must also be developed to alert 
Mhtlstry officials to serious violations when they occur. 

Resident-focused standards 

Currently, MOHLTC gathers information on complaints, unusual occurrences and compliance 
reports but these do not relate satisfactorily to quality of life issues. In fact, the 2002 Auditor's 
Rep01t said that the Ministry "had not developed outcome measures that addressed the 
appropriateness of services provided, including the quality of care received by residents."ll 
Therefore, we feel the Ministry should move first to look at redeveloping standards around 
staff training, abuse prevention, restraints, nurses and personal support workers (PSWs), 
and recreation I activities staff on a priority basis. 

We also need to develop Quality Indicators that will tell us if homes are delivering quality 
care. In addition to meeting stru.1dards1 we suggest the following be considered an10ng other 
possible indicators for quality of care: 
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• staff satisfaction and resident I family satisfaction swveys 
• nwnbel' and variety of activities (Activation)12 

• staff skills and staff training 
• munber of registered volunteers and number of volunteer hours should also be indicators. 

Enforceability of standards i<> key. The Ministiy should make increased use of service contracts 
and accountability agreements in spelling out reporting requrrernents and strict compliance 
to existing standards. Moreover, we agree with the 2002 Provincial Auditor's Reportia calling 
on a risk-based approach for prioritizing facility inspections: the Minist1y should target homes 
with a poor track record or cm·onic non-compliance. 

Tougher Inspection and Enforce1nent 
There is considerable evidence that the cwTent compliance system is not meeting public 
expectations for ensming safety and wellbeing of our seniors. LTC operators have also 
complained that the system is not clear and consistent. 

Creation of Inspection Function 
We perceive a conflict in the role of the current Compliance Advisors who work closely with 
homes to ensme standards are met but are also responsible for the inspection of that same 
home and any subsequent enforcement process. The Ministry should remove the inspection 
role from Compliance Advisors and create a separate inspection function. Compliance Advisors 
will continue to perfonn an education function with assistance to homes arom1d compliance 
and be more of a presence in those homes failing to meet standal'ds. 

The new inspection function will have clearly articulated enforcement measures. In the past 
the compliance function has relied too heavily on warnings, negotiations, greater Ministry 
scn1tiny, and voluntary suspension of admissions. This approach is inadequate. The public 
expects tougher enforcement and swift compliance. We recommend the Ministry desl.gn a 
Risk Framework that identifies graded offences (minor, moderate, serious) with contingent 
tliggers and with resulting, sanctions including fines and a focus on public notification. 

Tougher inspection will also mean 1.Vlinistry mandated standards ar01md inspections. For example, 
a standard percentage of chart audits and interviews to be completed dm·ing annual inspections 
should be outlined and not left to the discretion of the Inspector. Better training of both 
Inspectors and Compliance Advisors will be necessary. Further, corporate direction for the 
new inspection progran1 should be based centrally in the Minist1y not delegated to regional 
offices. We reconunend monthly teleconferences and twice yearly meetings of all inspectors 
to ensure consistency. A web board for Compliance Advisors and a separate one for Inspectors' 
discussion should also be initiated. 

Public Reporting and Transparency 
We visited homes where the current Compliance Advisor's report was not posted or was posted 
behind a locked glass cabinet. All residents and family members and prospective residents 
and thefr fan1ilies must have access to these rep01ts. We rec01mnend that the new Inspection 
Reports must be publicly posted in easily accessible public locations subject to fh1es for 
non-compliance. The Ministry must communicate violations and complaints in a language 
that is understandable to the average family member and respects rninhnal literacy standards 
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and language baniers. Violations must be communicated quicldy to home administrators 
(not months later). Finally, LTC administrators must be made aware of the nature of the 
complaints filed against them; and those filing a complaint must receive a follow-up rnsponse 
on what transpired as a result of their complaint. 

Inspectors should be mandated to review the home's annual Inspection Report with both the 
Residents' and Family Com1cils.14 Satisfaction survey results should be included in the facility's 
annual inspection. Fmther, we recommend that the Inspector present a full report to the home's 
Board of Directors, and be available at this meeting to answer questions. For those facilities 
with no Board of Directors, the Ministry should mandate an annual general meeting to which 
all residents, family, local MPP and all related agency staff be invited. The Inspector would 
present her I his report at this meeting and answer questions. 

Further, in addition to providing each CCAC with a copy of the annual Inspection Reports and 
the status of each home in that municipality, copies should be sent to each local MPP. Current 
h\spection Reports and past copies (c01mnencingJune 2004) should be posted on the Ministry 
website. Copies of all reports should continue to be sent to Concerned Friends of Ontario 
Citizens in Care, as well as the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly. 

Any new review process must include recognition of facilities with a record of good performance 
(e.g., gold standard designation). We may also want to consider allowing those with a gold 
standard designation for three consecutive years to go to biennial inspections. 

Finally, we feel the public needs more accom1tability with respect to the home's financial 
viability dm'ing the inspection process. Audited financial statements submitted by each facility 
should be reviewed by an auditor who is on the provincial Inspection Team. 

Appropriate Levels of Care 
During otrr visits to over 20 homes across the province, we saw residents who were "misplaced'' -
that is, they were inappropriately placed in LTC. There may be some pressm·e on CCACs to 
place some seniors prematurely into LTC facilities because of the availability of new beds and 
the sho1iage of funding for home care. 

In addition, Alzhein1er residents who do not rnquire intensive nmsing care are sometimes placed 
in LTC because no other options are available. We suggest redirecting govenunent funding 
into community altematives and home care. 

The Ministry should consider funding smaller community-based homes that provide 24-hom 
staffing and support (non-profit residential alternatives). In particulru-, the Ministry should 
investigate appropriate care facilities for seniors living with dementia. 

Ewart Angus home suggests it costs $2,000 per year less to house a dementia resident 
in this s1nall complex than at a, long-term, care facility. 
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IV. Staffing and Administration 

Improve Staffing and Continuity of Care 

Some homes are expe1iencing very challenging staffing issues. For example, we visited homes 
where there was one registered mu·se (RN), one registered practical nUl'se (RPN) and four 
Health Care Aids for 160 residents on the night shift. 

In addition, long-te1m care homes are cmrently staffed by a mix of many pa1t-time nurses, 
health care aids and personal support workers resulting in "casualization" of this work force. 
Often, outside agency staff are hired on a short-te1m basis to care for residents. This results 
in greater staff turnover levels and the opportunity for increased staff eITor. One RPN who 
is providing medication to 50+ residents dtuing a shift will have a much greater challenge 
(and is prone to error) if he or she is not familiar with the resident population in his I her care. 

More full time staff are required to provide consistent, resident-knowledgeable care. 

"We're really pushing some very good people to the Urnit." 

Joe Brabant, President, 
St. Patrick's Family Cotlllcil, 
Ottawa 

Minimum Care Levels 
Much has been wlitten on the issue of minimum standards for personal cai·e. Both the public 
and the industry view musing and personal care holll's (staffing) as a proxy for quality care. 
While there was fom1erly a standard of 2.25 hours of daily care per resident, this standard 
was dropped by the previous govemment. The Ontario Long-Te1m Care Association (OLTCA) 
estimates that increased operating ftmding since 2001 has raised care levels from the 2.04 hoUI's 
per resident per day doctllllented in the much cited 2001 Level of Service (LOS) study to 
approximately 2.5-2.6 hours. Ministry officials suggest most homes now provide between 
2.27 and 2.3 hours. CUPE has requested 3.5 hours. 

We recognize that funding and staff shortages do affect standards of care. We were told that 
staff in some homes are not able to meet the basic care needs of residents such as baths, 
sufficient changes of incontinent products or helping residents to have a daily walk. Other 
homes, however, were managing to provide quality care with existing staff. We think most 
homes are providing at least one bath per week (even ·without a standard) and we lmow the 
good homes are providing up to three baths per week. We recommend reinstating the one 
bath per week standard (dropped by the previous government) and we rec01mnend doubling 
that to two baths per week. 

Demand for ftmdh1g is high. The OLTCA and Ontalio Association of Non-Profit Homes and 
Services for Seniol'S (OANHSS) have called for $420 million over two years. It must be noted, 
however, that some we met felt there was no need for increased ftmding but rather a reallocation 
of existing funding. We recommend increased resomces for care in our homes, even as we 
recognize the province's cUITent fhmncial constraints. These resources must be tied to specific 
outcomes and an annual review must be tlllde1taken to ensure that the ftmding designated 
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for specific roles 01· resources is in fact spent on the intended p1iorities. We recommend 
returning to the 24-hour registered nm·se standard. We see a gi·eat need to concentrate dollars 
in resident care and so we strongly recommend that any future spending fo1· care be tied 
directly to the nill'sing and care envelope to ensure the money goes dfrectly to frontline care. 

Also, strategic efforts need to be developed to promote the long-term care sector as a desirable 
career option as staff shortages and pay inequities are constant challenges. 

Review Roles of Key Staff 
It was our observation that those homes who were providing exemplary care with few or 
no compliance issues, had organized their staff into multi-disciplinary teams who met frequently 
to discuss and resolve issues. Homes with hierarchical staff a1Tangements that excluded non
registered staff were not always delive1ing the best care. 

Staffing: Nurse Practitioners (NP) 
Nurse practitioners were seen by many stakeholders as a very welcome addition to the staff 
of nw·sing homes and an effective antidote to a lack of physician availability in the LTC sector. 
Their ability to provide education to other staff around hydration, dementia, in1paired 
swallowing, pain management, palliative care, and IV therapies was seen as a huge benefit 
to a home. Other benefits beyond improved quality of resident ca1·e include improved 
comrmmication with residents and families, improved skill level of otl1er LTC staff and reduced 
Emergency Room visits.16 In fact, the 17 nurse practitioners in the Long-Tenn Care pilot project 
of 2000 were converted to permanent positions in 2003. 

We recommend the Mini'3try ftmd the addition of more nurse practitioners in the LTC sector. 
This will require creative solutions in 111ral and remote areas of the province. Recognizing 
the limited number of nmse practitioners available in the province, we also ask that the 
Ministry of Colleges and Universities consider increasing their capacity to graduate nurse 
practitioners as well as expand their cmTicuhun and scope of practice to better reflect the 
long-term care setting. 

Staffing: Activities I Activation Staff 
Residents of all capacities need stimulating activity. As the Eden Alternative philosophy 
outlines, the three plagues among aging seniors are loneliness, helplessness and boredom. 
Activities staff play a major role in contributing to resident quality of life and maintaining 
active living. The activities I activation role is multi-faceted and encompasses: recreation, 
physical fitness activities, restorative therapies, volunteer coordination, outings and event 
organization, pastoral and palliative care organization, fundraising, public relations, and 
holistic thempies. Many of these staff, however, have no standard training and are not 
considered valued members of the multi-disciplinary care team. Their educational training 
ranges from university degrees in recreation therapy to little or no formal training whatsoever. 
MOHLTC needs to pay more attention to this sector. 
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Activities I activation I recreation staff in funded homes require greater training to prepare 
them for LTC settings. They need more education in gerontology and elder care. In addition, 
we should support and encournge all these staff to participate in professional associations 
like the Activities Professionals of Onta1io (APO). The Ministry should pa1tner with this 
Association to produce a "Best Practices" manual and disseminate it to all activities st.aff in 
fimded homes across the province. 

Through their work, activities staff also help residents to maintain theiT physical functioning 
that determines so much of their quality of life. For example, nursing best practices inform us 
that physical exercise contributes to fall reduction and preventing constipation. Generally, a 
much greater emphasis needs to be placed on encouraging physical activities fOl' all residents 
in funded homes. We found that the better homes have inclusive activities for all, including 
dementia residents and those who were not ambulatory. Finally, the maj01ity of mu-sing 
home residents are women (72%) and programs should reflect this (e.g. cooking programs 
for this generation of homemakers). 

Staffing: Dietary Staff 

Quality of meals varied greatly across the province. Many were inviting meals where residents 
had no complaints. Other meal plans showed days of cold cereal for breakfast, bologna 
sandwiches for hmch and pizza for dinner. We recommend that meal plans must not just 
be "reviewed" but actually approved by a dietician. In addition, more time is needed for 
the dietitian to go beyond assessment of new and high risk residents and to better track the 
status of residents. 

Staff Training 
Seniors living in our LTC homes today are more fragile and have more complex health issues 
than in the past. For example, 64% of residents admitted to a LTC facility have some fonn 
of dementia or suffer from cognitive impairment. Understanding and being able to best care 
for residents with this condition requires special training. Currently, there are no educational 
standards for health care aids I personal support workers in LTC homes. Some front line 
workers have no fo1mal training whatsoever. Others have a three to five-month c01mnunity 
college training. Administrators have, in some cases, one week of training in addition to 
minimal management experience. The Ministry should consider making minimal training 
a requil'ement. 

In addition to more training in gerontology, all staff need specific training regarding abuse 
(including recognition and prevention), communication skills, dementia and palliative care. 
The Ministry should encourage the use of existing programs offered by RNAO, the College of 
Nurses, the Registered Practical Nurses Association of Ontario (RPNAO) and others. 

We recommend the Alzheimer Society's PIECES training for nursing staff and U-FIRST training 
for PSWs. As the present CMI system of funding allocation does not recognize the level of 
care required by sufferers of dementia, the Ministry should provide bonuses to facilities 
providing dementia care. We also recommend to the Ministry of Colleges and Universities 
that they expand ge1iatric training in all relevant cuniculum. 
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Nwnber of Long-Term Care Beds in Ontal'io 

Year 2000 57,000 beds 

Year 2004 (March) 70,850 beds 

(Source: MOHLTC 2004) 

Building Capacity For Expertise 

The Ministry should consider how to develop better expertise in the long-term care sector 
including professional development, development of protocols and standards of care, and 
the dissemination of lrnowledge and best practices to front line staff. Several suggestions 
were made to us in this regard including establishing Centres of Excellence and pilot projects 
that linked an academic research centre to a LTC facility. The Ministry should consider the 
many options available for achieving these expertise goals. 

Medical equipment 
Almost tlu·ee-quarters (72%) of all LTC residents require assistance with transfening. Therefore, 
more medical equipment such as lifts would be useful in cert.a.in homes. While lifts may 
require two staff for safe operation, they reduce staff injmies and contribute to the quality 
of life for residents. 

V. Legislation and Funding 

Accom1nodation Rates 
ht Ontario, the govenunent ftmds care cos~ while the resident contributes to their accommodation 
cost through a co-payment. We suggest that the govermnent limit any increase in the 
accommodation cost for residents in LTC homes to no more than the cost of living annually. 

Increased Basic Roon1 Ac~ommodation 
Affordable bed availability for our seniors is a prio1ity. We are currently seeing waiting lists 
for basic accommodation while prefened accommodation (beds in private rooms for which 
seniors must pay extra) go empty.16 A MOHLTC January 2004 repo1i stated that private beds 
in new facilities have a lower utilization rate than basic beds.11 Fmther, few semi-plivate 
beds are being built in the new facilities, thus ftuiher nall'owing peoples' choices. In order 
to respond to the needs of all seniors, we recommend fmther discussions around the 60 I 40 
preferred (p1ivate) bed I basic bed split to respond to the clear need of seniors on waiting lists. 

Redirection of Institutional Bed Assignments 
We recommend the Ministry reexanline the new bed allocations with a view to stopping the building 
on those not yet in the ground and redirecting this ftu1d:ing savings to home care, recognizing 
that the potential penalty costs as well as the need will have to be weighted into the equation. 
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Revisit Redevelopn1ent Projects 

In 1998, the Ministry announced the renovation of approximately 13,583 beds Oater changed 
tol5,835) in structurally non-compliant homes by 2006. Dlu-ing our province-wide tom, we 
saw ''D" class facilities that were slated for closure or "rebuilding" despite the objections of 
the home's Board of Directors. In one such case, the move would mean relocating the home 
to an entirely different and quite distant location. It was almost a certainty that the volm1teers 
would not follow the new development because it was outside theil' community. We wondered 
if tl1e staff would also not follow the move, prefening to stay and work in the vicinity of the 
old location. Would fundrnising continue when the home was no longer seen as an integral 
part of the neighbourhood or community'? 

We suggest the Ministry review the as yet uncompleted redevelopment projects to detennine 
if modifications are necessary in each instance to reach "care-focused" goals or if the move 
would undermine the quality of care established at these homes. While we would recommend 
modifications to buildings that cmrently house four residents per room, or continue to have 
hallway wasluooms for a munber of residents, we believe some middle grmmd can be found 
between a complete "rebuild" and such necessary modifications. 

Legislation 

We recommend consolidation of the three facility Acts (Nursing Homes Act, H01nes for the 
Aged and Rest Homes Act, and Charitable Institutions Act) to ensure uniform standards 
of care, uniform enforcement, and mlif01m penalties. For example, frontline staff would be 
more lil<ely to report abuse or neglect if they were protected from any real or perceived 
replisals. Whistleblower protection cm-rently exists under only one of the Acts but without 
penalties for non-repo1ting. We recommend a unifo1m ban on abuse with inclusion of 
whistle blower protection and a positive obligation to report with penalties for non-rep01ting. 

Secondly, while hospitals are required to grant access to a patient's medical records, residents 
in long-term care homes and those with Power of Attomey for these residents are not always 
granted access to medical records. In fact, mmrlcipal homes require a Freedom of Info1mation 
inquiry to access these files. We reconunend legislation to enable residents in LTC homes and 
those with Power of Attorney to access theil' medical files and records. 

Funding Formula 

Funding for long-term care facilities is provided through four funding envelopes: nursing and 
personal care; program and support services; raw food; and other accommodation costs (facility 
costs, administration, housekeeping, building and operational maintenance and dietary and 
laundry services.) We heard many complaints about the cm-rent funding process. We also 
heard of many instances where the envelope system was being manipulated. For example, 
one home was paying $20,000 in legal fees from a wrongful dismissal case against an employee 
out of the nursing envelope, an unacceptable practice. 
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The Provincial Auditor also c1iticized the Ministry for not having sufficient financial accountability: 
"Financial inf ommtion submitted by facilities was not sufficient to allow the Ministiy to 
detennine whether ftmds had been used in accordance with the .Ministry's expectations." 
In the short tenn we recommend that the Ministiy carefully articulate the bOlmdaries around 
the funding envelopes. We also see a need to repatriate incontinence products back to the 
accommodation envelope from the nursing envelope. 

There is also an ad hoc "pots of money" approach that has developed over the years that needs 
to be addressed (Municipal Tax Allowance, High Wage Transition Fund, Proxy Pay Equity, etc.) 

Moreover, the current Case Mix Index (CMI) system is problematic. Based on the medical 
model, ftmding is determined based on light, medium and heavy care. Facilities receive more 
ftmding for residents who are not well and require more care. However, there is no funding for 
promoting wellness (e.g., keeping people continent). In fact, many perceive this fommla as a 
disincentive to keeping residents well and healthy. The tinting of the CMI calculations is also 
problematic. Some estimate that 40% of residents' conditions have changed from the time when 
the classifications are decided in September to when the ftmding is allocated six months later. 
We were also told many times that dementia is not sufficiently factored into the CMI. 

We recommend revisiting the entire funding system h1 the next fiscal year to establish a model 
that provides homes with a base level of funding for consistency while still allowing some 
flexibility fo1· the fluctuating levels of care. Stable ftmding is required to ensure more full 
time, resident knowledgeable staff. Consistency in ftmding would go a long way to ensuring 
consistency of care. 

We also feel that a system like the Mininmm Data Set (MDS), while expensive and requiring 
computerization, if properly and sensitively implemented could assist with evidence-based 
decision malting, increased accountability, patient-focused care and a better integration of 
systems. This new approach would allow for continually assessing the needs of a home 
above a basic funding level. The Ministry should review available evaluation reports on the 
current use of MDS in chronic care settings in the province and elsewhere to see if there are 
applicable benefits for the LTC setting and ensure that the proper consultation with stakeholders, 
who will be implementing and using the tool, are completed. 

Finally, a facility's track record (past histo1y of compliance, violations and performance 
record) must be considered in any future funding decisions, including bed allocations and 
bed transfers. 

Conclusions 

Over the last two and a half months, we have had the opportunity to visit over twenty homes 
and met with close to one hundred stakeholders and people active in the long-term care 
comm1mity. We have seen and read a great deal. It is om real hope that in writing this repo1t 
and making these recommendations we can continue to support those homes that are doing 
a wonderful job of caring for our seniors and begin to address the concerns raised around 
those homes that are falling behhtd. 

I hope that we can continue to work together with our pa1tners to provide quality care for 
all of Ontaiio's semors in LTC homes. 
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Appendix A 

Facility Visits 
Au Chateau, Stmgeon Falls 

Bruton Place, Toronto 

Baycrest, North York 

Bonnechere Manor, Renfrew 

Cassellholme, North Bay 

Centre D'Accueil Champlain, Vanier 

Copernicus Lodge, Toronto 

Derbecker's Heritage House, St. Jacobs 

Drs. Paul and John Rekai Centre, Toronto 

Dom Llpa Nursing Home, Etobicoke 

Extendicare Starwood, N epean 

Extendicare West End Villa, Ottawa 

Ewart Angus Home, Toronto 

Ina Grafton-Gage Home, Toronto 

Marianhill, Pembroke 

No1th Renfrew Long-Term Care Centre, Deep River 

Norwood Nursing Horne, Toronto 

St. Joseph's Health Centi·e, Guelph 

Ukrainian Canadian Care Centre, Etobicol<e 

Versa-Care Centre of Brantford, Brantford 

White Eagle Nursing Home, Toronto 

Whitewater Bromley CHC, Beachblll'g 

Yee Hong Centre - Scarborough McNicoll, Scarborough 

Yorkview Lifecare Centre, North York 
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Appendix B 

Facility Matrix 

Facility & City Ownerslrlp Structural Culturally No. of Region/ Urban/ 
Classification Specific Beds CCAC Rural 

Au Chat.eau, Sttugeon Falls MHFA c Francophone 162 Near N011h CCAC rural 
(Nipisshig) 

Barton Place, Toronto NH for-profit D 232 Toronto CCAC urban 

Baycrest Centre, NH non-profit A Jewish 100 North York urba n 
Jewish HFA Centre for CCAC 
Stroke and Cognition, 
Nortlt York 

Baycrest Centre, .Jewish CHFA A Jewish 372 North York urban 
HFA, North York CCAC 

Bonnechere Manor, MHFA A 180 Renfrew County rural 
Renfrew CCAC 

Cassellholme, North Bay MHFA B/C 2<10 Near N011h CCAC urban 
(Nipissing) 

Centre D'Accueil MHFA A Fnmcophone 160 Ottawa-Cru·leton urban 
Champlain, Vanier CCAC 

Copernicus Lodge, CHFA A Polish 228 Toronto CCAC urban 
Toronto 

Derbecker's .Heritage NH for-profit c 72 CCAC of rural 
House, St. .Jacobs Waterloo Region 

Drs. Paul and John NH non-profit c 126 Toronto CCAC urban 
Rekai Centre, Toronto 

Dom Lipa Nursing NH non-profit CIA Slovenian 66 Etobicoke urban 
Home, Etobicoke CCAC 

Ext.endicare Starwood, NH for-profit c 192 Ottawa-Carleton urban 
Nepean CCAC 

Extendicare West End NH for-profit c 240 Ottawa-Car le ton urban 
Villa, Ottawa CCAC 

Ewart Angus Home, Non-profit n/a Toronto urban 
Toronto 

Ina Grafton-Gage Home, CID'A D 110 East York Acceg:; w ·ban 
Toronto Centre for 

Community 
Se1vices 

Marianhill, Pembroke CHFA B 100 Renfrew Cmmty rural 
CCAC 

Mruianhill Nmsing NH non-profit B 31 Renfrew County rural 
Home, Pembroke CCAC 
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North Renfrew Long- CHFA 
Tenn Care Centre, 
Deep River 

No1woorl Nursing NH for-profit 
Home, Toronto 

St. Joseph's Health CHFA 
Centre, Guelph 

-
Ukrninian Canadian NH non-profit 
Care Centre, Etobicoke 

Versa-Care Centre of NH for-profit 
Brantford, Brantford 

White Eagle Nursing NH for-profit 
Home, Toronto 

Vlhitewater Bromley Non-profit 
CHC, Beachburg 

Yee Hong Centre - NH non-profit 
Scarborough McNicoll, 
Scarborough 

Yorkview Lifecare NH for-profit 
Centre, North York 

MHFA = Municipal Home for the Aged 
CHFA = Charitable Home for the Aged 
NI A = not available 

A 

c 

A 

A 

c 

B 

n/a 

A 

c 

21 Renfrew 1ural 
County CCAC 

60 Toronto CCAC urban 

144 Wellington urban 
County CCAC 

~----~· ... --·- - - -
Ukrainian 120 Etobicoke urban 

CCAC 

79 Drru1t County urban 
CCAC 

56 Tornnto CCAC urban 

n/a Eastem Ontario rural 

Chinese 155 Scarborough urban 
CCAC 

269 North York urban 
CCAC 

CoUitesy of the City of Toronto. This docUinent carmot be reproduced without the expressed written consent 
of the City of Toronto. © City of Toronto 
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Appendix C 

Stakeholder Consultations 
Activity Professionals of Ontario (APO) 
Advocacy Centre for the Elderly (ACE) 
Alzheimer Society 
Linda Baker, Family Council Member 
.Jean Benton, Nurse Practitioner, LTC home 
Joe Brabant, Family Council Member 
Kathleen Burnett, The Eden Alternative 
Canada's Association for the Fifty-Plus (CARP) 
Canadian Auto Workers (CAW) Canada 
Janet Parcher Cherry, Family Council Member 
College of Nurses of Ontaiio (CNO) 
Concerned Friends of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities 
CUPE Ontario 
Dietitians of Canada 
Sheila Driscoll, MOHLTC Compliance Advisor 
Family Council Project 
Dr. Jess Goodman, Primary Health Care Transition Fund Project 
Dr. Michael Gordon, VP of Medicine, Baycrest 
Barbara Hall 
Dr. John Hircles, MDS, Health Studies and Gerontology, University of Waterloo 
Theresa Hurd, Clinical Nurse Specialist, Gerontology 
Angela Ieroullo, Family Council Member 
Bonny Johnson, Nurse Practitioner 
Dr. Janice Lessard, Ge1iatrician 
Archbishop Wm. Lawson-Little 
Sister Bonnie Maclellan, LTC Administrator (retired) 
Alex Munter, University of Ottawa, Ottawa City Councilor (retired) 
Nurse Practitioner Association of Ontario (NPAO) 
Ontario Association of Community Care Access Centres 
Onta1io Association of Non-Profit Homes and Services for Seniors (OANHSS) 
Onta1io Association of Residents' Councils 
Ontario Community Support Association 
Ontmio Health Coalition 
Ontaiio Home Health Care Providers Association 
Ontario Long-Term Care Association (OLTCA) 
Ontario Nurses' Association (ONA) 
Ontario Society of Nutrition Managers 
Registered Nurses Association of Ontario (RNAO) 
Registered Practical Nurses Association of Ontario (RPNAO) 
Marilyn Rook, Exec.V.P. & Chief Operating Officer, Vancouver Island Health Authority 
Royal Canadian Legion-Ontario Command 
Heather Saar, Geriatric Mental Health Outreach Program 
Schedule 5 Physiotherapy Association 
Service Employees International Union 
Dr. Cathy Shea, Geriatric Psychiatrist, Director of Community Outreach, Royal Ottawa Hospital 
Dr. Patricia Spindel 
Senior Peoples' Resources in North Toronto (SPRINT) 
United Seniors of Ontario 
Lynda Welch, RN, Colwel Consulting Inc., LTC Administrator (retired) 
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Appendix D 

Your Opinion Counts 

Dear Family Member/Friend; 

Thank you for entrusting the care of your family member to the 
City of Toronto's Homes for the Aged. 

Listening closely to our residents and their families is an 
established tradition with the Homes for the Aged. It is one of our 
most important measures of customer satisfaction. Through your 
comments, we become better at meeting our residents' needs. We 
always try to provide our residents with the care and service that 
they expect. 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Your assistance is 
essential to the planning and ongoing evaluation of our programs. 

In addition, should an issue arise at any time in the future, please 
feel free to contact the Home's Administrator directly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sandra Pitters 
General Manager 
Homes for the Aged Di vision 

Courtesy of the city of Toronto Homes for the Aged. This document cannot be reproduced 
without the expressed written consent of the City of Tomnto. © City of Toronto 
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Appendix D cont'd 

A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services 

32 

These questions are based on your experiences with the Home within the last 6 months. Please rate 
each statement on a 5-point scale, by circling the most appropriate nW11ber. If the statement is not 
applicable, please circle NIA 

1. Participation Strongly Ag1·ee No Disag1·ec Stt·ongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) The Home provides sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
opportunities for me to be involved in 
decisions related to my family member's 
care. 

b) I know whom to approach when I have l 2 3 4 5 NIA 
a concern or problem. 

c) I am encouraged and/or asked to 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
participate in in-Home activities. 

d) I am sufficiently infonned regarding the 2 3 4 5 NIA 
range of activities available in the Home 
so that I can support my family 
membees involvement. 

e) I feel comfortable expressing my 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
opinions and feelings about my family 
member's care. 

f) Information and questions regarding my 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
family member's finances are dealt with 
efficiently. 

Please comment: 

2. Personal Care and Service Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) Staff respect my family member's 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
personal and physical privacy. 

b) My family member is well cared for. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
c) Care is provided in a kind, friendly, 2 3 4 5 NIA 

and gentle manner. 
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A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services (Continued) 

2. Personal Care and Service (Continued) 

d) My family member is given the help that 
he/she requires to do the following: 

- eating 
- bathing 
- dressing 
- going to the bathroom 

e) Consideration is given to my family 
member's food preferences. 

f) Staff work as a team to support my 
family member. 

Please comment: 

3. Communication 

a) Staff are readily available lo answer 
questions and to discuss the care of my 
family member. 

b) I am satisfied that my questions and 
concerns are answered and/or followed up. 

c) I feel comfortable approaching staff about 
any issue or concern. 

d) Staff are friendly, courteous, and helpful 
to me. 

e) The Home keeps me inf 01med about 
changes in my family member's status. 

Please comment: 

4. Advocacy 

a) I am familiar with the Home's advocacy 
procedures. 

Strongly Agree No 
Agree Opinion 

I 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

Strongly Agree No 
Agree Opinion 

2 3 

2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

YesD 

Disagree Strongly Not 
Disagree Applicable 

4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

Disagree Strongly Not 
Disagi·ee Applicable 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

NoD 
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Appendix D cont'd 

A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services (Continued) 

34 

4. Advocacy (Continued) 

b) The Home's advocacy procedures are 
useful in responding to the needs and 
desires of residents. 

c) I have confidence that issues raised 
through the Home's advocacy process 
will be dealt with in a fair and timely 
manner. 

Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

2 3 4 5 NIA 

2 3 4 5 NIA 

Please comment: -------------- - ----- ---------

5. Living Environment Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) The Home provides a homelike 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
environment. 

b) There is space to sit and visit privately 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
with my family member. 

c) I am encouraged to personalize my 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
family member's room. 

d) The Home provides a safe environment 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
for my family member. 

e) The outside grounds are easily accessible 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
and stimulating. 

f) Personal laundry services meet my 2 3 4 5 NIA 
family member's needs. 

g) My family member's personal clothing 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
is correctly labelled on a timely basis. 

h) The Home provides an enjoyable dining 2 3 4 5 NIA 
experience (ie. pleasant environment, 
service, quality of food) for my family 
member. 

Please comment: 
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A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services (Continued) 

6. Quality of Life Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) A community feeling exists in the Home. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
b) Staff, volunteers and others demonstrate a 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 

genuine concern about my family 
member's well-being. 

c) My family member is encouraged and 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
assisted to maintain or improve his/her 
level of independence. 

d) There are opportunities for my family 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
member to express his/her spiritual and 
cultural preferences. 

e) Staff treat my family member with 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
respect. 

0 I would recommend the Home to others 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
requiring long-term care. 

Please comment: 

B. Your Overall Satisfaction 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 

Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
the care and service. 

b) Overall, I am satisfied that the Home is 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
clean and well-maintained. 

What is most important to you about care and service? _______________ _ 

Please advise where we exceeded your expectations: ________________ _ 
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Appendix D cont'd 
B. Your Overall Satisfaction (Continued) 

Please advise where we did not meet your expectations:---------------

What would you like to see done in the Home to improve residents' quality of life? 

Is there anything we did not ask you about in this survey that you want to tell us about? 

Thank you for completing our questionnaire. Your input is essential for us to improve our service to 
better meet our residents' needs. 

The survey results will be shared with your family member's Home. You may remain anonymous, if you 
wish. However, if you would like the Home to know how you personally responded to this survey, in 
order to assist us in addressing any specific concerns, please complete the following information: 

Name: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

Resident's Name: 

D I would like the Home to contact me. 

Thank you for your time - It will make a difference. 

Courtesy of the city of Toronto Homes for the Aged. This document caru10t be reproduced 
without the expressed wi·itten consent of the City of Toronto. © City of Toronto 
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Your Opinion Counts 

Dear Resident; 

Listening closely to our residents and their families is an 
established tradition with the Homes for the Aged. It is one of our 
most important measures of customer satisfaction. Through your 
comments, we become better at meeting our residents' needs. We 
always try to provide our residents with the care and service that 
they expect. 

Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Your assistance is 
essential to the planning and ongoing evaluation of our programs. 

In addition, should an issue arise at any time in the future, please 
feel free to contact the Home's Administrator directly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sandra Pitters 
General Manager 
Homes for the Aged Division 

Comtesy of the city of Toronto Homes for the Aged. This document cannot be reproduced 
without the expressed written consent of the City of Toronto. © City of Toronto 
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Appendix D cont'd 

A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services 

38 

These questions are based on your experiences with the Home within the last 6 months. Please rate each 
statement on a 5-point scale, by circling the most appropriate nwnber. If the statement is not 
applicable, please circle NIA. 

1. Participation Strongly Ag1·ee No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) The Home provides sufficient 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
opportunities for me to influence decisions 
related to my care. 

b) I know whom to approach when I have a 2 3 4 5 NIA 
concern or problem. 

c) I am encouraged and/or asked to 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
participate in in-Home activities. 

d) I am sufficiently infonned regarding the 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
range of activities available in the Home. 

e) I feel comfortable expressing my opinions 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
and feelings about my care. 

f) Information and questions regarding my 2 3 4 5 NIA 
finances are dealt with efficiently. 

Please comment: 

2. Personal Care and Service Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) Staff respect my personal and physical 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
privacy. 

b) I am well cared for. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
c) Care is provided in a kind, friendly, and 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 

gentle manner. 

d) I am given the help that I require to do the 
following: 

- eating 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
- bathing 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
- dressing 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
- going to the bathroom 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
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A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Senrices (Continued) 

2. Personal Care and Service (Continued) 

e) The Home's dietary program provides: 
- consideration of my food 

preferences 
- sufficient variety of food 
- adequate portions 

f) Staff work as a team to support me. 

Please comment: 

3. Communication 

a) Staff are readily available to answer 
questions and to discuss my care. 

b) I am satisfied that my questions and 
concerns are answered and/or followed up. 

c) I feel comfortable approaching staff about 
any issue or concern. 

d) Staff are friendly, courteous, and helpful 
tome. 

e) Staff communicate effectively with me 
about matters affecting my life in the 
Home. 

Please comment: 

4. Advocacy 

a) I am familiar with the Home's advocacy 
procedures. 

Strongly Agl'ee No 
Agree Opinion 

1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 

I 2 3 

Strongly Agree No 
Agree Opinion 

I 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

1 2 3 

YesD 

Disagree Strongly Not 
Disagree Applicable 

4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 
4 5 NIA 

Disagree Strongly Not 
Disagree Applicable 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

4 5 NIA 

NoD 
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Appendix D cont'd 

A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services (Continued) 

4. Advocacy (Continued) Strongly Agree No Disagree Strnngly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

b) The Home's advocacy procedures are 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
useful in responding to the needs and 
desires of residents. 

c) I have confidence that issues raised 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
through the Home's advocacy process will 
be dealt with in a fair and timely manner. 

Please conunent: 

s. Living Environment Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) The Home provides a homelike 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
environment. 

b) There is space to sit and visit privately 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
with my visitors. 

c) I am encouraged to personalize my room. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
d) The Home provides a safe environment for 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 

me and my visitors. 

e) The outside grounds are easily accessible 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
and stimulating. 

f) Personal laundry services meet my needs. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
g) My personal clothing is correctly labelled l 2 3 4 5 NIA 

on a timely basis. 

h) The Home provides an enjoyable dining 2 3 4 5 NIA 
experience (ie. pleasant environment, 
service, quality of food). 

Please comment: 
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A. Your Satisfaction with our Care and Services (Continued) 

6. Quality of Life Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Nol 
Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) A community feeling exists in the Home. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
b) Staff, volunteers and others demonstrate a 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 

genuine concern about my well-being. 

c) I am encouraged and assisted to maintain 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
or improve my level of independence. 

d) There are opportunities for me to express 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
my spiritual and cultural preferences. 

e) Staff treat me with respect. 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
f) I would recommend the Home to others 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 

requiring long-te1m care. 

Please comment: 

B. Your Overall Satisfaction 
Strongly Agree No Disagree Strongly Not 

Agree Opinion Disagree Applicable 

a) Overall, I am satisfied with the quality of 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
the care and service. 

b) Overall, I am satisfied that the Home is 1 2 3 4 5 NIA 
clean and well-maintained. 

What is most important to you about care and service?------- ---------

Please advise where we exceeded your expectations: ________________ _ 
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Appendix D cont'd 
B. Your Overall Satisfaction (Continued) 

Please advise where we did not meet yow- expectations:---------------

What would you like to see done in the Home to improve residents' quality of life? 

Is there anything we did not ask you about in this sw-vey that you want to tell us about? 

Thank you for completing our questionnaire. Your input is essential for us to improve our service to 
better meet our residents' needs. 

The survey results will be shared with your Home. You may remain anonymous, if you wish. However, 
if you would like the Home to know how you personally responded to this survey, in order to assist us 
in addressing any specific concerns, please complete the following infonnation: 

Name: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

D I would like the Home to contact me. 

Thank you for your time - It will make a difference. 

Courtesy of the city of Toronto Homes for the Aged. This document cannot be reproduced 
without the expressed wiitten consent of the City of Toronto. © City of Toronto 
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Appendix E 

LONG TERM CARE FACILITIES 

CHECKLIST 

Concerned Friends Is a non-profit, volunteer, consumer corporation and registered charity 
dedicated to reform of the long-term care system and Improvement of qualfty Of life for residents. 

Concerned Friends of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities 

140 Merton St., 2nd Floor, Toronto, Ontario M4S 1A1 (416) 489-0146 

Copyright 

1 

Courlesy of Concerned Friencls of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilities. This docunwnt cannot he reproduced without the exp ressed 
written consent of Concerned Friends of Ontario Citizens in Care Facili ties. 

Th~~ sccJLing was developed by Concerned Friends of Ontario Citizens in Care Facilil.ies a nd that by including lite document in l:h1~ repo1t 
the Ministry of Health and Long-Tem1 Care Is not mald ng any representations as to the accuracy of the scoring scheme. 
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Appendix E cont'd 
LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES CHECKLIST 

The Purpose of this checklist is primarily to assist anyone who is choosing a Long-Term Care Facility. 

Before assuming that a Long-Term Care Facility is the "best place" to be, however, inquire about alternative services 
such as Home Care, Home Support, and Supportive Housing. 

If you do opt for a provincially regulated long-term care facility, here are some preliminary steps to take before 
making a choice: 

X Obtain a list of facilities from your local community care Access centre. 

X Examine facilities closely before agreeing to the admission of oneself, a relative or a friend. 

X Resist pressure from either hospitals or the placement coordinator to admit someone to the first available 
bed . Take the time to thoroughly Investigate the options. 

X Determine from the Placement Co-ordinator whether a facility being recommended is "under enforcement". 
The Co-ordinator Is required to explain this concept to you , as It reflects the current conditions in the 
facility. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

X Nursing Homes, Municipal Homes and Charitable Homes are formally subject to their own separate provincial 
legislation and regulations. However, they are all accountable to the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care. 
Blll 101 (An Act to Amend Certain Acts Concerning Long-Term Care), passed In June 1993, amended the 

Nursing Homes Act, and the Charitable and Municipal Homes for the Aged Acts. This Act sets out both the 
rights of the residents and the responsibilities of the facility. Coples can be obtained from Publications 
Ontario, 880 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, M7A 1 NB Telephone (416) 326-5300 or toll-free 1-800-668-
9938. It Is also available at most public libraries In the reference section. 

X The Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Is responsible for monitoring, evaluating and taking action to 
ensure that all long-term care facilities comply with the applicable acts and regulations, the terms and 
conditions of the service agreement, the Program Manual, and Ministry policies and directives. The 
Program Manual sets out the standards and guidelines for the day-to-day operation of the facility . 
Compliance advisors have the primary responslblllty for monitoring and evaluating facilities' performance. 
A resident, family member or advocate who Is concerned about the care or conditions In a faclllty and has 
been unsuccessful In resolvlng the problem with the facility, should contact the regional office to make a 
complaint to the Compliance Advisor. Concerned Friends will also try to advise and support anyone having 
problems In a long-term care faclllty. 

X It Is advisable to receive legal advice regarding the Admission Contract to the Long-Term Care Facility. In 
particular, check that you are not signing away rights and services that would be covered under Bill 101 . 
You are not at present obligated to sign a contract, because without doing so, the provisions of the Bill 
apply. Only sign the contract If It ENHANCES your rights, not if It DIMINISHES them. 

INITIAL VISIT TO FACILITY 

X Meet with the Administrator and, If possible, the Director of Care Planning. 

x Obtain written and verbal Information about the facility using the attached questionnaire (see page 3) 

x Request copies of: 1) Admission Contract 
2) Compliance Review Report 
4) Residents' Bill of Rights 

Numbers 2-4 are posted In a prominent public area of the facility, and are also available from your regional 
long-term care office. 

X Attempt to talk with families of existing residents either In the facility or arrange to meet them off the 
premises for feedback on their experiences and observations. 
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Appendix E cont'd 

.Important Phone Numbers 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
General Inquiry 1-800-268-1153 TTY 1-800-387-5559 
Long-term Care Hot Line 1-866-434-0144 

Regional Offices 

Southwest 
For the counties of Bruce, Chatham-Kent, Elgin, Essex, Grey, Huron, Lambton, Middlesex, 
Oxford, Perth 

South West Regional Office 
231 Dundas St., Ste. 201 
London, ON N6A lHl 
Tel: 519-675-7680 Fax: 519-675-7685 
1-800-663-3775 

Central West 

Windsor Workstation 
215 Eugenie St., W. Ste. 300 
Windsor, ON N8X 2X7 
Tel: 519-250-0788 Fax: 519-973-1360 
1-800-663-3775 

For the counties of Dufferin, Halton, Peel, Waterloo, Wellington 

Centt·al West Regional Office 
201 City Centre Dr., Ste. 301 
Mississauga, ON L5B 214 
Tel: 905-897-4610 Fax: 905-275-2740 
1-866-716-4446 

Central South 
For the cow1ties of Brant, Haldimand-Norfolk, Hamilton-Wentworth, Niagara 

Central Soutl1 Regional Office 
119 King St., W. 11th fl. 
Hamilton, ON L8P 4Y7 
Tel: 905-546-8294 Fax: 905-546-8255 
1-866-716-4446 

Central East 
For the counties of Durham, Haliburton, Northumberland, Peterborough, Simcoe, Victoria, York 

Central East Regional Office 
465 Davis Dr., 3rd fl. 
Newmarket, ON L3Y 8T2 
Tel: 905-954-4 700 or 1-800-486-4935 
Fax: 905-954-4 702 
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East 
For the counties of Frontenac, Kingston, Hastings, Lanark, Leeds and Grenville, Lennox, and 
Addington, Ottawa-Carlton, Prescott and Russell, Prince Edward, Renfrew, Stormont, Dundas 
and Glengany 

East Regional Office 
47 Clarence St., Ste. 310 
Ottawa, ON KIN 9Kl 
Tel: 613-241-4263 Fax: 613-241-9312 
1-800-267-8588 

North 

Kingston Workstation 
23 Beechgrove Lane, 1st fl. 
Kingston, ON K7M 9A6 
Tel: 613-536-7230 Fax: 613-536-7231 
1-800-66 7-1062 

For the cOlmties of Algoma, Cochrane, Kenora, Muskoka, Nipissing, Parry Sound, Rainy 
River, Sudbm·y, Manitoulin, Thunder Bay, Tinliskarning 

North Regional Office Tlnmder Bay Workstation 
159 Cedar St., Ste. 406 189 Red River Rd., Ste. 403 
Sudbmy, ON P3E 6A5 Thunder Bay, ON P7B 1A2 
Tel: 705-564-3137 or 1-800-663-6965 Tel: 807-343-7631or1-800-663-6965 
Fax: 705-564-3133 Fax: 807-343-7567 

Toronto 
Toronto Regional Office 
55 St. Clair Ave. W., 8th fl. 
Toronto, ON M4V 2Y7 
Tel: 416-327-8952 or 1-800-595-9394 
Fax: 416-327-4486 
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Questionnaire 
The following is a list of questions that will assist you in choosing a Long-Term Care facility. 
Most deal with rights legislated in Bill 101, but the questions will clarify these iights for both 
you and the facility. 

Upon your initial visit, you may find it helpful to take the questionnaire with you and also a 
list of yom· own questions to ask the administrator. 

Be sure to take notes of what you learn on your visit. 

1. What is the application procedure? 

2. What are the accommodation fee co-payments? 

3. What services are included in the fees, e.g. personal supplies? 

4. For what services is the resident I family responsible? 

5. How and when are residents I families notified of a change in fees I service? 

6. What is the facility's policy on restraints and medication? 

7. What is the facility's policy on cardiopulmonary resuscitation? 
(It is not necessary to sign a DNR form on admission). 

8. Can you continue receiving care from your family doctor after admission to the facility? 

9. Is the staff physician a geriatrician? 

10. Is a physician on call 24 hours a day? 

11. Are the physicians and I or medical director available to take calls from families? 

12. Is the staff physician willing to spend time talking to family members regarding medical 
earn of their family member? 

13. Are special needs and preferences recognized by the facility? 
For example, do residents have a choice of showering or bathing? 
Do residents have the option of having breakfast in their robes? 

14. If English is not the resident's first language, will an Interpreter be available 
when necessary? 

15. Inquire about residents' assessments and care plans: 

a) How often do case conferences occur? 
b) Are residents and representatives (substitute decision makers) involved in the case 

conferences? 
c) Are the assessment information and care plans available to residents and family 

(or substitute decision makers)? 
How often are the care plan review meetings? 

16. Is there free access to the facility? 
At what times? 
Are people, for example, volunteers, encouraged to visit? 

17. Is there a volunteer program in the facility? 
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18. Are pastors, rabbis and priests encouraged to visit? 

19. Are married couples housed together? 

20. Are physiotherapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy, bladder and bowel training 
available? Who ananges for these? 

21. Are staff trained to work with the visually impaired and hearing impaired residents? 

22. Are dentists and dental hygienists available to provide dental care? 
Who arranges for this? 

23. Are cormmmity social work services available at the resident's request? 

24. How many residents live in the facility? 

25. How many floors are there? 

26. How many elevators are there? 

27. Are there regular fire drills for all staff (including part-time)? 

28. Does the local fire inspector make regular visits? 

You may have a list of your own questions to ask. 
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Nursing Home Checklist 
Following your initial visit, review all the material given to you. Make arrangements for an 
infonnal visit. Before going for your second visit, review the Long-Term Care Facility 
Checklist provided below. 

Name of Facility: 

Address: 

Date of Visit: Time: 

Care of residents 
1. Resident are clean. (nail.:;, hair, skin, teeth) 

2. Residents receive proper mouth care. 
(breath smells fresh, mouth clean) 

3. Residents are free from odour. 

4. Residents are properly dressed. 

a) Residents are wearing clothing which is clean and 
in good repair. 

b) Residents' clothing fits and is done up. 

c) Residents are wearing shoes and stockings which fit 
and match. 

5. Residents are wearing daytime apparel in the day, and night-
time apparel at night. 

6. Residents appear well groomed. (Men are shaved; residents 
have clean hair, cut and tlimmed.) 

7. Residents are dry and not soiled. 

8. Residents seem to be properly fed. (not too thin and frail) 

9. Residents are receiving sufficient fluids at meal times and 
with all snacks. 

10. Residents speak freely and openly with visitors. (They do not 
appear frightened or intimidated.) 

11. Residents are free from restraints. (Restraints include chaks 
with trays, bed sheets and jacket restraints.) 

12. Staff help residents change their positions in chafrs or 
beds regularly. (Residents are not left slumped over or 
sliding from chairs.) 

13. Residents are awake and not in bed mid-day. 

14. Residents appear ale1t. 

Yes 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 

No 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 

D 
D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
D 
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Yes No 

15. Residents' eyes are clear; speech is not sluned. (Eyes are not 0 0 
blurry or "far away" which might signal overrnedication.) 

16. Residents are free from decubitus ulcers. (bedsores) 0 0 
17. Residents' feet, ankles and legs are free from swelling and 0 0 

ulcerations; or, if swollen, are properly elevated. 

18. Residents are free from evidence of iajury (bruising, swelling, 0 0 
lacerations, stitches, casts, etc.) 

Staff 

1. Sufficient staff are in evidence at nursing stations and 0 0 
on the floor. 

2. Staff seem to be properly trained and address residents' needs 0 0 
in a caring and professional manner. 

3. Staff smile, appear cheerful and show a caring attitude D 0 
towards residents. 

4. Staff treat residents, family and other staff with courtesy, 0 D 
dignity, and respect. 

5. Staff are well groomed. D D 
6. Staff are willing to answer questions and discuss needs of D D 

residents with family members. 

General Surroundings 

1. There is plenty of room for residents; the home is 0 0 
not overcrowded. 

2. The facility is totally accessible to wheelchairs. (wide conidors D D 
and doors, ground level access, specially designed bathrooms) 

3. There are enough elevators. (Residents don't have to line up D 0 
for a long time to go to and from the dining room.) 

4. Floors and walls are clean, in good repair, and D D 
the decor is cheerful. 

5. The home looks and smells clean. D D 
6. The home is free of evidence of cockroaches and rodents. D D 
7. There are bright, pleasant lounge areas. D D 
8. There is soft, pleasant music or activity in lounge areas. D D 
9. Confused residents have safe areas in which to wander both D D 

inside and outside the home. 
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Yes No 

10. Residents have access to attractive outdoor swToundings D D 
with areas to sit or walk. 

11. There are private areas for residents and visitors. D D 
12. Other visitors are in evidence. D D 
13. There is coffee, tea and juice available for residents D D 

and visitors. 

14. Residents' rooms are bright and home-lil<e, with personal D D 
belongings in evidence. 

15. Residents can control heat and light in their bedrooms. D D 
16. Beds and mattresses are comfortable and not too D D 

close together. 

17. There is a call bell at each bed and within easy reach D D 
of resident. 

18. There ic:; an easy chair for every resident in each bedroom. D D 
19. Closets in bedrooms are spacious and easily accessible D D 

to resident. 

20. Some residents have phones, radios, and television in D D 
their rooms. 

21. There are a sufficient number of washrooms for residents. D D 
22. Bathrooms are clean and odour free. D D 
23. Bathing areas are clean and in good repair; tiles are D D 

not chipped. 

24. There is sufficient clean linen and towels for residents' use. D D 
25. Wheelchairs, trays and other equipment are clean and in D D 

good condition. 

26. The home has the Residents' Bill of Rights, Compliance D D 
Review Repmt, financial rep01t, and any follow-up reports, 
posted for public viewing in a conspicuous place. 

27. Staff converse pleasantly with residents and visitors. D D 
28. Residents' privacy is respected. (Staff knock before they D D 

enter and leave when visitors aITive. Privacy curtains are used 
appropriately and in good condition.) 

29. Residents feel secure and do not appear to fear hain1 by staff D D 
or other residents, or theft of their belongings. 

30. There is an active residents' council. D D 
31. There is an active, independently rw1 Family Council. D D 
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Rehabilitation I Restorative Care Yes No 
1. Age appropriate activity programs are in evidence D D 

(e.g. bridge games, poker, gardening, chess, woodworking, 
ceramics, painting, music, etc.) 

2. Individual orientation programs are in evidence for D D 
confused residents. 

3. There are exercise programs for residents. D D 
4. The majority of residents seem busy and occupied in a D D 

meaningful activity during the day. 

5. There is a tuck shop. D D 
6. The home has a librruy or visiting libra1y se1vice. D D 
7. Organized activities are posted for month. D D 

Dietary 

1. Snacks are se1ved between meals and choices of beverages D D 
and snacks are available. 

2. Meals appear appetizing and attractive. D D 
3. Frunily members are welcome to join the resident at D D 

meal time. 

4. Meals can be eaten by residents. (For example, food is D D 
chopped, if necessroy.) 

5. There are sufficient staff available to assist residents with D D 
eating when necessa1y. 

6. Food meets any therapeutic needs residents may have D D 
(e.g. diabetic, salt free, chopped, pureed). 

7. Food seems to be good nutritional value. D D 
8. Fresh fruit and vegetables se1ved1 and there is adequate fibre. D D 
9. Portions are large enough and residents ru·e offered D D 

second helpings. 

10. Residents do not appear hung1y and do not indicate that they D D 
are hungry or thirsty when asked. 

11. Juices ru·e served in 6-ounce glasses rather than 4-ounce D D 
glasses and water is offered between snacks. 

12. Residents are encourage to eat and drink. D D 
13. Aides sit to assist residents with eating rather than D D 

standing over them. 

14. Residents are fed individually, not in assembly-line fashion. D D 
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Yes No 

15. Dietary staff respect residents' individual eating habits. 0 0 
That is, clean up after meals is not mshed. 

16. Residents are not segregated at meal time according to 0 0 
individual diets (e.g. puree, diabetic, etc). 

17. Menus are displayed in clear view, on all floors and off er an 0 0 
altemative choice. 

18. Staff oversee residents as they eat, whether in dining room, 0 0 
own room or corridors. 

19. Dining room is attractive, pleasant and appropriately decorated. 0 0 

Scoring 
To score this checklist, count one for every "yes" answer. 

71 to 80 very well operated facility 
61 to 70 has reasonable amenities for residents 
below 61 facility should not be considered 
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Endnotes 
1 See Canadian Policy Research Network (CPRN) rep01t by Family Network DiI'ector Jane 
Jenson entitled Catching Up to Reality: Building the Case for a New Social Model, 2004. 

2 See Canadian Policy Reseai·ch Network (CPRN) report cited above. 
8 Levels of Care data show that 9,358 (16%) of LTC residents have a clinical diagnosis of 
depression, 15% of whom experience a duration longer than six months (MOHLTC data) . 

4 For example, one Ottawa home has a prominently placed 6'x 4' bulletin board dedicated to 
Managing Resident/ Family Concerns (with a complaint process :flowchart). A second "promoting 
wellness" board lists many commmlity resources. Both were Family Council initiatives. 

5 The Eden Alten1ative is a philosophy of care developed by Ame1"ican physician Dr. Bill 
Thomas to combat the three plagues of loneliness, helplessness and boredom among seniors. 
Developed in the early 1990s, the ten principles for an Elder-centered community involve 
moving away from a medical model to ensuring a "human habitat" and "a life wo1th living." 
The model stiives to change views and values around aging. (www.edenalt.com) 

6Ewart Angus Home in Toronto espouses a "social model of care." 
1 The palliative care room could also be used by the roommate in recognition that the 
dying resident may wish to stay in his I her room and be cai·ed for by familiar I theiI' 
regular staff members. 

RFor example, the Canadian Evaluation Society; various departments in Ontario colleges 
and universities. 

9 This information needs to be provided in a language that is lmderstandable to the average 
family member and respects minimal literacy standards and language ba1riers. 

1°For example, they may consider standai·d fo1m contracts for admissions to all LTC homes 
if they feel seniors ai·e vulnerable to cmrent unnecessary procedures. 

11 See 2002 Annual Report of the Provincial Audit.or of Ontario, Long-Term Care Facilities 
Activity, page 118. 

12The Centre D'Accueil Champlain home in Vanier audited their Activities for a year and 
posted a public report. 

13See Auditor's Report above, page 117. 
14 The Administrator's presence would not be required. 
1"The Ontario Nurse Practitioner in Long-Tenn Care Facilities Pilot Project, Interim 
Evaliw,tion Fina.l Report, Februa1y 2002. 

16See Long-Tenn Care Fa.cility System Analysis: One Yea.r Review from the Long-Tenn Care 
Redevelopment Project, MOHLTC, January 2004, pages 2, 6 and 8. 

1'See above, page 6. 
18See 2002 Auditor's Repo1t, page 118. 
19See "Long-Tenn Care in the Information Age: The Potential of MDS" by John Hird es, 
Excellence in Long-Term Ca.re, Febniary I May 2000, pages 14-17. 
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This is Exhibit "F" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
Day of July, 20 



Licensee becomes aware of 
alleged, suspected or 

witnessed verbal abuse of a 
resident 

Licensee to immediately 
investigate& take action in 

response to incident (s.23(1)) 

LICENSEE REPORTING OF VERBAL ABUSE 

............... _,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,.ye,_._,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,mll!IW_ 

verbal abuse 
has occurred 

or may 
occur? 

No 

Licensee manages 
through internal process 

but need not re rt. 

To 

s = LTCHA 2007 r = 0. Reg. 79/10 

*Memo= Aug.4, 2010 memo from Director 

* * Memo= March 29, 2012 memo from Director 

t'1 --· 

* * * Answer 'yes' if you have reasonable grounds to ~ that the answer is 
"yes'.fl.e. answer does not need to be deflllitive). As soon as reasonable grounds are 
suspected that abyse has occurred or may occur the ijcensee must jmmedjately reoort 
suspicion and information rs.24 (1l2l. 

t.f.>ontario 

No 

No 

No 

Licensee manages through Internal 
process but need not report. 

Yes 

No 

Did the 
resident 

Ye 

who made the 
verbal communication 

understand & appreciate 
the consequences 

Licensee manages 
through internal 

process but need not 
report. 

of their 
communic

ation? 

No-l 

~_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,, .. ye,sm_,,_,,_. 

:;:. .................................. Yes 

This decision tree is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007 and 0. Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. 

May 2012 

Licensee to immediately 
mR2!1 suspicion & 

information to Director (via 

CIS as per memo*; required 
to report by after-hours pager 

outside business hours). 
(s.24(1)2) 

PAGER 1·800-268-6060 

Send report including results 
of investigation & actions 

taken in response to incident 
via CIS within 10 days or 

eartier if requested by Director. 
(r.104(2)) 

If not all required 
Information is available 
within 1 O days, send 

preliminary report within 
10 days and provide final 

report within 21 days 
( time specified by 

Director.)** (r.104(3)) 
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O.Reg. 79/10,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shall ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the licensee susRects may constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCBA 2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abase Sexual Abase Emotioual Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that May Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assault (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 Intimidation (Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assault with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering Threats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping Mail with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Conrmement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

lnfonnation used with pennission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
The chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to L TCHA 2007, 0 .Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abuse Neglect 

Intimidation (Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 
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LICENSEE REPORTING OF EMOTIONAL ABUSE 

licensee to 
Licensee becomes aware of aUeged, invnediately 
suspected or witnessed emotional .., __ .. ~ investigate& lake 

abuse of a resident. action in response lo 
incident (s23(1)) 

............................................. yes .................................................. ~ 

No 

Licensee manages through 
internal process but need not 

report. 

To 
determine 

Did a 
resident make 
threatenilg or 

intimidating gestures, 
actions, bellaviour, or 

to anothec 
resident? 

No 

anyone other 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Licensee manages 
through internal 

process but need not 
report 

Did the 
resident performi 

the gestures, actions, 
behaviour or remarks 

unde!stand and 
appreciate their 
consequences 

- No 

Licensee to Immediately 
.!!22!! suspicion & 

infonnation to Director (via 

)111--•Yes-- .. ~ CIS as per memo*: required 
lo report by after-hours pager 

outside business hours). 
(s.24(1)2) 

PAGER 1-800-268·6060 

than a nisldent make 
threatening, insulting, intimidating 

humiliating gestures, actions, behaviour, or 
remarks to a resident, which may indude -::----------------~Ye·sm ........ _. 

Send report including results 
of investigation & actions 

taken in response to 
incident via CIS within 10 

days or earlier if requested 
by Director. (r.104(2)) 

s=LTCHA 2007 r= O.Reg. 79/10 

*Memo = Aug.4, 2010 memo from Director 

* * Memo = March 29, 2012 memo from Director 

* * * Answer "yes' ~you have reasonable grounds to~ that the answer is 

"yeS".Q.e. answer does not need to be detinitiw). As soon as !!!l!S0!!3b!e arounds are 
wpeded that abuse has occurred tX may oo;ur the rqasee anm lrtl!Wfqtety repod 
suspicion and information Cs.24 C1l2l. 

imposed social isolation, shunning, . . 
lack of acknowledgement 

or infantilizalion? 

No 

Licensee manages through 
internal process but need not 

report. 

£f.> Ontario 
This decision tree Is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007 and 0. Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. 

May 2012 

If not all required information is 
available within 10 days, send 

preliminary report within 1 O days and 
provide final report within 21 days 

(time specified by Director.)** 
(r.104(3)) 
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O.Reg. 79/1 O,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shall ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the licensee susl!ects may constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCHA2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abnse Sexual Abase Emotioal Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that May Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assault (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 Intimidation (Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assault with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering Threats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping Mail with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Conf"mement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

Information used with permission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
The chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007, O.Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abase Neglect 

Intimidation (Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 

I 
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LICENSEE R.EPORTING OF FINANCIAL ABU SE 

Licensee becomes aware of 
aneged. suspected or 

witnessed financial abuse of ._ ___ ...,;~ 

a resident 

Licensee to 
immediately 

investigate& lake 
action in response to 

incident (s.23(1 )) 

........................................................... --~e_. ............................................................ .. 

No 
.,1. 

licensee 
manages through 
internal process 

but need not 
report 

s = L TCHA 2007 r = 0. Reg. 79/10 

*Memo= Aug.4, 2010 memo from Director 

To detennln 

* * Memo = March 29, 2012 memo from Direclor 

N o 
.,l. 

Licensee 
manages through 
internal process 

but need not 
report 

* * * AAswe< "yes" W you have reasonable grounds to ~that the answer is "yes".[Le. answer does nol need 10 be 
definitive). As $QQQ as ma:;gna!J!e gmwds are $IJ$Q!!ded !bat abuse bas OCQlrred or may og;ur !be ficeosee !!!U5I 
irrvnediate1y rwort suspicion and infoona!ion !s.24 (1)2!. 

Licensee to Immediately reoort suspicion & infonnation --------..i to Director (via CIS as per memo*; not required to report 
by after- hours pager outside business hours). (s24(1)2) 

.... 
Send report including results of investigation & actions 
taken in response to incident via CIS within 10 days or 

earlier if requested by Director. (r.104(2)) 

l 
If not all required information Is available within 10 days, 
send preliminary report within 1 O days and provide final 

report within 21 days( time specified by Director).* * 
(r.104(3)) 

£;.>Ontario This decision tree is Intended as a guide and does not Cf)nsfltute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007 and 0. Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. 
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O.Reg.79/10,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shaJI ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the licensee susl!ects ma! constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCBA2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abuse SaualAbme Emotienal Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that May Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assault (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 Intimidation (Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assault with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering lbreats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.l C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping Mail with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Conrmement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

lnfonnation used with pennission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
The chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007, O.Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abuse Neglect 

Intimidation (Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 

1 
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Licensee becomes aware of 
alleged, suspected or 
wilnessed neglect of a 

resident by licensee or staff. 

licensee to 
invnediatety 

investigate& take 
action in response to 

incident (s.23(1)) 

LICENSEE REPORTING OF NEGLECT 

.......................................... ye,_. ...................................... ,... 

LEGEND 

there 
reasonable 
grounds 

to suspect that 
neglect 

has occuned 
or may 
occur? 

No 

Licensee manages through internal 
process but need not report. 

s=LTCHA 2007 r =O. Reg. 79110 

*Memo=Aug.4, 2010 memo from Director 

**Memo =March 29, 2012 memo from Director 

To 

* * * Answer "yeS. if you have reasonable grounds to~ that the answer is 
"yes".(Le. answer does not need to be definitive). As soon as reasonable grounds are 
suspected that neolec! bas occucred or may occur the licensee must immediately report 
suspicion and jn!ormatjoo (s 24 C1l2\ 

-~ t,;.; Ontario 

No 
t 

Licensee manages through internal 
process but need not report. 

Licensee to immediately reoort suspicion 
& information to Director (via CIS as per ')1------vesm ........ ~ memo*; required to report by after-hours 
pager outside business hours). (s.24(1 )2) 

PAGER 1-800·268-6060 

.., 
Send report including results of 

investigation & actions taken in response to 
incident via CISwilhin 10 days or eartier if 

requested by Director. (r.104(2)) 

~ 
If not all required information is available 
within 10 days, send preliminary report 
within 1 O days and provide final report 

within 21 days (time specified by 

Director.)** (r.104(3)) 

This decision tree is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007 and 0. Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. 
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0.Reg. 79/10,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shall ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the li.censee sus)!ects ma! constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCHA2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abuse Sexual Abase Emotional Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that M.ay Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assanlt (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 lntimidation(Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assanlt with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering Threats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping Mtil with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Confinement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

lnfonnation used with permission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
Tue chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007, O.Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abase Neglect 

Intimidation (Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 
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licensee becomes aware of 
alleged, suspected or 

witnessed physical abuse of 
a resident. 

Licensee to 
immediately 

inwstigate& take 
action in response to 

incident (s.23(1)) 

LICENSEE REPORTING OF PHYSICAL ABUSE 

_. .............................................. ~e's-.............................................. . 

or may 
occur? 

No .. 
Licensee manages 

through internal 
process but need not 

report. 

To 
determine 

s=LTCHA 2007 r =O. Reg.79/10 

*Memo=Aug.4, 2010memo from Director 

* * Memo= March 29, 2012 memo from Director 

*** Answer)es'(except for question marked •++1 if you have 

reasonable grounds to~ that the answer is )es".fLe. answer does not 
need to be definitive). 
++ For the question maiited ·++', answer 'No' if you have reasonable 
grounds to~ that the answer is 'No' ~.e. answer does not have to be 
definitive). As soon as reasonable grounds are suspected that abuse has 
occuned or may occur the fqnsee must immediately reOQI! susoicion and 
lnfonnation ls.24 C1l2l. 

~Ontario 

AND/OR 

No . 
Licensee manages through internal 

process but need not report. 

No 

Licensee manages 
through internal process 

but need not report. 

This decision tree is Intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to L TCHA 2007 and 0 . Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. 

Licensee to lmmed!ately report suspicion & 

infonnation to Director (via CIS as per memo*; 
required to report by after-hours pager oulside 

business hours). (s.24(1 )2) 
PAGER 1-800-268~060 

Send report including results of investigation & actions 
taken in response to incident via CIS within 10 days or 

earlier if requested by Director. (r.104(2)) 

If not all required information is available within 10 
days, send preliminary report within 10 days and 
provide final report within 21 days (time specified 

by Director.)** (r.104(3)) 

May 2012 PAGE ONE OF TWO 
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0.Reg. 79/10,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shall ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the licensee sus(!ects ma! constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCHA2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abuse SexaalAbase Emotional Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that May Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assault (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 Intimidation (Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assault with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering Threats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping Mail with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Confinement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

lnfonnation used with pennission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
The chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007, O.Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abuse Neglect 

Intimidation (Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 
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LICENSEE REPORTING OF SEXUAL ABUSE 

Licensee to 
immedialely 

inYestigate& take 
action in response kl 

incident (s.23{1)) 

.-----------_:;;;;;;~~~------------------~~e--------------------------------..1' 

Licensee becomes aware of 
alleged, suspected or 

witnessed sexual abuse of a 
resident 

Licensee to jmmediately report 
suspicion & information to 
Director (via CIS as per 

Are 
there 

reasonable 
grounds 

to suspect that 
sexual abuse 
has occurred 

To 
determine 

Yes 
;:.------N:om----·)li~, memo*; required to report by 

after-hours pager outside 
business hours). (s.24(1)2) 

PAGER 1-800.268-6060 

or may 
occur? 

No ..., 
Licensee manages through 

internal process but need not 
report 

s = LTCHA 2007 r= 0. Reg. 79110 

•Memo= Aug.4, 2010 memo from Director 

• • Memo = Marth 29, 2012 memo from Director 

Licensee 
manages through 
Internal process 

but need not 
report 

* * * Mswer "yes"( except for questions marl<ed ·++") W you have reasonable grounds lo~ that the answer is 
)'es".O.e. answer does not need lo be definitive). 
++ For the questions mart<ed ·++·,answer "No" if you have reasonable grounds lo~ that the answer is "No' (le 
answer does not have to be definitive). As soon as reasonable grounds are suspected that abuse has OCC!Jrred or mav 
occur the licensee must im!!!!!dja!e!y reoort susgjdon and jnfoqnatioo Is 24 11 l2l 

Was it 
of a clinical nature 
appropriate to the 

provision of care or assisting 
a resident with 
AOLs?++ 

Yes .. 
Licensee 
manages 

through internal 
process but 

need not report. 

Licensee manages 
through internal 

process but need not 
report. 

- Yes 

Was 
the touching, 

haviour or remarl<s in 
course of a sexual relationsh1 

between the resident and licensee or 
staff member that began before the 
resident was admitted or before the 

licensee or staff member 
became licensee 

or stall? 
++ 

~ 

t?ontario 
This decision tree Is Intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to LTCHA 2007 and 0. Reg 79110 for the complete requirements. May 2012 

Send report including results 
of investigaUon & actions 

taken in response to 
Incident via CIS wrthin 10 

days or earlier W requested 
by Director. (r. 104(2)) 

If not all required information is 
available within 10 days, send 

prellmlnary report within 10 days and 
provide final report within 21 days 

(time specified by Director.)** 
(r.104(3)) 
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0.Reg. 79/1 O,s.98 
Every licensee of a long term care home shall ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that the licensee sus~ects may constitute a criminal offence. 

LTCBA2007 

Financial Abuse Physical Abuse Sexual Abase Emotional Abase 

Criminal Code Offences that Msy Apply 

Theft (Sec.322 C.C.) Assault (Sec.265 C.C.) Sexual Assault (Sec.271 Intimidation (Sec.423 
C.C.) C.C.) 

Theft by holding Power Assault with a Weapon 
of Attorney (Sec.331 or causing bodily harm Sexual Assault with a Uttering Threats 
C.C.) (Sec.267 C.C.) weapon, threats to a (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

third party or causing 
Stopping MAil with Aggravated Assault bodily harm (Sec.272 Harassing Telephone 
Intent (Sec.345 C.C.) (Sec.268 C.C.) C.C.) Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) 

Extortion (Sec.346 Forcible Confinement Aggravated Sexual 
C.C.) (Sec.279 C.C.) Assault (Sec.273 C.C.) 

Forgery (Sec. 365 C.C.) Murder (Sec.229 C.C.) 

Fraud (Sec. 380 C.C.) Manslaughter (Sec.234 
C.C.) 

Information used with permission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. 
The chart is intended as a guide and does not constitute legal advice. 
Please refer to L TCHA 2007, O.Reg.79/10, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Verbal Abase Neglect 

lntinlidation(Sec.423 Criminal negligence 
C.C.) causing bodily harm 

or death (Sec.220 -21 
Uttering Threats C.C.) 
(Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

Breach of Duty to 
Harassing Telephone provide necessities 
Calls (Sec.372.3 C.C.) (Sec.215 C.C.) 

I 
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This is Exhibit "G" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Swom before me this 25th 
Day of July 18 



Ministry of Health 
and Long-Term Care 

Mlnistere de la Sante 
et des Solns de longue duree 

f'~ 

t?ontario 
Health System Accountablllty and 
Performance Division 
Performance Improvement and 
Compliance Branch 

55 Sr. Clair Avenue West, 81
h Floor 

"Toronto ON M4V lY7 
.Telephone: (416) 327-7461 
Fax: (416) 327-7603 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

COPY TO: 

·FROM; 

DATE: 

RE: 

Division de la responsabllls11tlon et de la 
pcr fo1·mnncc du 1yilemc de sant6 
Direclion de l'am6Jioution de IR performnnce 
et de lo conformlt6 

SS, avenue St. Clair ou~t, s• 'tage 
Toronto ON M4V 2Y7 
T!l6pllone: (416) 327-7461 
Tfl~copleur: (416) 327-7603 

Licensees, Long-Term Care (LTC) Homes 

Administrators, L TC Homes 
Directors of Nursing and Per~onal Care, l TC Homes 

Tim Burns 
Director . 
Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch 

August 4, 2010 

Clarification of Mandatory and Critic.al Incident Reporting 
Requlre~ents 

The Lqng-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA) and 0 . Regulation (Reg.) 79/10 came Into effect 
on July 1, 2010. The previous long-term care home Acts and the regulations under them have 
been repealed and revoked, respectively. 

The purpose of this memorandum Is to clarify: 
• the Mandatory Reporting to the Director under section 24 ( 1) of the L TCHA; 
• the Licensee's reports of Its investigations under section 23 of the l TCHA of alleged, 

suspected or witnessed Incidents of abuse or neglect of residents 
the Reporting of Critical Incidents under section 107 of 0. Reg. 79/10, and; 
the actions to be taken by the Licensees or others in relation to the reporting requirements. 

LTCHA Section 24 (1) - 'Reporting Certain Matters to the Director' 

A person who has reasonable grounds to suspect that any of the following has occurred or may 
occur shall immediately report the suspicion and the information upon which lt Is based to the 
Directo"r: · 

Improper or Incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted in harm or a risk of 
harm to the resident (L TCHA S. 24( 1) 1 ). 

· • Abuse of a resident by anyone or.neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff that resulted 
in harm or a.risk of harm to the resident (LTCHA S. 24(1) 2). 
Unlawful conduct that resulted In harm or a risk of harm to a resident (L TCHA S. 24(1) 3.). 
Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money (L TCHA S. 24(1) 4). 
Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under the Act or the Local 
Health System Integration Act, 2006 (LTCHA S. 24(1) 5). 
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Table 1 in Appendix A, attached, highlights the actions to be taken by licensees or others in 
reporting the above matters. 

L TCHA, section 23 - Licensee must investigate, respond and act & Reg., s. 104 - Licensees 
who report investigations under s. 23(2) of Act 

The licensee is required to investigate alleged, suspected or witnessed incidents of abuse of a 
resident by anyone or neglect .of a resident by the licensee o.r staff that are known by or reported to 
the licensee. (Please refer to the definitions of abuse and neglect set out in the L TCHA and Reg.) 
Appropriate acti.on must be taken in response to these Incidents. Licensees must report to the 
Director the results of the investigation and the actions taken in response within 10 days of the 
licensee becoming aware of the incident or at an earlier date if required by the Director. Section 
104 of the Regulation sets out the requirements for the report to the Director. The on-line 
Mandatory Critical Incident System (MCIS) form may be used by licensees to forward the required 
report to the Director (see note at the. bottom of Table 2). 

Additional Clarification Regarding Reporting of Abuse of R·esidents: 

In determining whether' a mandatory report under section 24 relating to abuse of a resident is 
required or if section 23 applies, L TC Home licensees and staff should review the definitions of 
abuse set out in section 2(1) of the LTCHA and section 2 of the Regulation. In relation to the 

. action of a resident'towards another resident, the following defini~lons of a~use are relevant: 

L TCHA, section .2(1 ): 
"Abuse", in relation to a resident, means physical, sexual, emotional, verbal or financial abuse, as 
defined in the regulations In each case", and · 

Regulation, section 2, for example: 
"Emotional Abuse·: means: 
(b) Any threatening or Intimidating gestures, ·actions, behaviour or remarks by a resident that 
causes alarm or fear to another resident where the resident performing the gestures, 
actions, behaviour or remarks understands and appreclat~s their consequences: 

"Physical Abuse" means: . 
(c) the use of physical force by a resident that causes physical injury to another resident; 

"Verbal Abuse" means: 
(b) any form of verbal communication of a threatening or Intimidating nature made by a resident 
.that leads another resident to .fear for his or her safety where the resident making the 
communication understands and appreciates its consequences. 

Under section 24 of the L TCHA, licensees are NOT required to report an assault on a staff member 
by a resident. There may be requirements to report these incidents to the Ministry of Labour 
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Reporting Critical Incidents 

This reporting is outlined under section 107 of the Regulation. 

Reg., s.107 (1) - r~port of critical incident Immediately 
The following critical incidents must be reported to the Director immediately, in as much detail as 
possible, followed by the written report referred to ins. 107 (4) - see Appendix B: 

An emergency, including loss of ess~ntial services, fire, unplanned evacuation, Intake of 
evacuees or flooding. . 
An unexpected or sudden death, Including a death resulting from an accident or suicide. 

• A resident who Is missing for three hours or more. 
• Any missing resident who· returns to the home with an injury or any adverse change in 

condition regardless of the length of time the resident was missing. 
An outbreak of a reportable disease or communicable disease as defined In the Health 
Protection and Promotion Act. 

• Contamination of the drinking water supply. 

Reg., s.1o7(2) 
After normal business hours, the immediate report of the above incidents must be made using the 
Ministry's after hours emergency contact (I.e. pager). 

Reg., s. 107(3) -: report of critical Incident within one business day 
The following critical incidents must be reported'to the Director within one business day, followed 
by the written report referred to in s. 107 ( 4) - see Appendix B: 

• A resident who is missing for less than three hours and who returns to the home with no 
Injury or adverse change in condition. 
An environmental hazard, including a breakdown or failure of the security system or a 
breakdown of major equipment or a system in the home that affects the provision of care Qr 
the safety, security or well-being of residents for a period greater than six hours. 
A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 
An Injury in respect of which a person is taken to hospital. 
A medication incident or adverse drug -reaction in respect of which a resident is taken to 
hospital. 

. . . 
The report under s. 107 (4) must be made within 10 days of the licensee becoming aware of the 
Incident or at an earlier date If required by the Director. Table 2 In Appendix B, attached, 
highlights the actions to be taken by licensees or others in reporting critical Incidents under both s. 
107 (1) and (3). · 

·Tables 1 and 2 summarize the reporting requirements for critical incidents, mandatory reporting 
under section 24 and reports of the licensee's investigations of abuse/neglect and actions taken 
under section 23 
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If you have further questions related to this memorandum, please contact your Service Area Office. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Tim Burns, Director 
Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch 

c: Ken Deane, ADM, Health System Accountability & Performance Division, MOHL TC 
Donna Rubin, CEO, OANHSS 
Christine Bisanz, CEO, OL TCA 
Gary Switzer, CEO, Erie St Clalr LHIN 
Micheal .Barrett, CEO, South West LHIN 
.Sandra Hanmer, CEO, Waterloo Welllngton LHIN 
Mimi Lowi-Young, CEO, Central West LHIN 
Bill Macleod, CEO, Mississauga Halton LHIN 
Bonnie Ewart, Interim CEO, Toronto Central LHIN 
Kim Baker, CEO Central LHIN 
Deborah Hammons, CEO, Central East LHJN 
Paul Huras,·CEO, South East LHIN 
Dr. Robert Cushman, CEO, Champlain LHJN 
Bernie Blais, CEO, North Simcoe LHIN 
Louise Paquette, CEO, North East LHIN 
Laura Kokocinski, CEO, North West LHIN 
Pat Ma.ndy, CEO, Hamilton, Niagara, Haldlmand, Brant LHIN 
Kathryn McCulloch, (A) Director, LLB, MOHL TC 
Cathy Crane, Manager, MOHL TC 
Ann-Marie Case, Manager, MOHL TC 
Mary Diamond, Manager, MOHL TC 
Carole Comeau, Manager, MOHL TC 
Linda Toner, Manager, MOHL TC 
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Appendix A: -TABLE 1: LTCHA Section 24 (1)-Reporting Certain Matters tc;> the Director 

,::-:- TYPe of-.ln·cident:in,J.'Tq:hefi:le ,. ... .. SectiQn of- ,: . • .. Ae,tjQn. tO: be· ta.kep_;b.V·LT'C:J4orrie.-,t~·ootify MO.Hl T(; ~9pQrting Time. F_rame . 
. ~-·. :. . . .. . . : . . . . ·.: . . .. . . . . : . :· . -theLTCHA: . · . ~~n~ay, -."Friday;. -.-. · · .-:: .;. ),\)f Otfi~·time~ ·~rid 

.• M o o o' :• : • 0 

: . ·. · .; ·a : a.m~ ":',5,.p.m~:,;· ;·_ :=:~- ':·:··:· .-s~tutQr:y. bo.lidays . - ' .. .• . . .. . ... .. 
_Improper or incompetent LTCHAS. Immediately initiate the on- Phone the After Hours Immediately upon 
treatment or care of a resident 24(1) 1. line Mandatory Critical Pager# becoming aware of the 
that resulted in harm or a risk of Incident System (MCIS) form incident 
harm to the resident using the mandatory repqrt 

section 

Abuse of a resident by anyone or LTCHAS. Immediately initiate the on- Phone the After Hours Immediately upon 
neglect of a resident by the 24(1) 2. line MCIS form using the Pager# becoming aware of the 
licensee or staff that resulted in mandatory report section incident 
harm or a risk of harm to the 
resident" 

Unlawful conduct that resulted in LTCHAS. Immediately initiate the on- Phone the After Hours Immediately upon 
harm or a risk of hann to a 24(1) 3. line MCIS fortn using the Pager# becoming aware of the 
resident mandatory report section incident 

Misuse or misappropriation of a LTCHAS. Immediately initiate the on- No after-hours reporting Immediately upon 
residenf s money 24(1) 4. line MCIS form using the requirement becoming aware of the 

mandatory report section incident 

Misuse or misappropriation of LTCHAS. Immediately initiate the on- !;'Jo after-hours reporting Immediately upon 
funding provided to a licensee 24(1) 5. line MCIS form using the requirement becoming aware of the 
under th~ L TCHA or the Local mandatory report section incident 
Health System Integration Act, 

j 2006. 

• *Please ensure that OJe staff person reporting abuse of a resident has reviewed the definitions of abuse set out in the 
L TCHA, section· 2(1) and the Regulation, section 2 

• Any person who is aware of an incident that must be reported to the Director under S. 24(1) of the LTCHA. 2007 and who 
does not have access to the home's critical incident reporting system should report using the toll-free Action Line# at 1-
8664U0144. 
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Appendix B: TABLE 2: Critical Incident Reporting under 0. Reg. 79110 s. 107 (1) and (3} 

· . Type··c>f. ~n.cide,!'lt in a.. TG no~.~ ·: ;·.': , · -~~c;;ti~n.Of:O. Action:to ~:~etr:b.y· rf.l'C Ho~e.~o· notify ·.· ·· R~porting Time Frame 
.. : . . ~:Reg., 7~/1:0 · . . ·::·: :":. . > .. · MOiitt,.TC. ··· . , .: .. ; .··. : . · .. . .. . . 1.. . . . . · .. :·: .. :· .~:~.t:£=~'.·: :· · .. . -.An other,.ti'ines· and . . .. ./ . . . . .. 

. :.·· .. . . ... stai~to.ni:f.i·o1id~~ .. . , . . .,.. . . ...... 

An emergency, including loss of S.107(1)1. Immediately initiate ttie Phone the After .Immediately upon becoming 
essential services, fire, unplanned on-line Mandatory Hours Pager# aware of the incident; full 
evacuation, intake of evacuees or Critical Incident System report within 1 O days· of 
flooding (MCIS) form becoming aware of the 

incident* 

An unexpected or sudden death, S. 107 (1) 2 Immediately initiate the Phone the After Immediately upon becoming 
including a death resulting from an on-line MCIS form Ho~rs Pager# aware of the incident; full 
accident or suicide. report within 1 O days of 

becoming aware of the 
incident 

A resident who is missing for three s. 107 (1) 3. Immediately initiate the Phone the After Immediately upon becoming 
hours or more. on-line MCIS form Hou·rs Pager # aware of the incident; full 

report within 10 days 9f 
· becoming aware of the 
incident 

Any missing resident who returns to s. 107 (1) 4. Immediately initiate the Phone the After Immediately upon becoming 
the home with an injury or any on-line MCIS form Hours Pager# aware of the incident; full 
adverse change in condition report within 1 O days of 
regardl~ss of the tength of time the becoming aware of the 
resident was missing. incident 

An outbreak of a reportable disease S. 107(1)5. Immediately initiate the Phone the After Immediately upon becoming 
or communicable disease as defined on-line MCIS form Hours Pager# aware of the incident; full 
in the Health Protection and report within.10 days of 
Promotion Act. becoming aware of the 

incident 
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. "· Tjpe of ·ln~ident ~n I,. TC home·: · · .. · >Sec~i!-'~: ~ O • · ,Act!~i'do~~~;·~~~:b.;· L TC Home •o· ~if'y 
" 

~porting Time Fram.,, 
:· .. : .. · .~.. . ' .. ~ : .... :· ·-". . . '. · . . :: '. .<~< .)i· ,: .. : Re~F .. V~/1 o · ·· :'. .. < .':.:<'.:~i, : ·< : .:~,,:·MORL.TC · :" ·. : . ... ·MO:nda. ·:,:;..Fada · . . . · Atl 9ttier tjmi;!~ ~nd . . •. .. · .. .. ' " 

.. 
; .··. ' " ... .. .. · ·a.~rtir.~~~iitfu.~ .. ·. · · . . ... : .. Statutory: hOlid~Vs. . . .. .. .. ... - " : ..... ~ . " 

. . .. . .. . . . 

Contamination of the drinking water s. 107 (1) 6. Immediately initiate the Phone the After Immediately upon becoming 
supply. on-line MCIS fonn Hours Pager# aware of the incident; full 

report within 10 days of 
becoming aware of the 
incident 

A r~ident who i~ missing for IE;!~ s. 101(3.)1. Initiate the on-lir:ie; MCI$ No after:Jioi,Jrs 
.. 

Within one bu~iness day of 
th~n three hours and who returns to I fQ!1TI rep<?rtjng requirement beGoming aware of the 
the hdm·~· with no injury or adv~rse I incident; 
chc;tnge in condition~ . . full report within 1 O days of 

b.ecoming aware of the 
• ' ,. incident 

An en:vfrC?.hrnentQl hazard, including ~ · $ . 107 (3) 2 lnitia~ the on-liil~ .MCI$ No ~ft~r-11oilr8 Within one business day of 
breakdown or failure of the sec1,Jrity . form reporti~ requirernerit becoming aware of the 
system or a breakdown of maj<;ir rncident; 
~qt,Jipment or a system in the horn~ full report within 1 O days of 
th?t affects-ttie provision of.care,ot becoming aware of the 
the ~fety, security or well-beinQ of : incident 
residents for a P-eriod greater than si~ ' 

hours, ·. ' .. ' 

A missing or unacco~ii.ted for '.$. 107 {3) 3 Initiate Ui~ on-line· MCI$ No aftsr .. h.Qurs Within one business day of 
controlled !?~bstance. form reportm$ requi~erit becoming aware of the 

incident; 
full report within 10 days Qf 
becoming aware of the 
incident 

Ari rnJury tii respect of which a. person . s: ·101 {3}4 Initiate the on-lifle MCIS N6 after .. hours Within one business day of 
is tak~li t'Q hbspitC!I, fpnn reporting requirement bewming aware of the 

incident; 
: full report within 10 days of 

b~coming aware of the 
incident 

A mecll~tion ineident or <;idverse 
. .. ·-· ~t 107 (3) 5 Lnitiate the on-line MCt$ · NO afier.:.liours 

" 

Within one business day of 

. 7 
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..... TY.Pe of lne.ictent in L f.C home .-,:·/ ::: ·~e(:\lQ~ of.(): · : · Acti'o~ ·to::~e:.talc~n ,byt. TC f1~~·t<uiot~ .... 

. . . . . . '. " . . . ....... : .'f~eg_ .. 7'9/tO! · _ ... :. ·. ,· .. ~ :.: . MDHLTC . ..... :. .... " .:-..;.:: · .. , 
. ·: · . .. . · .· . . . . : ........ · · · M0.rida~. ~ .. fridaY. . All oth'er1i~aJ;'I~ 

. . . ... . . . . ..... :: ".. ·~ .. '. .s .a.m::~:;S-P.·.m. '. : " Staj.utq.FY .. ho:n~ . 
. C:friig rea~on iri ~p~ of which.'?! form .rep6i1inij "retjtii'remeht 
r~sidE;int is taken to hospital. 

RepQrting Time Frame 

becoming aware of the 
incident; 
full report within 10 days of 
becoming aware of the 
incident 

Please note that the Mandatory Critical Incident System form can also be used to report the results of the investigation undertaken by 
the licensee under Section 23 (1) of the Act with respect to an alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse of a resident by 
anyone and neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff. · 
"'-The full report unders. 107 (4) must be made within 10 days of the licensee becoming aware of the incident or at an earlier date if 
required by the Director. · 
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Ministry of Health 
and Long-Term Care 

Mlnlstere de la Santa 
et des Solns de longue duree "~ · tr Ontario 

Heahh System Accountability and 
Performance DM1lon 
Performance Improvement and 
Compliance Branch 

1075 Bay Street, W" Floor 
Toronto ON M5S 281 
Telephone: (416) 327-7461 
Fax: (416) 327-7603 

Dlvl1lon de la responecibllltatlon et de la 
parfonncince du eyatilme de sant6 
Direction de ram611ol"lltlon de S. 
performance 
et de la c;onfonnll6 

1075, rue Bay, 11"6tage 
Toronto ON M5S 281 
T619phone: (416) 327-7461 
Tel6copleur : (416) 327-7603 

DATE: . March 28, 2012 

MEMORANDUM TO: Licensees, Long-Term Care (L TC) Homes 

COPY TO: Administrators, L TC Homes 
Directors of Nursing and Per:sonal Care, L TC Homes 

FROM: Karen Slater 
Director (A) 
Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch 

RE: Reporting Investigations Under L TCHA S. 23(2) and 
Tlmeframe of Fina I Report Under O. Reg. 79/1 O S.104 (3) 

~~---··----.. ·-··-........... . ... __ .......... _____ _ 
The Long-Term Cara Homes Act, 2007 (l TCHA) section 23 requires the licensee to investigate 
and take appropriate action relating to every alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
or neglect of a resident that is known by or reported to the licensee I the staff of L TC Home. The 
results of the investigation and the action taken must be reported to the Director. 

Any person who has reasonable grounds to believe that a resident has been abused or 
neglected must Immediately report this suspicion to the Director under section 24 of the L TCHA. 

Section 104 of the Regulation sets out the information that must be Included In the report to the 
Director. The licensee must provide this report within 10 days of becoming aware of the alleged, 
suspected or witnessed incident, or earlier if required by the Director. If the Home cannot 
provide a report within 10 days that includes all of the types of infonnation, it must send in a 
preliminary report within 10 days and provide a final report within the time specified by the 
Director. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify that the time specified by the Director, referenced 
in section 104(3) of the Regulation Is twenty-one (21) days, unless otherwise specified by the 
Director. 

As a reminder, the licensee should use the Critical Incident System form to provide any 
preliminary reports and the final report. 

Karen Slater 
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Ministry of Health 
and Long-Term Care 

Ministere de la Sante 
et des Solns de tongue dun~e 

('~ 

t?ontario 
Health System Accountability and 
Performance Division 
Performance Improvement and 
Compliance Branch 

1075 Bay Street, 11•h Floor 
Toronto ON M5S 281 
Telephone: (416) 327-7461 
Fax: (416) 327·7603 

Division de la responsablllsation et de la 
performance du systeme de sante 
Direction de !'amelioration de la 
performance 
et de la conformite 

1075, rue Bay, 11•etage 
Toronto ON M5S 281 
Telephone: (416} 327-7461 
TOlecopie1;1r: (416) 327-7603 · 

DATE: June 13, 2012 

MEMORANDUM TO: Licensees, Long-Term Care (LTC) Homes 

COPY TO: Administrators, L TC Homes 
Directors of Nursing and Personal Care, L TC Homes 

FROM: Karen Slater 
Director (A) 
Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch 

RE: Information Package: Licensee Reporting of Resident Abuse 

I am pleased to provide you with the attached information package to support licensee decision
making regarding the reporting of abuse and neglect as defined in the L TCHA, 2007 and O.Reg. 
79/10. 

The information package contains the following documents: 

• 6 Decision Trees for Licensee reporting: 

};> Licensee Reporting of Emotional Abuse 

};> Licensee Reporting of Financial Abuse 

~ Licensee Reporting of Neglect 

};> Licensee Reporting of Physical Abuse 

).:-. Licensee Reporting of Sexual Abuse 

);.. Licensee Reporting of Verbal Abuse 

• Legislative references chart 

• Copies of documents referenced in the decision trees: . 

);i. Director's memo of August 2010 (CIS and Mandatory Reporting) 

).:-.. Director's memo of March 29, 2012 (Timeframe of Final Report) 

The purpose of the Decision Trees: 

• Provide a visual aid to support licensees and inspectors in decision-making about 
licensee reporting of alleged, suspected, or witnessed abuse or neglect. 

• Educate and guide licensees and sector staff to appropriately report as required in 
legislation. 

• Educate and guide PICB inspectors. 

. . ./2 
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Please note the following fundamental concepts which apply lo the decision trees: 

The decision trees do not replace the need to understand and reference the legislation. 

• "Hann" or "risk of harm" is implicit (a "given") in situations of alleged, witnessed or 
suspected abuse or neglect. 

• Definitive answers (i.e. a definite "yes' or "no") to the questions on the decision trees are 
not necessarily required In order to move to the next question or to determine 
"reasonable grounds" to give rise to the reporting requirement. 

You are not required to post the materials; however, if you do post them to assist your staff, 
please ensure that the after-hours pager number is not posted in public areas - the pager 
contact is for the use of the licensee only. 

The information package and an accompanying slide deck will also be the topic of a provincial 
webinar to be presented on three separate occasions: 

July 12th_ 9:00 a.m. to 1.0:30 a.m. 
July 23rd - 1 :00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
July 25th_ 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 

The materials will also be posted electronlcally on www.ltchomes.net to coincide with the 
educational weblnars. 

Karen Slater 

c: Rachel Kampus, Acting Assistant Deputy Minister 
Mary Nestor, Senior Manager 
SAO Managers 
Kathryn Pilkington, OANHSS 
Nancy Cooper, OL TCA · 
Jane Mead us, Advocacy Centre for the Elderly 
Sergeant Robin Sanders, OPP 
Sergeant John Keating, Durham Regional Police 
Tammy Rankin, Regional Municipality of Durham 
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Long-Term Care Homes Quality 
Inspection Program (LQIP) 

Abuse Decision Trees: 
Licensee Reporting of Abuse and Neglect 

PRESENTATION SLIDE DECK 
2012 

Perfonnance Improvement & Compliance Brnnch 
Ministry ofHeollh and Long-Tenn Care 

('~ 

t?ontario 
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AGENDA 

1. Background and development 

2. The information package 

3. Decision trees for licensee reporting 

4. Communication and roll-out 

5. Feedback and Questions 

P1rlorm1nc1 lmprov1m1nl ind Compll1nc1 Br1noh 
H11llh Syolom Accounl1blllly ind P1rform1nc1 Dtvlolon 
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SOME BACKGROUND ..... . 

The implementation of L TCHA in July 2010 resulted in a 

large increase in the number of reports about abuse 

that Long Term Care Homes sent to the MOHL TC. 

THIS WAS THE INTENDED EFFECT. 

Ptrform1nc1 lmprov1mont ind Compll1nc1 Bronch 
H11lth Sy1t1m Account1blllty ind P1rform1nco Dlvlt lon 
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SOME BACKGROUND .... 

The pendulum started swinging the other way - many 

L TC Homes seemed to be exhibiting an abundance of 

caution ..... "report everything". 

Porform1ne1 lmfl'OY1m1nl ind Compll1nc1 Branch 
Hnllh Syat1m Accounl1blllly ind P1rform1nc1 DM1lon 
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SOME BACKGROUND .... 

•:• The sector and our inspectors were asking for 

clarification on the abuse definitions and licensee 

reporting requirements. 

•!• Intent of the Reporting Decision Trees is NOT to 

dilute but clarify and keep everyone on the right 

track. 

P1rfonn1nc1 lmp<ov1monl and Compllanco Branch 
Hullh Syotom Accounlablllty and P1rfonn1nc1 Dlvl1lon 
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SOME BACKGROUND .... 

Development of the Decision Trees was enhanced 
through consultation with: 

•!• MOHL TC colleagues: 

•!• Legal Services Branch 

•!• Inspector and Manager focus groups 

•!• Inspector Support Team (IST) 

Ptrformanco lmp<ovement and Compliance Branch 
Hullh Sy elem Accovnlablllly and Ptrfurm .. c• OM1fon 

AND ..... . . 
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SOME BACKGROUND .... 
•!• Police and justice representatives: 

•!• Sergeant Robin Sanders, Provincial Coordinator, 
Seniors Assistance, OPP 

•!• Tammy Rankin, Elder Abuse Advisor,Regional 
Municipality fo Durham 

•!• Sergeant John Keating, Senior Support 
Coordinator, Durham Regional Police 

Porform1nco lmp<ovom1nl 1nd Compll1nc1 Branch 
Hnllh Sy1l1m Accounlabillly and P1rform1nc1 Dlvl1lon 

AND ..... . 
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SOME BACKGROUND .... 

•:• LQIP Advisory Committee which includes representatives from: 

·:· Family Councils' Program 

•:• Ontario Association of Residents' Councils 

•!• Advocacy Centre for the Elderly 

·:· Concerned Friends 

•!• Sector associations (OANHSS and OL TCA) 

•!• Ontario Long term Care Physicians group 

•!• MOHL TC Senior Managers, SAO Managers, consultants 

Pt rformanct lmprovtrntnl 1nd Cornpf11nc• Branch 
H111lh lly•l•m Accounl1billly and Ptrform1nct Divl1lon 
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DECISION TREES: 
LICENSEE REPORTING of ABUSE 

•!• Intent and scope 

•!• Underlying concepts 

•!• Current status 

Ptrformanco lmprov1m1nl and Compliance Branch 
Hullh Sy1l1m Accounlablllly and P1rform1nc1 Dlvlolon 
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BECAUSE .... . 

P1rform1nc1 lmprovomonl ind Compll1nc1 Bronoh 
Hullh Syotom Accounl1blllly ind P1rform1nct Olvlolon 
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LICENSEE REPORTING DECISION TREES: 
INTENT 

•:• Provide a visual aid to support ('root') decision-making about 

reporting of alleged, suspected, or witnessed abuse or neglect. 

•:• Educate and guide licensees and sector staff to appropriately 

report as required in legislation . 

•:• Educate and guide PICB Inspectors. 

•:• Primary users: Licensees and PICB Inspectors. 

•:• Licensees are not required to post. 

Ptrformanct lmprovtmtnl and Compll1nc18r1nch 
H111th Sy1!1m Accounl•blllly i nd Pt rfonn1nc1 Dlvl1lon 
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LICENSEE REPORTING DECISION TREES: 
UNDERLYING CONCEPTS 

•!• Provides tool and visual aid to guide decision
making about licensee reporting of abuse and 
neglect. 

•!• Does not replace the need to understand and 
reference the legislation. 

•!• " Harm" or "risk of harm" is implicit (a "given") in 
situations of alleged, witnessed or suspected abuse 
or neglect. 

•!• Definitive answers to the questions on the decision 
trees are not necessarily required in order to move 
to the next question or to determine "reasonable 
grounds" to give rise to the reporting requirement. 

Ptrlonn1nce lmprov1rn1nt ind Compll1nc1 Brlftch 
Hnlth Syll1m Accountablllty and P1rfom11nc1 Dlvl1lon 
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THE PACKAGE 

•!• Covering letter from Director 

•!• Legislative references chart 

•!• Documents referenced in the trees: 

••• • 

- August 2010 Director's memo 

- March 29, 2012 Director's mem 

Ptrfonn1nc1 lmprov11111nt and Compliance Bran 
Hnllh Sy.temAccountablllty and Perform1nc• Dlvl1lon 
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ABUBI! DECISION TREES 1 Ll!GISLATIVB REPl!lll!NCl!S 

LTCHA ...... a Licensee must lnvestigalB, respond and ac~ Reports of Investigation; Manner of reporting 

LTCHAa.dl•M Repor1Sng certain matters ID Dltector 

o. ..... nn, ...... a "Abuse• -<leftnition 

O ...... lWID .. ctlH• "Neglecr -definition 

o. ..... nn1 ....... 1oa Complaints- reporting certain matters to the Director 

O. ..... lWll .. -•tM l icensees who report Investigations ..,de, s.23(2) of the Act 

o. ..... nn,...._, .. Non-aJ>Plcalion re certain stall 

CllllllHI CHe (Dep....,._ tll http·f01WJ:!ola lu1t!ce oc.calenglacts!C=t61 ......... , 
L,...,._,,..._, bgQ:/.WW....,t;:I!!:!! 92v.2n.ca/htmV!!•!!&!L'!!!!lilhl•!!!:!! !!!!!!!!!• 07!Q§ e.b!m 

LTCHAIOOJ lllU:a II- bt1sz·tttom1::1mlif22~21l~!lnt!!!VSYr"l£1snil1r::m!§~ll~~ I'' rim rJl~ 1lltm , __ , 
P1rform1nc1 lmprov11111nt and Compll1no1 Br1nch 
H111th 8yatem Ac:count1bllKy and Ptlform1nco Division £;.>Ontario 
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O.Reg .79/10,s.98 
Eveiy licensee of a long term care home s hall ensure that the appropriate police force is Immediately 
notlned of any aUeged, suspected or witnessed Incident of abuse or neglect of a resident that the 
licensee s usl:!ects mall, ccnstltute a criminal oftence. 

LTCHA2007 

Flnanclal Physical Sexual Abuse l!motlonal Verbal Abuse Neglect 
Abuse Abuse Abuse 

Criminal Code Orfences that May Apply (Information courtesy of Durham Regional Pollce) 

Theft (Sec.322 AssauH Sexual Assault Intimidation Intimidation Criminal 
C .C.) (Sec.265 C.C.) (Sec.271 C .C.) (Sec.423 C.C.) (Sec.423 C.C.) negligence 

causing bodlly 

Theft by AssauH with a Sexual Assault Uttering Uttering harm or death 

holding Power Weapon or with a weapon, Th reals Threats (Sec.220 -21 

of Attorney causing bodlly threats to a (Sec.264.1 (Sec.264.1 C.C.) 

(Sec.331 C.C.) harm (Sec .267 third party or C.C.) C .C.) 
C .C.) causing bodily Breach of Duty 

Stopping Mall harm (Sec.272 Harass ing Harassing to provide 

with lnt.nt Aggravated C.C.) Telephone Telephone necessities 

(Sec.345 C.C.) AssauH Calls Calls (Sec .215 C.C.) 

(Sec.268 C.C.) Aggravat.d (Sec.372.3 (Sec.372.3 

Extortion Sexua l AsHult C.C.) C .C.) 

(Sec.346 C.C.) Forclble (Sec.273 C.C. ) 

Confinement 

Forgery(Sec. (Sec.279 C.C.) 

365C.C.) 
Murder 

Fraud (Sec. (Sec.229 C.C.) 

380C.C.) 
Manelaughter 
(Sec.234 0.0.) 

Information used with permission of Regional Municipality of Durham and Durham Regional Police Service. The chart is Intended as a 
guide and does not constitute legal advice. Please refer to LTCHA 2007, O.Reg.79110, and Criminal Code for the complete requirements. 

Porform1nco lmprovom1nt and Compllanco Branch 
H11llh Syotom Accountablllty ind P1rform1nc1 Divloton 
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ABUSE DECISION TREES 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Emotional Abuse 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Financial Abuse 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Neglect 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Physical Abuse 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Sexual Abuse 

•!• Licensee Reporting of Verbal Abuse 

P•rforrnanco lmprovomonl and Compll1nc1 Bron ch 
Hullh Sy1l1m Accounl1blllly and P1rfonn1nct Dtvl1lon 
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LICENSEE REPORTING DECISION TREES: 
OVERVIEW AND WALK THROUGH 

Please refer to the printed decision 

trees in the event you find the following 

slides difficult to read . 

Ptrfonnance lmprovemtnt and Compll1nc• Bron ch 
Hnllh Sy1ltm Accounlablllty ind Ptrfonnanct Dlvl1lon 
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LICENSEE REPORTING OF SEXUAL ABUSE 
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LICENSEE REPORTING OF VERBAL ABUSE 
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DISTRIBUTION 

•!• Package was sent in mail and posted on 

ltchomes.net. 

•!• MOH/OPP collaboration on guidelines for s.98/CC. 

•!• Collaborative education activities. 

•!• Communication and roll-out to stakeholders. 

Ptrformanet lmprovtmt nt and Compllanet Branch 
Hu Ith 8ylltm Aeeountablllty and Ptrformanet Dtvlolon 
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SPREADING THE WORD 

PICB (May and June 2012) 
•!• Education sessions at SAO level for all inspectors 

•!• SAO Managers continue to review with SAO team and monitor 
consistency in application 

•!• Materials available on electronic reference folder for use 
anytime. 

External (June to November 2012) 
•!• Education material and decision trees on L TCHomes.net 

•!• Province-wide mail-out 

•!• Speaking engagements at conventions/education sessions as 
invited (on-going) 

•!• Provincial webinars/teleconferences 

Ptrform•••t lmp<ovtmtnt and Compliance Branch 
Hnllh SyoltmAeeountabillly and Ptrformonet Dlvlolon 
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LAUNCH SCHEDULE 2012 
DATES ACTIVITY AUDIENCE 

May and June Provincial webinars. MOHL TC 

June-Sept Presentations at OANHSS Elder Abuse OANHSS LTC Home 
(4 dates) Education Days (Toronto-London-Sudbury- representatives 

Scarborough). 

Mid to late June Posted (ltchomes.net) and mailed out to all All LTC Homes and 
LTC Homes and stakeholders. stakeholder representatives 

June 26 Presentation at Ontario Association of OARC Board Members 
Residents' Councils (OARC) Board Meeting 

July (3 Provincial webinars LTC Homes 
sessions) 

Sept MOHLTC Centralized intake and Triage New MOHL TC staff 
Team Orientation 

Sept Participated in/ shared Trees with RNAO National focus group 
Best Practice Focus Group 

November Presentation at Family Councils' Program Family Councils 
representatives 
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P1rform1nc1 lmp<ov1m1nl and Compllanco Branch 27 
Hullh Syotom Accountabillty and Porform1nc• DMolon 
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f')t..,. 
Ministry of Health 
and Long-Te~m Care 

Ministere de la Sante 
et des Soins de longue duree t :> r- Ontario 

Health System Accountability and 
Performance Division 
Performance Improvement and 
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DATE: 
FEB 1 2 2015 

MEMORANDUM TO: Long-Term Care Home Licensees 
Long-Term Care Home Administrators 

FROM: Nancy Lytle 
Director 
Performance Improvement and Compliance Branch 

RE: CJariflcatlon of Mandatory and Critical Incident Reporting 
Requirements 

The Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (L TCHA) and Ontario Regulation 79/1 o (Regulatloo) 
contain mandatory and critical Incident reporting requirements for licensees. The purpose of this 
memorandum is to identify the form in which the Director requires that every licensee submit 
these reports to the Director. Licensees are required to submit the reports iden1ifled In this 
memorandum in the form set out In this memorandum and Its appendices pursuant to 
subsection 88(2) of the L TCHA. This memo: 

• updates the memorandum dated August 4, 201 O from Tim Bums, former Director, by 
clarifying the reporting of Critical Incidents under section 107 of the Regulation, along 
with a reminder of the mandatory reporting requirements to the Director under subsection 
24(1) of the LTCHA; 

• Is a reminder of the licensee's obligation to report Its investigations of alleged, suspected 
or witnessed incidents of abuse or neglect of residents under section 23 of the L TCHA; 
and 

• is a reminder of the actions to be taken by licensees or others in relation to the reporting 
requirements, Including the timeframe of the final report under subsection 104(3) of the 
Regulation, as previously outlined in the memorandum of March 28, 2012, from Karen 
Slater, former Director (A). 

This memorandum contains a summary of the specified reporting requirements In the L TCHA 
and Its Regulation. -Please refer to the L TCHA and the Regulation for the complete 
requirements. 

It Is the licensee's responsibility to ensure that this Information is provided to all staff who are 
expected to report on the licensee's behalf. 

L TCHA, Subsection 24(1) - 'Reporting Certaf n Matters to the Director' 

A person who has reasonable gro~nds to suspect that any of the following has occurred or may 
occur shall Immediately report the suspicion and the information upon which Is based to the 
Director: 
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1 . Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted In harm or a risk of 
harm to the resident. 

2. Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff that 
resulted In harm or a risk of harm to the resident. 

3. Unlawful conduct that resulted In harm or a risk of harm to a resident. 
4. Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money. 
5. Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under the Act or the Local 

Health System Integration Act, 2006. 

How to Report Under Section 24 . 
TABLE 1 In Appendix.A, attached, sets out how licensees, including those Individuals 
reporting on behalf of a licensee, must submit mandatory reports under section 24 of the 
L TCHA to the Director. 

L TCHA, section 23 - Licensee must Investigate, respond and act; and 
Regulation, section 104 - Licensees who report Investigations under subsection 23(2) of 
the Act 

The licensee is required to Investigate alleged, suspected or witnessed incidents of abuse of a 
resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff that are known by or reported 
to the licensee (see section 23 of the L TCHA). {Please refer to the definitions of abuse and 
neglect set out in subsection 2(1) of the L TCHA and section 2 of the Regulation.) Appropriate 
action must be taken in response to these Incidents. The licensee must report to the Director 
the results of the Investigation and the action(s) taken. This report to the Director must be in 
writing and section 104 of the Regulation sets out what Information must be Included In the 
report. Licensees must submit this report to the Director within 1 O days of the licensee 
becoming aware of the incident or at an earlier date if required by the Director. If the licensee 
cannot provide all of the material mandated by subsection 104(1) then the licensee must submit 
a preliminary report to the Director within 10 days of the licensee becoming aware of the Incident 
and must provide a final report within a period of time specified by the Director. In a separate 
memo dated March 28, 2012 the Director Identified that the final report must be submitted In 21 
days unless otherwise specified by the Director. 

How to Report Under Section 23 
Licensees must submit the reports required by section 23 of the LTCHA and section 104 
of the Regulation through the on-line Critical Incident System (CIS) using the CIS form. 

Additional Clarification Regarding Reporting of Abuse of Residents 

In determining whether a mandatory report under section 24 relating to abuse or neglect of a 
resident is required, or If section 23 applies, LTC Home licensees and staff should review the 
definitions of abuse and neglect as set out In subsection 2(1) of the L TCHA and section 2 of the 
Regulation. The definitions in force as of the date of this memo are outlined below. 

L TCHA, section 2(1 ): 
"Abuse", in relation to a resident, means physical, sexual, emotional, verbal or financial abuse, 
as defined In the regulations in each case", and 

Regulation, section 2, (1) 
0 emotlonal abuse" means, 

(a) any threatening, insulting, Intimidating or humiliating gestures, actions, behaviour or 
remarks. including imposed social isolation, shunning, ignoring, lack of acknowledgement 
or infantilization that are performed by anyone other than a resident, or 
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(b) any threatening or intimidating gestures, actions, behaviour or remarks by a resident 
that causes alarm or fear to another resident where the resident performing the gestures, 
actions, behaviour or remarks understands and appreciates their consequences 

"financial abuse" means any misappropriation or misuse of a resident's money or property; 

"physical abuse'' means, subject to subsection (2), 
(a) the use of physical force by anyone other than a resident that causes physical injury 
or pain, 
(b) admintstering or withholding-a drug for an inappropriate purpose, or 
(c} the use of physical force by a resident that causes physical injury to another resident 

Note: "physical sbuse" Is this subsection does not Include the use of force that is 
appropriate to the provision of care or assisting a resident with activities of daily living, 
unless the force used Is excessive in the circumstances. Regulation s. 2 (2). 

"sexual abuse,. means, 
(a) subject to subsection (3), any consensual or non-consensual touching, behaviour or 
remarks of a sexual nature or sexual exploitation that is directed towards a resident by a 
licensee or staff member, or 
(b) any non-consensual touching, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature or sexual 
exploitation directed towards a resident by a person other than a licensee or staff 
member 

Note: Sexual abuse in this subsection does not include, 
(a) touching, behaviour or remarks of a cllnical nature that are appropriate to the 
provision of care or assisting a resident with activities of dally living; or 
(b) consensual touching, behaviour or remarks of a sexual nature between a resident 
and a licensee or staff member that Is In the course of a sexual relationship that began 
before the resident was admitted to the-Jong-term care home or before the licensee or 
staff member became a licensee or staff member. Regulation s. 2 (3). 

''verbal abuse" means, 
(a) any form of verbal communication of a threatening or intimidating nature or any form 
of verbal communication of a belittling or degrading nature which diminishes a resident's 
sense of well-being, dignity or self ·worth, that Is made by anyone other than a resident, 
or 
(b) any form of verbal communication of a threatening or intimidating nature made by a 
resident that leads another resident to fear for his or her safety where the resident 
making the communication understands and appreciates its consequences. 

"neglect" means the failure to provide a resident with the treatment, care, services or 
assistance required for health, safety or well-being, and includes inaction or a pattern of 
Inaction that jeopardizes the health, safety or well-being of one or more residents. 

Under section 24 of the L TCHA, licensees are NOT required to report an assault on a staff 
member by a resident. Although licensees may not have to report these incidents under the 
L TCHA, licensees may be required to, or should report these incidents to other persons or 
entities, such as the Ministry of Labour or the police. 

Reporting Critical Incidents 
This reporting is outlined under section 107 of the Regulation. 
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Regulation, subsection 107(1)- report of critical incident immediately 
The following critical incidents must be reported to the Director immediately, in as much detail 
as is possible in the circumstances, followed by the written report referred to in subsection107(4) 
- refer to Appendix B: 

1. An emergency, including fire, unplanned evacuation or Intake of evacuees. 
2. An unexpected or sudden death, including a death resulting from an accident or 

suicide. 
3. A resident who is missing for three hours or more. 
4. Any missing resident who returns to the home with an injury or any adverse 

change in condition regardless of the length of time the resident was missing. 
5. An outbreak of a reportable disease or communicable disease as defined In the 

Health Protection and Promotion Act. 
6. Contamination of the drinking water supply. 

Regulation, subsection 107(3)- report of critical Incident within one business day 
The following critical incidents in the home must be reported to the Director within one business 
day after occurrence of the Incident, followed by the written report referred to in subsection 
107(4) - refer to Appendix 8: 

1. A resident who is missing for less than three hours and who returns to the home 
with no injury or adverse change In condition. 

2. An environmental hazard that affects the provision of care or the safety, security 
or well-being of one or more residents for a period greater than six hours, 
including: a breakdown or failure of the security system; a breakdown of major 
.equipment or a system in the home; a loss of essential services, or flooding. 

3. A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 
4. Subject to subsection (3.1 ), an incident that causes an injury to a resident for 

which the resident is taken to a hospital and that results In a significant change in 
the resident's health condition. 

5. A medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of which a resident is 
taken to hospital. 

Regulation, subsection 107(2) ·reports 
For reporting purposes, the Ministry's normal business hours are 8:30 a.m. ¥ 4:30 p.m. After 
normal business hours, the immediate report of the Incidents listed In subsection 107(1) of the 
Regulation must be made using the Ministry's after hours emergency contact (i.e. 1-800-268· 
6060 Spills Actlon Centre (SAC) pager). This pager number Is only to be used by L TC Home 
licensee/staff and only for purposes of after·hours reporting on behalf ot the licensee. 

Where the licensee Is required to report a critical Incident to the Director under subsections 107 
(1 ), (3) and (3.1 ), the licensee must make a report in writing to the Director within 1 O days of the 
licensee becoming aware of the Incident or at an earlier date If required by the Director. This 
report must include all of the information set out In subsection 107(4} of the Regulation. The 
licensee must submit this report to the Director using the on-line Critical Incident System form. 

Summary of the Regulation Amendments Affecting Critical Incident Reporting, Effective 
September 15, 2013 
The Regulation was amended to remove "loss of essential services" and "flooding" from the list 
of emergencies that must be reported Immediately. These Incidents were added to the list of 
environmental hazards that must be reported within one business day. 

The reporting requirements for environmental hazards ware clarified so tha~ the reporting 
requirements apply to incidents that affect the provision of care or the safety, security or well
being of one or more residents of a L TC home, for a period greater than six hours. 
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The reporting requirements related to injuries were amended so that reporting is only required 
no later than one business day after the occurrence of an incident that causes an injury to a 
resident for which the resident is taken to a hospital and that results in a significant change in 
the resident's health condition. The term "significant change" Is defined in the Regulation (see 
subsection 107(7) of the Regulation). If the L TC home licensee is unable within one business 
day to determine whether the Injury has resulted in a significant change in 1he resident's health 
condition, the licensee must contact the hospital within three calendar days after the incident to 
determine whether the injury resulted in a significant change (see subsection 107(3.1) of the 
Regulation). If the licensee finds out that the injury has resulted In a significant change In the 
resident's health condition or the licensee remains unable to determine whether this Is the case, 
the licensee must inform the Ministry of the incident no later than three business days after the 
Incident occurred. The licensee must follow with the report required under subsection 107(4). 

How to Report Under Section 107 
TABLE 2 In Appendix S, attached, sets out how the licensee, and others on behalf of the 
licensee, must submit to the Director the reports required by section 107 of the 
Regulation. 

If you have further questions related to this memorandum, please email your question to 
CIATTgeneral.MOH@ontario.ca with the subject line "CIS Reporting Question". Thank you for 
your attention to this matter. 

\ lr1 1 u 1 ~!,.ffiL 
~W.~-4+....;.;.._ ________ _ 

Attachment 

c: Chief Executive Officers, Local Health Integration Network 
Candace Chartier, Chief Executive Officer, Ontario Long Term Care Assoclation 
Donna Rubin, Chief Executive Officer, Ontario Association of Non-Profit Homes and 
Services for Seniors 
Valerie Bowering, Supervisor Spllls Action Centre, Ministry of the Environment and Climate 
Change 
Kathryn McCulloch, Director, Local Health Integration Network Liaison Branch, Ministry of 
Health and Long-Term Care 
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Message 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

DIRECTOR [director@ltchornes.net] 
2/13/2015 2:58:19 PM 
support@istcl.com 
Reminder - Abuse and Neglect Decision Trees for Licensee Reporting; and Police Notification 

NEW: February 13, 2015 - Reminder~ Abuse and Neglect Decision Trees for Licensee Reporting; and 
Police Notification 

This notice is to remind licensees and LTC Home staff, who are expected to report on the licensee's behalf, of 
the available Abuse and Neglect Decision Tree documents. There is a decision tree document for licensee 
reporting in both English and French on each of the following: emotional abuse, financial abuse, physical abuse, 
sexual abuse, verbal abuse and neglect. These decision trees, initially provided in June 2013, serve as a visual 
aid to support licensees and LTC home staff, in both decision-making and reporting of alleged, suspected, or 
witnessed abuse or neglect. On the back of each decision tree is a chart reminding the LTC Home licensee of 
their obligation under section 98of0 Reg 79/10 (Regulation under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007) to 
ensure that the appropriate police force is immediately notified of any alleged, suspected or witnessed incident 
of abuse or neglect of a resident that the licensee suspects may constitute a criminal offence. Included in the 
chart are examples of criminal code offences that may apply for each type of abuse and neglect. 

• DECISION TREE Emotional 
• DECISION TREE Financial 
• DECISION TREE Physical 
• DECISION TREE Sexual 
• DECISION TREE Verbal 
• DECISION TREE Neglect 

• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Emotional Abuse FR 
• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Financial Abuse FR 
• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Neglect FR 
• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Physical Abuse FR 
• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Sexual Abuse FR 
• DECISION TREE Licensee Reporting of Verbal Abuse FR 
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This is Exhibit "H" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
Day of July, 



PART IX COMPLIANCE AND. ENFORCEMENT 
LONG-TERM CARE HOMES ACT, 2007 AND 

0.REG. 79/10 
Presentation for Inspector Training 

June 2, 2010 

Karyn Wasserstein, Counsel 
Legal Services Branch 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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I INSPECTIONS 

• Inspectors conduct inspections for the purpose of ensuring 
compliance with requirements under the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA). 

• "requirement under the L TCHA" means a requirement set out 
in the legislation, regulations, order or agreement made under 
the L TCHA, licence/approval condition or funding condition 

• Inspection and Inquiry 
CJ When Director receives Information about prescribed matters, 

Director must have an inspector conduct an inspection or make 
inquiries (s.25 L TCHA) 

CJ Use inspection powers in section 147 to make inquiries 
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I INSPECTIONS 

• Every L TC home must be inspected at least annually (s. 143) 
(transition - December 31, 2011) 

• All inspections must be unannounced, except notice may be 
given of the following inspections: 
o Beds in existing L TC home not yet covered by 

licence/approval 
o Ensure compliance with a closure plan 
a Initiated solely at licensee's request (L TCHA, s.144, Reg. s. 

298) 

• Annual inspection - inspector may meet with Residents' or 
Family Council, if requested or permitted by the Council (s. 
145) 

Solicitor/ Client Pcivilcged 
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I INSPECTION POWERS 

Power of entry (L TCHA s. 146) 
• reasonable time 
• L TC home and place operated in connection with the home and 

providing services to it 

• to conduct an inspection 
• No dwelling, unless occupier's consent or warrant 

Warrant (L TC HA s. 148) 
• Justice of the Peace may issue a warrant authorizing inspector to 

enter or to exercise inspection powers 
o if prevented from entering or exercising power, or reasonable 

grounds to believe will be prevented from entering or exercising 
power 
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I INSPECTION POWERS 

Powers on Inspection (LTCHA s. 147) 

• Inspect premises of L TC home or place operated in 
connection with home and providing services to it 

• Inspect operations on premises 

• Inspect or copy a record or other thing 
o Copy of a record certified by inspector as a true copy of original 

admissible in evidence in any proceeding with same evidentiary 
value as original 
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I INSPECTION POWERS 

Powers on Inspection Cont'd (LTCHA s. 147) 

• Demand production of records or other things, including those not 
kept on L TC home premises 
o In writing - nature of records and other things required & when to be produced 
o Obligation on person having custody of the record or thing to: 

• Produce in time required 
• Provide assistance reasonably necessary to produce record in readable form 
• Provide assistance reasonably necessary to interpret record 

• Question a person, subject to person's right to have counsel present 
during questioning 
o Can exclude anyone, except counsel 

• Photograph, film or make any other kind of recording 
o Do not intercept private communications 
o In keeping with reasonable expectations of privacy 
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I INSPECTION POWERS 

Powers on Inspection Cont'd (L TCHA s. 147) 

• Conduct examinations or tests 
a Certificate with results of examination or test with name, qualifications and signature of 

person who conducted examination or test is admissible in evidence in any proceeding 
of the facts in the certificate, subject to rule about serving on other parties to the 
proceeding within a reasonable time 

• Use data storage, processing or retrieval devices/systems at 
premises to produce record in readable form 

• Remove record, sample of substance or any other thing, or take specimen 
a Must provide a receipt 
a Must return in reasonable time (except samples/specimens) 
a Must make available for review, copying, examination or testing by licensee (except 

samples/specimens) 

• Call upon experts for assistance in carrying out inspection (e.g. financial auditor) 
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I INSPECTION REPORTS 

• Inspector must prepare inspection report after completing every inspection 
(LTCHA s. 149) 
o Provide copy of report to licensee, Residents' Council and Family Council 
o Annual inspection - must provide summary of report to Councils 

• If Inspector finds non-compliance with a requirement under the LTCHA, 
inspector must document the non-compliance in the inspection report 

• Where inspection report contain personal information (FIPPA) or personal 
health information (PHIPA), 
o Non-compliance found - inspector must edit the report to provide only the finding 

and a summary of the evidence supporting the finding 
o No non-compliance found - inspector must edit to provide only a summary of the 

report 
o Only edited report may be published by Director, posted by licensee or provided 

to Residents' Counsel or Family Council 
o Similar rule for order containing Pl or PHI - only summary of content must be 

posted by licensee or published by Director 
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I ENFORCEMENT - ACTION TO 
TAI<E 
• If inspector finds non-compliance with a requirement under 

this Act, the inspector must do at least one of the following 
as the inspector considers appropriate (L TCHA s. 152): 

1. Issue a written notification to the licensee 

2. Issue a written request to the licensee to prepare a written 
plan of correction for achieving compliance, to be 
implemented voluntarily 

3. Make an order under section 153 (compliance order) or 154 
(work and activity order 

4. Issue a written notification to the licensee and refer the 

matter to the Director for further action by the Director 
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I ENFORCEMENT - SANCTIONS 

Inspector and Director 
CJ Compliance Order (L TCHA s. 153) 
CJ Work and Activity Order (L TCHA s. 154) 

Director 
CJ Order that Funding be Returned or Withheld (L TCHA s. 155) 
CJ Mandatory Management Order (L TCHA s. 156) 
CJ Order Revoking License (L TCHA s. 157) 

m Interim Management Order [L TCHA ss. 157(4)] 

Prosecution of Offences 
CJ Limited number of offence provisions 
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I COMPLIANCE ORDER 

• Inspector or Director may order a licensee to 

a. do anything, or refrain from doing anything, to achieve 
compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA; or 

b. prepare, submit and implement a plan for achieving 
compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA 

• Grounds for order = licensee's non-compliance with 
requirement under the L TCHA 

Solicitor/Client Privileged II 
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I WORI< AND ACTIVITY ORDER 

• Inspector or Director may order a licensee 
a. to allow employees of the Ministry or its agents to perform any work or activity 

at the LTC home that is necessary, in the opinion of the person making the 
order, to achieve compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA; and 

b. to pay the reasonable costs of the work or activity 

• Grounds for order = 
" Licensee's non-compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA, and 
• Reasonable grounds to believe the licensee will not or cannot perform the 

work or activity necessary to achieve compliance 

• Obligation on licensee to co-operate and provide reasonable 
assistance 

• Provisions for recovery of costs 
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ORDER FUNDING BE RETURNED 
OR WITHHELD 
11 Director may order 

a. that a specified amount of funding provided to the licensee under the 
L TCHA be returned by the licensee; or 

b. that a specified amount of funding be withheld from the funding that 
would otherwise be provided to the licensee 

• Grounds for order = licensee's non-compliance with 
requirement under the L TCHA 

• Limit of $50 per bed for each day on which the non
compliance continues 

• List of principles Director must take into account 
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I MANDATORY MANAGEMENT 
ORDER 
• Director may order licensee to retain one or more 

persons to manage or assist in managing the L TC 
home 

• At licensee's expense 

11 Director must approve of manager/persons assisting 

• Grounds for order = 
a. non-compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA; and 

b. reasonable grounds to believe that the licensee cannot or will 
not properly manage the L TC home, or cannot do so without 
assistance 
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I ORDER REVOI<ING LICENCE 

• Director may order revocation of a licence 

• Grounds for revocation = 

a. licensee's non-compliance with a requirement under the 
LTCHA 

b. false statement made in the licence application for the licence 
or in any report, document or other information provided 
under L TCHA or other legislation in relation to the L TC home 
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I ORDER REVOI<ING LICENCE 

• Grounds cont'd 
c. conduct of the licensee, a person with a controlling interest in the 

licensee or, where the licensee is a corporation, conduct of the 
officers or directors, affords reasonable grounds to believe 

i. that the home is not being or will not be operated in accordance with 
the law and with honesty and integrity 

ii. that the licensee, officers, directors or persons are not competent to 
operate a home in a responsible manner in accordance with this Act 
and the regulations or are not in a position to furnish or provide the 
required services, or 

iii. that the home is being operated or will be operated in a manner that 
is prejudicial to the health, safety or welfare of its residents 

d. a person has acquired control over, or interfered with, the operation 
of the long-term care home by exercising a security Interest; or 

e. a person has gained a controlling interest in the licensee without the 
approval of the Director or a condition of such an approval has been 
breached 
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I ORDER REVOI<ING LICENCE 

• Director may order the L TC home be occupied and operated 
by an interim manager until 

• revocation becomes effective AND 
• residents of the L TC home are relocated 

• Revocation order effective after expiry of period for appealing 
the order or at the end of appeal 

• Rules for interim manager 

• Licensee not entitled to any funding, other than reasonable 
compensation for use of the licensee's property 

• O.Reg. 79/10 sets out formula for calculated reasonable 
compensation (Reg. s.300) 
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I DECIDING ACTION OR ORDER 

• When inspector has to decide what action to take (L TCHA s. 152) or 
order to make (compliance or work and activity}, inspector must 
consider the following factors, and only these factors: 

11 Severity of non-compliance 
o Where harm or risk of harm to one or more residents arising from 

the non-compliance, the severity of the harm or risk of harm 
• Scope of non-compliance 

o Scope means pervasiveness throughout the home 
o Where harm or risk of harm arising from the non-compliance, the 

scope of the harm or risk of harm 
• Licensee's history of compliance 

o with requirements under the L TCHA 
o with requirements under Nursing Homes Act, Homes for the Aged 

and Rest Homes Act, Charitable Institutions Act, regulations under 
those Acts and the Program Manual 
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I MAIGNG AN ORDER 

• Licensee's due diligence and mistake of fact do not prevent order 
(L TCHA s. 159) 

• Inspector's authority to make an order may be exercised whether or 
not, 
a. Licensee took all reasonable steps to prevent the non-compliance 
b. At the time of the non-compliance the licensee had an honest and 

reasonable belief in a set of facts that, if true, would have resulted in there 
not being any non-compliance 

• Inspector may make more than one order in respect of the same 
instance of non-compliance (L TCHA s. 160) 

• Inspector may make an order even though other measures may 
have been taken by a LH IN in respect of the same instance of 
non-compliance (L TCHA s. 160.1) 

• An order does not affect the liability of any person to conviction 
for an offence arising from the non-compliance (LTCHA s. 161) 
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I MAI<ING AN ORDER 

• An Inspector's order must: 
o be in writing 

o set out the grounds upon which it is made 

o set out, ifthere is a right to have the order reviewed, a 
statement of that right and an explanation of how to 
exercise that right, including the deadline for requesting a 
review 

o be served on the licensee against whom it is made 

• Order template & policy 
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I SERVING AN ORDER 

• An inspector's compliance order or work and activity can be 
served by (L TCHA s. 303): 

o Delivering a copy of the order personally to the Administrator or to a 
person apparently in charge of the LTC home that is the subject of the 
order 

o serving it personally in accordance with the Regulation 

o sending it by registered mail addressed to the licensee at the latest 
address for the licensee appearing on the Ministry's records 

o faxing it to the licensee at the last number for the licensee appearing on 
the Ministry's records 

• Policy 
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I TRANSITION 

• There are specific transition rules attached to specific requirements 

• General transition rules for compliance and enforcement are subject 
to the specific rules (Reg. s. 302) 

• Inspection after July 1, 201 O on a matter that arose prior to July 1, 
2010: 
o Inspecting against requirements under old legislation (NHA, CIA and 

HARHA), regulations under old legislation and Program Manual 
o Part IX of LTCHA applies {inspection powers, inspection reports) with 

limitations on sanction options if non-compliance found with a 
requirement under old legislation, regulations or Program Manual prior to 
July 1st 

o Inspector cannot make a compliance order or work and activity order in 
respect of non-compliance with old requirements 

o Director may issue other types of orders (subject to the transition 
regulations) 

Solicitor/ Client Privileged 22 
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I TRANSITION 

• Inspections after July 1, 201 o on matters arising on or after 
July 1, 201 O: 
ci Inspections against requirements under the L TCHA, unless 

specific transitional regulation for a particular requirement 

• Transition rules for L TC homes that subject to a sanction 
under the Nursing Homes Act, the Homes for the Aged and 
Rest Homes Act, the Charitable Institutions Act and the 
Health Facilities Special Orders Act, including 
ci Homes taken over by Ministry 
CJ Suspension of licence or approval 
CJ Revocation of licence (not yet effective) 
CJ Direction to CCAC to cease admissions to the home 

Solicitor/Client Pn,·ileged 
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REVIEW OF INSPECTOR'S ORDER 

• Licensee may request Director to review a compliance or work 
and activity order issued by an inspector (L TCHA s. 163) 

• Licensee's request for review must: 
o be in writing 
u be served on Director within 28 days after day order was served 
o include portions of the order in respect of which review is requested, 

submissions for consideration and an address for service 

• No automatic stay of an order - licensee must comply with order 
even if seeking review (or appeal), unless 
o If satisfied that a stay will not cause harm or risk of harm to a resident, 

Director orders in writing a stay of inspector's order pending review 

Solicitor/ Clien t Pri,ileged 24 
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I REVIEW OF INSPECTOR'S ORDER 

• Director may rescind, confirm or alter the inspector's order, 
and Director may substitute his or her own order for that of the 
inspector 

• Director must serve licensee with copy of decision within 28 
days of receiving request for review or deemed to have 
confirmed inspector's order 

• Director must serve the licensee and the LHIN with notice of 
decision 
o Notice of decision must include reasons if order is confirmed or 

altered 

Solicitor/Client Privileged 25 
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I APPEAL FROM DIRECTOR'S 
ORDER, DECISION 
• A licensee may appeal any of the following to the Health 

Services Appeal and Review Board (HSARB) (LTCHA s. 164): 
1. An order by the Director (compliance, work and activity, mandatory 

management, etc.) 
2. A decision of the Director on a review of an inspector's order 

• Licensee has 28 days from day served with copy of order or 
Director's decision 

• No automatic stay of order or decision (other than a revocation 
order) - licensee must comply with order or decision, unless 

• If satisfied that a stay will not cause harm or risk of harm to a 
resident, HSARB orders in writing a stay of order or decision 

• Director may apply to remove a stay ordered by HSARB on grounds 
that circumstances have changed since the order was made 

Solicitor/ Client Pri,ileged 26 
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I APPEAL FROM DIRECTOR'S 
ORDER, DECISION 
• Parties to an appeal are: 

o licensee 
o Director 
o LHIN (only if appeal from Director's order to return/withhold 

funding) 

• Inspector not a party to an appeal, but likely to be called as a 
witness 

• HSARB may rescind, confirm or alter the order or decision 
and may substitute own opinion for that of the Director and 
may direct the Director to take any action that HSARB 
considers the Director ought to take in accordance with the 
L TCHA and it regulations 

Solicitor/ Client Pri"ilcgcd 27 
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I APPEAL TO COURT 

• Right of appeal from HSARB decision to Divisional Court 
(LTCHA s. 170) 
u questions of law or fact or both 

• No automatic stay, unless court orders otherwise (same test 
of harm or risk of harm to a resident) 

• Director may apply to remove a stay ordered by Divisional 
Court on the grounds that circumstances have changes since 
the order was made 

• Court may affirm or rescind HSARB's decision and may 
exercise all the powers of HSARB to direct the Director to 
take action under the L TCHA 
o Court may refer matter back to HSARB for rehearing, in whole or in part 

Solicitor/ Client Privileged 28 
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REVIEW AND APPEALS -
MISCELLANEOUS 
• Sufficiency of funding provided to licensee cannot be 

considered in any review or appeal (L TCHA s. 171) 

• Immunity provision (LTCHA s. 181) 
o No action or other proceeding, other than an application for 

judicial review under the Judicial Review Procedure Act or any 
right of appeal or review that is permitted under this Act, shall be 
commenced against the Crown, the Minister, the Director or any 
employee or agent of the Crown, including a local health 
integration network, or any officer, director or employee of a local 
health integration network, for anything done or omitted to be 
done in good faith in the execution or intended execution of a 
power or duty under this Act 

Solicitor/ Client Pcivileged 29 
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I PROSECUTION 

A violation of the following provisions is an offence: 
• Section 24 (failure of certain persons to report improper or 

incompetent treatment, etc. to the Director, providing false 
information, and suppressing reports) 

• Section 26 (whistle-blowing protections) 
• Section 28 (obstruction relating to information to be provided to 

the inspector or Director) 
• Section 69 (duties of directors and officers to exercise care, 

diligence and skill) 
• Section 95 (operating premises without a licence) 
• Section 151(obstruction of an inspector) 
• Section 178 (use of prohibited terms, such as 'long-term care 

home') 

Solicito r/ Clien t Pn,ileged 30 
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Lot?g-Term _ca.re Hom~s_Act, 2007·&. 0.Reg. 79/10 
Inspector ·rr.ain.ing 
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"' . . ' . ~ · .. 

Complaints to the Licensee·· ··· ~ . .. .~· - . ' ... · . . . ... . : .. _ .. . 

Act 
. -.. .. ' . .. . 

.: :;'-,~ I:/ ',, ... • .,. 

Section 21 - Comp·laints Pr.OceCture - Li'cens·ee 
• . The Jicens~e .. must h~ve written comptaint procedures that 

comply with any .. regul~tions for .initiating complaints to the 
licensee and for how·tne licensee deals wi.th complaints . 

. · . 

Section 22 - Licensee to Forward Compl~ints · .. . 

• Written complaints made to the licensee about the care of a 
resident or the operation of the long-term. care horn~ .rp;µst be 
immediately sent by the liGensee to.the Director~ together with 
any docum.entation:· provided .for in the regulations. ... · 

Not Intended As Legal Advice 
Solicitor/Client Privileged 
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Complaints: to the Licens_ee, ~ont'd , 

Regulations · 

.. . . . . : 

- .... 
. , ,, ·: : . /. \ 

. \: . 
". ... 

.. .. . ,,. . 
. ·.· ... . . .. . . ,, . . -

.. · . 

Licensee's written procedures ~ust incorporate the regt.datory requirements 
that must be foflowed by the· licensee in responding to complaints {below). 

... . . . 

All writte~ ·or-verbal 6ompJaints made to-the.:licensee or a staff member 
conc~rriing the care of a resident or oper.ation:of the home must be: ' 

. -: :. 

. .. .. . ~ . . .,,. .. 
1. Investigated ·and resolved where possible: . . . ,, 

0 a resp~nse that com'p.lieE?-With Rar~graph·~·:'provided Within 10 business . 
days of the receipt of the complaint '· .. . 

o where the. complaint alleges han-D .. Qr·:r:isk-o.f:harm to a resident, the 
investigation must.be commenced imme'dia,tely. . .. 

.. . .. ·. . 
.· 

j ~ • 

Not Intended.As. ~gaI,¥Vice 
~olicitor/Client P.tivil~ . 

" . 
. .• . •. i 

... . - .. 
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)_ ) . - ) .------,--------------· ------------- ·---
1 Complaints to the Licensee, cont'd 

. . 

. . 

2. For those complaints that cannot be investigated and resolved within 10 
business days, a_n· acknowJedgemelit of receipt ofthe complaint must be 
provided within that ~ime and · 

o must include the-date by which the complainant can reasonably expect 
a r~s9lution, and · 

o . a foil_ow~up response that: compll'es with paragraph 3 mus(,be provided 
as soon as possible in.the.circumstances. - . . . 

3. A ·response shall be made to the person whq made the complaint, indicating, 
· • i. What the .licensee has done to res·olve. the complaint, or 

• ii. that the licensee· believes the corr:tplaint tq be unfounded and -· 
the reasons fqrthe belief. Q. Reg. 79/10,. ~· 101 (1).15 · 

. ... . ... 

Not Intended As Legal .P,i.dvice 
Solici1;9r/dient Privileged 4 . 
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Complaints to the Licerisee, cont"d · 
. " \, 

t 'J' 

A ·docume~ted ·reco.~d* must be kept in the home that includes, 

• (a) ttre nature of each· verbal· or ~ritten COtDplaint; 
Ii "(b) the date the; complaint was received; ' . ' 
• . {c) the type· of f}Ctiori taken to _ re!?o·l_ye\~-~~- -~cornplair:it., including the 

date,of the a~tlon, tul?e frames for actions to be taken and any~ 
follow-up .action requ1reg.; _:, .. ::.:-.! ... ~ ~ J~~::.]. :~(~~? .. : ·· ._ . · 

• (d) the final res:olutioh.,Jf.any.; : \ 'i ~- 'i ·.:_ ... · . ,~~-- .;: ;.-... _ . ·~ -··- . 

• (e) eve.ry .date on \1¥.hk~h any· response :W.a:S.-prpvia~d·to"lhe · 
complainant and a: des.trrptibh 9f~the re·sponse; and -, . . 

• (f) any response .·m.·~~d$_iJ.r(t(lt~,- by·~tJJ:~."~o.m:plainant." 
• • • ' A: • ' o 0 0 ' • • " • ~ • ~~ t . .... ·~:: _: • • /• ~ o. 4 '• 

~ . , . Di.JH)~l ~~·_;j t.J(. · · 

• · *Thi_s do~s no.t ~pply· to v~rl;>al ... cqfrl.P°J.ai_Q~§. ·th.at are resolved· 
within 24 hours····-.. . ,,, - .[Reg .. ;·s ... ·f0'1'(2f8i'(4J] · · . .. 

. . . . . ' . . . 
• ;<;, . 

. :- '·· · .: ·r. 
; . . . ~· ' 

·. · Not Irttei;ided As.-Legal Advice-
, · SO'li;citor/Client Privileged · 5. 
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I Complaints to the Licensee, cont'd 

Re~iew, Analysis and Improvements*: 
• The documented record must be reviewed and analyzed for trends at 

least qQarterly; 
• The results of the review and analysis must be taken into account in 

deterrnh1.i~g wnat improvements are required in the home; and 
• ~ written record must be kept of each re.view and of the improvements 

made . in ~e~ponse. . -~ :· · 
.• *This does not apply :to verbal complaints that :are resolved witrtin 24 

hours · [Reg. s .. 101(3) & (4)] 

Transitional, complaints · 
• If a complaint was made before July 1, 2010, but notfin·any dealt with, 

the complaint must be .. dealt with as provided for in section 101 of the 
Regulation to the extent possible~ [Reg., s. 102] 

Not ID.tended As. Legal Advice 
Solicitor/Client Privileged 
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I Complaints to the Licensee_, cont'd 

. . • ' 

Written Complain~ - Mandatory Report . 

• Written complaints a licensee rece·i\;es about a _matter that the· 
license·e reports or reported tC? the-Dire.ctor .under section 24 of 
the ·Act (e.g. abu~e, neglect, unlawful ·co:n~uct, incompetent care, 
etc.) must be !?,e~t to th<? .-.P.~~gr~~~.-.:.: ~· · -.... 

' .! \ , 

• .A written report doc~menting the licensee's .. response to the 
complainant must be ~ent to the Director imm·ediHtely after the 
ficensee's investigation is completed, or sooner if required by the 
Director. [Reg., s. 103] 

Not Intended As 'Legal Advice 
Solicitcr/Client Privileged 
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' Reporting Critical Incidents 

The following criti~-1 incidents must be reported to the· Director immediately, in . 
as much detail as possible, follqwed by a written report: [Reg., s. 1D7(1 )] 

• 1. Ari emergen·cy, including loss of essential services, fire, Unplanned 
evacuation, intake of evacuees- or flooding. 

• '·2. An unexpected or sudden de.ath, including a death resulting from an 
accident-or sui'Cide .. 

• 3. A resident who is missing for three hol)rS ot more. 
• 4~ Any missing resident who returns to the home VJ.ith an injury or any 

adverse change in conditiqn r~gardless of the length of time the resident was 
missing. 

• 5. An outbreak of a reportab~e disease qr communicable disease as defined 
in the Health Protection and Promotion Act. 

• ·6. Contamination of the drinking water supply. 

After normal business hours, the immediate report must be made using the 
Ministry's .after hours emergency contact (Le. pag.er). [Reg., s. 107(2)] 

Not Intended As Legal Advice 
Solicitor/Client Privileged 8 
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I Reporting Critical .. Incidents, cont'd 

The following criti~al incidents must be reported to the Director 
within one ·busine·ss day, followed -by a wri~en report: · 
[Reg., s. 1·~7(3)J . . 

. ·. 

• 1. A resident who rs missing for less than three hoµrs and who 
returns to the home wUh no injury or adverse change in 
condition. · · 

• 2. An environmental hazard, including a .breakdown or failure of 
the security system or a ·breakdow·n of rti'?jor equipment or a · 
system in the home that affects the provision-of care or the 
safety,. security or well-being of resi.dents for ~a period greater · 
than six hours. · 

• 3. A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 
• 4. An i_nj ury in respect of which a person i~ .taken to hospital. 
• ~· A medication incident or adverse -drug r?action in respect .of 

which a resident is taken to hospital ~ · 

Not Intended As Legal AdviGe . 
Solicitor/Client Privileged 
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I Reporting Critical Incidents, _cont'd 
·-

The written report relating to a critical· incident must set out: 

• 1. A description of the incident, including the 'type of incident,. the area or 1·ocation of the lnciqent, 
the date and time of the incident and the events leading -up to the incident. 

• 2. A description of the individuals involv~d in the incident, i11cluding, 
a i. names of any residents· involved in the incident.-
a ii. names of any staff members or.other persons who were present at o·r discovered the · 

incident, and 
o iii. names of staff members who responded or are responding to the .in~ic;leht. 

• 3. Actions taken in response to the incident, including,. 
· a i. what care was given or ~ction taken as a result of the incident, and by wh9m, 

a ii. whether a physic;ian or registered nurse in the extended class was contacted., 
a iji. what other authorities were~contacted about the. incident, if any, 
a iv, for incidents involving:a .resident, wh.ether a family member, .person of importance or a 

substitute decision-maker.of the resident was contacted. and the name of such person, or 
persons, and 

a v. the outcome or current status of the individual or individuals Who wer~ i:nvolved in the 
incident. · 

• 4. Analysis· and follow-up action, including, 
a i. the immediate actions that have been taken to prevent recurrence, .and 
o ii. the long-term actions planned to correct the situation and prevent re.currence. . 

• 5. The name and title of the person who ·made the initial. report to the Director, the date ·of the 
report and whether an inspector has been contacted and, if so, .the date of the contact and the 
name· of the inspector. . · · : 

Not IntendedAs Legal Advice 
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Critical Incident Reporting - Transition 

Transition - Critical Incidents 

For incidents or occurrences that occur before July 1, 2010, and which were not 
reported to the Director before ~uly J, _the previous ~equirements wiil apply: . 

. 
. . . , '·; ~. :· . . . : . . . . 

• Section 96 of Regt..ilat1on· 832 under the Nursing Homes Act., section 31.1 
of Regulation 69 under the Charit~ble . ~n$_tifutipn,s Act or section 25.1 of . 
Regulation 637, 1990 under the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes Act 

• The .Program Manual - the L TCHA regulations refer to. this as . 
"requirements under an agree.ment made under the previous Acts" as 
licensees are ·required to comply with. the Program Manual under the 
terms bf the service agreement under the "old" L TC homes legislation. 
[Reg~, s. 107 (6)] . 

Not Intended.As Legal Advi'ce 
Solicitor/Client Pri-v-ileged 11 
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·I Notification 

Notifying SDMs and .others 

• The resident's substitute decision-maker, if any, or any person 
desi.gnated by the substitute decision'.'"maker and any .other person 
designated by tne resident must be promptly notified of a serious 
injury or serious illness. of the resident. The notice must be 
pr~vided in accordance with any instructions provided by the 
persons who ·are to be notified. [Reg., s. 107 (5)] 

• Note: this is not limited to ·critical incidents 

. ," 
. " 

Notfutend~<l'As Legal Adv.ice 
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I Appendix of Transitional Provisions 
Reporting and Complaints 

-

REPORTING AND·COMPLAINTS - TRANSITIONAL RULES 

Requirement of L A & 
.Regulatlon'7971CJ 

Critical incident reporting under 
sediun 1-07 of the regulations 

Licensee's lnvestig8flon of 
nbuse/aegrect under s-ectlon 23 of 
A.ct& section 104 of the regulations . 

Mandatory'.reportlng to-the Director 
under secf10J124 of the Act 
_Inspections or inquiries under 
!1.ection15 of the Act, where 
information received b Director 
Wbistleblower protections lDlder 
section 2.0oftheAct" 

TransJtional rule 
unaer Regulation 

7911(} 

1{)2 

1&6{2} 

100(3) 

Summary of tmnsltion-rule,..· 

Licensee must report 
I ncid'ents/octurrences that happen 
before July 1, 20-tO m required under 
NHA. CIA, HARHA or Program Manual 
if not revtoos-1 r orte 

Applls to extent poss1 to 
complaints made before July 1, 261(} 
t!'3twere notflnafty dealt with by 

Apply to. Incidents known by. or 
reported to licens·ee ofter July 1, 2MO, 
even lfthey occurred before July 1, 
unless f nvestlgmed and· resolved 
beforeJu 1. 
Applie9 to matters that occur or may 
occur after Jul 1 2010 · 
App to i nnation T a 

Appllesto retaliation that occurs after 
July,, 2010 even if it relates to a 
disclosure or evidence given before 
Julv1 · 

Not Intended As Legal Advice 
S.olicito'r/Clierit Privileged 
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Resident Quality Inspection Training 

Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 

Welcome to the Resident Quality Inspection Training. 

9 March 2013 
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RESIDENT QUALITY INSPECTION 
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

arch 2013 Ministry of Health and Long-Tunn Care 2 

This begins a series of training to help Inspectors transition to the RQI process. 

We will build on experience and apply it to new procedures using the RQI software tool. 

RQI is adapted from the US' Quality Indicator Survey, or QIS. 

Both were developed by Dr. Andrew Kramer- a physician, Head of the University of Colorado's Division of Health Care 

Policy and Research and founder of Nursing Home Quality. 

A new process and new legislation create new opportunities. 

This will be a big transition and we won't learn it all in a week. 

This training will get you started - and like learning many new things - you will sharpen your skills each time you conduct 

another inspection. 

9 March 2013 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Classroom Activities and Materials 

• RQI Inspector Resource Manual 
• Discussion notes for slides 

• Inserts 

• RQI paper forms 
• Activity pages 

• Electronic Files 

Ministry of HealtJ1 and Long-Term Care 3 

Our course consists of 6 units - each with one or more lessons. 

Each lesson focuses on a specific area of content or a task in the RQI process. 

We will first present the topic of the lesson and then follow up with activities, or discussion of key concepts and question & 

answer sessions. 

Let's review the RQI Course Schedule. 

[Instructors: Distribute the course schedule/agenda if it has not yet been distributed.] 

You have an RQI Inspector Resource Manual that includes a variety of materials used throughout the course. 

Let's take a quick look at the manual to get oriented. 

(Instructors: Walk through the manual tab by tab and identify materials.. . encouraging inspectors in training to make 

notes in spaces provided throughout the presentations . 

Prior to class, electronic materials containing the current IPs and the mapping documents should be distributed to the 

inspectors/students.] 

9 March 2013 
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Training Plan 

• Week #1: Classroom Training - this week 
• Week #2: Field Mock Inspection 
• Experience #3: Adherence Testing #1 in SAO 
• Experience #4: Adherence Testing #2 in SAO 

Minilllry of Health and Long-Tem1 Care 4 

Following this training we will apply the lessons learned this week through three ROI inspections (1 mock and 2 

adherence experiences with ROI team in SAO) - all with your trainers present. 

The trainers will be observing you In a supportive environment and ultimately conducting adherence evaluations to ensure 

you are conducting the process properly, as well as verifying that your use of the ROI process yields sound compliance 

decisions. 

9 March 2013 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 
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Questions? 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 5 

f:.s per the pre requisite for inspectors for entry into the ROI training many of you are seasoned inspectors (or managers) 

who have proven your inspecting proficiency with the Ministry. 

For the next few weeks, however, in both the classroom training and in the homes while conducting an inspection, you will 

be In the role of trainees. 

For the training process to be successful, we ask that you be open-minded about the ROI process and ask questions. 

We are excited to roll out ROI and get started with our new process. 

That completes the ROI Course Introduction. 

Now you know what we will be doing over the next days and the next few weeks. 

Are there any questions before we begin the ROI course? 

9 March 2013 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 
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RESIDENT QUALITY INSPECTION 
UNIT ONE 

March 2013 Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 6 

The Resident Quality Inspection is the revised long-term care inspection process developed for the Ministry of Health and 

Long-Term Care. 

ROI is designed as a two-stage process for use by inspectors to systematically and objectively review a full range of 

legislative areas and subsequently focus on selected areas for further inspection. 

9 March 2013 
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RQI Development Objectives 

• Greater consistency through a structured 
process 

• 

• 

• 

Comprehensive inspection of a full range 
of legislative areas 

Enhanced documentation through 
automation 

Target inspection resources 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 7 

The objectlve of developing ROI was to provide a process and tools for inspectlng long-term care homes that is 

consistent, structured, comprehensive, automated, and able to target inspectlon resources. 

The ROI process is based on methodology that has been validated through extensive research. 

ROI was developed by Providigm, previously called Nursing Home Quality, or NHQ, based in Colorado, under the 

auspices of the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-term Care. 

The ROI process, tools, software and training materials, as with the US QIS process, have been repeatedly field tested 

and revised - both in the US and Ontario. 

Feasibility testing was conducted by Ministry inspectors in volunteer Ontario long-term care homes under the guidance of 

NHQ personnel. 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Objective One 

Improved consistency through a structured 
process 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 8 

The first objective of RQI is to improve consistency of the long-term care home inspection by using a more structured 

process to identify problems related to quality of care and quality of life. 

Each long-term care home Inspection in Ontario should occur In a consistent replicable fashion. 

If two teams inspect at the same time, both should reach similar findings. 

In research terms, consistent results are known as reliability. 

Even under ideal research conditions, reliability can be difficult to achieve. 

However, the RQI has been developed to provide more structure and less subjectivity than previous inspection processes, 

thereby producing more consistent results. 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Objective Two 

Comprehensive inspection of a full range of 
legislative areas 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 9 

The second objective of ROI is to achieve a comprehensive review of the full range of legislative areas within the current 

inspection resources. 

ROI ensures that all relevant legislative areas are reviewed and potential problems are further inspected. 

ROI divides the inspection into two stages. 

Stage 1 involves preliminary screening, or gathering of Information to determine potential concerns with quality of care, 

quality of life, and the residents' environment. 

Stage 2 consists of in-depth inspection of concerns identified, or triggered, by Stage 1 results. 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2011 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Objective Three 

Enhanced documentation through automation 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care I 0 

The third objective of ROI is to provide enhanced documentation through automation that organizes inspection findings. 

A large volume of information from multiple sources is gathered during an inspection. 

For noncompliance to withstand challenges, it must be properly documented. 

Documentation entered throughout the ROI process ls consolidated and available to the team for analysis and compliance 

decisions. 
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Objective Four 

Target inspection resources 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tunn Care 11 

The fourth objective of ROI is to target inspection resource time in homes with the largest number of quality concerns. 

ROI uses a structured Stage 1 preliminary screening, or gathering of information, to identify areas of concern. 

The concerns Identified in Stage 1 determine the length of Stage 2. 

Consequently, more time is spent inspecting homes with the most areas of concern. 

Homes with fewer areas of concern require less inspection time. 
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Advantages 

• Consistency - structured inspection process means 
inspectors use the same approach and tools in all 
Homes 

• More defensible citations - organized process with 
enhanced documentation capability 

• Inspector teamwork- efficient completion of 
inspection, better picture of the Home, and 
knowledge gained from working in a team 
environment 

ROI enhances the inspection process by 

using a larger team, 

using larger samples, 

providing a comprehensive inspection of triggered concerns, 

applying a structured approach to the inspection process, and 

providing enhanced documentation ability to the inspection team. 

Mmistry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 12 

The more structured approach of the ROI benefits both inspectors and homes. 

Observations and interviews are carried out In a systematic manner that provides more consistent results that are 

comparable across sites. 

Th·e structure provides a review of a full range of legislative areas relevant to long-term care homes, resulting in a more 

comprehensive inspection. 

Because ROI is systematic and the Ministry will make the tools publicly available, homes may conduct internal quality 

improvement using similar tools. 

An additional strength of ROI is enhanced documentation . . 

Information is collected throughout the Inspection. 

Stage 2 documentation is consolidated at the conclusion of Stage 2 when compliance decisions are made. 

This enhanced documentation and clearly recorded process makes RQI findings readily defensible. 

The larger sample sizes identify patterns of care and achieve statistically significant findings. 

The larger team size benefits each inspector. 

You are able to complete the inspection in a more timely manner once you become proficient with the process, and you 

will benefit from one another's knowledge and experience by working in a team environment. 
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Customized Software 

Two applications 

• Stage 1 

• Stage 2 

Ministzy of Healt.h and Long-Tenn Care 13 

Two customized software applications have been developed to facilitate ROI inspections. 

The Stage 1 application, abaqisRQI (web-based) and abaqisMAX (mobile application extension ) is the offline assessment 

tool developed by Providigm previously known as Nursing Home Quality. 

The Stage 2 application, Inspector Quality Solution {IQS) is a product of MOHLTC's IT department. 

Both have been developed In collaboration with a key group of MOH's inspectors. 

Since abaqisRQI is a web-based application, no confidential resident data will ever be stored on your tablet; and when 

minor changes need to be made to abaqisRQI, you will not be required to load a new version onto your computer. 
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Stage 1 
10-12 Hours Dependent 
on the# of lnspeclors 

Stage 2 
# ol day1 ckilennlned by 

outcome al st•ge 1 

RQI Process Flow 

ration 

This process diagram provides an overview of the entire ROI inspection process. 

Mandatory Home IP 
Tasks c0on•o1Anytm.J 

Throughout the training we will be breaking down each component and you can use this diagram as a visual reference as 
we detail the process. 

[Instructors: no need to read through each step; the subsequent slides do that for you.] 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and RQI Plan 

Minlstey of Healtl1 !llld Long-Tenn Care 15 

A quick overview of the process will introduce you to each component of the ROI. Subsequent lessons go into more detail 

about each step of the process. 
ROI begins with offsite preparation and inspection plan development, including making team assignments for some tasks 
and reviewing available information regarding prior inspections. 
Additionally, the home's submitted MOS data are extracted and uploaded to abaqisRQI for use during the inspection. 

This MOS data reflects quality of care information on all the home's residents in the last 180 days. 
The residents included in the MOS data set are referred to as the Resident Pool. 
Selections from this Resident Pool make up the random sample of residents to be reviewed during Stage 1 of the ROI. 

This random sample of residents is known as the Census Sample. 
The focus of the Census Sample review is on the quality of care and quallty of life of 40 residents residing in the home 
and available for interview and observations at the time of the onsite inspection . 

A second sample of 30 residents will be created in homes with designated Convalescent Care beds, with focus on issues 
such as re-hospitalization and discharge to the community 

These Convalescent Care residents may not still reside in the home; but they don't need to be in the home for you to 
complete this review - It is completed by looking at the residents' records only. 

(abaqlsRQI now allows the inspector to create new resident (s) to the census sample up to a maximum of 40 residents 
where fewer than 40 residents is available in the census sample for assignment. Additionally, the inspector will create new 

resident (s) to the convalescent care sample up to a maximum of 30 where applicable, selected from the homes list of 

residents Identified with convalescent care status residing in the home for the past year.) 
The Inspection team may also select additional areas of concern for either a specific resident- or home-level concern. This 
is called an 'Inspector Initiated sample' 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and Inspection Plan 
Entrance Conference/Tour/Reconciliation 

Ministry ol Health and Long-Tem1 Care 16 

Following the offsite activities and after arriving at the home, three tasks occur concurrently. 

The team lead meets with the home's administrator to conduct an Entrance Conference. 
One inspector reconciles the Stage 1 Census and Convalescent Care samples that have been randomly generated (as 

you know from earlier discussion, there may not be a Convalescent Care sample). 
The home must submit a current list of residents in the home so that this sample reconciliation can take place. 

Additional inspectors conduct an abbreviated tour of the home. 
The tour provides the inspection team an orientation to the resident population, staff and home layout. 
When the reconciliation verifies that the randomly selected residents are still in the home, inspector assignments are 

made. 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and Inspection Plan 
Entrance Conference/Tau r /Reconciliation 
Stage 1 + Mandatory Tasks 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 17 

Stage 1 is a preliminary screening process covering a full range of legislative areas. 

This screening Is completed through staff, resident, and family interviews, resident observations and clinical record 
reviews. 

ROI uses consistent protocols with highly structured questions to guide this review. 
All Stage 1 findings are documented on the tablet. 
Inspectors also begin mandatory home-related tasks concurrently with Stage 1 preliminary screenings. 

These tasks include: 
An interview with the Residents' Council president or representative 
An Interview with a representative of the Family Council, if the home has one 

Observations of dining 
Review of the home's infection prevention and control practices 

Review of the home's quality improvement program 
Review of the home's admission process and required postings 

Observation of medication administration and 
Review of resident charges 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and Inspection Plan 
Entrance Conference/Tour /Reconciliation 
Stage 1 + Mandatory Tasks + Transition 

Ministry ol HealtJ1 and Long-Tenn Care 18 

When Stage 1 is complete, the team's combined Stage 1 findings drive and facilitate the transition to Stage 2. 
MOS data and the inspection teams' Stage 1 data identify residents and Care Areas requiring in-depth inspection during 
Stage 2. 

The term Care Areas refers to a critical component of care in a long-term care home, such as Continence, Dignity, 
Choices, Pain, Nutrition, or Pressure Ulcers. 
Care Areas are defined by one or more Quality of Care and Quality of Life Indicators, or QCLls. 

QCLls are resident-centered outcome and process indicators based on the Ontario Long Term Care Act and Regulations 

for long-term-care homes. 
All data gathered during the Stage 1 screening and provided in the MOS Sample contribute to the calculation of QCLls for 

the home. 
During transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2, rates for each QCLI are generated based on MOS data and the team's Stage 1 

findings. 
When residents are included in the numerator of a QCLI, they are flagged, so to speak, in abaqisRQI. 
When QCLI rates exceed established thresholds, the applicable Care Areas are triggered and flagged residents are 
selected for further inspection in Stage 2. 

Thresholds are prevalence rates established to govern the decisions whether to conduct an In-depth Stage 2 Inspection in 
potentially problematic Care Areas. 
The transition from Stage 1 to Stage 2 results in a list of potential home- and resident-related concerns and preliminary 

Information on each potentially problematic Care Area. 

Using Inspection Protocols during Stage 2, inspectors conduct an In-depth, directed inspection on behalf of residents 
within the Care Areas that triggered from the Stage 1 screening. 

Inspectors may also Initiate a Care Area and/or complete home tasks. 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and Inspection Plan 
Entrance Conference/Tour/Reconciliation 
Stage 1 + Mandatory Tasks +Transition 
Stage 2 In-Depth Inspection +Triggered Tasks 

Ministry of Health and Long-Tenn Care 19 

Inspection Protocols, or IPs, provide a set of inspection tools that assist inspectors in completing a consistent, organized 
in-depth inspection of triggered Care Areas. 

The IPs guide inspectors through the Inspection and assist in determining whether the home is compliant with the Act and 
Regulations. 
Probes within an IP suggest avenues for gathering Information to assist the Inspector In determining compliance. 

In addition to the mandatory tasks completed during every inspection, certain home inspections are completed during 
Stage 2 only if triggered by Stage 1 findings. 
The triggered home inspections include: 

Accommodation Services: Housekeeping 
Accommodation Services: Laundry 
Accommodation Services: Maintenance 

Critical Incident Response 
Food Quality 

Hospitalization and Death 
Prevention of Abuse and Neglect 

Safe and Secure Home 
Snack Observation 

Sufficient Staffing and 

Trust Accounts 
Using IQS, Inspectors complete each inspection and determine compliance. 
The team's findings are merged and compliance decisions are made. 
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Overview of RQI 

Offsite Preparation and Inspection Plan 
Entrance Conference/Tour/Reconciliation 
Stage 1 + Mandatory Tasks +Transition 
Stage 2 In-Depth Inspection+ Triggered Tasks 
Analysis and Decision Making+ Exit Debriefing 

Ministry of HealtJ1 and Long-Thnn Care 20 

Upon completion of Stage 2 inspections, the team analyzes the Stage 2 results. 
Compliance decisions are made and documented in the Stage 2 (Inspection Quality Solution) IQS Application. 

An exit debriefing is conducted to inform the home of identified areas of concern. 
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Automation via Custom RQI Applications 

• Use of the stylus 

• Handwriting recognition 

• Recalibrate stylus, when necessary 

• Create, name and re-name folders 

Minislly of HealtJ1 and Long-Tenn Care 21 

ROI takes advantage of automation provided by the custom-designed ROI applications. 

While automation facilitates the process, Inspectors' interviewing skills, observation skills and professional judgment are a 
vital part of the process. 
Inspectors are still making all the decisions - just with the help of some automation. 
Your tablet will be used throughout the inspection process to automate sampling, facilitate data collection, and process 

inspector results. 
We understand that you have all become familiar with your tablets and that you are able to: 
Use the stylus for handwriting recognition when in tablet mode (versus laptop mode) 

Recalibrate the stytus, if necessary, and 

Create, name, and re-name file folders 
If any of these skills are unfamiliar or difficult for you, refer to your tutorials or seek assistance from a colleague. 

If further technical assistance is required, call the IT Help Desk. 
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Questions? 
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Does anyone have any questions about the objectives or advantages of ROI? 
Does anyone have any questions about the quick overview that we just covered? 
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Agenda 
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II Risk Focused RQI 10 

• IQS Upgrade Deployment (released on May 20th) 53 

Enforcement Escalation Protocol 90 

• Fire Safety Issue Information Sharing 102 

• Ontario Pharmacists' Association (OPA) Medication Guide 116 
- -

• Food and Fluid Intake Monitoring 122 
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Our Commitment 

Why are we here today? 

• Communicate branch and program updates 

• Ensure consistency across the province 

• Fostering a supportive and collaborative 
learning organization 
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Since we last met in May 2016 ... 

CIATT Up-date 

• New Manager: Lorene Ross 

Employee Engagement (EE) 

-Starting 
Monday June 20th 

' 
• Over the summer/early fall, each SAO and CIATI will discuss EE using SAO 

Roadshow slide deck content as a guide 

• Mid-Fall 2016 
Focus Group • 2 reps from each SAO/CIATT 

Purpose: 
• To report back and consider results of local meetings 
• To start developing Terms of Reference for Branch EE 
• To recommend structure for Branch EE 

Branch EE Leads 
Andrew is also the divisional MOHLTC EE Committee rep 
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Since we last met in May 2016 ... 

• RQI Certified Trainers 
In progress 

• Target of 21 Certified Trainers by end of the year 

Support future process assessments of RQls 

• AG recommended the need to address quality assurance of inspections 

Consistency of practice 

• Risk Focused RQI roll-out 
Pilot in progress (Hamilton) 

Education received today 
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A Review 

AG RECOMMENDATIONS 
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AG Recommendations and Today's Education Focus 

Work stream 

, Safety Assurance 

Overall Quality 
Improvement 

AG Recommendations I 
Improve the timeline.ss of inspecting Complaints and Critical Incidents (Cls) 

Improve tracking prioritizing and monitoring the handling of Cls and Complaints 

Put the safety of the residents first by focusing on high-risk areas 

* To mitigate risk of fire at LTC homes --* To ensure LTC homes are not repeatedly in non-compliance 

0 To ensure LTC homes are held account able t o their performance 

0 To ensure that inspection results are communicated on a timely basis 

·====~ 

* Today's focus 

Upcoming 
education 

0 Enabler 

13 
0 To ensure the mandate of the Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program is met and its 

performance is transparent to the public 
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Improved Enforcement: 
To provide the public with better information for decision making on LTC homes 

• Public Infonnation 

., Homec:are for seniors 

• Find a retirement home 

• And a long-tum care home 

• Temporary respite care for 
caregivers 

• Long-term G!lre home complaint 
process 

• New long-tenn care home quality 
inspection program 

.. Long-Term Care Home Service 
Accountabnity Aqrecment {L-SAA) 

• Long-term care archived policies 

•Forms 

Explore Government > 

Conracts > 

Connect With Us > 

Home, Community and Pesidential 
Care Services 

Find long-term care homes in Ontario 
LTC Homes Demo 

Long-term care homes are wnere adults can live and receive 24-hour nursing, personal care and help 1 

their dally actMtles_ These homes are also called nursing homes. municipal homes for the aged. or ch< 
tiomes. 

With this tool, you can find information on: 

• the home's name/address, and the Community Care Access Centre and Local Health lntegratio 
Networ1< where the home is located 

• number of beds in the home 
• number of Issues (non-compliance) found In the home 

An arrow - up or down - shows how the home compares to the provincial avera 

Sear ch 

I LTC Home or City 

I Select e City 

• Cl'leckllst to use when visitlng a 
home CPOFl 

• How to apply for a L TC Home 
• L TC Home Inspections Reports 

Search by LTC 
Home, LHIN, 
city, or CCAC 

I Select e CCAC or LHIN • Health aualitv Ontario - Long-Term 
Care Public Reporting 
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Improved Enforcement: 
To provide the public with better information for decision making on LTC homes 

LTC home 
Profile Data 

PROFILE 

G lebe Centre 
950 BanJc Street 
Ottawa, Ontario K1S5G6 
Telephone : (613) 238-2727 
Fax: (613) 238-4759 
www.g lebecentre.ca 
Email: lq rant@gle becentre .ca 

H o m e Links 

Home's Profile 

Home's Inspection Report{s} 

H o m e Details 
Average W a it Time 

Licensed Beds 
254 

Short-Stay Beds 
NIA 

Approved Short stay Beds 
No 

Home Type 
Non-Profit 

Community Care Access Centre (CCAC) 
Champlain 

Local Health Integration Network (LHIN) 
cnamp1a1n 

Licensee 
The Glebe Centre Incorporated 

LTC home information and comparative data 

Curr e n t Inspection Infor mation 

Annua l Inspections 
Restcsent auanty Inspection (ROI) 

Last ROI Inspection: January 26, 2015 

LTC 
Home 

Provincial 
Aven1ge 

Orders N IA 6 .2 

Non-compllance 1 9 11 .8 

T argeted I n spections 
Inspecting Complaints, C ritical Incidents & Others 

Orders 

Non-compliance 

Number of Targemd 
Inspections 

LTC Provincial 
Home Average ----

0 ! 1.2 

O ! 3 .8 

0 

Note: Resutts are based on tne previous 12-month 
period and updated each quarter. 

Definitions 
Arrows: An arrow - up or down - shows how the home 
compares to the provincial average 

Non-compliance: when an inspector finds that a requirement 
has not been met under the Long-Tenn Care Homes Act 
~ 

CON Fl DENTIAL 

Inspection 
Information 

Definitions 

9 
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Risk Focused RQI 
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Clarifying Terminologies 

Resident Quality Inspections (RQI) is a familiar term ... but maybe 
you've heard some recent rumours of a different type of RQI? 

Shortened 
Comprehensive 
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Let's Demystify 

Resident Quality 
Inspection (RQI) 

Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

Risk Focused RQI 
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Let's Demystify 

The original 

I 

I 

r· -·-· -·-. . -. -
I · - ·-. -· - ·- . -. -....... 

I Intensive Risi< Focused RQI . , 

Resident Quality 
Inspection (RQI) 

Same resource intensity 

Risk Focused RQI 

Reduced resource intensity 

All RQls are risk focused 
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Why Risk Focused RQls? 

0 
G) 

AG Recommendation: 
Put the safety of residents first by 
focus ing on high-risk areas 
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Principles of Risk Focused RQI 

• Retains the same core principles 

- Resident centered 

- Risk focused 

- Proactive 

\' 
'/# 

So then, what has 
changed ~ 

• Interviews (resident, family, staff), observations, census 

records review, still remain in Stage 1 

• Determining the type of RQls to be completed in each 
calendar year relies on the LQIP Risk and Priority Assessment 

(LRPA) report 

• 
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Less Time and Less Inspector Resource 

"'585 Level 1 
Homes 

Low Risk Home (LRPA Level 1) 

LTCH 

Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

3 to 4 inspectors 

8 days total 

24 to 32 inspector days 

Avg. 28 inspector days 

LTCH 

Risk Focused RQI 

2 inspectors 

3 to 5 days total* 

6 to 1 o inspector days* 

Avg. 8 inspector days* 

*Days shown are projected and may change as a result of concurrent intakes or other findings 
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Smaller Sample Size 

40 20 

Still conduct max three (3) family interviews in Stage 1 

Stage 1 ~ 50% resource gain 
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Small Homes Threshold 

eca • • 
Small homes threshold was 

previously used only in homes 
with < 40 beds 

The QCLI threshold is different 
for a small home, with the 

exception of abuse 

107234 Choices (Resident Interview) 
Resident reports not being allowed to exerdse choice and self-determmatioo. 

Risk Indicator: Threshold: 14.0% 
Numerator: Any of the following pairs of responses. 
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Small Homes Threshold 

• Used for all Risk Focused RQls 
- Even if the home is not a small home 

• Results in a reduction, for each QCLI, of Inspection 
Protocols (IPs) that is triggered through for Stage 2 
inspection 
- Exception is Abuse, which is always inspected 

Stage 2 ~ 10.6°/o resource gain 
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Key Care Areas in Risk Focused RQI 

31 Care Areas (IPs) 

Home Related Mandatory 

Triggered 

Resident Related Triggered 

Inspector Initiated 

For Risk Focused RQI {RF RQI}: 

Intensive 
RF RQI 

5 

9 

12 

31 

RF RQI 

4 

1 

8 

31* 

- What are· these 
recommended 
care areas? 

• Only specific IPs have the potential to trigger for Stage 2 inspection 
• Or inspector initiated in an immediate jeopardy 

Stage 2 -7 44o/o resource gain 

* Inspector initiated in Immediate Jeopardy situation 
CON Fl DENTIAL 20 
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How Were These Care Areas Selected 

1 + 
Intensive Risk Focused RQls 

2014 & 2015 calendar years 

Evidence Based Research 

T~ed lh 

U Hoc 1- d · "'o IQ UMd l6,7SO tl,60& i ,142. ~ lLi l ll .O'JI. 
PW50fl9f S1Jppo<t ~'- 10)12 9,!ot Si'O 94_s,r. 7~ 5.31' 
"-°"...._,~_,....._ !,5!1 ...., 671 ttOl. 6.~ ~ 
~c:-- .... ._.. ........... •.as l,'l'ID 415 ~ "n • Q!r. .. _........,,......,, .. 
hilt"-

Rigorous 
analysis 

CONFIDENTIAL 

..... l,.IM5 1111 '°-"' ut. 7.4,. 
l,Z7J ~~ •711 9'2'1 s.a 

.. _ 
4,060 7.l'!S 21! !16..6111 s.n 2.~ 

1.111 1/1"1 w s:mr. ~ .... s"' 

Recommended IPs were selected based on: 
• Essential and/or critical cl inical or 

resident rights care areas 
•%of all inspections 
•%of all inspections resulting in non

compliance 
•Rate of compliance 
•IP coverage of QCLls expected to trigger 

using the Small Homes Threshold of the 
bottom four quintiles of QCLI rates 

IQ.177 m . .e~ 10..1U 
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Recall: Care Areas in Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

Accommodation Services: Housekeeping 

Accommodation Services: Laundry 

Accommodation Services: Maintenance 

Infection Prevention and Control Sufficient Staffing 

Medication Training and Orientation 

Trust Accounts 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Home Related -
Mandatory 

Home Related -
Triggered 

Inspector 
Initiated 
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Key Care Areas in Risk Focused RQI 

Accommodation Services: Housekeeping 

Accommodation Services: Laundry 

Accommodation Services: Maintenance 

Resident Charges 

Recreational and Social Activities 

Reporting and Complaints 

Residents' Council Interview 

Responsive Behaviours 

Safe and Secure Home {Includes Emergency Plan) 

Food Quality 

Hospitalization and Change in Condition Snack Observation 

Infection Prevention and Control Sufficient Staffing 

Medication Training and Orientation 

Home Related -
Mandatory 

Home Related -
Triggered 

Inspector 
Initiated 

Inspectors are required to initiate all triggered inspections on the applicable care area IPs. Inspections should 
not be initiated by accessing the legislation through the Ad Hoc notes. With exception only when the care 
area IP does not rovide the s ecific iece of le islation needed and/or in an immediate ·eo ard situation. 
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Example From Pilot 

Small home threshold used but other care areas triggered through 

Other IPs triggered after Stage 1: 
• Sufficient Staffing 

• Accommodation Services: Laundry 

• Hospitalization and Change in Condition 

• Personal Supportive Services 

100000C7711 COrltNl!ICle cai. Ind 8cMc l lolg1. 

Ulnlmu.t1>9 OI Reslra-.V 

P.,_,., S~rt Setv!C8 

_J 

Stage 2 By Resident 
For Heme 0000000671 lus.lng small l'Clme l.!relllOICl!l l 

~«Jon·Jurl 14 2076 15·37·4t 

Qcl(s) 

405079 • Cdlclet lbe • Sl 

217089 • PoleflfJil RMua111s RO 

220075 ·UnclHn1J"Qroomed · RO 
1120213 · No V-.at Ccnecian·MOS IMRFJ 
&20217 OrakOental Prcolems·.UOS [MRF] 

234281 -~'T..--1!ums · RO 

320Z38 • MoAOL~ f l 

620213 - No VISIAI ~ MOS [MRF) 

Not inspect 
(unless immediate 

jeopardy 

On ly inspect triggered IPs from the 
recommended 9, and only if it triggers through 

Abaqis will still store all of the transition information 
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Summary of Resource Gains 

Recommended 
change for Risk 
Focused RQI 

Estimated Resource 
Gain(%) 

Estimated Resource 
Gain (Inspector Days) 

A redirection of resources to higher risk areas 

Stage 1 

Sample Size 

20 

50% 

3.5 

Stage 2 
--- ~ - . 

Small Home 
Threshold 

10.6% 

2.1 

Recommended 
IPs 

12 

44% 

8.9 

Elimination of 
Ad Hoc notes 

inspection 

11.8% 

2.4 16.9 

Supports the AG recommendation of putting the safety of residents first by focusing on high risk areas 
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Summary of Key Changes 

Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

Standard threshold 

3-4 inspectors 

5 Mandatory Home Tasks 

21 Triggered Care Areas 

Ad hoc notes inspections conducted 

Risk Focused RQI 

Small Homes Threshold 

2 inspectors 

4 Mandatory Home Tasks 
• Family Council Interview (Survey)* 

9 Triggered Care Areas 

Eliminate ad hoc inspections 
• Only allowed if the non-compliance is 

related to the recommended set of 
IPs, and/or, where Immediate 
Jeopardy has been identified 

*The Family Council Interview w ill now be in an electronic survey format. The survey questions will be 
embedded in an email sent to the Family Council Rep by the RQI Team Lead on Day 1 and assigned to the Team 
Lead to follow-up on any negative responses. 
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Annual Planning and 

Off-Site Preparation of RQI 
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Pre Planning - Determining Which RQI For Which Home 

• RQI Priority Report and Template 
Planning for the RQI type and priority for each LTCH, prior to the next 
calendar year 

Based on LTCH's risk 

In general, level 1 homes will be assigned a Risk Focused RQI 

In-year adjustments allowed 

• Ills will use the report and template for planning 

June 30 weocast (LTLs) 

Every LTCH: 

• One RQI each calendar year 
• At least one Intensive Risk Focused RQI every 3 calendar years 
• "'1/3 of Level 1 homes will receive an Intensive Risk Focused RQI 
• Changes may happen based on risk level changes of the Home 
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Pre Planning - Notifying and Tracking Type of RQI 

ITL communicates upcoming 
"type" of RQI assignment to 

inspectors and AA 

AA Requests Business 
Administrator (A.Coard) 

the MMF file and informs 
type of RQI 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SAO AA 

AA tracks the type of RQI in 
Admin Tracker once 
inspection initiated 
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Pre Planning -Triggering Small Home Threshold in ABAQIS 

• When setting up Risk Focused RQI in ABAQIS, the Business Administrator 
will select "small homes threshold" 

Identifier • (10 numeric cheracters} 
11 

,, 

I Ji000000669 v Ch.eckbdx to seleet small home threshold 

( D Use Small Home Thresholds 

4Wd 
1·tiG'frHI 

~ Home ~ Small Thresholds 

Reskl~ot Anig,nmOnt Reutent Sample Access log 

Small home threshold triggered 
; Home ~ Small lltreshOlds 

0000000. x 
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Pre Planning - Inspector Documentation in IQS 

• If inspector would like to identify the type of RQI conducted, 
please do so in the Ad Hoc Notes section 

• Do not identify RQI type in catch all box 

Inspection Report should only identify that a 
RQI was conducted. Do not mention the type. 
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Communication: 

Upon Entry to LTC Home 
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Upon Entry to the LTC Home 

• RQI Team Lead introduce the inspection team and inform purpose 

... 

Good morning, we 
are Long-Term 

Care Home 

Inspectors from ... 

LTCH 

Scripted speaking reference now available. 
3 scenarios, let's take a look! 
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Scenario 1: Risk-Focused RQI (Level 1) 

• Good morning I afternoon. We are Long-Term Care Home Inspectors from the 
Service Area Office. --------

• There are XX ~nsert #] of us here - I will introduce my colleagues: -----

• We are here today to conduct a Resident Quality Inspection. 

• Our program has reviewed the compliance history of your home - we have 
identified that overall your compliance history has been relatively good. 

• You can expect that this will be a shorter inspection than the RQI you have had in 
the past. 

• For example - we will be interviewing fewer residents, and looking at fewer charts. 

• We will still be interviewing relevant staff, and looking at your home's operations. 

• We will still be interviewing members of your Residents' Council and connecting 
with your home's Family Council. 

• As in all inspections, if more serious issues arise and risk areas are identified - it 
may take longer. 

• Please feel free to approach me at any time throughout the inspection if you have 
questions. 
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Scenario 2: Intensive Risk-Focused RQI 

I 

(Level 1 home, but -1/3 done each year} 

• Good morning I afternoon. We are Long-Term Care Home Inspectors from the 
Service Area Office. 

• There are XX [insert#] of us here - I will introduce my colleagues: -----

• We are here today to conduct a Resident Quality Inspection. I 
• Our program has reviewed the compliance history of your home - we have 

identified that overall your compliance history has been relatively good. 

~ You may have heard that homes with good compliance histories are now getting 
a Risk-Focused RQI - which is a shorter inspection. 

• However - as a check and balance in our program, we continue to conduct 
intensive Risk-Focused Resident Quality Inspections in about one-third of 
homes that have relatively good compliance histories. 

• This year, your home falls into that group. 

• As a result - you will not see anything significantly different in this inspection 
from other Resident Quality Inspections you have had before. 

• Please feel free to approach me at any time throughout the inspection if you have 
questions. 
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Scenario 3: Intensive. Risk-Focused RQI (Level 2 or 3) 

• Good morning I afternoon. We are Long-Term Care Home Inspectors firom the 
Service Area Office. 

• There are XX [1insert #] of us here - I will introduce· my col leagues: -----
• We are here today to conduct a Resident Quality Inspection. 

• Our program has reviewed the compliance history of your home - we have 
identified that overall you have a compliance history that places you into one of 
our higher risk categories,. at this point. 

• Therefore, we will be conducting an intensive Risk-Focused Resident Quality 
Inspection - this inspection will be the same type of RQI that you have had in 
previous years. 

• Pl1ease feel free to approach me at any time throughout the inspection if you have 

I 

I 

I 

I 

questions. 1 

I L 
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Steps for Risk Focused RQI: 
A detailed look at practice changes 
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Recall: Process for Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

Stage 1 
10-12 Hours 
(Dependent on the 
#of inspectors) 

Stage 2 
# of days determined 
by outcome of Stage 1 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mandatory Home IP Tasks 
(Done at Anytime) 
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Process for Risk Focused RQI 

Stage 1 
10-12 Hours * 
(Dependent on the 
# of inspectors) 

Stage 2 
# of days determined * 
by outcome of Stage 1 

n •• 

Tour 
-. -

CONFIDENTIAL 

* Areas with change 

* Mandatory Home IP Tasks 
(Done at Anytime) 
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OFF-SITE PREPARATION 

0 1. Complete the Oft-site Preparation for RQI Plan. 

• Admin Coordinator (AC) sets up RQI in abaqisRQI, creates- MMF, and completed copy/paste of census 
sample from abaqisRQI onto MMF 

• SAO Admin Assistant (AA) .adds inspector names to abaqisRQI and initiates Off-Site Preparation for RQI 
Plan by compl'eting the 'ho.me' information, generates compfiance history of the past 36 months & 
attaches 'Intake Summary' ·form 

I RFRQI For Risk Focused RQI, the Business Administrator (i.e. the AC) will select the "small home threshold" 
" 1-

utton in abaqisRQI when setting up the inspection in abaqisRQI 
0 1. Print the Entrance Conference Worksheet forms (team and home versions) and LTCH Confirmation 

Checklists i.e. Admission Process, QI & Required Programs, and IPAC 

0 1. The team lead (TL) confirms that the Master Mapping File (MMF) is received and that the inspection is 
set up on abaqisRQI, including: 

• MOS data extraction was uploaded, 

• sample size availability for census sample~ Under the Risk Focused RQI, census sample size is 20 . 

• assignment of inspectors and 

• copy/ paste exercise completed i.e. randomized census sample from abaqisRQI onto MMF 

Notes: 

RF R°!~ For Risk Focused RQI, ensure that the small home threshold is selected in abaqisRQI (Step 1 above) 
" 
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Off-site Preparation for RQI Plan ' 

IMPORTANT: 
An enhancement has been made to this process for both types of RQls 

When completing the Off-Site Preparation for RQI Plan: 

• List the concurrent on-site inquiries I inspections Log #s (i.e. 
concurrent Complaint(s) I CIS determined for assignment) 

• This may be done on the Intake Summary form 

• Ensure the Intake Summary form is attached to the 'Off-Site 
Preparation for RQI Plan' upon completion 
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New 

Off-site Preparation for RQI Plan • Update 

Intake Summary Form: 
~nt.akes Summary home name _ confidential 

No. Log • 1yPe lnspeclloo lllllns Rlsldellt Harne StdNllles Rltevllll IPI Rmmb C--* ~ CllCQfU NlmeS Am 

!A·-!-i I Room YIM 
l)bmeaf ......, 

1. I I I 
2.. I 
3. I I 
4. I I 
5. I I 
6. I I ' 7. I I I 
8. I l j 
9. I I I I 
10. I ~ .. . . j 

• Helps keep track of the concurrent intakes done with RQls 
• Can assist with Stage 2 assignment 

• Attach completed form to the Off-site Preparation for RQJ Plan 

CONFIDENTIAL 

~date: 

~ a.... .,, 
.. Of 11111*1' 
tn.-r 'ml' 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' I . 

Cl-.sllf ~ 
lnlpecioil bylio 

YlN F'tdw 
Adiall 
VJN 

I 

j 
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ON-SITE ACTIVITIES 

D 4. Upon entrance to the LTCH the team lead/interim RQI team lead, as determined 
during off-site preparation, follows instructions on the Entrance Conference 
Worksheet (Team Copy) section: Information to Provide/Request Upon Entrance. 

Notes: 

• Upon entry to the LTC Home, the RQI Team lead will also inform the 
administrator/charge person of conducting a RQI, refer to "Speaking Points" 
script for messaging 

• Inspectors must document a note in IQS for each day of the RQI noting date and 
time of arrival and departure 

• Inspectors must back up data from IQS using USB twice daily at a minimum. 
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ENTRANCE CONFERENCE 

D i. Team Lead completes the entrance conference with the administrator/charge person, using the 
Entrance Conference Worksheet: 

• Reviews the Licensee Confirmation Checklists for LTCHs Admission Process, QI & Required 
Program, and I PAC 

• The Team Lead will complete the applicable Family Council Interview IP questions if Council not 
established 

• Where there is a Family Council, the Team Lead will request the contact information (email and 
phone number) of the Family Council Representative 

• Review list of information required from home within one hour and four hours. 

Note: 

• Residents receiving dialysis treatment relates to LTCHs with a designated dialysis care unit 

E[> Not applicable when conducting a Risk Focused RQI 

• Document brief notes on the note boxes provided on the Entrance Conference Worksheet as 
necessary (Team Copy) electronic form 
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TOUR 

D 6. Conduct a brief tour as soon as possible after entry. Take note on the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• Characteristics about the population 
• Activities in which residents are engaged 
. Posting of ministry 

- ACTION Line info & 
- Inspection Reports {2 yrs.) 

• Concerns about the general environment, including checking of locked doors, and 
common-use areas 

I RF Roi Under the Risk Focused RQI, check only internal locked doors in Resident 
Home Areas (RHAs), and any common use areas 

Concerns about infection control practices 
Concerns about staff-resident interaction 
Concerns related to immediate risk to residents 
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RECONCILIATION 

D 7. Upon receipt of the home's resident census, including identification of resident's who will be 
out of the home for Stage 1 duration: 

• Reconcile the residency status of census sample in abaqisRQI, and complete the mapping 
worksheet on the Master Mapping File (MMF) by following the steps on the 

Tip Sheet: How to use the Master Mapping Files to Reconcile /Data Triangulate (May 2014) 

~Under the Risk Focused RQI, include the first 20 residents listed. Replace any 
discharged residents or residents who will be out of the LTCH during the Stage 1 RQI inspection 
period by moving to the next consecutive resident on the list as needed. 

• Create New Residents as necessary by following steps on the Create New Residents & 
abaqisMAX (Mav 2014) 

Note: 
• During an outbreak situation., in the event any residents from the census pool are in isolation, 

remove and substitute that resident with another resident from the census pool. 
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CONFERENCE INSIGHTS 

• Meal times, snack times, and location of dining area(s) 

I RFRa1 This item is not applicable under the Risk Focused RQI 

• Medication administration times, location of drug storage of narcotics and controlled substances. 

• Key personnel and office locations; access codes; Residents/Family Councils representatives contact 

information; etc. 

• Residents' medical records i.e. weights, hospitalization, plan of care, etc. 

• Relevant information to be communicated to the assigned inspector(s) for the mandatory home 

tasks, e.g. Infection Prevention & Control IP, and Resident Council Interview IP, etc. 

• Copy of home's schedule for registered staff for reference if staffing issues identified during RQI. 

• Any relevant discussions with Administrator i.e. Licensee Confirmation Checklists for the LTCHs 

Admission Process, Quality Improvement management system. 
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HANDLING OF LTCH LICENSEE CONFIRMATION CHECKLISTS 

Team Lead provides copy of the LTCH Licensee Confirmation Checklists i.e. 'Admission Process~ 'QI & 
Required Programs~ and 'JPAC1 to the administrator I representative upon entry to home1 and further 
reviews the checklists I expectations with administrator I representative during entrance conference 
meeting. Note - the /PAC confirmation checklist may be best completed by the staff member who co
ordinates the /PAC Program for the home. 

• LTCH returns the completed 'checklists1 within 4 hours following the entrance conference (TL may 
allow additional time to the LTCH to complete as needed) 

• TL reviews the LTCH Licensee Confirmation Checklists for Admission Process1 QI & Required 
Programs and /PAC and forwards completed /PAC checklist to inspector assigned to /PAC IP for 
review. 

• Assigned inspector(s) would further 'inspector initiate1 an inspection on the applicable IP{s)1 i.e. 
Admission and Discharge IP, QI IP, and/or /PAC IP, any concerns identified on the checklists i.e. or 
any concerns raised during the course of the RQI. 

Under the Risk Focused RQ/1 the LTCH Licensee Confirmation Checklists are still distributed. 
However, only when there are significant risks (e.g. many areas identified as a "No 11

} 1 the 
inspector will then consult their /TL/SAO Manager to determine if it is appropriate to 
'inspector initiate1 an inspection. 

• Post RQ/1 all completed and signed checklists will be filed in the applicable SAO on the LTCH1s files. 
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*MANDATORY HOME TASKS (THROUGHOUT THE INSPECTION) 

D Complete the mandatory home tasks as assigned, and at any time determined appropriate during the RQI 
process: 

Mandatory Home Tasks: ~ 
• Dining Observation: ~The Dining Observation is not conducted under the Risk Focused RQI. 
• Family Council Interview: 
~ Under the Risk Focused RQI, a Family Council Survey is conducted in lieu of the Family 
~ Council Interview. The RQI Team Lead will send the electronic survey to the Family 

Council representative on Day 1 of the Risk Focused RQI. 
• Infection Prevention and Control: 
• Medication: 
• Residents' Council Interview: 

• Discuss and take not es during end of day team meetings regarding progress and trends, and identify the 
inspector assigned the task as applicable. 

Note: 
~ For the Risk Focused RQ/1 the RQI Team Lead should contact the Family Council representative via 
~ phone as soon as possible on Day 1. The Team Lead will request the completion of the electronic 

survey within 48 hours. 

• Distribute resident and family/designate surveys & self-addressed envelopes following interviews conducted 
with Residents' Council & Family Council Chairs I representative1 as applicable. 
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STAGE 1 ANALYSIS TEAM MEETING 
(TRANSITION FROM STAGE 1 TO STAGE 2) 

*TRANSITION DATE: CLICK HERE TO ENTER DATE 

D 15. Stage 1 is conducted to identify the QCLlsthat caused each care area to trigger. The purpose of the 

transition meeting is for inspectors to ensure that the QCLls that caused a specific care area to trigger for 

lagged residents are correct. 

D 16. Team lead facilitates the 'transition' team meeting following the steps outlined below. The results drive the 

Stage 2 triggered assignment. Take notes on note box provided. 

Transition meeting steps: 

• Using the Stage 2 by Resident report, the team lead reads aloud each triggered care area/ QCLI description and 
associated sampled residents as outlined on the report requesting team members to identify their Stage 1 
assigned residents listed by numeric ID, who flagged for triggered care areas. 

~Under the Risk Focused RQI, only the following 9 t riggered care areas are included: 
1. Accommodation Services: Housekeeping 
2. Continence Care and Bowel Management 
3. Dignity, Choice and Privacy 
4. Falls Prevention 
5. Minimizing of Restraining 
6. Nutrition and Hydration 
7. Pain 
8. Prevention of Abuse, Neglect and Retaliation 
9. Skin and Wound 
*All other triggered care areas are to be excluded 
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STAGE 2 SAMPLING AND ASSIGNMENT 

D 17. Initiate into the Stage 2 Sample for assignment as applicable: 

• If home has designated dialysis care unit, select one resident receiving dialysis treatment for Stage 

2 inspection/ inspector assignment (use the Nutrition and Hydration IP) 

~This item is not applicable under the Risk Focused RQI. 

• Any past due orders(s) that require follow-up (Do not initiate a separate follow-up inspection for the 

management of these orders) 

• Any inspector initiated concerns raised during the course of the RQI by residents, staff, family, 
visitors and I or via observations made by the inspector that are not triggered from Stage 1 and 
selected for Stage 2 inspections. 

~Under the Risk Focused RQI, no Ad Hoc inspections are to be conducted, unless they are 
related to the recommended set of IPs where inspections results in non-compliance 
findings or if Immediate Jeopardy is identified. 

• Any concurrent inspection(s) assigned to SAO, as identified on the Oft-Site Preparation for RQI 
Inspection Plan, and/or new complaint assigned during course of RQI. 

Notes: ..... 
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Version 3.1.0.2 Released on May 20, 2016 

IQS Application Upgrade 
Deployment 
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Topics - What's New 

1. Flagging High Risk Orders 

2. Remove Pl/PHI on Public Reports (MODIFY) 

3. Edit WN on Inspection Reports (AMEND) 

4. Intake Module changes 
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You may recall this email. .. 

• Sent on May 26· 2016 

IQS Application Upgrade Deployment (IQS v 3.1.0.2) 

Background: 

At the end ofthe day on May 26th, 2016 beginning at 5:00pm the IQS Application Development Team will be 
deploying a new version of the IQS Tablet and Server Side Application and the Intake Module. 

Please read Explanation of the enhancements/changes in IQS for details. 

What does this mean for you: 

1. DO NOT use IQS or .the Intake Module after 5:00pm. If you do, the work you have done 
may not be saved. Please DO NOT use IQS or the Intake module until the next day (Friday 
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IQS Tablet Side: 
New Features 
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High Risk Orders 

1. High Risk Orders 

There is now a check box for High Risk Orders 

Order £1 
Pursuant To: r. 131. (1) 

r. 131. (1) Every .licensee of a tong-term care home shall ensure that no drug is used by or administered to a 
resident In the home unless the drug has been prescribed for the resident. 0 . Reg. 791101 s. 131 (1). 

Order#: 

~High Risk 
'./, .:: ·::Ad :-ice ~Jc:es 

Order: 

Grounds to support order: -~-------~ 
Source: Ad-hoc Note LegJRef: 13 r. 131. (1) Inspector#: E123 
El May 10. 2016 -15:55 - The licensee has failed to ensure that no drug Is used by or administered to a resident in the 

home unless the drug has been prescribed for the resident as evidenced by: 1. No Physician order for pain medication 
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High Risk Orders 

1 / High Risk Orders 

There is now a check box for High Risk Orders 

Pursuant To: r. 131. (1) 
,,. .. 3"' _ 1"') E 'e"l ~~:.:.=..::.__,.,'---"'-'-"-"'-"~--===:.....:.:........:.=:..;..:.=....;='--==;.:...:;:...:=:.......:..=;...=.:...;~==:...:::....c...=;,,..~~=~~ ... 
res de'1t m rrie 

DO NOT USE 
Order#: 

~ High Risk 
t..;OP"'P 1anc 

• Formal training in Fall 2016 
• Alignment with policies and technology 

Order. 

Grounds to support order. 
Source: l"\O-hoc Note Leg/Ref: 0 r .. 31

. (1) Inspector#: E123 
1a} 10 20-s - 5.55 - The hcensee has fa ed o ensure 'lat '10 drug 1s used by or adm nis erea ~o a resident m ~e 

home unless the drug as been prescnbed for .he resident as ev1dencec b, 1. No Phys c.an order or pain medical on 
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High Risk Orders 

But in case you're wondering ... 

... Why do we need this feature? 

0 
G) 

AG Recommendation: 
The ministry should establish a formal target for 
conducting fo llow-up inspections on orders, and 
prioritize those inspections based on risk 
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High Risk Orders 

Benefits of This Feature 

• Prioritized high risk orders first for follow-up 

• Informed metrics for tracking and quality 
management of: 
- #of high risk orders 

- Type of high risk orders 

- Better planning through prioritization of inspections 

Follow-up training to 
commence Fall 2016 
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IQS Server Side 
New Features 
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Modify 

21 MODIFY 
0 = 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ o 

-

Oh no! I left 
Pl/PHI in my 

public report!!! 

Unidentified Inspector 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Modify 

The Modify Feature 

• Electronica lly removes Pl/PHI or other incorrect information 

• Inspectors can modify within IQS 

• From a Public Inspection Report or Order Report 

• No more Adobe Editor! 

• Always Modify before Amend 

NOT to add new 
findings 

• Modify and Amend cannot occur at the same time 

• Modify becomes unavailable once an amendment has 
been initiated 
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Modify 

What Happens to the Modified Version 

It is now: 

• Synchronized to the IQS server 

• Becomes the new Public report 
- Access it via "Retrieve Locked Down Forms" 

• New base report for making amendment 

• Original is still on the tablet 
- Accessible only via an Incident Ticket 
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How Is It Assigned 

SAO M anager 

Assigned 
Inspector 

• Marks an inspection for modification 

Assigns to Inspector 

• Make changes to the inspection 
• Inspection Summary 
• Non-Compliances 
• Orders 

• The assigned inspection is listed in the 
Inspector Amendment Work Log 
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Modify 

Find the Reports Assigned To You For Modification 

CSC Server > Inspection Amendment 

Inspector Amendment Work Log 

Orde"S 

:.SSgned Date Homer.arr~ 
I! tSoart;on . :nspea:m= . ..!>!; # l: AmeOO Ame....: Apµaa rDi:eda" NEei - Saled: 1Qify Type ~ersi:ln Si:ab.ls - Rev'.ew ~ - TQ 

I A.'l'lE!OC 

Iv I' 
Jun 18, 2015 TSAO_Homel Folaw up 2015_213123_0021 20150617 Al 

In-
p~ 

--
Jun 17, 2015 TSAO_Hmnc:l Folaw l4> 2015_223123_()()16 2015JUNE15_TEST1 IQ. 

In-
p~ 

- --
Jun 4, 2015 TSAO_Horoerl Follaw !JP' 2015_318145_0031 2015APRIU6 ft2 Initiat~ 

May U, 2016 15AO_Holn#1 Other 2016_002123_()060 20100510 Iritiated 

To view the Public report for modification 
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Modify 

Viewing Public Report 

SAOM lngpector Modify Publlc Inspection ~rt Page 

Modify Public report 1llo'N1 th• Inspector to be 1ble to modify and/er remove PHI or 1ny lncortect lnfonn1tlon. 

SWmuty - Publc 

t mprctln••: 
l016_00212l_oaeG/ l0160510 

Sbtus: Home "31111!: 

ln1tbrb!d TSAO_ llDme•l 

n.s • ispecDOl'1 \YaS ccndudecl on !he l'olawmlJ dim(s): May 10, U , 2016 

l\ulld Verdon: 0-: 
2.l.l..O WOO\CllDnilnO 

Th5 boar is partl~ usef\A lor s.-~ badgroond infarmabon or dv0004og(GI l!\ll!nts of~ Incident to 
f1dlim. IN INC¥"s com;ortlwMlcn cl tlw NC. 
lt~ illSo tie used to ldtnl:lfy ii l\l!Mlill"fd\ttMtWUClbHr\'90 iOO ~ rtceros .,.._.~ta. 

Oumg the courw rl 1he • IL5P!OIOI\ ltll' 1~s) s?l*t' With Reildeni:s, MesllQI Director, Adm1nistratir, 
~(PT), Dndor ol ~and Personal~ (OOOPC), ~glstered nr.rs1ng st.alt, Dletillan (RO}, Food 
SfMc~ ~ (fSS), Focd ser,,~ Womtl'! (FSW$}. P«sonal 5'lppott Woritl!rs (PSWs). Dietary, Houset.efplng and 
tQ.~nc@ 5'3ff. 

Only the non-compliances and Orders marked with 0 can be modified 

PtdilJc IDl,.utorl bport ReMoft Mod. alJOm ID the Pl.DIC l.'llpart M9 dlMkl by U1lt ...S b> d\ingD 1ho COl'llll& d the repclt ilS ~ I of Pubic. ~~·or~ Hjyl!tl iMlrTNrion 
do::or"""' ,.,,..,_ ..,-i _ ,_..... 

,.,, 
v 
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3/ AMENDMENTS 

• This upgrade allows the editing of findings (or WN) 

• Prior to, can only revoke the non-compliance 

Amendments 

• 
0 - ,. -
0 -

~ !_QS-Maf'.laal 
~ Cnp.7 
~ (pg. j Q6) 
0 
0 

• To either change the content or to remove/alter the Order 

• Licensee and/or Public Report 
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Amendments 

What Does the Amended Report Look Like? 

Licensee Report: 

• New changes in black; old original text in grey ---------
• Inspector name and amendment number 

Example: 

t::. ;, ~teilB~fT@JJOft tdm@'"~ te'S'm 
under clause (1) (a). and every action taken under clause (1) (b). 2007, c. 8, s. 23 (2). 

Findings/Faits samants : 

(A1) 
New text 1. The licensee has failed to ensure that 10-Who is Ky1o Rens father? 1234 (s. 23. (2)) 
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What Happens to the Amended Version 

The amended version is: 

• Synchronized to the IQS server 

• All previous and subsequent versions are all saved on the IQS server 

• Always Modify before Amend 
a:.;.._~__..;; • Modify and Amend cannot occur at the same time 

• Modify becomes unavailable once an amendment has 
been initiated 
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Amendments 

How Is It Assigned 

SAO Manager 

Assigned 
Inspector 

Marks an inspection for amendment 
• Can now assign a non-compliance to an inspector 

Assigns to Inspector 

• Make changes to the inspection (licensee or public) 
• Licensee or Public 

• The assigned inspectron is listed in the Inspector 
Ame·ndment Work Log 
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Amendments 

Viewing Amendment Details 

CSC Server > Inspection Amendment 

Inspector Amendment Wort Log 

ordm 

Assigned Date . ~~l' ~ . ..:ispeom II: . A!;: Alra1d :..nn; "P?Ba 'Oiracm" Neei 
Type ~ StroJs ~ien ;/ To Saiect 1.uify 

~rnenc 

.. II L_ 

Jun lB, 2015 TSAO_Hooel Rllowup 2015_223123_0021 20150617 Al Ill-
ProgRSS 

- ,_____ --
Jun 17, 2015 TSAO_HomEi=l Fabiup 2015_lli123_(ll16 2015JUNE15_ TEST1 A.2 

Ill-
~ 

Jun4, 2015 TSAO_HomEl FolloWup 2015_318145_0031 2015APRIU6 A2 Irmt-l:'d 

May 11, 2016 TSAO_HomE=l Other 2016_1l0l123JX160 20lfl0510 Iritialed 

Select to view Licensee report for amendmen 
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Amendments 

Viewing Amendment Details 

IN SP Inspection Amendment View Page 

Inspectiom;: Amendment Versio11: Stcitus: Home Name: User : 
Inspection Arnenlfment -1nspectorV1ew Licensee Version 

2016_002123_0062/ 002123_0062 _ A1 Initiated Algoma Manor Nursing Home MOH\GuzmaDEI 

@s. 6. Plan of care 

P c0#001 

~ s . 86. Infection prevention and control progra1 

~ C0#002 

~ r. s. Polldes, etc., to be followed, anlf records 

~ C0#003 -

GZ r. 229. Iafection prevention and amtrol progr: 

g co#004 

~ r. 213. Director of Nursing and Personal care 

~CO#OOS 

I R=tt.11 I 

< > 

Amendment Reason 

save an::I dose Save 

Non Compliance : 

~hi!>! 

Andings -Licensee: 

Reason t:>r Change 

s. 6 . Plan of caP- O 
Being Amellded 

e licensee has failed to ensure th3t 4-Who fa Grace? 
licensee has failed to ensure ttm ~-What are the names of the drillefs? 
lrcensee has failed to ensure th3t 6-What wm col6de with Earth causin extinction? 

Reset CUlTEnt Issue I Complete 

Save tuid Generate 

Ed. 

Edit 
Edit 
Ed ft 

Reason for amending the report as determined by the assignee 
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Amending Non Compliance Findings 

/ 
1. Select the non-compliance to amend 

[~-~-s._6_.PDn ___ ~_care ________________ J Non~: 
:; OOltOOl St.mas: 

./ s. 86. lnfection prewntion and control p~ 

J co-002 

J r. 8. Polides. etc.. to be followed, and reconls 

~ C04t003 

../ r. 229. Infection ptt¥e11tiou and oontrol progr. ~. Llcentee: 

~ C0.9004 

$. 6. Plan~ or. 0 
8elllg Am ll r:led 

Amendments 

2. Select the finding to amend 
I Reset .Al r 

< > 
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Amending Non Compliance Findings 

- - - • - - . 
~~ ·- ,_ ........ _ ~ 

--~. - -.-.....; --- '"'" -- ""' - -- - ·- • 
The licensee has failed ~o en!Jllre ~hat 5-In ~he movie Armaqeddon, what are the 
name~ of the drillers? ... 

r "I 

Findin15 1 . Update the text for the non-compliance findings 
~ote 
Licensee: 

..... ~ 

2. Select OK to save 

~ .., 

I OK I Cancel I 

CON Fl DENTIAL 
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Amendments 

Amending Non Compliance Findings 

= = .. - - - - ~ - - - ~ 

~ 

1 . Don't forge1 to enter a reason for 
making the amendment 

( ~onf~rnange ) 

2. Click OK to save 

\ ; 

.. I OK I CanceJ I 

~ 
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Amending Non Compliance Findings 

NoUce that the orb is now a solid colour? 
/ Indicates the amendment is-complete. 

l,._-;J._s._6.-Plan- of_care_ I_/_ """"' ___ ~] Non Coln!>b"'" , s. 6. l'l>n al ml ~~---~ 

.,/ C0-001 Statw: llfng AlllMClld 

t/ s. 86. Inf ectlon prevention and control prograt 

"' co.aoi 

" r. 8. PolcJes. etc.. to be followed. ind l'eaM'ds 

.,/ 001003 

"- r. 2.19. Infection prevention Ind control progt; 
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Intake Module: 
Updates 
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Intake Attachments 

Only Complaint and 
CIS intakes can have 
attachments 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Intake Module 

All types of intakes 

can have attachments 
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Intake Module 

Two Way Navigation (RQI and Intakes) 

Within RQI, you 
have to leave the 
RQI in order to 
take a look at any 
of the concurrent 
intakes. 

• A button at the top 
• In/out between the concurrent intake and RQI 
• A blue message on intakes informing if it is 

part of a RQI 
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Improve application performance of intake 
long form and search functions 

Intake Module 

OMG ..... 

• •• • • • • 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Application response time 
has been fine tuned! 
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Remove inspection information from 
sub-intake level 

Intake Module 

Manually re-enter 
the same data for 
the same 
contacts/homes, etc 

CONFIDENTIAL 

A "copy" feature within intake 
• Enables creations of intakes with 

the same contacts/homes, etc. 
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Additional Changes 

• Inspectors can 
self-assign 
intakes coming 
through to SAOs 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Intake Module 

• Only IT Ls and .AAs can 
assign intakes coming 
through to SAOs 

• Inspectors can still self
assign intakes they create 
themselves 
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Future IQS Upgrades 
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Future Upgrades 

Fall 2016 

• More changes can be expected this fall 

- Release 2 will focus on integration 

- Data sharing between Tablet and Server side 

Create a ticket immediately with 
Service Desk if encountering 
persistent problems. Don't wait! 

1-888-677-4873 
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An Overview: 

Enforcement Escalation Protocol 
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Scenario 

• Inspector conducts a Risk Focused RQI 
- Found non-compliance and issues Order 

• Returns to the office and completes post-inspection activities, including 
creating a Follow-Up Intake 

• Inspector conducts Follow-Up Inspection on the Order 
Home is still non-compliant 
Closes the existing Order, re-issues a new Order for continued non-compliance 
This happens again ... and again ... and .............. . 

At some point, a Director's Referral is probably issued. 

Need a process for dealing with recurring non-compliances. 

~---------------------- --
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What is an Enforcement Escalation Policy for LQIP? 

Let's first understand the definition of 
Enforcement Escalation: 

"Heightened action(s) taken by the 
Ministry to address a licensee's 
continued non-compliance to an 
order(s), with the same provision, 
issued by an Inspector or other 
designate under the LTCHA 2007." 
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The Enforcement Escalation Policy 

• A step-by-step escalation process to guide: 
- Inspectors, 
- Service Area Office (SAO) Managers, and 
- the Director, 

for each type of Order, other sanctions, and Referrals to the 
Director 

• Outlines the actions when a LTCH is found to be in repeated 
non-compliance after initial inspection 

• Includes the steps when to escalate recurring non
compliance to a Referral to the Director 
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Why Enforcement Escalation? 

0 
(i) 

AG Recommendation: 
To ensure LTCHs are not repeatedly in non-compliance. 
Strengthen enforcement process to promptly address 
homes with repeated non-compliance issues, including 
when to escalate homes for further actions and the 
evaluation of the use of other enforcement measures 
{e.g. fines penalty) ... 
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When Is the Roll-Out? 

A few things have to happen first: 

September 2016: Obtain the approval of Management Board of Cabinet's 
Health, Education, Social Services Policy (HESP} Committee. Proposed Re
Inspection Fee Regulation is then posted to registry for 45 days. 
Concurrently, develop the Legislative and Regulation Committee (LRC) 
submission in consultation with Legal Services, Policy & Finance Branches. 

October 2016: Obtain Minister's Office approval of our LRC submission. 

November 2016: Present to LRC and obtain approval. 

January 2017: Regulation proclaimed; implement Enforcement Escalation 
Policy. 
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What Is This Based On? 

"Responsive Regulation Model" 

• Focus more resources and effort on 
homes with higher risk and lower 
compliance rates 

• Responds to non-compliance while 
actively engaging the regulated entities 

ftftff ff 
-=-·~ ff ff ff ff ff 

ft ft ft ff ff ff 

• Comprehensive national and international jurisdictional review was done 

• Aligns with research and with other inspectorates across the OPS 

• Supports consistent enforcement practices across the province 
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What Will Change? 

Mandatory Escalation Meetings: Participants 

-Sr. Manager Meeting #1 
Following the issuance of a 2nd Compliance Order 

/ -SAO Manager & -Licensee 
-ITL/lnspector 

Meeting #2 
To gather information on actions being taken by licensee to 

correct non compliance 

Director considers all information and makes a decision on 
actions/sanctions to take. Decision communicated in 

writing to licensee once determined. 

Step-by-step escalation handout 
Summary of actions undertaken in 

inspection report 

-Director 
-Sr. Manager & 
-SAO Manager 
-!TL/Inspector 

-Licensee 
-LHIN rep 
-Board/Officers~ 

Resident/Family 

Council RepJ as 
required 

Re-inspection fees* 
(subject to approval by Management 

Board Cabinet) 

Note: All external meet ings are organized only after an internal meeting has been held with ministry staff who 
will participate in the external meeting. There may also be a decision to have a pre-meeting w ith the LHIN. 
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At a Glance: How will it work? 

Initial inspection 

l 
Compliance Order #1 

Follow-Up inspection #1 

Compliance Order #2 
(re-issue) 

Follow-Up inspection #2 

Compliance Order #3 
(re-issue) 

i-written Notification 

* Refer to Director's Referral Po lie 

+ 
l 

+ 
Director's Referral* 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mandatory Escalation Meeting #1 

Note: Internal pre-meeting will be held with 
Ministry staff prior to any external meetings 

Mandatory Escalation Meeting #2 

Note: Prior to Escalation Meeting #2 a pre
meeting may also be scheduled with the LHIN 
to provide them with information related to the 
non compliance concerns 
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At a Glance: How will it work? 

Compliance Order #3 
(re-issue) 

1 

Written Notification 
+ 

Director's Referral* 

Mandatory Escalation Meeting #2 

Not e: Prior to Escalation Meeting #2 a pre
meet ing may also be scheduled with t he LH IN 
to provide them with informat ion related to the 
non compliance concerns 

Subsequent to Meeting #2, Director reviews all information 
gathered at the Mandatory Escalation Meeting #2 and any 
other information to decide on action/sanctions to take 

-- Director's 
Decision 

Follow-Up to Director's Orders/ Actions: 

• Step 1 - letter is sent to licensee to confirm the decision 

• Step 2- Internal meeting to discuss requi red next steps 
(Director, SAO Manager, Snr Manager) 

• Step 3 - Direction is provided to SAO Manager on actions t o 
take related to any follow up as a result of the Director's 
Decision 

Note: Re-inspection fees may apply for every follow-up inspection, subject to approval of the Re-Inspection Fee regulatory change - TBD 
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Updates on Director's Referral 

A Director's Referral should automatically be made when: 

• Actions are required that are beyond the authority of the inspector (e.g. 
Cease of Admission) 

• In the opinion of the inspector, and in consultation with the SAO 
manager, there is serious risk to the resident (i.e. issuing multiple "high 
risk" orders), or 

• A Compliance Order is being issued to the same LTC Home for the same 
non-compliance for the 3rd consecutive time 

Important to remember the requirements when making a DR: 

0 Use the Director Referral Template 

0 Consultation with SAO Manager 

0 Notification about a DR to the licensee 
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A policy on: 

Fire Safety Issues Information 
Sharing 
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Scenario 

• Inspector is in a LTCH conducting an Intensive Risk Focused RQI 

• During the initial tour, observes that a smoke detector is low on battery 
(beeping loudly) 

• There are no active fires known at time of observation and no residents 
within the area 

What should the inspector do: 
A. Call 911 and evacuate the entire Home 
B. Notify person in charge, document, inform ITL and SAO manager as appropriate 
C. Inspect and ensure that the Home is compliant with the Fire Code 
D. Gets a ladder and installs a new battery to the smoke detector 

LTCH Inspectors do NOT inspect 
compliance with Fire Code 

Let's take a look at the policy to understand more ... 
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What is the: 
Fire Safety Issues - Information Sharing Policy 

• To provide guidance for LQIP inspectors on how to 
proceed when fire safety issues are: 

- Observed in a LTCH during an inspection 

- Information is received from fire officials and authorities 

• In emergency and non-emergency situations 
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Why Do We Need This Policy 

Fire ... can lead to life threatening situations ... 

0 
8 

AG Recommendation 
To mitigate the risk of fire at long-term-care homes, the 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care should work with 
the Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management 
and municipal fire departments to establish a formal 
protocol to regularly share information with the Ministry on 
homes' non-compliance with fire regulations, focusing on 
homes that do not yet have automatic sprinklers installed. 
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Partnerships 

~)h: t > 
~r- Ontario 

Ministry of 
HEALTH AND 
LONG-TERM CARE 

Fire safety issues in LTCH 

Information exchange 
(no Pl/PHI) 
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Who Are The Key Players? 

Office of the Fire Marshal and Emergency Management 
(OFMEM) 
• Administrator of The Fire Protection and Prevention Act 

(FPPA) and the Regulations (including the Fire Code) 
• Advice on fire safety matters and may issue directives to fire 

. 
services 

Municipal Fire Departments 
• Inspects buildings for fire safety under the FPPA and its 

regulations 
• Addresses immediate threat to life, issuance of orders, and 

pursuit prosecution for fire code violations 
• Must obtain approval from Fire Marshal for orders to close 

buildings 
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Who Are The Key Players? 

('~ t > 
~r- Ontario 

Ministry of 
HEALTH ANO 
LONG-TERM CARE 

MOHLTC 
• Inspects LTCHs with respect to "safe and 

secure environments" {LTCH s.5) 
• Does not inspect for compliance with the 

Fire Code 

Owners of LTCHs 
• Must comply with the Fire Code 
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Information Sharing Process: 
Overview 
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Process: Inspector Onsite at LTCH 

START 

l 
pector observes or 
information re: fire 

LTCH ins 
receives 

safety issues in the LTCH 

Contact the local 
Fi re Service 

~· 

-

1, 

~ 
:~--

Follow Home's Emergency 
Management Plan if alarm has 

been activated. Pull the fire alarm 
Is this an emergency YES . 

if within reach, or inform the -~-~ 

--- senior staff of the Home if alarm is 
I' not activated. Vacate premises, 

l call 911 if not already done so. 

---·-- - - - --

11 -

NO 

l 
Bring the fire safety issue to 
the attention of the Home 

l 
Document the observations 

or info in "ad hoc" notes --
I! 
II 

l Upon return to the office, 
update "ad hoc" notes, or if 

The "case note" should be 
1: 

Call ITL and SAO manager for report is locked, write a "case . 
entered into the LTCH's file I! 

advice re next steps to take --=·~ note" detailing the 
.. 

observations, info and/or any 
and updated as required 

11 
- action taken 
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Process: OFMEM Sharing with Ministry 

Notification will 
contain the letter 
of approval, the 
Order to close or 
authorization to 
close, and any 

associated Orders 
that detail what 
is needed to re-
open a building 

once closed 

-

-.~ 

l 

OFMEM will notify MOHLTC 
of any Order to close LTCH 

under the FPPA 

Notification will be sent 
following approval of the 

Fire Marshal to serve 
Order to close building 

START 

OFMEM and Municipal Fire 
Services will contact 
MOHLTC: 

During regular office hours 
(0830h to 1630h) 
• Email to CIATI 

After regular office hours 
• Telephone the "Spills 

Action Centre" 
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Process: Fire Department Sharing with Ministry 

START 

Municipal Fire services, under 
the provisions of the FPPA, 
will notify MOHLTC of any 

immediate threat to life in a 
building 

OFMEM and Municipal Fire 
Services will contact 
MOHLTC: 

During regular office hours 
(0830h to 1630h) 
• Email to CIA TT 

After regular office hours 
• Telephone the "Spills 

Action Centre" 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Municipal Fire Services will 
contact MOHLTC about any 
LTCH that is: 
• chronically non-compliant 

w ith the fire code, or 
• where significant 

resistance is experienced 
on achieving corrective 
action on major fire code 
deficiencies that impact 
the health, safety, and 
welfare of the l TCH 
residents 
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Process: OFMEM & Fire Department Sharing with Ministry 

Notification will 
contain the letter 
of approval, the 

Order to close or 
authorization to 
close, and any 

associated Orders 
that detail what 
is needed to re
open a building 

once closed 

11 

OFMEM will notify MOHLTC 
of any Order to close LTCH 

under the FPPA 

Notification will be sent 

1 

I following approval of the 
L______._, Fire Marshal to serve 
~ , Order to close building 

L ~-

I: 

11 
11 

START 
,_ 

Municipal Fire services, under 
the provisions of the FPPA, 
will notify MOHLTC of any 

immediate threat to life in a 
building 

' 

OFMEM and Municipal Fire 
Services will contact 
MOHLTC: 

During regular office hours 
..._~==~~!!!!!!'=~~- ~ (0830h to 1630h) 

• Email to CIATI 

After regular office hours 
• Telephone the "Spills 

Action Centre" 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Municipal Fire Services will 
contact MOHLTC about any 
LTCH that is: 
• chronically non-compliant 

I 
with the fire code, or 

I 

• where significant 
resistance is experienced 
on achieving corrective 
action on major fire code 
deficiencies that impact 
the health, safety, and 
welfare of the L TCH 
residents 

11 

11 

11 

----------....,.,,_=-=-~~==~=====-· · 
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Legislative References 

Legislation 

The Fire Protection and 
Prevention Act (FPPA) 

FPPA Regulation 364/13 

Ontario Fire Code 
(O Reg. 213, 2007, as amended) 

Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 
and 0 Reg. 79/10 

Description 

Provides municipal fire departments with the authority to 
inspect buildings for fire safety 

Provides for annual inspections of LTCHs by municipal fire 
departments 
Came into force January 1, 2014 

The Fire Code regulates fire safety in buildings 

Section 5. Safe and Secure Homes 
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All reference materials in zip file : 
"Reference Set 1" 

Ontario Pharmacists Association (OPA) 

OPA Best Practice Guidelines for Long-Term Care: 
Inspections of the Medication Management System 

For provisions as found in the Ontario Regulation 79/10 under the 
Long-Term Care Homes Act,, 2007 
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What is it? 

OPA Best Practice Guidelines for LTC: Inspections of the Medication 
Management System 

A best practice guide related to: 

- 'Drugs' 

- 'Pharmacy service provider' and 

- 'Obtaining and keeping drugs' (O Reg. s.114-137) 

Purpose 
OPA wanted to provide LTCH licensees and staff with best practice 
knowledge and direction on drug and pharmacy related matters 

• To assist them to meet the minimum expectations as outlined in the 
related LTCHA regulatory provisions and; 

• To prevent /reduce any associated risk and instances of non
compliance with these provisions. 
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Why Did CPA Create the Guideline? Why now? 

History of Non-compliance 

• LTC Inspections Branch management met with the OPA to 
share information about the level of non-compliances related 
to drugs, drug storage and pharmacy. 

Between June 1, 2013 to September 30, 2015: 

• LQIP inspectors issued 1241 drug and pharmacy 
related non-compliances in 333 LTCHs 
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Why Are We Sharing This External Guide with 
LQIP inspectors? 

• To raise awareness of this material 
- An external document; not expected to inspect against it 

• OPA Guide provides best practice information useful for LQIP inspectors 
when ensuring compliance related to provisions related to 'Drugs', 
Pharmacy Service Provider' and 'Obtaining and Keeping Drugs' (r.114-137). 
- Note: Some of these provisions are found in the Medication IP. 

• On pages 4-27 of the OPA Guide you will note that each of the related 
regulatory provisions is outlined, followed by OPA's 'Best Practice 
Guidelines' (expectations) for that provision. 

- In some cases references are made to other provisions to obtain a more 
wholesome and appropriate response. 

**In the event of any discrepancy between these guidelines and the LTCHA, 
the Act or Regulation prevails. 
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MEDICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Regulation Description 

Every licensee of a long-term care home shall develop an interdisciplinary medication 
management system that provides safe medication management and optimizes effective 
drug therapy outcomes for residents. 
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All reference materials in zip fi le: 
"Reference Set 1" 

Resident Food & Fluid Intake 
Monitoring and Evaluation Guidelines 
for LTCH Inspectors 
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What Is This Guideline For? 

An internal resource for inspectors to follow 

Purpose 
• To clarify expectations related to monitoring and evaluating 

the food and fluid intake of residents with one or more 
identified risks related to nutrition and hydration 

Regulatory Requirement 

Nutrition care and hydration program - s.68.(2)(d) O Reg 79/10 

s.68.(2) Every licensee of a long-term care home shall ensure that the 
programs include, 

(d) a system to monitor and evaluate food and fluid intake of residents with 
identified risks related to nutrition and hydration. 
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Determining Compliance 

What will the inspector look for: 

• Assessment and identification of the resident's 
nutrition and/or hydration risk(s)i; 

• Process for making a referral to the Registered 
Dietitian (RD)ii; 

• Food and fluid monitoring policy for residents 
with identified risks related to nutrition and 
hydrationiii; 

• Evidence that the nutrition and hydration 
policy/policies related to food and fluid 
monitoring has been implemented, as 
appropriateiv; and 

• Evidence of evaluation and further steps to 
address the resident's identified risks related to 
nutrition and/or hydrationv. 

i. [LTCHA s.6(2)] and [O Reg.79110 s.68(2)(b)] iii. [O Reg 79110 s.30(1)1] 

ii. [O Reg 79110 s.8(1); s.30(1)1] iv. [O Reg. s.68(2)(a)] 

LTCH licensee is compliant when: 

• Assessed and identified the resident's 
nutrition and hydration risk(s)i; 

• Established a method to monitor the food 
and fluid intake of those residents with 
identified risks related to nutrition and 
hydration; 

• Monitored the nutrition and/or hydration 
risk(s) of the identified resident; 

• Evaluated the residents' food and fluid 
intake information; and 

• Used the information to outline 
appropriate interventions in the resident's 
plan of carevi. 

v. [LTCHA s.6(10)] 

vi. [O Reg. 79110 s.26.(3)13and14] 
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Questions and Answers 
- A Few Examples -
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Is there a "correct" or "preferred" approach 
to food and fluid monitoring? 

There is more than one acceptable approach to food and fluid monitoring. 

The licensee's nutrition and hydration policy, including the food and fluid monitoring 
procedures, must include enough information to fulfill the related LTCHA requirements. 

The licensee's food and fluid monitoring procedures should be able to guide the 
effective monitoring of food and fluid intake of residents with identified risks related to 
nutrition and/or hydration. Policy criteria may include how to monitor residents at 
nutritional and hydration risk, monitoring frequency, duration of monitoring, detailed 
descriptions, e.g. of what, when and how to document the volume of fluid and amount 
of food consumed; explanatory tools (e.g., legend, food and fluid template, referral 
form, etc.) and persons responsible for recording and evaluating the gathered 
information. 

[O Reg. s.30(2)] 
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Who needs to be responsible for the evaluation of food 
and fluid intake information of residents at nutritional 
and/or hydration risk? 

The licensee is required to have a written description of the nutrition and 
hydration program, which must include its goals and objectives, relevant policies 
and procedures and protocols and provide for methods to reduce risk and monitor 
outcomes, including protocols for the referral of residents to specialized resources 
where required. 

The licensee's nutrition and hydration policy should identify what is being 
evaluated, e.g. food and fluid. In addition the policy should indicate who will be 
responsible for evaluating, how to evaluate food and fluid intake information, as 
per the scope of practice of the applicable care team members, and when a 
referral to specialized resources is required. 

The inspector should ensure that the policy includes the required information and 
that the policy is complied with. 
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Are LTCH licensee's required to monitor and record the 
resident's fluid intake in cubic centimeters (cc.) and 
milliliters (ml.)? 

Section 68(2)(d) requires that there be a 'system' in place to monitor and evaluate the 
food and fluid intake of residents with identified risks related to nutrition and hydration. 
The licensee should document the interventions taken to mitigate the nutrition and/or 
hydration risk for any resident, and the resident's response to those interventions, 
including the monitoring of the resident's fluid intake. Recording the identified resident's 
fluid intake in cc. and ml. may be acceptable in some cases. 

However, this is not the only acceptable system to monitor and record food and fluid 
intake. No specific intake method is required for documentation purposes. Homes may 
wish to explore best practices or other effective and appropriate methods of monitoring 
and recording food and fluid intake, to demonstrate that there is an effective system in 
place to monitor and record the identified resident's fluid intake. 

[O Reg. s.8; s.30(2); s.68{2)(d)] 
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Is the licensee required to monitor food and fluid 
separately? 

The licensee is required to have an organized program of nutrition care and dietary 
services. In addition, the licensee is required to have an organized program of 
hydration. Therefore, both food and fluid intake needs to monitored, although the 
recording of each should be separate, the monitoring could be conducted concurrently. 

For example, if the resident is on a fluid restriction, the evaluator will need to know how 
much fluid was taken in a given period of time, and how much food was taken in a given 
period of time because some food contains fluid. However, if the resident was allergic 
to a particular food, e.g. peanuts, the staff will need to monitor that resident's intake to 
ensure that the food and fluid, as appropriate, is peanut free. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Post Inspection Activity 

Routing Sheet & 
Order Service Log 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Reminders of Post Inspection Activity 

• Ensure that all inspection documents are: 

- High quality 

- Complete i.e., dated and initialed etc. 

- Reviewed by ITL or SAO Manager as appropriate i.e., Draft 
Reports/Orders 

• As quickly as possible, send the final inspection package to 
your Admin Team (or assigned AA), with the routing sheet as 
the first page. 
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Routing Sheet 

• Captures important data of your inspection 

• To track and support analysis and quality improvement 
activities 

• Useful checklist to ensure all relevant documents are added 
to the inspection package and saved on the shared drive 
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Evolution of the Routing Sheet 

July 

2010 

~ 1 across 
province l 

1 across 
_p_tovjoce 

January 

2016 

- Sdifferent routing 

sheet(:::.!:.sL:;::. :..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 

.· 
/ ; .. , 
' \ 

\ " 
j ) 

: ·.! . . 
--. .. ! 

. ...... 
! •. 

\ ·. \ 
\ •. ·. ' ... ... 

• 

• 

• 

June 

2016 ~ l{l~-o~der -::: --l---- . ------ ~~rv1ce 
--tog -,.., 

Improve consistency 

Streamline information 
capture 

Improved data tracking 
and monitoring 

i . .... 

~~~~==============~:'.:...._~ 
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New Changes: Routing Sheets 

+ Routing Si.e.t - P3ge 2 

Routing lnsflediiau T,,e CJRF RQI ~ RQI [)Complatnt oas CJ'U• []Other Doa •D llll:llldldin hcbge Al lnsp!Ctions RQ! 1nspeo!io!! 

Sheet 
TOTAL I Of INTAKES INSPECTED: 

(Lsr ;,,,,,1<c< Inspected): 

Pnmarylnspectar. 

L TC Home Name: 

Date{s) of Qn-S(te Inspection: 

-oca1 #of Days ()ft.Site 

Orders I Follow up: 

Were Order{s) issued? 
DYES ONO 
If yes. complete the On::ler(s) SeMoe L 

Follow-up Intake Created and Assigned to SAO? D YES 0 NO 

5 : 

Amended Order Due Date: 

Amended Order Due Date updated in Intake Application & SharePoint 

A ronls & Processing: 

Date licensee Report submitted to l'Tl../Manager for review: 

Date ITT. / Manager Approved Licensee Report: 

Date & Method Licensee Report to LTC Home AdnW!ishlor Date: 
On::ler{s} SerYed (Complete Oroer(s) SeMce Log): OFax 

Uc. & Pub. Inspection Reports synched to server: Dafe: 

Completed inspection paclcage submilted to AA: Date: 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Cl QCLI Notes by Resident 

:I Ucensee Order(s)(lhpplcable) - Si;ned ::J s~ 2 by Resident 

:J Order Surnm.y Fonn [If applicable) D RQI Checklist 

::J Public Report- Name Primed 0 MMFFile 

::J Public Order(s) [If aJ)llicable} - Name Printed D Admission Process Checklist 

...... -- ~·.::_ -•. _, 1 • • '. -,, ~ . .... ,. 

All inspection types in one routing sheet 

Identifies RQI type (I RF or RF) 

Tota l number of intakes 

Additional space to capture intakes 

Identification of Primary and Secondary inspectors 

Addition of Total # of Days on-site 

Improved approvals and processing data capture 

Order(s) Service Log a separate document 

Checklist for post-inspection activities 

0 Complete a BAM Templille fer any l TCH sta1fing updates (where a~) 

MMF file dele!ed from ydrive: 0 YES 0 NO Initial: ::i Update home information (as appicable LSAO) 

Access to home removed 111 Abaqis: D YES D NO Initial: CONFIDENTIAL 134 
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New Changes,: Order Service Log 

10rder(s) Service Log (Include with Routing Sheet when iss.uing an Order(s)) 
-
+ 

lN SPECTION # 

Order(s) SetVed By (Signature) 
~ 

Order Number: 
,, 

Type of Order: 
Captures all Orders data in one place • 

Date Served: 

Order Served Via: 
I' 

Plan of Corrective Action Required? ~ • Can capture data for multiple Orders 
Date of Required Compliance: within the same inspection 
Fol low-up Inspection lntak:e #: 

~ 

Order Number: ~ -

Type of Order: 0 co C OR 0 DO D WAO 

Date Served:. I Time Served: I 
Order Served Via: 0 Fax D I n-P,erson 0 Registered Mail 

Plan of Corrective Adi.an Required? D Yes O No' I Date required by: I 
Date of Required Compliance: 

- -· - -· . - . .. 
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1+ 

Guidance Tool to Help You 

Routing 
Sheet 
For Licensee & 

Inspection #: 

Inspection Type 

Enter the Inspection Number generated in IQS I.e., 
2016_987654_0321 

OIRF RQI ORF RQI OComplalnt OCIS DFUI Dother 

Check the appropriate box to indicate the inspection type. 
Inspection u -
IRF RQI =- ,... ""' 
RF Roa= • Instructions for each field 
Complain ~ 

CIS = Cri1 
FUI =Foll 
other=s ~ • Excellent resource when completing form 

Public Repor1S 1--------4----- the first few times 

lntake(s) #: 

Primary Inspector: 

TOTAL# \; ).. 
Enter the to= .. - · ·- __ "' :.:'_ ··-· - ·-r-- -- - -·--n ·~ - · .. ., 
This will be tracked within the Administrative Tracker, and used for 
reporting purposes. 

(List intakes inspected): 
List the Intake# for each intake that was inspected during the 
inspection i.e., 123456-16, 234567-16, 345678-16, 456789-16, 
567890-16, etc. 

Enter the first and last name of the Primary Inspector 
assigned to the inspection . 

r--'"-- ...... _ c:__. __ _.. · --""' ____ , _ , -~ --· .. , _ ,, r-i. ____ .,., __ • 
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Summary of Key Changes (v13) 

Document 
I 

Routing Sheet 

Order Service Log 

Description of Change 

Format changes: 
• Page 1-for approvals, routing and processing data 
• Page 2 - checklist 

+TOTAL# OF INTAKES INSPECTED (data added to Admin Tracker) 
+ More data entry space to include multiple intakes 

+ Reference to Primary and Secondary Inspectors 

+Total# of Days On-Site (data added to Admin Tracker) 

Combined Licensee and Public Reviews and Approvals into one section -Approvals & Processing 

Streamlined administrative processing, removing data elements that are captured within the Admin Tracker 
+ MMF file deleted from ydrive 
+ Access to home removed in Abaqis 

+ Checkbox to ensure intakes are locked within the intake application Important! 

+ Checkbox for Primary Inspector to confirm all documents included in package and saved to ydrive 

Separate sheet 

Reflective of High Risk Order I Not High Risk Order [ Do NOT use yet 

All data elements for Orders are now in the Order Service Log (i.e. plan of corrective action required, 
date/time/method of order served, date of required compliance, and follow-up inspection intake#) 
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NEW RISK LEVELS 

.. L ..... 1-n~-.. ir= .-_ i."aoel 
1 

2 

Minimum 
Risk 

Minimal 
Harm or 
Potential for 
Actual Harm 

(1or2 with trends*) 
3 Actual 

Harm/Risk 

3+ Significant 

4 

Actual 
Harm/Risk 
Immediate 
Jeopardy /Risk 

Potential for causing no more than minor negative impact on the resident(s) 
and poses no/nominal threat of on-going risk of harm. 

Minimal discomfort to the resident and/or has the potential (not yet realized) 
to negatively affect the resident's ability to achieve his I her highest functional 
status and poses minimal threat of on-going risk of harm. 

Negatively affected one or more resident's health, safety or well-being 
including the resident's ability to achieve his I her highest practical functional 
status, or where there is a pattern of incidents contributing to the harm/risk. 
This may include a situation involving actual harm/risk where action was taken 
by the licensee/LTCH staff to minimize the risk or prevent the situation from 
recurring or escalating. 

Serious negative impact on one or more residents' health, quality of life and/or 
safety, or that is creating a serious risk of significant actual harm/risk related to 
one or more residents' health, quality of life and/or safety. 
A situation that places a resident or group of residents in immediate jeopardy 
as it has caused serious injury, harm, impairment, or death to a resident 
receiving care in the LTCH. This also includes a situation that is highly likely to 
place a resident or a group of residents in immediate jeopardy where it would 
cause serious injury, harm, impairment or death and the licensee is not taking 
immediate action to appropriately rectify the issue or has failed to intervene 
to prevent the situation from unfolding. 

An "immediate i nspection" is required for the following that resulted in 
serious harm or a risk of serious harm to the resident: 

• Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident 
• Abuse of a resident by anyone, or neglect of a resident by the licensee or 

staff 
• Unlawful conduct, and 
• A violation of section 26 (whistle-blowing protection) 

*If there is a trend associated with any low risk (Level 1 and 2} concerns, an inspection should be conducted. 

Trend: A pattern or repetition of the same type of incident/issue that has occurred three times in six month. 

Inquiry 90 business days 

Inquiry 90 business days 

Inspection 60 business days 
Inspection 60 business days 

Inspection 30 business days 

Inspection Immediate 
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NEW - COMPLAINT AND CIS POLICIES FOR CIAIT 

Reminder on Definitions 

INFORMATION GATHERING: The process of collecting facts, determining whether the facts are in issue with the 
Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA) and determining the risk level of concern(s) in issue. 
After the information is gathered, the inspector triages the information and determines appropriate action, 
Including: 

• no action required (no further action), 
• assigns for inquiry, or 

• assigns for inspection. 

INQUIRY: Action taken by an inspector beyond information gathering to ensure that the low risk Issue did not 
cause actual harm or risk of serious harm. An inquiry is not an inspection. Inquiries may be conducted off the 
site of the LTCH (e.g. by CIATI I Service Area Office (SAO), or on the site of the LTCH (e.g. by SAO). 

• Inquiries are intended for Level 1 & 2 low risk Issues and should be conducted within 90 business days. (If 
the inquiry reveals concerns then the intake can be changed to an off-site or on-site inspection). 

INSPECTION: Action taken by an inspector for the purpose of ensuring compliance with requirements in issue 
under the L TCHA, where there is the potential for actual harm or risk of serious harm. All issues with a risk 
level of 3 or greater should be Inspected. An inspection should also be conducted if there Is a trend associated 
with any low risk (Level 1 and 2) concerns. 

New Process Flows 
• CIS and Complaint Process Flow -Appendix A 

CSC INTAKE MODULE 

Changes made in the Intake Module (IM) to reflect Inquiry and Complainant information - see separate document 
"IM Guidance Tool - Inquiry and Complainant fields" 
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NEW CHANGES TO CONTACTING COMPLAINANTS 

Complainant(s) must now be contacted at various times in an inquiry or inspection: 

. -. 

Information 
Gathering 

Inquiry 

Inspection 

Within 2 business days after receiving 
complaint 

• Must make 3 attempts within 5 days 

Within 2 business prior to conducting an 
inquiry 

With in 2 business days after completing 
the inquiry 

Within 5 business days prior to conducting 
an inspection 

Within 2 business days after completion of 
the on-site portion of the inspection 

Within 2 business days after completing & 
sending the licensee report 

lltT;,; · ••·:fU!Jii'I t , • ., .. ':..11111 

fliliii l tf: ]:,.~I 1'J roT:iri"r.Li 

Complainant Contact / Notes 
• All attempts at contacting complainant 

(Date - Time - CIA TI -Attempt # -
Response or No Response) 

• If there is a Response, reference the 
General Comments 

Example: 
Sep 08, 2016-1600- CIATT- first call - No 
response 
Sep 09, 2016- 0900- CIATT- second call -
see General Comments 

General Comments 
• Any Information gathered can be 

documented here 

• Complainant Cont act I Notes 

• Closing Comments 
• Contact Complainant(s) - check off 

method of contact 

• Complainant Contact I Notes 

• Closing Comments - high level 
discussion only 

• Closing Comments - results of the 
inspection 

• Contact Complainant - check off 
method of contact after the report is 
completed 

CIATI 

SAO 

SAO 

SAO 

SAO 

SAO 
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APPENDIX A- NEW CIAlT PROCESS FLOWS (CIS AND COMPLAINT) 

CIATT CIS Process Flow 
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:.>- .> CIATT Operations Manual 

Long-Term Care Inspections Branch i,r Ontario 
Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program 

Section: 

Policy and 
Procedure: 

PURPOSE 

Critical Incident System -Assessment and Triage 

CIATT Critical Incident System 

Assessment and Triage 

Original Effective Date: 
September 30, 2012 
Version date: September 
21 , 201 7 

Page: 1 of22 

The purpose of the Critical Incident System (CIS) Inspection -Assessment and Triage policy is 
to provide Triage Inspectors (Tis) in the Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program 
(LQIP) of the Long-Term Care Inspections Branch (LTCIB), Long-Term Care Homes (LTCHs) 
Division, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHL TC), with the following : 

• the definition of information gathering, inquiry, inspection and other relevant definitions; 
• applicable legislative references which provide the authority, mandate and requirements 

relative to CIS inquiries and inspections; and 
• procedures and relevant resources on how to assess and triage a (CIS) Report, 

including both Critical Incident and Mandatory reports received from the licensee of a 
LTCH. 

DEFINITIONS 

Critical Incident (Cl): An occurrence as outlined in 0. Reg.79/10 s.107, that results in harm 
or risk of harm, to the safety, security, welfare and/or health or a resident, a staff member, 
and /or to the safety and security of the L TCH. The licensee of a L TCH must complete and 
submit the Cl report to the Director within the specified timeframe, using the Critical Incident 
System and the after-hours emergency contact number as applicable to complete and submit 
Cl report. Critical Incidents include: 

• An emergency, including fire, unplanned evacuation, intake of evacuees. 

An unexpected or sudden death, including a death resulting from an accident or 
suicide. 

• A resident who is missing for three hours or more. 

• Any missing resident who returns to the L TCH with an injury or any adverse 
change in condition regardless of the length of time the resident was 
missing. 

An outbreak of a reportable disease or communicable disease as defined in 
the Health Protection and Promotion Act. 

Contamination of the drinking water supply. 

• A resident who is missing for less than three hours and who returns to the L TCH 
with no injury or adverse change in condition. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Long-Term Care Inspections Branch t?ontario 
Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program 

Section: Original Effective Date: 
September 30, 2012 
Version date: September 
21 , 2017 

Policy and Critical Incident System -Assessment and Triage Page: 2 of22 
Procedure: 

• An environmental hazard that affects the provision of care of the safety, security 
or well-being of one or more residents for a period greater than six hours, 
including: 

i. a breakdown or failure of the security system 

ii. a breakdown of major equipment, 

iii. a system in the L TCH, or 

iv. loss of essential services or flooding. 

• A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 

• An incident that causes an injury to a resident for which the resident is taken to a 
hospital and that results in a significant change in the resident's health condition. 

• A medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of which a resident 
is taken to hospital. 

Critical Incident System (CIS): A secure electronic system that allows the 
licensee/staff of a L TCH to complete and submit CIS report, including both critical 
incidents and mandatory reports, on applicable forms to the Director for Ministry 
review, triaging, response, and storage. The system allows for consistent reporting 
practices, better tracking of incidents and data reports. The information gathered 
through the system will be used to develop benchmarks and facilitate quality 
improvement and best practices. The CIS is located on the www.ltchomes.net website. 

Information Gathering: The process of collecting facts, determining whether the facts are in 
issue with the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (L TCHA) and determining the risk level of 
concern(s) in issue. 

After the information is gathered, the inspector triages the information and determines 
appropriate action, including: 

• no action required (no further action), 
• assigns for inquiry, or 
• assigns for inspection. 

Inquiry: Action taken by an inspector beyond information gathering to ensure that the low risk 
issue did not cause actual harm or risk of serious harm. An inquiry is not an inspection. 
Inquiries may be conducted off the site of the LTCH (e.g. by CIATT I Service Area Office (SAO), 
or on the site of the LTCH (e.g. by SAO). 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Inquiries are intended for Level 1 & 2 low risk issues and should be conducted within 
90 business days. (If the inquiry reveals concerns then the intake can be changed to 
an off-site or on-site inspection). 

Refer to Appendix A for Risk Level Definitions. 

Notes: 
• The automatic default for an inquiry is off the site of the L TCH (off-site inquiry). 

However, an inquiry may be conducted on the site of the L TCH (on-site inquiry) . An on
site inquiry is an exception, but may be required in specific circumstances and in 
consultation with the SAO Manager/delegate. 

• The inspector may use the Powers of Inspection granted under s. 147 of the LTCHA 
during an inquiry to question and/or gather information by phone, email, facsimile etc. 

• The inspector documents the inquiry in the applicable section of the Intake form. 

Inspection: Action taken by an inspector for the purpose of ensuring compliance with 
requirements in issue under the L TCHA, where there is the potential for actual harm or risk of 
serious harm. All issues with a risk level of 3 or greater should be inspected. An inspection 
should also be conducted if there is a trend associated with any low risk (Level 1 and 2) 
concerns. 

• An off-site inspection may be initiated, prior to the on-site inspection, in circumstances 
where a Level 4 risk issue has been identified and the situation requires immediate 
attention related to immediate jeopardy/risk. 

Notes: 
• The automatic default for inspections is on the site of the L TCH (on-site inspection). 

However, off-site inspections may be conducted, if there is reason to believe that an off
site inspection will provide the same results in a more efficient and effective manner. If 
the inspector has concerns about whether to conduct an on-site or off-site inspection 
consult with the Inspection Team Lead(s) (ITLs)/SAO Manager. 

• All inspections are unannounced, barring the minimal exceptions as outlined in section 
298 of the Regulation. 

• All inspections are conducted using Inspector Quality Solution (IQS). 

Inspectors' Quality Solution (IQS): The IQS is an electronic application used by inspectors to 
collect and document information during every inspection and to generate reports I order(s) . 

Intake Module (IM): The IQS Intake Module is supported in an online mode only and is 
accessed through the Compliance Smart Client (CSC) server. This module provides 
functionality for tasks associated with creation of intake forms and log numbers, business 
administration and the preparation stage of a L TCH inquiry &/or inspection. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Procedure: 

LTCH Inquiry and Intake Information Form: In the CSC Intake Module, this form is used to 
record all the information related to an issue received by the Ministry and is more commonly 
referred to as an intake. 
Mandatory Report (MR): This refers to the requirement on anyone, including the licensee of 
the L TCH, to report specific information as outlined below to the Director. 

When a person has reasonable grounds to suspect that any of the following has occurred or 
may occur, he/she shall immediately report the suspicion and the information upon which it is 
based to the Director. 

• Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted in harm or a 
risk of harm to the resident. 

• Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the Licensee or staff that 
resulted in harm or a risk of harm to the resident. 

• Unlawful conduct that resulted in harm or a risk of harm to a resident. 

• Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money. 

• Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under this Act or the 
Local Health System Integration Act, 2006. 

The licensee must use the Critical Incident System and the after-hours emergency contact 
number which is answered by the Spills Action Centre (SAC) as applicable to complete and 
submit a CIS report. 

Trend: A pattern or repetition of the same type of incident/issue that has occurred three 
times in a six month period. 

More comprehensive definitions relevant to CIS Assessment and Triage can be found in the 
LQIP Glossary of Terms as well as Appendix A in this policy. 

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCES 

L TCHA Section 24 Reporting certain matters to the Director 

L TCHA Section 25 Inspections or inquiries where information is received by the Director 

L TCHA Section 28 Obstruction - information to inspectors, Director 

L TCHA Section 88 Reports 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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L TCHA PART IX Compliance and Enforcement 

0 Reg. 79/10 Reports re: critical incidents 
Section 107 

POLICY 

Within LQIP there is a standardized, consistent approach, which all inspectors must follow to 
assess and triage Critical Incident System reports. 

CIS assessment and triage includes the following elements: 

1. Assess the content of the CIS report to determine if there is potential non
compliance with the L TCHA, 2007. 

2. Determine when it is appropriate to conduct an inquiry or an inspection of critical 
incident and mandatory reports submitted by a licensee via the CIS, including 
associated time frames. 

3. Records management. 

OUTCOMES 

In keeping with the framework of the standardized inquiry methodology of the LQIP, the 
following outcomes are expected to be achieved as described in this policy and procedure: 

1. After information is gathered, triage inspectors will take the appropriate action, including 
closing no action required (no further action), or taking additional action, e.g. forwarding for 
an inquiry or inspection, as appropriate. 

2. Triage inspectors will follow the procedural steps when assessing and triaging all CIS 
reports. 

3. CIS intakes are prioritized based on the risk to the residents, or operations of the home 
and conducted within the allocated timeframes. 

4. Assessed CIS reports are appropriately assigned for inquiry or inspection. 

5. Records are maintained as per the records management requirements. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Critical Incident System - Assessment and Triage 

Procedure 

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT 

Upon receiving a CIS or SAC report, a Triage Inspector (Tl) is required to initiate an intake. The 
Tl reviews and assesses the CIS report to determine if the report contains sufficient information 
to manage the CIS report and intake, e.g. close, or triage the intake and CIS report for an 
inquiry or inspection. 

This document sets out how the Tl will assess all incoming CIS reports and determine the 
appropriate action to take. 

PROCESS FLOW 

See next page 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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INTAKE, ASSESSMENT AND TRIAGE PROCESS CHART 

The chart below outlines the procedure for the intake, assessment and triage of all Critical Incident 
System (CIS) reports received by the Long-Term Care Inspections Branch (LTCIB), up to and including 
forwarding of CIS intakes to a Service Area Office (SAO). 

1. Receive the Critical Incident (Cl) or Mandatory report (MR) from LTCH. 
Proceed to step 4. 

Reference A endix 
2. Receive a Spills Action Centre (SAC) report. 

3. 

4. 

Is there a matching CIS Report? 

• If yes, proceed to step 4. 

• If no, proceed to step 3. 

Refer to Pre-Triage process, if required. Pre-Triage/CIA TT Information 
Process Steps 

Intake I Information Gatherln 
Search intake history to determine if issue has been identified in other logs. 
Search can be conducted by CIS type/subtype and resident or staff name, as 
applicable. Document other Log#(s) involved in the 'Summary of Intake' text 
box and in the General Comments, as well. Examples of 'Summary of Intake' 
text box documentation include: 

M883-0000026-15- Disease outbreak declared by Public Health November 
29, 2016. CIS not amended for disease outbreak. Risk Level 1 but trend 
identified- refer to Log# 033199-16 and Log #034155-16. 

Refer to reference document entitled Assessment of Trends, as required. 

3827-000051-16- Resident, Frosty Snowman, reported PSW pulled out his 
catheter roughly, spilling urine all over his face/improper care. Verbal abuse 
also reported. 

• Call L TCH for update & direct licensee/staff to submit the CIS report as 
soon as possible. The report must be submitted within 10 days from 
when the LTCH became aware of the incident. The Triage Inspector 
must identify to the L TCH the due date of the CIS report, eg. CIS 
occurred on January 3rd, the CIS report is due on or before January 131

h. 

• If case a ears Risk Level 4, take a verbal re ort and direct L TCH to 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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5. 

6. 

submit CIS report as soon as possible, initiate intake in the Intake 
Module (IM), begin assessment, proceed to step 10. 

• If L TCH does not submit CIS report, flag for potential non-compliance 
and proceed to step 10. 

Log into the CIS to review the CIS report and initiate an intake in the Intake 
Module (IM). Determine the Cl/MR Type/Subtype, as appropriate, from the 
drop down menu in the IM. Attach CIS and the SAC reports to the intake. 
The after-hours emergency call must be documented in the intake in the 
General Comments section. 
Note: If case appears Risk Level 4, begin assessment immediately, proceed 
to step 10. 
If it is not a Risk Level 4, roceed to ste 6. 
Is the CIS report valid, i.e. does the report meet the reporting requirements 
for a Cl/MR as outlined in the LTCHA? 

If yes, proceed to step 7. 
• If no, ensure the intake action is identified as No Action Required. 

Non-reportable Issue should be entered into the Summary of 
Intake. Do not attach a risk level to the intake. 
Update the General Comments in the CIS, cut and paste the wording 
in the Non-reportable CIS Template into the CIS case notes to inform 
the home that the CIS was not reportable and reference the memo 
from Nancy Lytle, February 12, 2015. Document the rationale for 
closure in the Closing Comments section. Refer to other sources as 
appropriate. Lock the intake. 

Note: C/S intake reports can only be closed after determining if there 
is sufficient information to take action, or if there is no issue with a 
requirement under the L TCHA. Nancy Lytle's memo can be found in 
the L TC Homes Portal under Communication, drop down menu - CIS 
Communication: 
https://www.ltchomes.neUltcf2/ContentMgr.aspx?File=CIS 
Communication.htm 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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7. Is the CIS report complete? 

8. 

• If yes, proceed to step 8. 

• If no, send L TCH a request for amendment re additional information 
required and request submission within identified timeframe. If 
applicable, conduct Information Gathering with LTCH, proceed to step 
8. 

Note: The licensee must submit a report, to the Director, in writing within 10 
days of becoming aware of the critical incident/mandatory report. For 
mandatory reports related to abuse, a final report must be provided within 21 
days (as specified by the Director in a memo, dated March 28, 2012). 

Did the L TCH comply with Identified timeframe requirements? 

• If yes, proceed to step 9. 
• If no, process for potential non-compliance and proceed to step 10. 

Triage 
Inspector 

Triage 
Inspector 

9. Is there potential non-compliance with the LTCHA? N0te: Triage 
Refer to Appendix B before making this decis·ion. 

If yes, proceed to step 10. 
• If no, ensure the intake action is identified as No Action Required. 

Document the rationale for closure in the Closing Comments section. 
Update CIS case notes by documenting risk level, as well as Critical 
Incident/Mandatory Report type and sub type e.g. Assessed as per current 
process, Risk Level #2 -Inquiry. The Triage Inspector must also add their 
initials as the system does not auto-populate them. 
Do not use the term recommended for inquiry or inspection. 

Lock the intake. 

Assessment and Triage/Action 

1 O. The triage inspector must determine the Overall Category from the drop 
down menu in the IM. Refer to Appendix B for Categories. Proceed to step 
11 . 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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11. The triage inspector must also determine the overall Level of Risk: 

12. 

• Level 4 (Immediate Jeopardy/Risk) - proceed to step 12. 

• Level 3+: (Significant Actual Harm/Risk) - proceed to step 13. 

• Level 3 (Actual Harm I Risk) -proceed to step 14. 

• Level 2 (Minimal Harm/ Potential for Actual Harm) - proceed to step 15. 

• Level 1 (Minimum Risk) - proceed to step 15. 

Refer to Appendix A for definitions of Risk Levels. 

Note: The Triage Inspector must call the SAO ITL(s) to discuss all 
Intakes that are related to an unexpected death, regardless of the risk 
level, to review, revise, or prioritize, as required. 

Alert the Director, Senior Managers, SAO ITL(s)I SAO Manager, CIA IT 
Manager and Cf A TT /TL. for any issues where there will be media attention. 

Immediate Jeopardy/Risk - Level 4 

• Call the SAO ITL(s) to discuss the Level 4 CIS. Once it has been 
confirmed that is a Level 4 CIS, complete CIS case notes, and in the 
IM identify inspection items including title, level of risk, and category 
for each item. Mark 'Urgent' and email the Di~ctor, Senior Managers; 
$AO ITL(s)/$AO Mana_g_er, CIA TT Manager and CIA TT /TL. 

• If it is determined during the conversation with the SAO ITL that the 
CIS is not a Level 4, adjust the risk level and proceed accordingly. 

13. Significant Actual Harm/Risk - Level 3+ 

• Complete CIS case notes. Within the IM, identify inspection items 
including title, level of risk, and category for each item. Mark as 
'Urgent' . Call and email Director, Senjor M9nagers, SAO ITL(s)I SAO 
Manager, CIA TT Manager and CIA TT /TL. 

• Forward to the SAO for inspection within 30 business days. 

14. Actual Harm/Risk - Level 3 

• Complete CIS case notes. Within the IM, identify inspection items 
including title, level of risk, and category for each item. Forward to the 
SAO for inspection within 60 business days. 

15. Low Risk (Level 1 - Minimum Risk or Level 2 - Minimal Harm/Potential for 
Harm 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• If the risk level is determined to be Level 1 or 2 and there are no 
trends/patterns identified, proceed to step 16. 

Note: An assessment is required of the low risk issue to determine if 
there is a trend. If a trend is determined change the risk level to 3. 
Information used to determine a trend, must be documented in the 
General Comments section. The triage inspector must Include the 
Log # for each previous Incident. If a trend Is not Identified, this 
should also be noted In the General Comments section next to 
the risk level. 

Refer to reference document entitled Assessment of Trends 

• If the risk level is determined to be Level 3 or greater and/or a trend 
has been identified, change the risk level to Level 3, or higher as 
applicable. Identify inspection items including title, level of risk, and 
category for each item. Forward to the SAO for inspection within 60 
business days. 

16. Inquiries will not have a risk level assigned in the intake. Therefore, the 
triage inspector is required to identify the associated risk Level 1 or 2, 
within the General Comments section of the intake. 

The triage inspector Is also required to identify all potential non
compliance(s) in the General Comments section of the intake. 

Send to the SAO for inquiry within 90 business days. 

Notes: 

If the inquiry reveals non-compliance or higher risk issues, an 
inspection may need to be conducted. 

At the end of each day, an intake report is automatically generated 
(End of Day report) and sent to the SAO and CIA TT ITL(s)iManagers. 
The /TL, or designate assigned by the SAO manager, is expected to 

review the end of day report. In most cases, the SAO Is 
responsible for making any changes to an Intake after it has 
been assigned to the SAO. Examples of these changes include: 

Risk level assigned by CIA TT has changed after assessment. 
Action: the SAO will assign the correct risk level. 
The intake is not related to a tong-term care home (the 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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resident lives in the retirement section or in a complex care 
unit). Action: the SAO will close this intake and include in the 
rationale for closure ''intake initiated by CIA TT in error". 
• Additional acquired information to be added such as the 

CIS report that was previously unavailable needing to be 
attached to an urgent intake that was sent through to the 
SAO. Action: the SAO will attach the CIS report to the 
intake. 

For /earning purposes and to Improve operational processes, the 
SAO wlll notify CIA TT of the reasons for change, as appropriate. 

If the SAO determines, that CIATT has assigned the incorrect name of a 
home to an intake and a new intake needs to be generated, the SAO will 
assign the intake back to CIA TT to create the new intake. An example of 
this includes: 

Intake indicates that the complaint is related to Happy Valley 
but the resident actually lives at Happy Manor. Action: SAO 
reassigns the intake to CIA TT and the Triage Inspector copies 
the information into a new intake for Happy Manor. 

The Triage Inspector then closes the Happy Valley intake with 
rationale indicating "intake initiated by CIA TT in error". 

& Watchpoints: 

• Where a person, other than a LTCH licensee or staff member, makes a report about either a 
critical incident or a mandatory report, the report is considered a 'complaint'. As such, the 
Complaint Inquiry or Complaint Inspection policy should be followed. 

• Inspectors are required to document rationale for closing all intakes in the closing comments 
section of the intake before locking the intake. 

• If any trends are identified related to low risk issues (Level 1 or Level 2) in the CIS report, the 
triage inspector should change the intake to risk level 3 and assign for an inspection. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• Triage inspectors must call the SAO ITL(s) to discuss all intakes that are related to an 
unexpected death, regardless of the risk level, to review, revise, or prioritize, as required. 

QUALITY MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES (Implementation date to be determined) 

Perfonn reviews of 5% CIS intakes that were closed to confirm the closing 
rationale, i.e. not forwarding the intake to the SAO for inquiry or inspection. 
Perfonn reviews of CIS intakes that were triaged for inquiry or inspection to 
SAO, to confirm the rationale for forwarding the intake to the SAO. 

CIA TI will conduct audits of inquiries as per the audit schedule within the 
Quality Management framework. The audit cycle is based on a calendar 
year. 

Three types of intakes wlll be chosen for audit: 1 closed intake, 1 triaged 
intake sent to the SAO for inquiry (Level1 or Level 2), and 1 triaged intake 
sent to the SAO for inspection, to evaluate whether the intakes were 
closed/triaged as per established process. Document the log number/L TCH 
name and record any notes for variances. 

The CIATT Audit of Critical Incident System Intakes will be used to 
conduct the audit and record the responses. Questions will be assessed 
against established requirements and will be responded to as either 'yes' or 
'no'. Not applicable (N/A) may also be indicated when appropriate. 

The following questions will be asked: 

./ Was the appropriate version, i.e. was the most current version of the 
CIS report used? 

./ Was the appropriate type/sub-type selected? 

./ Was the intake prioritized based on risk to the residents, or operations 
of the home? 

./ Was the Level 1 or Level 2 low-risk issue assessed for trends? 

./ Were the title, risk level and category identified appropriately for each 
inspection item, for intakes forwarded to the SAO for inspection? 

./ Was the documentation complete as per records management 
expectations? 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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COMMUNICATION STANDARDS 

• Code of Professionalism, 2006 Code of Professionalism 

• Respect for residents with disabilities (AODA) AODA 

• In situations where a language barrier may exist, obtain an interpreter from the LTCH, as 
applicable, or access the Ministry contracted interpreter services. 

• Communication to SAO Manager or senior management for any CIS or Mandatory Report that 
may be a high profile incident to flag for issues management. 

PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS 

• Obligations under Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (PHIPA) & LTCHA re: 

o protecting the personal information (Pl) and personal health information (PHI) of residents, 
staff and any other identifiable individuals 

o not disclosing Pl/PHI (see also 0 Reg 79/10, s 301) 

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

• Security requirements related to: 

o any correspondence being sent from the CIATI General email box must have all Pl/PHI 
information removed. As well, when replying or forwarding an email ensure the previous 
email is not included. 

o CIATT records management (electronic and paper copies) 

SUPPORT AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

• Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 1990 (FIPPA) 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• Health Care Consent Act, 1996 (HCCA) 

• Local Health System Integration Act, 2006 (LHSIA) 

• Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (PHIPA) 

• Abuse Decision Trees 

• Restraint Decision Flows 

• CIS MOHL TC Staff User Guide 

• CIS LTC Home User Guide_ and Intake Manual 

• IQS Intake Module User Guide 

• Q's and A's 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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APPENDIX A - INTAKE PROCESS FLOW - LEVELS OF RISK 

For each overall intake and each inspection item, a Level of Risk must be identified: 

Level 1 

Level2 

Level3 

Level3+ 

Level4 

Minimum Risk: A situation that has the potential for causing no more than minor 
negative impact on the resident(s) and poses no/nominal threat of on-going risk of harm. 
An inquiry within 90 business days is considered reasonable.* 

Minimal harm or Potential for Actual Harm: A situation that results in minimal 
discomfort to the resident and/or has the potential (not yet realized) to negatively affect 
the residents ability to achieve his I her highest functional status and poses minimal 
threat of on-going risk of harm. An inquiry within 90 business days is considered 
reasonable.* 

Actual Harm/Risk: A situation that results in an outcome that has negatively affected 
one or more resident's health, safety or well-being including the residents ability to 
achieve his I her highest practical functional status, or where there is a pattern of 
incidents contributing to the harm/risk. This may include a situation involving actual 
harm/risk where action was taken by the licensee/L TCH staff to minimize the risk or 
prevent the situation from recurring or escalating. An inspection within 60 business days 
is considered reasonable.* 

Significant Actual Harm/Risk: 
A situation that results in an outcome that had a serious negative impact on one or 

more residents' health, quality of life and/or safety, or that is creating a serious risk of 
significant actual harm/risk related to one or more residents' health, quality of life and/or 
safety. 
An inspection within 30 business days is required. The situation does not require an 
"immediate inspection" as outlined in s. 25(2) of the L TCHA. (Refer to "Immediate 
inspection" below).* 

Immediate Jeopardy I Risk: 
A situation that places a resident or group of residents in immediate jeopardy as it has 
caused serious injury, harm, impairment, or death to a resident receiving care in the 
LTCH. This also includes a situation that is highly likely to place a resident or a group of 
residents in immediate jeopardy where it would cause serious injury, harm, impairment 
or death and the licensee is not taking Immediate action to appropriately rectify the 
issue or has failed to intervene to prevent the situation from unfolding. This level 
includes situations that require an immediate visit to the LTCH.* 
An "immediate inspection" (as per the L TCHA s. 25(2)) is required for the following 

that resulted in serious harm or a risk of serious harm to the resident: 

o Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident 

o Abuse of a resident by anyone, or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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D Unlawful conduct, and 
DA violation of section 26 (whistle-blowing protection). 

*Note: It may be necessary to substitute 'resident' with 'operations of the home' as applicable. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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APPENDIX B - CIS REPORTING AS PER L TCHA, 2007 AND 0 REG. 79/10 

lTCHA SubsKllon 24(1)- Reportina Certain Matters to the Olrrctor 

Type of Incident In LTC Hom• Section of How Ucensee must submit report to MOHL TC Reportln1 Time Fr1me 
the LTCHA (Director) 

Monday-Frldly All other times 
8;30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. (lndudln1 

Statutory holldlvs) 
Improper or Incompetent treatment or ore or a LTCHA Immediately Initiate and Phone the Aher Immediately upon having 
resident that resulted In hilrm or a rbk of hann to s.24(1)1. submit the on·llne Critlcal Hours Pager # reasonable arounds to 
the resident Incident System (CIS) form J ·800-268·6060 suspect this has occurred 

Identifying this as a or may occur 
'Mandatory Report'. 

Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of D LTCHA Immediately Initiate and Phone the Aher Immediately upon having 
resident by the licensee or staff that resulted In s.24(1)2. submit the on-line CIS form Hours Pager # reasonable grounds to 
harm or a risk of harm to the resident• Identifying this as a l -800-268~ suspect this has occurred 

'Mandatory Report'. or may occur 
Unlawful conduct that resulted In harm or a risk of LTCHA Immediately Initiate and Phone the Aher Immediately upon having 
harm to a resident s.24(1)3 submit the on-llne CIS form Hours Pager # reasonable grounds to 

Identifying this as a HI00-268-6060 suspect this has occurred 
'Mandatory Report' . or may occur 

Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money LTCHA Immediately Initiate and Same H Monday· Immediately upon having 
s.24(1)4. submit tho on·llne CIS form Friday reasonable grounds to 

Identifying this as a suspect this has occurred 
'Mandatory Report'. or may occur 

Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to LT CHA Immediately Initiate and Same as Monday- Immediately upon havlnc 
a licensee under this Act or the Local Heolt/1 s.24(1)5. submit the on-line CIS Friday reasonable erounds to 
System Integration A ct, 1006 Identifying this as a suspect this has occurred 

'Mandatorv Report'. or mavoccur 

"Plt ase ensure thot tht staff person reporting abuse of a resident /ros revie1Yed the de/infllons of abuse set our In the L TCHA. subsection 2( J) 

and the Regulot/on, sect/0111. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• Ally pmon who /:J owe~ oj on ln<Hh'111 111o1 m11$1 ~ 1~p0ttnl to I~ Dir«tor Ulldr1 wllsttrlon U(f} of~ LTCHA. 1001 ond wllo dot.1 not how 

octw ro IM homt's t'fflleol l/lddml rrporlJng 1ystrm (Gild wflo h tlOl ·~1~ on Mhol/ of tbt li<rmtt} shwJd rtpon ~ t~ ro/1 fttt 
ArtlcM t~ •or s-166-4J4-0144, 

Clttkal lnddMI lltportlJls Ulldt1 0 II~ 7'/JO subMctloM JO?(IJ, ll), (UI. and 17) 

'type ol mdd~t In LTC ..on;- s;diQ,,(jf w;;;u(• nSH mu>l subllllt uport to MOHLTC IOlt~ot) lltj>Ortl n& Tim. ,,._ 
Ollq 79/10 Mo!Mtay.f rtday All otllef ...... (lndud~ 

l :l0un. - • :30a.m, Stat111ory holllhri) 
An rme•gl"f'IC'(, lndudlng nit, Ullj)Unnc-d ' 107(111 ltnmtcllilely lnlllate t nd Ptio1>1 the Alltt fblrs lmm~l4lffv, lull rtpo!1 
t~clAtk>n or lnlalc ol CY~H.. wbmlt llw on+ne Ct11k.ll Pfltt I HC<>-168 60«J withln 10 d.t-,, ol b«omlrc 

lnckknt SY'llttn lets) lotm •w~rt of !he lritlclc>nl• 
ldtfttllvlrw this as 1 'Crilleal 
lnddtnl'. 

An un~pt'<ll:d or tl>d<IM d4!iltl!, lnc:ludlnt ' 107(112 lmmtdltlely In/ti.It Ind Phone the Alttr Houn linmediiltt~, I.Al report 
1 dtath rt'\Ultl"I from • n ~nl or wbtnlt cite Cl(>-i.M CIS fo1m Papt • 1·6()0.161.(,()(,0 within 10 d.tys of '*°"'l!ll 
w.dde. kk<ll·lvlrc thh ., • 'Crit1a1 IWJl't of tlit lnCkltnl • 

lncldcnr' 

A relickn1 wNI '' mlnin& IOt thttt houtJ s.107(113 lmmedlilefy lnit~lt and Phone tht Alter Hou11 lmmedi.l lt'ly, lull rtpo!l 
Of m«l' $ubmlt the on-lone OS form Poltorl J-800-168 60M Within 10 !Uys of b«ornlng 

fdtnl1fylfll this H it 'CtttJ~ 4W~l't 0, llif lneidfnl • 
Incident'. 

Atrr lllll\lft& rtsldent """° rthll'M co IM s. t 07(1M lmmtdJ1ttfv ln11lalt lllCI PhoM Ille AllH Houl'J fm!Mdi.trttv: full rtpOll 
honw \'rich an lnfuiy or • nv lldvcrw ch1nct Jubmit the on4'tMt CIS form P11er • 1•80(>.168~ within 10 d.ays of becom.nc 
ln cond tlon reprcl!~ of lllt lcnith of klentlfylna thl1 u • 'Cr.tlGal ~WMI) of l hG Nldcff.!flt • 
clmo the rl!Sldl?11l wa1 mk~. l~I', 

An outbt~a\ ol o r~.i.1e dlie•M 0t s.107(1)5 lmmcdlattly lnltialt and Pl!oM tht Alltf HoutJ lmmedUlffl; lull rtpo« 
commuruu~ d1u•41f>'" defined In tilt submit the on-I.Ile OS form Pt&tr • J .II()() 268 6060 Wltllln 10 cl.Jys of bee om ill 
Htollh PrOlmiott °"" Pfomotl«o All ldenll1Yl11& thh 111 'Crltlul IWMt' o r IM lndde111 • 

lllc:IMnt' 
eon1- 1 ... 11on of the drlt!._. WJttt '107l1)6 lmmtd&ittlv ln1U,t t 111<1 Phone lhe "lier Hours lmmedwtffl, full rtpo<t 
~ wbmlt th« on·fino OS form P.,_tr fl J"°"'268'6060 " '"''" 10 days of beawr•ll'C 

ldtntl~ thl1 u 1 'Cntlol IWtf t Of IM lnddtnl • 
11\(ijNnl' 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Ty~ of Incident In l TC Home Section of How Uccnsee must submit report to MOHLTC Reportln• Time Frame 
0 Re1 79/10 !Olrtttorl 

Monday4r lday All other times 
8::10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (lncludln• Statutory 

holldavsl 
A resident who I• m ining for less th•n three s.107(3)1. Initiat e and submit the Same as Mond•V· Within one buslne» day of the 
hours •nd who returns to the home w ith no on ·llnc CIS form Friday Incident; full report within 10 
Injury or advene ch•nse In condition. Identifying this as a days of becoming aware of the 

'Critical Incident'. Incident• 
An environmental hazard that affect s U1e s.107(3)2. Initiat e and submit the Same as Monday- Within one business day al the 
provision of c~rc or the safoty, security or on-line CIS form Friday Incident; full report within 10 
well·belna of one or more residents for a Identifying this as a days of becoming aware of the 
period greater than six hours, Including: 'Critical Incident' . Incident• . A breakdown or failure of the 

security system . A breakdown al' major equipment or 
a system In the home . A loss of euenllal services, or . flood In& 

A mlsslnR or unaccounted for controlled s.107(3)3. Initiate and submit the Same as Mondoy- W ithin one business day of the 
substance. on·llne CIS form Friday Incident; l ull report within 10 

Identifying this as a d•ys of becoming aware of the 
'Crltlc<il Incide nt' . Incident• 

Subject t o subsection (3.1) fsu b"low/, an 5.107(3)4. Initiat e and submit the Same as Monday- Within one business day o f the 
Incident that causes en ln)\lry to• rnldenl on-line a s form Friday Incident, or within 3 calendar 
for which the r .. ld•nt Is tak•n to a hospital ldentl(ylng lhi§ a.s a days II unable within 1 buslneu 
and thot ruulu In a 11snmun1 chanae• • In 'Crltlcal Incident'. day to determine whether Injury 
the resident's health condition. caused a slsntfic1nt chainge••; 

lull rC?port w ithin 10 days of 
becomln11 aware of the Incident• 

A medication Incident or adverse drug s.107(31S. Initiate and submit the Same as Monday· Within one business day of the 
reaction In respect of which a resident Is on·llne CIS form Friday Incident; lull report within 10 
token to nospltol. Identifying thl s as a days of becoming aware of the 

'Crltlcal lncldcnt'. Incident• 
•Using the Crltlcoltncldt!nt System, the /vii rrport vnder<ubseclian 107(4) a/ the Regulollon mvs t be mode within JO days of th" llcensu /Mcomlna 
owore o/ th" lncldt!nt or at on "or//u dote If r"qvlred by th .. Dlrttctor. 

''In section 107 of the Rtgulotlon, "significant chongr" means a major change In the resident's health condition that, 

(al w/11 nor molve itself without further lntetvenlion, 
101 Impacts on mo1e thon one aspect of the resident's health condition, ond 
fcJ requires an assessment by the lnterdlsclplinary team or a revision to the re5ident's plan of care. (s.J07(7)} 

Rrgulatlon, substetion J07 {3.J): 
Where on Incident occurs that caum an Injury to a rtsldent for which the mldent Is taktn ta a hospital, but the licensu Is unable to 
determine within one business day whether the Injury has resulted In a significant change In the resident's condition, the licensee shall, 

Contact the hosp/ta/ within three calendar doys after che occurrence of the lncldtnt to determine whether the Injury hos resulted in a 
s/anlficont change In the resident's health condition; and 
Whtrt the /icensu determines that the injury has resulted in a significant change in the resident's health condition or remains unable to 
determine whether the Injury has mulled in a significant change in the resident's health condition, Inform the Director of the Incident no 
later than three bus/nm days after the occurrence of the incident, and fol/ow with the report required under subsection (4) (s. 107{3.l)J 

Regulation, sul>srct/on JOT{l)- rrpoitlng ofttr hours 
Normal business hours of CIATT ore 8:30 o.m. • 4:30 p.m. After nom1al bus/nesr hours, the Immediate report of the above Incidents muse be mode using 
the Ministry's after-hours emergency contact (i.e. 1 ·800·268·6060 Spills Action Centre (SAC) pager}. This pager numlm ls only ta be used by LTC Home 
llctnset/stoff and only far purposes of ofter·hours reportlng. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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PURPOSE 

Version date: September 21 , 2017 

Complaint Assessment and Triage Page: 1of44 

CIATT Complaint -

Assessment and T riage Policy 

The purpose of the Complaint -Assessment and Triage policy is to provide Triage Inspectors 
(Tl) in the Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program (LQIP) of the Long-Term Care 
Inspections Branch (L TCIB), Long-Term Care Homes (LTCHs) Division, Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care (MOHLTC), with the following: 

• the definitions of information gathering, inquiry, inspection and other relevant definitions; 
applicable legislative references which provide the authority, mandate and requirements 
relative to complaints; and 
procedures and relevant resources on how to assess and triage complaints received via 
the L TC ACTION Line, phone call, letter or other means. 

DEFINITIONS 

Complaint: In this policy and procedure, complaint means an allegation from anyone, other 
than a licensee, of non-compliance with a requirement under the L TCHA. 

Complaint Call Types: 

Abusive Calls: These are calls where a complainant is: rude, aggressive, threatening, 
manipulative, insulting staff, swears excessively, demeaning, or degrading. 

Standard Complaint: A standard complaint is when a complainant does not engage a 
triage inspector in what is considered an abusive or unproductive call. Rather, the 
complainant Is cooperative and works with the triage inspector to facilitate the complaint 
handling process. 

Unproductive Calls: These are calls where the caller: 
• has contacted the wrong ministry or agency 
• is emotionally distraught and/or is seeking a sympathetic ear but unwilling to 

register a complaint 
• is unreasonably persistent 
• is making 1,.mreasonable demands 
• fails to cooperate, or 
• has unreasonable arguments. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Complaint Inspection: An unannounced visit to the L TCH by one or more inspectors, based on 
information received from a complainant for purposes of ensuring compliance with one or more 
identified requirements under the L TCHA that is/are in issue. 

Information Gathering: The process of collecting facts, determining whether the facts are in 
issue with the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA) and determining the risk level of 
concern(s) in issue. After the information is gathered, the inspector triages the information and 
determines appropriate action, including: 

• no action required (no further action), 

• assigns for inquiry, or 

• assigns for inspection. 

Inquiry: Action taken by an inspector beyond information gathering to ensure that the low risk 
issue did not cause actual harm or risk of serious harm. An inquiry is not an inspection. 
Inquiries may be conducted off the site of the LTCH (e.g. by CIATT I Service Area Office (SAO), 
or on the site of the LTCH (e.g. by SAO). 

• Inquiries are intended for Level 1 & 2 low risk issues and should be conducted within 90 
business days (if the inquiry reveals concerns then the intake can be changed to an off
site or on-site inspection). 

Notes: 
• The automatic default for an inquiry is off the site of the L TCH (off-site inquiry). 

However, an inquiry may be conducted on the site of the L TCH (on-site inquiry). An on
site inquiry is an exception, but may be required in specific circumstances and in 
consultation with the SAO Manager/delegate. 

• The inspector may use the Powers of Inspection granted under s. 147 of the L TCHA 
during an Inquiry to question and/or gather information by phone, email, facsimile etc. 

• The inspector documents the inquiry in the applicable section of the Intake form. 

Inspection: Action taken by an inspector for the purpose of ensuring compliance with 
requirements in issue under the L TCHA, where there is the potential for actual harm or risk of 
serious harm. All issues with a risk level of 3 or greater should be inspected. An inspection 
should also be conducted If there is a trend associated with any low risk (Level 1 and 2) 
concerns (refer to definition for trend). 

• An off-site inspection may be initiated, prior to the on-site inspection, in circumstances 
where a Level 4 risk issue has been identified and the situation requires immediate 
attention related to immediate jeopardy/risk. 

Notes: 
• The automatic default for inspections is on the site of the L TCH (on-site inspection). 

However, off-site inspections may be conducted, if there Is reason to believe that an 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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off-site inspection will provide the same results in a more efficient and effective 
manner. If the inspector has concerns about whether to conduct an on-site or off-site 
inspection consult with the Inspection Team Lead(s) (ITLs)ISAO Manager. 

• All inspections are unannounced, barring the minimal exceptions as outlined in 
section 298 of the Regulation. 

• All inspections are conducted using Inspector Quality Solution (IQS). 

Inspectors' Quality Solution (IQS): The IQS is an electronic application used by inspectors to 
collect and document information during every inspection and to generate reports I order(s). 

Intake Module (IM): The IQS Intake Module is supported in an online mode only and is 
accessed through the Compliance Smart Client (CSC) server. This module provides 
functionality for tasks associated with creation of intake forms and log numbers, business 
administration and the preparation stage of a L TCH inquiry &/or inspection. 

LTCH Inquiry and Intake Information Form: This form is used to record all the information 
related to an issue received by the Ministry and is more commonly referred to as an intake. 

Trend: A pattern or repetition of the same type of incident/issue that has occurred three times in 
a six month period. 

More comprehensive definitions relevant to Complaints can be found in the LQIP Glossary of 
Terms as well as in Appendices of this policy. 

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCES 

LTCHA ss. 24. (1} Report certain matters to the Director 

LTCHA, ss. 25(1} Inspections or inquiries where information received by Director 

L TCHA ss. 25. (2} Immediate visit to home 

L TCHA ss. 25.(3} Other matters 

L TCHA ss. 25.(4} Powers of inspector 

L TCHA ss. 25.(5} Other enquiries 

L TCHA ss. 25.(6} License to be notified 

L TCHA ss. 25.{7} Information 

LTCHA s.26 Whistle-blowing protection 

Ministry of He~lth and Long-Term Care 
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LTCHA s. 28 Obstruction - Information to Inspector's, Director 

L TCHA PART IX Compliance and Enforcement 

LTCHA s.151 (a)-(c) Obstruction, etc. 

POLICY 

Within the LQIP, there is a standardized, consistent approach, which all triage inspectors must 
follow to assess, triage and manage complaints. 

Complaint assessment and triage includes the following elements: 

1. Assess information gathered to determine if there is potential non-compliance with the 
LTCHA, 2007. 

2. Provide callers/complainants with referral information, as required. 

3. Determine when it is appropriate to conduct an inquiry or an inspection of a complaint, 
including associated time frames. 

4. Records management. 

OUTCOMES 

In keeping with the framework of the standardized inquiry methodology of the LQIP, the 
following outcomes are expected to be achieved as described in this policy and procedure: 

1. After information is gathered, triage inspectors will take the appropriate action, including 
closing no action required (no further action), or taking additional action, e.g. forwarding for 
an inquiry or inspection, as appropriate. 

2. The complainant, if known, is contacted by the triage inspector to acknowledge receipt of 
information, update the complaint information if needed, or to verify, amend or enhance the 
information. 

3. Triage inspectors will follow the procedural steps when assessing and triaging all 
complaints. 

4. Complaints are assessed and prioritized in keeping with the level of harm I risk to the 
resident or the seriousness of the situation. 

5. Assessed complaints are appropriately assigned for inquiry or inspection. 

6. Records are maintained as per the records management requirements. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Procedure 

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT 

Upon receiving a Complaint via the L TC ACTION Line or letter, a Triage Inspector (Tl) is 
required to initiate an intake. The Tl reviews and assesses the complaint to determine if the 
report contains sufficient information to manage the complaint and intake, e.g. close with no 
action required, or triage the complaint intake for an inquiry or inspection. 

This document sets out the how the Tl will assess all incoming complaints and determine the 
appropriate action to take. 

PROCESS FLOW 

See next page 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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COMPLAINT PROCESS FLOW 

inform compLain~nt 
that no f\Jtther aa~n 

will be Qken. 

Cot'r"lpl•t• cont:act 
Conlpla5nants s.ectkwt. 
docum•nt comp~t 

c.omment.s & rat~Je for 
CloWr9 i n the aosJnc. 

COmnMtnts Sect5on In IM . 

As.sass Overall 
CllU'Cot"Y o1 
comp&e&rn: 

L. T c.HA S ~5 ( J.) 

1 ··-~U~/ 1 

I -~=~ I 

4. A•allat ion 

5. Ml~se of 
r•sident's money 

o. Mlws.e or MO,.. 
money 

7 . ' •(lure to 
comply 

LEG END 

AL ACTION U ne 
IM lnteke llllodule 
LTCH t.onc-T«m care Home 
LTCHA Lons-Term C:.re - Act 
SAO Senne• ~ otftc• 

Detenntn• overall llllsk ...... 

COm pl•te COl'\Qd 

Comp~nl:s s.ctk>n. 
doe\#nent comp~iNnt 

c.ommenu & ratk)n aiti for 
dosure In th• dodft& 

menus.ctlCW\ inlM 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 

ExcepClon: All compla(nls 
mated lo 2417 R.N. Win be 

triaged for inapoction 
'"9'1rdlfft o( Ole riak level 

IUigned. 

lnl'orm compl;tlnant 
tMt no fun her 11ict1on 

wm bei.ken. 

De'term.lna ln~k• 
Actlon 

._,oc~,. befor• ntt-r int•k..., 
comp1•t:• lnt:~k•. m.arle: k 
•v,.c•"r and kSent lty an 

lmm•di•te iruP*CtiOn t.o the 
SAO. ca.IV•m.1111 Jae rn:r.t 

Man.a.pr t:o notify 

C'ofnpl•t:. tnak• In IM .a.nd 
forwa,.d to in. SAO for 

lmptCt]on within .30 bu!linoil 
d.>ys 

eomploto in~k• In IM ~nd 
forward to the !:'.AO for 

lnsp.ctlon w1tNn C50 business 
day. 

c~nc• Risk LIN9t to ~. 
com plet. intake i n IM and 

forward to the SAO for 
irupection within 60 

bu~ness. days 

complete inUlc• ' n IM ~nd 
forwa rd all Lev.f 1 o r .:: 
Com.plaints t:O SAO fM 

Inquiry within oo bu.$1nv.s 
days 
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TRIAGE AND ASSESSMENT PROCESS CHART 

The chart below outlines the procedure for the intake, assessment and triage of all complaints 
about LTC Homes received by the Long Term Care Inspections Branch (LTCIB), including 
forwarding of complaint intakes to a Service Area Office (SAO). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Receive the complaint (via phone, email, ACTION Line, letter or 
other means). 

Initiate an intake in the Intake Module (IM). Document 
complainant information and contact date within the Complainant 
Information section of the intake. 

Refer to Pre-Triage process if required. Pre Triage/CIA TT 
Information Process Steps 

Search complainant call history as well as history of resident(s) 
involved. Document other Log#(s) involved in the 'Summary of 
Intake' text box and in the General Comments, as well. 
Examples of 'Summary of Intake' text box documentation 
include: 

IL- 48387 - HA - Complaint from Tim Horton re: mother, Sally 
Horton not receiving breakfast/missed meals. Numerous other 
care issues including continence care, poor oral care, and 
privacy curtain issues were also identified. 

IL-56889-HA - Complaint from Elmer Fudd re: mother Della 
Fudd lost her nightie/lost laundry. Risk Level 1 but trend 
identified -refer to Log # 034122-16 and Log# 033555-16. 

Refer to reference document entitled Assessment of Trends, as 
required. 

CIA TT AAfTriage 
/Inspector 

Triage Inspector 

Triage Inspector 

4. Contact complainant within two (2) business days from receipt of Triage Inspector 
complaint to acknowledge receipt of complaint and to 
verify/update/revise information, as necessary. (You are still in 
the information gathering stage). 

It is expected that three (3) attempts to contact the complainant 
will be made within five 5 business da s. The Tria e Ins ector 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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will record all attempts to contact the complainant in the 
complaint intake, in the Complainant Information/ 
Complainant Contacted/Notes in the intake. Include CIATT 
because the SAO will also document in the Notes e.g. 

Sept. 8, 2016 - 1600- CIA TT - first call - no answer 
Sept. 9, 2016 - 0900- CIA TT - second call- no answer 
Sept. 9, 2016 - 1400- CIA TT - third call- see general 
comments below 

Note: The Triage Inspector must document the date of the first 
call to the complainant in the Date Complainant Contacted box 
in the intake, even if there was no answer. Please do not change 
this date on the date that the complainant is reached. 

Refer to Appendix B for potential scripts. 

5. Is there potential non-compliance with the LTCHA? Triage Inspector 

• If yes, proceed to step 7 . 

• If no, proceed to step 6 . 

The Triage Inspector must document a summary of all non-
inspectable concerns in the IM, General Comments section. 

6. Does the complainant require other referral information? Triage Inspector 

• If yes, provide complainant referral information . 

• With either yes or no, inform complainant that no further 
action will be taken. Ensure the intake action is identified 
as Redirect/Refer. Document rationale for closure in the 
Closing Comments section. Document the method of 
contact in the Contact Complainants section and 
document comments from the complainant in the closing 
comments section. Lock the intake. 

Example: The intake is not related to potential non-compliance 
with the L TCHA, such as complaint is related to price of parking 
spaces at the long-term care home. Action: Triage Inspector will 
close this intake and include in the rationale for closure in the 
Closing Comments Section "no potential non-compliance 
identified as price of parking at L TC home is not covered in 
L TCHA and Regulation". 

Refer to Appendix E for referral information. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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7. Determine the Overall Category for the complaint from the drop Triage Inspector 
down menu in the IM: 

• Category 1 - Improper care/incompetent treatment that 
resulted in harm or risk of harm to a resident: 
pressure ulcers, physical restraints, weight loss, bowel or 
bladder continence including fecal impaction, pain, falls, 
infections, responsive behaviours, availability of meaningful 
activity, medication misappropriation, accidents/unexpected 
death or suicide, missing residents, equipment related 
injuries, injuries resulting in transfer or admission to hospital, 
plan of care or other care related issues. 

• Category 2 - Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect 
of a resident by the licensee or staff that resulted in 
harm or a risk of harm to a resident: 

For Alleged and or actual abuse: Category: physical 
abuse, emotional abuse, sexual abuse, verbal abuse, 
financial abuse. 

• Category 3 - Unlawful conduct that resulted in harm or a 
risk of harm to a resident. 

• Category 4- Retaliation: Retaliation Against a Resident, 
Against a Staff Member, Against a Family Member, Other 
Person, Reporting Discouraged. Any allegation of 
retaliation is considered risk Level 4. 
Refer to Appendix D. 

• Category 5 - Misuse or misappropriation of resident 
money 

• Category 6 - Misuse or misappropriation of funding 

• Category 7 - Failure to comply: 
Operational Issues: environmental hazards including 
system breakdown/failure, emergencies/disasters, offensive 
odours, outbreaks, infection control, safe and secure home, 
accommodation services, staffing and care standards, 
reporting of complaints, admission of residents, councils, 
residents' information and agreements, other operational 
issues 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Note: By selecting a specific category, this does not mean that 
there is non-compliance in this area; rather, if most closely 
describes the nature of the complaint a/legation. The category of 
'Failure to Comply' should be used only when f here is no other 
specific category to choose from and should be reserved for 
concerns that are not related to direct resident care. 

8. Assess the overall level of risk for the complaint. Triage Inspector 

Level 4: (Immediate Jeopardy/Risk) - proceed to step 9. 

Level 3+: (Significant Actual Harm/Risk) - proceed to step 10. 

Level 3: (Actual Harm/Risk) - proceed to step 11. 

Level 2: (Minimal Harm/Potential for Harm) - proceed to step 
12. 

Level 1: (Minimum Risk) - proceed to step 12. 

Note: If risk level is not clear, consult the CIA TT /TL. 

Refer to Appendix A for definitions of Risk Levels. 

Exception: All c·omplaints related to 24f7 R.N. will be triaged 
for lnspeptio.n regardless of the ri$k level assigned. 

Note: If a Risk Level is reassessed/adjusted based on additional 
information received from the complainant, change the Risk 
Level in the JM and then notify the SAO via email. 

Alert the Direytor, Senior Managers, SAO ITL.(s)ISAO Manager, 
CIA TT Manager and CIA TT /TL for any issues where there will 
be media attention. 

9. Immediate Jeopardy/Risk - Level 4 Triage Inspector 

Call the SAO ITL to discuss the Level 4 complaint. Once 
SAO ITL • 

it has been confirmed that it is a Level 4 complaint, within 
the IM, identify inspection items including title, level of 
risk, and category for each complaint item. Mark 'Urgent' 
and email Director, Senior Managers, SAO ITL(s)ISAO 
Manager, C1'A. TT Manager and CIA TT /TL . 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• If it is determined during the conversation with the SAO 
ITL that the complaint is not a Level 4, adjust the risk 
level and proceed accordingly. 

10. Significant Actual Harm/Risk - Level 3+ Triage Inspector 

• Identify inspection item(s) including title, level of risk, and 
category for each item in the intake. Mark as 'Urgent'. 
Call and email Director, Senior Managers, SAO 
ITL(s)/SAO Mana[Jer, CIA TT Manager a'nd CIA TT /TL . 

• Forward to the SAO for inspection, within 30 business 
days. 

11. Actual Harm/Risk - Level 3 Triage Inspector 

• Identify inspection item(s) including title, level of risk, and 
category for each complaint item. Forward to the SAO for 
inspection, within 60 business days. 

• Note: If the come/ainant wishes to withdraw the risk 
Level 3 come.faint, the Tl should create an intake in the JM 
and advise the come/ainant that the come/aint must be 
forwarded due to the level of risk associated with the 
come.faint. 

12. Low Risk (Level 1 - Minimum Risk or Level 2 - Minimal Triage Inspector 
Harm/Potential for Harm} 

Is the issue suitable for closure by inquiry? 
• If yes, i.e. the risk level is determined to be Level 1 or 2 

and there are no trends/pattern identified, proceed to step 
13. 

Note: An assessment is required of the low risk issue to 
determine if there is a trend. If a trend is determined 
change the risk level to 3. Information used to determine 
a trend, must be documented in the General Comments 
section. The triage inspector must include the Log # 
for each previous incident. If a trend is not Identified, 
this should also be noted in the General Comments 
section next to the risk level. 

Refer to reference document entitled Assessment of 
Trends 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• If no, i.e. the risk level is determined to be Level 3 or 
greater and/or a trend has been identified, change the 
risk level to Level 3. Identify inspection items including 
title, level of risk, and category for each item. Forward to 
the SAO for inspection within 60 business days. 

13. Low risk Level 1 or 2 complaint intake reports may be considered Triage Inspector 
for closure after the following has been determined: 

Has the complainant indicated that the issue(s) has been 
resolved? 

• If yes, inform the complainant that no further action will 
be taken. Advise the complainant that if the issue 
continues to be an ongoing problem that they have the 
ability to contact the Action Line to lodge a new 
complaint. 

• Ensure the intake action is identified as No Action 
Required. Document rationale for closure in the Closing 
Comments section. Document method of contact in the 
Contact Complainants section and document comments 
from the complainant in the closing comments section. 
Lock the intake. 

• If no, determine next question . 

Is the complainant willing to end the formal complaint process by 
attempting to resolve the issue, through discussion of the 
complaint item(s) with L TCH? 

• If yes, inform complainant that no further action will be 
taken. Advise the complainant that if the issue continues 
to be an ongoing problem that they have the ability to 
contact the Ministry to lodge a complaint. 
Ensure the intake action is identified as No Action 
Required. Document rationale for closure in the Closing 
Comments section. Document method of contact in the 
Contact Complainants section and document comments 
from the complainant in the closing comments section. 
Lock the intake. 

14. Inquiries will not have a risk level assigned in the intake. Triage Inspector 
Therefore, the triage inspector is required to identify the 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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associated risk Level 1 or 2, within the General Comments 
section of the intake. 

The triage inspector is also required to identify all potential 
non-compliance(s) in the General Comments section of the 
intake. 

Send to the SAO for inquiry to be conducted within 90 business 
days. 

Notes: 

• If the inquiry reveals non-compliance or higher risk 
issues, an inspection may need to be conducted. 

• At the end of each day, an intake report is automatically 
generated (End of Day report) and sent to the SAO and 
CIA TT iTL(s)I Managers. 

• The /TL, or designate assigned by the SAO manager, is 
expected to review the end of day report. In most cases, 
the SAO Is responsible for making any changes to an 
Intake after It has been assigned to the SAO. 
Examples of these changes include: 

• Risk level assigned by CIA TT has changed after 
assessment. Action: the SAO will assign the 
correct risk level. 

• The intake is not related to a long-term care 
home (the resident lives in the retirement section 
or in a complex care unit). Action: the SAO will 
close this intake and include in the rationale for 
closure ''intake initiated by CIA TT in error". 
• Additional acquired information to be added 

such as the CIS report that was previously 
unavailable needing to be attached to an 
urgent intake that was sent through to the 
SAO. Action: the SAO will attach the CIS 
report to the intake. 

For learning purposes and to improve operational 
processes, the SAO w/11 notify CIA TT of the reasons for 
chanae, as aooro1Jriate. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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If the SAO determines, that CIA TT has assigned the incorrect 
name of a home to an intake and a new intake needs to be 
generated, the SAO will assign the intake back to CIA TT to 
create the new intake. An example of this includes: 

. Intake indicates that the complaint is related to 
Happy Valley but the resident actually lives at 

Happy Manor. Action: SAO reassigns the intake to 
CIA TT and the Triage Inspector copies the 
information into a new Intake for Happy Manor. 

The Triage Inspector then closes the Happy 
Valley intake with rationale indicating "intake 

initiated by CIA TT in error". 

Watchpoints: 

• If the Tl is uncertain, at any point, about the Level of Risk or any other component of 
this policy and procedure, consult with the CIA TI ITL or Maflage_r/designate. 

• Complainants must be contacted within two (2) business days from receipt of the 
complaint. 

• Tis are required to document the rationale for closing all intakes in the closing 
comments section of the intake. 

• Tis are required to document the method of contact in the contact complainants 
section and document comments from the complainant in the closing comments 
section. 

• If the complainant chooses to withdraw a Level 3 or greater complaint scheduled for 
inspection, the inspector must continue with the complaint inspection if the risk level 
associated with the identified issue is level 3 or greater. In this circumstance, inform 
the complainant of the need to complete the inspection, but you will not be 
responding to the complainant with the results of the inspection. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Perform reviews of 5% of Complaint intakes that were closed to 
confirm the closing rationale, i.e. not forwarding the intake to the SAO 
for inquiry or inspection. 

Perform monthly reviews of Complaint intakes that were triaged for 
inquiry or inspection to SAO, to confirm the rationale for forwarding 
the intake to the SAO. 

CIATT will conduct audits of inquiries as per the audit schedule within 
the Quality Management framework. 

The audit cycle is based on a calendar year. 

Three types of intakes will be chosen for audit: closed intakes, triaged 
intakes sent to the SAO tor inquiry (Level 1 or Level 2), and triaged 
intakes sent to the SAO for inspection, to evaluate whether the 
intakes were closed/triaged as per established process. Document 
the log number/L TCH name and record any notes for variances. 

The CIA TI Audit of Complaint Intakes will be used to conduct the 
audit and record the responses. Questions will be assessed against 
established requirements and will be responded to as either 'yes' or 
'no'. Not applicable (N/A) may also be indicated when appropriate. 

The following questions will be asked: 
./ Was the complainant contacted within two (2) business days? 

./ Was the intake prioritized based on risk to the residents, or 
operations of the home? 

./ Was the Level 1 or Level 2 low-risk issue assessed for 
trends? 

./ Were the title, risk level and category identified appropriately 
for each inspection item, for intakes forwarded to the SAO for 
inspection? 

./ Was the documentation complete as per records management 
expectations? 

Was the method of contact documented in the contact 
complainants section? 

Were the comments from the complainant documented 
in the closing comments section? 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Was the rationale for the intake closure documented? 

COMMUNICATION STANDARDS 

Code of Professionalism, 2006 Code of Professionalism, 2006 

• Respect for residents with disabilities (AODA) AODA 

• In situations where a language barrier may exist, obtain an interpreter from the LTCH, 
as applicable, or access the Ministry contracted interpreter services. 

• Communication to SAO Manager or senior management for any CIS or Mandatory 
Report that may be a high profile incident to flag for issues management. 

PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS 

• Obligations under Personal Health Information Protection Act, 2004 (PHIPA) & LTCHA 
re: 

o protecting the personal information (Pl) and personal health information (PHI) of 
residents, staff and any other identifiable individuals 

o not disclosing Pl/PHI (see also 0 Reg 79/10, s 301) 

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

• Security requirements related to: 

o any correspondence being sent from the CIA TT General email box must have all 
Pl/PHI information removed . As well, when replying or forwarding an email ensure 
the previous email is not included. 

o CIATI records management (electronic and paper copies) 

SUPPORT AND REFERENCE DOCUMENTS 

• Legislation (as applicable) 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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o Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 1990 (FIPPA) 

o Health Care Consent Act. 1996 (HCCA) 

o Local Health System Integration Act. 2006 (LHSIA) 

o Personal Health Information Protection Act. 2004 (PHIPA) 

• Reference 

o IQS Intake Module User Guide 

o Community Care Access Centres 

o Q's and A's 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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APPENDIX A - INTAKE PROCESS FLOW - LEVELS OF RISK 

For each overall intake and each inspection item, a Level of Risk must be identified: 

Level 1 Minimum Risk: A situation that has the potential for causing no more than minor 
negative impact on the resident(s) and poses no/nominal threat of on-going risk of 
harm. An inquiry within 90 business days is considered reasonable.* 

Level 2 Minimal harm or Potential for Actual Harm: A situation that results in minimal 
discomfort to the resident and/or has the potential (not yet realized) to negatively 
affect the resident's ability to achieve his I her highest functional status and poses 
minimal threat of on-going risk of harm. An inquiry within 90 business days is 
considered reasonable.* 

Level 3 Actual Harm/Risk: A situation that results in an outcome that has negatively 
affected one or more resident's health, safety or well-being including the resident's 
ability to achieve his I her highest practical functional status, or where there is a 
pattern of incidents contributing to the harm/risk. This may include a situation 
involving actual harm/risk where action was taken by the licensee/l TCH staff to 
minimize the risk or prevent the situation from recurring or escalating. An inspection 
within 60 business days is considered reasonable.* 

Level 3+ Significant Actual Harm/Risk: A situation that results in an outcome that had a 
serious negative impact on one or more residents' health, quality of life and/or 
safety, or that is creating a serious risk of significant actual harm/risk related to one 
or more residents' health, quality of life and/or safety. An inspection within 30 
business days is required. The situation does not require an "immediate inspection" 
as outlined ins. 25(2) of the LTCHA. (Refer to "Immediate inspection" below).* 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Level 4 Immediate Jeopardy I Risk: A situation that places a resident or group of residents 
in immediate jeopardy as it has caused serious injury, harm, impairment, or death to 
a resident receiving care in the LTCH. This also includes a situation that is highly 
likely to place a resident or a group of residents in immediate jeopardy where it 
would cause serious injury, harm, impairment or death and the licensee is not 
taking immediate action to appropriately rectify the Issue or has failed to 
Intervene to prevent the situation from unfolding. This level includes situations 
that require an immediate visit to the LTCH.* 

An 11lmmediate inspection" (as per the L TCHA s. 25(2)) is required for the 
following that resulted in serious harm or a risk of serious harm to the resident: 
• Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident 
• Abuse of a resident by anyone, or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 
• Unlawful conduct, and 
• A violation of section 26 (whistle-blowing protection). 

*Note: It may be necessary to substitute 'resident' with 'operations of the home' as 
applicable. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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APPENDIX B - TRIAGE INSPECTOR SCRIPT GUIDELINE 

If at any time, while speaking with a complainant, the conversation becomes difficult, 
triage inspectors are able to refer the caller to speak with the CIATT ITL. Triage 
Inspectors can also refer to Appendix C - Managing Challenging Complaints. 

If during the course of conversation, a complainant alleges retaliation has occurred, 
please refer to Appendix D - Retaliation for additional information or clarification, if 
required. 

1. Call the complainant. If no response, use the following script. 

If complainant answers the call, proceed to Step 2. 

"Good morning/afternoon Mr.!Mrs . My name is and I am 
responding to your call placed to the Action Line on . I would like to review 
the information and assess your concerns related (home name or issue 
reported). This is my initial call and the date is at (time) 
.... .... Please call me back at 1-855-819-0879 and I can be reached from Monday-Friday 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. - 4:30p.m. 

"This is my second call related to yourcomplaint ..... Please call me back at 1-855-819-
0879." (Refer to script above). 

Level 1 and Level 2 
"Good morning/afternoon Mr./Mrs . My name is and I am 
calling from the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. Today is (date) 
at (time) and this is my third call related to your complaint. If I do not hear 
back from you within one business day, I will consider your concerns resolved. Should 
you have additional concerns, please call the ACTION Line at 1- 866-434-0144. Thank 
you." 

Level 3, 3+ and 4 
""Good morning/afternoon Mr./Mrs . My name is and I am 
calling from the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. Today is (date) at 
___ (time) and this is my third call related to your complaint. Based on the information 
that you have provided to the ACT/ONiine, I will be forwarding your concerns to the SAO. 
If you have additional information, please contact the ACTION Line at 1- 866-434-0144. 
Thank you. " 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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2. Greeting- "Good morning/afternoon Centralized Intake and Triage, Tanya speaking." 

OR 

If you are returning a call that has already been lodged through the Action Line, email, 
letter, phone message, etc., use the following message: 

"Good morning/afternoon my name is Tanya. I am calling from Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care. Is this a good time for me to speak with you? Thank you for submitting 
your complaint through (Action Une, email etc.) I would appreciate it if you could provide 
me with a little more information so that I can assess your concern." 

Note: 
• If a complainant is inquiring as to the status of their complaint, the Triage Inspector 

will email the SAO. The ITL(s) will make arrangements to contact the complainant 
with an update. 

• A L TC home calling to make a report [follow CIS Process Flow - refer the caller to 
the memo sent out by Nancy Lytle, February 12, 2015] 

3. Let the caller know that you will be taking notes as you are speaking so that you can 
document the details of the person's concern. 

4. Based on the callers initial response, determine if the call is related to: 

• A complaint. If yes, start Intake Form and go to Step #5. 

If unsure whether this is a complaint or not, ask caller if they wish to lodge a 
complaint 

or 

• Other - An information request - "Thank you for your call, your concerns are very 
important to us. May I please have your name, a contact number?" 

• Help caller where possible or redirect as needed [referral information is in 
Appendix E] 

• Inform caller no further action will be taken. Close the intake as per policy. 

5. "Thank you for your call, your concerns are very important to us. May I please have your 
name, a contact number and the name of the L TC Home you are calling about?" [if you 
already have information from the Action Une Report, verify that it is accurate.] 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Follow the prompts on the Intake Form to document the resident name, room number, 
veteran status, whether the person who is calling is the Resident's Power of Attorney and 
whether they wish their name to be anonymous. Ask the complainant to confirm the 
location of the L TCH and the location of the resident (i.e. is in the LTCH). If the resident is 
in a retirement home, then advise complainant that our legislation only covers a Long
Term Care Home. 

What to do If the person wishes to remain anonymous? 
"It is very helpful for us to have your contact information so that we can follow up with 
you if we need more information before or during any inquiry or inspection or to give 
you the results of the inquiry or inspection." 
"I can assure you that the government and our Inspectors are committed to protecting 
people's privacy. 11 

"All complaints are treated as confidential on your request. Information about 
complaints is only disclosed if a law requires or allows the ministry to disclose it. Long
term care homes are not told who has complained; however, the home may be able to 
identify you based on the nature of the complaint. If you do not wish to provide your 
name, it is your right to remain anonymous. 11 

"The Long- Term Care Homes Act, 2007 provides protection for residents, as well as 
anyone else who makes a complaint from any retaliation. If you feel that you or 
anyone else is being treated unfairly because you complained, we ask that you 
contact the ministry right away." 

After you have provided the information above, ask the complainant again 
"Are you willing to share your name with me so that we may contact you at a later 
date?" 

If the complainant continues to express concerns, the Triage Inspector may inform the 
complainant that for all anonymous complaints the inspector uses a sample of three 
residents to attempt to ensure anonymity. 

Triage Inspectors may reassure complainants that Inspectors will not provide their name to 
the LTCH. 

NOTE re Respecting Anonymity: 
• If a caller is absolutely insistent that they do not want their name associated with 

the intake/complaint in any way and they do not wish to be contacted by the 
Ministry post inquiry/inspection, then the Triage Inspector should honour the 
complainant's wishes and not document their name or contact information in the 
intake. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• If the Triage Inspector has already attached the complainant's name to the intake 
and the complainant insists that they do not want to be contacted by the SAO 
Inspector and they do not want their name sent through to the SAO, then the 
Triage Inspector should redact the complainant's name from the intake prior to 
sending it through to the SAO. 

6. The triage inspector determines if the complaint is related to a requirement in the L TCHA. 
(you may place the caller on hold if you require time to look up any references in the 
LTCHA). 

If yes - go to Step # 7 

If no - let the complainant know that the concerns they have raised are not related to a 
requirement in the L TCHA and no further action will be taken at this time. The Triage 
Inspector must document a summary of all non-inspectable concerns in the IM, General 
Comments section. If the complainant has any other concerns in the future, advise them 
that they can call the L TC Action Line. 
"I am sorry but the concerns that you have raised are not covered under the L TCHA and 
Regulations. Therefore, I am unable to take any further action related to your concern. If 
you have any other concerns (use specific language that is relevant to the caller such as 
care related concerns) in the future, please feel free to call the L TC Action Une". 

Refer the complainant to the appropriate resource, if able, where his/her concern may be 
addressed (see Appendix E). 

7. "Can you tell me a little bit more about the situation that you are concerned with?" 

(Hint - try to get a snapshot here/high level synopsis of the issue ... . all of the details do not 
need to be obtained at this time) 

8. Based on the information provided, determine the Overall Category. 

Determine, does the situation appears to be a Level 3, Level 3+ or Level 4 risk 
issue/situation? 

If yes - proceed to Step #12 
If no - proceed to Step #9 

9. Ask the complainant - "Have you spoken to the L TCH about your concern?" 

If no - go to Step #10 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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If yes - go to Step #11 

10. "Are you willing to speak to the L TCH first and give them an opportunity to address your 
concerns prior to making a complaint with the Ministry of Health"? 
Provide the following context: . Under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, all long-term care homes in Ontario 

must have written procedures for making complaints, and post these procedures 
where you can see them. 

• If a complaint is about harm or risk of harm to one or more residents, the home 
must investigate the complaint immediately. 

• Homes must respond to a verbal or written complaint about the care of a resident 
or the operation of the home within 10 business days, if possible. If the home 
cannot investigate and resolve your complaint in 10 business days, it must let you 
know that it has received your complaint and give you the date when you can 
expect the complaint to be resolved. . When a home responds to a complaint, it must explain: 

• what it has done to resolve the complaint or 
• why, in the home's view, there is no cause for the complaint. 

If yes, i.e. the complainant is willing to contact the L TCH - "Can I provide you with the 
L TCH Phone #?" 

Let the complainant know they can call back if there is no resolution to their issue by 
saying: 
''Please call us back if you are not satisfied with the outcome after speaking with the 

LTCH" (CIATT #1 -855-819-0879). [end the call and close out the intake as per policy.) 

If no - proceed to Step #11. 

11 . "Were you satisfied with the action taken by the L TC home?" 
"Has the issue been resolved?" Note: [if the issue has been resolved and it was a Level 1 
or 2 risk level, the intake can be closed as per policy and inform complainant no further 
action will be taken]. 

If the complainant was not satisfied and the issue was not resolved, proceed to Step #12. 
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12. Probe for more details about the concerns: 
• "The more details that you are able to provide about your concern, the better able our 

inspectors will be able to look into your concerns, e.g. resident(s) affected; who was 
involved, what, when and where it happened. " 

Remember to ask: 
• Who the concerns involve, who the complainant has spoken to, who witnessed the 

event, who is aware of the concerns; 
• What the specific concerns are; 
• Where did the incident occur; 
• When the incident/specific concern occurred; 
• How did the L TCH respond. 

After you have discussed the concerns, summarize your understanding of the issues. 
"Just to recap, here are the concerns I have documented ... " 
"Are there any other concerns that you have?" 

13. Explain the Next Steps to the caller: 

"Your complaint has been documented. I see that the Long-Term Care Home that you are 
calling about is in the (London, Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa/Kingston, Northern 
area of the province) so I will be forwarding your complaint to the (London, 
Hamilton, Toronto, Ottawa, Sudbury) Service Area Office for further action." 

"We understand your complaint is important to you. All complaints are prioritized on a 
daily basis to ensure they are addressed by priority and to ensure the safety and security 
of residents." 

"You will receive a call to discuss your complaint but it may take up to several months 
before someone is able to get in touch with you. Should you have any additional 
information, please document and retain until you receive your follow up call." 

"Do you have any other questions about the process?" 

14. "Thank you very much for calling. We take all complaints seriously so if you have any new 
information about your complaint or any other care related concerns, please call us back at 
1-855-819-0879." 
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APPENDIX C-MANAGING CHALLENGING COMPLAINTS 

Situations may occur where Triage Inspectors are required to manage complaints that are 
challenging. The following guidelines will help triage inspectors take a systematic, efficient and 
consistent approach to managing those challenging interactions. 

It is essential that Triage Inspectors provide good customer service at all times, while managing 
the complainants' expectations from the beginning of the complaint handling process. 

When dealing with any complainant, Triage Inspectors will ensure professional, courteous, and 
quality customer service is provided by: 

• listening to the caller to ensure their concerns are captured; 
• emphasize and paraphrase what the complainant has said to ensure their concerns are 

understood; 
• asking open-ended questions; 
• expressing willingness to help; and 
• proposing solutions and options as appropriate. 

Please note that if a complainant demands contact information for the Minister's Office or other 
MOHL TC management staff during your conversation, the Triage Inspector should 
encourage/recommend that the complainant speak first to the Manager, CIA TT or designate 
regarding their complaint. If the complainant continues to demand the contact information, 
please provide the contact information for Service Ontario (refer to the Frequently Called 
Contact List). 
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Managing Abusive/Difficult Complainants 

When a complainant becomes abusive or the call is deemed difficult, the triage inspectors will: 
• Remain calm and impartial. 
• Show respect no matter what the provocations. 
• Remain professional in all dealings, even when a complainant is acting unreasonable, 

which includes ensuring that the strategies outlined in this procedure are employed 
consistently. · 

• Give the caller a warning that if the caller continues to be abusive/conduct themselves in 
this manner you will have no other option than to terminate the call, which may limit the 
ability of inspectors to respond to the risk/complaint. 

• Where callers continue to be abusive, instruct the caller that due to their conduct you 
cannot continue the call at this time but they are free to call back when they are 
prepared to rationally present their concerns and then terminate the call. 

Managing Complaints Directed to the Wrong Ministry 

Advise the caller that the Long-Term Care Inspections Branch is not responsible for the type of 
concern(s) they have identified. Provide them with the correct ministry/agency/organization 
number if available to you and either transfer the call or conclude the call. 

e.g. "Sorry Mr. Smith, you have contacted the Ministry of Health and Long-Term with regards to 
a labour issue. This issue should be addressed by the Ministry of Labour. I would be happy to 
give you the appropriate contact information and transfer you over should you wish." 

Managing Emotionally Distraught Callers 

If the caller is emotionally distraught and/or is seeking a sympathetic ear but does not wish to 
register a complaint, the triage inspector should set clear boundaries: 

• Manage caller expectations from the outset following the OPS Customer Service 
Standards and using clear communication. 

• Remind callers about CIA TI's role, as well as other areas of the ministry, and its 
responsibilities in relation to handling complaints. 

• Kindly and respectfully acknowledge the callers needs and ask them if they would like to 
register a complaint. 

• If the caller does not wish to register a complaint, inform them that you will have to end 
the call but they may call back at a later time if they wish to register a complaint. 

e.g. "Mr. Smith, I understand that you are upset and I would like to help you. If you have 
concerns with regards to your mother's care and overall living conditions at the long-term care 
home you can provide me with the details of these concerns. If the concerns indicate that the 
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L TCH may not be compliant with the L TCHA, we will forward your complaint for further action. 
Would you like to register a complaint at this time? 

Managing Unreasonably Persistent Callers 

In the case that a complainant is unreasonably persistent (reframing a complaint in an attempt 
to get it addressed again, inability to accept the final decision, persisting in interpreting the law 
or policy in a way that is not in accordance with accepted or expert views on the issue and 
insisting that action be taken, persisting with a complaint even after it has been 
comprehensively considered, demanding an inspection when there is no case for one, etc.) , the 
triage inspector should: 

• Manage caller expectations from the outset following the OPS Customer Service 
Standards and using clear communication. 

• Engage in the intake/review process with the complainant no more than three times. It 
may be necessary to refer repeat callers to the Manager for further assistance. 

• If each time, the complainant still persists that action be taken where none is required, 
clearly identify to the caller that no action can be taken on their complaint. 

• State why their complaint does not meet CIA TT's complaint criteria and what the 
requirements are for an inspection. 

• If a complainant demands an inspection be conducted on a complaint that has no 
grounds for inspection, or where there has already been a comprehensive review or 
inspection that lead to no further action, inform complainants that until new information is 
provided no further action will be taken. 

• Do not allow complainants to reframe the complaint to re-enter the process, unless they 
raise a new and important issue. 

• Provide complainant with manager contact information if requested. 

e.g. "I'm sorry Mr. Smith, but we have reviewed your complaint three times along with the 
information that you have presented. Each review has resulted in no confirmation that there has 
been a violation of the L THCA. Unless you can provide new information to us, we cannot take 
any further action." 

Managing Unreasonable Demands 

Where a complainant makes any unreasonable demands (insisting on unattainable outcomes, 
wanting revenge or retribution, wanting classified/confidential information or the inappropriate 
release of personal information, issuing instructions and demanding how a complaint should be 
handled, requesting non-relevant details and information, wanting regular contact that is not 
warranted, making unreasonable resource demands) the triage inspector should: 

• Manage caller expectations from the outset following the OPS Customer Service 
Standards and using clear communication. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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• Inform complainants in advance how the MOHL TC intends to deal with the complaint. 
• Communicate clearly to the complainant that the complaint process is guided by L TCHA 

and MOHLTC policy. 
• Clarify the limitations of the complaint handling system. 
• Restrict contact to defined times and staff members where necessary. 
• Do not abide to complainant demands to appease them. 
• As a last resort, inform the complainant that their interaction is unreasonably demanding 

and that further communication will be provided by your manager. Contact your manager 
to apprise them of this situation. Document this in the intake. 

e.g. "I 'm sorry Mr. Smith, but I have reviewed the inquiry/inspection complaint process with 
you several times and we have reviewed the complaint that you lodged in detail. As I have 
previously mentioned, I am not able to discuss any personal health information with you 
because you are not the POA for care. I am not able to continue these discussions with you 
on a daily basis. I will have my manager contact you." 

Managing Uncooperative Complainants 

In the case of unreasonable lack of cooperation from a complainant (presenting a large quantity 
of information that is unorganized, classified/confidential or not summarized, refusing to present 
all available information at the outset, refusing to define issues of complaint where the 
complainant is clearly capable of doing so, focusing on principles rather than substantive issues, 
changing the complaint in the process of an ongoing review, withholding information, being 
dishonest, misquoting, etc.) the Triage Inspector should: 

• Manage caller expectations from the outset following the OPS Customer Service 
Standards and using clear communication, with emphasis on ensuring that the 
complainant understands MOHL TC's role. 

• Inform complainant that the complaint will not be further assessed until all of the 
necessary information has been presented. 

• Ask the complainant to clearly define their issue before the complaint can be assessed 
• Organize or summarize the information that the complainant has provided. 
• Ensure that the complainant understands that CIA TT's involvement in a complaint will be 

discontinued if a complainant is misleading or untruthful. 

e.g. "Mr. Smith, as I mentioned to you when I first responded to your complaint, the Ministry of 
Health expects that all complainants will cooperate by providing honest and accurate 
information, and that all relevant information be provided to assist us in handling the complaint. 
The information that you have provided is not related to your complaint. Can you please clearly 
define the issue that you would like addressed and how it relates to the information that you 
have provided us so that we may properly address your complaint? 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Managing Terminated Calls 

If a complainant remains abusive or unproductive, even after employing the strategies defined in 
this guideline, the Triage Inspector will inform the caller that due to their conduct, the call will be 
terminated and that the complainant should call back when they are prepared to discuss the 
issue rationally. Anytime a call is terminated, document as much information as you have 
ascertained - callers name, phone number, primary issue and the reason you terminated the 
call. Document the details of the situation in the intake. Immediately forward an email to the 
CIATT Manager and/or designate to advise of the situation and copy all other Triage Inspectors 
so that they are aware of the potential call back. 
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APPENDIX D - RETALIATION 

What is Retaliation? 

No person shall retaliate against another person, whether by action or omission, or threaten to 
do so because, 

• anything has been disclosed to an inspector or the Director 
o disclosures to the Director include, but are not limited to, mandatory reports 

under s. 24, information about a breach of a requirement under the Act, 
information about any other matter concerning the care of a resident or the 
operation of a home that the person believes ought to be reported to the Director 

• evidence has been or may be given in a proceeding, including a proceeding under the 
L TCHA or an inquest under the Coroners Act [LTCHA, s. 26(1)] 

The Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 provides protection for residents, as well as anyone else 
who makes a complaint from any retaliation. If the complainant feels that they or anyone else is 
being treated unfairly because they complained, we want to assure them that we take these 
allegations seriously. 

The following constitutes retaliation. Please note that this list is not exhaustive. 
• Dismissing a staff member 
• Disciplining or suspending a staff member 
• Imposing a penalty upon any person 
• Intimidating, coercing or harassing any person 

Retaliation against residents is prohibited: 
• A resident cannot be discharged, threatened with discharge or in any way subjected to 

discriminatory treatment because of any disclosure [under s. 26(1)) to an inspector, the 
Director, or evidence that may or has been given during a proceeding 

• Prohibition applies even if the resident or another person acted maliciously or in bad 
faith 

• Prohibition against threatening a resident's family member, substitute decision maker 
(SOM}, or person of importance with discharge of the resident or discriminatory 
treatment toward the resident [s. 26(3)) 

• "discriminatory treatment" includes any change or discontinuation of any service to or 
care of a resident (actual or threat} [s. 26(4)] 

Potential probing questions to determine if a resident is being retaliated against. Keep in mind 
the five W's (what, who, when, why, where): 

1. What happened to lead you to believe that the L TCH is retaliating against your loved 
one/resident? 
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2. Who threatened your loved one/resident? 
3. When did the home threaten your loved one/resident? 
4. Why is care not being provided to your loved one/resident (e.g. bath). Have you spoken with 

the home to determine why and the reason(s) for the change? (e.g. home is short-staffed, 
bath will be provided but not at the usual time) 

Potential probing questions to determine if a staff member is being retaliated against: 
1. What happened to lead you to believe that the L TCH is retaliating against you? 
2. Who threatened you? 
3. When did the home threaten you? 
4. Why do you think they are threatening you? 

A person may fail to mention important information. Open-ended questions are useful to draw 
out more infonnation from the complainant. Some techniques include: 

o "You said .. . " 
o "What happened with ... ?" 
o "Tell me about.. ." 
o "Elaborate on ... ?" 
o "Tell me again about.. ." 
o "Please explain .. . " 
o "Please tell me more ... " 
o "I'd like you to explain ... 11 

o "Can you describe ... ?" 
o The word 'what' can also be useful for framing open ended questions, as in 

"What happened next?" 

• Ask, listen 
o Ask questions about the issue of concern. 
o Paraphrase: "So you are telling me ... 11 

If you determine that retaliation has occurred you must triage the intake as a Level 4: 

Level 4 Immediate Jeopardy I Risk: A situation that places a resident or group of residents 
in immediate jeopardy as it has caused serious injury, harm, impairment, or death to 
a resident receiving care in the LTCH. This also includes a situation that is highly 
likely to place a resident or a group of residents in immediate jeopardy where it 
would cause serious injury, harm, impairment or death and the licensee is not 
taking immediate action to appropriately rectify the issue or has failed to 
intervene to prevent the situation from unfolding. This level includes situations 
that require an immediate visit to the LTCH.* 
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An "immediate inspection" (as per the L TCHA s. 25(2)) is required for the 
following that resulted in serious harm or a risk of serious harm to the resident: 
• Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident 
• Abuse of a resident by anyone, or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff 

• Unlawful conduct, and 

• A violation of section 26 (whistle-blowing protection). 
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APPENDIX E - REFERRALS 

INSPECTORS' FREQUENTLY CALLED CONTACT LIST 
Name Description Contact Information 

Advocacy Centre for Legal services for low- 2 Carlton St, Suite 701 
the Elderly (ACE) income seniors. Funded Toronto, ON M5B 1J3 

through Legal Aid 
Ontario. T: 416-598-2656 

F: 416-598-7924 
Accreditation Financial Management Branch 
information from Corporate Services Division 
Long-Term Care 5700 Yonge, 12th Floor 
Homes 

T: 416-212-0657 
After Hours Calls received from T: 1-800-268-6060 
Emergency Pager SAC 

L TC Homes call this 
pager to report to 
MOHL TC Director. 

Assistive Devices Provide support and 7th Floor, 5700 Yonge St 
Program (ADP) funding for Ontario Toronto, ON M2M 4K5 

residents with long-term 
physical disabilities and T: 416-327-8804 I 1-800-268-6021 
access to personalized F: 416-327-8192 
assistive devices. adnl1l>ontario.ca 

Capacity Assessment • Operated by the 595 Bay Street, Suite 800 
Office Ministry of the Toronto, ON MSG 2M6 

Attorney General 
• Train eligible health T: 416-327-6766 or 416-327-6424 I 1-

professionals to 866-521-1033 
become capacity F: 416-327-6724 
assessors (someone 
who is qualified to 
determine whether a 
person is mentally 
incapable of certain 
types of decision-
making). 

• Maintain a roster of 
qualified capacity 
assessors/assist in 
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locating assessors 
with other language 
facility. 

• Operate a Financial 
Assistance Plan for 
individuals who 
cannot afford the cost 
of an assessment. 

Co-payment and Financial Policies and Procedures Unit 
sem I-private/private Licensing and Policy Branch 
accommodation T: 416-327-7941 

College of Physicians Investigate complaints 80 College Street 
& Surgeons of Ontario about doctors on behalf Toronto, ON - MSG 2E2 
(CPSO) of the public and T: 416-967-2603 I 1-800-268-7096 

conduct disciplinary F: 416-961-3330 
hearings. feedback®coso. on. ca 

Employment • Temporary financial T: 1-800-206-7218 
Insurance (El) assistance to 

unemployed 
Canadians who have 
lost their job, while 
they look for work or 
upgrade their skills. 

• Canadians who are 
sick, pregnant, caring 
for a newborn or 
adopted child, and 
those who must care 
for a family member 
who is seriously iii 
with a significant risk 
of death, may also be 
assisted by El. 

Employment Information about: T: 416-326-7160 I 1-800-531-5551 
Standards Information • Termination Pay 
Centre • Unpaid Wages 

• Public Holiday Pay 
• Minimum Wage 
• Hours of Work 
• Leaves 
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• Filing an Employment 
Standards Claim 

• Ministry of Labour 
(MOL) 

Freedom of Receive requests to 5700 Yonge St, 6th Floor 
Information and access information Toronto, ON M2M 4K5 
Privacy Office under the control of an 

Ontario organization (in T: 416-327-7040 
accordance with the 
Freedom of Information 
and Protection of 
Privacy Act- FIPPA, 
and the Municipal 
Freedom of Information 
and Protection of 
Privacy Act- MFIPPA). 

Health Assessment Aging and Long-Term Care Unit 
Forms for Long-Term Licensing and Policy Branch 
Care Homes 
applications T: 416-212-2381 

Health Canada Federal department T: 1-866-225-0709 
(formerly Health and responsible for helping F: 613-941-5366 
Welfare Canada) Canadians maintain info@sc.gc.ca 

and improve their 
health. The agency 
verifies the safety of 
consumer products and 
conducts research. 

High Intensity Needs Fund the extraordinary T: 1-877-353-4463 
Fund treatment costs of L TC Highlntensit~Needs@ontario. ca 

Homes residents with 
acute or intensive 
service needs. 
The objective of the 
High Intensity Needs 
Fund (HINF) is to 
prevent unnecessary 
admissions to hospitals 
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and to enable the 
discharge of patients 
from hospitals to long-
term care (L TC) homes. 
Only L TC Homes may 
submit a claim. 

Human Rights Legal Offer legal services to 180 Dundas St W, 8th Floor 
Support Centre people in Ontario who Toronto, ON M7A OA1 

have experienced 
discrimination. T: 416-597-4900 I 1-866-625-5179 

F: 416-597-4901I1-866-625-5180 
Human Rights Deal directly with all 655 Bay Street, 14th Floor 
Tribunal of Ontario claims of discrimination Toronto, ON M7A 2A3 

filed under the Human T: 416-326-1312 I 1-866-598-0322 
Rights Code. Resolves F: 416-326-2199 I 1-866-355-6099 
applications using hrto. tdpo@ontario.ca 
mediation or 
adjudication. 

Information and • Resolves access to 416-326-3333/ 
Privacy information appeals 1-800-387-0073 (toll free) 
Commissioner of and complaints when info@ipc.on.ca 
Ontario government or health 

care practitioners and 
organizations refuse 
to grant requests for 
access or correction 

• Investigates 
complaints with 
respect to personal 
information held by 
government or health 
care practitioners and 
organizations 

Long-Term Care • Long-Term Care General website: 
Homes Homes Act, 2007 and https://www.ontario.ca/laws 
Legislation/Regulation 0 Reg 79/10 

LTCHA: 
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/07108 
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Long-Term Care • Receive concerns T: 1-866-434-0144 
ACTION Line and complaints from 

persons receiving 
service from Long-
Term Care Homes 
and Community Care 
Access Centres 
(CCAC). 

• Open 7 days/week, 
from 8:30 a.m. to 
7:00 p.m. 

L TC Homes Support Handle CIS issues and T: 1-866-414-0013 
access to CommentsL TCH.mohc@ontario.ca 
L TCHomes.net 

Lost Days for Financial Management Branch 
Outbreaks form Corporate Services Division 

5700 Yonge Street, 12th Floor 

T: 416-212-0657 
Ministry of Citizenship Provide services for the 6th floor, 400 University Avenue 

successful economic Toronto, ON M7A 2R9 
and social integration of 
newcomers through T: 416-327-242211-800-267-7329 
attraction initiatives, F: 416-314-4965 
settlement services and info.mci@ontario.ca 
language training. 

Ministry of • Administer the 80 Grosvenor Street, 
Community & Social Ontario Works and Toronto, ON M7A 1E9 
Services Ontario Disability 

Support Program T: 416-325-566611-888-789-4199 
• Fund services and 

supports for people 
with developmental 
disabilities 

• Fund community-
based supports for 
victims of domestic 
violence and their 
children, people who 
are homeless, people 
who are deaf, hard of 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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hearing or deaf-blind, 
and Aboriginal 
peoples. 

• Work with the 
Ministry of 
Government Services 
to support Ontario's 
adoption information 
laws 

• Collect and distribute 
court-ordered child 
and spousal support 
payments. 

• Develop and enforce 
accessibility 
standards in Ontario. 

Ministry of Finance • Prepare the provincial 33 King St West 
Budget and provide Oshawa, ON L 1 H 8H5 
fiscal, taxation and 
economic policy T: 1-866-668-8297 
advice to the Minister F: 1-866-888-3850 
of Finance, Cabinet 
and the Premier 

• Report on the 
province's economic 
and fiscal plans and 
results to the public; 

• Promote modern 
controllership within 
the OPS and 
accountability for the 
use of public funds in 
all Ontario public 
sector institutions 

• Administer most of 
the province's major 
tax statutes as well 
as a number of tax 
credit, incentive and 
benefit programs 

• Promote the integrity 
of the province's self-

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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assessing tax system 
by encouraging 
compliance through 
taxpayer education 
and customer 
service, while 
discouraging non-
compliance through 
enforcement 
activities. 

Ministry of Labour Point of contact to T: 1-877-202-0008 
Health & Safety report critical injuries, 
Contact Centre (MOL) fatalities or work 

refusals or for general 
inquiries about 
workplace health and 
safety 

Ombudsman Ontario Receive and investigate 483 Bay Street, 10th Floor, South Tower 
complaints from Toronto, ON M5G 2C9 
individuals looking for 
help with a particular T: 1-800-263-1830 
Ontario government F: 416-586-3485 
service. info@ombudsman.on.ca 

Ontario Association The Ontario Association 130 Bloor Street West, 
of Community Care of Community Care Toronto, Ontario M5S 1N5 
Access Centres Access Centres 

(OACCAC) is a not-for-
profit member and T: 416-750-1720 (Telephone) 
technology shared 
services organization or to find a CCAC dial 
that supports Ontario's 
14 Community Care T: 310-2222 (no area code req'd) 
Access Centres 
(CCACs) and their 
health-care system 
partners in 
providing high-quality 
home and community 
care to people across 
the province. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Ontario Association A provincial association 7050 Weston Rd, Suite 700 
of Non-Profit Homes & representing not-for- Woodbridge, ON L4L 8GL 
Services for Seniors profit providers of long 
(OANHSS) term care, services and T: 905-851-8821 

housing for seniors. F: 905-851-0744 
Ontario Disability The Ontario Disability For more infonnation, please contact 
Support Program Support Program (ODSP) your local ODSP or Ontario Works office. 

(ODSP) is one of Ontario's social 
assistance programs. To find contact infonnation for your local 
ODSP provides income office and learn more about ODSP 
and employment supports visit: ontario.ca/socialassistance 
to eligible Ontario 
residents who have For general questions. please call 
disabilities. ServiceOntario at: 

T: 1-888-789-4199 
ITY:1-800-387-5559 

OHIP Fraud Point of contact to T: 1-888-781-5556 
report: re~ortohi~fraudl@.moh.gov.on.ca 
• Someone knowingly 

using a health card 
that is not theirs 

• A non-resident of 
Ontario receiving 
OHIP services for 
which they are not 
eligible 

• Someone giving false 
information to the 
ministry to become or 
continue to be an 
insured person 

Ontario Long Term Provide Advocacy, 345 Renfrew Dr, 3rd Floor 
Care Association Communications, Markham, ON L3R 989 
(OLTCA) Education and Member 

Services to Long-Term T: 905-470-8995 
Care Operators. F: 905-470-9595 

info@oltca.com 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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Section: 

Policy and Complaint Assessment and Triage 
Procedure: 

Ontario Residential • Advocate on behalf of 
Care Association Ontarians requiring 

residential care 
• Share ideas and 

knowledge to improve 
standards of care 

• Develop programs to 
enrich the workplace 
environment for care 
providers and staff. 

Ontario Retirement Set professional 
Communities operating standards, 
Association inspect and accredit 

Ontario-based 
retirement residences 

Retirement Homes Regulate, educate, 
Regulatory Authority oversees and enforce 
(RHRA) the regulations and 

care standards 
established under 
Ontario's Retirement 
Homes Act. Takes 
com~laints about 
retirement homes. 

Physiotherapy Questions around 
physiotherapy from L TC 
Homes 

Planned Power 
Outages & 
Refurbishment Plans 
from L TC Homes 

Public Health Ontario Public Health Ontario 
(PHO) is a Crown 
corporation dedicated 
to protecting and 
promoting the health of 
all Ontarians and 
reducing inequities in 
health. PHO operates 

CIATT Operations Manual 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Long-Term Care Homes Quality Inspection Program 

Original Effective Date: September 30, 2012 

Version date: September 21, 201 7 

Page: 42 of 44 

1807 St. Joseph Blvd 
Ottawa, ON K1C 7C6 

2390 Bristol Circle, Unit 6 
Oakville, ON L6H 6M5 

T: 905 403 0500 I 1 888 263 5556 
F: 905 829 1594 
infota>orcaretirement. com 
160 Eglinton Avenue East, 5th Floor 
Toronto, ON M4P 385 

T: 1-855-275-7472 
info@rhra.ca 

lfeolu Ogunyankin 
T: (416) 327-3504 
lfeolu.Oguny:ankin@ontario.ca 

Kit Chiu 
Technical Specialist, 
Health Capital Investment Branch 
Kit.Chiu@ontario.ca 
T: 416-327-1091 
Suite 300 
480 University Avenue 
Toronto ON MSG 1V2 

T: 647-260-7100 
Toll Free: 1-877-543-8931 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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the public health 
laboratories. PHO's 
work also includes 
research, professional 
development and 
knowledoe services. 

Publications Ontario Distribute Government T: 416 326-5300 / 1-800-668-9938 
of Ontario publications. weboubont@ontario.ca 

Rate Reduction Inquiries from the Service Ontario lnfoline 
issues/inquiries Public 1-866-532-3161 

Inquiries from LTC RRISA Support Line 
Homes T: 1-866-414-0013 

commentsltchc@moh.gov.on. ca 

For internal use Mizgan Iqbal 
(do NOT give out this (416) 212-7105 
contact info to the M izgan.lgbalc@ontario.ca 
public) 

Service Canada • Apprenticeship grants T: 1-800-622-6232 
• CPP F: 613-941-1827 
• Employer Contact 

Centre 
• Employment 

Insurance 
• Old Age Security 
• Passports 
• Social Insurance 

Number 
• Wage earner 

Protection Program 
ServiceOntario • Birth, Marriage, T: 416-326-123411-800-267-8097 

Death certificates 
• Health Card Services 
• Driver and Vehicle 

licensing 
• Business registration 
• Address change 
• Newborn registration 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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ServiceOntario • Distribute ministry T: 416-327-428211-866-532-3161 
INFOLINE publications and F: 416-314-8721 

provide general 
information/referrals 
on ministry 
programs and 
services including: 
o Ontario Health 

Insurance Plan 
(OHIP) 

o Ontario Drug 
Benefit Program 
(ODB) 

o Mental Health 
o Assistive 

Devices Program 
(ADP) 

o Long-Term Care 
Teleheath Ontario Free Access to a T: 1-866-797-0000 

Registered Nurse - 24 
Hours a day, 7 days a 
Week. 

Trillium Drug Program Program to help Ontario T: 416-327-8109 
residents in need of trillium@resolve.com 
financial assistance 
with the cost of 
prescription drugs. 

Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
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I. RQI PROCESS IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES -
RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUPPLIER 

Based on conference calls attended by the Technical Lead and a Master 
Trainer occurring August 13, 14 and 15, 2013, and review by the Principal 
Investigator and Training Lead, the Supplier is providing recommendations 
related to proposed opportunities to improve and streamline the ROI 
process. This document is based upon the process improvement 
proposals provided by the Ministry dated August 9, 2013 and references a 
change request document dated August 14, 2013 which was also 
provided by the Ministry. These recommendations were submitted in draft 
form to Ministry trainers on September 23, 2013 to assist with refresher 
training week. Supplier recommendations are shown where appropriate 
and can be identified as blue, italic text contained in brackets. 

[Overall, Supplier supports all efforts to improve the RQI process, both in 
terms of efficient use of Inspector resource and ensuring that the 
methodology is appropriately related to legislation. In reviewing the RQI 
Process Document dated July 10, 2013 provided by MOH, Supplier 
strongly recommends that MOH implement methods to measure actual, 
average person-hour Inspector resource utilization for each process step. 
This is important for two reasons; 1) a baseline understanding of person
hour Inspector resource is necessary to understand the current resource 
requirements, and 2) it is necessary to measure the effect of changes on 
resource efficiency, which may be positive or negative. Measurement of 
Inspector resource in duration, e.g. number of consecutive days of 
inspection activity, is highly discouraged because it does not measure the 
quantity of Inspector person-hours. For example, an activity that requires 3 
Inspectors over 3 days would be expected to require 4. 5 days for 2 
Inspectors, a 50% increase in duration with the same number of person
hours. The goal of completing an RQI from start to finish in "10 days" with 
three inspectors would be expressed as (3 Inspectors) x (5 person-hours 
per day per Inspector) x (10 days) = 150 person-hours. An understanding 
of resource requirements in person-hours will assist MOH in scheduling 
RQ/s (i.e. translating person-hours to duration) when the number of 
Inspectors available is more or less than 3.] 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 11Page 
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A. Off-site Prep: 

[Supplier has no specific recommendations related to off-site preparation, 
but does support the use of AAs and to conduct the activities listed below 
to more efficiently utilize Inspector resources.] 

1. All tasks related to data gathering/logging at prep time should be 
assigned to an AA. Therefore, the ROI plan would be populated by the 
AA and reviewed by the T earn Lead during the prep team meeting. 

2. The policy states that a "meeting" is required to review the compliance 
history and assigned mandatory tasks etc. - this step should also allow 
for flexible, alternative forms of communication between the team lead 
and inspectors, such as emailing or using Lyne. Northern inspectors 
have used these other communication avenues primarily due to 
scheduling conflicts affected by travel and found it works well and 
supports workflow. 

3. Make sure AA checks that the MMF file is current and has 80 residents 
in it so that time isn't wasted creating residents or adding residents -
creating residents is time consuming. 

4. Make sure all the pre-prep work is done before calling the preparation 
meeting with the team so that everyone isn't sitting around wasting 
time while that is being done. 

5. All SAO's establish an ongoing compliance history for each home, with 
the most recent non-compliance at the top of the listing. This task 
would be assigned to AAs. 

6. AAs must ensure that ROI bags are checked regularly and replenished 
as needed, always ready to go. 

7. All policy and reference information required by the ROI team will be 
available on a memory stick and included in the ROI bag. 

8. Review process re Resident/Family/FC/RC Surveys- Should be sent 
after the ROI by an AA? Could a question be added to the Resident 
Interview re survey? Could survey only those who say yes. [Supplier 
recommends that the CQI surveys should not be added to the 
Resident Interview, but that surveys could be administered to Resident 
and Family Member Councils.] 

Proposed Changes: 
- Off-site prep work related to information/equipment gathering should to 

be assigned to the AAs. 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 Page 12 
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- A current compliance history should be on the y-drive for easy access 
and use by all inspectors. [Supplier cautions that use of compliance 
history has the potential to influence the focus of an inspection. This 
would be contrary to the "fresh look" approach of the RQI 
methodology. MOH has stated its intention to emphasize the correct 
use of compliance history in RQI training programs.] 
Pre-ROI meeting still required but should not exceed 60 minutes in 
length. 
ROI surveys for COi should be managed off-site by AAs and 
consideration should be given to interview the Resident Council 
Members and the Family Council Members instead of the residents. 

B. Sample Size: 

[Stage 1 sampling in RQI is based on statistical power for the 
information being sought, and is not based on a percentage of the 
population (which is a different sampling methodology used for quality 
control). Lowering the sample size would significantly reduce 
confidence level of Stage 1 results, and would have considerable 
potential to increase the number of /Ps triggered in every inspection. 
This increase in triggered f Ps would likely result in use of Inspector 
resource that far outweighs the savings gained from a smaller Stage 1 
assessment sample. The Sensitivity/Specificity profile of individual 
QCL/s and the aggregate profiles for each Care Area are directly 
affected by sample size, and threshold values are set based on these 
profiles.] 

1. Sampling based on a percentage of the population is not a viable 
option. 

2. Decrease the number of residents in the sample to 20 for homes under 
60 beds - or a formula could be used to capture a% of residents so 
that statistically the numbers were the same for all homes - of course 
keep the maximum at 40. Awaiting recommendation from Providigm 
re: small homes. [In accordance with Task 3 of SOW 4, Supplier will 
recommend and implement revisions to thresholds for homes with less 
than 40 beds, which are necessary because these homes have, by 
definition, a smaller sample size than 40. The Small Home thresholds 
will be adjusted to optimize QCLI Sensitivity/Specificity profiles and 
should reduce the number of false positive triggering of /Ps. The Small 
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Home thresholds will affect 45 of 633 L TCH-licensed homes in Ontario. 
Reduction of Stage 1 sample size for homes under 60 beds is not 
recommended, and in any case would only apply to 45 L TCH-/icensed 
homes in Ontario with bed sizes ranging from 40 to 59. Supplier will 
provide, in a separate document, a summary of the substantiation of 
the use of a Stage 1 sample of 40 for all homes with bed size of 40 or 
greater.] 

3. Drop the Convalescent Care sample. [Supplier supports removal of the 
Convalescent Care Sample and Stage 1 assessment because MOH 
has indicated that there is no specific L TC legislation that is tied to 
Convalescent Care. Without specific legislation, no relevant citation 
based on legislation can be made pursuant to RQI findings. Supplier 
will make necessary changes in abaqisRQI and abaqisMAX to reflect 
these changes.] 

4. Some inspectors would like the ability to replace some of the 40 
sampled residents by residents selected because of concerns re: 
restraints or behaviours identified prior or during the inspection. 
[Supplier does not recommend replacements in the sample of 40 with 
purposeful selection of residents, which would bias an otherwise 
random sample. Randomness is the intent of the Stage 1 sample and 
subjecting the sample to biased selection would negatively affect the 
integrity of the RQI methodology. Residents observed with concerns 
can be investigated through the ad hoc procedures contained in the 
RQI methodology.} 

Proposed Changes: 
- Awaiting feedback from Providigm re sample size for same homes. 

[See above] 
Drop the Convalescent Care sample. Will ask Providigm re need for 
sample to remain on the MMF. [See above] 
Discuss with Providigm re issues related with non-randomized 
sampling procedure. Could add QCLI ? [Supplier will respond to any 
specific questions related to ad hoc assessment of residents. Addition 
of a QCLI would not be appropriate for this process.] 

C. Entrance Conference: 

1. Make homes more accountable by having to have certain documents 
ready in advance of an RQI, and they have to be prepared to hand 
these documents to the Team Lead upon entrance to the home. It was 
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agreed that clear direction needs to be given to homes re: mandatory 
IPs, instructions re: URls, etc. 

2. The idea of a checklist at Stage 1 [Stage 2?] is popular with many 
inspectors. The main concern is to avoid having to flip from one IP to 
another as information is collected. This issue may be better 
addressed under section E (IQS) and section L (stage2/1Ps). 

Proposed Changes: 
[Supplier supports the proposed changes.] 
Review the home checklist to ensure that all required information is 
clearly listed. 
Checklists or attestation forms to be developed for low-risk areas so 
homes can complete prior to the ROI. However, must commit to 
continue checking posting of reports and Actionline number. 
Between now and December 2013, contact homes at least quarterly to 
review RQI requirements (memos, webinars, etc). Issue already being 
discussed at various planning tables with providers. 

D. Abaqls and IQS: 

1. Abaqis MAX does not work - this is a huge time waster and VERY 
frustrating for inspectors. The question her is: who do we call if we 
need help and IT Help Desk cannot assist? [Supplier recommends two 
improvements to facilitate successful abaqisMAX use. First, to avoid 
attempts to launch abaqisMAX with an unapproved browser, it is 
recommended to deploy a function that detects browser type and 
version and then either warns users that they are using an unapproved 
browser, or simply prevents users from being able to launch 
abaqisMAX. It is believed that this will address a significant portion 
connectivity issues. Second, it is recommended that Supplier establish 
a real-time support mechanism in the form of a dedicated telephone 
number that reaches Supplier's RQI support group in a cascade across 
support members. This should improve reporting of technical issues in 
a timely manner, which is essential for troubleshooting for users in the 
field. In addition, Supplier is updating technical troubleshooting 
documentation to apply to Windows 7 OS, which is being installed on 
all Inspector devices. MOH has stated that the simultaneous 
abaqisMAX launch protocols will be emphasized during training.] 

2. The date and time should automatically stamp on every entry in 
Abaqis. To ask Providigm re: fix. [A change request has been 
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submitted by MOH and is being finalized to incorporate automatic 
date/time stamp on each entry in a comment box. These changes will 
be included with all other abaqisRQI and abaqisMAX changes as part 
of SOW 4.] 

3. Abaqis passwords - extend the expiration on the timeframe for 
Inspector's password or make it a self-changing. [Current password 
expiration timeframes are consistent with Schedule 4 - Technical 
Requirements - System Functional Requirements as documented for 
ARC approval and reference specifications in GO-ITS 25. 15, Version 
1.3, Section 2, page 9. Should MOH determine that longer timeframes 
are permissible under existing regulation, MOH will submit a change 
request for password expiration time periods, and Supplier will make 
appropriate changes for deployment in abaqisRQI. Supplier will check 
to ensure that email notifications of pending password expiration are 
being successfully transmitted.] 

4. Prompting password that the inspector is prompted to enter old 
password, establish and confirm a new password. 

5. IQS is not as efficient as it could be - clinical assessment section does 
not need 4 sections. Make it clear that when you click on a new IP that 
it actually moves to that IP - inspectors click and think the cursor has 
moved and then end up inputting information into the wrong resident 
because the system didn't actually change to the resident you thought 
you were on .. . . again more time lost. Allow us to view our notes 
without having to click into each section - have the ability to view notes 
the way we do when we are writing a finding. Allow easier access to 
Adhoc notes for viewing all of them without having to click into each 
box. We should have the ability to document a "NO" and then have a 
button that says "finalize finding" - often when writing an adhoc note 
names of staff etc. are being added in but that does not go into the 
finding so then all that has to be "word smithed". A big time waster. . 

6. A lexicon or bank of acceptable words/phrases needs to be integrated 
into IQS to quickly capture the key elements of the evidence gathered 
and faci litate the writing of the report. e.g. SOAP? 

7. IP instructions are not being read. Can we add pop-up windows or 
drop-down menus to help? 

Proposed Changes: 
Provide inspectors with a clear procedure re how to troubleshoot when 
faced with common IT problems. Contact list is essential. Need to 
consider use of Sharepoint site for info access. [Supplier will work with 
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MOH staff to ensure production of clear guides to the existing Tier 3 
support system and implement actions in D. 1 described above.] 
Review current written IT guidelines/procedures to ensure clarity and 
ease of use. Put on stick. 
Establish a monthly process to ensure all inspectors have a current 
Abaqis password. 
Request Providigm to incorporate a time/date stamp into Abaqis. [In 

process} 
Incorporate drop-down and pop menus with a selection of commonly 
used phrases/words or instructions re how to use IPs. Or provide 
guidelines re inspection steps, key points to look for. 
Improve navigational functions in IQS or revamp format. 
Consider the creation of an RQI checklist within IQS. 
Meeting with Roy, Bill and Karen to discuss proposed changes. 

E. Tour 

1. Maximise the time used to do the tour by including the inspection of 
common areas - typically inspectors are done the tour long before the 
reconciliation process is done and so the added time shouldn't be an 
issue. This process would follow along with what we do for dining and 
infection control. This way, inspectors wouldn't have to waste time 
copying and pasting duplicate information for multiple residents into 
Resident Observations. To review with Providigm. [Supplier does not 
recommend including assessments or inspections during the tour, 
either by protocol or ad hoc. The tour is intended to gain an 
understanding of facility layout and staffing structure to facilitate 
conduct of RQI activities. The concern is that the tour may become a 
free-flowing and possibly time-intensive activity which is not structured 
by specific protocols and is not managed in terms of resource 
utilization. Specific areas that required additional observation or 
assessment should be addressed through consideration of additional 

content or QCL/s in Stage 1. Supplier does support a method for 
documentation of incidental observations during the tour, perhaps in 
IQS. There is no need to cut and paste duplicate comments for each 
resident relating to common area observations. The 'All Notes' report 
was specifically developed to provide Inspectors a comprehensive 
listing of all comments for use during Stage 2, and therefore would 
contain the original note regarding common area observations. Multiple 
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copies of the same note across all sample residents would simply be 
redundant and substantially increase the length of these reports.] 

2. Include checking of doors alarms, width of window openings, hot water 
temperature and other environmental risks during the tour by making 
the Safe and Secure Home IP mandatory (see section L). Request 
any documents requiring verification (e.g., water temperature logs, 
service/maintenance logs) at the Entrance Conference. [Supplier does 
not recommend making the Safe and Secure Home IP a Mandatory 
Task. This would substantially increase Inspector resource 
requirements since historically this IP triggers in about 63% of 
inspections. Making it a Mandatory Task would require it to be 
conducted 100% of the time and would not allow use of focused IP 
methodology as has been discussed.] 

3. During initial tour, streamline the process used to identify registered 
nursing staff. Potential RN coverage issues are easily identified 
during the RQI. Ask Providigm how we could proceed. New QCLI? 
[Identification of registered nursing staff and the schedule is for the 
purpose of conducting Stage 1 assessments with the appropriate staff 
at times they are available. There is no application of a QCLI for this 
purpose.] 

Proposed Changes: 
- Tour needs to remain focussed and short. Not a fishing expedition. 
- Consider adding the Safe and Secure IP as mandatory; specifically 

focussing on door alarms, emergency systems and hot water 
temperature. If not, ask Providigm to help with rationale why we 
would not. [See above] 

- Ask Providigm to consider changing the question related to common 
areas in the Resident Observation [See above] 
Eliminate the need to check the Registered Nursing Staff Schedule. 
[See above] 

F. Reconciliation 

1. When putting the newly created abaqis resident# in the MMF file 
document, the MMF document created the same URI #for each 
additional resident created no matter how the resident # was inputted 
into the MMF document. Due to time constraints, the inspectors used 
the newly created Abaqis resident #s and randomly assigned a 
resident URI# not already used - this potentially creates another issue 
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whereby if MOS triggers an IP, it may not be the correct data linked to 
that resident. 

2. Include the instructions re how to access URl's (Unique Resident 
Identifiers) with the information provided to homes so that they can sort 
the URls to meet our needs. 

3. Ask an AA to complete the" copy and paste" of Abaqis numbers into 
MMF prior to off- site preparation, for reconcil iation. Jennifer Hamilton 
already does this, a skill that requires the user to be familiar with Excel. 

4. Ensure the most recent MDS upload is used to reduce the number of 
residents needing to be replaced during reconciliation. To be 
addressed via the Integrated Assessment Record process (IAR). [A 
change request is currently being prepared by MOH regarding the 
necessary changes required in abaqisRQI to accommodate MOS 
uploads from /AR. Supplier will review this change request when 
received and advise on deployment schedule.] 

5. Could the MMF data sheet include columns to check once completed 
so as not to have to do the Stage 1 Completion Checklist? 

Proposed Changes: 
Discuss issues related to Abaqis/MMF/MDS with Providigm, Karin and 
IT and Integrated Assessment Record. 
Include the instructions re how to access URl's (Unique Resident 
Identifiers) in MDS with the information provided to homes so that they 
can sort the URls to meet our needs. 

G. Stage 1 Questions: [See recommendations in blue italic contained 

in document titled Proposed Changes to the RQI Stage 1, dated 
August 14, 2014.] 

1. There has been discussion about getting rid of the question in regards 
to bed rails or replace with the clear direction that they are full rails 
only or for those at risk for entrapment. This will save a lot of 
time inspecting false negatives i.e. (1/2 or 1/4 rails used for mobility or 
positioning). 

2. Remove questions #4 and parts of# 3 that references to whirlpool tubs 
in Observation of Resident's Environment. This would be captured 
during the tour if we were to focus on common areas. There is too 
much information in there and the intent of# 4 is not clear for many 
inspectors. [See Supplier response to section E. 1] 
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3. Resident Observation question re Resident's Environment needs to 
be replaced by a list of observations of common areas for residents 
residing in the same RHA so that inspector does not have to enter into 
all say 5 Resident observations and as a result it may trigger through 
to stage 2 as scope or frequency of this observation has been entered 
5 times when only observed once. [See Supplier response to section 
E.1] 

4. Change the wording of the questions in resident interview - essentially 
with every single interview the inspector has to re-phrase the questions 
- ask them in common language understood by residents to start with 
to save time. Condense the Personal Property questions - they, too, 
are repetitive. Condense the Oral care/hygiene questions - residents 
say - you just asked me that! [Supplier will review and provide 
recommendations for proposed content revisions in Resident Interview 
questions.] 

5. Staff Interview- Catheter questions - is this useful? We agreed that it 
was and that it must stay. 

6. Dates of when the height and weight were taken should automatically 
be in the question so that we don't have to input anything expect the 

day, month and year 
7. If weights are not available/recorded in Abaqis, why does this not 

trigger? Time-consuming for inspectors to keep track of this for 40 
residents. And why ask about wts during the Staff Interview? 
Redundant. [Supplier does not recommend removing weight question 
from Staff Interview as it relates to calculation of BM/ for Nutrition 
assessment. Other weight and date questions relate to weight loss 
since admission and recent weight loss. As it relates to other 
occurrences of redundant questions, the RQI methodology is based on 
assessment of Care Areas using multiple QCL!s from different 
sources. No single QCLI has a Sensitivity/Specificity profile that is 
sufficient to cover an entire Care Area and multiple sources ensures 
that non-compliance is not missed. It is the aggregate 
Sensitivity/Specificity profile of the multiple QC Lis that produces the 
desired profile for the overall Care Area.] 

8. Census Record Review: Rather than recording the psychoactive 
medications and checking the MAR to see if they have been 

administered that we ask in staff interview about residents with 
behaviours that are not managed. We agreed to eliminate the 
questions G.1. Psychoactive medications, Benzodiazepine drugs G.2 
Antipsychotic drugs given within the last 7 days and G.3. Diagnosis. 
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[Supplier does not recommend elimination of sections G. 1, G. 2 and 
G.3, particularly in view of the fact that there is no Unnecessary 
Medication Review. These QCL/s provide appropriate redundancy.] 

9. Resident interview - eliminate question D. Recreational and Social 
Activities 3) Do you receive assistance for the things you like to do .. . ? 
Re word questions so that less explanation is required by the 
inspector. Use of words like "participate", or "Do you have a choice 
in ..... . " 

Proposed Changes: 
Review proposed changes to Abaqis screening questions with 
Providigm (see attached document of August 9, 2013). 

H. Team Meetings: 

1. Team meetings are useful but only if lead properly. A team meeting 
should not exceed 30 minutes. 

2. Note taking during the team meetings is important but the current 
template may not encourage efficiency. 

Proposed Changes: 
Review ROI checklist to support note efficient note taking during team 
meetings. 

I. Transition: 

1. The 'Stage 2 by Resident' report is the report generated that provided 
inspectors their stage 2 triggered assignments. This report currently 
identifies the flagged residents; and triggered care areas; however it 
does not provide the QCLl 's associated to the care areas triggered. It 
would be very helpful if Providigm is able to include in the 'Stage 2 by 
Resident' report, the specific QCLls /description associated to each 
flagged resident and triggered care area. [MOH should submit a 
change request for this that includes an example of the current 'Stage 
2 by Resident' report and the specific change that is desired for this 
report. Supplier will consider deploy schedule once the change request 
is approved, with the intent deploying with other changes for SOW 4.] 

2. Eliminate the mandatory requirement to sample a resident with end of 
life issues or dialysis. [Supplier agrees with eliminating sample 
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requirement for end of life assessment because MOH has indicated 
that legislation in this area is very limited. Supplier does not 
recommend eliminating requirement to sample a resident on dialysis or 
limit it to only those homes that have a designated dialysis unit 
because this will eliminate review of dialysis for residents who are 
receiving treatment on an outpatient basis or in their rooms. Homes 
with dialysis units are a very small portion of all L TCH licensed homes.] 

Proposed Changes: 
Production of a streamlined transition report(s) to be discussed with 
Providigm. [Supplier is open to suggestions for streamlined transition 
reports and will make time available to discuss. If any changes are 
desired, MOH will submit a change request.] 
Eliminate the mandatory requirement to sample a resident with end of 
life issues at transition time, assuming that QCLls are sufficient to pick 
care issues related to end-of life. Verify this assumption with 
Providigm. [See response above] 
Require inspectors to select one dialysis resident only if the home has 
a designated dialysis unit. [See response above] 

J. Mandatory Home IPs: 

1. Eliminate some of the mandatory home tasks and significantly 
streamlined the IPs related to the remaining mandatory tasks. 
Eliminate Admission, Resident Charges and Quality Improvement. 
Reduce/streamline requirements related to Dining Observation, FC 
Interview, RC Interview, Infection Control and Medication 
Administration (i.e. 1 RN/3 med pass, no more). Discuss with 
Providigm. [Supplier will review proposed streamlining changes to IPs 
with a focus on areas that appear problematic. However, the Supplier 
does not have the expertise and knowledge in Ontario legislation that 
would be required to support any recommendations on citation 
relationships with specific sections of the legislation.] 
Do not add the Safe and Secure Home IP as a mandatory task. 
Instead, let's look at QC Lis to see if we want to add a few or continue 
to address via CCF process. Discuss with Providigm. [See Supplier 
recommendation for section E.2.] 

2. Continue with concurrent inspections as applicable. 
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Proposed Changes: 
Eliminate mandatory home tasks related to the Admission IP, Resident 
Charges IP and Quality Improvement IP. Make those triggered IPs. 
[Any Mandatory Home Tasks that are desired to be converted to 
Triggered Home Tasks would require the creation of new Stage 1 
QCL/s that result in rates of negative response which can be compared 
to a threshold. New QCL/s would need to be added to appropriate 
Stage 1 assessments and threshold values that impart the desired 
Sensitivity/Specificity profile would need to be established. If such 
conversion of tasks from Mandatory to Triggered is desired, Supplier 
will assist through discussion and review proposals for the overall RQI 
methodology changes that would be required.] 

- Streamline requirements related to the mandatory tasks related to 
Infection Control IP, Dining Observation and Medication 
Administration. 

Create a checklist/self-attestation form for issues low-risk requirements 
in Admission IP. 
Add the Safe and Secure Home IP as a mandatory task. [See Supplier 
recommendation for section E.2.] 

K. Stage 2/IPs: [Supplier will review proposed streamlining changes to 

/Ps with a focus on areas that appear problematic. However, the 
Supplier does not have the expertise and knowledge in Ontario 
legislation that would be required to support any recommendations on 
citation relationships with specific sections of the legislation.] 

1. Admission IP - getting new resident testimonial x3 has proven 
futile and a waste of time (not to say upsetting to residents when 
reminded that family had placed them). In most cases, very few 
remembered "paper work" done on admission or it was family 
POA/SDM who did the paperwork and signing of agreements. Could a 
sign back checklist be developed for the home to complete and sign off 
as they are in compliance with each section or have them just 
complete the IP and sign back that they have complied with all 
legislative requirements? 

2. Dialysis and End of life residents - the IPs need to include 
guidelines for these addressing these residents, inspectors are unsure 
of what questions/sections to complete on the IPs. 
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3. Minimizing of Restraining - inspectors are asking for clearer 
guidance to better understand the difference and the issues 
surrounding restraints and PASDS. 

4. QC Li's- finalize the document that outlines which questions need to 
be answered in the IP's from the triggered QCLI - also allow for a 
search component in the document, by IP or by issue/heading in the 
legislation/regulations. This would save significant time as some 
inspectors still answer the whole IP when this is not necessary. [The 
Supplier supports additional guidance in IPs to identify specific IP 
questions to be answered depending on which QCLl(s) triggered the 
IP.] 

5. Residents' Council and Family Council IP's- the questions need to 
be condensed - the "interference" questions are VERY repetitive. For 
FC IP, combine questions # 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15, to ask," Does the 
Licensee or anyone within the home prevent, or discourage individuals 
from attending ,participating in, or conducting business for the 
family?" Something like that. 

6. Medication IP - nurse inspectors constantly state this does not need to 
be done- check storage but no need to watch med pass. Eliminate 
the need for RN inspectors to observe medication pass for 3 residents. 
Only one nurse should do this and only one drug storage area should 
be inspected. 

7. Infection Prevention and Control IP: reduce the number of residents 
to be reviewed related to immunizations and TB screening froni 5 to 3. 
Questions# 16, 17, 18, 19,20 related to qualifications for the Infection 
Prevention and Control designated be removed. It is the home's 
decision who is in charge of their programs and they have designated 
someone. The home is responsible to determine what the education or 
experience means not the inspector. 

8. Resident charges- could the Financial Branch or the LHIN be 
responsible for ensuring Homes are charging appropriate for 
accommodations and uninsured services? 

9. Recreation is another area that often gets flagged but the way the 
legislation is worded it really is very hard to issue anything. 

10. Nutrition/Hydration: Some of the questions from stage 1 need to be 
changed as we are often spending our time on things that just get shut 
down and don't really matter (e.g. were you notified of a roommate 
change, do you have privacy while on the phone), when we aren't 
capturing things like huge constipation issued (we only look at 
continence, not bowel management unless someone went to hospital 
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for fecal impaction), hydration doesn't really come up unless someone 
happens to notice that a resident appears dehydrated. Doesn't seem 
to be flagging people with consistent wt loss. The other area that may 
not be getting reviewed much is diabetes management. Sometimes 
gets looked at during medication IP but not always. 

Proposed Changes: 
Discuss with Providigm appropriateness and timelines associated with 
implementing IP changes. [See Supplier response to section K] 

- Add a requirement to ensure that inspectors always inspect re: drug 
destruction processes. [Supplier supports this additional requirement.] 

- Carefully review requirements re Part A and B. Why go beyond Part A 
for low-risk, clear cut issues? [See Supplier response to section K] 

L. Analysis and Decision Making/Debrief: 

1. No data analysis would be done on site. Data synch would be 
synched but the analysis would be done outside the home, during a 
DM meeting to be held off-site within hours of the end of Stage 2. 

2. No high level debrief would be provided to the home. Given that the 
goal will be to have a final report shortly after the ROI is completed, 
this step would no longer be necessary. 

Proposed Changes: 
Discuss with Providigm the impact of moving the analysis and DM 
portion of the process off-site. [Instances do occur where there is need 
to obtain additional information during the analysis and OM portion of 
the process, although MOH has indicated that this occurrence is rare. 
Supplier cautions against impairing the analysis and OM portion of the 
process by conducting it away from the home, and recommends that, if 
possible, it is conducted in the home.] 

M. Report Writing: [Supplier would not have any recommendations 
related to this section unless requested to monitor some inspections in 
person] 

1. The TL prepares the first draft of the report, applying the JM and 
making corrections as needed so that the draft is readable and all 
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inclusive. A team meeting is called only when that first draft is 
completed. 

2. While the first draft of the report is being created, the other team 
members do other tasks, such as preparing the report package for 
processing; getting the ID list ready; etc. 

3. Often delays are experienced when reports are required to be 
reviewed - emphasize the move to inspector accountability and only 
require Orders to be reviewed. 

4. Create a Red, Green, Yellow reporting system similar to the Public 
Health Restaurant postings and the Accreditation system of reports 
categories would be established based on the Number of WN's, VP C's 
and Orders and risks. It could list the care area and the legislative 
reference only. Listing of all the evidence would only be provided if 
the home requested. 

5. Prep of fax forms and other clerical work when issuing reports and 
orders should be assigned to AAs. 

6. Once report is ready, do exit conference. If no orders or serious 
concerns, an exit conference would be optional. 

7. Why 2 reports? Could we write all reports so enough info is given but 
PHI is still protected? 

N. Processing of Report Post Inspection: 

1. Can we streamline the intake form? Time consuming step to 
complete after the inspection. 

2. The processing of the report should be left with the AAs: completing 
the logs, creating a follow-up intake, copying this and that, filling the 
routing form, clear/closed column of the plan, etc. 

0. Scheduling of RQls: 
1. Automated scheduling process required. Task could be assigned to an 

AA scheduler once the master schedule is established. The schedule 
would be accessible to all and always current. 

2. As a general rule, RQI teams would be composed of no more than 3 
inspectors. Does one of the inspectors have to be a nurse? [Supplier 
strongly recommends that at least one Inspector on each team be a 
nurse because resident care extensively relates to clinical treatment 
and assessment. Supplier believes that RQI teams would be extremely 
impaired if no team members are nurses.] 
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3. More core ROI teams will be established, with regular rotation of team 
members at regular intervals. Exception: the Lead Inspector. 
Consider providing extra support/mentorship to this person. 

4. Expertise required for the in-depth assessment of serious compliance 
issues will be requested at transition time by the Team Lead. October 
2012: Additional RQ I trained inspector( s ), or fewer, may participate 
with the stage 2 inspection, as determined in consultation with the SAO 
Manager following the stage 1 transition meeting. Consideration would 
be given for the triggered care area results and inspector expertise. 

5. All efforts need to be done to minimize travel time, e.g. , select team 
members who live within 2 hours of the selected home; or expect team 
members to stay overnight for the duration of the RQI. 

6. Vacation/time off requests would need to be submitted months, 
possible a year in advance, to maximize ability to form as many teams 
of 3 inspectors as possible throughout the year. Staffing minimums 
during peak periods may have to be established. 

7. All homes under 60 beds should only need 2 inspectors to do the RQI 
- if a huge amount triggers then a third inspector is called in. October 
2012: Three (3) inspectors, with a proficient Team Lead for a home 
with > 30 beds. A fourth inspector may be assigned, where 
appropriate. Two (2) proficient inspectors for a home with 16 to 30 
beds; one ( 1) proficient inspector for a home with 15 beds or fewer. 
[See opening recommendation. Knowledge of the number of person
hours for each RQI activity and aggregate inspection person-hours will 
assist MOH in managing Inspector resources in different situations.] 

8. A sufficient number of inspectors must be assigned to CCF duties. 
9. Concurrent inspections would be selected and assigned at Transition, 

not during the off-site inspection. Inspections not in line with the ROI 
could be assigned to a back-up/ CCF inspector who would then 
conduct an inspection in parallel with the RQI. 
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II. RQI QCLI CHANGES - RECOMMENDATIONS OF SUPPLIER 

This following pages, in landscape format, were submitted in draft form with Supplier comments 
in blue to Ministry personnel on September 23, 2013 to assist in refresher training week. 
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i. Stage 1 Interview Questions in Abaqis 

107250 Resident Resident reports 1) Have you been moved to Remove these two No direct legislative 
Interview- that the home a different room or had a questions and requirement. The 
Section Q does not notify roommate change in the last corresponding QCU following QCLl's for 
Exercise of Rights residents of nine months? dignity address 

room/roommate [Supplier supports concerns with dignity 
changes. proposed change and respect: 

because there is no 
2) Were you given notice legislation that can be QCLI 107212 (resident 
before a room change or a cited in the event of non- interview) 
change in roommate? compliance.] 

QCLI 307240 (family 
interview) 

1) Have there been any 
307247 Family Interview- Resident's concerns or problems with a Change current QCLI Addition of new QCLI 

Section F family/designate roommate or any other from 'Dignity & Choice' to address responsive 
Interaction with reports that the resident? and remap with *new behaviours within 
Others resident has had QCLI to address existing series of 

concerns with a 2) Did you report the problem Responsive Behaviours, questions will provide 
roommate or to staff? and, if applicable, information on potential 
another resident 'Reporting and residents of concern, 
and the concern 3) Has the staff addressed Complaints' . without relying on MDS 
has not been the concern(s) to your data as primary source 
satisfactorily satisfaction? See suggestion: of data. 
addressed by 1) Have there been any 
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- --- - - - - --~ - - - - -

staff. 
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concerns or problems 
with a roommate or any 
other resident? If no -
end. If yes go to 
question 2) (new) below. 

2) *new QCLI* 

Were this resident's 
actions harmful or 
potentially harmful to 
(resident) or to other 
residents? If 'no' end. If 
'yes' it triggers the 
Responsive Behaviour 
IP. 

3) Did you report the 
problem to staff? (If 'no' 

- end. If 'yes' go to Q. 
4). 

4) Has the staff 

addressed the 
concem(s) to your 
satisfaction? If 'Yes' end; 
if no triggers to 
'Reporting & Complaints' 
IP. 

This will cover 0. Reg 
79/10 s. 54, 55 -
Altercations and other 

interactions between 
residents 

Also see proposed 
change below for 
307247 to be mapped 
to 'Reporting and 
Complaints' IP 
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- - - - --- - - - - -- - - - - -

Summary: 

*new* Question #2 
11 

triggers Responsive 
Behaviour IP if 'yes' II 

Question #4 (if no) 

triggers Reporting and 
1: 

Complaints 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI addition 
and mapping changes.} 

1) Have there been any 
Change current QCLI Addition of new QCLI 107246 Resident Resident reports concerns or problems with a 

Interview- having concerns roommate or any other from Dignity & Choice to address responsive 
Section H with a roommate resident? and remap with *new behaviours within 
Interaction with or any other QCLI to address existing series of 
Others resident and the 2) Did you report the Responsive Behaviours, questions will provide 

concern has not problem to staff? And, if applicable information on potential 
been Reporting and residents of concern, 
satisfactorily 3) Has the staff addressed Complaints. without relying on MDS 
addressed by the concern(s) to your data as primary source 
staff. satisfaction? See suggestion: of data. 

1) Have there been any 

concerns or problems 
with a roommate or any This will cover 0. Reg 
other resident? If no - 79/10 s. 54, 55 -

Altercations and other 
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- -------- --- - - - ---- - - - - -- - -- - ---
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end. If yes, go to Q 2) . 

2) *new QCLI* 

Were this resident's 
actions harmful or 
potentially harmful to 
you or to other 
residents? If no - end. If 
yes go to Q 3) 

3) Did you report the 
problem to staff? 

4) Has the staff 
addressed the 
concem(s) to your 
satisfaction? 

Summary: 

*new* Question #2 
triggers Responsive 
Behaviour IP 

Question #4 (if no) 
triggers Reporting and 
Complaints 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI addition 

interactions between 
residents 

Also see proposed 
change below for 
107246 to be mapped 
to Reporting and 
Complaints IP 
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- -- - --- - - - - -- -- -- - - - - -

and mapping changes.] 

417093 Staff Interview - Staff reports that 1) Are side rails (includes half Change question #3 This question almost 
Section D Side the resident has or quarter rails) used for this always has to be 
Rails side rails that resident? Proposed wording - rephrased for staff to 

prevent him/her 
2) Is the resident physically When the rails are understand the intent -

from voluntarily 
capable of getting out of bed raised, is the resident therefore clarify 

getting in or out 
on his or her own? physically capable of question wording to 

of bed. 
getting out of bed on facilitate understanding 

3) When the rails are raised, his/her own (e.g. slide or of both inspectors and 

do they prevent the resident climb out)? staff being interviewed 

from voluntarily getting out of 
bed? [Supplier does not 

recommend changing to 
the proposed wording. 
The intent of this 
question is not whether 
the resident can get out 
of bed, but rather 
whether the side rails act 
as a restraint from 
getting out of bed when 
the resident wants to. It 
maps to Minimizing of 
Restraining.] 
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- -- - - ---- - - - - - - -

NIA 
720526 Community Resident's Remove the If there is a need to 

Discharge rehabilitation Convalescent Care track other information 
(Convalescent therapy did not sample and both QCLls I related to CCAC 
Care Record) result in questions from system admission 

discharge to 
[Supplier supports 

authorization or length 
community of Convalescent Care 
according to removal of the (CC) stay e.g. greater 
record review. Convalescent Care than 90 days or being 

Sample and Stage 1 discharged from the 
assessment because CC Program to a L TC 
MOH has indicated that Home, then we should 
there is no specific L TC be able to get this 
legislation that is tied to information from 
Convalescent Care.) CCAC. If there was 

non-compliance, it 
would be NC with the 
CCAC, not the licensee 
and therefore would 
not be included in the 
licensee's inspection 
report. 

720527 Rehabilitation Resident is not 
NIA 

Remove the See above 
Therapy receiving Convalescent Care 
(Convalescent physical, sample and both QCLls I 
Care Record) occupational, or questions from system 

speech therapy 
[Supplier supports or therapy start 
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- - ------- - - -

was delayed removal of the 
according to Convalescent Care 
record review. Sample and Stage 1 

assessment because 
MOH has indicated that 
there is no specific L TC 
legislation that is tied to 
Convalescent Care.] 

325236 Family Interview- Resident's 2) Did you report it? Remove italics under This is no longer 
Section J family/designate Family Interview, relevant. A 'yes" 

reports that If "No", ask the family Section J, Question 2 "If response in question 1 
resident is member/designate if she/he his/her response is "No", above will trigger the 
abused by staff knew how to report the initiate the Abuse IP" abuse/neglect IP 

concern. If his/her response 
is •No", initiate the Prevention [Supplier supports 
of Abuse, Neglect, and proposed content 
Retaliation Inspection changes.] 
Protocol. 

128208 Resident Resident reports 3) Do you receive assistance Reword question: This question is 
Interview- that the home for things you like to do, such confusing for both the 
Section D fails to provide as supplies, batteries, books? (;)e sta# assist yebl te inspector and the 

appropriate (Home should have items paFtisipate iR asti>i«ities eF resident and always 
activities available for residents to thiRgs yebl like ta de? has to be rephrased. 

use.) Do staff assist you to 
participate in activities 
you wish to be involved 
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- - ----- - - -- - - - - -

in or other things you 
like to do? 

IRGl1:1de a l\IJA Gi:itieR feF 
FesiEleAts wt:le Ela Aet 
neeEI assistaAse. 

[Supplier supports 
proposed content 
changes.] 

Cognitively 
1) Did you observe the Did you observe the 

228096 Resident resident in activities segniti>.iely impaiFeEI This question is often 
Observation - impaired resident during Stage 1? resident with cognitive answered for residents 
Section D is observed as impairment involved in without cognitive 

not being (Observation is not limited to any activities during impairment (inspector 
provided group activities or scheduled Stage 1? error). Clarification 
availability of or activities.) 

may help prevent 
encouragement (Observation is not coding errors. 
to attend limited to solely group 
appropriately activities or scheduled 
structured activities.) 

activities 

[Supplier supports 
proposed content 
changes.] 

532063 Census Record - Resident is 2) Is this resident currently Remove QCLI including Some drug information 
Psychoactive receiving receiving an antipsychotic already captured via 
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- - --- -- - ----~~- - -- - - - -- ---

Medications anti psychotic 
drugs without an 
appropriate 
diagnosis 
according to 
record review. 
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drug? If yes, mark the 
applicable antipsychotic drug. 
If no, mark "Not receiving an 
anti psychotic drug". 

Mark any antipsychotic drug 
administered at least one 
time in the past seven days. 

3) Is the diagnosis(es) for 
administration of the 
antipsychotic drug(s) one of 
the following? Acute 
psychotic episodes; atypical 
psychosis; brief reactive 
psychosis; delusional 
disorder; Huntington's 
disease; psychotic mood 
disorder (including mania and 
depression with psychotic 
features); schizoaffective 
disorder; Schizophrenia; 
schizophreniform disorder; 
Tourette's disorder; Other 
appropriate diagnosis( es) 
(i.e., short-term nausea, 
hiccups) 

both questions 

[Supplier does not 
recommend removing 
this QCLI because the 
redundancy is necessary 
for an appropriate 
aggregate 
Sensitivity/Specificity 
profile. It is all the more 
imporlantbecausethere 
is no Unnecessary Drug 
Review.] 

MOS: 

632724-
antianxiety/hypnotic 
medication 

632722 /632723-
Prevalence of 
antipsychotic med in 
the absence of 
psychotic and related 
conditions (high and 
low risk) 

632725 - Hypnotic use 
medication 

The threshold for this 
QCLI is high (79%) and 
this is a very time 
consuming exercise for 
inspectors to complete 
as they must check the 
current MAR for each 
resident in the census 
sample. QIS does an 
"unnecessary drug 
review'' which we do 
not do for RQI. 
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532066 Census Record 

233218 Resident 

Observation -
Section I Potential 
Bed Side Rails 
Restraint/ Accident 
Hazards 

Resident is 
prescribed and 
receiving a 
benzodiazepine 
according to 
record review 

Potential 
Accident 
Hazards I Bed 

Side Rails 
(Resident 
Observation) 

Resident is 
observed as 
having bed side 
rails that do not 

properly fit the 

© Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 

1) Is this resident currently 
receiving a benzodiazepine 
drug? If yes, mark the 
applicable benzodiazepine 
drug. 

Mark any benzodiazepine 
drug administered at least 
one time in the past seven 
days 

1) Are bed side rails 
observed in the "up" position 
for this resident? 

D No (Skip to Pain section) 

D Yes 

Notes: 

2) Do the bed side rails and 
the mattress fit the bed 
frame to prevent the 

Remove QCU and 
question 

[Supplier does not 
recommend removing 
this QCLI because the 
redundancy is necessary 
for an appropriate 
aggregate 
Sensitivity/Specificity 
profile. It is all the more 
imporlantbecausethere 
is no Unnecessary Drug 
Review.] 

1) Do the bed side rails 
(if any) and/or the 
mattress fit the bed 
frame to prevent the 
resident from 
becoming 
entrapped? 

Unsafe conditions 

Information on drugs is 
also captured via MDS 
(see above QCLI). 

The threshold for this 
QCLI is high (50%) and 
this is a very time 
consuming exercise for 

inspectors to complete 
as they must check the 
current MAR for each 

resident in the census 
sample. 

We want to answer 
question #2 even if the 
resident does not have 
side rails up to 

determine if there is 
entrapment risk with 
mattress not fitting 

include spaces between 
upper and lower side rail (e.g. head, side, or foot 

horizontal bars, between of bed) 

rails and the mattress, 
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217522 Resident 
Observation -
Section I Potential 
Bed Side Rails 
Restraints I 
Accident Hazards 

None provided 

©Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 

resident from being 
caught between the bed 
side rails and the 
mattress? 

Unsafe conditions include 
spaces between upper 
and lower side rail 
horizontal bars, between 
rails and the mattress, 
between side rails and 
the bed frame, or spaces 
between side rails and 
the head or foot of the 
bed that can entrap limbs, 
neck or thorax, and can 
cause injury or death. 

1) Are bed side rails 
observed in the "up" position 
for this resident? 

D No (Skip to Pain 
section) 

D Yes 

Notes: 

between side rails and 
the bed frame, or spaces 
between side rails and 
the head or foot of the 
bed that can entrap 
limbs, neck or thorax, 
and can cause injury or 
death 

Remove QCLI Remove QCLI -this 
QCLI has not shown to 

[Supplier recommends be effective, proposed 
removing skip logic in change to the 
Section I, but retaining threshold has gone 
QCLI 233218 that maps from 1% to 47.5%; Bed 
to Safe and Secure rails as potential 
Home and the redundant restraints is captured in 
QCLI 217522 that maps staff interview QCLI 
to Minimizing of 417093 
Restraining. Supplier 
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- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - --- -- -- --- ---- - -- ------ ------ --

does not agree that II 

- QCLI 217522 has not 
shown to be effective. 
The change in threshold 
is not an indication of 
effectiveness; rather it is 
the Sensitivity/Specificity 
profile which is good for 
this QCLI.] 

Is there enough staff Does staff ensure that 
336237 Family Interview- Resident's available in this home to (your family member) If the intent is to 

Section G family/designate make sure that residents get gets -the care and measure the 
Sufficient Staff reports that the the care and assistance they assistance that he/she assistance provided to 

home does not need without having to wait a needs without having to the individual's family 
provide sufficient long time? wait a long time? member - this should 
number of be reflected in the 
nursing question. 
personnel to 
meet the [Supplier supports The family member for 

resident's needs. proposed content one resident, is not in 
changes.) the best position to 

assess whether other 
residents are receiving 
the care and 
assistance they 
require. 

See below table See below table 
Resident Separate maintenance 
Observation - concerns into separate 
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Section M 
Residents' 
Environment 

set of questions as 
they trigger to a 
different care area. 
Separating also allows 
the notes for each care 
area to remain 
separate. Specify 
within the question 
where the inspector is 
to be gathering the 
information - as there 
is confusion between 
collection of 
observations between 
common areas and 
resident 
room/bathroom. 

M Section: Environment (Resident Observations) [Supplier supports proposed content changes in red and re-ordering 

of questions.] 

Questions reorganized with slight re-worded noted in red 
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1) Were any of the following safety concerns observed in resident's bedroom/bathroom? 

Call lights in each resident room should be checked for functionality not to determine staff response. Resident beds should have a firm, comfortable mattress that is at /east 
10.16 centimetres thick. 

0 Room temperatures are uncomfortable or unsafe (233224) 

0 Lighting levels are inadequate or uncomfortable (233223) 

0 Sagging uncomfortable-looking mattress (233508) 

0 Call system in room/bathroom is not functioning (233231) 

0 Safety equipment in bed/bathroom is inadequate (i.e., grab bars, slippery surface) (233230) 

0 None of the above 

2) Were any of the following care/personal support/privacy concerns observed in resident's bedroom/bathroom? 

0 Bed and linens are visibly soiled with stool or urine (205260) (continence care) 

0 Call light in room/bathroom is not within reach (220506) (PSS) 

0 Environment does not accommodate individual needs and preferences (220147) (PSS) 

0 Bedrooms are not equipped to assure full privacy (curtains, moveable screens, private room, etc.) (207151) (Dignity/Privacy) 
11 

0 None of the above Ii 

3) Were any of the following housekeeping/laundry/maintenance concerns observed in resident's bedroom/bathroom? 

0 Bed/bath linens unclean (other than signs of incontinence), unavailable or are in poor condition (202152) L 
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D Lingering offensive odour (201221) HK 

D Evidence of insects or rodents in bedrooms or bathrooms (201226) HK 

O Floors, carpets, furnishings, privacy curtains. contact surfaces, and wall surfaces are not clean (201504) HK 

O Floors, carpets, furnishings, privacy curtains, contact surfaces, are in disrepair (203503) M 

D Resident's personal care equipment is unclean or stored in an improper or unclean manner (201515) HK Resident care equipment includes 
toothbrushes, dentures, denture cups, glasses and water pitchers, emesis basins, hair brushes and combs, bed pans, urinals, Nlfeeding tube stands, leg bags and 
catheter bags, pads and positioning devices. 

D Resident's personal care equipment is in disrepair (203516) M 

0 Ambulation, transfer, therapy equipment (resident use) such as wheelchairs, commodes, lift chairs, etc., supplies and devices 

(including personal assistal'lce servic.es devices), assis~ive aids, and positinnlng a,ids are unclean. (201502) HK 

D Amb'ulation, transfer, therapy eql1ipment (resident use) such as wheelchairs, commodes, lift chairs, etc., supplies and devices 
(including persona l assistance services devices}, assistive aids, and positioning aids are in disrepair (203505) M 

D Electric cords, extension cords, or outlets are in disrepair or not used safely (203228) M 

D None of the above 

NEW August 14t11. Propose removing the common area concerns - and enhancing education related to 
environmental observations made in the home environment throughout the Inspection period 

Safe & Secure Home would remain as a home-related triggered IP 
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ii. QCL/s to be mapped to new Care Areas 

406511 

606715 

614712 

Fracture in Last 30 Days 

Incidence of New Fractures (P
MR). Residents with a new 
fracture (hip or other) in the last 
180 days according to the most 
recent assessment relative to the 
previous assessment. 

Prevalence of Pneumonia (MR) 

Residents with pneumonia 
according to the most rece.nt 
assessment 

© Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 

Critical Incident 
Response 

Critical Incident 
Response 

Infection Prevention 
and Con.trol 

Hospitalization and 
Change in Condition 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI 
mapping change.) 

Hospitalization and 
Change in Condition 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI 
mapping change.] 

Recommend 
remapping ·acu to a 
newly named: 

Hospitalization and 
Change in Condition 
IP and change IP type 
to 

(resident care-related 
triggered) 

Critical Incident Response IP does 
not address the contributing factors 
I risk that led to the fracture. A 
question about reporting will be 
added to the Hospitalization and 
Change in Condition IP. 

Critical Incident Response IP does 
not address the contributing factors 
I risk that led to the fracture. 

Infection Prevention and Control is 
a mandatory task I and triggered 
event from stage 1. 

Creating the newly named 
Hospitalization and Change in 
Condition IP (resident care-related 
triggered) would reguire placing the 
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614060 

307247 

107246 

Prevalence of RMpiratory 
Infection (MR) 

Residents with a respiratory 
infection (other than pneumonia) 
according to the most recent 
assessment 

Resident's family/designate 
reports that the resident has had 
concerns with a roommate or 
another resident and the concern 
has not been satisfactorily 
addressed by staff. 

Resident reports having concerns 
with a roommate or any other 
resident and the concern has not 

© Queen's Printer for Ontario, 2013 

Infection Prevention 
and Control 

Dignity, Choice and 
Privacy 

Dignity, Choice and 
Privacy 

(Current) 

Hospitalization & 
Death IP - home
related triggered IP 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI 
mapping change to 
new IP.] 

Hospitalization and 
Change· in Condition 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI 
mapping change to 
new IP.] 

Reporting and 
Complaints 

[Supplier supports 
proposed QCLI 
mapping change.] 

Reporting and 
Complaints 

[Supplier supports 

applicable questions/legislation 
from the Infection Prevention & 
Control IP for appropriate mapping 
of QCLls 614712 & 614060 

See proposed change above 

Also see proposed Stage 1 
Question Change for this QCLI 
above 

Also see proposed Stage 1 
Question Change for this QCLI 
above 
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been satisfactorily addressed by proposed QCLI 
staff. mapping change.} 

Reporting and Implement changes consistent with 

Resident reports that the home Complaints the changes made to 307241 

107194 does not protect the resident's 
Dignity, Choice and 
Privacy [Supplier supports 

personal property. proposed QCLI 
mapping change.] 

Nutrition and 
Residents with eating decline of Hydration 

620031 
one level or more according to the Personal Support Nutrition and Hydration IP is more 

9~day assessment relative to the Services [Supplier supports inclusive with respect to eating 

admission assessment proposed QCLI decline 
mapping change.] 

Resident room environment is Dignity and Choice 

220147 
observed as not accommodating Personal Support [Supplier supports More appropriate match 
the resident's individual needs and Services proposed QCLI 
preferences. mapping change.] 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this Scope of Work 6 is to assist the Ministry with identifying options to support 
a protocol modification of the Resident Quality Inspection (RQI) methodology that results in a 
substantial reduction of Inspector resources. The modified methodology, hereafter termed the 
Focused RQI, must retain the core principles of the current Comprehensive RQI , e.g., be 
resident-centered, consider risk, ensure resident voices are heard, and be proactive rather than 
reactive (as in Complaint and Critical Incident inspections). In addition, the proposed 
methodology must fulfill requirements of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 that every 
licensed long-term care home be subject to Ministry inspection during each calendar year. 

The Focused RQI methodology proposed in this deliverable meets the core principle 
requirements in the following ways: 

1. Stage 1 assessments covering resident interviews and resident observations are 
maintained as part of the methodology. In addition, resident clinical care is assessed in 
interviews with direct care staff and reviews of clinical records in Stage 1. 

2. The proposed methodology relies on a risk management framework developed by the 
Ministry, the L TC Risk and Priority Assessment (LRPA), as part of its L TC Quality 
Inspection Program (LQIP). The LRPA framework uses data related to specific risk 
indicators to identify L TC homes that pose potential risk to residents. L TC Homes are 
ranked quarterly into one of four levels of risk (see Appendix A for LRPA details): 

a. Compliant/substantially compliant 
b. Noncompliant - moderate risk 
c. Noncompliant - high risk 
d. Revocation of Licence 

3. Resident and Family/Designate interviews are conducted in Stage 1 as part of the 
proposed methodology. 

4. Focused RQls are proactively conducted in accordance with schedules set by the 
Ministry. 

Assumptions 

The baseline value fo'. the resource required for Comprehensive RQls has been provided by the 
Ministry as 3-4 Inspectors for 8 days. For purposes of estimating resource requirements of the 
proposed Focused RQI methodology, an average resource requirement of 28 inspector-days 
(insp-days) per Comprehensive RQI has been assumed for this range of 24-32 insp-days. 
Please see Section VI . Conclusions and Recommendations for discussion of the limitations of 
this assumption. The targeted resource requirement for the Focused RQI methodology is 2 
inspectors for 3-5 days, a range of 6-10 insp-days, and an average of 8 insp-days per Focused 

RQI. 

For purposes of evaluating Investigation Protocol (IP) coverage of anticipated QCLI 
triggers in a Focused RQI, it is assumed that on average approximately 80% of LTC 
Homes will be ranked at the lowest LRPA risk level of Compliant/substantially compliant. 
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II. STAGE 1 SAMPLE SIZE 

When evaluating a reduction in the size of the Stage 1 sample in a Focused RQI, the 
following factors were considered: 

1. Maintaining comparable stability of the estimated rates from the Focused RQI sample to 
those derived from the Comprehensive ROI sample. Our theoretical analysis to identify 
the Stage 1 sample size required to attain stability in facility-specific estimates at various 
QCLI rates suggests that lowering the number of residents is feasible (see Appendix B 
for determination of minimum sample size). 

2. The full set of Stage 1 assessments is completed, ensuring that QCLI redundancy in each 
care area covered by an IP is maintained. 

3. The Modified ROI sample size should facilitate sufficient stability for a large majority of the 
anticipated facility QCLI rates. Our analysis shows that when Small Home Thresholds 
are theoretically applied to results of 620 Comprehensive ROls conducted during the 
2015 calendar year, 117, or 92% of all QCLls would have a rate of less than 20% (see 
Appendix C for theoretical OCLI rates using Small Homes Thresholds). 

4. The ten QC Lis with anticipated rates of 20% or greater have occurrences that are much 
more frequent, and thus have a much higher chance of being identified through critical 
incident or complaint reports. 

5. The LRPA risk stratification framework provides a lot of knowledge about the LTC Homes 
that would be subject to the Focused ROI. Our analysis that eliminates the top quintile of 
OCLI rates to estimate IP trigger rates indicates that poor Stage 1 performance is 
concentrated in that top quintile (see Appendix D for anticipated OCLI triggers with worst 
quintile removed). In essence, the Focused ROI is proposed to be administered to a 
group of homes that has lower OCLI rates and noncompliance, while poor performance 
is concentrated in homes that have dysfunctional systems and suspect compliance 
history. 

Based on these considerations and the stability analysis described in Appendix B, our 
recommended Stage 1 sample size is 20 residents, randomly selected at the start of the 
Focused RQI. This reduced sample size is estimated to result in a Stage 1 resource gain of 
50%. The number of Family Interviews to be conducted in the Focused RQI will remain the 
same, at three per Stage 1 sample. 
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Ill. USING SMALL HOME THRESHOLDS 

With a Stage 1 sample of 20 residents, the use of Small Home Thresholds would be consistent 
with the current Comprehensive RQI methodology that utilizes them for homes with less than 40 
residents. We recommend the use of Small Home Thresholds in the Focused RQI. 

The analysis in Appendix C estimates that, for each QCLI, there is a significant reduction in 
percent of RQls that result in triggering an IP from using Small Home Thresholds. This reduction 
in the rate of IP triggering is estimated to result in a Stage 2 resource gain of 10.6%. 
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IV. STAGE 2 IP ANALYSIS 

Data from 620 Comprehensive RQls conducted between January 1, 2015 and December 31, 
2015 were analyzed. A total of 142,277 Stage 2 investigations were completed, with a compliant 
result in 131,454 investigations and a noncompliant result in 10,823 investigations. 

The histogram below shows the relative percent of all investigations for each of the IPs and Ad 
Hoc investigations. 

Ad Hoc - Inspector Initiated 

Dining Obselvation 

Personal Support Servi: es 

Medtation 

Resident.5 Council 

Prevention of Abuse, Neglect Clld Retaliction 

Continenc:eCa-e and BovvelMan~ement 

Minimizing of Restraining 

Falls Prevention 

Responsive BehavbtXs 

Skin Clld Wound Care 

Nutrition and Hydrctlon 

Hospitalizs:ion and Charge il Condition 

Fami){ Counci l 

Infection Prevention and Control 

Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

Pain 

R«:!:rection and Social ActNities 

Scte Clld Secure Home 

Sufficient Staffine 

Accommodation Services- Housekeeping 

Reporting and Complaints 

Accommodation Services- Maintenance 

Accommodation Services- Laundry 

Food Quality 

Admi2iion and Discharge 

Trust Accounts 

Snack Observation 
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Training and Orienta: ion 
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Ad Hoc investigations represent 11 .8% of all investigations and 29.0% of investigations resulting 
in noncompliance. This group of Ad Hoc investigations is analyzed separately in Section V to 
support our recommendations. 

In order to achieve the required resource gains for the Focused RQI methodology, we 
recommend a set of 9 Triggered IPs and 3 Mandatory IPs that are proposed to be the only 
investigations t hat are conducted (Mandatory on each Focused RQI , Triggered only if they 
trigger from the reduced Stage 1 sample). The suggested IPs are highlighted in green in the 
table on the following page, sorted by decreasing percent of investigations: 

Triggered I Ps 

• Prevention of Abuse, Neglect and Retaliation 
• Continence Care and Bowel Management 
• Minimizing of Restraining 
• Falls Prevention 

• Skin and Wound Care 
• Nutrition and Hydration 
• Dignity Choice and Privacy 

•Pain 
• Accommodation Services - Housekeeping 

Mandatory I Ps 

• Infection Prevention and Control 
• Medication 
• Residents' Council Interview 

The following attributes were considered when selecting the suggested IPs: 

• Essential and/or critical clinical or resident rights care area 
• Percent of all investigations 
• Percent of all investigations resulting in noncompliance 

• Rate of compliance 
• IP coverage of QCLls expected to trigger using Small Home Thresholds bottom four 

quintiles of QCLI rates, i.e. the best performing 80% of homes (see Appendix D for 
anticipated QCLI triggers that are covered by suggested IPs). 

With Stage 2 limited to the recommended set of IPs, the resulting Stage 2 resource gain would 
be 44.0% of all Stage 2 investigations. 

· ··-· .. .. -··· · • ... ... ' ' 
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Analysis of Inspection Protocols Conducted and Results 
January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015 

n = 620 RQls (Covering 544 LTC Homes) 

Total #Non- Rate of Percent of 
Percent of 

#Compliant Non-
Investigated Compliant Compliance Investigations 

Compliant 

Triggered IPs 

Ad Hoc Initiated - No IP Used 16,750 13,608 3,142 81.2% 11.8% 29.0% 

Personal Support Services 10,372 9,802 570 94.5% 7.3% 5.3% 

Prevention of Abuse, Neglect and Retaliation 9,551 8,880 671 93.0% 6.7% 6.2% 

Continence Care and Bowel Management 9,195 8,760 435 95.3% 6.5% 4.0% 

Minimizing of Restraining 8,846 8,045 801 90.9% 6.2% 7.4% 

Falls Prevention 8,273 7,795 478 94.2% 5.8% 4.4% 

Responsive Behaviours 7,785 275 96.6% 5.7% 2,5% 

Skin and Wound Care 7,676 7,064 612 92.0% 5.4% 

Nutrition and Hydration 6,260 5,901 359 94.3% 4.4% 

Hospitalization and Change in Condition 4,703 4,562 141 97.0% 3.3% 1.3% 

Dignity, Choice and Privacy 2,429 2,246 183 92.5% 1.7% 1.7% 

Pain 2,136 2,026 110 94.9% 1.5% 1.0% 

Recreation and Social Activities 1,537 1,471 66 95.7% 1.1% 0.6% 

Safe and Secure Home 1,143 783 360 68.5% 0.8% 3.3% 

Sufficient Staffing 1,043 957 86 91.8% 0.7% 0.8% 

Accommodation Services - Housekeapins 1,000 782 218 78.2% 0.7% 2.0% 

Accommodation Services • Maintenance 918 716 202 78.0% 0.6% 1.9% 

Reporting and Complaints 819 701 118 85.6% 0.6% 1.1% 

Accommodation Services - Laundry 532 499 33 93.8% 0.4% 0.3% 

Food Quality 408 367 41 90.0% 0.3% 0.4% 

Admission and Discharge 239 171 68 71.5% 0.2% 0.6% 

Critical Incident Response 169 140 29 82.8% 0.1% 0.3% 

Trust Accounts 148 138 10 93.2% 0.1% 0.1% 

Snack Observation 100 79 21 79.0% 0.1% 0.2% 

Quality Improvement 27 16 11 59.3% 0.0% 0.1% 

Training and Orientation 23 19 4 82.6% 0.0% 0.0% 

Resident Charges 8 6 2 75.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

Subtotal Triggered IPs 102,365 93,319 9,046 71.9% 83.6% 

Mandatory IPs 

Dining Observation 11,115 10,740 375 96.6% 7.8% 3.5% 

Medication 10,il16 9,527 589 94.2% 7.1% 5.4% 

Residents' Council Interview 9,962 9,695 267 97.3% 7.0% 2.5% 

Family Council 4,530 4,385 145 96.8% 3.2% 1.3% 

Infection Prevention and Control 4,189 3,788 401 90.4% 2.9% 3.7%1 

Subtotal Mandatory IPs 39,912 38,135 1,777 28.1% 16.4% 

Total IPs 142,277 131,454 10,823 100.0% 100.0% 

Designates Recommended IP for Focused RQI 
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V. ANALYSIS OF AD HOC INVESTIGATIONS 

Because Ad Hoc investigations represent such a large portion of all investigations, and the 
suggested set of IPs provides broad clinical and resident rights coverage, and Focused RQls 
will be conducted on the lowest risk category based on LRPA, we recommend that no Ad Hoc 
investigations be initiated during Focused RQls unless they are related to the 
recommended set of IPs where investigations result in noncompliance findings. 

An analysis of coverage of the suggested set IPs and optional IPs is shown in Appendix E. This 
analysis indicates that out of Ad Hoc noncompliance results representing the top 75% of all Ad 
Hoc noncompliance found, the recommended set of IPs map to 38% of Ad Hoc noncompliance 

findings. We propose that this coverage is sufficient to warrant our recommendation. 

The elimination of Ad Hoc investigations results in a Stage 2 resource gain of 11.8%. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The calculation of resource gain and resulting resource estimate for the Focused RQI, based on 
our recommendations is below. 

Estimated Resource Requirement for Focused RQI 

~ Thresholds 
As Recommended 

Current Compreh ensive [:] c:J I RQI Resource 72% 
Requirement(%) 

._ _ ___.I I 100% 

Current Comprehensive [] c:J c:J Resource Rquiramant 

(lnsp·days) 
I 28.0 

Recommended Chan1e [] c=J for Focused RQI 

Estimated Resource B 10.6% 

I 
44.0 % 

I Gain(%) 
11.8% 

Estimated Resource [] 2.1 

I Gein (insp-d ays) 
8 .9 

I 
2 .4 16.9 

Resulting Focused RQI 
11.1 

Resource Requir ement 

The estimated resource requirement for the Focused RQI is 11 % higher than the target range of 
6-1 O inspector-days. 

The following recommendations, comments and limitations should be considered by the 
Ministry: 

• Limitation: Our analysis of 77 comprehensive RQls from time recordings in 2015 indicate 
that the assumption of 28 inspector-days per Comprehensive RQI may indeed be low by 
5 to 7 inspector days (our analysis showed an average of 33 to 35 inspector days). The 
Focused RQI estimate may actually range from 1e.1 to 19.1 inspector days for the 

recommended I Ps. 
• Recommendation: The Ministry should implement a system to track resource utilization for 

duration of Stage 1 through transition through Stage 2, number of onsite days, and 
number of inspector-days (i.e. , number of inspectors). This will be critical to evaluating 
whether the intended resource requirements are accurate and satisfactory. 
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• Recommendation: The Ministry add a criterion to, or alter the existing criteria of, the LRPA 
framework to place homes that have a poor result in a Focused RQI subsequently into 
the high risk category despite what the existing risk criteria may indicate. 

• Recommendation: In 2017 the Ministry commission a complete sensitivity/specificity study 
and resource analysis after enough data are collected to evaluate effectiveness of both 
the Comprehensive and Focused RQI. 

• Recommendation: Based on available resources, the Ministry consider a small number of 
Comprehensive RQI oversight inspections, by well-trained Inspectors, conducted in 
homes that have recently had a Focused RQI for the purpose of comparing compliance 
results. 

• Comment: The analyses contained herein do not estimate the resource gains beyond 
onsite activities. It is expected that the reduced number of IPs will result in resource 
gains pertaining to follow-on activities such as inspection reports. 

. ... ..... -· · ··- · ····--·-· . .... 
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Level 2: Non-compliant - Risk Level Moderate 

Long-Term Care Home Licensee: 

• Home has 2nd failure to comply with Order related to a High Risk area and/or 
• Multiple High Risk related Orders 

• These may also be combined with: 
o Continued increase in# of Complaints and Critical Incidents in which there is 

serious harm to residents and findings of non-compliance 
o Licensee not demonstrating significant improvement in management of home. 

• L TC Home ranking on risk indicators: 
o Compliance I inspection report & RAl-MDS report: ?0th to 85th percentile 
o LSAA report: not chronically non-compliant 
o possibly some Qualitative data showing moderate concerns (i.e. Fire Marshal, 

Financial solvency) 

Possible Ministry Actions: 

• Frequent & timely Follow-up Inspections to all Orders. 
• SAO Initiated Inspection to determine If additional areas of Risk are evident in LTC 

Home or ministry initiates an RQI. 
• Optional: 

o Meeting called by SAO Manager/Senior Manager with the Licensee to discuss 
Ministry concerns re: compliance and Licensee's proposed response and/or 

o Meeting arranged to discuss concerns with LHIN management 
o Director Referral by Inspector/SAO for Director level Orders 

Level 3: Non-compliant - Risk Level High 

Category 1 Long-Term Care Home Licensee: 

• Some or all of the following: 
o Continued Non-Compliance with Inspector Orders, Orders in High Risk areas 
o Continued increase in # of Complaints and Critical Incidents with serious harm to 

resident and findings of non-compliance 
o Poor internal management of complaints 
o Licensee/Management appears to be unable to improve the operations in the 

LTC Home 
• L TC Home ranking on risk indicators: 
• Compliance I inspection report & RAl-MDS report: 85th percentile or higher, with the 

LSAA report: not chronic non-compliance, or 
• Compliance I inspection report & RAl-MDS report: below 85th percentile with the LSAA 

report: chronic non-compliance 
• Qualitative data showing some significant concerns (i.e. Financial solvency, Fire 

Marshal) 

' ' .. ··-···--·-· . . .. . . . . 
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VII. APPENDIX A - DETAILS OF L TC RISK AND PRIORITY 
ASSESSMENT(LRPA) 

FRAMEWORK LEVELS AND ACTIONS 

Level 1 - Substantially Compliant 

L TC Home Licensee: 

• Daily operations/provision of care to residents 
• Critical incidents occur and are reported as required to ministry 

• Complaints managed effectively in L TC Home 
• develops policies/procedures using evidenced based practice and quality strategies 
• Responds to issues identified during inspections, usually on the first or second 

occurrence. 
• Non-compliance in areas of high risk may be identified during inspections but are 

rectified within time frame required (compliance period) 

L TC Home ranking on risk indicators: 

• Compliance I inspection report: below the 7oth percentile 

• RAl-MDS report: below the 70th percentile 
• LHIN Service Accountability Agreement (LSAA) report: not chronically non-compliant 

• Qualitative data: no significant concerns 

Possible Ministry Actions: 

• Conduct inspections as required: 
o RQI based on 3 - 5 year cycle 
o Complaints (based on risk) 
o Critical Incidents (based on risk) 
o Follow-up to Orders 

• Will escalate to Level 2 if: 
o Home fails to comply with High Risk related Order(s) 
o High number of findings of non-compliance, some in high risk areas and may be 

combined with 
o Increasing number of complaints and critical incidents received by Ministry 

related to Risk Indicators 
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Category 1 Possible Ministry Actions: 

• Director's Orders issued unless homes moves voluntarily to resolve the issues by 
conducting their own operational review: 

• Director's Compliance Order to require the home to: (a) do their own review and identify 
opportunities for improvements and strategies to achieve those improvements; or (b) 
hire an external management company (that they pay for) which must be approved by 
the Ministry, and then have an operational review conducted to develop 
recommendations for improvements to care and to achieve compliance - and to then 
support them in implementing those recommendations. [LTCHA, s. 153 (1)] 

• Internal meeting with Director/SAO and Licensee to discuss compliance issues with 
Licensee 

• LHIN Performance Discussion with Licensee (may be combined with meeting identified 
above) 

• Follow-up Inspections to Inspector and I or Director Orders. 

Category 2 Long-Term Care Home Licensee: 

• L TC Home ranking on risk indicators same as Level 3, category 1 and: 
o Non-compliance with Director Orders to obtain a management 

company/management support or other Orders in High Risk Areas 
o Licensee demonstrates through continued non-compliance that they are 

unable/unwilling to comply 

Category 2 Possible Ministry Actions: 

• Management Company and/or consulting assistance has or will be put in place as per 
Director's Mandatory Management Order unless the home moves voluntarily to put this 
in place: 

• The Director may order a licensee to retain , at the licensee's expense, one or more 
persons acceptable to the Director to (1) manage, or (2) assist in managing the long 
term care home. [LTCHA, s. 156 (1)) 

• Require submission of a plan to achieve compliance by Management Company or 
consultant 

• Follow-up Inspection to MMC plan 
• RQI Inspection conducted if continued Non-compliance in High Risk Areas to determine 

if move to Level 4 

. ·-- -·· ... .. . .. -· · · . ... . . ·-· . . . . .. . . ·-- . . ..... 
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Level 4: Revocation 

L TC Home Licensee: 

• Continued Non-Compliance with Director's Orders in High Risk Areas even with 
management company in place, and 

• Ongoing evidence of serious risk to residents, and I or 
• On-going non-compliance with other regulatory bodies, e.g. Fire Marshal 

Possible Ministry Actions: 

• Issue Revocation Order 
• Issue Order for Interim Management Company to be put in place while residents are re

located and home is closed 
• Meeting with Residents/Families and Staff 
• Conduct Inspections to monitor care and services, as required 

DATA ELEMENTS 

Compliance and Inspection 

• # ROI non compliances 
• # ROI orders 
• #of inspections,87 
• # of findings of non-compliance or violations resulting in any sanction (WN, VPC, DR, 

CO, WAO) 
• # of findings of non-compliance or violation resulting in orders 
• # complaints with findings of non-compliance or violations, 
• # CIS with findings of non- compliance or violations 

RAl-MDS 

• Incidence of worsening pressure ulcers (R 102) 
• Incidence of worsening pain (R109) 
• Incidence of worsening resident behaviour (R118) 

LHIN Service Accountability Agreement (LSAA) 

• Injury that results in transfer or admission to hospital 

• Medication Incidents 
• Missing resident 
• Environmental hazards 
• Infection Control 
• Alleged/actual abuse/assault 
• Pressure ulcers 
• Presence of daily physical restraints 

.. . . .. . ... . .. .. . . ......... . 
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• Weight loss management 
• Continence care and bowel management 

• Falls 
• Behavioural symptoms affecting others 

Qualitative 

• High Leadership Turn Over (i.e. DOC, Head Administrator) 
• Financial Challenges (i.e. information from creditors, banks, risk of receivership) 
• Reports from governmental bodies I agencies (i.e. Fire Marshall, Min. of Labour) 

• Director Referral 

CALCULATION OF RISK LEVEL 

1. Raw scores for the following Inspection and Compliance data elements are gathered 
from IQS: 

a. RQI non compliances 
b. RQI orders 
c. # of CCF inspections 
d. # on findings of noncompliance in CCF inspections 
e. #of orders in CCF inspections 
f. # of complaint inspections with findings of noncompliance 
g. # of critical incident inspections with findings of noncompliance 

2. Raw scores for the following RAl-MDS data elements are gathered from CIHI: 
a. incidence of worsening pressure ulcers (R102) 
b. incidence of worsening pain (R 109) 
c. incidence of worsening resident behaviour (R 118) 

3. Percentile rankings are calculated for each of the Inspection I Compliance and the RAl-
MDS data elements 

4. Average percentile scores for RQI, CCF and RAl-MDS data elements are calculated 
5. These three average percentile scores are averaged to calculate the 'Overall Score' 
6. Homes are placed into Level 1 to 3 based on their Overall Score. Level 4 homes are 

either being considered for a revocation order or are in the process of having licence 
revoked. 

7. A Home's placement in the levels is adjusted up if the Home is identified as being 
'chronically noncompliant' in the LSAA Compliance report and or if significant concerns 
arise from the SAOs (Qualitative data). 

. ... 
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VIII. APPENDIX B - DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM SAMPLE 
SIZE FOR STAGE 1 FOCUSED RQI 

Determination of Minimum Sample Size Requirements for Stage 1 QCLI Measures 

Overview: In an analysis of minimum sample size requirements for nursing home quality 
measures (Donelan-McCall , et al. , 2006), we have previously employed simulation and 
bootstrap methods to identify tradeoffs among different volume requirements. These empirically
derived estimates, based on 2004 data, were used to examine the effect of various sample 
sizes on the variability of our focal outcome measure-hospital readmissions. We also 
examined outcome measure variation using a theoretical approach. With an assumption of a 
national (i.e., full population) outcome rate of 20%, we examined different facility outcome rates. 
Based on these analyses, we identified a volume of 25 stays as the point at which measure 
variance, or precision, did not decrease appreciably. This decision resulted in the retention of 
close to 90% of the full population of US nursing homes. The objective of the present analysis is 
to identify a Stage 1 sample size requirement that may be used in a Focused Survey. 

Methods: Since all three methods used in our previous analyses yielded similar patterns for 
quality measure variance in relation to facility volume, we elected to rely on the theoretical 
approach in the re-examination of minimum sample size requirements for Stage 1 Quality of 
Care and Quality of Life (QCLI) measures. Given the multitude of QCLI measures, we 
calculated variance for various sample sizes and for different QCLI rates. For the sake of 
simplicity, we used sample sizes in multiples of five, ranging from 15 to 35 (in contrast to the 
current Stage 1 sample size requirement of 40). In each situation, an average facility exhibiting 
the national rate was considered as a representative facility. We considered QCLI rates of 5%, 
10%, 20%, 30%, and 50%. 

Results: We plot the variation of the estimated facility rate in Figure 1. The plots containing 
points C and B would display relatively stable variation at sample sizes of 25 and 20, 
respectively. More specifically, we find that a sample size of 25 for a QCLI rate of 20% has a 
standard deviation (SD)= 0.08 and rate of decrease (slope)= 0.0016 per resident, at the same 
time retaining most facilities in the 2004 data. Likewise, a sample size of 20 for a QCLI rate of 
10% seemed to provide comparable stability (SD= 0.067) and at a rate of decrease= 0.0017 
per resident. The minimum sample sizes corresponding to points A, D, and E for QCLI rates at 
5%, 30%, and 50%, respectively, appear to show similar stability in variation. The minimum 
sample size increases as the rate increases toward 50%. Keeping sample size at 25 for rates 
30% and 50% would result in SDs = 0.09 and 0.10 at rates of decrease = 0.0018 and 0.0020 
per resident, respectively. A pair of complementary rates (e.g. 20% and 80%) behaves 
identically, and the plot of 40% (not shown) is similar to that of 50% (SD= 0.083-0.085 at rate of 
decrease= 0.0012 per resident) . 

Discussion: Our theoretical analysis to identify the Stage 1 sample size required to attain 
stability in facility-specific estimates at various QCLI rates suggests that lowering the number of 
residents is feasible, though the particular size depends upon the population QCLI rate. A 
sample size of 15 for QCLI measures at 5% provides adequate stability, but needs to be 
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increased to 30 or 35 for QCLI measures between 30-50% in order to retain the same level of 
stability. Given that the majority of observed QCLI rates in 2015 were below 20%, we suggest a 
Stage 1 sample size of 20 or 25 may be suitable. 

References: 

Donelan-McCall N, Eilertsen T, Fish R, Kramer A (2006). Small Patient Population and Low 
Frequency Event Effects on the Stability of SNF Quality Measures. (The Division of Health Care 

Policy and Research, University of Colorado at Denver and Health Sciences Center: Denver, CO). 

FIGURE 1: Theoretically Derived Standard Deviation of Average QCLI Facility Rates 
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IX. APPENDIX C - ESTIMATED RESOURCE GAIN WITH SMALL 
HOME THRESHOLDS 

The following tables indicate resource gain with the use of Small Home Thresholds. Please note 
that the percentages represent the portion of RQls that would result in a rate exceeding the 
threshold (i.e. trigger) that lead to an IP investigation. 
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Bldg/Env Unclean - RI 
Misslne Clothine - RI 
Privacy Lackine • RI 
Daily Care Decisions • RI 
Dienltv Lackin1 • RI 
Choices Lacking · RI 
Food Quality Poor- RI 
No Fluids bw Meals· RI 
Pain· RI 
Mouth/Facial Pain · RI 
Dental Care Lackine • RI 
No Oral HvJi•n• Assist • RI 
Abuse - RI 
Activity lacking · RI 
Property Missine • RI 
Reporting Interaction Concerns - RI 
Harmful Resident Actions· RI 
Bidg/Env Uncomfortable - RI 
No Beverages bw MHls • RI 
No Snacks bw Meals ·RI 
Staffine Insufficient · RI 
Funds Mlsmana1ed • RI 
Room Odour • RO 
Pests · RO 
Unclean Ambulation Equip · RO 
Unclean Furnishin11s ·RO 
Unclean Care Equipment · RO 
linens Problems· RO 
Unsafe Cords/Outlets· RO 
Furnishings Disrepair· RO 
Ambulation Equip Dlsrep1ir · RO 
Common Areas Disrepair · RO 
Incontinence - RO 
Room Not Accommodating· RO 
lack of Privacy· RO 
Potantial Restralnu • RO 
Incorrect App of Restr1int ·RO 
Potential Side Rail Restraint · RO 
Signs of Dehydration - RO 
Pain · RO 
Inappropriate Dress· RO 
Unclean/Ungroomed • RO 
Contracture • RO 
Contrecture & No S(llint • RO 
Dental Care - RO 
Call System Misplacement· RO 
Positioning Problem - RO 
Abuse - RO 
No Structured Activity· RO 
Sida Ralls Accident Hazard ·RO 
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N 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

543 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

222 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

592 

591 

592 

Triggered 
with 

normal 
threshold 

% 

10.3% 

19.8% 

6.6% 

6.6% 

13.9% 

13.7% 

3.5% 

2.2% 

5.6% 

0 .0% 

18.6% 

24.9% 

53.9% 

7.3% 

23.3% 

1.0% 

4.6% 

5 .4% 

5.1% 

1.2% 

9.5% 

0.3% 

19.9% 

3 .9% 

20.3% 

0.5% 

0.2% 

0 .0% 

2.7% 

8 .4% 

3 .2% 

68.0% 

33.6% 

1.2% 

1.9% 

66.0% 

19.6% 

56.8% 

1.2% 
0 .5% 

33.3% 

20.6% 

0 .7% 

1.7% 

0 .0% 

5.2% 

0.2% 
2.2% 

6.6% 

5 .7% 

Tri11ered 
with Small 

Volume 
Threshold 

% 

10.3% 

14.9% 

0.3% 

0 .0% 

10.5% 

8.6% 

3 .5% 

0 .2% 

2.7% 

0 .0% 

7.4% 

13.1% 

53.9% 

3 .4% 

9 .1% 

1.0% 

4 .6% 

5.4% 

5.1% 

1.2% 

9.5% 

0.3% 

19.9% 

3 .9% 

20.3% 

0 .5% 

0.2% 

0 .0% 

2.7% 

8 .4% 

3.2% 

68.0% 

33.6% 

1.2% 

1.9% 

66.0% 

19.6% 

56.8% 

1.2% 

0 .5% 

11.5% 

14.5% 

0.7% 

0 .7% 

0 .0% 

5 .2% 

0.2% 

2.2% 

6.6% 

5.7% 

Difference 

4.9% 

6.3% 

6.6% 

3.4% 

5.1% 

2.0% 

2.9% 

11.1% 

11.8% 

3.9% 

14.2% 

21.8% 

6 .1% 

1.0 % 

MEAN 
1.3% 

9.2% 

4.4% 

1.9% 

4.0% 

6.5% 

16.7% 

1.3% 

9.8% 

2.7% 

8.3% 

26.6% 

5.8% 

23.7% 

5.2% 

0 .9% 

2.4% 

4.7% 

2.5% 

3 .1% 

13.0% 

2.6% 

2 .0% 

0 .1% 

2.2% 

6.7% 

7.3% 

0.5% 

0.4% 

18.0% 

1.0% 

63.0% 

1.2% 

0.2% 

0.9% 

14.1% 

0.7% 

53.5% 

0.9% 

1.6% 

1.3% 

8.6% 

5.2% 

3.9% 

1.5% 

2.7% 

1.4% 

0.1% 

69.9% 

4.3% 

Observed Rates 

STD 

3.7% 

8.3% 

6.0% 

3.6% 

5.8% 

7.4% 

11.9% 

2 .9% 

9 .4% 

4.2% 

8.0% 

28.2% 

7.5% 

17.1% 

6.2% 

2.6% 

4.3% 

6.7% 

5.0% 

5.6% 

11.8% 

5.1% 

3.9% 

0 .9% 

3 .7 % 

11.2% 

10.5% 

1.4% 

1.6% 

19.6% 

2.3% 

46.6% 

2.1% 

1 .7% 

3 .1% 

10.2% 

1 .8% 

22.8% 

1 .6% 

2.3% 

2.1% 

8.2% 

4 .4% 

3.7% 

2.5% 

4.7% 

2.3% 

0.4% 

19.9% 

6.3% 

MIN 
0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

MAX 
37.5% 

50.0% 

42.9% 

20.0% 

47.6% 

50.0% 

60.0% 

18.2% 

71.4% 

27.3% 

44.0% 

100.0% 

60.0"h 

84.2% 

34.3% 

15.0% 

25.0% 

52.9% 

40.0% 

40.0% 

60.0% 

33.3% 

33.3% 

15.0% 

28.2% 

97.5% 

90.0% 

12.5% 

20.0% 

95.0% 

22.6% 

100.0% 

15.0% 

23.1% 

30.0% 

50.0% 

22.5% 

100.0% 

15.0% 

15.0% 

15.4% 

50.0% 

22.5% 

22.5% 

20.0% 

42.5% 

16.7% 

5.0% 

100.0% 

52.5% 
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Uncomfortable Lighting - RO 

Uncomfortable Temperature - RO 

Inadequate Safety Equip - RO 

Nonfunctionlng Call System - RO 

Sauin11 M attress - RO 

Bruises/Tears/Burns - RO 

Bldg/Env Unclean - Fl 

Dignity Lacking - Fl 

Personal Belongings - Fl 

Privacy Lacking- Fl 

Choices Lacking - Fl 

No Notice of Transfer- Fl 

No AOL Assistance • Fl 

No Care Plan Invite - Fl 

Dental Care Lacking - Fl 

No Notice of Chanae - Fl 

Abuse - Fl 

Activity Lacking - Fl 

Reporting Interaction Concerns· Fl 

Property Mlssln1 • Fl 

Harmful Resident Actions · Fl 

Bldg/Env Uncomfortable - Fl 

Staffing Insufficient· Fl 

Costs/Funds Mismanaged - Fl 

Catheter Use · SI 

Fall In Last 30 Days· SI 

Side Rails Use - SI 

No Plan·Low BMI ·SI 

Contract· No ROM/ Splint· SI 

Pressure Ulcer• SI 

Pres Ulc Sti ce 3/4 · SI 

Fracture In Last 30 Days • SI 

W eight Loss · CR 

Wgt Loss Since Admit · CR 

Anti psychot ic Use · CR 

Benzodlazeplne Use · CR 

New/ Worse Pres Ulc · CR 

Pressure Ulcer · CR 

Pres Ulc Stage 3/4 ·CR 

Hospitalization • CR 

Continence Decline·MDS [A-90] 

Catheter Use·MDS (MR) 

UTI In Last 30 Days·MDS [MR) 

Fecal lmpactlon·MDS [MR) 

Fall In Last 30 Days·MDS [MR) 

Daily Restr1lnt·MDS (MR) 

Feedin1Tube Use·MOS (MR) 

Sl1ns of Dahydration·MDS [MR) 

Eating Oecline·MDS [A·90] 

Waight Loss-MOS (MR) 
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N 

592 
592 
592 
592 
592 
592 
591 
591 
591 

591 
591 

591 
588 
588 

591 
588 
591 

589 

591 

591 
591 
591 

591 

496 

592 
592 

583 

592 

592 
592 

592 

592 
592 
473 

590 
592 

474 

592 
592 

592 
537 

604 

604 
604 
604 

604 
604 

604 

546 

604 

Triggered 

with 
normal 

threshold 

% 

6.3% 

4 .9% 

6 .9% 

8.4% 

0.3% 

32.9% 

12.2% 

5 .9% 

6 .4% 

8 .5% 

21.3% 

1 .5% 

26.4% 

10.9% 

23.5% 

9 .0% 

8 .5% 

9 .2% 

0.2% 

10.7% 

1.5% 
12.5% 

25.9% 

4 .4% 

22.5% 

52.7% 

3 .4% 

22.3% 

0 .0% 

1 .7% 

44.6% 

17.7% 

23.1% 

10.8% 

15.6% 

0.0% 

21.5% 

7.6% 

47.3% 

14.4% 

28.9% 

7.0% 

0.2% 

0.0% 

41.6% 

1.2% 

2.0% 

25.8% 

28.4% 

6.0% 

Triggered 

w ith Small 

Volume 

Threshold 

% 

6.3% 

4.9% 

6 .9% 

8 .4% 

0.3% 

32.9% 

12.2% 

5.9% 

6.4% 

8.5% 

21.3 % 

1.5% 

26.4% 

10.9% 

23.5% 

9 .0% 

8.5% 

9 .2% 

0 .2% 

10.7% 

1.5% 

12.5% 

25.9% 

4.4% 

22.5% 

17.7% 

3.4% 

22.3% 
0.0% 
0.7% 

44.6% 

17.7 % 

23.1% 
2.5% 

15.6% 

0 .0% 

21.5% 

0.0% 

47.3% 

3.2% 

28.9% 

7.0 % 

0.2% 
0 .0 % 

11.4% 

1.2% 

2.0% 

25.8% 

28.4% 

6.0% 

Difference 

1.0% 

8.2% 

7.6% 

11.1% 

30.1% 

MEAN 

1.2% 

0.2% 

0.3% 

2.1% 

0.1% 

5.0 % 

4.3% 

1.9% 

2.2 % 

2 .9 % 

7.4% 

0.5% 

12.0% 

5.3% 

9.5% 

3.6% 

2.8% 

3.4% 

0.9% 

3.8 % 

4.3% 

4 .7 % 

10.3% 

2.6 % 

2.2% 

12.6% 
10.2% 

11.6% 

2 .2% 

6.2% 

1.6% 

0 .5% 

14.3% 

19.0% 

47.7% 

12.4% 

2 .7% 

7.5% 

1.7% 

11.1% 
19.4% 

3.6% 

5.6% 

0.2% 

15.1% 

7.1% 

1.0% 

1.0% 

16.5% 

7.7% 

Observed Rates 

STD 

5.9% 

1 .1% 

1.7% 

4.6% 

0.7% 

4.7% 

12.0 % 

7.8% 

8.5% 

10.0% 

14.8% 

3.9% 

21.7% 

16.0% 

18.6% 

12.5% 

9 .6% 

11.0% 

5.5% 

11.2% 

12.3% 

13.3% 

19.2% 

13.3% 

2.6% 

6.8% 

15.3% 

6.7% 

2.9% 
4.7% 

2.2% 

1.3% 

6.9% 

16.3% 

28.7% 
7.3% 
6.0 % 

5.6% 

2.3% 

7.0% 

22.0% 

2.8% 

4 .3% 

0.9% 

5.5% 

7 .7 % 

1.3% 
3.7% 

18.9% 
6 .2% 

MIN 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 
0 .0% 

0.0% 

0 .0% 

0 .0% 

0.0% 
0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

MAX 
96.2% 

12.5% 

25.0% 

42.5 % 

10.0% 

22.5% 

66.7% 

50.0% 

66.7 % 

66.7% 

66.7% 

33.3% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

66.7% 

66.7% 

50.0% 

66.7% 

75.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

13.0% 

37.5% 

100.0% 

40.0% 

15.0% 

27.5% 

12.5% 

10.0% 

47.4% 

100.0% 

100.0% 

45.0% 

50.0% 

33.3% 

12.5% 

45.0% 

100.0% 

18.8% 

25.6% 

14.8% 
50.0% 

44.3% 

9.1% 

60.9% 

100.0% 

100.0% 
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Triggered Triggered 

with with Small 
Difference Observed Rates 

normal Volume 

threshold Threshold 

N % % MEAN STD MIN MAX 

M od Pain Oaily/Sev Pain-MOS [MRI 604 11.4% 5.8% 5.6% 19.9% 13.1% 0.0% 83.9% 

Bedfast-MOS MR 604 20.2% 1.7% 18.5% 3.5% 3.4% 0.0% 26.5% 

ROM Decline-MOS [P-MR) 602 1.0% 1.0% 15.2% 11.1% 0.0% 64.9% 

Dressing Decline-MOS [A-90) 544 16.0% 16.0% 13.6% 17.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

Toileting Decline-MOS [A-90) 542 17.5% 17.5% 15.4% 19.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

Locomotion Decline-MOS [A-90) 537 3 .9% 3.9% 18.0% 21.1% 0.0% 100.0% 

No Visual Correction-MOS [MRF] 603 34.7% 34.7% 14.7% 9.8% 0.0% 61.8% 
No Auditory Correction-MOS [MRF] 603 0.3% 0.3% 8.0% 6.8% 0.0% 57.1% 

Communication Problem-MOS [MRF) 603 27.0% 27.0% 40.7% 18.1% 0.0% 95.7% 

Oral/Dent1I Problems-MOS [MRF) 603 13.3% 13.3% 30.8% 17.2% 0.0% 80.0% 

AOL Decline-MOS [P-MRJ 602 3.2% 3.2% 16.4% 7.2% 0.0% 50.00...b 

Dressing Decline Sev-MDS [A-90) 446 2.5% 2.5% 6.0% 18.0% 0.0% 100.0% 

Locomo Decline Severe-MOS [A-90) 523 1.5% 1.5% 7.5% 15.8% 0.0% 100.0% 

Druslog Decline Sev-MDS [P-MR) 600 1.3% 1.3% 6.7% 8.9% 0.0% 100.0% 

Locomo Decline Severe-MOS [P-MR) 600 5.2% 5.2% 8.8% 6.7% 0.0% 50.0% 

Little or No Activity-MOS [MR) 604 2.5% 2.5% 24.1% 18.1% 0.0% 78.8% 

Depression Symptoms-MOS [M R) 604 4 .5% 4.5% 32.6% 18.0% 0.0% 91.2% 

Antianxiety Usa > 1 01y·MDS [MR) 604 0.3% 0.3% 15.7% 8.6% 0.0% 68.8% 

Anti anxiety Use> 2 Days-MOS [MR] 604 0 .0% 0.0% 4.6% 5.2% 0.0% 50.0% 

Care Resist Since Admit-MOS [A-90] 544 6.3% 6.3% 13.6% 17.3% 0.0% 100.0% 

Increased Phys Abuse-MOS [A-90] 547 36.0% 36.0% 5.5% 9.3% 0.0% 50.0% 

Increased Care Resist-MOS [P-MR) 600 16.7% 16.7% 13.4% 8.8% 0.0% 76.9% 

New Pressure Ulcer-MOS [P-MRF) 356 32.3% 32.3% 8.2% 20.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

Worsenin1 Pres Ulcer-MOS [P-MR) 576 46.9% 46.9% 9.2% 14.5% 0.0% 100.0% 

Wound Infection-MOS [MR) 604 0.3% 0.3% 1.4% 2.5% 0.0% 50.0% 

Respiratory Infection-MOS [MR) 604 74.7% 74.7% 2.7% 3.4% 0.0% 28.6% 

New Fracture (180 Oays)-MOS IP-MR) 601 17.8% 17.8% 1.2% 1.5% 0.0% 15.4% 

Total Percent 1722.6% 1504.3% 183.3% 

Estimated Resource Galn 10.6% 
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X . APPENIDX D - QCLI TRIGGERS WITH SMALL HOME 
THRESHOLDS MINUS WORST QUINTILE 

Please note that the percentages represent the portion of RQls that would result in a rate 
exceeding the threshold (i.e. trigger) that lead to an IP investigation. The column title N refers to 
the number of facilities. In cases of tied values when ranking facilities on a particular QCLI, we 
assign facilities to the higher (worse) quintile, so more than 20% of facilities may be omitted 
when dropping the worst quintile. 
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Triggered with small 

threshold - minus worst Observed Rates minus worst quintile 

quintile 

% N MEAN STD MIN MAX 

Bldg/Env Unclean · RI 0.0% 0 
Missing Clothing- RI 0.0% 468 5.9% 5.0% 0.0% 15.0% 
Privacy Lacking - RI 0.0% 466 2.0% 2.8% 0.0% 8.0% 
Dally Care Decisions - RI 0.0% 472 0.3% 1.2% 0.0% 4.8% 
Dignity Lacking - RI 0.0% 473 1.8% 2.6% 0.0% 7.1% 
Choices Lacking - RI 0.0% 467 3.4% 3.7% 0.0% 10.5% 
Food Quality Poor - RI 0.0% 470 12.1% 7.5% 0.0% 26.2% 
No Fluids bw Meals • RI 0.0% 473 0 .0% 0.3% 0.0% 3.6% 
Pain - RI 0.0% 466 6.0% 5.3% 0 .0% 16.0% 
Mouth/Facial Pain · RI 0.0% 474 1.0% 2.0% 0.0% 5.9% 
Dental Care Lacking· RI 0.0% 468 5.1% 4.4% 0.0% 13.0% 
No Oral Hygiene Assist - RI 0.0% 408 13.5% 15.3% 0.0% 44.4% 

J\buse ·RI 41.7% 468 2.8% 3.5% 0.0% 10.7% 
·Activity Lackin11 • RI 0.0% 471 17.1% 10.5% 0.0% 36.4% 
Proparty Missing - RI 0.0% 472 2.7% 3.3% 0.0% 9.5% 
Reporting Interaction Concerns • RI 0.0% 0 
Harmful Resident Actions - RI 0.0% 465 0.5% 1.4% 0.0% 5.0% 
Bldg/Env Uncomfortable· RI 0.0% 474 2.1% 3.0% 0.0% 9.0% 
No Beverages bw Meals - RI 0.0% 467 0.4% 1.3% 0.0% 5.3% 
No Snacks bw Meals • RI 0.0% 465 0 .7% 1.7% 0.0% 5.9% 
Staffing Insufficient - RI 0.0% 472 8.3% 6.8% 0.0% 21.7% 

Funds Mismanagad • RI 0.0% 469 0.4% 1.3% 0.0% 5.6% 
Room Odour· RO 0.0% 474 0.5% 1.0% 0.0% 2.5% 
Pests · RO 0.0% 0 
Unclean Ambulation Equip - RO 0.0% 472 0.7% 1.1% 0.0% 3.9% 

Unclean Furnishings - RO 0.0% 474 2.5% 3.1% 0 .0% 10.5% 

Unclean Care Equipment· RO 0.0% 458 2.9% 3.4% 0 .0% 12.0% 
Linens Problems - RO 0.0% 0 

Unsafe Cords/Outlets· RO 0.0% 0 

Furnishings Disrepair - RO 0.0% 470 9.6% 9.1% 0.0% 31.6% 
Ambulation Equip Disrepair · RO 0.0% 460 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 2.4% 
Common Areas Disrepair · RO 18.4% 87 5.6% 10.3% 0.0% 50.0% 

Incontinence • RO 1.5% 399 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 
Room Not Accommodating· RO 0.0% 0 
Lack of Privacy - RO 0.0% 0 

Potential Restraints· RO 57.6% 474 10.2% 6.3% 0.0% 20.0% 

Incorrect App of Restraint · RO 0.0% 0 

Potential Side Reil Restraint· RO 45.9% 473 45.4% 17.7% 0.0% 74.4% 

Signs of Dehydration - RO 0.0% 417 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 

Pain- RO 0.0% 359 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 

Inappropriate Dress - RO 0.0% 397 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 2.4% 

·Uncle1m/Ungroomad - RO 0.0% 472 5.4% 4 .3% 0.0% 14.6% 

Contracture - RO 0.0% 474 3.5% 2.7% 0.0% 7.5% 
Contracture & No Splint· RO 0.0% 468 2.3% 2.1% 0.0% 7.5% 
Dental Care • RO 0.0% 376 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 

Call System Misplacement - RO 0.0% 452 0.7% 1.1% 0.0% 4.9% 

Posit ioning Problem • RO 0.0% 387 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 

Abuse- RO 0.0% 0 

No Structured Activity - RO 0.0% 472 64.0% 17.8% 0.0% 86.7% 
Side Rails Accident Hazard • RO 0.0% 455 1.8% 2.1% 0.0% 7.3% 
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Triggered with small 

threshold • minus worst Observed Rates minus w orst quintile 

qulntile 

% MEAN STD MIN MAX 

Uncomfortable Lighting - RO 0.0% 0 

Uncomfortable Temperature - RO 0.0% 0 

Inadequate Safety Equip - RO 0.0% 0 

Nonfunctlonlng Call System - RO 0.0% 384 0 .0% 0.3% 0 .0% 2 .4% 

Sagging Mattress - RO 0.0% 0 

Bruises/Tears/Burns - RO 16.2% 474 3.1% 2.7% 0.0% 7.5% 

Bldg/Env Unclean - Fl 0 .0% 0 

Dignity Lacking - Fl 0.0% 0 

Personal Belongings - Fl 0.0% 0 

Privacy Lacking - Fl 0.0% 0 

Choices Lacking • Fl 0.6% 468 0.1% 1.4% 0.0% 20.0% 

No Notice of Transfer - Fl 0.0% 0 

No AOL Assistance· Fl 0.0% 433 0.4% 3.0% 0.0% 25.0% 

No Care Plan Invite· Fl 0.0% 0 

Dental Care Lacking · Fl 2.0% 461 0.5% 3.4% 0.0% 25.0% 

No Notice of Chan11e - Fl 0.0% 0 

Abuse- Fl 0 .0% 0 

Activity Lacking · Fl 0 .0% 0 

Reporting Interaction Concerns • Fl 0.0% 0 

Property Missing - Fl 0.0% 0 

Harmful Resident Actions • Fl 0.0% 0 

Bldg/Env Uncomfortable · Fl 0.0% 0 

Staffing Insufficient - Fl 3.1% 452 0.7% 4.0% 0.0% 25.0% 

Costs/Funds Mismanaged · Fl 0.0% 0 

Catheter Use • SI 0.2% 460 1.1% 1.3% 0.0% 4.9% 

Fall in Last 30 Days · SI 0.0% 432 9.3% 4.1% 0.0% 17.2% 

Side Rails Use· SI 0.0% 464 3.9% 5.5% 0.0% 18.2% 

No Plan-Low BMI - SI 3.0% 474 9.0% 4.4% 0.0% 16.7% 

Contract-No ROM/Splint· SI 0.0% 470 0.9% 1.3% 0.0% 4.9% 

Pressure Ulcer - SI 452 4 .1% 2.7% 0.0% 9.8% 

Pres Ulc Stage 3/4 • SI 336 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 2.4% 

Fracture in Last 30 Days· SI 0.0% 0 

Weight Loss - CR 3.2% 470 11.6% 4.4% 0.0% 19.4% 

Wgt. loss Since Admit - CR 0.0% 377 13.0% 9.9% 0.0% 29.4% 

Antipsychotic Use - CR 0.0% 466 37.2% 22.3% 0.0% 73.3% 

Benzodlazeplne Use - CR 0.0% 429 8.8% 4.3% 0.0% 17.2% 

New/Worse Pres lilc • CR 2.1% 380 0 .2% 0.9% 0 .0% 6.4% 

Pressure Ulcer - CR 0.0% 462 5.2% 3.2% 0 .0% 12.2% 

Pres Ulc Stage 3/4 • CR 3.7% 324 0.1% 0.4% 0 .0% 2.4% 

Hospitalization - CR 0.0% 469 8.3% 4.3% 0 .0% 17.1% 

,Continence Decline-MOS [A-90) 6.6% 409 9.6% 10.5% 0 .0% 31.3% 

Catheter Use-MOS [MR] 0.0% 484 2.5% 1.6% 0 .0% 5.4% 

UTI In Last 30 Days-MOS [MR) 0.0% 482 3.9% 2.3% 0 .0% 8.2% 

Fecal Impaction-MOS [MR) 0.0% 0 

Fall in Last 30 Days-MOS [MR) 0.0% 484 13.1% 3.8% 0.0% 19.1% 

Dally Restraint-MOS [MR) 0.0% 484 4.0% 3.3% 0.0% 11.2% 

Feeding Tube Use·MDS (MR) 0.0% 484 0.5% 0.6% 0.0% 1.9% 

Signs of Dehydration-MOS [MR) 7.4% 484 0.2% 0.4% 0 .0% 1.4% 

Eating Decline-MOS [A-90) 9.1% 430 9.0% 9.3% 0.0% 27.3% 

Weight Loss-MOS [MR] 0.0% 483 5.7% 3.0% 0.0% 10.8% 
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Triggered with small 

threshold - minus worst Observed Rates minus worst quintile 

quintile 

% MEAN STD MIN MAX 

Mod Pain Daily/Sev Pain·MDS [MR) 0.0% 484 14.7% 7.0% 0.0% 29.0% 

Bedfast-MOS [MR) 0.0% 484 2.2% 1.7% 0.0% 5.6% 

ROM Decline-MOS [P·MR) 0.0% 481 10.8% 6.2% 0.0% 23.4% 

Dressing Decline-MOS [A-90) 0.0% 421 6.3% 8.0% 0.0% 23.5% 

Toileting Decline-MOS [A-90) 0.0% 433 7.9% 9.2% 0.0% 26.7% 

Locomotion Decline-MOS [A-90) 0 .0% 415 8.9% 10.0% 0.0% 30.8% 

No Visual Correction-MOS (MRF) 18.4% 483 10.9% 5 .8% 0.0% 21.7% 

No Auditory Correction-MOS (MRF) 0 .0% 483 5.4% 3.5% 0.0% 12.1% 

Communication Problem-MOS [MRF) 8.9% 483 34.3% 13.6% 0.0% 55.7% 

Oral/Dental Problems-MOS [MRF) 0.0% 483 24.5% 12.2% 0.0% 45.3% 

AOL Decline-MOS [P·MR) 0.0% 480 13.8% 4.9% 0.0% 22.1% 

Dressing Decline Sev·MDS [A-90) 0.0% 0 

Locomo Decline Severe-MOS [A-90) 0.0% 403 0.9% 2.9% 0.0% 12.5% 

Dressina Decline Sev·MOS [P·MR) 0.0% 480 3.5% 3.9% 0.0% 12.2% 

Locomo Decline Severe-MOS [P·MR) 0.0% 477 6.3% 3.9% 0.0% 13.3% 

Little or No Activity-MOS [MR) 0.0% 484 16.8% 10.8% 0.0% 41.3% 

Depression Symptoms-MOS [MR] 0.0% 484 25.9% 12.8% 0.0% 47.9% 

Antlanxlety Use > 1 Day-MOS [MR) 0.0% 483 12.4% 5.3% 0.0% 21.6% 

Antianxlety Use> 2 Days·MDS (MR) 0.0% 484 2.8% 2.1% 0.0% 7.0% 

Care Resist Since Admit-MOS [A-90) 0.0% 411 5.6% 7.4% 0.0% 24.1% 

Increased Phys Abuse-MOS (A-90) 20.1% 438 1.6% 3.3% 0.0% 11.8% 

Increased Care Resist-MOS (P·MR) 0 .0% 474 10.1% 5.6% 0.0% 19.8% 

New Pressure Ulcer·MDS (P·MRF) 15.1% 284 0.6% 1.7% 0.0% 8.0% 

Worsening Pres Ulcer·MDS P·MR 32.0% 450 3.4% 5.2% 0.0% 15.4% 

Wound Infection-MOS [MR) 0 .0% 482 0.8% 0.8% 0.0% 2.4% 

Respiratory Infection-MOS [MR) 68.4% 484 1.4% 1.3% 0.0% 4.3% 

New Fracture (180 Oays)·MDS (P·MR) 0.0% 481 0.6% 0 .7% 0.0% 2.2% 

Maps to Recommended IP for Focused RQI 
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XI. APPENDIX E - ANALYSIS OF AD HOC INVESTIGATIONS 
RESULTING IN NONCOMPLIANCE 

The following tables map, as closely as possible, each regulatory and legal section to the area 
of noncompliance, and show those that are covered by suggested and optional IPs. 
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# Facilities that #of non- Percent of non- Percent 

Law or Regulation Section have non- compliance compliance Covered by Law or Regulation Section IP Mapping 

compliance findings findings Suggested IPs 

r. 8. (1) (b) - #non-compliant lSl 229 7.29% 7.29% Minimizing of Restraining 

s. 6. (7) - #non-compliant 9S 133 4.2'.3°-' 1.41% Dignity, Choice and Privacy Hosption & Change in Cond Personal Support Svcs 

s. 3. (1) 11. iv. - #non-compliant 100 121 3.8S% 3.85% Digni , Choice and Privacy 

s. 6. (1) (a) - #non-<:ompliant 62 91 2.90% 0.96% Hosption & Change in Cond Personal Support Svcs Skin and Wound 

s. 6. (10) (b) -#non<ompliant SS 73 2.32% 0.77% Hosption & Change in Cond Personal Support Svcs Skin and Wound 

s. 3. (1) 1. - #non-com pliant Sl 64 2.04% 2.04% Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

s. 6. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 48 SS l.7S% 1.7S% Cantin care & Bowel Mgt 

s. 3. (1) 8. - #non-compliant 40 Sl 1.62% 0.81% Dignity, Choice and Privacy Safe and Secure Home 

s. 6. (9) 1. - #non-compliant 32 Sl 1.62% Documentation of care plan 

r. 30. (2) - #non-compliant 32 47 l.SO"-' Hosption & Change in Cond 

r. 17. (1) (a)-#non<ompliant 38 42 1.34% Personal Support Svcs Safe and Secure Home 

r. 9. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 39 42 1.34% Doors equipped with locks 

r. 91. - #non-compliant 33 41 1.30% Hazardous substances mgt 

s. s. -#non-compliant 33 41 1.30"-' Safe and Secure Home 

r. 68. (2) (e) (ii) - #non-compliant 38 38 1.21% System to measure BMI 

r. 129. (1) (a) (ii) -#non-compliant 26 3S 1.11% 1.11% Med storage is locked 

s. 6. (6) - #non-compliant 26 3S 1.11% Dev of initial care plan 

s. 33. (4)-#non-compliant 21 34 1.08% 1.08% Minimizing of Restrain in 

s. 15. (2) (c) -#non-compliant 29 30 0.9S% Aecom Svcs: Maintenance Safe and Secure Home 

r. 110. (1) 1. - #non-<:ompliant 2S 27 0.86% 0.86% Minimizing of Restraining 

r. 37. (1) (a)-#non-<:ompliant 26 27 0.86% 0.43% Personal Support Svcs Aecom Svcs: Housekee Ing 

s. 85. (1) -#non<ampliant 23 26 0.83% Annual Res & Fam Cust Sat 

s. 15. (2) (a) - #non-compliant 22 26 0.83% 0.83% Aecom Svcs: Housekeeping 

r. 229. (4) -#non-compliant 21 26 0.83% 0.83% Cantin care & Bowel Mgt 

s.19. (1)-#non-compliant 18 26 0.83% 0.83% Prevention of Abuse, Neglect 

r. 17. (1) (e) - #non-<:ompliant 24 2S 0.80% Safe and Secure Home 

r. 30. (1) 4. - #non-compliant 18 2S 0.80"-' Evaluation of programs 

r.107. (3) 4. -#non-<:ompliant 23 24 0. 76"-' Hosption & Change in Cond 

r. 16. - #non-compliant 24 24 0.76% Window opening and screen 

s. 79. (3) (k)-#non-compliant 23 23 0.7'.3°-' 2 years insp reports posted 

s. 6. (10) (c) -#non-compliant 20 23 0.73% Reassess ineffective care plan 

s. 6. (4) (b) - #non-compliant 20 23 0.73% Staff collaborate on care plan 

s. 20. (1) - #non-compliant 22 23 0.73% 0.73% Written 0-tolerance abuse 

s. 3. (1) 4. - #non-compliant 20 22 0.70% 0.700-' Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

s. 6. (4) (a) - #non<ompliant 19 22 0.70"-' Staff collaborate on care plan 

r. 15. (1) (a) -#non-compliant 21 21 0.67"-' 0.33% Minimizing of Restraining Safe and Secure Home 
s. 6. (2) - #non-compliant 20 21 0.67"-' 0.67% Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

r. 36. - #non-<:ompliant 17 21 0.67"-' 0.33% Falls Prevention Hosption & Change in Cond 

r. 73. (1) 10. -#non-<:ompliant 18 19 0.60"-' Tcnques to assist res eating 
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#Facilities that # of non- Percent of non- Percent 

Law or Regulation Section have non- compliance compliance Covered by Law or Regulation Section IP Mapping 
compliance findings findings Suggested IPs 

r. 33. (1) - #non-compliant 18 18 0.57",(; 0.57% Digni~, Choice and Privacy 

r. 30. (1) 3. - #non-compliant 16 18 0.57",(; Programs updated annually 
r. 8. (1) (a) - #no n-compliant 17 17 0.54% 0.54% Minimizing of Restraining 

s. 6. (1) - #non-compliant 16 17 0.54% 0.54% COntin care & Bowel Mgt Skin and Wound 
r. 131. (2) - #norH:ompliant 16 16 0.51% 0.25% Pain Responsive Behaviors 
r.110. (7)-#norH:ompliant 13 16 0.51% 0.51% inimizi~ of Restraining 

s. 76. (4) - #non-compliant 14 16 0.51% Training intervals 

s. 76. (7) 6. - #non-compliant 13 15 0.48",(; Addn'I training direct staff 
r. 15. (1) - #non-compliant 14 15 0.48% 0.24% Minimizing of Restraining Safe and Secure Home 
r. 37. (1) - #non-compliant 14 15 0.48% 0.24% Aecom Svcs: Housekeeping Personal Support Svcs 
r. 8. (1) - #non-compliant 15 15 0.48",(; 0.48% Minimizi~ of Restraining 

r. 53. (4) - #non-compliant 10 15 0.48"..(; Responsive Behaviors 
s. 6. - #non-compliant 4 15 0.48",(; 0.48% Contin care & Bowel Mgt Digni~, Choice and Privacy Skin and Wound 
s. 24. (1) - #non-compliant 11 14 0.45% 0 .45% Prevention of Abuse, Neglect 
r. 101. (2) -#norH:ompliant 11 12 0.38",(; Reporting and Complaints 

s. 6. (5) - #non-compliant 12 12 0.38"..6 0 .19% Dignity, Choice and Privacy Personal Support Svcs 
r. 51. (2) (a) - #non-compliant 10 12 0.38% 0 .38% COntin care & Bowel M~ 
r. 27. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 11 11 0.35% Personal Support Svcs 

r. 87. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 11 11 0.35% 0 .35% Aecom Svcs: Housekeeping 
s. 24. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 11 11 0.35% 0 .35% Prevention of Abuse, Neglect 
s. 3. (1) 3. - #non-compliant 10 11 0.35% 0 .35% Right not to be neglected 
r. 71. (4) - #non-compliant 10 10 0.32% 0 .16% Digni , Choice and Priva Snack Observation 
r. 73. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 10 10 0.32% Eating assistance provided 
s. 79. (1) - #non-compliant 10 10 0.32% Posting of information 

r. 130.1. -#non-compliant 8 10 0.32% 0 .32% Locked drug storage 

r. 15. (1) (b) - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% 0 .32% Minimizing of Restraining 
r. SO. (2) (d) - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% 0.32% Skin and Wound 
r. 68. (2) (e) - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% Wgt measuring system 
r. 9. (1) 1. i. - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% Str & ext doors closed/lock 

s. 3. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% 0 .32% Protection from abuse 
s. 31. (2) - #non-compliant 9 10 0.32% 0 .32% Minimizing of Restraining 
r. 26. (3) 18. -#non-compliant 7 10 0.32% 0 .16% Skin a nd Wound Personal Support Svcs 
r. 231. (b)-#non-compliant 9 9 0.29% Res record kept up to date 
s. 3. (1) 11. -#non-compliant 9 9 0.29"..6 0.29"..6 Digni!;}', Choice and Privac;y 
s. 79. (3) - #non-compliant 9 9 0.29% Required info posted 
r. 129. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 8 9 0.29% 0.29"..6 Drugs stored safely 
s. 44. (7) - #non-compliant 8 9 0.29"..6 Admission approval 

r. 23. - #non-compliant 8 8 0.25% Safe and Secure Home 
r. 53. (4) (b) - #non-compliant 8 8 0.25% Responsive Behaviors 
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# Facilities that #of non-

Law or Regulation Section have non- compliance 
compliance findings 

r. 72. (2) (d) - #non-compliant 8 8 

r. 101. (1) -#non-compliant 6 8 

r. 51. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 6 8 

r. 49. (2) -#non-compliant 6 7 

r. SO. (2) (a) (ii) - #non-compliant 6 7 

r. SO. (2) (b) (i) - #non-compliant 6 7 

r. SO. (2) (b) (iv) - #non-compliant 6 7 

r.107. (1) 5. -#non-compliant 7 7 
r. 107. (3.1) (b)-#non-compliant 7 7 

r. 13. - #non-compliant 7 7 

r. 30. (1) 1. - #non-compliant 7 7 

r. 9. (1) 1. - #non-compliant 7 7 

s. 11. (2) - #non-compliant 7 7 

r. 73. (1) 4. - #non-compliant 5 7 

s. 8. (1) (b) - #non-compliant 5 7 

r. 107. (3) 3. -#non-compliant 6 6 

r. 53. (4) (c) - #non-compliant 6 6 

r. 68. (2) (a) - #non-compliant 6 6 

r. 68. (2) (e) (i) - #non-compliant 6 6 
r. 72. (2) (c) -#non-compliant 6 6 
r. 72. (3) (a) - #non-compliant 6 6 
r. 73. (1) 9. - #non-compliant 6 6 

r. 87. (2) (d) -#non-compliant 6 6 
Subtotal Ad Hoc Noncmpliance 

r. 9. (1) - #non-compliant 6 6 
s. 6. (8) - #non-compliant 6 6 
r. 68. (2) (d) - #non-compliant s 6 

r. 87. (2) -#non-compliant 5 6 

s. 3. (1) 7. - #non-compliant 5 6 
s. 31. (1) - #non-compliant 5 6 
r. 111. (2) (b) -#non-compliant 4 6 

s. 15. (2) - #non-compliant 4 6 

r. 110. (7) 6. -#non-compliant 3 5 
r. 101. (1) 1. -#non-compliant 5 5 
r. 107. (3.1) - #non-compliant 5 5 
r. 129. (1) =#noncom pliant 5 5 
r. 17. (1) (b) - #non-compliant 5 5 
r. 221. (1) - #non-compliant 5 5 

281 Page 

Percent of non-

compliance 
findings 

0.2S% 
0.2S% 
0.25% 
0.22% 
0.22% 

0.22% 
0.22% 

0.22% 
0.22% 
0.22% 

0.22% 
0.22% 

0.22% 
0.22"..6 

0.22% 
0.19% 

0.19% 
0.19",6 

0.19"..6 
0.19% 
0.19"..6 
0.19"Ai 

0.19% 
74.98% 

0.19% 
0.19% 
0.19"..6 

0.19% 
0.19% 
0.19% 
0.19"..6 
0.19% 

0.16% 
0.16% 
0.16% 
0.16% 

0.16% 
0.16% 

Percent 
Covered by 

Suggested IPs 

0.25% 
0.11% 

0.22% 

0.22% 
0.22% 

0.22% 

0.07% 

0.22% 

0.19% 

0.19% 

0.19% 
38.14% 

Law or Regulatlon Section IP Mapping 

Food according to menu 

Reporting and Complaints 
Contin care & Bowel Mgt 

Falls Prevention 
Skin and Wound 
Skin and Wound 
Skin and Wound 
Report critical incidents 
Report critical incidents 

Dignity, Choice and Privacy 

Hosption & Change in Cond 

Falls Prevention _____ Hosption & Change in Cond 

Doors equipped with locks 
Nutrition and Hyclration 

Monitor all res during meals 
Program of personal support 

Critical incident reporting 
Responsive Behaviors 

Nutrition and Hydration 
Nutrition and Hyclration 

Food Quality 
Food Quality 
Personal Support Svcs 
Aecom Svcs: Housekeeping 

Personal Support Svcs 
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~\{"": ;::.. ':}'·· · ·~ > ;~ ~~ ... ·~· '~ 

-~ - . ... # Fa'cilities tl)at ;:#of 0007 Percent of.non- .• Percent , . . ·' 
•); Law OT RegulaUon Section <· have non-· , compliance compliar:ice Covered by , 
; X· 

~) ... 
·~ com.pliance '; fi~dlngs·· findings Suggested IPs-·:·· ·•; 

-::: . . >:,,, .. ·~ ; ~~ ~-~ ~- ,f. "'..:.· 

r. 229. (SJ - #no~ompliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 26. (3) 12. - #non<ompliant 5 5 0.16% 

r. 69. 1. - #non<ompliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 71. (3) (b) - #non-compliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 73. (1) 8. - #non-compliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 73. (2) (a) - #non<ompliant 5 5 0.16% 

r. 89. (1) (a) (Iv) - #non-compliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 9. (2) - #non<ompliant 5 5 0.16% 
s. 19. - #non-compliant 5 5 0.16% 
r. 134. (a) - #non<0mpliant 4 5 0.16% 
r. SO. (2) (b) (ii) - #non-compliant 4 5 0.16"-' 
s. 3. (1) 19. - #non<ompliant 4 5 0.16"-' 
s. 6. (9) - #non-compliant 4 5 0.16"-' 
r. 17. (1) -#noncompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 219. (4)-#no~ompliant 4 4 0.13"-' 
r. 22L (2) 1. - #non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 231. (a) -#no~ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (3) 19. -#non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (3) 21. -#non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (4) (b) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 30. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 31. (3) (d) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 34. (1) (a) -#non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. SO. (2) (b) (iii) - #non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 53. (1) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 72. (2) (g)-#non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 87. (2) (a) (ii) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 9. (1) 1. iii. -#non<ompliant 4 4 0.13% 
s. 101. (4) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
s. 3. (1) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
s. 33. (3) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
s. 44. (9) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
s. 60. (2) - #non-compliant 4 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (3) 13. -#non<ompliant 2 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (3) 7. -#non-compliant 2 4 0.13% 
r. 26. (3) 5. - #non-compliant 3 4 0.13% 
r. 41. - #non<ompliant 3 4 0.13% 
r. 69. - #non<ompliant 3 4 0.13% 
s. 3. (1) S. - #non-compliant 3 4 0.13% 
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:.'.:~:, ··~· ... ""'· ....... .Y., 

. ~ t aw or Regulation Section 

s. 33. (4) 4. - #non-compliant 
s. 6. (1) (b) -#non-compliant 

r. 100. - #non-compliant 
r. 103. (1) - #non-compliant 

r. 107. (3) L - #non-compliant 
r. 107. (4) 3. v. - #non-compliant 

r. 110. (2) 4. -#non-compliant 
r. 136. (2) 1. - #non-compliant 
r. 14. - #non-compliant 
r. 15. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 

r. 17. (1) (d) - #non-compliant 
r. 17. (1) (f) - #non-compliant 

r. 17. (1) (g) - #non-compliant 
r. 21. - #non-<ompliant 
r. 219. (1) - #non-<ompliant 
R228_comp - #non-compliant 
r. 26. (3) 10. - #non-compliant 
r. 26. (4) (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 27. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 34. (1) (c) - #non-<ompliant 
r. 35. (1) - #non-compliant 
r. 40. - #non-compliant 
r. 43. - #non-compliant 

r. 52. (2)-#non-compliant 
r. 53. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 
r. 54. (b) -#non-compliant 
r. 71. (3) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 71. (5) - #non-compliant 
r. fr1. (2) (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 90. (1) (b) -#non-compliant 
r. 90. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 

s. 20. (2) (d) - #non-compliant 

s. 23. (1) (a) (i) - #non-compliant 
s. 24. (1) 1. - #non-compliant 

s. 29. (1) (b) - #non-<ompliant 
s. 3. (1) 9. - #non-compliant 

s. 30. (1) 3. - #non-compliant 
s. 31. (2) 4. - #non-compliant 
s. 6. (9) 2. - #non-compliant 
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3 
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3 
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3 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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3 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 
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i<# ofnon7 
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4 

4 
3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 

3 

3 

Percent of non

~mpliance 

findings 

0.13% 

0.13% 

0.10".6 
0.10% 
0.10".6 

0.10"-' 
0.10".6 
0.10",6 

0.10% 
0.10% 
O.lO"Ai 

0.10% 
0.10% 

0.10".6 
0.10",6 
O.lO"Ai 

O.l O"AS 
0.10",6 
0.10",6 
0.10",6 
0.10",6 

0.10"-' 
O.l O"Ai 

O.l O"Ai 

O.l O"Ai 
0.10",6 

O.l O"Ai 
0.10",6 

O.l O"Ai 
O.l O"Ai 

O.lO"Ai 

O.lO"Ai 

O.l O"Ai 

O.l O"Ai 

O.lO"Ai 
0.10% 

O.l O"Ai 

O.l O"Ai 

O.lO"Ai 

Percent · 

Covered by · 
Suggested IPS· 

, , 
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,, Law or Regulation-Section 

s. 76. (2) - #non-compliant 
s. 76. (7) - #non-compliant 

s. 79. (3) (c) - #non-compliant 

s. 79. (3) (g) - #non-compliant 

s . 79. (3) (o) -#non-compliant 

s. 8. (1) - #non-compliant 

s. 85. - #non-compliant 
s. 86. (3) - #non-compliant 

r. 131. (3) - #non-compliant 
r. 232. =#non-compliant 

r. 31. - #non-compliant 
r. 37. (1) (b) - #non-compliant 

r. 44. - #non-compliant 

r. 88. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 10. (1) - #non-com pUant 

r. lOL (2) (d) - #non-compliant 
r. 101. (3) -#non-compliant 

r. lOL (3) (c) - #non-compliant 

r. 107. (1) -#non-compliant 

r. 107. (3) 5. -#non-compliant 

r. 107. (4)-#non-compliant 

r. 107. (4) 4. ii. - #noncompliant 

r. 109. (b) - #non-compliant 

r. 110. (2) 1. -#non-compliant 

r. 110. (2) 3. -#non-compliant 

r. 110. (2) 6. -#non-compliant 

r. 110. (7) 7. -#non-compliant 

r. 112. 3. - #non-compliant 

r. 112. 7. - #non-compliant 

r. 114. (2) -#non-compliant 

r. 114. (3) (a) - #non-compliant 

r. U. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. U9. (1) (a) (iii) - #non-compliant 
r. 129. (1) (a) (iv) -#non-compliant 

r. 129. (1) (b)-#non-compliant 

r. 130. 2. i. - #non-compliant 

r. 131. (1) - #non-compliant 

r. 131. (5) - #non-compliant 

r. 141. (1) - #non-compliant 
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3 
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3 
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3 
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2 
2 
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2 
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3 
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3 
3 

3 

3 
3 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

percent of non

compliance 

findings 
"' l· 

0.10"-' 
0.10"-' 
0.10"-' 
0.10"-' 
0.10"...6 
0.10"...6 
0.10"-' 
0.10"...6 

0.10"-' 
0.10"...6 
0.10"...6 

0.10"...6 

0.10"...6 
0.10"...6 
0.06"...6 
0.06% 
0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06"...6 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

Percent~ .. 

Covered by · ·'. 

Suggested IPs 
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,, taw or Regulation Section· 

.. t ::;., 

r. 162. (3) #non-<:ampliant 

r. 17. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 

r. 212. (1)-#non<ompliant 

r. 212. (1) 3. -#non-compliant 

r. 219. (4) (c)-#non-compliant 

r. 221. (1) 1. - #non-compliant 

r. 221. (1) 2. - #non-compliant 

r. 221. (1) 5. -#non-compliant 

r. 221. (1) 6. -#non-compliant 
r. 229. (2) - #noncom pliant 

r. 229. (2) (d)-#non-compliant 

r. 229. (2) (e) - #non-compliant 

r. 229. (9) - #non-compliant 

r. 24. (1) - #non-compliant 

r. 245. L - #non-compliant 
r. 25. (1) (b) -#non-compliant 

r. 26. (3) 4. - #non-compliant 

r. 26. (3) 8. - #non-compliant 

r. 32. - #non-compliant 

r. 33. - #non-compliant 

r. 35. (2) ·#non-compliant 

r. 37. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 48. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 51. (2) (g) -#non-compliant 

r. 51. (2) (h) - #non-compliant 

r. 51. (2) (h) (iv) - #non-compliant 

r. 53. (4) (a) - #non-compliant 

r. 55. (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 68. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 68. (2) (c) - #non-compliant 

r. 69. 3. - #non-compliant 

r. 71. (1) (a) -#non-compliant 

r. 71. (1) (f) - #non-compliant 
r. 71. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 

r. 71. (3) - #non-<:ampliant 
r. 71. (3) (a)-#non<ompliant 
r. n . (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 72. (3) (b) - #non-compliant 

r. 73. (1) 11. -#non-compliant 
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2 2 
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~ 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

0.06"-' 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06"-' 

0.06"-' 

0.06% 
0.06% 

0.06% 

Percent:-. 
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~;.::.(): .~\~ ; ·~:8· /f;.·:;:~: («,' ·~ ~v ~::; ,:;:,_,-. <t~: ': 'ii~ ~ . 4\ .,;~··:·-~k~ . 
:# Fa'ciliti~ tfiaf: : ,<#i>fnon.'. ... Percent:ofncih-· ·''-Percent:.:• 
'" h~~~~~~o . f ' ~rt1Pli~n~; < ofc~intitan~e!: •' c~~r~;tl)~ " 

......... , ........ .... :~:.~~n~'[fr.~. ,; . ,~fi~d~~~~:~': •. n~~~~;:~< ~5,~~.~~~:dJ~s' 
r. 73. (1) 6. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
r. 8. (2) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

r. 89. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
r. 89. (1) (b) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

r. 96. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
r. 97. (1)-#non-i:Ompliant 2 2 0.06% 

r. 98. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 20. - #non-i:Ompliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 22. (1) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 23. (1) (a) - #non-i:Ompliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 29. (2) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 3. (1) 11. ii. - #non-i:Ompliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 3. (1) 11. iii. -#non-i:Ompliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 3. (1) 13. -#non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 3 . (1) 14. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 31. (2) 6. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 31. (3) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 33. (4) 3. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 35. (a) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 57. (2) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 6. (10) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 76. (2) 3. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 76. (7) 3. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 76. (7) 4. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 78. (2) (c) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 78. (2) (h) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 79. (3) (n) -#non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 79. (3) (p) -#non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
s. 84. - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 

s. 85. (3) - #non-compliant 2 2 0.06% 
r. 26. (3) 17. -#non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
r. 47. (4)-#non-i:Ompliant 1 2 0.06% 

r. 73. - #non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
s. 31. (2) 2. -#non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
s. 6. (11) (b) - #non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
s. 76. -#non-i:Ompliant 1 2 0.06% 
s. 86. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
s. 91. (1) 4. - #non-compliant 1 2 0.06% 
r. 101. (1) 2. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
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''!I! ·-: "', ·/' ,.,. ) ~:; 

.,. . , # F<lcilit i~ that: ;-:It of non-:-

" taw or Regulatlon.:Seetlon 
•. •/;•·.I ' 

r. lOL (1) 3. - #non-compliant 
r. 101. (1) 3. i. - #norKOmpliant 
r. lOL (2) (a) - #norKOmpliant 
r. 101. (2) (c) -#non-compliant 
r. lOL (3) (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 103. - #non-compliant 

r. 104. (1) -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (1) 2. -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (1) 4. -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (2) -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (3) 2. -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (4) L -#non-compliant 

r. 107. (4) 3. iv. -#non-compliant 
r. 107. (4) 4. i. - #non-compliant 

r. 109. - #non-compliant 
r. 110. (1) -#non-compliant 
r. 110. (2) -#non-compliant 
r. UL (2) - #non-compliant 
r. 112. 4. - #non-compliant 
r.113- #noncompliant 
r. 113. (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 116. (3) (b)-#non-compliant 
r. 12. (2) (b} - #noncompliant 
r. 12. (2) (e) = #noncompliant 
r. 122. (1) (b)-#non-compliant 

r. 126. - #non-compliant 
r. 129. (1) (a) (i)-#non-compliant 
r. 13L (4.1) (b)-#non-compliant 

r. 13L (4) (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 134. (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 136. (1)-#non-compliant 
r. 136. (2) 2. -#non-compliant 
r. 136. (6) -#non-compliant 
r. 145. (1) - #noncompliant 

r. 145. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 
r. 146. (4) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 148. (2) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 148. (2) (d)-#non-compliant 

r. 15. - #non-compliant 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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1 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Percent of non
<eompliance 
v findings 

0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03"...6 
0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03"...6 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 

0.03% 
0.03"...6 

0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03% 
0.03"...6 

0.03% 
0.03% 
O.Q3% 

0.03% 

0.03% 

Percent:. 
Covered by -
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·~ t.aw or RegulaUon,SecUon, 

r. 213. (4) - #non-compliant 

r. 215. (1)-#non<ompliant 

r. 215. (2) (b) - #non-<:ompliant 

r. 216. (2) - #no n-<:ompliant 

r. 218. 2. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 218. 3. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 219. (4) (a) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 221. - #non-compliant 

r. 221. (1) 3. -#non-<:ompliant 

r. 221. (4) -#non-<:ompliant 

r. 224. (1) 1. - #non-<:ompliant 

r. 225. (1) 3. -#non-<:ampliant 

r. 225. (3) - #non-compliant 

r. 228. 1. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 228. 3. - #non-a>mpliant 

r. 228. 4. - #non-aimpliant 

r. 229. (1) - #noncompliant 

r. 229. (3) -#non-compliant 

r. 229. (5) (b) - #non-<:ompliant 

r. 230. (4) 1. viii. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 230. (4) 3. -#non-<:ompliant 

r. 24. (2) - #non-<:am pliant 

r. 24. (2) 2. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 24. (3) (a) -#non-<:ompliant 

r. 245. L ii. -#non-<:ampliant 

r. 26. (3) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 26. (3) 14. - #non-<:ompliant 

r. 26. (3) 6. - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 26. (4) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 27. (1) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 27. (1) (b) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 29. - #non-<:ompliant 

r. 30. (1) - #non-aim pliant 

r. 305. (2)-#non-compliant 

r. 31. (2) - #non-aim pliant 

r. 34. (1)-#non-compliant 

r. 34. (1) (b) - #non-<:ampliant 

r. 34. (2) - #non-compliant 

r. 48. (1) - #non-<:ampliant 
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. have non-: • 
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1 
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l 

)',- ,.,. ( , 
;:;# ofn~n-: Percent of non- , Percent 

compliance compliance- Covered by ~ ~ 

i findlngs" findings Suggested IPs 
~ ; ,_ <;~ { ' ' ' 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

l 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.0'.3°-' 

l 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 

1 0.03% 
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., Law or Regulation Seetlo.n-
·, .A 

•• fQI. " 

r. 48. (2) (b) ·#non-compliant 
r. 49. (3) - #non-compliant 
r. 50. (2) (b) - #non-compliant 
r. 50. (2) (c) ·#non-compliant 
r. 51. (1) 5. - #non-compliant 
r. 51. (2) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 51. (2) (f) - #non-compliant 
r. 51. (2) (h) (iii) - #non-compliant 
r. 52. - #non-compliant 
r. 53. (2) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 53. (3) -#non-compliant 
r. 57. (a)-#non-c:ompliant 
r. 58. - #non-compliant 
r. 65. (2) (b)-#non-c:ompliant 
r. 65. (2) (f) - #non-compliant 
r. fil. (1) -#non-compliant 
r. 70. (d) - #non-compliant 
r. 71. - #non-compliant 
r. 71. (1) -#non-compliant 
r. 71. (1) (b}-#non-c:ompliant 
r. 71. (1) (e) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (1) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (2) (b} - #non-c:ompliant 
r. 72. (2) (e) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (2) (f) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (3) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (4) (c) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (5) - #non-compliant 
r. 72. (7) (b) - #non-compliant 
r. 73. (1) - #non-compliant 
r. 73. (1) 5. - #non-compliant 
r. 73. (2) - #non-compliant 
r. 74. (2) - #non-compliant 
r. 82. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 
r. 87. (2) (a) (i) - #non-compliant 
r. 88. (1) - #non-compliant 
r. 89. (1) - #non-compliant 
r. 89. (1) (a) (ii) - #non-compliant 
r. 89. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 
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r. 9. (1) 1. iii. B. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

r. 90. (2) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03"-' 

r. 92. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

r. 96. (a) -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

r. 96. (e) (i) -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
r. 97. (1) (b)-#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
r. 97. (2)-#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
r. 99. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
r. 99. (e) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 104. (1] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 104. (2] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 11. (1) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 147. (4) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 15. (1) (c) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 151. (bl - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 20. (2] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 21. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 23. (1) -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 29. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 29. (1] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 29. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 3. (1] 11. i. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 3. (1) 16. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 31. (2) 5. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 3L (3) (a)-#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 3L (3] (b) -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 31. (3] (c]-#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 33. (4] 1. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 33. (4) s. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 33. (5] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 36. (2] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 44. (7] (b) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 44. (10] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 59. (7] - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 6. (9] 3. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 64. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 7. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 71. (1) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 76. (2] 1. -#non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
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. , . ..,.,';: • j 
.. •. ~ ' .. 

x• . .. ~ ~ .. .t#ofno~ . Percent of non- · .Percent"- • · 

\:. Law or Regulation Section have non-:· ~ compliance compliance Covered by . 
.•. .. compliance ' ~~fi~dihgs~ findings Suggested IPs .. 

.~ .. ... . :;,. ~. "} .;.} '"x'.· 

s. 76. (6) 2. -#non<ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 76. (7) 1. - #non<0mpliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 78. (1) (a) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 78. (2) - #non<ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 78. (2) (d) - #non<ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 78. (2) (g) - #non<0mpliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 79. (2) - #non<0mpliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 79. (3) (d) - #non<ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 8. (1) (a) - #non-<:ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 8. (3) - #non<0mpliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 85. (4) (a) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 85. (4) (b) - #non<ompliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 86. (2) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03"-' 

s. 9. - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 9. (1) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 

s. 91. (2) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03% 
s. 91. (4) - #non-compliant 1 1 0.03"-' 

Total Ad Hoc Noncompliance 3142 100.00% 
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This is Exhibit "N" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
Day of July 8 

#38876J 



From: Candace Chartier 
To: 
Subject: 

Smith. Sharon Lee CMOHLTC\: Lvtle. Nancy CMOHLTC}: Pollard. Brian CMOHLIC\; Sjmpson. Karen CMOHLTCl 
Fwd: Urgent 

Date: October 5, 2016 10:46:02 AM 

Please see below. You may have already been notified. 
It was easier to just forward what I sent my team. 
Best 
Candace 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <CChartier@oltca.com> 
Date: October 5, 2016 at 10:44:48 AM GMT-4 
To: Senior Staff <SeniorStaff@OLTCA local>, Bill O'Neill 
<Boneill@KeosjngtonHealth or&> 
Subject: Urgent 

Hi everyone 
You may want to sit down for this .. .. 
Jim Lavelle just called me. A nurse that worked for him from 2007-2014 (she was 
fired in 2014 due to medication errors) walked into a Toronto Police station and 
has admitted to murdering seven residents with insulin injections. She admitted 
to trying to kill four additional residents but they apparently lived. She admitted 
to working at another home called Telford Place (can we check and see if a 
member?) and murdered a resident there with insulin as well and finally, then 
went on to admit she worked for Life Care Agency and murdered another 
resident. At first police thought there was mental illness issues around this 
confession but apparently was assessed by a psychologist and they believe it is 
true. Caressant Care has hired David Golden and a PR firm to help them get 
through this. They will be notifying ministry as well. We need to be prepared for 
a lot of media as bodies will have to be exhumed, families notified and a full 
scale investigation. I am literally sick to my stomach and can't even imagine this 
horror. On top of it all she has only given police the first names of residents. 

Candace 
Sent from my iPhone 

LTCI00062126-1 



This is Exhibit "0" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
Day of July, 2 
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t?ontario Ministry ot Hllntti1 
Ond LO.llU·T,mJ ~ore 

Off...site Preparation for Onwsite Inquiry I 
lm;pe~tion Plan 

Log # .(s): 029609··/lf> 

Licens~e Official Name: 

L TCH Ni=lme & Address 
(if different from apove): 

.Administrator Name: 

Off-Site Prepa~ation D(;!te~ 

Home ID: 2636 

Caressant Care Nttr$lng and Retirement Homes Limited. 

C~ress~nt Care Woodstock 
81 FYfe Ave 
Woodstock, Ont~rio 
N4S 8Y2 

? 

October 26, 2016 

lnspector(s) Name & ID# (Identify Team Lead if 
more than one Inspector: 

Rhonda Kukoly #213 
Marian McDonalq #137 

lhspection Date: October 28, 2016 Most Recent Inspection Date: August 30, 2016 

Meeting Date, Time, & Place (prior to entry): To be determined 
. ' 

ln~pecti9_n ·Typ~·; _:' .. ::: : ... :·:. ·:· .. . . 

. . . . ,.,, .. ~. . .. : ..... ... .. ~· ........... . . .. ~. . . . . ... . . . -; . . ··- .......... · 

U On-Site Inquiry LJComplaint ~ Critical lnGicJent System (CIS) LJ Follow-up 

D Other 

D Concurrent lnspectlon(s) 

.... 
Gather SLipplle~~: . ::· .·:: :: · .. : . · · . . . .. ... .. . . . . . . .. 

1 
. ... ; 

. . . . ( . ..... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . 

~Tablet, air card, VPN token, encrypted USB key, power cord, -and power bar, ~xtra bc;ittery as nf]eded 
~ lns.peqtor Certificate 6f Appointment and name tag 
~ Business cards 
~ B.lackberry 
~ Portable printer, paper (optional) 
~ Oth~r relevant supplies (e..g., emergency back-up pc;iper cople$, legislation, thermometer) 

. .. 
··:1nspef;ti~~ Plan '.·d·J:icfa,~~~~-·-~ ·· ... .... ·.··. ·· 

. . :~ .... :· .. .::::. : .... "' .. ,"' . . . . : . . . .: . ':: ."';' ~··:: . 

Complete an inspection plari below, in as much detail as possible, using the questions below as a gl.lide. 

How? 
-- How will the information be gathered, e.g. ! through interviews .• observations, ·record reviews? 
Notes: 

Who? 
- Who can provide th~ information - resident, SOM, staff (encourage to interview from unregu·lated care 

providers, then registe(ed staff then manaoer etc.)?· 

LQIP~ Off-site Prepa,ration for On~slt~ Inquiry I Inspection PJan - Augus.t, 2013 draft 1 
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Who are the most app"ropriate inspectors to cpnduct the inspection ancl how many? 
Notes: . · 

What? 
What potential questions neeq to be developed to clarify what t)apper:ied and:when? What IP(s) should be 
used or legislation referenced? 
Notes: 

Where? 
Where cari the information be found, e.g., resident. room, specffjc unit, records? 
Notes: 

When? 
When is the most appropriate time to gather the. information e.g., on a weekend. on ,a specific shift, or during 
regular b~siness hours.? 
Notes: 

PHASE 1 Initiated Octobe.r 5, 2Q16" (Collection of materials) 

Inspectors #21.3 Rhonda Kukoly and .#610 Natalie Moroney arrived at the home on October 5, 2016 and met 
with the Director of Care (DOC) Helen Crombez to obtain the following list of materials. There was no 
Administrator working in the home at Hie time of the visit (had retired on September 30, 2016). 

DoGum.ents provided by Caressant Care Wood~tock DOC Helen Crombez to Peggy Skipper on October 6, 
2016. 

Materials outlined below dating June 27, 2007 to March 31, 2014 

Employ~e file 
Resume 
Date ·of:Hire -June 27, 2007. 
Orientation documents 
(1) Reference Letfer from former employer, Christian Horizons 
Employee Evaluation - December 1'1, 2008 
Employee Evaluation - December 19, 2013 
Internal man~gemerit Investigation note$ including $taff interview re: complaint!:! about employee 
performance 
Performance/Disciplinary Action Relat~d to Employee: 

• Medication Incidents/ Errqts 
• Treatments lricide·nts/Errors 
• Communication with co-workers. (Discrirninatiqn/Harassment) 
• Disrespectful communication with Resident 
• Lack of Assessment 
• Abs~nteeism. 
• Incorrect/Lack of Documentation 

The Number of Perfo.rmance/Dlsc!pHna.ry Aetlons in -the form of: 
• Counselling 
• Verbal Warning 
• Wr.itten Warning 
•. 1 Day suspensions 
• 5 Day Suspensions 

LQIP- Off-site Prf)pafation for On-site lnq(Jiry / Inspection Plan -A\,JglJst, 2013 draft 2 
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• Letter of Termination (Administered w·ro"ng ·medication) " March 31, 2014 
Medication Incident reports ~ :employee related 
Records of meetings and discussions 
Physician's Notes regarding illness and absences 
Written complaints from co-workers 
Record of Em-ployment 
Letter of Termination - March 31 i -2Q14 . 
College of Ntirses-Report form for facility operators arid -employees 

Employee Shift Schedple - 2007- 2014 
Resident Death Records - May 2007 - May 2014 

PHASE 2 To be initiated Oct 28, 2016 

This phase·cif the lnspe-ction wHf be conducted to gather information and begin the process of Inspection for 
a review of: 

1. The following Inspection Protocols·, in whale or part: Medication, Training and Orientation, 
Reporting and Complaints, Sufficient Staffing and Critlcal Incident Response 

2. An initial review of any medication errors/incidents made or identified by the identified employee (RN 
EW)'- did any-incidents require reporting to the Director and If so were they repo:rted to the Director-
a~. required in the. le9islatlon · 

3. A review of the identified employee (RN EW) file including: date Qf hir~. reference check~. orientation 
and training records, ,any disciplinary actions or performance issues and performance reviews-, date_s 
and type of employment, reason left employment and any ·other relevant Information 

4. To obtain contact information, c;is available, for -any management staff n·o longer witti the organization 
who was employed at the Ume home at the time that the. employee {RN EW) was at the home 

5. To obtain a copy Qf the ·copy of the cor)tra_ct with the Pharmacy Service Provider who was in pl a cl;} at 
the time that the employee was at the home (RN EW) 

The Inspection will be coll)pleted rel~ted to the time period of June 2007 to March 2014. 
The employee-identified lncudes: RN Elizabeth Wettlaufer 
Identified residents inclutje: James Silcox'\ Maurice Gra.n"!t\ HeJen Matheson'", Gladys Millan;!", Helen 
Young*, Maureen Pickering*, Mary Zurawlnski", Clotilda Adriano, Albina Demedeiros, Wayne- Hedge~, Mike 
Pridqle 

Request a print-out/copy of the list -of residents who transferre.d to hospital with dates. 

Who? 

- Administrator 
- Director of Care 
- Registered staff - 3 in total who are responsible for air or a portion of the medication management system 
- Pharmacy service provider (f needed to collect further information necessary to complete th~ Medication lP 

Inspection to be completed by 2 nursing inspeoto~s 

What? 

*****Home IP's only to be used -due to phase 2 bein'g a review of systems and process lri place Jn 
the home 

Medication Inspection Protocol 

LQIP- Off~site Preparati'on fOr On-site Inquiry I Inspection Plan -August, 2013 draft 3 
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Complete the Medication IP, in its entirety according to the procedure as outlined. 

Training and Orientation Inspection Protocol 
Complete relevan~ sections of this' IP with the DOC and/or staff educator and 3 registered staff in the home. 

Part A according to the procedure as Ol!tlined for the -questions below: 
Question #1 - staff training before performing duties specifically related to BOR, Mission Statement, Abuse· 
policy, Mandatory Reporting, Whistleblowing :Protections, all other .actions relevant to the employees 
respo11sitii!ities, and any other areas provided for-in the regulations 
Question #2 - staffing tfaining before preforming duties related to complaints 
Question #4 - annual retraining as required 
Ques1ipn #5 . ._ r,easses.sment of staff training needs 
Question #6 - training needs were addressed 
Question #7 - additi9naf training for direct ca.re staff abuse recognit.ion and behaviours 
Question #9 - annual training for all direct care staff 
Question #10 - training related to behaviours and persons with dementia 
If ANG is identified ill Part A - move to the .appropriate questions in Part B 

Cr'iii<:~l Incidence Resp()ns.e IP 
Complete reievant _sections of this IP with the Administrator and DOC and a during a review of all home 
identified incidents h~vqlved the identified RN (EW) and any hqme i{:!entlfled medication incidenc,es, for the 
identified residents 

Col')1ple.te this IP according to the procedure outlined. specifically for: 
PartB 
Question #3, parts 3 and 5 - repqrti[lQ of missing or unaccounted for controlled substances and medica'tipn 
incioem for which resident was taken to hospital 

Pf!rt C (if appropriate) 
Qu.estion #5 - follow· up report to the Director within 10 .d 
Question #6 - report to be completed for those i.nvolved 
Ques,tion #7 - report to Include actions takeh by the home 
Question #8 - report to ·1nclllde analysis and FU action 
Question #9 - report to include lnfo-rmation regarding author of report and if inspector notiti~d and when 
Question #1 O - if serious incident/injury ·was SDM notified · 

Sufficient $tijfflng IP 
Complete with the DOC and/or staff educator in the L TCH 
·complete according· to the pmcedure as bl!tlined for the questions below: 
Complete Part A 
Question #1 - Certification of Nurses 
Question# 30- Staff Qualifications, (General) 

Reporting and Oomplalnts IP 
Complete With the Administrator and DOC and 3 registered staff in the home 
Complete entire IP according to the procedure as outfined for any complaints the home received regarding 
the identified employee (RN EW) or 3 complaints'receiVed n~garding medications or the care of residents · 

Where? 

111 clini¢al re.cords of identified records. related to home identified medicatiQn incidents only 
Interviewed to be conducted via telephone and face to face 
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Training records 
Employe.e files (RN EW) 
CIS system 
Meeting Minutes 
Medicallon Error Forms 
Risk Managemen~ forms
Policies ahd Procedure-s 
Medication room 
!ntemal investigation files and notes 
Complaints log and ·files and records 

When? 

Regular business hours . 

. .. ... : ... ;::·· 
. : . ·: ... :: ...... .':', . -· · · .. 

-·- .... 

...... ... --·-·· .... ·-. ·- ... ... . .. ... ·.. .. .... .... . .. . ........ .. . "'' " ···· . 
. . ! :;· ... . · 

···· .. -- -- · · · Review.-,t11~:Ucensee's · complianci:f Histo.ryJrf-tlle LTCH·: ... . ·:: :. ::;::::· .. : :: " · 
· · 1f not in-JQS · rfifef.to Com /i;{/Jcff:Histo ·::· .. wpfklh "' .d.0.c'µm~fit > · ·~: .. :: . ..... ::.:: .. _., 

1~i~~*?.~t''.'t~ \i&~JY~it~~~f ~~~r ,~~~~~i~~; 1\i~,iJ;ifeJ!:~1~~,~, ~~i~~i;~ 
. L TGHA,2007,S.0 .2007, c.8 
s.24(1) Reporting to th.e Director 

Aug ·30, 2016 - suspldon of abuse and the 
iR-RQI inf()rmatiori upon whlch·it was 

based was not Immediately· 
,__ _____ _,._i~ported to the Director 

LTCHA,2007,S.0.2007, c.8 , 
s.6(1) Restraints - PASD not 

Aug 3_0, 2016 included in plan of care; 
s.6(7) Pla·n of Care 

IR-RQI - care not provided as planned 
related to toileting and 
nutritional su lament 
L TCHA,2007,S .Q'.2007,-o.8 
s.23(1){a) Reporting & 
Complaints - very alleged, 

Aug 3o, 2016 suspected or witnessed inoid.ent 
ll~:Rql of ab1,.Jse. was not. immediately 

Investigated 
·s.23 2 - outcome of the 

co 2016_326569_0021 

VPC 2016_·326569_0021 

VPC 2016_326569_0·021 

LQIP- Off"site Preparation for On-site Inquiry I Inspection Plan~ AU$JUSt, 2013'.draft 
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investigation was not reported to 
the Director and amendment 
was not completed 
O.Reg. 7.9/10, r.8(1)(b) 

Aug ~o. 2016 
Policy- did not comply with 

IR-RQI process rel~ted to ·notification of .WN 2.016_326569_0021 
faniily/POA of medication 
changes'. 

Aug 30, 2016 0. Reg. 79/1 O, r:50(2)(q)(iii) 
Skin & Wound - RD referral not WN 2016_326569_002.1 IR-RQf 
completed 

Aug 30, 2016 O.Reg, 79/10, r.73(2)(b) 
Dining - resident given a meal WN 2016_326569_0021 IR-RQI 
before assistance was provtded 
O.Reg. 79/10, t.231(a) 

Aug 30, 2016 Records - written record was not WN 201a_326S69_0021 IR-RQI maint.alned for eac.h resloent of 
the home related to· consent -- --·-

July 13, 2016 LTCHA,2007,S.0 .2007, c.8 s. 
20(1) Abuse policy not complied WN 2016_303563_0021 
with 
O.Reg~ 79/10, s .. 26(3)19 plan of 

-· 
June 20, 2016 WN, C0#001 2016_258519_0007 care not based an safety risJ<s 
November 2, O.Reg. 79/10, s.101(2) related WN (issued as 

2015_416515_0032 Complie.d 
2015 to recerds not kept of compf ai~ts CO In RQI) A1,1a 30/1€? 

November 2, LTCHA,2007,8.0 .2007,c.8 .s.3 

2015 re~ident not beln.g cared for in a VPC 2015_416515_0032 
manner cCins!stent with needs ·-· -

October 27, O.Reg 79/10 s. 101. (2) 
WN 2015_277538_0031 2015 reeortlng anc;! compl~ ints -· 

Oct 19, 20·15 L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,c.8 s. 7-9 

ROI related to no minutes of RC VPC 201.5_ 416515_0030 
posted ·- ..... - ... 
L TCHA,2007,$.0 .2007,c.a-s.60 

Ocf 19,2015 
RQI related to no response to FC VPC 2015_416515_00~0 

e,oncerns _ ............ 
Oct 19, 2015 0 ,Reg. 79/1-0, s.49 related to VPC 2015_41651~_'0030 RQI post falls assessment not done 

L TCHA,.2007,S.0.2007,c.8 s.33. 
Oct 19, 2015 related to PASO not In p.lan of VPC 2015_416515_0030 
RQI care end alternatives/consent 

not documented 

Oct 19, 2015 O.Reg. 79/10, s.8 -policies on 

ROI 
complaints, clothing and VPC 20·15_ 416515_0030 
housekeeping not comolied with 

Oct 19, 2015 
L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,c.8 s.5 
unmanne.d poor during VPC 2015_416515_0030 

ROI 
emeroencv 

Oct ~9. 2015 O.Reg. 79/10, s,90 organi,zed co 2015_ 4'1('.?515_00'30 Complied 
RQI . pr0.Qram of maintenance Auo 30/16 
Oqt 1~ . 2015 O.Reg. 7.~110, -s.10.1 (1) arn;i(2) co 2015_416515_0030 C.omplied 
ROI complaints not resoonded to and Aua '30/16 

tQIP- Off-site Preparation for On-site Inquiry / Inspection Plan ~August, 2013 draft 6. 
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records kept 

Oct 19t 2015 
O.Reg. 19110, s.30-fC;Jilure to 

Rescinded 
RQI have written description of falls co 2015:_416.515_0030 

Jan 18/16 program 

Oct 19, .4015 
L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,c.8, Closed & 
s.24(1) - failure to rep.art ·abuse ' co 2015_416515_0030 reissued RQI 
to Dirac.tor· Auq 30/16 
O.Reg. 79/10, s.91 Hazardous 

July 30, 2015 Substance were· kept accessible WN, VPC 2015_262523_0020 I 

for residents ! 
- o. Reg. 79/10, s.8(1)(b) 

.JlJIY 7, 2015 
mandatory reporting policy - WN 2015_21713?_0027 suspected/actual abuse not 
cotriolied with 
o. Reg. 79/10, s.129(1) 

.Dec 8, 2014 Medication storage - med cart WN 2014_229213_0078 
ur1locked and unattended 
0 . Reg. 79/10, ·s .. 90(1) (b) 

Dec 8, 2014 Maintenance - no preveritattve WN, VPC 2014_229213_0078 and remedial maintenance 
procedures 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 50.(2)(b)(iv) 

DeG 8, 2014 Skin & Wound - weekly WN, VPC 2014_229213_0078 
assessments not completed 

Dec 8, 2014 0 . Reg. 79/10, s 41 Bed time & WN .2014_229213_0078 Rest Routines - not identified i 
LTCHA,2007,S.0 .2007,c,8, 

Deo 8, 2014 s:33.(4) Restraints - no consent WN 2014_229213_0078· 
for PASD 
L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,c.8, 

Deq 8, 2014 s.17(1) Communication & WN 2014_229213_0078 Response ·system - no call bell 
in B· dining room 
LTCHA,20'07,S.0.2007,c.8, 

De.c 8, 2014 s.15.(2)(c) Maintenance - WN, VPC 2014_229213_9078 
bathrooms, rooms, hallways; 
lounge in disrepair 
0 . Reg·. 79/10, s .. 15.(1) (a) Bed 

Dec 8, 2014 rails - bed assessment not WN, VPC 2014_229213_0078· 
completed 
L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,o,8, 

Dec 8, 2014 
s,6(1)(b)-Care plan - no WN 2014_229213_0078 
~chieva01e .90~1 in nutrition care 
olan 
L TGHA,2007,S.0.2007,c.8., 
s.3(1)(8) - Pr.ivacy (insulin given 
In dining room) 

Dec 8,.2014 L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,c,8, WN, VPC 2014_229213_0078 
s.3(1)(11) - PHI (medication 
strip p~ck(;!ges thrown in regul~r 
i:iarbage) 

Dec 8, .2014 No non-compliance 20.14· 229213_0079 . 

LQIP- Off~slte Preparaticii1 for On~site Jriqoiry I lnspecti6n.Plan - August, 2013 oraft 1 



Oct. 17, 2014 No non-com liance 
O.Reg.79/10,s. 218(2) ensure 
Hr~t no person p~rf orms thefr 

· Oct. 16• 2014 responsibilities 'before receiving 
trainin wifh mechanical lifts · 
O.Reg:79/10,s. 8 '(1)(b) r/t the 
procedure to check residents 

Oct 16· 2014 . clothing for personal items prior 
to sendin fo laund 

ALI . 8, 2014 No fin<;lin s 

2014 303563 0046 

WN, VPC 2014_303563,....0045 
Cleared 
Dec ·B/14 

WN 2014_303563_0044 
Cf eared 
Dec 8/14 

2014_229213J )051 
Cleared July OB, ~014 O.Reg. 79/10 s. 33 (1) r~l~ted to 

resident bathing'--· -----1-- -----1-- - ---- ----1-----'1 
July OB, ~014 O.Reg. 79110 s. 90 (2) relat~d to 

WN 2014_432112_0037 Dec 8/14 
Al!gust 21 , 

hot water tem eratures 
LTCHA,2007,S.0 .2007,;c.8, s. G. 

May 14.,'201'4 (1) 16. . 
Bill of RI hts 

0 .Reg.79/10 s.8.(1) (~). r 8.(1) 
May 14, 2014 (b) Failure to follow protocol · 

followin .~ fa ll 
May 14, 2014 O.Reg 79/10 s. 52 Pain 

Man~gement 
O.Reg 79/10, s107(1)5. -

March 21 • re.port. ing Cl for outbre;;ik. 2013 . 
1------4J!:.nm~cliat~ly 

November 141 .O.Reg.79/10,s.8(1)(b) rel~ted to 

2012 not foJloWing policy Md 
rotoc.ols ost fall 

November 14. L TCHA,2007,S.0.2007,cS,s.3(1) 
4. Related :to being cared·for in a 

2°
12 

manner consistent With needs 
March 14, 
2012 

LTCHA, 2007, 8'.0. 2007, c.8, 
s.8 3 . No RN on dut . 

O.Reg. 7:9/10, s. 73(1 )5. Staff did 
not realize flam, bacon, 

De.ce.mber 16, saµsage, hot dogs, and ribs 
2011 include pork (which a resident is 

all~rgjc to). Also did this with 
tomatoes. 

Oecemb,er ·'HJ. O,Reg .. 79/10, s.76(1). No cook. 
2011 e.m lo ed at the home. 

WNCO 2014_232112_0037 

WNVPC 2014....:260521 _0024 

WNVPC 2014_260521 _0024 

WNVPC 2014_260521_0024 

·wNVPC 2014....:260521 0024 -

WN, VPC 2014_260521_0023 

WN 2013_090172_0009 

WN 1VPC 2012_181105_0010 

WN,VPC. 201'2_ 181105_0010 

WN, VPC 2012_088135_0009 

WN 20.12_093145_:0007 

WN, VPC 2011~0901 72_0044 

WN, VPC 2011_090172_0044 

LQIP-" Off-site Preparation for On-site lnquiry l lnspectionPlan -August, :2013 draft 
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Cleared 
Dec 8/14 

Cleared 
oe·c ·8/14 
Cleared 
Dec 8/14 

Cleared 
D~c 8/1:4 

Cleared 
Dec 8/14 

Cleared 
Dec 8/14 

Cleared 
Oec 8/14 

Cleared 
Dec 8/14 
Cleared 
Dec 8/14 

Cleared 
Dec 8114 

Cleared 
Dec 8/14 
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t>ontario Mllllstiy or He~lth 
~nd Lena-Tenn Care 

Off-site Preparation for On-site Inquiry I 
Inspection Plan 

Log# (s): 029630-16 Home ID: 2643 

Licensee Official Name: Meadow Park Inc. cl Jarlette Limited 

Meadow Park NH 
L TCH Name & Address 
(if different from above): 

1210 Southdale Road East, 
London, Ontario 
N6E 184 

Administrator Name; Nicole Ross 

Off-Site Prep~ration Date: October 26, 2016 

lnspector(s) Name & ID# (Identify Team Lead if 
more than one Inspector: 

Inspection Date: October 28, 2016 

Natalie Moroney #610 
Neil Kikuta #658 

Most Recent Inspection Date: July 5, 2016 

Meeting Date, Time, & Place (prior to entry): To be determined 

_j ~-~~e.~~-i:~-~; .ir.~·~.!, .:;: '.,;_:. ~ ·.:.·\::_::;··.;:)_:'.:.: ... ;_ :\') :·,~>; .::.:: .. ._:-:. ... :::-.:··.·_:_: ,;-:.=. ~·.: :: :\·; <::::\·.:;~-: >:;.:::-_(~)/\~;<)_:{i_;,::,: \_'./= ·:.~~.::.:··;.: ,:.<:~. :.: ··:: ··;;<: ... ::;2 \.,_::;_.:·~; \.~_: 
U On-Site Inquiry UComplaint ~ Critical Incident System (CIS) U Follow-up 

D Other 

D Concurrent lnspection(s) 

... ~atii~r s~ppit~s: : .:" ::·:.· _:_>> ;'·'.-: ·: ·.\'·; . ·<:";.-_;_·::"·:·: .. : :.·.: :·: "=-:-;-.~ ... -: ..... ~.:;.: · '.:··: >: ::~(::~;:·::}<"'.(:.':·: :.·:·_:· .. :.< ·::.:·:/ :·.=::f:·:t-'-::t :'.:?:: .. :~~-:-:\:.;:>n .: 
~Tablet, air card, VPN token, encrypted USB key, power cord, and power bar, extra battery as needed 
[gJ Inspector Certificate of Appointment and name tag 
[gJ Business cards 
[gJ Blackberry 
IZI Portable printer, paper (optional) 
[gJ Other relevant supplies (e.g., emergency back-up paper copies, legislation, thermometer) 

Complete an inspection plan below, in as much detail as possible, using the questions below as a guide. 

How? 
- How will the information be gathered, e.g., through interviews, observations, record reviews? 
Notes: 

Who? 
- Who can provide the information - resident, SOM, staff (encourage to interview from unregulated care 

providers, then reQistered staff then manager etc.)? 

LQIP- Off-site P(eparatton for On-site Inquiry I Inspection Plan - August, ·2013 draft 1 
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- Who are the most appropriate Inspectors to conduct the inspection and how many? 
Notes: 

What? 
What potential questions need to be developed to clarify what happened and when? What IP(s) should be 
used or legislation referenced? 
Notes: 

Where? 
Where can the information be found, e.g., resident room, specific unit, records? 
Notes: 

When? 
When is the most appropriate time to gather the information e.g:, on a weekend, on a specific shift, or during 
regular business hours? 
·Notes: 

PHASE 1 Initiated October 6, 2016 (Collection of materials) 

Inspectors #213 Rhonda Kukoly and #61 O Natalie Moroney arrived at the home on October 6, 2016 and met 
with the Administrator Nicole Ross and the Director of Care (DOC) Deborah Currah-Bartlett to obtain the 
following list of materials. The DOC began working in the home on September 30, 2016. 

Documents provided by Meadow Park .London Administrator, Nicole Ross to Inspectors #213 Rhonda 
Kukoly and #610 Natalie Moroney on October 6, 2016. 

Documents provided by London Service Area Manager, Peggy Skipper to the Woodstock Police Services on 
October 6, 2016. 

Documents prov[ded by Meadow Park London Administrator, Nicole Ross to lnspector#213 Rhonda Kukoly 
on October 13, 2016. 

Employee file 
Application for employmenUEmployment Reference check/resume 
Date of Hire April 22, 2014 
Employee file checklist 
Employee offense declaration form 
Employee reference check 
Letter of confirmation of previous employment from Caressant Care Woodstock 
Copy of first aid certificate 
Employee file checklist 
Staff/volunteer Consent for Influenza Vaccine 
General orientation plan and documents 
Copy of acknowledgment for receiving a copy residents rights and zero abuse tolerance 
Confidentiality agreement 
Termination checklist 
Hours worked 
Date of Resignation September 26, 2014 (due to illness requiring treatment) 

Copy of critical incident for missing narcotics and pertaining documents including 
Classic Care Pharmacy shipping report 
Coov of druQ record book 

LQlP- Off-site Preparation for On-site Inquiry I Inspection Plan ~ August, 2013 draft 2 
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Staff statements 
Action Summary list of deceased residents 
Time schedule from April 20, 2014 to October 4, 2014 
Clinical record of resident Arpad Horvath 

PHASE 2 To be initiated Oct 28, 2016 

This phase of the inspection will be conducted to gather information and begin the process of inspection for 
a review of: 

1. The following Inspection Protocols, in whole or part: Medication, Training and Orientation, 
. Reporting and Complaints, ~ufficient Staffing and Critical Incident Response 

2. An initial review of any medication errors/incidents made or identified by the identified employee (RN 
EW) - did any incidents require reporting to the Director and if so were they reported to the Director 
as required in the legislation 

3. A review of the identified employee (RN EW) file including: date of hire, reference checks, orientation 
and training records, any disciplinary actions or performance issues and performance reviews, dates 
and type of employment, reason left employment and any other relevant information 

4 . To obtain contact information, as available, for any management staff no longer with the organization 
who was employed at the time home at the time that the employee (RN EW) was at the home 

5. To obtain a copy of the copy of the contract with the Pharmacy Service Provider who was in place at 
the time that the employee was at the home (RN EW) 

The inspection will be completed related to the time period of April 2014 to October 2014. 
The employee identified incudes: RN Elizabeth Wettlaufer 
Identified resid~nt includes: Arpad Horvath 

Request a print-ouVcopy of the list of residents who transferred to hospital with dates. 

Who? 

- Administrator 
- Director of Care 
- Registered staff - 3 in total who are responsible for all or a portion of the medication management system 
- Pharmacy service provider rt needed to co.llect further information necessary to complete the Medication IP 

Inspection to be completed by 2 nursing inspectors 

What? 

*****Home IP's only to be used - due to phase 2 being a review of systems and process in place In 
the home 

Medication Inspection Protocol 
Complete the Medication IP, in its entirety according to the procedure as outlined 

Training and Orientation Inspection Protocol 
Complete relevant sections of this IP with the DOC and/or staff educator and 3 registered staff in the home. 

Part A according to the procedure as outlined for the questions below: 
Question #1 - staff training before performing duties specifically related to BOR, Mission Statement, Abuse 
policy, Mandatory Reporting, Whistfeblowlng Protections, all other actions relevant to the employees 
res onsibilities, and an other areas rovided for in the re ulations 
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Question #2 - staffing training before preforming duties related to complaints 
Question #4 - annual retraining as required 
Question #5 - reassessment of staff training needs 
Question #6 - training needs were addressed 
Question #7 - additional training for direct care staff abuse recognition and behaviours 
Question #9 - annual training for all direct care staff 
Question #1 O - training related to behaviours and persons with dementia· 
If ANC is identified in Part A - move to the appropriate questions in Part B 

Critical Incidence Response IP 
Complete relevant sections of this IP with the Administrator and DOC and a during a review of all home 
identified incidents involved the identified RN (EW) and any home identified medication incidences for the 
identified residents 

Complete this IP according to the procedure outlined specifically for: 
Part B · . 
Question #3, parts 3 and 5 - reporting of missing or unaccounted for controlled substances and medication 
incident for which resident was taken to hospital 

Part C (if appropriate) 
Question #5 - follow up report to the Director within 1 O d 
Question #6 - report to be completed for those involved 
Question #7 - report to include actions taken by the home 
Question #8 - report to include analysis and FU action 
Question #9 - report to include information regarding author of report and if inspector notified and when 
Question #1 O - if serious incident/injury was SOM notified 1 

Sufficient Staffing IP 
Complete with the DOC and/or staff educator in the LTCH 
Complete according to the procedure as outlined for the questions below: 
Complete Part A 
Question #1 - Certification of Nurses 
Question # 30 - Staff Qualifications (General) 

Reporting and Complaints IP 
Complete with the Administrator and DOC and 3 registered staff in the home. 
Complete entire IP according to the procedure as outlined for any complaints the home received regarding 
the identified employee (RN EW) or 3 complaints received regarding medications or the care of residents 

Where? 

In clinical records of identified records related to home identified medication incidents only 
Interviewed to be conducted via telephone and face to face 
Training records 
Employee files (RN EW) 
CIS system 
Meeting Minutes 
Medication Error Forms 
Risk Management forms 
Policies and Procedures 
Medication room 
Internal investigation files and notes 
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Complaints log and files and records 

When? 

Regular business hours. 

- ' I 
,. . 

- - - ~ - ' 
~ - - -

Review the Licensee's Compliance History in the L TCA 
(If not In IQS, refer to Compliance History working document) 

Requirement 
Type of Action I Date 

L TCHA, 2007, S.O 2007 c.8, S? Complied 
- or O.Reg 79/10, s? (brief Order# [WN, Inspection# 

MMM/DD/Y : 
-

.ilescr/1Jtion) 
CO, WAO etc.) YYY ,, _ .. 

( }ulyS,201~ 
s.6 1 (c) plan of care did not .w" 
provide clear direction for WN, VPC 2016_457630_0026 
dressinQ and transferrinq 

- s. 6 (10) (b) plan of care not 

July 5, 2016 updated to reflect change in WN, VPC 2016_457630_0027 
care needs for dressing and oral 
care 
r. 221 (2) failed to ensure all 

July 5, 2016 staff received annual training on WN, VPC 2016_457630_0024 
the prevention of abuse and 
neolect 

,.\- r. 1 o 1 ( 1 )11!!1i13B.Ue .faiituil Q 2016_ 457630_0028 & 
July 5, 2016 inv.eetlgaat '""' ""'ep r~ds of WN, VPC 2016_ 457630_0027 & 

1 ... oomplaints / 2016 457630 0026 
Feb 9, 2016 r. 491Post fall assessment not WN, l\/PC !/f 

2016_262523_0010 
~ - completed. ~ 
/ Feb 9, 2016 n 8. -Policies of the home not WN, VPC 2016_262523_0010 

() complied with specifically related 
to post falls and bathinQ. 

( s. 6.t'Plan of care filOt based on WN, A/P-C 2016_262523_001Q 
Feb 9, 2016 residents needs and 

or:efer.er:iGes. 

~b. 16/16 L TCHA,s.6(2) plan of ~e: ~\ 024680-15 r- WN ~& 

' pain manaqement interventions 2016-216144-0014 

Feb. 16/16 Cl No Findings 034179-15 
2016-216144-0016 

Feb. 16/16 Complaint No Findings 002706-16 
2016-216144-0016 

Feb. 17/16 Cl No Findings 034390-15 
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2016-216144-0015 

Feb. 17/16 r. 231 Resident records re: not 
WN, VPC 

001552-16 
kept up to date 2016-216144-0017 

Feb.17/16 
r.8(1)(b) Policies not complied 

WN, VPC 
001552-16 

with re: admission checklist 2016-216144-0017 
LTCHA,s.3(1)(4) Bill of Rights 

001552-1.6 
Feb. 17/16 re: insulin not administered as WN, VPC 

2016-216144-0017 prescribed 
L TCHA, 2007, c.8 s. 5 steam 

Feb. 9/16 RQl 
table and hot beverage machine 

VPC 2016_457630_0003 
accessible to residents in dining 

/ --.......... rooms 
Feb. 9/16 R~ L TCHA, 2007, c.8.s. 6 (1) (2) (7) 

No clear direction for PASO; no 
pain assessment or pain plan of 

VPC 2016_457630_0003 
care; plan of care not based on 
vision needs; care not provided 
for continence & reoositionirn:i 

Feb. 9/16 RQI O.Reg 79/10, s. 8 (1) (b) policy 
not complied with for plan of 

VPC 2016_457630_0003 
care update; food temperature 
monitoring, weight monitoring 

Feb. 9/16 RQI 0.Reg 79/10, s. 17 (1) (a) call 
bell did not engage in resident VPC 2016_457630_0003 
bathroom 

Feb. 9/16 RQI O.Reg 79/10, s. 52 (2) chronic 
~ 2016_457630_0003 

pain not reassessed 
Feb. 9/16 RQI O.Reg 79/10, s. 73 (1) cold 

foods not within acceptable VPC 2016_457630_0003 
temp 

Feb. 9/16 RQI O.Reg 79/10, s.90 (1) 
preventative maintenance VPC 2016_457630_0003 
program not fully implemented 

Feb. 9/16 RQI O.Reg 79/10, s. 9 (1) (2) 
bathroom unlocked & WN 2016_457630_0003 
unsupervised 

Oct 9, 2015 No non-compliance 2015 418615 0030 

Oct 9, 2015 
Follow Up on Order, no non 

2015_418615_0029 
compliance 

July 28,2015 
O.Reg 79/10, s.15(1) bedrail WN,CO 

2015_418615_0019 
Complied 

assessment not done reissued Oc;:t 13/1'5 
July 28, 2015 No non-compliance 2015 418615 0020 

2015_217137_0024 
July 3, 2015 No ANC identified 2015_217137_0025 

2015 217137 0026 
O. Reg. 79/10, s.33(1) 

Complied 
May 5, 2015 Re: not receiving two baths per WN,CO 2015_217137_0020 

week 
May 8/15 

LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, 
May 5, 2015 s.33(1)11 .iv related to PHI being WN, VPC 2015_217137_0020 

accessible 
~pril 16, 2015 LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, WN,VPC 2015 418615 0003 
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s.6(1)(c) No clear directions in 
care plan re bedrails 

April 16, 2015 
0 .Reg 79/10,s.8(1)(b) policy re 

WN,VPC 2015_418615_0003 bedrails not complied with 

April 16, 2015 O.Reg 79/1 0, s.15(1) bedrail WN,CO 2015_418615_0003 Reissued 
assessment not done 
O.Reg 79/10, s.'50 weekly skin 

April 2, 2015 and wound assessments not W,N 2015_416515_0009 
done 
O.Reg 79/10, s.53 (4)b - related 

April 1, 2015 to no documented strategies to WN, VPC 2015_416515_0008 
address responsive behaviours 

April 1, 2015 
O.Reg 79/10, s.71 - related to 

WN 2015_416515_0007 
, 

menu items not available 
L TCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8. 

April 1, 2015 s.15 - related to home's WN 2015_416515_0007 
furnishings kept in good state of 
repair 

March 31, 
No non - compliance 2015_416515_0006 

2015 
O.Reg 79/10, s.46 related to 

March 31, new employee scheduled to 
WN 2015_416515_0005 

2015 work and not having current 
registration certificate with CNO 
LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8. s. 
15. (2) (a)(c)related to home, Complied 

Feb. 3/15 ROI furnishings and equipment not in WN&CO 2015_21 7137_0011 May 8/15 
good state of repair and nof kept 
clean & sanitarv 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
0 . Reg. 79/1 O, s.33(1) Not WN&CO 2015_217137_0011 Reissued 
receiving two baths per week 
L TCHA, 2007, c.8. s. 229.(4) 
IPAC program not all staff Complied 

Feb. 3/15 ROI participating in re: hand hygiene WN&CO 2015_217137_0011 May 8/15 
and unlabeled/improperly stored 
personal care Items 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.68(2)(e)(i) Complied 

. Feb. 3/15 ROI weights and re-weighs not WN&CO 2015_217137_0011 May 8/15 
completed 
L TCHA, 2007, c.8.s5 Safe & 
Secure Home re: doors not 

Feb. 3/15 ROI locked, hazardous substances WN&VPC 2015_217137_0011 
accessible and call bells not 
accessible 
LTCHA, 2007, S.0. 2007, 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
c.8.s3(1)4 & s.3(1)11 re: Bill of WN & VPC 2015_217137_0011 
Rights related to grooming and 
liltft accessible 
LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
c.8.6(7) - fells prevention care WN&VPC 2015_217137_0011 
not provided as specified in the 
plan 
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O. Reg. 79/10, s. 8(1)(a)(b) 
Feb. 3/15 ROI reweighs, missing clothing and WN&VPC 2015_217137_0011 

abuse policies not complied with 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.31(3}(4} related 

Feb. 3/15. ROI to sufficient staffing and staffing WN&VPC 2015_217137_0011 
plan evaluation 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.49(2) not 

Feb. 3/15 ROI completing post-fall WN & VPC 2015_217137_ 0011 
assessments 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.71(4) menu 

WN&VPC 2015_217137_ 0011 
items not available 
O. Reg. 79/10, s. 72(3)(a) foods 

Feb. 3/15 ROI · 
not prepared and stored to 

WN & VPC 2015_21 7137_0011 
preserve appearance and food 
quality 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.73(1)9 - not 

Feb. 3/15 ROI providing assistive devices to WN 2015_217137_0011 
assist with eating 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.89(1)(b)(c) 

Feb. 3/15 ROI related to insufficient linens and WN&VPC 2015_ 217137_0011 
linens no.t in good state of repair 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.97(1)(a) not 

Feb. 3/15 ROI notifying SOM re: incident of WN 2015_217137_0011 
abuse 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
0. Reg. 79/10, s.112.7 - using WN&VPe 2015_217137_0011 
prohibitive restraining devices 

Feb. 3/15 ROI 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s.12(2)(e) not 

WN&VPC 2015_217137_0011 
providlna easy chairs 

2014_229213_0070 
Nov.4, 2014 No non-compliance 2014_229213_0071 

2014 229213 0072 
Oct. 9, 2014 No non-compliance 2014_303563 0040 
Oct. 8, 2014 No non-compliance 2014 303563_0039 

0 . Reg 79/10, s. 8.(1)(b) policy 
May 23, 2014 not complied with regarding WN, VPC 2014-261522-12 

taking food temperatures 

April 02, 201 4 
s. 3. (1) Bill of Rights related to 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 
beina properly clothed 
s. 6. (1) Plan of Care related to 

April 02, 2014 plan did not set out clear WN, VPV 2014-255516-13 
directions 
s. 8. (1) Policies not followed 

April 02, 2014 
related to sanitary condition of 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 
medication storage areas and 
assessments related to falls 
s. 15. (2) related to home, 

April 02, 2014 furnishings and equipment not in WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 
aood state of repair 
s. 48.· (1) Interdisciplinary 

April 02, 2014 
Programs related t~ Falls 
Program not being 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 

interdisciplinary 
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s. 50. (2) Skin and Wound 
related to assessment not done 

April 02, 2014 using clinically appropriate tool 
and weekly assessments not 
done 
s. 91 related to hazardous 

April 02, 2014 substances being accessible 
due to unlocked door 
s. 221 . (1) Training related to 

April 02, 2014 staff training for falls not being 
done 
s. 229. (2) Infection Prevention 
and Control program not being 

April 02• 2014 interdisciplinary and not followed 
by all staff 
s.3. related to 2 windows 

April 02• 2014 ·opened greater than 15cm 
s. 17. (1) Communication 

April 02, 2014 System related to call bells not 
~ ~·~.~thi~s~ 

A ril 0;( 2f>1 / ) .:71 ~. Saft?' s~orage o~ dr~gs 
/ " P '~ ~ rel::ito:arl .io1{xo1red med1cat1on 
--

1 

;:--.. ~ 0 . Reg. 79/10, s.1'31'(3) relatea 
VJ"''"'', r 24 to medications left unattended 

2~~~a Y ' and administration delegated to 
) an unregulated health care 

"- _/ provider 

January 24, 
2014 

O. Reg. 79/10, s.135(1)(b) 
related to not informing POA of a 
medication incident 

December 2, 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 112 (7) -
2013 Prohibited devices (sheets) 
December 2, 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 53 (4)-
2013 Responsive Behaviours 
December 2, r.24- 24 Hour Admission Care 
2013 Plan 

October 31, 
2013 

October 31, 
2013 

October 31, 
2013 

October 31, 
2013 

L TCHA, 2007, S.0. 2007, c.8. s. 
15 (2) (a)-home furnishings are 
kept clean and sanitary and 
good state of repair-main kitchen 
cleanliness 
0 . Reg. 79/10, s 72(3)-(a)-Food 
Quality 
LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8. 
s.6(7)-not providing care as per 
the plan re snack and re~reation 
activities 
LTCHA, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8. 
s.6(1) (c )-snack list did not 
provide clear direction 

JUiy 10 & 1.1.- O~ Reg. 79/10, s_,:2?9.(4) - .. _. 
2013 =-- Re: not all staff particlpatihg~in 

WN, Vf:'C 2014-255516-13 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 

WN, VPC 2014-255516-13 

WN 2014-255516-13 

WN 2014-255516-13 

WN 2014-255516-13 

WN & VPC 2014_217137_0003 

WN 2014_217137_0003 

WN&VPC 2013_303563_0006 

WN & VPC 2013_303563_0006 

WN 2013_303563_0006 

WN & VPC 2013_183135_0064 

WN & VPC 2013_183135_0064 

WN & VPC 2013_183135_0064 

WN & VPC 2013_183135_0064 

WN & vpc 2013_217137_0010 - -- - --- -- . - -
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F . Pntario· ~1nJ111rv. ofJ1ea1111. • .. . . . . . ..... . . . , , 

..... . . .. . , ....... ·· :\.l.H .... · .. · .. . ···· ~~d.tono:i:ofl!l.~.~ro · ··· ·········:·-· .. :······· ·······:·· lnspect1on·.Plan ·········-······ ·· ······ ·· ····:·:······ :···· ·· ····--·· ······ ················ · ·:·· ·:··· ... ! 

"Log# (s): 295i83-16 

Licensee Official Name: 

L TCH Name & Address 
{if different from above): 

Administrator Name: 

Off-Site Preparation Date: 

Home ID: 2742 · 

Telfer Place 

TeJfer Place 
245 Grand River Street North 
Paris Ontario · 

Jlm Eagleton 

October 17, 2016 

lnspector(s) Name & ID# (Identify Team Lead If 
more than one Inspector: 

Lisa Vink .. 1 ea 
Lesley Edwards - 506 
Ph His Hlltz-Bonre - 129 

Inspection Date: October 28, 2016 Most Recent Inspection Date: please see compliance 
Hx 

Meeting Date, Time, & Place (prior to entry): To be determined 
'.{~,-·;: .. _ ... : : ... -"' '.,. . . . ··: ~t;' 

: ~ < 
:.__._·,,:-: 1n$ .· ectioh T .. e:. : ';:r '"'·•-.J?,'';.'.• .• ., .. ,,. ,. yp ./. •' ~ 

~ .; :<->~"(,;'-.,."(,;';:: >"\"'. ';. '. '--".: ~ • . .· .. :-. • ···~-=·· .. 

On-Site Inquiry x Complaint Critical Incident System (CIS) Follow-up 

0 Other 

D Concurrent lnspection(s) 

~at .. 1i~ ... s~mRJ.'l~~::~.:p::t;1f:\~;~f !~~~~~{~;i{~f ~~f:~:),,;~:,a~.0:-~~i~::;..:rr~:~;;~:~{:·1~:1:;\.:,~~::,,.~~:.f."L· .. ... ,· ·.·· .·_ .( .. ·~- _. ~. :~ .. -·~:rn:;i~n~rr~f :'°:"'''~i 
D Tablet, air card, VPN.token, encrypted USB key, power cord, and power bar, extra battery as needed 
D Inspector Certificate of Appointment and name tag 
D Business cards 
0 Blackberry 
D Portable printer, paper (optional) 
D Other relevant supplles (e.g., emergency back-up paper coples, legislation; thermometer) 

Complete an inspection plan below, In as much detail as possible, using the ·questions below as a guide. 

How? 
- ·How will the information be gathered, e.g., through interviews, observations, record reviews? 
Notes: 

Who? 
- Who can provide the Jnforrnation - resident, SOM, .staff (~ncourage to interview from .unregulated care 

roviders, then re istered staff then mana er etc. ? 
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- -... Who are the most appropriate inspectors to .conduct the inspection and how many?.:·. 
Notes: · · 

What? ' 
What potential questions need to be developed to clarify what happened and when? What IP(s) should be 
used or legislation referenced? · 
Notes: · , 

Where? 
Where can the information be found, e.g., resident room, specific unit, records? 
Notes: 

When? 
When ls the most appropriate time to gather the information e.g., on a weekend, on a specific shift, or during 
regular business hours? 
Notes: 

Mandatory/Critical Incident Description 

5-0ct~ 

2016 
15:50 

AMENDED 

Provlous Status 

SUBMIT-+eD 

Please Identify whether you are reporting a Mandatory Report or a Critical Incident: 
Mandatory ~~~'Qrt (LTCHA, 20011 . ...·.-:· ··.-.-. .. _ .. '. ._. 

. Which Mandatory Report category b~st applies? 

Abu~e/~~glecf [24(.1 H2)] 

Area/Loc~tion of Incident: 
<;>ther (ple~se -~·pacify) 

Pleqse specify (Area/Location) 
!;.~ilp~~i<)n Is unknown at this point. 

Select relevant sub-category as applies to Abuse/Neglect: 
Staff to resident 

Select relevant sub-type(s) as applies to Abuse/Neglect: 
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·· 1 . •.: .. ·:~-.... , ...... , .. ,, .. , ............... "":::·:·:.-;: . ': .... '"':·. '~ ..... ,l 
.. 

• ~ ' • ~ .. ;·, "'" .;,. · • · • ..... • ·'· '\ -~--· <j-• --~·.-' .1, • -~---.~u· ... ...:-. 

......... Bescrii)froii·onli·a· rr;cidenf .in"ii1uciii19··:e,;0rit~dea'ifii1"9-·up_fo_ffie·:0c·currence· .. ······-· ·- · ····· 

. f :~llJl~i~:.W.~i{~~fJt~~~:;;~1a~:r:;~~V:~~~~~~,CJ~1~~·': ~,, .. 
· · ;:9.Mt<?t~~~Ml_!)l1);itff.!:~~~r.!l~; Offl~er Phyllls Eastalake SP.~. 

i',QW'~)~W~~JJ.fS.~m:~W~~:eQ .~fld B~.91~~a! o.1~ecto:~ :c?!l~W~! 
:-Ml!J~~ ... ;n\::~::~:::::::::==:::=:::::::::::::::·:: ·::--:' . .': . . .. ,,;,~ 
:'$hA'.°Sfafo(l"~faf\lijas:'.jji\(estigating a·n allegat!On that tiatf 

Identifying Information 

i:g~~ .. M~#.At:p:i~~W:#fo~ °Willi Ponc:e:<)Hicer:. She s~teifi'
J~y the 'l"iame:on:nzabeth·:Wettl~ufer.who tiad checked h& 
-~G~,.~ ·r@mw:~MJ~mW~#J<f~tte~ptitj9 ·to i<m ion~·te:r;n;_< 
".Elizabeth ·ha.d .. state.d that.she attempted to kill the .resli;i~n ·' ·· a 
;_!elfer Pi.a_~9·~f'.~W!.~~·:ff.g:M}•ii_lts'.P,t _fasfa~~-'"g 1n~u1j~ '.!lrj:C1 :K 
acting lnsOlltf~'1-~ ~~-~--~1:1rvl~~d &ol)l:etlm~ 111· the Winter (>f 201 . 

. No further 1.nf:~tm:~t.1.9:~::w.~~ :-g1y.,h. O:r .. avall~b,e. Police .~uestion_ .; .. -.w ,_. .. 
she was· an ~:mi).1.t;>Y.~~ril'.l:~. KW:~~ J)i>_te~ tf'!at sf1e Is ,not~~- ~nf P!QY~~:9 . 

'Telfer Place buUi•fe.m · ·14 · e~:-!lf. 1.;lfe " tiar<t t-Jornecar~]$taff!it · · $ervl~ /.::~ 
· re1t'er Place Ciid :a:ck·noai~ife"ih'l!fe~e haS' wori<ea toflhlft16~e·over:20,1'5. , 
-aild 2016. ..:·· '-:::;:·:/~}~\)t\)j(~~~{f[:~~;~~t/·~~~:.}!~f-:· ·' - ;. __ ~:~~:'./;/;·:? .. · = · ~:;\/~~1fd~\ 

Name of home staff RESPONDING to Incident 
:wJ.~11~11~ :,cor;l~uese·n ooc -·=· · :.: '\(f :/i!?f:t:??:'.m:}~::t::::ii!\(:/ · -

Actions taken 
What care was given or action taken as a result of the Incident? 

~f~fill~ ~~ JW,:f~t~b~~!~; ;~11~is Eastlake w:t~:~~'.:"_~t~J~M~-' .. 

~~!;~." t·-.r:.~i.~~r\~~~~~~~~::~~~ ~~!~~ :~:~~Mt~;l~lr.a ~n~ ~a,~ " .~~~-~~~~f~h~;~f.1~)'9pr~~gte~" _wh.at she h~.(.f .. q.O,q~ i~ 
O.!l!h~~ J:l .. ~u1.,:Q~(~ .. 13 ...... ::~;f!?'~~·t9!~r.l.~l .M~·na9Jr of Clinical Ser.i?.l£~~;t~?, J 
Reyer~ b~gllJ! r~yl.~~f~~~ .. w.~i~ ". }Jr~a ·~ocu~_ented ch~ng~Jr:.f°(,.,: .,) . 

. cllnlcal atatu$. at$ f9llo.w~f~.:<'~;;::~~ ~: b·~ ', . ,,: :' . ·'·:' ,. :'/·:::y;· 
Oil ~ep~emb~r 6tht~.91M~i.ittJ.: . ~~~~n:.w! workeg _Q(! -~M- ~v?~ln~ ,:.. ,:;:~. ·. 
snlft. 2pm to 10pm •. O.l!r.m:~.J:!~;t.;.~~. ~,,.,, ,,,e dtr . me.nts In. re11l_de~t. ~~ndr~~Ji,_ : 

·chart that resident refl,i'!~~O~~r.P.~~~-~'Q. __ .. : P.revlou~ 24 hours of ·.-- ··· 
c.hartlng there 18 no not~~ l~:~i'.l~~>kiU:i::.,: tj~ :~,l,lgar btil th~re Is ndted .. 
decrease In fl uid lntakp ·: · .-·::<::::::::::: : : :~:;:;,:-:;:: :::.:- F"· · ... · · .. '· 

--~~ ~~~~=,~bo~~ ~!~~ ~~~i~:1r~f.~~\~~~~~t~Jf~~m·~~~t01~~~.=~~t~;~~~b;~ 
"f .. W~furfrespon.slve and· ~o~fd h~fW@~tw.®Var\ous stlml!li provided. 
· tfi(bi<fo~. sugar ~as takenJri~A9.~~~::~.0:·~?~J1.:w:~w~alled at 0130am and · 
-af,iived on at the Home. An IV wl\$.:~·u1"~-~ -:bi.i:ih£f P.~~~.m~dlcs and she was 
~~)y~AW d~xtrose. Within 2~ :il:i~~W~M.!fufl!J~J'.M.l~~~t•s ~ondltlon 
':1,mer.?.V~q ·she was respo.~~lye. _an9, .1H~::!'.1:9'·t~~ :llH.~-~~.ar:n th~t her__blood 
ri'j~Jg~r·was 6.7. She was not (~-~~~ :~¢.=.t:i.~.~pl~~' .~Y -P.~l!lmedlcs and remained 
;i~Jlie Home. She was 'p\it .~~--~yiifW:h~:~t.~W~Ct::~iqeo~e chE!ck_s and was · · 
Jh6flltored. Over the next ~~v¢r~I :¢.t.i.lf~~l~~Y~flher~. ls 'documentation that 
::notes difficulty v-ri_itt rri~Jri.,t~!.6.in#.:WM~J~:~,t~.-~n~ r«:sid_e,1'1~ ,was serit to .... : 
)lospltal and r~tu.r.ne,~,.~ , i;· x::;;:::::::\.::::::::':.:;: :::=:.:-.::: -.:·. :" .. ' . . . 
'With the. flndlP.9 of:t,111~A\~WJii~~r..m~~l~i):_1_1tt>'~1r}!lYestl~atloli the Police . . . 
Officer Phyllis E~. · 'f'~a,p,.<mf~$~~~ .. ~~~.l~t()_rn:ratloh. was· provided. The.Officer 
~ook all av·~ua.ble v;e!J>.a.l,,!t~,r:\·MH9-~.:~r.!~: n~~e,~ th~t Stie would be . . . . 
mterv!~Wlng 1h~. Nl!n!~.:P Bd1l .~,l~.p l9yee of _Tj31fer Plac_e). 
At this po!nt thls l~ :11n:~ , '"' ~ti(ldJrye Home.hasb.egun an internal 
investlaatloit · ., ''.Y' .dl?~f;~~~?:>.;:::;:>,L;::.:-." :: .:::: }]V : . . _ 
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By whom? 

Was physician called? 

What other authorities were contacted about this Incident? 
:J:>oire·cr:::::.: --- :" ;.;:~;- · ; I i .· 

:::::::::::::· .. :..: ·.:· ... / ,.". ~ -.:·.."::.', :~.- ·. . .. ... .. . ' 

Was the MOHL TC arter hours pager contacted about this Incident? 
:~(; : ::· .,_. __ ,_ ''h;·. ._ 
·.·. ·. :··.. :~-: . :r;~·~:. 

What other additional authorities were contacted? (e.g. First Nations Band Council, Veterans Affairs 
Canada, Ministry of Labour, etc.) 

_Mar:y:erazter VP pf Qu_allty and Support Verbally/Phone contacted MOHL TC 
• ···: ·-·.· •.•• •• ·.,:io.,. '"\·. _.,,, • • • . • •• • • • • 

For resident-related occurrences 
Were relative(s), friend(s), designated contact(s) and/or substitute decision maker(s) contacted? 

.N_o -,._ ·:;. ~' -._,, 

If No, why not? 

.:!:·:·. 

-i~qqt~20,1~· ~;()2; !.,lpcj;:i*~ September 7 ~016· Home ~nd Region Director of 
.Qpi!~tii;>nif'rflsh Nolan ·spoke with ·canst, Phyllls Eastlake and she noted 
tliat sti~'\voi.ild be contacting family wfthln-the next 24hours. The Officer 
"w(ll .be Informing Trish Nolan when that contact has been made. 
R~glon"I Olre~tor of Operations (RDO) Trish Nolan will be contacting 
r~sid.em~s ~OA once police contact has been made. 
Police Officer had note·ct that they were not contacting any family at this 
pplnt as there' ls currently no proof of this al legation and the mental health 
status of the 'alleged. . 
Revera VP Mary Brazler has been In contact with MOHL TC to seek 
guidance with famlJy disclosure. · 

What i& the outcome/current status of the lndividual(s) who was/were involv~d in this occurrence? 
Sandra Tower continues to b~ a resl(fe.nt here ~t T.eJfer Pla~e. O.t!f: 
preliminary reviews ar~ sh_owlng no s_igi:i,l~C!JIJff'.l:le~lc~l _\~$~~f5 ~r _ . '. 
occurrences durln~. t.h~ bro~d tl~eJ_r~rri.~~- (J~y~~- ~n'.th9 ~l,!e~,at_l?tt~ ~~i'~ 
lnformatlor wlll b~ prpvldec;f ils revie:ws at~ ~utr~ntly .l?~ing .t.<?ry.~u.~te~. " 
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_ .. · -~ ~. :h·:~~· th• :•ffiily~·~-b:;~~~~~~;.~~ff B~~~!.;~;g!~'( ;:~i?f r .... ~-· · · ·:,i'.!Jr~ti ,; _;·,_: · :. · . 
Analysis and follow-_up 

· ···· What immediate actions have been taken to prevent recurrence?·, · · 
:Wifi\¥tl~t~ .a$ ~e~~~./1~- ~ur~~tiy bei~e c·~·~<t~~i~1'" 
;;::::~:::·:::-.: -.:::::" .· • · : · : · .. : . .... . · . . .. ! ... . :._. .. • · - .. · % • • : · , • 1::;~:m?.: 

What long-term actions are planned to correct this situation and prevent recurrence? 
................. ..... ........ · · . . • · , ......... ... .. 1 ..... ~ ·· ·1 . . . .• . .. :';. :.t .~.t' 'i';)1"'·:.1.·.'.".'.:.-.·.-.-.: •. ·.-.·.:.: . .......... . 

)\i!.!t~p:~-~~e a$ r~~leVf Is currently t?elng coridu~~e. .. ~.~.:.·.i\.~_:.~.i-.;·:.:~.·_:.: .. :.i.·.::.:.: .. :·.:_!.:_i:.:_:_:.t.:.: ... :.:.:.: .. :_:·.::.':.'.i.:.i.t.i·.:.:.:_:::.:.:_: .. ':.:_: =:-::::::::::.:;: . :::::_:;.,: . . ... . ! ". . • • : .· ·-=::::,.:/: .. " . ' 

Name of person initiating report 
::rfutfiari-11J.t.<>lk · ~ : .. . 
::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::\\ ::::·.::::.:: .·.,. 

Category of person initiating report 

· A~.~r:r;~~:!.?:~:~?r::~Jli~::i!t:'.l!i~lt:'\ .. ::.=: . . 
.·· . ..... 

Date of report (MM/DDIYYYY) 

101os1201a ··: ·:::::: .:\r::?:::::u:N;;};:y:J:;:I:f;::Hr:::;:;::: ... /:· .. :; 

Please check to confirm the Administrator or Designate has signed the original of this form 

Case Notes 

Most Recent Note : Assessed as per current process; level ·of risk Is 3. Inspection required. ANM 

G ' :.:::::.:::::::::.:;:;:::::.:· ._.: .• ·- . .' . : : ·-:; •. :-:?'.~:7'~:7:"":7~:~:?:".~:-:. ··!·:· .: .~:mtu ,_._ 

;.·::·9.~W5\8:~m·;~~.r~ FOR INTERNAL lJSE <)~LY: :;::>:\:{:/:U:Cf·d>>>:\ .. 

PHASE 1 -to be Initiated Oct 28, 2016 

It was been identified dur.ing the initla1 visit to the LTCH that the Identified Individual was not an 
employee of the home-: however worked at the home, thru a contract agency, Lifeguard Homecare. 

This phase of the Inspection will be conducted to gather Information and begin the process of Inspection for 
a revlew of; 

1. the following IP's, in whole or part: Medication, Training and Orientation, Reporting and Complaints, 
Sufficient Staffin and Critical Incident Res onse 
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.... _. .... :,~ 2. ·· an initial review .of ·any.medication errors/inddents made or identified by the identified nurse (RN EW) 
· {)D - did any incidents require reporting to the 'Ditecfor and if so were they reported to the Director as 

.... ·, .... . required in the.legislation... . .... .................................. '. ................... . -.............................. _............... .... .... . · . . 
3. a review of the identified nurses (RN EW) personal file maintained by the home) if available, 

including: orientation and training recprds, any performance issues or concerns, dates/shifts worked 
(it is noted that the records previously provided are unclear for certain dates regarding the shift 
wo'rked), position worked' in the home, reason 'no longer'c~fttie home and any other relevant . 
information 

4'/to obtain contact information, as available, for any management staff no longer with the organization 
v who was employed at the time home, at the time that the nurse (RN EW) was at the home · 
5./ to obtain a copy of the contract signed by the licensee and the agency (Lifeguard Homecare) that the 
V identified nurse (RN EW) worked for while at the home 
6. to obtaln a copy of the copy of the contract with the Pharmacy Service Provider who was in place at 
V the time that the nurse was at the home (RN EW) · 

Who? 

-Administrator 
-DOC 
-Registered staff-. 3 in total who are responsible for all or a portion of the medication management system, 
include agency staff if available 
-Pharmacy service provider, If needed to collect further information necessary to complete the Medication IP 
-Lifeguard Homecare Agency management staff responsible for the nurse 

Inspection to be completed by 2 nursing inspectors 

What? 

*""'**Home IP's only to be used - due to phase 1 being a review of systems and process In place in 
the home 
Medication Inspection Protocol 
Completed the Medication IP, In its entirety according to the procedure as outlined 
Include an initial review of any medication errors/incidents made or identified by the identified nurse (RN 
EW) or for the. identified resident (ST) 

Training and Orientation Inspection Protocol 
Complete relevant sections of this IP with the DOC and/or staff educator and 3 registered staff in the home -
Including agency staff In available 

Part A according to the procedure as outlined for the questions below: 
Question #12 - regarding agency staff - receive training 
If ANC Is identified in Part A - move to the appropriate questions in Part B 

Critical Incidence Response IP 
Complete relevant sections of this IP With the Administrator and. DOC and a during a review of all home 
identified incidents involved the identified nurse (RN EW) and any home identified medication Incidences for 
the identified resident (ST) 

Complete this IP according to the procedure outlined specifically for: 
Part B 
Question #3, parts 3 and 5 - reporting of missing or unaccounted for controlled substances and medication 
incident for which resident was taken to hospital 
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Question #5 - follow up report to the Direcfor within 1 o d ·1 

Question #6 - report to be completed for those Involved 
Question #7 - report to include actions taken by the home 
Question ·#a - report to incluc;le analysis and FU action 
Question #9 - report to Include information regarding ~uthor of report and if inspector notified and when 
Question #1 O - if serious incident/injury was SOM notified 

Sufficient Staffing IP 
Complete with the DOC and/or staff educator in the L TCH 
Complete according to the procedure as outlined for the questions below: 
Complete Part A 
Question #1 - Certification of Nurses 
Question # 20 - Staff Qualifications (G~neral) 

it{) 

Reporting and Complaints IP 
Complete with the Administrator and DOC and 3 registered staff in the home (include agency staff If 
available) 
Complete entire IP according to the procedure as outlined for any complaints the home received regarding 
the identified nurse (RN EW) or 3 complaints received regarding medications or the care of residents 

Where? 

In clinical records of Identified records related to home identified medication incidents only 
Interviewed to be conducted via telephone and face to face 
Training records 
Nurses (RN EW) file (if available) 
CIS system 
Meeting Minutes 
Medication Error Forms 
Risk Management forms 
Policies ~nd Procedures 
Medication room 
Internal investigation files and notes 
Complaints log and files and records 

When? 

Regular business hours. 
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This is Exhibit "P" 
to the Affidavit of KAREN SIMPSON, 
Sworn before me this 25th 
Day of July, 2 8 



("~ t > ""r Ontario 

Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care 

Ministere de la Sante et 
des Soins de longue dun~e 

Ordre(s) de l'inspecteur 
Aux termes de !'article 153 et/au 

Order(s) of the Inspector 
Pursuant to section 153 and/or 
section 154 of the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8 

de I' article 154 de la Loi de 2007 sur /es fcyers 
de soins de longue duree, L.O. 2007, chap. 8 

Long-Term Care Homes Division 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 

Division des foyers de soins de longue dun~e 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 

Licensee Copy/Copie du titulaire de permis 

Name of Inspector (ID #) I 
Norn de l'inspecteur (No): 

Inspection No./ 
No de !'inspection : 

Log No./ 
Registre no : 

Type of Inspection I 
Genre d'inspection : 

Report Date(s) I 
Date(s) du Rapport: 

Licensee I 
Titulaire de permis : 

LTC Home I 
Foyer de SLD : 

Name of Administrator I 
Norn de l'administratrice ou 
de l'administrateur : 

NATALIE MORONEY (610) 

2016_254610_0033 

029630-16 

Critical Incident System 

Feb 6, 2017 

MEADOW PARK (LONDON) INC 
689 YONGE STREET, MIDLAND, ON, L4R-2E1 

MEADOW PARK (LONDON) INC. 
1210 SOUTHDALE ROAD EAST, LONDON, ON, N6E-184 

Nicole Ross 

To MEADOW PARK (LONDON) INC, you are hereby required to comply with the following order(s) 
by the date(s) set out below: 
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Order(s) of the Inspector 
Pursuant to section 153 and/or 
section 154 of the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8 

de !'article 154 de la Loi de 2007 sur Jes foyers 
de so;ns de longue dun~e. L. 0 . 2007, chap. 8 

Order# I 
Ordre no : 901 

Order Type I 
Genre d'ordre : 

Pursuant to I Aux termes de : 

Compliance Orders, s. 153. (1) (a) 

O.Reg 79/10, s. 114. (1) Every licensee of a long-term care home shall develop an 
interdisciplinary medication management system that provides safe medication management 
and optimizes effective drug therapy outcomes for residents. 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 114 (1 ). 

Order I Ordre : 

To achieve compliance with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 114 (1 ), the licensee shall develop an 
interdisciplinary medication management system that provides safe medication management 
0. Reg. 79/10, s. 114(1). The licensee is also required to: 

1. Educate and train all registered staff on safe storage of controlled substances in double 
locked storage areas or in a separate locked area within the locked medication cart. 

2. Educate and train all registered staff that drugs must remain in the original labelled 
container or package provided by the pharmacy service provider or the Government of 
Ontario until administered to a resident or destroyed. 

3. Educate all registered staff regarding the policy and procedures for unused or wasted 
medication for storage; and implement the procedure on administering medications from 
properly labelled vials, packages, strip pouches, and blister packs dispensed from the home's 
pharmacy service provider. 

4. Develop a procedure to ensure expired medications are removed from the medication 
carts. Evaluate the implementation of the procedure to ensure it is followed by all registered 
staff. 

5. Educate and train all staff to ensure that only staff that are authorized to administer 
medications fulfill that function. 

6. Educate and train all registered staff regarding the policy and procedure for maintaining a 
drug record. 

7. Implement a system for establishing accurate and up-to-date drug records that include the 
following information for every drug that is ordered and received in the home: 

a. documentation for every drug that is ordered and received in the home; 
b. the signature of the person placing the order; 
c. the name, strength and quantity of the drug; 
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d. the name of the place from which the drug is ordered; 
e. the name of the resident for whom the drug is prescribed, where applicable; 
f. the prescription number, where applicable; 
g. the date the drug is received in the home; and 
h. the signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the drug on behalf of the home. 

Maintain and keep a drug record for every drug that is ordered and received in the home 
within the home for at least two years. 

8. Educate and train all registered staff on the procedure in the home for the recording of the 
daily count sheets for controlled substances. 

9. Conduct monthly audits of the daily count sheets for controlled substances. Evaluate the 
information gathered through the monthly audits to determine if there are any discrepancies 
and take immediate action if any discrepancies are discovered. Document the actions taken. 

10. Educate and train all staff on the licensee's policy and the legislative requirements for 
drug destruction of a controlled substance. This education will include training for all 
registered staff with respect to the licensee's drug destruction and disposal policy and how to 
complete the documentation record to ensure the following information is documented: the 
date of removal of the drug from the drug storage area; the name of the resident for whom the 
drug was prescribed; the prescription number of the drug, the drug's name, strength and 
quantity, the reason for destruction; the date when the drug was destroyed; the names of the 
members of the team who destroyed the drug and the manner of destruction of the drug. 

11. Educate and train all registered staff on the policies and procedures for ordering, re
ordering, and receiving all medication for residents. 

12. Implement the licensee's policy on Administration of Medication and conduct audits at 
least monthly to ensure that medication that is ordered and prescribed for a resident is 
administered to that resident only. 

13. Educate and train all registered staff on the medication incident reporting system, 
including what needs to be reported and documented, when and to whom reporting must be 
done, and the actions to be taken when a medication incident is identified. 

14. Develop and implement a system to ensure that an evaluation is conducted of all 
medication incidents and that appropriate actions are taken when concerns are identified. 

Grounds I Motifs : 

1. The Severity of Risk was potential for risk or risk for actual harm and the scope was 
widespread. There was previous compliance history: 

• 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 129 issued on April 2, 2014, a Written Notification was received; 
• 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (3) issued on January 24, 2014, a Written Notification and Voluntary 
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Plan of Correction was received; and 
• 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 8(1) (b) issued on February 9, 2016, February 3, 2015, April 16, 2015, and 
May 24, 2014 a Written Notification and Voluntary Plan of Correction was received. 

The licensee of the long-term care home failed to develop an interdisciplinary medication 
management system that provided safe medication management, as evidenced by: 

1. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 114(3)(a), by failing to ensure that 
written policies and protocols were developed, implemented, evaluated and updated in 
accordance with evidence based practices and, if there were none, in accordance with 
prevailing practices. 

2. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 122(1 ), by failing to ensure that no 
drug is acquired, received or stored by or in the home or kept by a resident unless the drug 
(a) has been prescribed for a resident or obtained for the purposes of the emergency drug 
supply, or (b) has been provided by, or through an arrangement made by, the pharmacy 
service provider or the Government of Ontario. 

3. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s.126, by failing to ensure that drugs 
remain in the original labelled container or package provided by the pharmacy service 
provider or the Government of Ontario until administered to a resident or destroyed. 

4. The licensee failed to comply with 0. Reg. 79/10, s 129 (1) (b), by failing to ensure that 
controlled substances were stored in a separate, double-locked stationary cupboard in the 
locked area or stored in a separate locked area within the locked medication cart. 

5. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 130 (3), by failing to ensure that a 
monthly audit was undertaken of the daily count sheets of controlled substances to determine 
if there were any discrepancies, and that immediate action was taken if any discrepancies 
were discovered. 

6. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (1 ), by failing to ensure that no 
drug was administered to residents unless the drug was prescribed for the resident. 

7. The licensee failed to comply with 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (3), by failing to ensure that no 
person administers a drug to a resident in the home unless that person is a physician, dentist, 
registered nurse, a registered practical nurse or a nursing student. 

8. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 133, by failing to ensure that a drug 
record was established, maintained and kept in the home for at least two years, in which was 
recorded the following information in respect of every drug that was ordered and received in 
the home: 

1. The date the drug was ordered 
2. The signature of the person placing the order 
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3. The name, strength and quantity of the drug 
4. The name of the place from which the drug was ordered 
5. The name of the resident for whom the drug was prescribed, where applicable 
6. The prescription number, where applicable 
7. The date the drug was received in the home 
8. The signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the drug on behalf of the home 
9. Where applicable, the information required under subsection 136(4). 

9. The licensee failed to comply with 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 8(1 )(b), by failing to ensure that a plan, 
policy, protocol, procedure, strategy or system that is required by the Long-Term Care Homes 
Act, 2007 or O.Reg. 79/10, was complied with. 

10. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 134(b ), by failing to ensure that 
appropriate actions were taken in response to any medication incident involving a resident 
and any adverse drug reaction to a drug or combination of drugs, including psychotropic 
drugs. 

Between October 31, 2016, and January 12, 2017, inspectors reviewed the licensee's current 
policies, the policies and procedures of the home's pharmacy service provider Silver Fox 
Pharmacy that are utilized by the licensee, drug records related to ordering and receiving 
medication, and the Electronic Medication Administration Record (eMAR); and interviewed 
staff of the licensee and representatives of the pharmacy service provider. On October 31, 
2016, and November 1, 2, 9, and 18, 2016, inspectors #658 and #610 completed 
observations of the medication rooms, medication carts, medication administration, drug 
destruction of controlled substances and non-controlled drug substances, documentation 
related to signage of ordering and receiving medication from pharmacy, documentation for 
medication administration on the Electronic Medication Administration Record (eMAR), and 
signage of controlled substances by the registered staff. From the record reviews, interviews, 
and observations, non-compliance with the following requirements was identified. 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure the written policies and protocols related to the 
medication management system were developed, implemented, evaluated and updated in 
accordance with evidence-based practices and, if there were none, in accordance with 
prevailing practices. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 114 (3)(a). 

Interviews were conducted in the home on October 28 and 31, and November 3, 9, 15, 17, 
18, and 30, 2016. Responses to questions posed to the Administrator #101, Director of Care 
(DOC) #102, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 and registered staff in the home and the 
inspectors' observations showed that the policies and procedures related to the management 
of the medication program were not clearly understood by staff interviewed, and not 
implemented in a consistent manner by all staff. 

On November 15, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that Silver 
Fox Pharmacy's policy on the drug destruction of controlled substances was a 
recommendation to the licensee. However, on November 15, 2016, the Administrator #101 
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told the inspectors that the medication management program policies and procedures 
developed by Silver Fox Pharmacy are the policies and procedures for the home. The 
Administrator #101 also said that the licensee expected that staff would follow Silver Fox 
Pharmacy's policies and procedures, and that staff had been trained and told to follow Silver 
Fox Pharmacy's policies and procedures. This training was provided to registered staff by 
Silver Fox Pharmacy on August 22, and 23, 2016. Despite this, the licensee has a number of 
other policies and procedures that were developed by the licensee related to the 
management of the home's medication program that are currently in force and available to all 
staff. 

On January 23, 2017, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that the Silver 
Fox Pharmacy has been a service provider in long-term care homes since June 2016. The 
Pharmacy Consultant #109 said that the policies and procedures provided by Silver Fox 
Pharmacy have been developed, implemented, evaluated, and updated in accordance with 
evidence best practices, and if there were none in accordance with prevailing practices, and 
that the policies and procedures provided by Silver Fox Pharmacy are based on requirements 
in the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, and that they are based on prevailing practices from 
the College of Nurses of Ontario, and the Ontario College of Pharmacists. 

A Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy on the disposal and destruction of non-controlled substances 
that is based on evidence-based and prevailing practices and that is utilized by the licensee 
was not implemented. 

The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Documentation and Storage of Medications Disposal of Non-Controlled Medications"; 
Policy 5.6, dated June 2016 as the policy of the home. Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 
told the inspectors that this policy is based on prevailing practices within the industry. This 

policy states in part: 

• The following medications should be placed in buckets, transdermal patches, medications 
removed from the blister packets and med strips. Inhalers, liquid, nasal, eye and ear 
preparations are opened and dumped. Vials, cartridges, and ampules are opened and 
emptied. Creams and ointments are opened and dumped. 

• An annual schedule of medication destruction pick up dates was provided to the homes at 
the beginning of each calendar year. 

•Medications awaiting destruction must be stored in a secure, designated area within the 
home, separate from medications that were to be administered to the residents. 

•The Medication Destruction Form should be signed and dated by both of the staff members 
who participated in the medication destruction. 

• The Medication Destruction Form must be retained in the home by the Director of Care for a 
minimum of 2 years. 
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The licensee also utilized Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy titled "Safe Storage of Medication", 
Policy 5.1 dated June 2016. Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that 
this policy is based on prevailing practices within the industry. This policy states in part that: 

• Unused or wasted medication should be stored away from active medication in a locked 
area until it can be returned to Silver Fox Pharmacy. 

The licensee also has a policy that is developed for drug disposal. The licensee's current 
policy titled "Residents Rights, Care and Services - Medication Management - Drug 
Disposal" with a revised date of 2013-10-07 states in part: 

•All medications which are discontinued, unused, expired, recalled, deteriorated, unlabeled 
and in containers with worn, illegible, damaged, incomplete or missing labels shall be 
removed from general stock and stored in a safe and secure system awaiting drug 
destruction. 

• Drug disposal shall be documented on the Surplus Prescribed Drug Form after destruction 
has occurred. 

• The Surplus Prescribed Drug Form will be completed in full detailing the following 
information: date of destruction or removal of the drug, prescription number of the drug, 
Pharmacy name, Resident's name, drug name, strength and quantity, reason for destruction 
or removal. 

• The Director of Care will retain a copy of the Surplus Prescribed Drug Form for a two (2) 
year period. 

The licensee's current policy titled "Residents Rights, Care and Services - Medication 
Management- Drug Disposal" is not the satne as Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy titled 
"Documentation and Storage of Medications Disposal of Non-Controlled Medications". 

On November 15, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that 
according to its drug destruction policy, the non-controlled substances were to be denatured 
to an extent where consumption or use was improbable; and that all drug components and 
anything considered a medication would be going into the buckets for destruction even though 
syringes were not something recommended to be placed in these buckets. 

On November 1 and 2, 2016, inspectors #610 and #658 observed the medication rooms and 
medication carts of the four home medication storage areas and noted the following: 

• In the Kent medication cart there was one insulin pen with a pharmacy label that was 
illegible, and did not have any resident identifying information. In the Oxford medication cart 
there was one insulin pen with a pharmacy label that was illegible and damaged, and also a 
second insulin pen label that was illegible, and had incomplete information. As a result, it was 
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not possible to identify which resident these three insulin pens were prescribed to. 

• In the top drawer of the Kent medication cart, there was a bottle of Soflax, which had an 
expiry date of August 2016. 

•In the Lambton medication cart, there was a bottle of Soflax, which had an expiry date of 
September 2016. 

• Underneath the Oxford medication room sink there was a white bucket being used as a drug 
destruction container labelled "MPLN BLUE," and inside the bucket there was disposed pills, 
inhalers, glass vials, insulin cartridges, and a syringe. The lid to the white bucket was not 
securely fastened and the inspectors were able to remove the lid from the bucket. Resident 
personal health information (PHI) was found in this bucket with disposed medication. 

• Under the Wildwood medication room sink, the inspectors found medications (including 
expired medications that had not been administered to residents on the date and time as per 
the directions from the prescriber), that were opened and left in medication cups, as well as 
unopened resident strip medication packages. 

• In the Lambton medication room there was medication in a brown box on the floor next to 
several white garbage bags that contained residents' medication packages with the residents' 
PHI. 

• In the Lambton medication room there was a white bucket being used as a drug destruction 
container, and inside the bucket there were resident identifiers, and the lid to the bucket was 
not securely fastened as the inspectors were able to remove the lid from the bucket. 

Silver Fox Pharmacy Medication System Audit Reports regarding the medication 
management system in the home, showed that audits were completed by Silver Fox 
Pharmacy for the months of September, November, and December2016. The audits 
identified, among other things, that the licensee had not ensured the Silver Fox Pharmacy's 
policies and procedures were followed and implemented for medication drug destruction for 
non-controlled drug-substances; and that medication audits of carts had not been completed 
to ensure the removal of expired medication. 

The Director of Care #102 said that Silver Fox Pharmacy had brought to her attention that the 
drug destruction records (which would include the Medication Destruction Form referred to in 
Silver Fox Pharmacy's Policy) were not being kept or completed correctly by the registered 
staff for destruction of non-controlled drug substances. 

On November 15, 2016, the Administrator #101 acknowledged to the inspectors that the 
licensee's expectation was that all unlabeled or expired medications, or containers with worn, 
illegible, damaged, incomplete or missing labels would be destroyed and replaced. The 
Administrator #101 stated that the drug destruction of medications would be completed per 
the policy of the home, and that syringes would be disposed of in a sharps container. The 
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Administrator #101 acknowledged that the licensee should have been following Silver Fox 
Pharmacy's policy and procedure for the medication destruction of non-controlled drug 
substances and had not. 

The licensee failed to ensure that Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy on the disposal and 
destruction of non-controlled substances that is based on evidence-based and prevailing 
practices, was implemented as medications were not put in buckets, medications awaiting 
destruction were not stored in a secure, designated area within the home separate from 
medications to be administered to residents, unused or wasted medication was not stored 
away from active medication. 

B. Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy on the management of narcotics and controlled substances 
which is based on evidence-based practices and prevailing practices, and utilized by the 
licensee, was not implemented. 

The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Documentation and Storage of Medication Controlled Substance Documentation", 
Policy 5.3 dated June 2016 as the policy of the home. Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 
told the inspectors that. this policy is based on prevailing practices within the industry. This 
policy states in part that Counts must be done at every shift change with two staff members 
on the Controlled Substance Shift Count Record. Both staff members must be present and 
complete the count together. 

• An audit of the daily controlled substances count sheet is to be completed by the staff at the 
home on a monthly basis. 

•All discrepancies must be reported immediately to the Director of Care. 

The licensee also has a policy that it developed for the management of narcotics and 
controlled substances. The licensee's current policy titled "Medication Management Narcotics 
and Controlled Substances" with a revised date of 2013-10-07 states in part: 

•A count of narcotics shall be completed by the off going and incoming registered staff 
member at change of shift and whenever an exchange of medication keys takes place. 

• All Narcotic counts shall be documented in permanent ball point ink. 

The licensee's current policy titled "Medication Management Narcotics and Controlled 
Substances" is not the same as Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy titled "Documentation and 
Storage of Medication Controlled Substance Documentation". A review of the Controlled 
Substance Shift Count sheets provided by Silver Fox Pharmacy with a date range of October 
24, 2016 to November 11 , 2016, showed that on October 24, 25, 26, 27, and 30, and 
November 2, 3, 4, and 6, 2016, that two staff had not counted and verified the controlled 
substances of every shift. On these specified dates, registered staff had failed to complete the 
signage on the Controlled Substance Shift Count sheets. The counting and verifying by two 
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staff of controlled substances at every shift change was not completed as required by Silver 
Fox Pharmacy's policy, which is the policy of the home. 

On November 7, 2016, the Administrator #101 told the inspectors that the licensee's 
expectation was that two registered staff would sign off on each shift when completing the 
narcotic count. 

The Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 said that they provide education to staff as well as 
all documents for drug record or administration of controlled substances. But if that didn't 
happen, their role as the pharmacy service provider in relation to the medication management 
system as a whole, is to notify management and try to coordinate a plan to minimize the 
recurrence of any errors. 

The Staff Educator #103 said that the registered nursing staff received education related to 
Silver Fox Pharmacy's policies and procedures on August 22, and 23, 2016. 

The licensee failed to ensure that Silver Fox Pharmacy's policy on the management of 
narcotics and controlled substances that is based on evidence-based and prevailing practices 
and that is utilized by the licensee was implemented as two staff had not counted, verified and 
documented on the count sheets for controlled substances at every shift change. 

2. The licensee has failed to ensure that no drug is acquired, received or stored by or in the 
home or kept by a resident unless the drug (a) has been prescribed for a resident or obtained 
for the purposes of the emergency drug supply, or (b) has been provided by, or through an 
arrangement made by, the pharmacy service provider or the Government of Ontario. 0 . Reg. 
79/10, s. 122(1 ). 

On November 1, 2016, at 1020 hours, the inspectors observed the Kent medication room and 
medication cart and noted that in the locked box in the medication cart there were two bottles 
of Tylenol #1. Neither bottle of Tylenol #1 had labels or packaging information provided by the 
pharmacy. Instead, the two bottles had a piece of tape on the lid on which the residenfs first 
name and quantity of medication were hand written. 

On November 15, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 was shown pictures of the two 
bottles of Tylenol #1. Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 stated that they did not believe 
those bottles were provided by Silver Fox Pharmacy, and that they understood, according to 
the Act, that medications only came from the pharmacy service provider or the Government of 
Ontario Pharmacy. 

On November 9, 2016, DOC #102 told the inspectors, when asked about the labeling on the 
Tylenol #1 bottles, that the home does not receive medications from Silver Fox Pharmacy 
without labeling. 
The licensee failed to ensure that no drug is acquired, received or stored by or in the home or 
kept by a resident unless the drug (a) has been prescribed for a resident or obtained for the 
purposes of the emergency drug supply, or (b) has been provided by, or through an 
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arrangement made by, the pharmacy service provider or the Government of Ontario 
Pharmacy. 

3. The licensee has failed to ensure that drugs remain in the original labelled container or 
package provided by the pharmacy service provider or the Government of Ontario until 
administered to a resident or destroyed. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 126. 

On October 31, 2016, at approximately 1430 hours, inspectors #610 and #658 observed the 
medication cart in the Oxford medication room and noted that there were medications in 
medication cups for three residents in the fourth drawer. As the medications were in 
medication cups, they were not in the original labelled package provided by the pharmacy. 
The only information identifying the medications were the top of the strip packages provided 
by the pharmacy including: the residents' name, and date and time of administration which 
was for 1200 hours on October 31, 2016. There was no identifying information connecting the 
resident to the medications in the cups to identify who was to receive the medications. As a 
result, the medications were in the medication cups for approximately 2.5 hours, and not in 
their original labelled packaging provided by the pharmacy. 

On November 1, 2016, the inspectors observed the Oxford medication cart and noted that 
there was one insulin pen with a pharmacy label that was illegible and damaged, and also a 
second insulin pen label that was illegible and had incomplete information. It was not possible 
to identify which residents these two insulin pens were prescribed for. 

On November 1, 2016, at 1020 hours, the inspectors observed the Kent medication room and 
medication cart and noted the following: 

• There was one insulin pen with a pharmacy label that was illegible and did not have any 
resident identifying information. There was also an insulin pen with a Silver Fox Pharmacy 
label that was worn off and the resident's name and "NR" were hand-written with ink. It was 
not possible to identify which residents these insulin pens were prescribed for. 

The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Safe Storage of Medication", Policy 5.1 dated June 2016. This policy states in part: 

•All medication should remain in the original Silver Fox container until they are administered 
to an individual; and 

• Unused or wasted medication should be stored away from active medication in a locked 
area until it can be returned to Silver Fox Pharmacy. 

The licensee also has a policy that it developed pertaining to the packaging and labeling of 
medications. The licensee's current Policy titled "Administration of Medications" with a 
revised date of 2015-07-24 states in part: 

•Administer medication only from properly labelled vials, packages, strip pouches, and blister 
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On November 15, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 said that the expectation of 
labeling and packaging of medications was that anything that came from the pharmacy 
service provider would not be altered, and that if a medication had an illegible label, the 
medication would be removed and would not be used for administration. 

Silver Fox Pharmacy Medication System Audit Reports regarding the medication 
management system in the home showed that audits were completed by Silver Fox Pharmacy 
for the months of September, November, and December2016. The audits identified, among 
other things, that labeling of insulin cartridges and medication did not have the pharmacy 
labels for resident identifiers and prescribed orders. 

On November 15, 2016, Administrator#101 acknowledged that missing or illegible labels 
should be replaced on unlabeled and expired medications, or on containers with worn, 
illegible, damaged, incomplete, or missing labels. 

The licensee failed to ensure that drugs remained in the original labeled container or package 
provided by the pharmacy service provider until administered to a resident or destroyed. 

4. The licensee has failed to ensure that controlled substances were stored in a separate 
locked area within the locked medication cart. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 129 (1)(b). 

On October 31, 2016, at approximately 1430 hours, the inspectors observed the medication 
room and medication cart for the Oxford (Pink) home area. The inspectors observed 
controlled substances within the locked medication cart in the fourth drawer with non
controlled medications. Specifically, the inspectors observed the following controlled 
substances: two Hydromorphone 1 milliliter (ml) ampules left in a medication cup that had 
been opened and used for a resident, with a clear substance remaining in both ampules. 
Upon further review, the medication cart contained a separate locked area in the bottom 
drawer but these controlled substances were not in that separate locked area. 

The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Documentation and Storage of Medication Controlled Substance Documentation", 
Policy 5.3 dated June 2016. This policy states in part that: 

•"Every controlled substance in the home must be stored separately from other items and 
must be double locked." 

The licensee's current policy titled "Medication Management-Drug Storage" with a revised 
date of 2013-10-07 states in part that: 

• Staff are to ensure that all narcotics are stored in a double locked, permanently affixed 
compartment within the general medication cart and or medication room. 
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On October 31, 2016, due to the immediate risk presented by the opened and unsecured 
Hydromorphone ampules, the inspectors asked Administrator #101 to observe the controlled 
substances that were in the fourth drawer of the medication cart. Administrator#101 observed 
the fourth drawer of the medication cart and told the inspectors that the opened and 
unsecured Hydromorphone ampules were not stored in accordance with the licensee's policy 
on the storage of narcotics. 

After the inspectors brought the unsecured Hydromorphone ampules to the attention of 
Administrator #101, a medication incident report was completed. 

On November 9, 2016, Registered Practical Nurse (RPN) # 107 told the inspectors that she 
completed a medication incident report dated November 2, 2016, regarding the opened and 
unsecured controlled narcotic Hydromorphone ampules that were observed by the inspectors 
on October 31, 2016. RPN #107 said that the process for using and discarding a controlled 
substance was to: 

• Withdraw the amount required for the resident; 

• Leave any remaining unused medication in the ampule; 

• Co-sign with the second nurse; and 

• Discard the ampule with the unused medication into the sharps container. 

The medication incident report dated November 2, 2016, related to the incident that occurred 
on October 31 , 2016, showed that the RPN #107 received re-education on the licensee's drug 
disposal policy, a quiz on the medication practice standard from the College of Nurses of 
Ontario, and a written warning from the Director of Care #102. 

The licensee failed to ensure that controlled substances were stored in a separate, double
locked area within the locked medication cart. 

5. The licensee has failed to ensure that steps were taken to ensure the security of the drug 
supply, including that a monthly audit was undertaken of the daily count sheets of controlled 
substances to determine if there were any discrepancies, and that immediate action was 
taken if any discrepancies were discovered. 0 . Reg. 79/10, s.130. 3. 

Silver Fox Pharmacy completed its own audits for September, November, and December, 
2016, regarding the medication management system in the home. These audits showed that 
the licensee had not completed audits of the daily count sheets for controlled substances to 
verify counts and to resolve any discrepancies immediately. 

On January 12, 2017, the DOC #102 told inspector #658 that they have a tool to audit the 
controlled substances, that this audit process was the responsibility of the DOC, and had not 
been implemented. 
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The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy · 
titled "Documentation and Storage of Medication Controlled Substance Documentation", 
Policy 5.3 dated June 2016. This policy states in part: 

• Counts must be done at every shift change with two staff members on the Controlled 
Substance Shift Count Record. Both staff members must be present and complete the count 
together. 

• An audit of the daily controlled substances count sheet is to be completed by the staff at the 
home on a monthly basis. 

•All discrepancies must be reported immediately to the Director of Care. 

The DOC #102 told the inspectors that the licensee had not completed monthly audits of the 
controlled substances as per the homes policy for August2016, to January 12, 2017, and that 
the licensee's expectation is that monthly audits are completed and that any discrepancies 
are addressed immediately. 

On November 9, 2016, the Administrator #101 told the inspectors that the licensee's 
expectation was that two registered staff would sign off on each narcotic count completed at 
every shift change. 

A review of the Controlled Substance Shift Count sheets provided by Silver Fox Pharmacy 
with a date range of October 24, 2016 to November 11, 2016, showed that on October 24, 25, 
26, 27, and 30, and November 2, 3, 4, and 6, 2016, that two staff had not counted and verified 
the controlled substances of every shift. On these specified dates, registered staff had not 
signed the Controlled Substance Shift Count sheets. In an interview with the DOC #102 said 
they were aware of the results of the missing signatures on the controlled substance records 
by the pharmacy audits and staff informing her. 

The licensee failed to ensure that a monthly audit was undertaken of the daily count sheets of 
controlled substances to determine if there were any discrepancies, and that immediate action 
was taken if any discrepancies were discovered. 

6. The licensee has failed to ensure that no drug was administered to residents unless the 
drug was prescribed for the resident. 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (1 ). 

On November 16, 2016, a Controlled Substance Administration Record for resident-was 
reviewed in the Oxford medication room. The record showed that resident .. recerved 
Hydromorphone HCI 1 milligram (mg) tablet by mouth every four hours as needed. Record 
review of resident-electronic medication administration record indicated that they had 
an order for Hydromorphone HCI 1 mg tablet by mouth every six hours as needed. The 
Controlled Substance Administration Record for resident ndicated that the same 
medication that was ordered, purchased, and prescribed for residen was borrowed and 
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The Controlled Substance Administration Record for resident .. showed that on October 
27, 2016, resident .. was given one dose of Hydromorphone HCL 1 mg, and on October 
28, 2016, three more doses of Hydromorphone HCL 1 mg were administered to resident~ 
from resident medication card. 

On November 17, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that if staff 
ran out of medications, they would access the emergency drug supply first, and then contact 
the on-call pharmacist. Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 further explained that borrowing 
medication (giving a resident the medication that was prescribed for another resident) was not 
a practice they recommended and that the medication for residen-should have been 
reordered as required. 

The Silver Fox Pharmacy Emergency Pharmacy Procedures Policy 3.9 states: 

• "Silver Fox Pharmacy provided 24/7 /365 emergency medication service outside of their 
business hours". 

The licensee's current policy titled "Administration of Medication", with a revised date of 2015-
07 -24 states in part that staff are to: 

•Apply the "rights" of medication administration, including the right resident. 

On November 17, 2016, Director of Care (DOC) #102 told the inspectors that the licensee's 
expectation was that residents would only be administered medications that were ordered and 
prescribed for that resident, and dispensed to that resident by the home's pharmacy service 
provider. 

The licensee failed to ensure that resident-was administered only the medication that 
was prescribed for resident when resident-was administered medication that had 
been prescribed for resident 

7. The licensee has failed to ensure that no person administered a drug to a resident in the 
home unless that person was a physician, dentist, registered nurse or a registered practical 
nurse or a nursing student 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (3). 

On October 31, 2016, at approximately 1145 hours, RPN #118 was observed pouring a 
medication called "Resource 2.0" that was prescribed for resident ... The RPN proceeded 
to the dining room and gave the Resource 2.0 to Personal Support Worker (PSW) #125. The 
RPN then walked back to the Kent medication cart, and the inspectors observed PSW #125 
administer the Resource 2.0 to resident -

The licensee's current policy titled "Medication Administration Record," with a revised date of 
2015-07-24 states: 
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• "All medications shall be administered only by those authorized under the Health 
Professionals Act and their respective regulatory colleges". 

On November 18, 2016, RPN #118 told the inspectors that the Resource 2.0 was on the 
Electronic Medication Administration Record (eMAR) and registered staff signed for the 
Resource 2.0 as ordered and prescribed for the resident. 

The Administrator #101 told the inspectors that their understanding was that whoever 
dispensed the medication administered the medication, and acknowledged that Resource 2.0 
was a medication that should not be administered by PSWs. 

The licensee failed to ensure that no person administers a drug to a resident in the home 
unless that person was a physician, dentist, registered nurse or a registered a practical nurse. 

8. The licensee has failed to ensure that a drug record was established, maintained and kept 
in the home for at least two years, in which the following information was recorded, in respect 
of every drug that was ordered and received in the home: 

1. The date the drug was ordered. 
2. The signature of the person placing the order. 
3. The name, strength and quantity of the drug. 
4. The name of the place from which the drug was ordered. 

5. The name of the resident for whom the drug was prescribed, where applicable. 
6. The prescription number, where applicable. 
7. The date the drug was received in the home. 
8. The signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the drug on behalf of the home. 
9. Where applicable, the information required under subsection 136 (4). 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 
133. 

On November 2, 2016, the inspec~viewed the drug record book in the Oxford medication 
room, which showed that resident _,ad Hydromorphone 12 mill igr~g) re-ordered for 
them on October 19, 2016. The medication was received for resident-on October 27, 
2016, per the medication label on the medication card in the controlled medication bin in the 
medication cart. The resident was administered the medication on October 28, 29, 30, 31, and 
November 1, 2, and 3, 2016. For this medication received for resident-on October 27, 
2016, the drug record book did not include the prescription number, the quantity of tablets, or 
the signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the drug on behalf of the home. 

The inspectors reviewed the Oxford drug record book with a date range from October 1 to 
October 31 , 2016. The drug record book showed that a total of 122 drug re-orders were 
made during this time period. Also showed 116 of the 122 drug re-orders were not completed 
in their entirety as the drug record for each of these 116 re-orders did not show the quantity of 
the drug that was ordered, the prescription number for the drug that was ordered, the date the 
drug was received in the home, or the signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the 
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The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Drug Record", Policy 3.3 dated June 2016. This policy states in part that: 

•The Drug Record (DR) was intended to be a record of all medications that were ordered and 
received by the home. 

• Once the new or repeated medication had been received at the home, the person checking 
it in will sign, date, record the new prescription number and the quantity received. Any staff 
member may check the DR to verify that the medication had been received within the home. 

Silver Fox Pharmacy Medication System Audit Reports regarding the medication 
management system in the home for audits that were completed by Silver Fox Pharmacy for 
the months of September, November, and December2016 identified, among other things, that 
the drug record book was not being maintained and drug records were not kept; and that the 
drug record book was not being signed properly for ordering and re-ordering and receiving of 
medication by staff. 

The Administrator #101 told the inspectors that when the medication was delivered to the 
home from the pharmacy, it was the expectation that staff would be signing in the delivered 
medications in the drug record book. 

The licensee failed to ensure that the following information was recorded in the drug record in 
respect of every drug that was ordered and received in the home, in accordance with 0. Reg. 
79/10, s. 133: 

3. The quantity of the drug; 
6. The prescription number; 
7. The date the drug was received In the home; and 
8. The signature of the person acknowledging receipt of the drug on behalf of the home. 

9. The licensee failed to ensure that a plan, policy, protocol, procedure, strategy or system 
that is required by the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 or O.Reg. 79/10 was complied with. 
O.Reg. 79/10, s. 8(1) (b). 

The licensee is required by 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 136(1) to have a written drug destruction and 
disposal policy. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 136(4) states that the written drug destruction and disposal 
policy must provide that where a drug that was to be destroyed was a controlled substance, 
the applicable team members document the following in the drug record: the date of removal 
of the drug from the drug storage area; the name of the resident for whom the drug was 
prescribed, where applicable; the prescription number of the drug, where applicable; the 
drug's name, strength and quantity; the reason for destruction; the date when the drug was 
destroyed; the names of the persons who destroyed the drug; and the manner of destruction 
of the drug. 
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The licensee utilized the pharmacy service provider Silver Fox Pharmacy, and their policy 
titled "Documentation and Storage of Medication Disposal of Controlled Medications," Policy 
5. 7 dated June 2016]. This policy states in part that: 

• With two registered staff members present, the remaining quantity of medication is circled on 
the controlled substance administration record and documented in the appropriate space. A 
diagonal line should be drawn through the remaining spaces on the count sheet space; the 
reason for the destruction should be documented on the count sheet. The form is to then be 
signed in the appropriate space by two registered staff. 

The inspectors reviewed the controlled substance administration records for five residents 
with dates ranging from September, to October 2016 and identified that all of the sheets were 
incomplete. Review of all five residents' controlled substance administration records showed 
that the reason for the drug destruction, the two registered staff signatures signed for when 
controlled substances were removed, the quantity removed, and the removal dates were not 
documented. Four out of the five controlled substance administration records did not have the 
remaining quantity of the medication circled, and two of the five records did not have a 
diagonal line drawn through the remaining spaces as directed by Silver Fox Pharmacy's 
policy. 

On November 15, 2016, Silver Fox Pharmacy Consultant #109 told the inspectors that they 
believed that staff were educated on how to use the controlled substance administration 
record for destruction and that it would have been covered during the education provided by 
Silver Fox Pharmacy to registered staff in the home on August 22, and 23, 2016. 

On November 15, 2016, the Administrator #101 told the inspectors that it was an expectation 
that the home would be following the policy from Silver Fox Pharmacy related to drug 
destruction of a controlled substance. 

The licensee failed to comply with the drug destruction and disposal policy required by 0. Reg 
79/10, s. 136(1) by failing to ensure that where a controlled substance was destroyed the 
applicable team members documented the information required bys. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 
136(4). 

10. The licensee failed to comply with 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 134(b), ensuring that appropriate 
actions were taken in response to any medication incident involving a resident and any 
adverse drug reaction to a drug or combination of drugs, including psychotropic drugs. 

Resident ~as admitted to the home on June 15, 2016, per the census record in Point 
Click Care (PCC). Review of the resident's diagnosis showed that the resident had Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Benign Hypertension, Thyrotoxicosis, and Anxiety 
disorder. 

The resident's pain assessment in PCC completed on June 15, 2016, showed that the 
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resident was receiving pain medication for Cancer and COPD. 
November 8, 2016. 

deceased on 

Review of the electronic administration medication record (eMAR) for October 7, 2016, 
showed that residen-was to receive Hydromorphone HCI Solution at 0800 hours and 
1100 hours. 

The progress notes in PCC for resident-dated October 7, 2016, created by RPN #117 
read: "HYDROmorphone HCI Solution 2 MG/ML Inject 0.5 ml subcutaneously two times a day 
for dyspnea via butterfly at 08:00 and 11 :00 (0.5ml=1 mg), not given past the administration 
time". The progress notes in PCC dated October 7, 2016 showed that resident #004 had not 
received the 1100 hours medication ordered and prescribed. 

Further review of the eMAR and PCC showed that there was no further action taken to 
respond to the omission of medication, and the resident had not been reassessed for pain 
management. 

On November 18, 2016, RPN #117 told the inspectors that they did not give the medication to 
resident~n October 7, 2016 as prescribed, had not completed a medication incident 
report and that there was no further action taken to assess the resident's pain as a result of 
the omission of medication. 

On November 17, 2016, DOC #102 told the inspectors that she was not aware of the 
medication incident for resident-and that a medication incident report should have been 
completed and had not been completed. 

The licensee failed to ensure that appr.riate actions were taken in response to the 
medication incident involving resident (610) 

This order must be complied with by I Vous 
devez vous conformer a cet ordre d'ici le : Apr 06, 2017 
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REVIEW/APPEAL INFORMATION 
TAKE NOTICE: 

The Licensee has the right to request a review by the Director of this (these) Order(s) and to request 
that the Director stay this (these) Order( s) in accordance with section 163 of the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007. 

The request for review by the Director must be made in writing and be served on the Director within 
28 days from the day the order was served on the Licensee. 

The written request for review must include, 

(a) the portions of the order in respect of which the review is requested; 
(b) any submissions that the Licensee wishes the Director to consider; and 
( c) an address for services for the Licensee. 

The written request for review must be served personally, by registered mail or by fax upon: 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1 07 5 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
MSS-281 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

When service is made by registered mail, it is deemed to be made on the fifth day after the day of 
mailing and when service is made by fax, it is deemed to be made on the first business day after the 
day the fax is sent. If the Licensee is not served with written notice of the Director's decision within 
28 days of receipt of the Licensee's request for review, this(these) Order(s) is( are) deemed to be 
confirmed by the Director and the Licensee is deemed to have been served with a copy of that 
decision on the expiry of the 28 day period. 

The Licensee has the right to appeal the Director's decision on a request for review of an Inspector's 
Order(s) to the Health Services Appeal and Review Board (HSARB) in accordance with section 164 
of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007. The HSARB is an independent tribunal not connected with 
the Ministry. They are established by legislation to review matters concerning health care services. If 
the Licensee decides to request a hearing, the Licensee mu$t, within 28 days of being served with 
the notice of the Director's decision, give a written notice of appeal to both: 
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de !'article 154 de la Loi de 2007 sur /es foyers 
de soins de longue duree, L. 0 . 2007, chap. 8 

Health Services Appeal and Review Board and the Director 

Attention Registrar 
151 Bloor Street West 
9th Floor 
Toronto, ON M5S 2T5 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1075 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
M5S-2B1 
Fax: 416-327 -7603 

Upon receipt, the HSARB will acknowledge your notice of appeal and will provide instructions 
regarding the appeal process. The Licensee may learn 
more about the HSARB on the website www.hsarb.on.ca. 

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE REEXAMEN/L' APPEL 

PRENDRE AVIS 

En vertu de !'article 163 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue dun~e. le titulaire de 
perm is peut demander au directeur de reexaminer l'ordre ou les ordres qu'il a donne et d'en 
suspendre !'execution. 

La demands de reexamen doit etre presentee par ecrit et est signifies au directeur dans les 28 jours 
qui suivent la signification de l'ordre au titulaire de permis. 

La demande de reexamen doit contenir ce qui suit : 

a) les parties de l'ordre qui font l'objet de la demande de reexamen; 
b) les observations que le titulaire de perm is souhaite que le directeur examine; 
c) l'adresse du titulaire de permis aux fins de signification. 

La demande ecrite est signifiee en personne ou envoyee par courrier recommande ou par 
telecopieur au : · 

Directeur 
a/s Coordinateur des appels 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 
Ministere de la Sante et des Soins de longue duree 
1075, rue Bay, 11e etage 
Ontario, ON 
M5S-281 
Fax: 416-327-7603 
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de I' article 154 de la Loi de 2007 sur /es f04Jers 
de soins de longue duree, LO. 2007, chap. 8 

Les demandes envoyees par courrier recommande sont reputees avoir ete signifiees le cinquieme 
jour suivant l'envoi et, en cas de transmission par telecopieur, la signification est reputee faite le jour 
ouvrable suivant l'envoi. Si le titulaire de permis ne re9oit pas d'avis ecrit de la decision du directeur 
dans les 28 jours suivant la signification de la demande de reexamen, l'ordre ou les ordres sont 
reputes confirmes par le directeur. Dans ce cas, le titulaire de permis est repute avoir re9u une copie 
de la decision avant !'expiration du delai de 28 jours. 

En vertu de !'article 164 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue duree, le titulaire de 
permis a le droit d'interjeter appel, aupres de la Commission d'appel et de revision des services de 
sante, de la decision rendue par le directeur au sujet d'une demande de reexamen d'un ordre ou 
d'ordres donnes par un inspecteur. La Commission est un tribunal independant du ministere. II a ete 
etabli en vertu de la loi et ii a pour mandat de trancher des litiges concernant les services de sante. 
Le titulaire de perm is qui decide de demander une audience doit, dans les 28 jours qui suivent celui 
ou lui a ete signifie l'avis de decision du directeur, faire parvenir un avis d'appel ecrit aux deux 
endroits suivants : 

A !'attention du registraire 
Commission d'appel et de revision des 
services de sante 
151, rue Bloor Quest, 9e etage 
Toronto (Ontario) MSS 2T5 

Directeur 
a/s Coordinateur des appels 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 
Ministere de la Santa et des Soins de longue duree 
1075, rue Bay, 11e etage 
Ontario, ON 
M5S-281 
Fax: 416-327 -7603 

La Commission accusera reception des avis d'appel et transmettra des instructions sur la fa9on de 
proceder pour interjeter appel. Les titulaires de permis peuvent se renseigner sur la Commission 
d 'appel et de revision des services de sante en consultant son site Web, au www.hsarb.on.ca. 

Issued on this 6th day of February, 2017 

Signature of Inspector I 
Signature de l'inspecteur : 

Name of Inspector I 
Norn de l'inspecteur : 

Service Area Office I 
Bureau regional de services : 
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Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care 

Ministere de la Sante et des 
Soins de longue duree 

vr Ontario Inspection Report under 
the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007 

Rapport d'inspection sous la 
Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de 
soins de longue dun~e 

Long-Term Care Homes Division 
Long-Tenn Care Inspections Branch 

Division des foyers de soins de 
longue duree 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 

London SeJVice Area Office 
130 Dufferin Avenue 4th floor 
LONDON ON N6A 5R2 
Telephone: (519) 873-1200 
Facsimile: (519) 873-1300 

Bureau regional de seNices de 
London 
130 avenue Dufferin 4eme etage 
LONDON ON N6A 5R2 
Telephone: (519) 873-1200 
Telecopieur: (519) 873-1300 

Licensee Copy/Copie du titulaire de permis 

Report Date(s) I Inspection No I Log#/ 
Date(s) du Rapport No de !'inspection No de registre 

Jan 24, Aug 15, 2017 2016_229213_0035 029609-16, 031470-16 

Licensee/Titulaire de permis 

CARESSANT-CARE NURSING AND RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED 
264 NORWICH AVENUE WOODSTOCK ON N4S 3V9 

Long-Term Care Home/Foyer de soins de longue duree 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE WOODSTOCK ON N4S 8Y2 

Name of lnspector(s)/Nom de l'inspecteur ou des inspecteurs 

Type of Inspection/ 
Genre d'inspection 
Critical Incident 
System 

RHONDA KUKOL Y (213), MARIAN MACDONALD (137), MELANIE NORTHEY (563) 

Inspection Summary/Resume de l'inspection 

The purpose of this inspection was to conduct a Critical Incident System inspection. 

This inspection was conducted on the following date(s): October 5, 28, 31, November 1-4, 8-
10, 14-18, 29, 30, December 1, 2, 5-8, 12-16, 19, 2016, January 3-6, 9-13, 16-20, 24, 26, 31, 
February 1-3, 6-10, 13-17, 21-24, 28, March 1-3, 6, 7, 2017 

The following critical incidents are included in this inspection: 
Log #029609-16, critical incident #2636-000027-16 and log #031470-16, critical incident #2636-
000007-13 

This inspection was completed concurrently while in the home completing other inspections 
including: 
Inspection #2016_229213_0038: Log #022711-16 related to orders issued as a result of a 
critical incident inspection log #018577-16, inspection #2016_258519_0007, and log #033528-
16 related to orders issued as a result of the Resident Quality Inspection log #002290-16, 
inspection #2016_326569_0021 
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Inspection #2016_303563_0042: Log #033550-16, critical incident #2636-000032-16 

Inspection #2016_255633_0025: Log #033908-16, critical incident #2636-000038-16 and log 
#034107-16, infoline #IL-48359-LO 

Inspection #2017 _605213_0001: Log #033930-16, complaint lnfoline #IL-48314-LO 

Inspection #2017_508137_0001: Log #002462-17, complaint lnfoline #IL-49142-LO 

Inspection #2016_229213_0039: 
Log #004840-16, critical incident #2636-000006-16 
Log #008948-16, critical incident #2636-000010-16 
Log #015639-16, critical incident #2636-000013-16 
Log #017131-16, critical incident #2636-000016-16 
Log #021944-16, critical incident #2636-000021 -16 
Log #027293-16, critical incident #2636-000013-16 
Log #027733-16, critical incident #2636-000024-16 
Log #035063-16, critical incident #2636-000040-16 
Log #033028-16, critical incident #2636-000030-16 
Log #033029-16, critical incident #2636-000031 -16 
Log #000464-17, critical incident #2636-000001-17 
Log #000590-17, critical incident #2636-000002-17 
Log #000857-17, critical incident #2636-000007-15 
Log #001129-17, critical incident #2636-000003-17 
Log #001413-17, critical incident #2636-000005-17 
Log #001869-17, critical incident #2636-000007-17 

During this inspection, as per section 302 of Ontario Regulation 79/10, requirements under a 
previous Act were inspected. The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and 
Criteria were part of an agreement made under the Nursing Homes Act and in effect until July 
1, 2010. The following Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria were 
found to be unmet. 

WN #14: 
The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria M3.7 stated: Unusual 
occurrences shall be reported according to Ministry policy. The Ministry of Health and Long
Term Care Unusual Occurrence Report required homes to indicate the type of unusual 
occurrence including 
"unusual or accidental death". 

Resident health care records were reviewed in the home. Resident #.was admitted to the 
home on July 24, 2007 and passed away on August 12, 2007, 19 days after being admitted to 
the home. The "Institutional Patient Death Record", completed August 12, 2007 by Registered 
Nurse (RN) #169 was faxed to the Office of the Chief Coroner on August 12, 2007. The record 
indicated "Accidental death?", and the box "YES" was checked, as well as "Is the death both 
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sudden and unexpected?" and the box "YES" was checked. 

The home's clinical records and the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Report archived 
files were reviewed for the year 2007 for the home and no unusual occurrence report was 
found related to a sudden and unexpected or accidental death of resident tmll 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 17, 2016, the DON was 
unable to recall if an unusual occurrence report had been completed related to the sudden 
and unexpected death or accidental death of resident- and was not able to produce an 
unusual occurrence report, related to the death of resident -

The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria M3.7, unusual 
occurrences shall be reported according to Ministry policy, was not met related to the 
unexpected death of resident-

WN # 15: 
The Long Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria M3.7 stated: Unusual 
occurrences shall be reported according to Ministry policy. The Ministry of Health and Long
Term Care Unusual Occurrence Report required homes to indicate the type of unusual 
occurrence including "medication/treatment error resulting in hospital admission". 

A Caressant Care Internal Resident Incident Report was documented by Registered Nurse 
(RN) #127, in Point Click Care on October 7, 2007, for resident-related to a medication 
error that occurred on October 6, 2007. The incident was described as resident's blood sugar 
kept bottoming out overnight (1.9-2.2) when the RN called the physician on call about orders 
for treatment who told the RN that a nurse had called them in evening "about an insulin 
overdose" . The incident report was signed by the resident's physician on October 30, 2007, by 
the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on October 27, 2007, the Administrator #117 with no date 
identified, and RN #127 on October 7, 2007. The section indicating "MOH Unusual occurrence 
report completed" was left blank and unchecked. 

The home's clinical records and the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Report archived 
files were reviewed for the year 2007 for the home, and no unusual occurrence report was 
found related to a medication error for resident ... Progress notes documented by RN #127 
on October 7, 2007, stated "resident's blood sugar remained unstable throughout the night 
continually dropping". The RN called the doctor at 0415 hours to receive orders on treatment 
and the doctor told the RN that a nurse from Caressant Care had called earlier in the evening 
to inform the doctor of "an insulin overdose", and after speaking with the doctor, the RN 
checked for any incident reports and found none completed. The RN documented that they 
were "not informed of any overdoses at shift change". There were no progress notes 
documented for the evening shift of October 6, 2007 and there were no medication incidents 
documented for resident-on October 6, 2007. On October 7, 2007, progress notes stated 
the resident's family member wanted the resident to be checked and the doctor on call agreed 
that resident could be sent to hospital. A progress note at 1758 hours on October 7, 2007, 
stated that the family member called to say resident was to be admitted when a bed became 
available and was on intravenous getting glucose. Resident-was discharged from the 
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In an interview with the DON #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON was unable to recall if an 
unusual occurrence report had been completed related to the medication error for resident 
- The DON said that because the "MOH unusual occurrence report completed" was blank 
and unchecked, that meant that they either forgot to check it off or didn't complete one. The 
home was not able to produce an unusual occurrence report, related to a medication error for 
resident .. 

The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria M3. 7, unusual 
occurrences shall be reported according to Ministry..f2!!.cy, was not met related to the 
medication incident and hospitalization of resident -on October 7, 2007. 

WN #16: 
The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria R8.1 stated: "All 
medication errors and adverse drug reactions shall be reported promptly to the director of 
nursing, prescriber, and pharmacist according to established policy and procedure and 
specific follow-up action shall be taken". 

A Caressant Care Internal Resident lncidJ!Di.Beport was documented in Point Click Care by 
Registered Nurse (RN) #127, for resident-on October 7, 2007, for a medication error that 
occurred on October 6, 2007. The incident was described as the resident's blood sugar kept 
bottoming out overnight (1.9-2.2) when the RN called the doctor on call about orders for 
treatment he told the RN that a nurse had called the doctor in evening "about an insulin 
overdose". The incident report was signed by the resident's physician on October 30, 2007, by 
the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on October 27, 2007, the Administrator #117 with no date 
identified, and RN #127 on October 7, 2007. The section indicating "MOH Unusual occurrence 
report completed" was left blank and unchecked. 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON was unable to recall if any 
follow up had been completed related to the medication error for resident - The home was 
not able to produce any documentation or evidence of any follow up actions taken related to 
the medication error for resident -documented on October 7, 2007. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #125 on December 1, 2016, who provided 
services to the home from 2007 to 2013, they said that the home did not report all medication 
errors to the pharmacy. The Pharmacist said that they were notified of pharmacy errors, but 
nursing errors were dealt with internally by the home. 

The Long-Term Care Homes Program Manual Standards and Criteria R8.1, all medication 
errors and adverse drug reactions shall be reported promptly to the director of nursing, 
prescriber, and pharmacist according to established policy and procedure and specific follow
up action shall be taken, was not met related to the medication incident for resident~n 
October 7, 2007. 

During the course of the inspection, the inspector(s) spoke with the Acting Administrator, the 
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Administrator, the Director of Nursing, the Acting Director of Nursing, previous 
Administrators, previous Directors of Care, previous Assistant Directors of Nursing, previous 
Resident Care Coordinators, two Resident Care Coordinators, Regional Coordinators, the Vice 
President of Operations, the Vice President of Human Resources, the Corporate 
Communications Manager, a Corporate Executive Assistant, the Corporate Environmental 
Services Consultant, Consultant Pharmacists, a Pharmacy Clinical Lead, Physicians, 
Registered Nurses, Registered Practical Nurses, the Food and Nutrition Manager, a 
Registered Dietitian, a Program Manager, an Occupational Therapist, a Physiotherapist, a 
Physiotherapy Assistant, an Ontario Nurses Association Attorney, Personal Support Workers, 
an Administrative Assistant, a Scheduling Clerk, Ward Clerks, Maintenance staff, 
Housekeeping staff, family members, residents. 

The Inspectors also observed resident care and medication practices and administration. The 
Inspectors reviewed electronic and paper health records, incident reports, education records, 
employee files, meeting minutes, complaint records, policies and procedures, program 
evaluations, and other relevant documentation. 

The following Inspection Protocols were used during this inspection: 
Hospitalization and Change in Condition 
Medication 
Reporting and Complaints 
Sufficient Staffing 
Training and Orientation 

During the course of this inspection, Non-Compliances were issued. 
13 WN(s) 
5 VPC(s) 
2 CO(s) 
0 DR(s) 
OWAO(s) 
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I NON-COMPLIANCE I NON - RESPECT DES EXIGENCES 
Legend Legende 

WN - Written Notification WN - Avis ecrit 
VPC - Voluntary Plan of Correction 
DR - Director Referral 

VPC - Plan de redressement volontaire 
DR - Aiguillage au directeur 

CO - Compliance Order CO - Ordre de conformite 
WAO - Work and Activity Order WAO- Ordres: travaux et activites 

Non-compliance with requirements under Le non-respect des exigences de la Loi de 
the Long-Term Care Homes Act,2007 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue 
(L TCHA) was found, (a requirement under duree (LFSLD) a ete constate, (une 
the L TCHA includes the requirements exigence de la loi comprend les exigences 
contained in the items listed in the qui font partie des elements enumeres 
definition of "requirement under this Act" in dans la definition de «exigence prevue 
subsection 2(1) of the L TCHA). par la presente loi »,au paragraphe 2(1) 

de la LFSLD. 

The following constitutes written Ce qui suit constitue un avis ecrit de non-
notification of non-compliance under respect aux termes du paragraphe 1 de 
paragraph 1 of section 152 of the L TCHA. !'article 152 de la LFSLD. 

WN #1: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 107. Reports re critical 
incidents 

Specifically failed to comply with the following: 

s. 107. (3) The licensee shall ensure that the Director is informed of the following incidents in 
the home no later than one business day after the occurrence of the incident, followed by the 
report required under subsection (4): 
3. A missing or unaccounted for controlled substance. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 107 (3). 

s. 107. (3) The licensee shall ensure that the Director is informed of the following incidents in 
the home no later than one business day after the occurrence of the incident, followed by the 
report required under subsection (4): 
5. A medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of which a resident is taken to 
hospital. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 107 (3). 
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1 . The licensee has failed to ensure that the Director was informed of a missing or unaccounted for 
controlled substance. 

Medication incident reports were reviewed in the home and the following incidents were noted: 
• On October 18, 2016, a medication incident report was completed indicating that one tablet of 

Dilaudid was missing for resident- The "Unusual Occurrence Report" completed box was not 
checked. The medication incident report was signed by the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on 
December 12, 2016. 
• On November 11, 2016, a medication incident report was completed indicating that one tablet of 
Dilaudid was missing for resident •. The "Unusual Occurrence Report" completed box was not 
checked. The medication incident report was signed by the DON on November 11, 2016. 

The Ministry of Health and Long Term Care (MOHL TC) Critical Incident (Cl) Reporting System was 
reviewed. The last missing or unaccounted for controlled substance was reported by the home in 
August 2012, and there have been none reported since that date. 

In an interview with the DON #102 and the Acting Administrator #101 on December 19, 2016, the 
DON and the Acting Administrator said that they were aware of the incidents and were unsure as to 
why they were not reported to the Director. 

The licensee failed to inform the Director of the missing or unaccounted for controlled substance 
Dilaudid. [s. 107. (3) 3.] (213) 

2. The licensee has failed to ensure that the Director was informed no later than one business day 
after the occurrence of a medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of which a resident 
was taken to hospital. 

Medication incidents reported in Point Click Care and clinical records for residents •••••• 
were reviewed. A medication incident report stated on October 11, 2016, the 1200 hours 
medications for resident-were documented on the electronic medication administration record 
(eMAR) as administered to the resident, but were found intact in the strip package in the medication 
cart at 1630 hours. The medications that were not administered included Statex 5 mg, Tylenol 500 
mg and Tylenol Arthritis. The 1630 hours medication for resident - (with the same last name as 
resident- were found missing from the strip packaging in the medication cart that same day. 
The missing medications included Lipidel EZ 45 mg, Colace 100 mg, Senokot 8.6 mg (three tablets) 
and Seroquel 25 mg. 

Progress notes for resident tated that at supper on October 11, 2016, resident-
expressed that they were no not feeling well and felt a little off. When assessed by Registered 
Practical Nurse (RPN) #103, the resident requested to go to the hospital for assessment and was 
transferred to hospital by ambulance at 2140 hours. Resident .. returned to the home early the 
next morning. The final diagnosis in hospital was dehydration. Intravenous (IV) fluids were given. 
The resident also had complaints of having had loose bowel movements for two days. The 
Emergency Record included documentation that the home questioned medication administration. 
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The home's internal investigation records stated the incident had been followed up with the 
registered staff involved, for failing to give resident- their medication as prescribed, as well as 
failing to document and follow up on the resident's condition in detail. The Director of Nursing (DON) 
indicated that if the Registered Practical Nurse had audited and checked, they would have seen that 
the resident was given the wrong medication. 

The Ministry of Health and Long Term Care (MOHL TC) Critical Incident (Cl) Report~stem was 
reviewed. There were no Cl reports related to a medication error involving resident -

In an interview on November 30, 2016, the DON said a Cl report was not submitted to the MOHL TC. 

The licensee fa iled to inform the director no later than one business day after the occurrence of a 
medication incident in respect of which resident - was taken to hospital. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is wide spread. The home does 
not have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 107. (3) 5.] (137) 

Additional Required Actions: 

VPC-pursuant to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, s.152(2) the licensee 
is hereby requested to prepare a written plan of correction for achieving compliance to 
ensure that the Director is informed of a missing or unaccounted for controlled substance, to 
be implemented voluntarily. 

WN #2: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 115. Quarterly evaluation 

FindingslFaits saillants : 
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1. The licensee has failed to ensure that an interdisciplinary team, which must include the Medical 
Director, the Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the pharmacist and the 
pharmacy service provider and a registered dietitian who is a member of the staff of the home, met 
quarterly to evaluate the effectiveness of the medication management system in the home and to 
recommend any changes necessary to improve the system. 

The licensee failed to ensure that a quarterly evaluation of the medication management system 
included identified and implemented changes to improve the system in accordance with evidence
based practices and, if there were none, in accordance with prevailing practices. 

The licensee failed to ensure that a written record was kept of the results of a quarterly evaluation or 
any changes that were identified or implemented as a result of the quarterly evaluation. 

In an interview with the Medical Director #134 on December 7, 2016, they said that they had been 
providing service to the home for over 40 years and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with the Administrator#117 on November 21, 2016, the Administrator said that they 
had been the Administrator from 2009 to 2016 and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said that 
they had worked for the home for over 33 years and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist said 
that they had provided services to the home from February 2016 to date and had not participated in 
any Medication Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #125 on December 1, 2016, the Pharmacist said that 
they had provided services to the home from 2007 to 2013 and had not participated in any 
Medication Management System program evaluations. 

The home was not able to produce any documentation of quarterly evaluations of the medication 
management system, or changes that were identified or implemented as a result of a quarterly 
evaluation. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is widespread. The home does not 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 115.] (213) 
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VPC - pursuant to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, s.152(2) the licensee 
is hereby requested to prepare a written plan of correction for achieving compliance to 
ensure that an interdisciplinary team, which must include the Medical Director, the 
Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the pharmacist and the pharmacy 
service provider and a registered dietitian who is a member of the staff of the home, meet 
quarterly to evaluate the effectiveness of the medication management system in the home 
and to recommend any changes necessary to improve the system. To ensure that there is a 
written record kept of the results of the evaluation and any changes that were implemented, 
to be Implemented voluntarily. 

WN #3: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 116. Annual evaluation 

Findings/Fails saillants: 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that an interdisciplinary team, which must include the Medical 
Director, the Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the pharmacist and the 
pharmacy service provider and a registered dietitian who was a member of the staff of the home, 
met annually to evaluate the effectiveness of the medication management system in the home and 
to recommend any changes necessary to improve the system. 

The licensee failed to ensure that the annual evaluation of the medication management system 
included a review of the quarterly evaluations in the previous year as referred to in 0. Reg 79/10 
s.115 and identified changes to improve the system in accordance with evidence-based practices 
and, if there were none, in accordance with prevailing practices. 

The licensee failed to ensure that the changes identified in the annual evaluation were implemented 
and that a written record was kept of the results of the annual evaluation and of any changes that 
were implemented. 

The home provided documentation of four Medication Management System Program Evaluations 
completed: 
1. Date: September (no year identified), Review completed by: Resident Care Coordinator (RCC) 
#116. 
2. Date: November 26, 2014, Review completed by: RCC #116 and Registered Nurse (RN) #106. 
3. Date: blank, Review of Service from: September 2014 to: September 22, 2015, Review completed 
by: RCC #116, RN #106, RN #139 and RN #121. 
4. Date: blank, Review of Service from: August 2015 To: August2016. Review completed by: RN 
#104 and RN #106. 
The Medical Director, Administrator, Director of Nursing, Pharmacist and Dietitian were not included 
in any of the annual evaluations provided by the home. 
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The home was not able to provide any documentation of any quarterly evaluation completed that 
included the identification or implementation of changes to improve the system in accordance with 
evidence-based practices. 

The program goals identified in the evaluations were random and different every year including "to 
provide the appropriate medication that resident require" , "to provide minimal medication to maintain 
health of residents", "to keep residents as comfortable as possible", "to inform residents/POA's of 
medications being used have input", "quality control by MD, pharmacy, staff', "least medication 
possible", "to maintain safe and appropriate medication administration, dosing and kind of 
medication". 

There was no correlation between "summary of changes/improvements made of the past year with 
date of change" and the "areas for improvement identified" in the previous year's evaluation. 

"Areas for improvement" were random, non-specific and vague, including "continue to assess over 
medication of elderly, discontinue meds not needed, locking cart", and "double checks". 

"Summary of changes/improvements made over the past year with date of change" were random , 
non-specific and vague, including "storage for discontinued meds has been improved so that 
removing items is harder'', "double checks on waste of narcotics", "have new med cart that is 
'erogmatic' for staff', "education of shift count", "review of medication use". No dates were indicated. 

In an interview with the Medical Director #134 on December 7, 2016, the physician said they had 
been providing service to the home for over 40 years and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with Administrator #117 on November 21, 2016, the Administrator said they had been 
the Administrator from 2009 to 2016 and had not participated in any Medication Management 
System program evaluations. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said they 
had worked for the home for over 33 years and had not participated in any Medication Management 
System program evaluations. 

In an interview with Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist said they 
had provided services to the home from February 2016 to date and had not participated in any 
Medication Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with Consultant Pharmacist #186 on February 21, 2017, the Pharmacist said they 
had provided services to the home in 2014 and 2015 and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 

In an interview with Consultant Pharmacist #125 on December 1, 2016, the Pharmacist said they 
had provided services to the home from 2007 to 2013 and had not participated in any Medication 
Management System program evaluations. 
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The medication policies in the Medical Pharmacies Pharmacy Policy & Procedure Manual for L TC 
Homes were reviewed: 
Policy 3-5 "The Medication Cart and Maintenance" was dated January 2014. 
Policy 3-6 "The Medication Pass" was dated January 2014. 
Policy 5-4 "Drug Destruction and Disposal" was dated January 2014. 
Policy 9-2 "Adverse Drug Reactions and Drug Allergies" was dated January 2014. 
Policy 3-2-2 "Packaging - Strip Pack System" was dated January 2014. 
Policy 3-12 "How to Administer Insulin (Insulin PenY' was dated January 2014. 

In an interview with Acting Administrator#101 on November 9, 2016, the Acting Administrator said 
that the home used the pharmacy provider Medical Pharmacies' policies for medication policies in 
the home. The Acting Administrator was not aware of who was responsible for reviewing policies or 
when it was done. 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON said that the home used the 
pharmacy provider Medical Pharmacies' policies for medication policies in the home. The DON was 
not aware of who was responsible for reviewing policies or when it was done. 

The licensee failed to ensure that an interdisciplinary team that included the Medical Director, the 
Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the pharmacist and the pharmacy service 
provider and a registered dietitian who was a member of the staff of the home, met annually to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the medication management system in the home and to recommend 
any changes necessary to improve the system. The annual evaluation of the medication 
management system did not include a review of quarterly evaluations in the previous year as 
quarterly evaluations were not completed or documented. 

The licensee failed to ensure that the changes identified or implemented were based on a proper or 
adequate annual evaluation of the medication management system in accordance with evidence
based or prevailing practices. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is widespread. The home does not 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 116.] (213) 
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VPC - pursuant to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, s.152(2) the licensee 
is hereby requested to prepare a written plan of correction for achieving compliance to 
ensure that an interdisciplinary team, which must include the Medical Director, the 
Administrator, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the pharmacist and the pharmacy 
service provider and a registered dietitian who is a member of the staff of the home, meet 
annually to evaluate the effectiveness of the medication management system in the home 
and to recommend any changes necessary to improve the system. To ensure that the annual 
evaluation includes a review of the quarterly evaluations in the previous year and identified 
changes to improve the system in accordance with evidence-based practices and if there are 
none, with prevailing practices. To ensure that the changes identified in the annual 
evaluation are to be implemented and a written record kept of the results of the evaluation 
and any changes that were implemented, to be implemented voluntarily. 

WN #4: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 126. Every licensee of a long
term care home shall ensure that drugs remain in the original labelled container or package 
provided by the pharmacy service provider or the Government of Ontario until administered 
to a resident or destroyed. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 126. 

Findings/Faits saillants : 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that drugs remained in the original labelled container or 
package provided by the pharmacy provider or the Government of Ontario until administered or 
destroyed. 

Observations on November 3, 2016, in the first floor A unit in the medication cart at 1345 hours: 
• Bin for resident .. contained Spiriva 18 micrograms (ug), two packages, not in the original 

package from the pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident- contained Spiriva 18ug, seven packages and Salbutamol 1 milligram per 
milliliter (mg/ml) five nebulizers, not in the original package from the pharmacy, no resident name, 
date, prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident-contained Spiriva 18ug, five packages, not in the original package from the 
pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident - contained Spiriva 18ug, three packages, not in the original package from the 
pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 

Observations on November 4, 2016 in the B unit in the medication room at 1505 hours: 
South Wing med cart: 
• Bin for resident -contained Systane Ultra (no dose), two nebulas, and one single dose plastic 

nebule of Cosopt 0.2ml, not in the original package from the pharmacy, no resident name, date, 
prescription number, etc. 
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• Bin for resident .. contained Spiriva 18ug, two packages, not in the original package from the 
pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident .. contained Daxas 500mg, one package/three tabs, Salbutamol nebulas 

2mg/ml three nebulas, and Ultibro 110mcg/50mcg, not in the original package from the pharmacy, 
no resident name, date prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident lliiii contained Daxas 500mg one pkg/three tabs, Salbutamol nebulas 2mg/ml, 

five nebulas not in the original package from the pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription 
number, etc. 
• Bin for .. contained Salbutamol nebulas 2mg/ml, three nebulas, not in the original package 

from the pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 

North Wing medication cart: 
• Bin for resident -contained Spiriva 18ug, one package, and Salbutamol 2mg/ml, four nebulas, 

not in the original Rackage from the pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 
• Bin for resident .. contained Spiriva 18ug, one package, not in the original package from the 

pharmacy, no resident name, date, prescription number, etc. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist said 
that the expectation was that medications were to be kept in their original packaging with the original 
label from the pharmacy and the directions for use. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON said that it 
was the expectation that drugs were kept in their original container. DON #102 said that the home 
was aware that this was an issue in the home and that they had been discussing possible solutions 
with pharmacy. 

The licensee failed to ensure that drugs remained in the original labelled container or package 
provided by the pharmacy provider until administered or destroyed. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is widespread. The home does not 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 126.] (213) 

Additional Required Actions: 

VPC-pursuant to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, s.152(2) the licensee 
is hereby requested to prepare.a written plan of correction for achieving compliance to 
ensure that drugs remain in the original labelled container or package provided by the 
pharmacy provider or the Government of Ontario until administered or destroyed, to be 
implemented voluntarily. 
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WN #5: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 130. Security of drug supply 
Every licensee of a long-term care home shall ensure that steps are taken to ensure the 
security of the drug supply, including the following: 
1. All areas where drugs are stored shall be kept locked at all times, when not in use. 
2. Access to these areas shall be restricted to, 
i. persons who may dispense, prescribe or administer drugs in the home, and 
ii. the Administrator. 
3. A monthly audit shall be undertaken of the daily count sheets of controlled substances to 
determine if there are any discrepancies and that immediate action is taken if any 
discrepancies are discovered. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 130. 

Findings/Faits saillants : 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that a monthly audit was undertaken of the daily count sheets of 
controlled substances to determine if there were any discrepancies, and that immediate action was 
taken if any discrepancies were discovered. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said that 
they had never done any audits of the daily count sheets of controlled substances and was not 
aware that that this was required. 

The home was not able to produce any audits of daily count sheets of controlled substances. 

The licensee failed to complete a monthly audit of the daily count sheets of controlled substances to 
determine if there were any discrepancies. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is widespread. The home does not 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 130. 3.] (213) 

Additional Required Actions: 

VPC-pursuant to the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8, s.152(2) the licensee 
is hereby requested to prepare a written plan of correction for achieving compliance to 
ensure that a monthly audit is undertaken of the daily count sheets of controlled substances 
to determine if there are any discrepancies, and that immediate action is taken if any 
discrepancies are discovered, to be implemented voluntarily. 

WN #6: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 8. Policies, etc., to be 
followed, and records 
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s. 8. (1) Where the Act or this Regulation requires the licensee of a long-term care home to 
have, institute or otherwise put in place any plan, policy, protocol, procedure, strategy or 
system, the licensee is required to ensure that the plan, policy, protocol, procedure, strategy 
or system, 
(a) is in compliance with and is implemented in accordance with applicable requirements 
under the Act; and 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 8 (1). 
(b) is complied with. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 8 (1). 

Findings/Faits saillants : 

1 . The following is additional evidence to support Compliance Order #002 identified in a concurrently 
completed critical incident Inspection #2016_229213_0039 with a compliance date of May 26, 2017. 

A) The licensee has failed to ensure that the Drug Destruction and Disposal policy was complied 
with. 

O.Reg 79/10, s.136 (2) states: ''The Drug Destruction and Disposal" policy must also provide for the 
following: 1. That drugs that are to be destroyed and disposed of shall be stored safely and securely 
within the home, separate from drugs that are available for administration to a resident until the 
destruction and disposal occurs". 

The home's policy #5-4, "Drug Destruction and Disposal", dated January 2014 indicated: 
"2. The nurse who processes the medication "to be disposed of or discontinued" order is responsible 
for removing the medication(s) from the medication cart, medication room cupboards, [as needed] 
bin, refrigerator and treatment carts. 
4. Medications for destruction are removed from all medication storage areas and retained in a 
secure area in the medication room, separate from medications for administration to a resident, until 
such time as they are transferred to the designated Stericycle box/container for destruction and 
disposal. A surplus medications log (Drug 
Destruction and Disposal Log for Non-Narcotic and Controlled Medications) may be used to track 
additions to the box as per specific home policy." 

Observations on November 3, 2016 in the first floor A unit in the medication room at 1345 hours: 
• The fourth drawer of the medication cart contained a bin with a specimen collection bottle with 

multiple random pills and capsules in it, no label on the bottle and an open medication strip package 
for resident .. with a crushed yellow pill in it and strip pack not sealed or closed. 

Observations on November 3, 2016 in the second floor A unit in the medication room at 1400 hours: 
• The fourth drawer of the medication cart contained a bin with a specimen collection bottle with 

multiple random pills and capsules in it with "DIC" written in black marker on the lid. 

Observations on November 4, 2016 in the B unit in the medication room of the North Wing 
medication cart at 1505 hours: 
• The fourth drawer of the medication cart contained a bin with a urine collection bottle with multiple 
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random pills and capsules in it, with "refused/wasted" written on the bottle with black marker and an 
open medication strip package for resident-with crushed pills in it with the strip pack not sealed. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist said the 
expectation of the home was that medications for destruction were to be put in the box designated 
for medication disposal on each unit, and not kept in the medication cart. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON said that the 
pills should not have been kept in a specimen collection container in the medication cart. 

The licensee failed to ensure that written policies and protocols for the medication management 
system to ensure the destruction and disposal of all disposal of all drugs used in the home, were 
implemented. 

B) The licensee has failed to ensure that the Expiry and Dating of Medications policy was complied 
with. 

0. Reg. 79/10 s. 136.(1)(a) states: "Every licensee of a long-term care home shall ensure, as part of 
the medication management system, that a written policy is developed in the home that provides for 
the ongoing identification, destruction and disposal of, (a) all expired drugs" 

The Medical Pharmacies policy #5-1 "Expiry and Dating of Medications" dated February 2017 states 
"examine the expiry date of all medications on a regular monthly basis" and "remove any expired 
medications and order replacement if necessary". The policy further states "treat expired prescription 
medications as medications for disposal". 

Observations on November 3, 2016 in the first floor A unit in the medication room at 1345 hours 
included: 
• The cupboard containing government stock medications contained a bottle of APO K 600mg with 

an expiry date of October 2016. 
On November 3, 2016, Registered Nurse #106 confirmed that the APO K 600mg had an expiry date 
of October 2016 and should not have been in the cupboard, she removed the mediation from the 
cupboard. 

Observations on November 3, 2016 on the second floor A unit in the medication room at 1400 hours 
included: 
• The 4th drawer contained a bin with government stock medications, including a bottle of Soflax 

1 OOmg with an expiry date of September 2016. 
• The cupboard containing government stock medications contained a bottle of APO K 600mg with 

an expiry date of October 2016. 

Observations on November 4, 2016 in the B unit in the medication room at 1505 hours included: 
• The bottom drawer of the South Wing medication cart contained a bottle of Mucillium with an 

expiry date of October 2016. 
• The bin for resident-contained nitroglycerine spray 0.4mg dated January 19, 2015 with an 

expiry date of October 2016. 
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In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 9, 2016, the DON confirmed 
the expectation that expired medications should not have been stored in medication carts or 
cupboards. The DON said that the expectation was that the carts and cupboards were checked at 
least every two months and expired medications removed and destroyed. 

In an interview with Registered Nurse (RN) #152 on November 17, 2016, the RN said that expired 
medications were to be removed from use and destroyed. The RN said that it was the responsibility 
of every registered staff to check for expiry dates of medications. 

In an interview with the Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist said 
that the pharmacy regularly audits for expired medications and the expectation was that the home 
was also to be auditing on a regular basis to ensure that there was no expired medications stored 
with medications for administration. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is widespread. The home does 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. This was issued as a Voluntary 
Plan of Correction in May 2014, as a Written Notification in October 2014, and August 2014, and as 
a Voluntary Plan of Correction in October 2016. This was also issued as Compliance Order #001 in 
a concurrently completed critical incident inspection #2016_229213_0039 with a compliance date of 
May 26, 2017. [s. 8. (1) (b)] (213) 

WN #7: The Licensee has failed to comply with L TCHA, 2007 S.O. 2007, c.8, s. 20. Policy to 
promote zero tolerance 
Specifically failed to comply with the following: 

s. 20. (1) Without in any way restricting the generality of the duty provided for in section 19, 
every licensee shall ensure that there Is in place a written policy to promote zero tolerance of 
abuse and neglect of residents, and shall ensure that the policy is complied with. 2007, c. 8, 
s. 20 (1). 

Findings/Faits salllants : 

1 . The licensee has failed to ensure that the written policy that promoted zero tolerance of abuse 
and neglect of residents was complied with. 

The following is additional evidence to support Compliance Order #003 identified in a concurrently 
completed critical incident inspection #2016_229213_0039 with a compliance date of May 26, 2017. 

The Caressant Care Nursing & Retirement Home Ltd. Policy and Procedure, Schedule D titled 
Abuse & Neglect- Staff to Resident, Family to Resident, Resident to Resident, Resident and/or 
Family to Staff reviewed August 2016, stated all cases of suspected or actual abuse must be 
reported in written form to the Director of NursinQ (DON)!Administrator and in the absence of 
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management, to notify the charge nurse immediately who will contact manager on call. 

The employee file for Registered Nurse (RN) #169 was reviewed. Within the file, there was a 
handwritten letter from Personal Support Worker (PSW) #115 to Director of Nursing (DON) #102, 
dated December 16, 2011. It was initialed by the DON as received by January 16, 2012. PSW #115 
described three specific occurrences that involved Registered Nurse #169: 
1. PSW#115 reported that on the night shift of December 5, 6 and 7, 2011, residen~as 
having breathing difficulties on all three nights. The concern was reported to RN #169"l)y"'Psw #115 
and RN #169 did not assess resident- until December 8, 2011. The PSW documented that 
resident-was neglected and "suffered for three days with shortness of breath and laboured 
breathing". 
2. PSW #115 reported resident-was ringing the call bell for pain medication at 0225 hours on 
December 5, 2011. PSW #115 rFi'9ri'approached RN #169 to report the request for pain medication 
and was told by RN #169 that the resident would have to wait until 0300 hours. 
3. PSW #115 reported another occasion the week of January 2 to 8, 2012, when residen~as 
ringing the call bell at 0215 hours and requested a slee~ill. PSW #115 then approached RN 
#169 to report the request for the medication. Resident- rang the call bell another three times 
until 0345 hours. The resident was very upset and complained that they could not sleep and had to 
wait a long time. 

The handwritten letter by PSW #115 documented a running list of concerns related to suspected 
abuse/neglect, dating from December 5, 2011 to January 8, 2012. DON #102 did not initial the letter 
as received until January 16, 2012, five weeks after the initial concern was identified by PSW#115. 

In an interview on February 17, 2017, PSW#115 said that the complaint to DON #102 dated 
December 16, 2011, was a running tally of concerns that started on December 5, 2011 and were not 
immediately reported. The date received by DON #115 indicated January 16, 2012, which was over 
a month later. 

The licensee failed to ensure that the written policy that promoted zero tolerance of abuse and 
neglect of residents was complied with when PSW#115 did not immediately report all cases of 
suspected or actual abuse in writing to the Director of Nursing (DON)/Administrator. (137) 

The severity of this non-compliance is actual harm/risk and the scope is isolated. The home does 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. It was issued as a Voluntary 
Plan of Correction on July 26, 2017. This was also issued as a Voluntary Plan of Correction in a 
concurrently completed critical incident inspection #2016_303563_0042 on January 24, 2017, and 
as Compliance Order#002 in a currently completed critical incident inspection #2016_229213_0039 
with a compliance date of May 26, 2017. [s. 20. (1)] (213) 

WN #8: The Licensee has failed to comply with L TCHA, 2007 S.O. 2007, c.8, s. 23. Licensee 
must investigate, respond and act 
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s. 23. (1) Every licensee of a long-term care home shall ensure that, 
(a) every alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of the following that the licensee knows 
of, or that is reported to the licensee, is immediately investigated: 

(i) abuse of a resident by anyone, 
(ii) neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff, or 
(iii) anything else provided for in the regulations; 2007, c. 8, s. 23 (1 ). 

(b) appropriate action is taken in response to every such incident; and 2007, c. 8, s. 23 (1 ). 
(c) any requirements that are provided for in the regulations for investigating and responding 
as required under clauses (a) and (b) are complied with. 2007, c. 8, s. 23 (1). 

Findings/Fails saillants : 

1. 1. The licensee has failed to ensure that every alleged, suspected or witnessed incident of abuse 
of a resident by anyone that the licensee knew of, or that was reported was immediately investigated 
and that appropriate action was taken in response to every such incident. 

The following is additional evidence to support Compliance Order #003 identified in a concurrently 
completed critical incident inspection #2016_303563_0042 with a compliance date of March 1, 2017.. 

"Verbal abuse" means, any form of verbal communication of a threatening or intimidating nature or 
any form of communication of a belittling or degrading nature which diminishes a resident's sense of 
well-being, dignity or self-worth, that is made by anyone other than a resident. 

The home submitted a Critical Incident (Cl) System report #2636-000007-13 to the Ministry of Health 
and Long Term Care (MOHL TC) on April 1, 2013 at 1519 hours, related to an alleged incident of 
resident to staff abuse that occurred April 1, 2013 at 0700 hours. Resident- reported to the 
Director of Nursing (DON) #102 that they did not want Registered Nurse (RN) #169 giving them their 
medications again as they did not trust the RN to give the correct medication and verbally threatened 
to physically harm the RN. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed. There was a written complaint from 
Personal Support Worker (PSW) #120 to the DON #102 indicating that RN #169 told resident #001 
that the resident was ignorant and asked the resident if they needed a psychiatric assessment done. 
The staff member reported that they felt this was an inappropriate way to talk to residents. There 
was another written c~int from a Registered Practical Nurse (RPN) #111 indicating that RN 
#169 said to resident-"do you need a Haldol injection? Do you need a psychiatric evaluation", 
and that the RN said this two or three times. RPN #111 also indicated that RN #169 called resident 
#001 an ignorant old person and asked again if the resident needed "a psych consult". 

The home's internal investigation records contained documentation of a meeting with RN #169 and 
the management of the home, the documentation stated that the police were called and the RN #169 
was directed not to give pills to resident- alone, to have someone with them. 

A memo dated April 1, 2013 from DON #102 to All North Wing Nursing Aides, Health Care Aides and 
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Personal Sup.E2!!_Workers regarding resident-. stated RN #169 was not to have interactions 
with resident - alone. When RN #169 was to give medication to resident-, the RN will ask 
one of the care staff to be with them and that they were to help with this. Do not leave resident #001 
alone with RN #169 or vice versa. 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 17, 2016, the DON acknowledged that they were 
aware of the two written staff complaints. When asked if the DON would consider that type of 
behaviour appropriate or acceptable for a registered staff member in charge of the home, the DON 
said "no, it's not acceptable". When asked if there was any action taken related to the inappropriate 
staff to resident communication, the DON #102 said they did not see any, and was unsure as to why. 

The statements of "do you need a Haldol injection" and "do you need a psychiatric evaluation" from 
a registered nurse in the role of supervisor on the unit to a resident can be considered verbal 
communication of a threatening or intimidating nature. As the Director of Care #102 was made 
aware of these statements by RN #169 to resident .. in written reports by RPN #111 and PSW 
#120, the home had reasonable grounds to suspec~al abuse. The licensee failed to immediately 
investigate the reported staff to resident verbal abuse of resident- or take appropriate actions. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk, the scope is wide spread with one out of one 
resident affected. The home has a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation; it 
was issued as a voluntary plan of correction on October 20, 2016. This was issued as Compliance 
Order #003 in a concurrently completed critical incident inspection #2016_303563_0042 with a 
compliance date of March 1, 2017. [s. 23. (1)] (213) 

WN #9: The Licensee has failed to comply with LTCHA, 2007 S.O. 2007, c.8, s. 24. Reporting 
certain matters to Director 
Specifically failed to comply with the following: 

s. 24. (1) A person who has reasonable grounds to suspect that any of the following has 
occurred or may occur shall immediately report the suspicion and the information upon 
which it is based to the Director: 
1. Improper or incompetent treatment or care of a resident that resulted in harm or a risk of 
harm to the resident. 2007, c. 8, s. 24 (1), 195 (2). 
2. Abuse of a resident by anyone or neglect of a resident by the licensee or staff that resulted 
in harm or a risk of harm to the resident. 2007, c. 8, s. 24 (1), 195 (2). 
3. Unlawful conduct that resulted in harm or a risk of harm to a resident. 2007, c. 8, s. 24 (1 ), 
195 (2). 
4. Misuse or misappropriation of a resident's money. 2007, c. 8, s. 24 (1), 195 (2). 
5. Misuse or misappropriation of funding provided to a licensee under this Act or the Local 
Health System Integration Act, 2006. 2007, c. 8, s. 24 (1), 195 (2). 

Findings!Faits saillants: 
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1. The licensee has failed to ensure that a person who had reasonable grounds to suspect that 
abuse of a resident by anyone, or incompetent or improper treatment or care of a resident that 
resulted in harm or risk of harm to the resident had occurred, immediately reported the suspicion 
and the information upon which it was based to the Director. 

The following is additional evidence to support Compliance Order #002 identified in a concurrently 
completed follow up inspection #2016_229213_0038 with a compliance date of January 27, 2017. 

A) The home submitted a Critical Incident (Cl) System report #2636-000007-13 to the Ministry of 
Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) on April1, 2013at1519 hours, related to an alleged incident 
of resident to staff abuse that occurred April 1, 2013 at 0700 hours. Resident-reported to the 
Director of Nursing #102 that they did not want Registered Nurse (RN) #169 giving them their 
medications again as the resident did not trust the RN to give the correct medication and verbally 
threatened to physically harm the RN. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed. There was a written complaint from 
Personal Support Worker (PSW) #120 to the Director of Nursing #102 indicating that RN #169 told 
resident hat it was ignorant and asked if the resident if they needed a psychiatric assessment 
done. The staff member reported that they felt this was an inappropriate way to talk to residents. 

There was another written complaint from a Registered Practical Nurse (RPN) #111 indicating that 
RN #169 said to resident- "do you need a Haldol injection? Do you need a psychiatric 
evaluation", and that the RN said this two or three times. RPN #111 also indicated that RN #169 
called resident #001 an ignorant old person and asked again if the resident needed "a psych 
consult". 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 17, 2016, the DON said that they were aware of the 
two written staff complaints alleging staff to resident verbal abuse. When asked if the DON would 
consider that type of behaviour appropriate or acceptable for a registered staff member in charge of 
the home, the DON said "no, it's not acceptable". When asked if there was any action taken related 
to the inappropriate staff to resident communication, the DON #102 said they did not see any and 
was unsure as to why. 

In reviewing the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Critical Incident System, there were no other 
critical incidents reported related to resident .. other than report #2636-000007-13 related to 
resident to staff abuse involving resident- and RN #169. 

The statements of "do you need a Haldol injection" and "do you need a psychiatric evaluation" from 
a registered nurse in the role of supervisor on the unit to a resident can be considered verbal 
communication of a threatening or intimidating nature. As the Director of Care #102 was made 
aware of these statements by RN #169 to resident - in written reports by RPN #111 and PSW 
#120, the home had reasonable grounds to suspect verbal abuse. The home failed to immediately 
report the suspicion of verbal abuse of resident-to the Director, when it was reported to the 
home on April 1, 2013. (213) 

B) The employee records were reviewed for RN #169. Email communication and investigation 
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meeting documentation stated on January 20, 2014 resident-exhibited responsive behaviours, 
such as wandering into other residents' rooms, as well as verbal and physical aggression towards 
residents and staff. It was reported, by an unidentified source, to Administrator #101 and DON #102 
that RN #169 took resident-by the hand and told the resident, "look, you are sick. You have 
Alzheimer's and you are confused so you do not know what you are talking about. You cannot 
remember and you need to trust the staff'. Resident -replied "I'm not sick. I don't have 
Alzheimer's". Resident-continued to exhibit responsive behaviours. There was no documented 
evidence that interventions, other than chemical restraints, were utilized, in an attempt to manage 
the behaviours. 

The investigation notes and resident electronic records stated that on January 20, 2014, resident 
- received Tylenol 1000 milligrams (mg) and Trazadone 50 mg at 1820 hours, as well as 
Risperidone 1 mg, by mouth, at 1820 hours. The Risperidone was to be given at 2000 hours but was 
given one hour and forty minutes earlier. The resident also received Haldol 2.5 mg intramuscular 
(IM) at 2102 hours and again at 2203 hours. The following day, the resident was very quiet, seated 
in the chair by the desk for most of 0700 hours to 1500 hours shift, looked tired and sleepy. The 
resident needed more encouragement than usual to eat. 

In an interview with DON #102 on November 17, 2016, the DON said the incidents occurred and that 
type of behaviour was inappropriate and unacceptable for a registered staff member in charge of the 
home. The DON also said resident .. was given a lot of medication for such a small person but 
RN #169 thought it was warranted. 

In reviewing the MOHL TC Cl System, there were no Cl reports related to reside!!!.91other than 
~rt #2636-000001-12 related to resident to resident abuse involving resident-and resident 
- dated January 2012. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed and stated that follow up occurred related 
to "a resident was given medication outside of the allowable time frame, was spoken to in an · 
inappropriate manner that resulted in upsetting the resident and failed to document the interventions 
tried for this resident" . 

The home failed to immediately report an incident of improper treatment of resident-to the 
Director when the resident received medications outside of the allowable time frames and was 
spoken to by RN #169 in an inappropriate manner that resulted in upsetting the resident. (137) 

C) The home submitted a Critical Incident (Cl) System report #2636-000003-14 to the MOHL TC on 
January 13, 2012 at 1753 hours, related to a fall where resident .. sustained lacerations to both 
lower legs and possible right hip fracture. The incident occurred on January 13, 2012 at 031 o hours. 
The resident was transferred to hospital for assessment where x-rays were negative for a hip 
fracture. 

The home received a written complaint, on January 16, 2012, from PSW#120. The PSWexpressed 
concerns related to the work performance of RN #169, on January 12, 2012, where RN #169 
independently transferred resident ~nto the bed after a fall, despite suspecting resident had a 
possible hip fracture. Resident- had also developed two hematomas as a result of the fall. The 
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hematoma on the right shin had opened but the one on the left shin was intact. RN #169 took a pair 
of non-sterile .scissors from the treatment cart and lanced the hema.toma on the left shin. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed and included documentation that follow up 
occurred related to "not meeting the required needs of residents in a timely manner and not following 
policy and procedure after a fall". 

In an interview with DON #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said the incidents occurred as 
stated in the written complaint and that lancing the hematoma was not within the scope of practice 
for RN #169. 

In reviewing the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Critical Incident System, there were no other 
critical incidents reported related to resident-eceiving improper or incompetent treatment or 
care. 

The home failed to immediately report an incident of improper or incompetent treatment or care that 
resulted in harm or risk of harm to resident-o the Director when the resident was transferred 
inappropriately after an injury and a hematoma was lanced by RN #169. (137) 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk, the scope is isolated. The home has a history of 
non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation; a compliance order was issued on November 
25, 2015, reissued on October 20, 2016 with a compliance date of October 31, 2016, and reissued in 
concurrently completed follow up inspection as Compliance Order #002 with a compliance date of 
January 27, 2017. [s. 24. (1 )] (213) 

WN #10: The Licensee has failed to comply with LTCHA, 2007 S.O. 2007, c.8, s. 75. Screening 
measures 

Findings/Faits saillants : 
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1. The licensee has failed to ensure that screening measures were conducted in accordance with 
the regulations, including criminal reference check conducted, before hiring staff. 

A) On November 1, 2016, a review of employee files was conducted, and Registered Practical Nurse 
(RPN) #149 was hired on September 23, 2016 and worked 11 shifts, between September 26 and 
October 11, 2016. There was no criminal reference check or a police vulnerable sector screen found 
in the employee file. 

In an interview on November 9, 2016, the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 said that an audit had 
been done and it was pointed out that the criminal reference check or a police vulnerable sector 
screen, for RPN #149, was missing. RPN #149 had been asked to bring it in and was placed off 
work until it was received. 

On November 16, 2016, DON #102 said that the Police Vulnerable Sector Check was received by 
the home before the RPN #149's next scheduled shift, which was evenings on November 5, 2016. 
The DON #102 provided a copy of the Police Vulnerable Sector Check for RPN #149 on November 
16, 2016. The Vulnerable Sector Check for RPN #149 was dated as completed by the police on 
October 28, 2016. 

In interviews on November 9, 2016, the Acting Administrator#101 and Director of Nursing #102 said 
it was the home's expectation that employees were not to be hired or start performing their duties 
without a criminal reference check or a police vulnerable sector screen conducted within six months 
of being hired. 

B) On February 10, 2017, a review of an employee file was conducted and Personal Support Worker 
(PSW) #171 was hired and worked on June 18, 2013. The Police Vulnerable Sector Check in the 
employee file was dated as completed by the police on June 21, 2013. 

In an interview on February 16, 2017, the Administrator #160 said it was the home's expectation that 
employees were not to be hired and staff were not to start performing their duties without a criminal 
reference check or a police vulnerable sector screen conducted within six months of being hired. 

The licensee failed to ensure that screening measures including criminal reference checks, for RPN 
#149 and PSW#171 were completed before they were hired and performed their duties. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal risk and the scope is isolated. The home does not 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation. [s. 75.] (213) 

WN #11: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 101. Dealing with complaints 
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1. The licensee has failed to ensure that a documented record was kept in the home that included, 
(a) the nature of each verbal or written complaint; (b) the date the complaint was received; (c) the 
type of action taken to resolve the complaint, including the date of the action, time frames for actions 
to be taken and any follow-up action required; (d) the final resolution, if any; (e) every date on which 
any response was provided to the complainant and a description of the response; and (f) any 
response made in turn by the complainant. 

The licensee has failed to ensure that, (a) the documented record was reviewed and analyzed for 
trends at least quarterly; (b) the results of the review and analysis were taken into account in 
determining what improvements are required in the home; and (c) a written record was kept of each 
review and of the improvements made in response. 

In an interview with the Acting Administrator#101 on November 9, 2016, the Administrator said that 
they were unable to locate any documentation related to complaints for the years 2010 to 2014. 

In an interview with Administrator #117 on November 21, 2016, the Administrator said they did not 
have a formal process for documenting complaints prior to 2015. 

In interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 17 and December 15, 2016, the 
DON said that they did not keep records of complaints prior to 2015. 

The home was not able to produce any documentation related to any complaints or analysis of 
complaints for the years 2010 to 2014. 

The scope of this non-compliance is minimal risk, and the scope is widespread. The home does 
have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the legislation, it was issued as a compliance 
order during the Resident Quality Inspection (RQI) on October 19, 2015 and complied in the RQI on 
August 30, 2016. [s. 101.] (213) 

WN #12: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79/10, s. 131. Administration of drugs 
Specifically failed to comply with the following: 

s. 131. (2) The licensee shall ensure that drugs are administered to residents in accordance 
with the directions for use specified by the prescriber. 0. Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (2). 

Findings/Faits saillants : 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that drugs were administered to residents in accordance with 
the directions for use specified by the prescriber. 

There were 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care for the 
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time period of August 7, 2016 to December 28, 2016. Of the 41 incidents, 37 out of 41 were 
medications not administered in accordance with directions for use by the prescriber: 
• Five out of 41 were medications given to wrong resident 
• Three out of 41 were medications given at the wrong time 
• Six out of 41 were the wrong dose of medications was given 
• 22 out of 41 were medications not given at all 
• One out of 41 was medication given with no prescription from the physician 
All of these 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care were 
signed by the Director of Nursing #102. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 8, 2016 by Inspector #137 and 
#213, the DON said that all medication incidents were documented in Risk Management in Point 
Click Care. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing on November 17, 2016 by Inspectors #137 and #213, the 
DON said that they were aware of the medication incidents reported in Risk Management in Point 
Click Care. DON #102 stated that the reason for the errors was that staff were not following the 
proper procedure for medication administration; that they were aware of the problem and they were 
following up with staff. 

In an interview with the DON, the Acting Administrator and the two new Resident Care Coordinators 
#143 and #144, on December 19, 2016 by Inspector #213, the DON acknowledged that numerous 
medication incidents had occurred, that they were concerning, and required action by the home. 

In an interview with the DON by Inspector #213 on January 3, 2017, the DON said that they go in to 
Risk Management in Point Click Care regularly to check for new medication incidents submitted and 
reviews them and signs them. The DON said that their signature indicated that they were aware of 
the medication incident, and not necessarily that the follow up was completed. 

The licensee failed to ensure that medications were administered in accordance with directions for 
use by the prescriber as 37 medication incidents were documented as medications not given, given 
at the wrong time, given to the wrong resident, given without a physician's order or not given at all 
over less than five month period of time. [s. 131 . (2)] (213) 

2 . The following is further evidence to support Compliance Order #901 issued January 25, 2017 in 
this inspection, with a compliance date of January 27, 2017. 

There is also further evidence to support Compliance Order #901 in a concurrently completed critical 
incident inspection #2016_229213_0039. 

A) The employee file for Registered Nurse (RN) #169 was reviewed. There were 13 medication 
related errors committed by RN #169 between 2007 and 2014, including: 
• three medications given at the wrong time 
•seven medications not administered 
• one wrong medication given 
• one missing controlled substance at shift count and possible double dose given 
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• one incident where a pharmacy error was not communicated to oncoming shift which resulted in a 
resident missing four doses of prescribed medication by other registered staff. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing (DON) #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said that 
they were aware of the above medication errors committed by RN #169 and that the residents 
involved in these medications did not receive their medications as specified by the prescriber. 

B) The electronic Medication Administration Record (MAR) for resident.or March 2014 was 
reviewed. 
• RN #169 documented administering the evening dose of insulin on March 20, 22, 23, 2014. 
• The evening dose of insulin was held by RN #152 on March 21, 2014 due to low blood sugar. 
• Registered Practical Nurse (RPN) #136 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on 

March 21 , 2014. 
• RPN #150 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on March 22, 2014. 
• RPN #107 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on March 23, 2014. 

A medication incident report was completed on March 24, 2014 by Registered Nurse (RN) #106. 
Resident .. had a physician's order for "Humalog Mix 25 insulin, subcutaneous, 30 units before 
breakfast and 12 units before supper. The medication error occurred on March 20, 21, 22, 23, 2014, 
when the insulin cartridge containing Humalog insulin belonging to another was put into the insulin 
pen for resident-n the evening on March 20, 2014 by RN #169 and was discovered in the 
morning of Marc~2104 by RN #106. Four different registered staff administered the wrong type 
of insulin to resident over the course of the four identified dates. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed. There was documentation of an interview 
and follow up with RN #169 where it was determined that RN #169 put anothe~ent's insulin 
cartridge, which was a different type of insulin, into the insulin pen for resident ~n March 20, 
2014. 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said that they were aware of an 
initial error on March 20, 2014, and agreed that resident-received the wrong type of insulin for 
four consecutive days administered by four different registered staff. 

The home failed to ensure that insulin was administered to resident-in accordance with the 
directions for use specified by the prescriber. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal harm/risk or potential for actual harm/risk and the 
scope is widespread. The home does not have a history of non-compliance in this subsection of the 
legislation. Compliance Order #901 was issued January 25, 2017 in this inspection, with a 
compliance date of January 27, 2017. [s. 131 . (2)](213) 
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WN #13: The Licensee has failed to comply with O.Reg 79110, s. 135. Medication incidents 
and adverse drug reactions 

Findings/Faits saillants : 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that every medication incident involving a resident and every 
adverse drug reaction was, (a) documented, together with a record of the immediate actions taken to 
assess and maintain the resident's health; and (b) reported to the resident, the resident's substitute 
decision maker, if any, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the Medical Director, the 
prescriber of the drug, the resident's attending physician or the registered nurse in the extended 
class attending the resident and the pharmacy service provider. In addition to the requirement under 
clause (1) (a), the licensee failed to ensure that, (a) all medication incidents and adverse drug 
reactions were documented, reviewed and analyzed; (b) corrective action was taken as necessary; 
and (c) a written record was kept of everything required under clauses (a) and (b). 

There were 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care for the 
time period of August 7, 2016 to December 28, 2016. Of the 41 incidents, 37 out of 41 were 
medications not administered in accordance with directions for use by the prescriber: 
• Five out of 41 were medications given to wrong resident 
• Three out of 41 were medications given at the wrong time 
• Six out of 41 were the wrong dose of medications was given 
• 22 out of 41 were medications not given at all 
• One out of 41 was medication given with no prescription from the physician 

All of these 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care were 
signed by the Director of Nursing #102. 

A medication error was found reported in risk management with the date of error of December 11, 
2016. The error included that resident - received their 0800 dose of Metformin (exact time was 
not indicated) and did not receive their 1200 dose of Metformin. The December 2016 Medication 
Administration record indicated a "9" in the 1200 hours time slot on December 11, 2016. The MAR 
legend described a "9" indicated "other/see nurse notes". A late entry in the progress notes for 
resident ated December 19, 2016 stated "Late entry- metformin at 1200 not given as 0800 
meds (including 0800 metformin) received late". There was no indication of an assessment or a 
blood sugar test completed on December 11 , 2016 in Point Click Care or the paper chart for resident -
Staff interview with Registered Nurs~ #121 on January 3, 2017, the RN stated the expectation 
would have been to check resident -blood sugar when their 0800 dose of Metformin was given 
late and when the 1200 dose of Metformin was not given. After reviewing the physician's orders for 
resident - RN #121 agreed that resident did not have a physician's order for blood sugar testing 
and should have. 

In an interview with the Resident Care Coordinator (RC~ on January 4, 2017, the RCC said 
that the expectation would have been to check resident - blood sugar when their 0800 dose of 
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Metformin was given late and when the 1200 dose of Metformin was not given. 

In an interview with the current Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, the Pharmacist 
said that they and the pharmacy have not received all medication incidents that occurred in the 
home, only those involving pharmacy errors and therefore, did not review every medication error. 

The Pharmacist said they were unaware of the number of medication errors committed in the home 
between August and November 2016. 

In an interview with a previous Consultant Pharmacist #125 on December 1, 2016, who provided 
services to the home from 2007 to 2013, the Pharmacist said that they and the pharmacy received 
some but not all of the medication incidents that occurred in the home, the pharmacy received 
mostly the incidents that were related to pharmacy errors and significant errors. 

In an interview with the Medical Director (MD) #134 on November 7, 2017, the Physician said that 
they were not made aware of all medication errors, only the errors involving their patients. 

The home's Medication Management System Program Evaluations were reviewed from 2012 to 
2016. The Medication Management System Program Evaluation completed August 2015 to August 
2016 completed by Registered Nurse #104 and Registered Nurse #106 indicated in "Areas for 
Improvement - to decrease number of med errors - missed". "Date results taken to CQI committee 
September 8, 2016". 

The home's Professional Advisory Team (PAT) meeting minutes were reviewed from November 
2008 to November 2016. In an interview with the Acting Administrator on November 9, 2016, the 
Acting Administrator shared that the Professional Advisory Team meets quarterly and that the 
Medical Director, the Consultant Pharmacist, and the Director of Nursing attend these meetings. The 
minutes included a review of the number and type of medication incidents. No documentation was 
found related to actions for improvement in medication errors in any of the PAT meeting minutes 
from November 2008 to November 2016. 

The home's Quality Improvement /Risk Quarterly Reports from 2012 to 2016 were reviewed. No 
documentation was found related to actions for improvement in medication errors in any of the 
Quality lmprovemenURisk Quarterly Reports from 2012 to 2016. 

The home's Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) meeting minutes were reviewed for 2016. 
Meeting minutes were provided by the Acting Administrator for January, March, May, August and 
September, 2016. No documentation was found related to medication incidents or actions for 
improvement in medication errors in any of the CQI meeting minutes in 2016. 

In an interview with the Acting Administrator#101 on January 10, 2017, the Acting Administrator said 
that medication incidents are reviewed quarterly during the Professional Advisory Committee 
meetings. The Acting Administrator said that medication incidents should also be reviewed in the 
Medication Management System Program Evaluation. The Acting Administrator also said that there 
is now a system for the pharmacy to be notified of all medication incidents as well as in Risk 
Management, but prior to December 2016, pharmacy was not notified of all medication incidents. 
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The licensee failed to ensure that every medication incident involving a resident and every adverse 
drug reaction was documented with a record of the immediate actions taken to assess and maintain 
the resident's health; reported to the Medical Director and the pharmacy service provider. In 
addition, the licensee failed to ensure that corrective action was taken as necessary for every 
medication incident involving resident or for the analysis medication errors that occurred in the 
home. [s. 135.] (213) 

2. The following is further evidence to support Compliance Order #902 issued January 25, 2017 in 
this inspection, with a compliance date of April 28, 2017. 

A) A medication incident report was completed on March 24, 2014 by Registered Nurse (RN) #106. 
Resident-had a physician's order for "Humalog Mix 25 insulin, subcutaneous, 30 units before 
breakfast and 12 units before supper'' . The medication error occurred on March 20, 21, 22, 23, 2014, 
when the insulin cartridge containing Humalog insulin belonging to another was put into the insulin 
pen for resident- in the evening on March 20, 2014 and was discovered in the morning of March 
24, 2014. Four different registered staff administered the wrong type of insulin to resident-over 
the course of the four identified dates. 

The electronic Medication Administration Record (MAR) for resident-for March 2014 was 
reviewed. 
•RN #169 documented administering the evening dose of insulin on March 20, 22, 23, 2014. 
• The evening dose of insulin was held by RN #152 on March 21, 2014 due to low blood sugar. 
• Registered Practical Nurse (RPN) #136 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on 

March 21, 2014. 
• RPN #150 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on March 22, 2014. 
• RPN #107 documented administering the morning dose of insulin on March 23, 2014. 

The home's internal investigation records were reviewed. There was documentation of an interview 
and follow up with RN #169. There was no other documentation of interviews or follow up with the 
three other registered staff who administered the wrong insulin to resident .. 

In an interview with RPN #136, on December 8, 2016, the RPN said they were unaware that they 
had made the medication error of giving the wrong type of insulin on March 21, 2014 and had not 
spoken to anyone regarding this error. RPN #136 said that the initials on the MAR as administering 
the morning dose of insulin for resident -on March 21, 2014 were their initials when they 
documented in Point Click Care. 

In an interview with RN #150, on January 13, 2017, the RN said they were unaware that they had 
made the medication error of giving the wrong type of insulin on March 22, 2014 and had not spoken 
to anyone regarding this error. RN #150 said that the initials on the MAR as administering the 
morning dose of insulin for resident .. on March 22, 2014 were their initials when they 
documented in Point Click Care. 

In an interview with RN #107, on January 16, 2017, the RN said they were unaware that they had 
made the medication error of giving the wrong type of insulin on March 22, 2014 and had not spoken 
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to anyone regarding this error. RN #107 said that the initials on the MAR as administering the 
morning dose of insulin for resident-on March 23, 2014 were their initials when they 
documented in Point Click Care. 

In an interview on February 21, 2017, the Acting Director of Nursing (DON) #159, the Administrator 
#160 and the two Resident Assessment Instrument Coordinators (RAl-C) #111 and #113 said that 
the expectation of the home was that registered staff complete a medication incident report in risk 
management in Point Click Care when a medication error or incident was discovered. Inspector 
#213 asked the Acting DON, the Administrator, and the two RAl-C for the policy related to 
medication incidents and Risk Management in Point Click Care. No one was able to produce a policy 
related to medication incidents or risk management. 

In an interview with the DON #102 on November 14, 2016, the DON said that they were aware of an 
initial error on March 20, 2014, but did not consider that the resident had received the wrong insulin 
for four consecutive days or that three other r~red staff members had made a medication error 
of administering the wrong insulin to resident - The DON said that they did not speak with, 
interview or take any follow up actions with the three other registered staff members regarding the 
medication error where resident received the wrong type of insulin. 

The home failed to ensure that corrective action was taken as necessary for the medication incident 
involving resident-

B) The employee file for Registered Nurse (RN) #169 was reviewed. There were 13 medication 
related errors committed by RN #169 during the time period of 2007 to 2014 including: 
• three medications given at the wrong time 
•seven medications not administered 
• one wrong medication given 
• one missing controlled substance at shift count and possible double dose given 
•one incident where a pharmacy error was not communicated to oncoming shift which resulted in a 

resident missing four doses of prescribed medication by other registered staff. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal harm/potential for harm and the scope is widespread. 
Compliance order #902 was issued on January 25, 2017 with a compliance date of April 28, 2017. 
Previous to Compliance Order #902, the home did not have a history of non-compliance in this 
subsection of the legislation. [s. 135.] (213) 
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Division des foyers de soins de longue duree 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 

Licensee Copy/Copie du titulaire de permis 

Name of Inspector (ID #) I 
Norn de l'inspecteur (No) : 

Inspection No. I 
No de l'inspection : 

Log No./ 
Registre no : 

Type of Inspection I 
Genre d'inspection: 

Report Date(s) I 
Date(s) du Rapport: 

Licensee I 
Titulaire de permis : 

LTC Home I 
Foyer de SLD : 

Name of Administrator I 
Norn de l'administratrice ou 
de l'administrateur : 

RHONDA KU KOL Y (213) 

2016_229213_0035 

029609-16, 031470-16 

Critical Incident System 

Jan 24, 2017 

CARESSANT-CARE NURSING AND RETIREMENT HOMES 
LIMITED 
264 NORWICH AVENUE, WOODSTOCK, ON, N4S-3V9 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE, WOODSTOCK, ON, N4S-8Y2 

Gay Goetz 

To CARESSANT-CARE NURSING AND RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED, you are hereby required 
to comply with the following order(s) by the date(s) set out below: 
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Order# I 
Ordre no: 901 

Order Type I 
Genre d'ordre : 

Pursuant to I Aux termes de : 

Compliance Orders, s. 153. (1) (a) 

O.Reg 79/10, s. 131. (2) The licensee shall ensure that drugs are administered to residents in 
accordance with the directions for use specified by the prescriber. 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 131 (2). 

Order I Ordre : 

The licensee will ensure that drugs are administered to residents in accordance with the 
directions for use specified by the prescriber. 

Grounds I Motifs: 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that drugs were administered to residents in accordance 
with the directions for use specified by the prescriber. 

A review of Risk Management in Point Click Care was completed for the time period of August 
7, 2016 to December 28, 2016. There were 41 medication incidents documented, of the 41 
incidents, 37 out of 41 involved medications not administered to residents in accordance with 
directions for use by the prescriber: 
• Five out of 41 were the prescribed medications given to wrong residents. 
• Three out of 41 were the prescribed medications given at the wrong time. 
• Six out of 41 were the wrong dose of the prescribed medications was given. 
• 22 out of 41 were the prescribed medications not given at all. 
• One out of 41 was medication given with no prescription from the physician. 

All of these 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care 
were signed by the Director of Nursing (DON) #102. 

In an interview with the DON on November 8, 2016 by Inspector #137 and #213, the DON 
said that all medication incidents were documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care. 

In an interview with the DON on November 17, 2016 by Inspectors #137 and #213, the DON 
acknowledged that she was aware of the medication incidents reported in Risk Management 
in Point Click Care. She said that the reason for the errors was that staff were not following 
the proper procedure for medication administration; that they were aware of the problem and 
they were following up with staff. 

In an interview with the DON, the Acting Administrator and the two new Resident Care 
Coordinators (RCC) on December 19, 2016 by lnspector#213, the DON acknowledged that 
numerous medication incidents had occurred, that they were concerning, and required action 
by the home. 
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In an interview with the DON by Inspector #213 on January 3, 2017, the DON said that she 
goes in to risk management in Point Click Care regularly to check for new medication 
incidents submitted and reviews them and signs them. She said that her signature indicated 
that she was aware of the medication incident and not necessarily that she has completed the 
follow up. 

The licensee failed to ensure that medications were administered in accordance with 
directions for use by the prescriber as 37 medication incidents were documented as 
medications not given, given at the wrong time, given to the wrong resident, given without a 
physician's order or not given at all, over a time period of less than five months. 

The severity of this non-compliance is actual harm/risk, the scope is widespread in that 37 out 
of 41 medication incidents reported were medications not administered in accordance with the 
directions for use by the prescriber. The home does not have a history of non-compliance in 
this subsection of the legislation. 
(213) 

This order must be complied with by I Vous 
devez vous conformer a cet ordre d'ici le : Jan 27, 2017 
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REVIEW/APPEAL INFORMATION 
TAKE NOTICE: 

The Licensee has the right to request a review by the Director of this (these) Order(s) and to request 
that the Director stay this (these) Order(s) in accordance with section 163 of the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007. 

The request for review by the Director must be made in writing and be served on the Director within 
28 days from the day the order was served on the Licensee. 

The written request for review must include, 

(a) the portions of the order in respect of which the review is requested; 
(b) any submissions that the Licensee wishes the Director to consider; and 
(c) an address for services for the Licensee. 

The written request for review must be served personally, by registered mail or by fax upon: 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1075 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
M5S-2B1 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

When service is made by registered mail, it is deemed to be made on the fifth day after the day of 
mailing and when service is made by fax, it is deemed to be made on the first business day after the 
day the fax is sent. If the Licensee is not served with written notice of the Director's decision within 
28 days of receipt of the Licensee's request for review, this(these) Order(s) is( are) deemed to be 
confirmed by the Director and the Licensee is deemed to have been served with a copy of that 
decision on the expiry of the 28 day period. 

The Licensee has the right to appeal the Director's decision on a request for review of an Inspector's 
Order(s) to the Health Services Appeal and Review Board (HSARB) in accordance with section 164 
of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007. The HSARB is an independent tribunal not connected with 
the Ministry. They are established by legislation to review matters concerning health care services. If 
the Licensee decides to request a hearing, the Licensee must, within 28 days of being served with 
the notice of the Director's decision, give a written notice of appeal to both: 
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Health Services Appeal and Review Board and the Director 

Attention Registrar 
151 Bloor Street West 
9th Floor 
Toronto, ON MSS 2T5 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1075 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
M5S-2B1 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

Upon receipt, the HSARB will acknowledge your notice of appeal and will provide instructions 
regarding the appeal process. The Licensee may learn 
more about the HSARB on the website www.hsarb.on.ca. 

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE REEXAMEN/L'APPEL 

PRENDRE AVIS 

En vertu de !'article 163 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue duree, le titulaire de 
permis peut demander au directeur de reexaminer l'ordre ou les ordres qu'il a donne et d'en 
suspendre !'execution. 

La demande de reexamen doit etre presentee par ecrit et est signifiee au directeur dans les 28 jours 
qui suivent la signification de l'ordre au titulaire de permis. 

La demande de reexamen doit contenir ce qui suit : 

a) les parties de l'ordre qui font l'objet de la demande de reexamen; 
b) les observations que le titulaire de permis souhaite que le directeur examine; 
c) l'adresse du titulaire de permis aux fins de signification. 

La demande ecrite est signifiee en personne ou envoyee par courrier recommande ou par 
telecopieur au : 
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Les demandes envoyees par courrier recommande sont reputees avoir ete signifiees le cinquieme 
jour suivant l'envoi et, en cas de transmission par telecopieur, la signification est reputee faite le jour 
ouvrable suivant l'envoi. Si le titulaire de permis ne rec;oit pas d'avis ecrit de la decision du directeur 
dans les 28 jours suivant la signification de la demande de reexamen, l'ordre ou les ordres sont 
reputes confirmes par le directeur. Dans ce cas, le titulaire de permis est repute avoir rec;u une copie 
de la decision avant !'expiration du delai de 28 jours. 

En vertu de !'article 164 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue duree, le titulaire de 
permis a le droit d' interjeter appel, aupres de la Commission d'appel et de revision des services de 
sante, de la decision rendue par le directeur au sujet d'une demande de reexamen d'un ordre ou 
d'ordres donnes par un inspecteur. La Commission est un tribunal independant du ministere. II a ete 
etabli en vertu de la loi et ii a pour mandat de trancher des litiges concernant les services de sante. 
Le titulaire de perm is qui decide de demander une audience doit, dans les 28 jours qui suivent celui 
ou lui a ete signifie l'avis de decision du directeur, faire parvenir un avis d'appel ecrit aux deux 
endroits suivants: 

A !'attention du registraire 
Commission d'appel et de revision des 
services de sante 
151, rue Bloor Quest, 9e etage 
Toronto (Ontario) M5S 2T5 

Directeur 
a/s Coordinateur des appels 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 
Ministers de la Sante et des Soins de longue duree 
1075, rue Bay, 11 e etage 
Ontario, ON 
M5S-281 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

La Commission accusera reception des avis d'appel et transmettra des instructions sur la fa9on de 
proceder pour interjeter appel. Les titulaires de permis peuvent se renseigner sur la Commission 
d'appel et de revision des services de sante en consultant son site Web, au www.hsarb.on.ca. 

Issued on this 24th day of January, 2017 

Signature of Inspector I 
Signature de l'lnspecteur : 

Name of Inspector I 
Norn de l'inspecteur : 
Service Area Office I 
Bureau regional de services : 
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Ordre(s) de l'inspecteur 
Aux termes de rarticle 153 et/ou 

Order(s) of the Inspector 
Pursuant to section 153 and/or 
section 154 of the 'Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8 

de !'article 154 de la Loi de 2007 sur /es fO'jers 
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Long-Term Care Homes Division 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 

Division des foyers de soins de longue duree 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 

Licensee Copy/Copie du titulaire de permis 

Name of Inspector (ID #) I 
Nom de l'inspecteur (No): 

Inspection No./ 
No de !'inspection : 

Log No./ 
Registre no : 

Type of Inspection I 
Genre d'inspectlon : 

Report Date( s) I 
Date( s) du Rapport : 

Licensee I 
Titulaire de permis : 

LTC Home I 
Foyer de SLD : 

Name of Administrator I 
Nom de l'administratrice ou 
de l'administrateur: 

RHONDA KU KOL Y (213) 

2016_229213_0035 

029609-16, 031470-16 

Critical Incident System 

Jan 24, 2017 

CARESSANT-CARE NURSING AND RETIREMENT HOMES 
LIMITED 
264 NORWICH AVENUE, WOODSTOCK, ON, N4S-3V9 

CARESSANT CARE WOODSTOCK NURSING HOME 
81 FYFE AVENUE, WOODSTOCK, ON, N4S-8Y2 

Gay Goetz 

To CARESSANT-CARE NURSING AND RETIREMENT HOMES LIMITED, you are hereby required 
to comply with the following order(s) by the date(s) set out below: 
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Order#/ 
Ordre no: 902 

Order Type I 
Genre d'ordre : 

Pursuant to I Aux termes de : 

Compliance Orders, s. 153. (1) (a) 

O.Reg 79/10, s. 135. Medication incidents and adverse drug reactions 

Order I Ordre : 

The licensee will ensure that for medication incidents and adverse drug reactions: 
a) Every medication incident and adverse drug reaction will be documented with a record of 
the immediate and corrective actions taken to maintain the resident's health and to prevent re
occurrence. 
b) Every medication incident and adverse drug reaction will be reported to the resident, the 
resident's substitute decision-maker, if any, the Director of Nursing and Personal Care, the 
Medical Director, the prescriber of the drug, the residenfs attending physician or the 
registered nurse in the extended class attending the resident and the pharmacy service 
provider. 
c) Medication incidents and adverse drug reactions will be reviewed and analyzed quarterly 
and annually in order to reduce and prevent medication incidents and adverse drug reactions; 
and a record kept of this. 
d) Corrective action will be taken as necessary related to the results of the review and 
analysis of medication incidents and adverse drug reactions in order to reduce and prevent 
re-occurrence; and a record kept of this. 

Grounds I Motifs : 

1. The licensee has failed to ensure that every medication incident involving a resident and 
every adverse drug reaction was, (a) documented, together with a record of the immediate 
actions taken to assess and maintain the resident's health; and (b) reported to the Medical 
Director and the pharmacy service provider. In addition to the requirement under clause (1) 
(a), the licensee failed to ensure that, (a) all medication incidents and adverse drug reactions 
were documented, reviewed and analyzed; (b) corrective action was taken as necessary; and 
(c) a written record was kept of everything required under clauses (a) and (b). 

A review of Risk Management in Point Click Care was completed for the time period of August 
7, 2016 to December 28, 2016.There were 41 medication incidents documented, of the 41 
incidents, 37 out of 41 were medications not administered in accordance with directions for 
use by the prescriber: 
•Five out of 41 were the prescribed medications given to wrong resident. 
• Three out of 41 were the prescribed medications given at the wrong time. 
• Six out of 41 were the wrong dose of the prescribed medications was given. 
• 22 out of 41 were the prescribed medications not given at all. 
• One out of 41 was medication given with no prescription from the physician. 
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All of these 41 medication incidents documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care 
were signed by the Director of Nursing #102. 

a ) A medication error was found reported in risk management with the date of error of 
December 11, 2016. The error included that resident- who had a diagnosis of diabetes, 
received the 0800 dose of Metformin (exact time was not indicated) and did not receive the 
1200 dose of Metformin. The December 2016 Medication Administration (MAR) record 
indicated a "9" in the 1200 hours time slot on December 11, 2016. The MAR legend indicated 
a "9" indicates "other/see nurse notes". A late entry in the progress notes for resident
dated December 19, 2016, stated "Late entry- metformin at 1200 not given as 0800 meds 
(including 0800 metformin) received late". There was no indication of an assessment or a 
blood sufar test completed on December 11, 2016 in Point Click Care or the paper chart for 
resident 

Staff interview with Registered Nurse (RN) #121 on January 3, 2017, the RN stated the 
expectation would have been to check resident blood sugar when her 0800 dose of 
Metformin was given late and when her 1200 dose of Metformin was not given. After 
reviewing the physician's orders for resident N #121 agreed that resident did not have 
a physician's order for blood sugar testing and should have. 

In an interview with the Resident Care Coordinator (RCC) #143 on January 4, 2017, the RCC 
said that the expectation would have been to check resident blood sugar when the 
0800 dose of Metformin was given late and when the1200 dose of Metformin was not given. 

b) Two medication incidents were documented in Risk Management in Point Click Care, one 
on September 11, 2016 and one on October 18, 2016, whereby controlled substances were 
missing. 
•On September 10, 2016, there was 26 Dilaudid tablets at 0700 hours for resident-and 

the resident received one tablet at 1035 hours. At the end of the shift, the count of the 
controlled substance Dilaudid was 24 tablets. Staff were "unable to locate where the missing 
Dilaudid went and adjusted the count to 24, after the entire cart was checked". 
•On October 18, 2016, the narcotic count at 1500 hours for resident-indicated there 

were seven Dilaudid tablets, at 1900 hours, there were five tablets remaining. The resident 
received one tablet of Dilaudid at 1545 hours. "Staff were unable to determine when the 
miscount occurred". 

In phone and email interviews with the DON on January 23, 2017, the DON said that she 
interviewed the two registered staff who reported the missing Dilaudid on September 10, 2016 
and October 18, 2016. She said she had no documentation of the follow up or interviews with 

these registered staff regarding the missing Dilaudid. She also said that she did not interview 
any of the other registered staff who participated in the controlled substances count at the 
beginning or end of the identified shifts. 

In an interview with the Director of Nursing #102 on November 17, 2016, by Inspectors #137 
and #213, the DON acknowledged that she was aware of the medication incidents reported in 
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Risk Management in Point Click Care. She shared that the reason for the errors was that staff 
were not following the proper procedure for medication administration; that they were aware 
of the problem and they were following up with staff. 

In an interview with the DON, the Acting Administrator and the two new Resident Care 
Coordinators (RCC) on December 19, 2016 by lnspector#213, the DON acknowledged that 
numerous medication incidents had occurred, that they were concerning and required action 
by the home. 

In an interview with the DON by lnspector#213 on January 3, 2017, the DON said that she 
goes in to risk management in Point Click Care regularly to check for new medication 
incidents submitted and reviews them and signs them. She said that her signature indicated 
that she was aware of the medication incident and not necessarily that she has completed the 
follow up. 

In an interview with the current Consultant Pharmacist #118 on November 22, 2016, who had 
been providing services to the home from February 2016 until December 2016, she said that 
she and the pharmacy had not received all medication incidents that occurred in the home, 
only those involving pharmacy errors and therefore, did not review every medication error. 
She said she was unaware of the number of medication errors committed in the home 
between August and November 2016. 

In an interview with the Medical Director (MD) #134 on November 7, 2016, he said that he 
was not made aware of all medication errors, only the errors involving his patients. 

The home's Medication Management System Program Evaluations were reviewed for 2015 
and 2016. The Medication Management System Program Evaluation dated August 2015 to 
August 2016 completed by Registered Nurse #104 and Registered Nurse #106 indicated in 
"Areas for Improvement - to decrease number of med errors - missed". "Date results taken to 
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) committee September 8, 2016". 

The home's Professional Advisory Team (PAT) meeting minutes were reviewed from May 
2015 to November 2016. In an interview with the Acting Administrator on November 9, 2016, 
the Acting Administrator shared that the Professional Advisory Team met quarterly and that 
the Medical Director, the Consultant Pharmacist, and the Director of Nursing attended these 
meetings. The minutes included a review of the number and type of medication incidents. No 
documentation was found related to actions for improvement in medication errors in any of the 
PAT meeting minutes in2015 or 2016. 

The home's Quality Improvement /Risk Quarterly Reports for 2015 and 2016 were reviewed. 
No documentation was found related to actions for improvement in medication errors in any of 
the Quality Improvement/Risk Quarterly Reports in 2015 or 2016. 

The home's Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) meeting minutes were reviewed for 2016. 
Meeting minutes were provided by the Acting Administrator for January, March, May, August 
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and September 2016. No documentation was found related to medication incidents or actions 
for improvement in medication errors in any of the CQ I meeting minutes ·in 2016. 

In an interview with the Acting Administrator#101 on January 10, 2017, the Acting 
Administrator said that medication incidents were reviewed quarterly during the Professional 
Advisory Team meetings. She said that medication incidents should also be reviewed in the 
Medication Management System Program Evaluation. The Acting Administrator also said that 
there is now a system for the pharmacy to be notified of all medication incidents as well as in 
Risk Management, but prior to December 2016, pharmacy was not notified of all medication 
incidents. 

The home failed to ensure that every medication incident involving a resident and every 
adverse drug reaction was documented with a record of the immediate actions taken to 
assess and maintain the resident's health; reported to the Medical Director and the pharmacy 
service provider. In addition, the home failed to ensure that corrective action was taken as 
necessary for every medication incident involving a resident or for the analysis of medication 
errors that occurred in the home. 

The severity of this non-compliance is minimal harm/risk or potential for actual harm/risk and 
the scope is widespread. The home does not have a history of non-compliance in this 
subsection of the legislation. 
(213) 

This order must be complied with by I Vous 
devez vous conformer a cet ordre d'ici le : Apr 28, 2017 
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REVIEW/APPEAL INFORMATION 
TAKE NOTICE: 

The Licensee has the right to request a review by the Director of this (these) Order(s) and to request 
that the Director stay this (these) Order(s) in accordance with section 163 of the Long-Term Care 
Homes Act, 2007. 

The request for review by the Director must be made in writing and be served on the Director within 
28 days from the day the order was served on the Licensee. 

The written request for review must include, 

(a) the portions of the order in respect of which the review is requested; 
(b) any submissions that the Licensee wishes the Director to consider; and 
(c) an address for services for the Licensee. 

The written request for review must be served personally, by registered mail or by fax upon: 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch . 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1075 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
MSS-281 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

When service is made by registered mail, it is deemed to be made on the fifth day after the day of 
mailing and when service is made by fax, it is deemed to be made on the first business day after the 
day the fax is sent. If the Licensee is not served with written notice of the Director's decision within 
28 days of receipt of the Licensee's request for review, this(these) Order(s) is( are) deemed to be 
confirmed by the Director and the Licensee is deemed to have been served with a copy of that 
decision on the expiry of the 28 day period. 

The Licensee has the right to appeal the Director's decision on a request for review of an Inspector's 
Order(s) to the Health Services Appeal and Review Board (HSARB) in accordance with section 164 
of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007. The HSARB is an independent tribunal not connected with 
the Ministry. They are established by legislation to review matters concerning health care services. If 
the Licensee decides to request a hearing, the Licensee must, within 28 days of being served with 
the notice of the Director's decision, give a written notice of appeal to both: 
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Health Services Appeal and Review Board and the Director 

Attention Registrar 
151 Bloor Street West 
9th Floor 
Toronto, ON M5S 2T5 

Director 
c/o Appeals Coordinator 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
1075 Bay Street, 11th Floor 
TORONTO, ON 
M5S-2B1 
Fax: 416-327 -7603 

Upon receipt, the HSARB will acknowledge your notice of appeal and will provide instructions 
regarding the appeal process. The Licensee may learn 
more about the HSARB on the website www.hsarb.on.ca. 

RENSEIGNEMENTS SUR LE REEXAMEN/L' APPEL 

PRENDRE AVIS 

En vertu de !'article 163 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue duree, le titulaire de 
permis peut demander au directeur de reexaminer l'ordre ou les ordres qu'il a donne et d'en 
suspendre !'execution. 

La demande de reexamen doit etre presentee par ecrit et est signifiee au directeur dans les 28 jours 
qui suivent la signification de l'ordre au titulaire de permis. 

La demande de reexamen doit contenir ce qui suit : 

a) les parties de l'ordre qui font l'objet de la demande de reexamen; 
b) les observations que le titulaire de permis souhaite que le directeur examine; 
c) l'adresse du titulaire de permis aux fins de signification. 

La demande ecrite est signifiee en personne ou envoyee par courrier recommande ou par 
telecopieur au : 
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Les demandes envoyees par courrier recommande sont reputees avoir ete signifiees le cinquieme 
jour suivant l'envoi et, en cas de transmission par telecopieur, la signification est reputes faite le jour 
ouvrable suivant l'envoi. Si le titulaire de permis ne rec;oit pas d'avis ecrit de la decision du directeur 
dans les 28 jours suivant la signification de la demande de reexamen, l'ordre ou les ordres sont 
reputes confirmes par le directeur. Dans ce cas, le titulaire de permis est repute avoir rec;u une copie 
de la decision avant !'expiration du delai de 28 jours. 

En vertu de !'article 164 de la Loi de 2007 sur les foyers de soins de longue duree, le titulaire de 
permis a le droit d'interjeter appel, aupres de la Commission d'appel et de revision des services de 
sante, de la decision rendue par le directeur au sujet d'une demande de reexamen d'un ordre ou 
d'ordres donnes par un inspecteur. La Commission est un tribunal independant du ministere. II a ete 
etabli en vertu de la loi et ii a pour mandat de trancher des litiges concernant les services de sante. 
Le titulaire de perm is qui decide de demander une audience doit, dans les 28 jours qui suivent celui 
ou lui a ete signifie l'avis de decision du directeur, faire parvenir un avis d'appel ecrit aux deux 
endroits suivants: 

A !'attention du registraire 
Commission d'appel et de revision des 
services de sante 
151, rue Bloor Quest, 9e etage 
Toronto (Ontario) M5S 2T5 

Directeur 
a/s Coordinateur des appels 
Inspection de soins de longue duree 
Ministere de la Santa et des Soins de longue duree 
1075, rue Bay, 11 e etage 
Ontario, ON 
M5S-281 
Fax:416-327-7603 

La Commission accusera reception des avis d'appel et transmettra des instructions sur la fac;on de 
proceder pour interjeter appel. Les titulaires de perm is peuvent se renseigner sur la Commission 
d'appel et de revision des services de sante en consultant son site Web, au www.hsarb.on.ca. 

Issued on this 24th day of January, 2017 

Signature of Inspector I 
Signature de l'inspecteur : 

Name of Inspector I 
Norn de l'inspecteur : 

Service Area Office I 
Bureau regional de services : 
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·Mlnlslry of Haalth 
~nd lo-n~Term Care 

Interim· Director 

M1ii1at.,e de la Sant~ 
et_des Solns de longue-durj$ 

Direct1ice· inteilmmrs 
lnspaction de soif18 de lbngLio duroo 

-"~ tJr Ontario 
Long·T.Orm.Care lnspecdons Branot\ 
Long· Term Care Hpmoo Piv~1on 

347·P1es1on Street, Suite 420 
onewti ON K1 s· ~it. 
Tal&phone: fl1 3 a64·2:?50 
Fox: 4Hi ~27·'J'.603 

·January 25, 2017 

DELIVERED BY HAND 

Mr. James Lavelle; President, 

Plylslon des to~•ers de.soil'lS de loogue dur00. 

347, ruG Proston, bureau 420 
Otta•tia ON ·~1~ 3...14 
Teleptione ; 613 364·~25Q. 
Te1ooopJeor : ~1 a 327· :7G03 

Caressant'Cara Nursing-and Retirement Homes Ltd. 
254 Norwich Avenue · 
Woodstock. ON-N4S 3V9 

Dear Mr. Lavelle: 

Re: Suspension of Admissions to Caressnat Care Woodstock Nursing-Home 

I am wriUng to notify you that pursuant tcfsoctlon 5.0·of the Long-Term Cwe Homes-Act, 2007-
(LTCHA), I have directed.the Soutliw~st -Community Care Access Centre (CCAC), the placement 
Co·<miinator for Caressa_nt Care Woodstock Nursing Home,·to ce~se a~thorizing .admissions to 
Caress.ant Gare Woodstoc~ Nursing Home .. This direction Is. Bff~clive January 26, 2017 uhtil further 
notice from the Director under th.e L TCHA. 

Before admissions may be telnstated the Licensee must-provide evidence to satisfy me that.air of 
the r~qulred actions in the. following Orders assoclateq with the identified inspect.ions listed below 
have been cot')'lp!etatj, and_ thal the· Orders haye been returned to c.ompliance: 

Order #001 
Order#002 
Order #001 
Order:.#P02. 
Order #003. 
Omor'#Od4 
order .flob"i 
Order.#002 · 

lnspec1lQn # 20HL,229213_d035 
Inspection # :·2016,...229~13.~.0036 
Inspection# ·2016~30~563_0042 
lnspec~iol'_l # 2016 .•• 3P3,q63,_0042 
rnsp~ctiQn # ·~01_6_3_03?_63_0042 
JhSpect!on· # ~0.16.~,303563_0042 
lnspediot~ # '2016~2~92.13 .... 0038 
ln~pectlo11 # .2016; __ 229213~0038 

1 arn directing the c¢a$irig of admissions b?sed on ·111y bq!ief tha~ ·there i_s a risk of harm to" the health 
otwell~being of residents in thfJ home ·or persons who mlghlbe admitted as residents. 

¥Y belief is based on ·intormati~n provided to me by Mln~slry inspe~~ors_ that was gathered ln recent 
Inspections. In lhe·se Inspections, Ministry lnsP.ectors identified a slgnlffca·nt n1,1mber of lln:Oings_ of 
hort-compliar:ice with r~quirerrients under the L TCHA and 0. ~eg: 79/fiJ. -Speqifiqally, r;Jurlng 
inspections conduct~d. between October 20·15 ahd 'Ja·nuafy 2017; Ministry inspectors issued a 
·number oi compiiance orders and determined that the licensee had not complied with two 
compliance orders thai were to b~ ·compiled with by·August 4. 2016_ and October 31 , 2016 
r~s~i:ictlvely; As a result~ ·both qrthese compliance ortj~~s have_ been re~isslied. 

l 
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The findings of non-compliance) as well as the Orders referenced above, identified-by Minlstty 
:inspectors In recent inspections-include, but are.not limited to: 

• Recurring non-compliance.by the licensee relat~d to: 

o F:allure to· report 51,lspec-ted abuse and :n~gle~t of :reslden~; ahd 

o Failure to ensure pl~ns of :eare for spe<!ifiC residents who use motorized wheelchairs 
were based on an assessment of safety risks. 

• Failure to investigate all alleged, .suspected or witnessed incidents of abuse or n~glsct qf 
res.idents that th~ licensee knowsof-or1hat were·reported ,tb the lice:ns~~. 

• Failure to ensure that :medic~tlon is.administered to residents in accordance with the 
directions given by' the pre~riber • 

. • Failure to ensure -that all mediqation incid~nls and adverse'reactions are documented, 
r~port~d, investigated,and appropriate action taken. · 

• Failure to ensure residents wlth skin breakdown, pressure ulc_ers,,skin tears or altered skin 
·integrity racelvo_ a skin and wound care assessment using a clinically approprl?lte 
~sses$ment tool; ?nd that tt:lere is~ wee~ly.re~asse~sinent if cllnlcally i_ndic-ated: 

• Failure to ensure residents receive individualized personal care, including hygiene care and 
grooming on a daily basis. 

• Failure to ensure that the following required components of the pian of ·care are in place, 
inciu(jing; · · · · - · · 

9 Ensuring that the staff an~ o1he'ts who provide Qirect care to~ resident are kept · 
aware of the contents of the residentts ).?Ian of care and havo convenient and 
immediate access.to it; -and 

o · Ensuring-that residents are re~assessed and plan~ of care reviewed and revi~ed at 
.least every six months and at any other tirne as required by the · r~gls!ation. 

Givan ·the seriousn(lss of the no.n-cqmpli~nce .identiUed by· the Ministry inspectors and given th_e 
number of _Of(tef$ issuecji .I e~e.ct t_h.~t the licensee.will ans1,.1r~ . actfon rs taken fo addre.ss·all of ffie 
outstanding non-oomplianco ,pr:omptly, 

in order to ensure this occurs; I am requesting_ that a written plan.be submitted to me by February 1, 
2017. I expect that-the plan will outline steps the licensee has taken and will take to correct all · 
9uts-tandlng non·compllance to -ttddress the· risk of harm to the health ot well·b~lrtg ofresidents or 
persons who might be-admitted as ro-slden~s. I also. expect that the plan -Wiii identify th·a ·steps being 
taken by-tl1e licerts~a _to ei1Sure there is experienced and skilled leadership in plate .. at-Caressant. 
Cate Woodstock to carry-out this plan and ensure ~U outstanding non-compllance·is addressed, and 
that compliance with thel lCHA.and o. Re.g 79/1 o is sustained 

lh ~dditi-on t~rthe above, I require th~t you, as-Hc~nsee,_ will :me~~ wjth the· R_eside_nts' Council and 
FamilY Cpuricl! at the tiom~ no later t~~t'l F~brira\y1s; 2017 to review the plan identified.above,-and 
to obtahin'put fi'om_the mernb:era .ofe~dtCouncll. Pleas~. confimi wiih m·e in writing no later than 
Februa'.l)i 28, 2017 that the ·meeting(s) have taken place and provide me With any updates-to your 
plan as a result of Input from tha Residents' Council and Family Council. . . . . .. . . 

As thara are other lnspqctlons that are currently.ongoing and foflow-µp Inspections which .are ~lill to 
oc¢ur, actditional 'risk areas r:nay be-Jdentlfied. A~ a result_,. there:may·b,e ~ddit16nal actions that the 
licensee. may be· required to CQinpfote beyond those Id.entitled In 'this letter before admisslons ma_y 
be re-instated: Any additional requirements will be communicated should additional risks pe 
identified. 
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Jf you have any questions, please contact ·Peggy.Skipper, LSAO Managar,.at (519) 873M1299 or 
Mary Nestor, Senior.Manager, Long-Term Care Inspections: Branch at {905) 896-4143. 

Sincere_ ty, ,;,;;' /7·· "· 
,,"' f 

..,;;? i,1/ f . 
,,/~·,. /' ).'. '? S,:;> (;?_,/,r~_.,.r· 

_../ ./: /;_/'/,,ljl ~ _,fi',-.A,,/ . /_\.T A ,.,-,y._y_, ' . ··~," :, 
,, / °Kl v .cg''()r ,,t· ,.f',, /. // ~ 
// ; i / ............ 'ii 

/ f 
/ Karen. Simpson 

Director under the. Long-Term Care Homes Aet, .2007 
Long-Term Care lr1spections Branch 

c. Mtttiael Barr~tt, CJ:O, .Southwes~ LHIN 
.Gay ·Goetz, Acting Administrator, Caressant Car~ Woodstock 
. Jane S~ger,. Director, LHIN Liaison .8ranc.ih, MOHL TC . . 
Mary Nestor, Senior Manager, Compliance a.nd Enforce,ment, LTCiB,_ MOH.LTC 
PegQY Skipper, Manage(, L~ndon SAQ, LTq~, M_OHLTC .. . 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care . 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 

1 

Long-Term Care Homes Inspection Division ('~ t ~ vr Ontario Mlnlstere de Ja Sante et des Soins de longue duree 
Division de la responsabllisalion et de la performance du systeme de sante 
Direction de I' amelioration de la performance el de fa conformil~ 

Order{s) of the Director 
underthe Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007, S.O. 2007, c.8 

... . - .~. .;."'- .. ' . ' ·-
' • .. i: > :;.. ,.. -• ;:,. ~ Licensee Copy/Cople du Tltulalre D Public Copy/Cople Public 

Name .of Director: 
• -. < 

Karen Simpson ..... ,,. . ....... .. 
-

'· ' :- · .. ~ 

o Amend or Impose Conditions on Licence Order, section 104 '. - ' ' : -
o Renovation of Municipal Home Order, section 13_5 . ' : ("":•· ' . ' ... , 

.. 
o Compliance Order, section 153 .. 

Ord~r Type~ 
o Work and Activity Order, se9tion 154 i 

: o Return of Funding Order, section 155 .. 

.. . . , .. X Mandatory Management Order, section 156 
; o Revocation of Licence Order, section 157 .. ; o Interim Manager Order, section 157 

" 
Intake Log # 'of e>l'igihal 
i.11.~pection .Of ai)plfo~bJe ); 
Original lnsp~ctlon #: 

-
Licensee: Caressant Care Nursina and Retirement Homes Ltd. 

LiC Home;· Caressant Care Woodstock 

Name of Administrator: Angel Roth 
' .. ., 

-----------------~--·-·---···----·-----------

! Background: 
Caressant Care Woodstock ("the home") i$ a long-term care home in Woodstocl<, Ontario within the South 
West Local Health Integration Network (LHIN). Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Ltd. ("the 
licensee") Is licensed for 155 long-stay beds and 8 interim beds in the home. On January 26, 2017, the 
Director directed the local placement coordinator to cease admissions of new residents to the home 
("cease of admissions"). This direction was effective January 26, 2017 and remains In effect. 

The licen~ee of Caressant Care Woodstock has failed to comply with requirements under the Long-Term 
Care Homes Act, 2007 {L TCHA) and Ontario Regulation 79/1 O ("the Regulation"). Since June 2016, the 
licensee has repeatedly failed to comply with numerous requirements including, but not limited to: ongoing 
issues wlth medication administration; mitigation and management of medication incidents; complying with 
medication policies; complying with the abuse prevention policy; skin and wound assessments; and 
immediately investigating the suspicion of abuse or neglect, taking appropriate actions and reporting the 
results of the investigation to the Director under the L TCHA. · 

Despite receiving multiple and repeat Compliance Orders and the direction of a cease of admissions, the 
license~ .. h~-~...f~J.!ed to achieve and sustain compliance with the L TCHA and Regulation demonstrating the 
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Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
Long-Terll) Care Inspections Branch 
Long-Term.Care 1-!omes Inspection Division 

Ministere de la Sante et des Soins de longue duree 
Division de la responsabilisation et de la performance du systeme de sante 
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licensee's lack of understanding of what is required to systematically address non-compliance, as well the 
licensee's inability to correct and then to sustain compliance. 

Mandatory Management Order 

Subsection 156(1) of the LTCHA states that the Director may order a licensee to retain, at the licensee's 
expense, one or more persons acceptable to the Director to manage or assist in managing the long-term 
care home (Mandatory Management Order). 

Subsection 156(2) of the L TCHA states that an order may be made under this section if: (a) the licensee 
has not complied with a requirement under the L TCHA; and (b) there are reasonable grounds to believe 
that the licensee cannot or will not properly manage the long-term care home or cannot do so without 
assistance. Requirement under the L TCHA is defined in s. 2 of the L TCHA as a requirement contained in 
the L TCHA, in the regulations or in an order (amongst other things) made under the LTCHA. 

The Director is issuing this Mandatory Management Order as the Director believes, based on the 
licensee's ongoing failure to comply with requirements in the L TCHA and the Regulation, that the licensee 
cannot properly manage the long-term care home. This belief is based on the ongoing and persistent non
compliance, as outlined in the Grounds, specifically: the issuance of and re-issuance of multiple Orders 
due to the licerisee's failure to comply with Inspector's Orders since January 2017 which required the 
licensee to do certain things and prepare, submit and implement plans to achieve compliance with various 
requirements; the lack of understanding by the licensee of the compliance issues and the steps required to 
address and correct these serious issues; and the ongoing instability in the home's senior leadership, 

~[0-~_d_er_: __ , _ ____ _._ ___________ · -----------·--·-~ 
To Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Limited, you are hereby required to 
comply with the following order(s) by the date(s) set out below: 

.---------· ------·-----. 
Pursuantto: LTCHA, 2007 S.O. 2007, c. 8 s 156 (1) of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007. The 
Director may order a licensee to retain, at the licensee's expense, one or more persons acceptable to the 
Director to manage or assist in managing the long-term care home . 

. 
Order: This Order is made pursuant to subsection 156(1) of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 
(L TCHA). Pursuant to subsection 156(1) of the L TCHA, Caress ant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes 
Limited ("the licenseen) is ordered: 

(a) to retain a person described in paragraph (c) or (d). of this Order to manage Caressant C'3re 
Woodstock located at 81 Fyfe Avenue, Woodstock, Ontario (11the long-term care home"); 

-----------------------·---· 
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(b) to submit to the Director, Long-Term Care Inspections Branch (LTCIB) within 14 calendar days of 
being served with this Order a proposed person described in paragraph (a) to this Order; 

(c) the person described in paragraph (a) to this Order must be acceptable .to the Director, LTCIB and 
approved by the Director, L TCIB in writing; 

(d) if the licensee does not submit a proposed person described in paragraph (a) to this Orqer to the 
Director, LTCIB within the time period specified in paragraph (b) to this Order, the Director, LTCIB 
will select the person that the licensee must retain to manage the long-term care horn~; 

j 

(e) the person described in paragraph (a) to this Order acceptable to the Director, LTCIB will have 
specific qualifications, including: 

(i) the experience, skills and expertise required to operate and manage a long-term care (L TC) 
home in Ontario and to maintain compliance with the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 
and O.Reg. 79/10; 

(ii) have a Good Compliance Record, which for the purpose of this Order means the L TC home 
for which the person described in paragraph (a) to this Order is a licensee or manager, or to 
which the person described in paragraph (a) to this Order provides consulting services has 
a compliance record under the L TCHA that Is considered to be Substantially Compliant 
including: 

1. The L TC home responds to compliance issues identified during inspections; 

2. Non-compliance in areas of actual harm or high risk of harm to residents and any other 
persons identified during inspections .are rectified wittiin the time frame required by the 
Ministry; 

3. Medication Incidents are managed effectively in the LTC home; 

4. The medication management program is effective, using evidenced-based practice and 
quality standards as req1,1ired; 

5. Critical incidents that occur are reported as required and appropriate action· is taken in 
response; 

6. Cpmplaints are managed effectively in the LTC home; €Ind 

7. The L TC home has policies/procedures developed using evidenced~based practice and . 
quality strategies. 

{iii) demonstrate that they have not, under the laws of any province, territory, state or country, ·in 
the three years prior to this order: 

1. been declared bankrupt or made a voluntary assignment in bankruptcy; 

2. made a proposal under any legislation relating to bankruptcy or Insolvency; or 

3. have been subject to or instituted any proceedings, arrangement, or compromise with ,___ _______ ······-·-··---· 
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creditors including having had a receiver and/or manager appointed to hold his, her, or 
its assets. 

(f) to submit to the Director, L TC Licensing and Policy Branch (LPB) a written contract pursuant to 
section 11 o of the L TCHA within 14 calendar days of receiving approval of the Director, L TCI B 
pursuant to paragraph (c) of this Order or the selection of a person pursuant to paragraph (d) of this 
Order; 

(g) to execute the written contract within 24 hours of receiving approval of the written contract from 
the Director, LBP pursuant to section 11 O .of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 and to deliver a 
copy of that contract once executed to the Director, LBP; 

(h) to submit to the Director, L TCIB a management plan, prepared in collaboration with the person 
described In paragraph (a) to this Order, to manage the long-term care home and that specifically 
addresses strategies to achieve compliance with those areas identified as being in non-compliance 
within 30 calendar days of receiving approval of the Director, L TCIB pursuant to paragraph (c) of 
this Order or the selection of a person pursuant to parawaph (d) of this Order; 

(i) the person approved by the Director, L TCIB pursuant to paragraph (c) to this Order or selected by 
the Director, l TCIB pursuant to paragraph (d) of this Order, shall begin managing the home in 
accordance with the written contract described in paragraph (g) to this Order within 24 hours of 
the execution of that written contract; 

0) the management of the home by the person described in paragraph (a) to this Order is effective 
until advised otherwise by the Director, L TCIB; and 

(k) any and all costs associated with complying with this Order are to be paid for by the licensee, 
including for certainty, but not limited to, all costs associated with retaining the person described in 
paragraph (a) to this Order. 

Grounds: 

Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Limited ("the licensee") is licensed to operate a long-tenn 
care home known as Caressant Care Woodstock located at 81 Fyfe Avenue, Woodstock, Ontario ("the 
home'') with 155 long-stay beds and 8 interim beds. 

In 2016 and 2017, serious and ongoing non~compliance with requirements under the LTCHA, as described 
in detail below, was identified and continues to exist at Caressant Care Woodstock. The seriousness of the 
licensee's failure to comply with requirements under the L TCHA led the Director on January .25, 2017 to 
direct the local placement coordinator to cease admissions of new residents to the home effective January 
26, 2017 ("cease of admissions"), and now to Issue a Mandatory Management Order as the Director has 
reasonable grounds to believe that the licensee cannot properly manage the home. 

The licensee's failure to comply with requirements under the L TCHA since June 2016 is affecting the 
quality of care ~nd quality of life of residents in the home. 

As of August 18, 2017, there are 6 outstanding Compliance Orders: 
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1. 0 . Reg 79/1 O s. 131 (2) [medication administration] - Order issued three times with the first 
issue being on January 25, 2017 with a Director's Referral; 

2. 0. Reg 79/10 s. 135 [medication incidents]- Order issued twice with the first issue being on 
January 25, 2017 with a Director's Referral; 

3. 0 . Reg 79110 s . 8(1 )(b) [policies to be followed, specifically medication reconciliation] -Order 
issued twice with the first issue being on May 24, 2017, with a Director's Referral; 

4. 0 . Reg 79/10 s. 50(2)(b)(I) [skin and wound care assessments] - Order issued twice with the 
first issue being on January 25, 2017; 

5. LTCHA 2007 c.8 s. 20(1) [compliance with policy relating to zero tole.ran~e of abuse]-Order 
issued once on May 24, 2017; and 

6. L TCHA 2007 c.'8 s. 23 [immediate investigation of abuse/neglect and reporting results to 
Director]- Order issued twice with the first issue being on January 25, 2017. · 

Management instability 

There have been numerous changes In the home's leadership slnoe September 2016, which has Impacted 
the licensee's ability to properly manage the home and placed the stability of the overall operations of the 
home at risk: 

• On September 30, 2016, the previous Administrator retired. The licensee's Regional Manager 
became the Acting Administrator. A permanent Admir:iistrator pegan working in the home four 
months later, in late January, 2017. 

• In September 2016, both Resident Care Coordinators resigned (one had been employ~d for 
approximately one month In the home). Two new Resident Care Coordinators were hired and 
started work in December 2016. 

• On January 25, 2017, the date thatthe direction ceasing admissions was provided to the licensee, 
the previous D(rector of Nursing with approximately 30 years of service was terminated. The 
licensee's Regional Manager then became the Acting Director of Nursing (a perm~nent 
Administrator had started working by this time) until a new Director of Nursing was hired in March 
2017. The new Olrector of Nursing worked approximately one week and left the employ of the 
licensee. 

• In April , 2017, one of the new Resident Care Coordinators was terminated and replaced by a 
Registered Practical Nurse who was a staff member of the home. The other new Resident Care 
Coordinator was put into the position of Director of Nursing on April 7, 2017. A new Resident Care 
Coordinator was hired in May 2017. 

• From at least October 2016 to March 2017, the Food and Nutrition Manager was absent from the 
home and the Dietary Regional Manager was the Interim Food and Nutrition Manager. A 
permanent Food and Nutrition Manager was hired in July 2017. 

Cease of Admissions 

On January 25, 2017 the Director directed a cease of admissions effective January 26, 2017, pursuant to 
subsection 50(1) of the L TCHA to the licensee due to COIT!PJl~.!!~~..!~sues identified durinQ insp~ctions 
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commenced in October 2016. The cease of admissions was directed as the Director was of the belief that 
there was a risk of harm to the health or well-being of residents in the home or persons who might be 
admitted as residents as a result of the licensee's failure to comply with multiple requirements under the 
l TCHA and the issuance and re-issuance of Compliance Orders. 

The Cease of Admissions, effective January 26, 2017, remains in place. The home currently has 34 empty 
beds. 

Multiple and repeated non~compliance in 2016 to 2017 

The licensee has continually failed to comply with requirements under the L TCHA and Orders of 
the Inspector and has been unable to achieve or sustain compliance in the following areas where 
Compliance Orders have been issued. Other non-compliances, not associated with a 
corresponding Compliance Order are also detailed in the inspection reports for the inspection 
numbers outlined below. 

Resident Care and Safety 

• 0. Reg 79/10 s. 26(3)(19) - ensure resident's plan of care is based on an interdisciplinary 
assessment of safety risks. A resident was injured and transferred to hospital after the resident 
was struck by a motor vehicle while on the road outside of the home using an electric wheelchair. 
The resident suffered life-threatening injuries. On June 29, 2016 the licensee was served with a 
Compliance Order with a compliance dat~ of August 4, 2016 (Inspection #2016_258519_0007, 
Order #001). This Order was not complied with and was re-issued to the licensee qn January 25, 
2017 with a compliance date of April 28, 2017 {Inspection #2016_229213_0038, Order #001). This 
Order was determined to be complied with in May 2017. 

• LTCHAs. 6(8)(10) - ensure that the staff and others who provide direct care to a resident are kept 
aware of the contents of the resident's plan of care and have convenient and immediate access to 
it; anp ~nsure that residents ~re re-assessed and plans of care reviewed and revised at least every 
six mon'ths and at any other time as required by the legislation. On January 25, 2017, the licensee 
was served with a Compliance Order with a compliance date of March 1, 2017 (Inspection 
#2016_303563_0042, Order #004). This Order was determined to be complied with In May 2017. 

• 0 . Reg 79/10 s. 50(2}(b)(i) - ensure residents with skin breakdown, pressure ulcers, skin tears or 
altered skin integrity receive a skin and wound care assessment using a clinically appropriate 
assessment tool, and that there is a weekly re-assessment if clinically indicated. On January 25, 
20'17, the licensee was served with a Compliance Order with a compliance date of March 1, 2017 
(Inspection #2016_303563_0042, Order#001). This Order was not complied with and was re
issued to the licensee on June 29, 2017 with a compliance date of July 28, 2017 (Inspection 
#2017_605213_0007, Order#001). 

• 0 . Reg 79/10 s. 32 - ensure resident~ receive individualized personal care, including hygiene care 
and grooming on a daily basis. On January 25, 2017, the licensee was served with a Compliance 
Order with a compliance date of March 1, 2017 (Inspection #2016_303563_0042, Order #002). 
This Order was determined to be complied with In May 2017. 

• L TCHA, s. 75 - ensure that screening measures were conducted in accordance with the 
re ulations, includi~g_g_i.r!lJ!!~l_reference check conducted, before hiring staff. (Inspection 
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• LTCHA s. 24(1)- immediately report the suspicion of abuse of residents to the Director. On 
October 20, 2016 the licensee was served with a Compliance Order with a compliance date of 
October 31, 2016 (Inspection #2016_326569_0021, Order #001 ). This Order was not complied with 
and was re-issued to the licensee on January 25, 2017, with a compliance date of January 27, 
2017 (Inspection #2016_229213_0038; Order #001). (And see Inspection #2016_229213_0035 for 
additional findings of non-compliance). This Order was determined to be complied with in May 
2017. . . 

• LTCHA s. 23- immediately inves~igate abuse or neglect, taking appropriate actions and report 
results of investigation to the Director. On January 25, 2017, the licensee was served with a 
Compliance Order with a compliance date of March 1, 2017 (Inspection #2016_303563_0042, 
Order#OQ3) (And see Inspection #2016_229213_0035 for additional findings of non-compliance). 
This Order was not complied with and was re-issued to the licensee on June 29, 2017 with a 
compliance date of July 28, 2017 (Inspection #2017 _605213_0007, Order #002). LTCHA s. 20(1) 
-en~ure zero tolerance of abuse policy is complied with. On May 24, 2017, a Compliance Orqers 
was Issued with a compliance date of June 301 2017 (Inspection #2016_229213_0039! Order 
#001). (And see lnspec1ion #2016_229213_0035 for additional findings of non-compliance). 

Medication Administration 

• 0. Reg 79/10 s. 131(2) - ensure drugs are administered to residents in accordance with the 
directions of use specified by the prescriber. _On January 25, 2017, an immedia~e Compliance 
Order was issued with a compliance date of January 27, 2017 (Inspection #2016_229213_0035, 
Order#901). (And see Inspection #2016_229213_0035 for additional findings of non-compliance). 
This Order was not complied with and was re-issued to the licensee on June 29, 2017 with a 
compliance date of July 28, 2017 (Inspection #2017_605213_0008, Order#001). This Order was 
not complied with and on August 24, 2017, was re-issued for a second time with a compliance date 
of September 8, 2017 and referred to the Director (Inspection #2017 _605213_0015, Order #003). 

• 0. Reg 79/1 O s. 135 - ensure every medication incident involving a resident is documented, 
together with a record of the immediate actions taken to assess and maintain the resident's health; 
and reported to the resident or their substitute decision-maker, attending physician, Medical 
Director and the pharmacy service provider. In addition, ensure all medication Incidents are 
documented, reviewed and analyzed; corrective action taken as necessary; and a written record is 
kept of everything required, On January 25, 2017, an Immediate Compliance Order was i.ssued with 
·a compliance date of April 28, 2017 (Inspection #2016_229213_0035, Order#902). (And see 
Inspection #2016_229213_0035 for additional findings of non-compliance). This Order1was not 
complied with and on August 24, 2017, was re-issued to the licensee with a compliance date of 
September 8, 2017 and referred to the Director (Inspection #2017 _605213_0015, Order #001). 

• O. Reg 79/1 O s. 8(1 )(b) - ensure the licensee's medication reconciliation policy that is required by 
the Regulation is complied with (Inspection #2016_229213_0039, Order #002) and ensure the 
licensee's drug destruction and disposal policy required by the Regulatiqn is complied with 
(Inspection #2016_229213_0035). Ott.fy'].~,}'. 24, 2017, a Compliance Order was issued with a 
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compliance date of June 30, 2017. This Order was not complied with and on August 24, 2017, was 
re-issued to the licensee with a compliance date of September 8, 2017 and referred to the Director 
(Inspection #2017 _605213_0015, Order #002) . 

• 0 . Reg 79/1 O, s. 115 and 116 - ensure quarterly and annual evaluations are conducted of the 
home's medication management system, and changes are made based on the assessment. The 
licensee was requested to prepare a plan of correction to be implemented voluntarily. (Inspection 
#2016_229213_0035). 

• 0 . Reg. 79/10, s. 126 - ensure that drugs remained in the original labelled container or pack~ge 
provided by the pharmacy provider or the Government of Ontario until administered or destroyed. 
The licensee was requested to prepare a plan of correction to be implemented voluntarily. 
(Inspection #2016_229213_0035). 

• 0. Reg 79/10, s. 130- ensure monthly controlled substance count audits are conducted. The 
license~ was requested to prepare a plan of correction to be implemented voluntarily. (Inspection 
#2016_229213_0035). 

Reporting to the Director and Documenting Complaints 

• 0. Reg 79/10, s. 107(3)- ensure the Director is informed of a missing or unaccounted for 
controlled substance; and a medication incident or adverse drug reaction in respect of which a 
resident is taken to hospital. The licensee was requested to prepare a plan of correction to be 
implemented voluntarily (Inspection #2016_229213_0035). 

• 0 . Reg 79/10, s. 101 - ensure that a documented record was kept in the home that included, (a) 
the nature of each verbal or written complaint: (b) the date the complaint was received; (c) the type 
of action taken to resolve the complaint, including the date .of the action, time frames for ·actions to 
be taken and any follow-up action required; (d) the final resolution, if any; (e) every date on which 
any response was provided to the complainant and a description of the response; and (f) any 
response made in turn by the complainant (Inspection #2016_229213_0035). 

Licensee inability to achieve and sustain compliance 

The licensee has demonstrated a continued inability to fully understand the scope and severity of non
compliance anc;i the issues involved, as well as what actions are required and what resources and effort 
are needed to be in place at the home to comply with Compliance Orders, implement plans and achieve 
and sustain compliance with requirements in the L TCHA. 

When the cease of admissions was directed effective January 26, 2017, the licensee was requested to 
develop and submit a written plan to the Director by February 1, 2017. The plan was to outline steps the 
licensee has taken and will take to correct all outstanding non-compliance to address the risk of harm to 
the health or well-being of residents or persons who might be admitted as residents. The Director also 
expected that the plan would identify the steps being taken by the licensee to ensure there js experienced 
and skilled leadership in place at the home to carry out this plan and ensure all outstanding non
compliance is addressed, and that compliance with the L TCHA and the Regulation is sustained. 

• On February 1, 2017, the licensee submitted a plan to the Director. The Director was of the view 
that the pl~n lacked key elements to achieve compliance. 
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• On February 3, 2017 the Director requested that the licensee submit a revised plan that would 
provide a more comprehensive and detailed description of the actions the licensee would take to 
achieve and sustain compliance. . 

! 
• On February B, 2017, the licensee submitted a revised plan. On February 14, 2017, the Director 

informed the licensee's representative, Vice-President, Operations for Caressant Care that she 
expected the plan to be implemented. 

Despite the licensee's development and submission of a plan to the Director detailing actions to be taken 
to achieve compliance, two Compliance Orders related to medication management were re-issued on 
August 24, 2017. Both of these Orders cover areas identified in the licensee's February 8, 2017 plan 
(Inspection #2017 _605213_0015 

Over several dates between March 2017 and August 2017, the licensee's representatives repeatedly 
claimed that the home was ready for follow-up inspections and that operations were greatly improved. 
Once inspections were under way, those same representatives demonstrated to Inspectors that they did 
not understand the content and requirements of the Orders issued and expressed surprise that Inspectors 
were not finding enough evidence to support a conclusion that compliance was achieved. 

On March 19, 2017, the Vice~President, Operations for Caressant Care requested that ministry Inspectors 
re-inspect after April 6, 2017, as the home was ready for the Follow-up inspection. 

On April, 24, 2017, the Vice~President, Operations for Garessant Care inquired with the ministry as to 
when inspectors would be returning to complete follow-up inspections because it was the licensee's view 
that the home had made great strides in achieving compliance and they were ready for follow-up. In 
addition the Vice-President, Operations reported that staffing changes had taken place, specifically In the 
Director of Nursing position. 

On May 10, 2017, both the Vice-President, Operations for Caressant Care, and the Consultant hired by the 
licensee to assist with compllanc~, came to the home at different times to Inquire about the progress of the 
inspection and were both surprisec! when Informed by ministry Inspectors that there was not enough 
evidence to support compliance: 

• Examples were provided to the Vice-President, Operations of continuing non-compliance, among 
them: the Orders directing that a tracking tool be developed to ensure the completion of ordered 
training had not been developed; and that training for all staff h.ad not been completed as ordered 
(Inspection #2017 _605213_0008, Order #001, Inspection #2017 _605213._0007, Order #001). 

• A Compliance Order relating to medication administration was re~is.sued (Inspection 
#2017 _605213_0008, Order #001 ). The plan to achieve compliance with the Immediate Order 
(Inspection #2016_229213_0035, Order #901) had been included in the licensee's February 8, 
2017 plan to achieve compliance but the steps required had not been taken in accordance with that 
plan. 

On August 2, 2017, during the July 31 to August 4, 2017 Follow-up inspection, the Vice-President, 
Operations for Caressant Care, came into the home to talk to the Inspectors and to inquire about the 
progress of the inspection and was very surprised when informed that there was not enough evidence to 
support compliance: 

• An example was provided to the Vice-President, Operations that an order had directed that a 
quality improvement plan was to be ·developed related to the reduction of medication IJJcidents In 

~--the home with contents of the plan specified in th~_.Qfder (Inspection #2017 _605213 _0008, Order 
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#001 ). The licensee had not created a quality improvement plan including the specified 
requirements. The Vice-President, Operations asked the Inspectors if the home would stand a 
chance of having the Order complied if a plan was created that same day; the Inspector replied that 
would not meet compliance because the compliance date had already passed. 

• In addition, the tracking tool for training completion that the licensee had been ordered to develop 
did not include all staff in the home and the training had not been completed for all staff; the 
requirement to ensure that all staff .are trained was previously identified in Order #001 during 
Inspection# 2017 _605213_0008, and had not been fully complied with upon re-inspection 
(Inspection #2017 _605213_0015, Order #003). 

• The lnspe.ctor asked the Vice-President, Operations what role and involvement the President of the 
licensee had in achieving compliance with the Orders; the Vice-President said that they did not 
know. 

• Despite these obvious continuing compliance concerns, the Vice-President, Operations also asked 
about when the cease of admissions would be lifted. 

On August 14, 2017, the licensee (President of Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Limited), 
provided the ministry with a letter Indicating that as of that date, the Vice-President of Quality Improvement 
would be the H~ad Office person responsible for the home1 and that the current Regional Manager would 
no longer be responsible for the home. Further to this, the Vice-President of Quality Improvement would be 
reporting directly to the President. There was no indication that there would be any other supports provided 
to support the licensee in achieving and sustaining compliance. 

Director's Conclusion 

There are serious concerns related to the uni:terstanding and ability of the current licensee to correct the 
ongoing and repeated failure to comply with Orders of the Inspector. Despite Orders clearly outlining steps 
that were required to be taken to correct the non-compliance, the licensee's senior representative was not 
aware of those requirements or of the license~'s progress In mee~lng them. These Orders were originally 
issued in January, 2017 and despite repeated re-issuance they are still in non-compliance. 

The Director is issuing this Mandatory Management Order because the Director has reasonable grounds 
to believe that the licensee cannot properly manage the long-term care home, putting resident care at 
serious risk. This belief Is based on the licensee's inability to put in place the required actions to address 
·the ongoing and persistent non-compliance with the requirements under the L TCHA, the issuance of 
multiple and repeat Compliance Orders, the licensee's failure to comply with Compliance Orders, the 
licensee's lack .of understanding of what actions are required to achieve and sustain compliance, the 
instability in the management personnel in the home and the Director's direction on January 25, 2017 to 
the placement coordinator to cease admissions to the home which is still in place given the licensee's 
Inability to correct the non-compliance. 

I 

This ~r~er mm~t be complied with by: I The ~~~=~~~utlined and specified in the Order. 
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t?ontario 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Long-Term Care Homes Inspection Division 

Ministere.de la Sante et des Soins de longue duree 
Division de la responsabillsation et de la performance du systeme de sant~ 
Direction de !'amelioration de la performance el de la conform lie 

REVIEW/APPEAL INFORMATION 
TAKE NOTICE: 

The Licensee has the right to appeal this Order(s) to the Health Services Appeal and Review Board (HSARB) in accordance Witll section 164 of the 
Long· Term Care Homes Act, 2007. If the Licensee decides to request a hearing, the Licensee must, with 28 days of being served with this Order, mall 
or deliver a written notice of appeal to both: 

Health Services Appeal and Review Board 
Attention Registrar 
151 Bloor Street West 
9th Floor 
Toronto, ON 
M5S2T5 

and the Director 
c/o Appeals Clerk 
long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
1075 Bay SI., 11th Floor, Suite 1100 
Toronto ON M5S 281 
Fax: 416-327-7603 

Upon receipt, the HSARB will ac~nowledge your notice of appeal and will provide Instructions regarding the appeal process. The Licensee may learn 
more about the HSARB on the website www.hsarb,on.ca. 

Issued on this: 1st day-of Septembef, 2o·rr····· 
/ 

.Signature of'Direetor: 

Name of Director: I 
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Ministry of Health 
and Long-Term Care 

Interim Director 

Mlnlstllre de la Sante 
et des Solns de longue dun~e 

Dlrectrice lnterimaire 

f''r=: 

t?ontario 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 
Long-Term Care Homes Division 

347 Preston Street, Suite 420 
Ottawa ON K1S 3J4 
Telephone: 613 364-2250 
Fax: 416 327-7603 

December 1, 2017 

Mr. James Lavelle, President 

Inspection de solns de longue duree 
Division des foyers de solns de longue duree 

347, rue Preston, bureau 420 
Ottawa ON K1 S 3J4 
Tlllllphone : 613 364-2250 
Tlllllcopleur : 416 327-7603 

Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Ltd. 
254 Norwich Avenue 
Woodstock, ON N4S 3V9 
Fax: {519)539-9601 

Dear Mr. Lavelle: 

Re: Suspension of Admissions to Caressant Care Woodstock 

On January 25, 2017, pursuant to section 50 of the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA), I directed 
the Placement Coordinator for Caressant Care Woodstock at the South West Local Health Integration 
Network (LHIN), to cease authorizing admissions to Caressant Care Woodstock. The direction was effective 
from January 25, 2017 until further notice. 

I am now writing to notify you that the directive to cease admissions is to be lifted effective Monday, 
December 41

h, 2017. This decision Is based on the results of recent inspections and the fact that all the 
outstanding Orders have now been returned to compliance. 

Attached is a copy of the letter instructing the South West LHIN to resume admissions at Caressant Care 
Woodstock effective December 41

h, 2017. Please work with the Placement Coordinator assigned to your 
home to develop and implement a gradual and mutually satisfactory plan to resume admissions to safely 
meet the needs of all residents. This admission plan must be supported by an effective staffing deployment 
plan across all departments of the home. Prior to implementing your admission plan, please provide a copy 
of your staffing and fill rate plan to the London Service Area Office. These documents can be forwarded to 
Neil Kikuta at the following address: neil.kikuta@ontario.ca. 

If you have any questions, please contact Peggy Skipper, London Service Area Office Manager, at {519) 
873-1299 or Lynne Haves, Senior Manager, Long-Term Care Inspection Branch (L TCIB) at (905) 897-4601. 

Karen Simpson 
Director under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 
Long-Term Care Inspections Branch 

c. Kelly Gillis, Interim Co-CEO, South West LHIN 
Donna Ladouceur, Interim Co-CEO, South West LHIN 
Tim Dengate, Chief Operating Officer, Caressant Care Nursing and Retirement Homes Limited 
Joanne Dykeman, Executive Vice President, Operations, Sienna Senior Living 
Kim Leuszler, Vice President of Quality Improvement, Caressant Care Woodstock 
Lynne Haves, Senior Manager, Enforcement and Compliance, {MOHL TC} 
Peggy Skipper, Manager, Compliance Inspection, London Service Area Office, (MOHL TC) 
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